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]Now !Areally long lasling liquid make-up

!

Instantly "'love-lights” your complexion! Hours later— still smooth, luscious ... no greasy look!

Never turns greasy ... so velvety

you don’t even need powder!

Imagine— a liquid make-up that never turns greasy!

Angel Touch is completely different from older

make-ups. Creamy-smoothing . . . yet never,

never drying!

Angel Touch is so un-greasy you don’t even need

powder! A wonderful "cover-up.” Its soft -tinted

freshness lasts for hours. Just smooth on— no

blending problems, no "bard edges,” no masky look!

Angel Touch "love-lights” your complexion!

Distinctive new
squeeze bottle

Gives one drop at a time

No waste, no spilly mess

Carry in purse—can’t break

6 "Love-light” shades

59 OF $ 1.00 plus tax



The diamond that’s guaranteed for permanent value
Such beautiful styles—and it’s so nice to know you
can be sure of your Artcarved diamond ring’s value.

For, thanks to Artcarved'

s

unusual nationwide Perma-

nent Value Plan, you can apply your Artcarved ring’s

full current retail price toward a larger Artcarved

at any time, as specified in the guarantee. And you

can do this anywhere— at any of the thousands of

Artcarved jewelers throughout the U.S.A. This

guarantee is backed by one of the world’s oldest

and largest ringmakers, famous for 107 years.

Even if you never exchange your Artcarved ring,

you’ll always be so proud knowing Artcarved rings

give you this nationwide proof of lasting value.

Every Artcarved diamond ring is guaranteed and

registered lor color, cut, clarity, carat weight. Prices

are nationally established—$75 to $10,000.

Artcarved wedding rings are guaranteed lor a life-

time. An exclusive process makes their precious

gold extra-hard, extra-durable. Look for the name
Artcarved stamped inside the ring and on the tag.

Beloved by brides for more than a hundred years ( 1850-1957)

PRICES. SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. INCLUDE FEDERAL TAX. RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL.

a. SHERATON SET
Engagement Ring $175

Also $85 to $1,500
Bride's Ring $50

b. PRINCETON SET
Engagement Ring $150

Also $60 to $7,500
Bride's Ring $10

C. GOLDEN SUNRISE SET
Groom's Ring $37.50
Bride’s Ring $35.00

d. BELMONT SET
Engagement Ring $225

Also $200 to $450
Bride's Ring $35

J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc., Dept. P-27, 216 E. 45th St., New York 17, N.Y.

j
NEW YORK • LONDON • AMSTERDAM • ANTWERP

rAjSsCr* Please send me "SILENT SECRETARY FOR BRIDE AND GROOM”—
a guide to wedding etiquette with valuable tips on ring buying. Also send

name of nearest authorized Artcarved jeweler.

Name

Address_

City jCounty or Zone_
P
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CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

BABY FACE NELSON—U.A. Directed by Don
Siegel: Nelson, Mickey Rooney; Sue, Carolyn Jones;
Doc Saunders, Cedric Hardwicke; Jerry, Chris Dark;
Rocca, Ted de Corsia; Mac, Emile Meyer; Hamilton,
Tony Caruso; Dillinger, Leo Gordon; Fatso, Jack
Elam; Parker, John Hoyt; Van Meter, Elisha Cook,
Jr.; Mr. Hall, George Stone.

DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER—M-G-M. Di-
rected by Charles Walters: Lt. Max Siegel, Glenn
Ford; Melora, Gia Scala; Adam, Earl Holliman; Lt.

Tomlen, Anne Francis; Gordon Ripwell, Keenan
Wynn; Lt. Comdr. Nash, Fred Clark; Deborah, Eva
Gabor; Ensign Tyson, Russ Tamblyn; Lt. Pendelton,
Jeff Richards; Farragut Jones, Mickey Shaughnessy;
Adm. Boatwright, Howard Smith; Mr. Alba, Romney
Brent; Janie, Mary Wickes.

GREEN-EYED BLONDE, THE—Warners. Di-
rected by: Bernard Girard: Greeneyes, Susan Oliver;
Betsy Abel, Linda Plowman; Ouisie, Beverly Long;
Cuckoo, Norma Jean Nilsson; Trixie, Tommie Moore;
Joyce, Carla Merey; Margaret Wilson, Sallie Brophy;
Mrs. Nichols, Jean Innes; Miss Vandingham, Olive
Blakeney; Sally Abel, Anne Barton; Ed, Tom Green-
way.

INVISIBLE BOY, THE—M-G-M. Directed by
Herman Hoffman: Timmie, Richard Eyer; Dr. Mer-
rinoe, Philip Abbott; Mary Merrinoe, Diane Brew-
ster; General Swayne, Harold J. Stone.

JAILHOUSE ROCK—M-G-M. Directed by Richard
Thorpe; Vince Everett, Elvis Presley; Peggy Van
Alden, Judy Tyler; Hunk Houghton, Mickey Shaugh-
nessy; Mr. Shores, Vaughn Taylor; Sherry Wilson,
Jennifer Holden; Teddy Talbot, Dean Jones; Laury
Jackson, Anne Neyland.

KISS THEM FOR ME—20th. Directed by Stanley
Donen: Crewson, Cary Grant; Alice, Jayne Mans-
field; Eddie Turnbill, Leif Erickson; Gwenneth, Suzy
Parker; Mac, Ray Walston; Mississip, Larry Blyden;
Ruddle, Nathaniel Frey.
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FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S MOVIEGOERS FOR OVER FORTY YEARS

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SECTION

33
34
37
38

The Power of Faith

I Believed . . . And God Blessed Me (Kim Novak)
I Worked . . . And God Rewarded Me (Don Murray)
I Prayed . . . And God Heard Me (Mala Powers)

By Diane Scott

By A/ex Joyce

By Maxine Arnold

ARTICLES AND SPECIAL FEATURES

19
23
24
26
28
31

40
45
46
48
51

64
64
65
65

1957—A Crazy, Wonderful, Mixed-up Year By Kendis Rochlen
I Have Loved Only Once (Sophia Loren) By Jean Lewis

The Strange Case of Dorothy Malone By Carl Posner
What the Home Folks Think of Pat Boone By Nancy Anderson
Speaker: Frank Sinatra. Subject: What is a Woman?
Who Is Santa? (Janet Leigh)

A Day with Rick Nelson By Daniel Stern

Confess, or Take the Consequences (Debbie Reynolds)
Who’s Telling the Truth? (“Les Girls”) By Hildegarde Johnson
The Men You Love to Hate By M. O'Donnell
Unmasking Charlton Heston By Joseph Henry Steele

Love Conquered (Bing Crosby, Kathy Grant)

Love Was Blind (Marlon Brando, Anna Kashfi)

Love Wasn’t Enough (Rock Hudson)
Love Walked Out (Jeff Chandler)

MONOLITH MONSTERS, THE—U-I. Directed by
John Sherwood: Dave Miller, Grant Williams; Cathy
Barrett, Lola Albright; Martin Cochrane, Les Tre-
mayne; Prof. Arthur Flanders, Trevor Bardette.

MY MAN GODFREY—U-I. Directed by Henry
Koster. Irene, June Allyson; Godfrey, David Niven;
Angelica, Jessie Royce Landis; Mr. Bullock, Robert
Keith; Francesca, Eva Gabor; Vincent, Jay Robinson;
Cordelia, Martha Hyer; Molly, Jeff Donnell; Hubert,
Herbert Anderson.

PAL JOEY—Columbia. Directed by George Sidney:
Vera Simpson, Rita Hayworth" Joey Evans, Frank
Sinatra; Linda English, Kim Novak; Gladys, Bar-
bara Nichols; Ned Galvin, Bobby Sherwood; Mike
Miggins, Hank Henry; Mrs. Casey, Elizabeth
Patterson.

SAD SACK
t
THE—Paramount. Directed by George

Marshall: Bixby, Jerry Lewis; Dolan, David Wayne;
Major Shelton, Phyllis Kirk; Abdul, Peter Lorre;
Pvt. Start Wenaslawsky, Joe Mantell; Sgt. Pulley,
Gene Evans; Ali Mustapha, George Dolenz; Zita,
Liliane Montevecchi; Gen. Vanderlip, Shepperd
Strudwick; Hassim, Abraham Sofaer; Sgt. Hansen,
Mary Treen; Lieut. Wilson, Drew Cahill; Moki,
Michael G. Ansara; Capt. Ward, Don Haggerty;
French General, Jean Del Val; Arab Chieftain, Dan
Seymour; Hazel (Wac), Yvette Vickers.

SHORT CUT TO HELL—Paramount. Directed by
James Cagney: Kyle, Robert Ivers; Glory Hamilton,
Georgann Johnson; Stan, William Bishop; Bahrwell,
Jacques Aubuchon; A darns, Peter Baldwin; Daisy,
Yvette Vickers; Nichols, Murvyn Vye; L.A. Police
Captain, Milton Frome.

STOPOVER TOKYO—20th. Directed by Richard
L. Breen: Mark Fannon, Robert Wagner; Tina, Joan
Collins; George Underwood, Edmond O' Brier ; Tony
Barrett, Ken Scott; Koko, Reiko Oyama; High Com-
missioner, Larry Keating; Wife of High Commis-
sioner, Sarah Selby.

STOWAWAY GIRL—Paramount. Directed by Guy
Hamilton: Prothero, Trevor Howard; Mario, Pedro
Armendariz; Manuela, Elsa Martinelli; Bleloch,
Leslie Weston; Evans, Donald Pleasence: Tommy,
Jack McGowran; Moss, Warren Mitchell; Wellington
Jones, Harcourt Curacao; Murphy, Barry Lowe;
Official, Juan Carolilla; Ferguson, John Rae;
Stranger, Roger Delgado; Pereira, Harold Kasket;
Bliss, Max Butterfield; Cook, Andy Ho; Agent,
Peter Illing; Patron, Armando Guinle; Coca-Cola
Man, Michael Peake.

UNTIL THEY SAIL—M-G-M. Directed by Robert
Wise: Barbara, Jean Simmons; Anne, Joan Fontaine;
Capt. Harding, Paul Newman; Delia, Piper Laurie;
Capt. Bates, Charles Drake; Evelyn, Sandra Dee;
Shinner, Wally Cassell.

ZERO HOUR—Paramount. Directed by Hall Bart-
P left: Ted Stryker, Dana Andrews; Ellen Stryker,

Linda Darnell; Treleaven, Sterling Hayden; Cap-
tain Wilson, Elroy “Crazylegs” Hirsch; Dr. Baird,
Geoffrey Toone; Tony Decker, Jerry Paris; Steward-
ess, Peggy King: Mrs. Wilson. Carole Eden; Bur-
dick Charles Quinlivan.
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M-G-M presents

MARIO LANZA

THE SEVEN HILLS
OF ROME”

CO-Starriny

RENATO RASCEL
MARISA ALLASIO

with

PEGGIE CASTLE

The golden-voiced star

of "The Great Caruso” in

his best musical romance!

MARIO LANZA
introduces a

GORGEOUS NEW GIRL!

It’s an entertainment

delight filmed in

Rome . . . city

of sunshine,

song and

sweethearts.

And you’ll

meet a delectable

continental

beauty, Marisa

Allasio. Don’t

miss it!

Screen Play by ART COHN and GIORGIO PROSPERI • Based On a story by Giuseppi Amato

Filmed m technirama®— a Product of technicolor® • Produced by LESTER WELCH
Directed by ROY ROWLAND • A Le Cloud Production
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Liz Taylor, resplendent

in velvet and jewels,

was girl of the hour

at “Raintree County”

premiere. Her gown,

a black floor-length

sheath, was designed to

show off rubies, dia-

monds and chinchilla

stole, gifts from Mike

INSIDE

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

Parties: Mike Todd, at his $7,000

party following the “Raintree County”

premiere in Louisville, Ky., cautioned

the orchestra not to play “Around the

World in 80 Days.” “This is her night,”

Mike emphasized, nodding toward Liz,

“and I want no publicity for myself.”

And her, in bright array, looked a

dream. But Mike’s tune was different

the following week at his “intimate”

Madison Square Garden blowout, held

to celebate the first birthday anniver-

sary of “80 Days.” More than 18,000

guests sang his laurels during the year’s

biggest and most publicized fiasco.

At the Jules Stein (MCA) soiree,

Gene Kelly popped in from the “Mar-

jorie Morningstar” location. Remem-
bering those rumors of bickering be-

tween Gene and his leading lady, Nat-

alie Wood, we asked how the picture

was going. “Well,” said Gene with a

shrug, “at the moment it’s in bits and

pieces.” The following week so was

Gene, with an injured leg and Asian

flu. In bits and pieces.

At the same party, Van Johnson

bustled over. “Hey, I was thinking

about you today,” he said. “While I

was washing the lunch dishes, I came

across that tray you gave Evie and me
for a wedding present and I

—
” IFhile

he was washing the lunch dishes?!!

Tut tut, the things you do hear at Hol-

lywood parties . . . George Nader, at

the same party, hasn’t half the social

ease as girlfriend Martha Hyer..

Highlight of the shebang that Jack

Benny threw for Ed Sullivan was
Maurice Chevalier's rendition of

“Dixie” with a French roll accent . . .

And the contortions in that number put

on by eight-year-old Portland Mason

at Dean Martin’s Mocambo party was
to me the height of bad taste.

Tears: The misty eyes of Jeff Chan-
dler, who finally moved into a Holly-

wood apartment alone, at the mention

of his two children . . . The wails of

Marie Wilson at the prospect of losing

the adored baby she hoped to adopt,

with the real mother now asserting her

claim.

People in Hollywood Wonder: Why
George Raft didn’t title that too-re-

vealing magazine confessional just plain

“Riff-Raft” and be done with it . . .

If 20th Century-Fox will be successful

in its plan to star Elvis Presley, Pat

Boone and Tommy Sands in one pic-

ture . . . Why, in “Raintree County,”

M-G-M insisted on those closeups of

Monty Clift's swollen features, results

of that auto smack-up ... If Monty is

really in love wtih his secretary, Marge
Stengel, as reported, and if so why
May Britt draped his arm at the pre-

miere. They just wonder about Monty,

period.

They’re concerned over Shelley

Winters and Hedy Lamarr, two stars

who insist on feudin’ and fussin’ through

life. Contention, in part, prevented

Shelley’s play, “The Saturday Night

Kid,” from opening on Broadway, and

cost Hedy many friends at Universal

Studios.

Hello, Memphis: It was two o’clock

in the morning in Memphis and eleven

P.M. in Hollywood, when Nick Adams
and I decided to telephone Elvis Pres-

ley with news of his latest movie, “Jail-

house Rock.” Nick had carted us off

to the private showing earlier that eve-

ning and couldn’t wait to get back to

the telephone. “He’s (
Continued )

At the preem, Monty Clift and date

May Britt were a study in serious-

ness. But pert Doris Day, with hub-

by Marty, was her usual gay, fun-

loving self, in a lush white stole



Paramount Presents

ANTHONY

NEVER HAS

THERE BEEN SUCH
MAN-WOMAN
EXCITEMENT ON
THE SCREEN! The raw

realism of love in the

story of a woman who

married a man she

had never seen before . .

before she met the man

she couldn't live

without! Anna Magnani

brings new adult

emotions to the screen

in her first performance

since her Academy

Award-winning rote in

‘The Rose Tattoo”!

production

ANNA MAGNANI

QUINNANTHONY

FRANCIOSA

co-starring DOLORES HART • JOSEPH CALLEIA • Directed by George Cukor
Screenplay by Arnold Schulman • Based on a story by Vittorio Nino Novarese • Music composed and conducted by Dimitri Tiomkin

p
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INSID continued

take sides in a quarrel. After all those

bitter bits tossed between Jerry Lewis

and Dean Martin—and as recently as

Dean’s TV debut—guess who Jerry

telephoned first with the news of his

newest son’s arrival. You know it

—

Dean Martin. So, I predict that some-

time, somehow, someplace, those two

will get together again. Dean and Jerry.

All About Venetia: Get ready! The

new Lana, the young Rita, the latest

Kim is on her way. Her one and only

role so far, in “Darby’s Rangers,” rings

no alarms, sets no standards, promises

no genius. But what this teenage

divorcee does to the local swains!

Handsome Barry Coe, the “Peyton

Place” boy, hopes to marry Venetia the

minute her divorce from Russ Tamblyn

is final.

Tab Hunter, in a trance of sorts,

parted with his favorite horse, “Battling

Bim,” before he knew what hit him,

selling it to Venetia in an unguarded

moment. Tony Perkins risked life and

limb to climb embankments and break

in windows when Venetia mislaid her

door keys. Frank Sinatra spent one

entire evening at a party trying to be-

come “friends,” and got nowhere. Once
shy, once retiring, Venetia’s now cool

and sophisticated. Besides her own
private phone, which she never answers

unless on signal, two answering services

take care of her messages. She seldom,

if ever, calls back. She lives alone,

likes it and keeps ex-husband Russ as

her best friend. If all this comes across

on the screen, and, remember, we said

if, then walk, don’t run, to the nearest

Venetia Stevenson fan club. This could

be the one.

This 'n' That: Paul Newman has

finally effected a property settlement

with his ex-wife, and is now free to

marry Joanne Woodward ... A few

days after Bob Wagner taught Natalie

Wood how to play gin rummy, she took

him for $485 . . . Yul Brynner coaching

Kim Novak on her “From Among the

Dead” lines . . . Jayne Mansfield has

set January 8th as her wedding date

with Mickey Hargitay . . . The Fishers

awaiting a little brother or sister for

baby Carrie. Daddy Eddie wants a boy.

. . . Everyone bursting his buttons with

pride over Irene Dunne's U.N. appoint-

ment . . . Big, big hats at cocktail par-

ties newest rage, with Dana Wynter,

Joan Collins, Martha Hyer and Erin

O'Brien the smartest wearers . . . Liz

Taylor and Eva Marie Saint biggest

fans of town’s smartest color: Green.

Set of the Month: Rumors that Tommy
Sands has it made as an actor, sent us

to the “Sing! Boy, Sing!” set for a look.

Sure enough, even after ten or more

takes of a single scene. Tommy was

cool, natural and easy. The scene had

Tommy and pal Nick Adams eating

waffles for breakfast. Tommy could

take his slowly but Nick—a half-starved

kid—must wolf his with gusto and ask

for more. After ten waffles with butter

and syrup, a pea-green Nick asked to

be excused, and bolted for the exit.

“That’s nothing,” grinned Tommy. “The

other morning Nick had to eat nineteen

banana splits before we got it right!”

( Continued )

probably down at the gate talking to

the kids.” Nick said while the Presley

phone jangled. “Guys hang around

there all hours.” Elvis, who had just

returned from Nashville, was happy

over Nick’s raves on “Jailhouse,” and

thanked us botli for our kind words.

Tips: Stars to watch for: James Gar-

ner, six-foot-four Oklahoman, thirty,

brown eyes, black hair, devil-may-

carish, bit part in Broadway’s “Caine

Mutiny Court Martial,” and Marlon
Brando's friend in “Sayonara,” scores

in “Darby’s Rangers,” star of his own
TV show, “Maverick.” Strong, sexy,

eligible. Curt Jurgens, handsome

blond co-star of Bob Mitchum in “The

Enemy Below,” six-feet-four, divorced

from Eva Bartok. Single.

Prediction: Take my word for it: Never

Lots of fascinating new faces have

been livening the recent Hollywood

parties! Heads turned when that de-

mon partygoer, Nick Adams, turned

up with a dazzling new girl friend—
Jennifer Holden, a model turned

actress. John Saxon squired cute

little Sandra Dee to big wingding

celebrating “Escapade In Japan,”

in matching costumes, yet! Sandra,

who’s only fifteen, got her first

screen kiss from John in the test

that won her U-I contract. And hand-

some Curt Jurgens, Europe’s toast,

is charming all the ladies in Hol-

lywood now—including Claire Bloom

i
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AND AN
EXQUISITE

NEW
JAPANESE STAR

THEY LIVE

JAMES A.

MICHENER'S

STORY OF
DEFIANT

DESIRE.

IT IS

CALLED

Filmed, in Japan
in the

never-before-seen

beauty of

TTUCInKffl Q
and

TECHNICOLOR®

presented by

WARNER BROS.

co-starring PATRICIA OWENS • RED BUTTONS • RICARDO MONTALBAN • MARTHA SCOTT • MIYOSHI UMEKI • JAMES GARNER

mu !mi£Vim iaa?Iiii
TE

|

D
a/\ in BASED ON THE NOVEL BY

AND INTRODUCING
FOR THE FIRST TIME

Song: ’SAYONARA’ Words and

/ Music by IRVING BERLIN
MUSIC 6» fl)»Nl WOMAN

p
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INSIDE
continued

p

Fans who turned out to ogle the

stars at
u
Raintree County”

premiere got an extra treat—a great

show of new fashions

Pier Angeli, with her Vic, was demure

Victorian in gown mother designed

To smitten Tab, Venetia Stevenson, in

painted chiffon, was a dream walking

“It’s my last year's tux,” quips Mr.

Heston. Mrs. H. chose bouffant satin

Even the minks were new—like stole

of Martha Hyer, George Nader's date

Last word in hairdos—Audrey Hep-

burns wide puffs, with single jewel atop

Leslie Caron made her hooded cape. Escort

Cecil Beaton had absent hubby's okay

Wide cut of new cape sets off delicate fea-

tures of Jeff Hayden's Eva Marie Saint

8



Designed for the smart woman...

who insists on that dewy look on her lips

!

There’s a special look a smart woman

has that others always notice ... a

polished, shining look of elegance. You

see it above all in her moist, radiant lips.

Perhaps you've wished for this look, hut

never found the secret. Well, look no

more. Tt’sRevlon’s 'Lustrous’ Lipstick

—

extra-creamy, non-drying, to give your

lips a luscious, high-gloss glow. Wear?

Remarkably well! Choose 'Lustrous’

to give your lips the soft, dewy look.

Also by Revlon . .
.
famous T

Lanolite’ Lipstick

. . . the only non-smear-type lipstick that

stays on and on without drying your lips!

26 fabulous 'Lustrous’ colors...

in jeweler-designed 'Futurama’

case. 1.35 to 37.50 plus tax.

© REVLON, INC. 1957



No wonder more women

choose Kotex than all other brands

Memo to Mothers: Every year over 100,000

girls begin to menstruate before they are eleven.

So it's not too soon to tell your daughter at ten.

Our free booklet "You're A Young Lady Now”
helps give the facts she needs to know. Write

Miss Jones, Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.

alk about so

Just about the softest word in any girl s

vocabulary, that's Kotex. The Kotex napkin has

Wondersoft covering — so kind and gentle it

won t rub, won't chafe. Kotex won’t ever fail you,

either— for Kotex absorbs instantly, completely.

And what comfort you experience with the new

Kotex belt. Its special kind of self-locking clasp

holds the napkin securely, molds itself gently to

your body.

KOTEX and WONDERSOFT are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corporation



n comes to the rescueGia Scala’s schoolhouse has a roo.

LET’S

GO TO
THE
MOVIES

WITH JANET GRAVES

V'/V'/ EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD

W GOOD

^ FAIR

Don’t Go Near the Water M-G-M ; CINEMASCOPE, METROCOLOR

V'V'V'V' Meet a bunch of nice people, sitting out the Pacific war

on an idyllic South Sea island. Glenn Ford, likable as ever,

is a Navy public relations man ; Gia Scala, his heart interest,

a lovely native girl dedicated to her schoolteaching job.

There’s a touching secondary romance linking sailor Earl

Holliman and nurse Anne Francis, with complications caused

by rank. As Glenn’s superior officer, formerly an ad man,

Fred Clark sets off the picture’s funniest sequence, by decid-

ing that the typewriter
-j
ockeys under his command should

build their own clubhouse. Other amusing portrayals: Kee-

nan Wynn, arrogant reporter; Eva Gabor, dashing lady

correspondent, and Russ Tamblyn, brash gob. family

My Man Godfrey U-l; CINEMASCOPE, EASTMAN COLOR

I'VIS A delightfully suave performance by David Niven high-

lights this screwball comedy, though June Allyson is also

appealing as a wacky rich girl. Niven plays an elegant

tramp, on his uppers because he’s in the U.S. illegally. June

brings him home to her daft household, where he takes over

as butler and proceeds to make himself invaluable. There’s

some romantic rivalry from Jeff Donnell, as the amorous

maid; but Martha Hyer, as June’s snooty sister, resents the

interloper. However, Niven finally endears himself to Jessie

Royce Landis, flutter-brained lady of the house, and even

to Robert Keith, the long-suffering father. And Eva Gabor’s

on hand again as a gal who knew David in Europe. family

p

Junie picked David up just for a joke, but she

decides it’s nice to have a man around the house
11
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MOVIES continued,

ROBERT

DOROTHY E

CARSON

withco-starring ROBERT J. WILKE

ING 3 OF
THE WIND”

in the story they

Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK • Screenplay by GEORGE ZUCKERMAN • Produced by ALBERT ZUGSMITH— A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Pal Joey COLUMBIA, TECHNICOLOR

PW A topnotch all-’round performance
by Frank Sinatra is the best feature of this

unusual tune-film. He’s a tough-minded
opportunist, a night-club entertainer whose
fondness for the ladies keeps getting him
into jams. His special target is Rita Hay-
worth, former burlesque queen who has

married money. Object: to sweet-talk her

into backing a club of his own. But he
can’t keep away from sweet chorus girl

Kim Novak, and it’s soon easy to see prob-

lems in the offing. With Rita, Frank has

met his match. The fine old Rodgers-Hart

song numbers are done with grace and
simplicity. Adult

Until They Sail m-c-m

PW” In a gentle and sympathetic story of

people in wartime, we find a quartet of

New Zealand sisters fighting loneliness.

Piper Laurie is the most resentful
;

she

plunges into a disastrous marriage with

roughneck Wally Cassell, just because he’s

the only guy around. After American
forces arrive, the romantic situation looks

up; but Jean Simmons remains loyal to her

husband overseas, even though she’s at-

tracted to embittered officer Paul Newman.
Teenager Sandra Dee eyes available kids.

And oldest sister Joan Fontaine, at first

disdainful of the other girls’ desires, her-

self finally falls in love with Charles Drake.

The people are all believable. Piper tack-

ling a role very different for her, a selfish

young woman short on morals. adult

Stopover Tokyo 20th century-fox;
CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR

This is a Mr. Moto story without Mr.

Moto, and it’s a pity, even though in this

adaptation he’s been replaced by an Amer-

ican intelligence agent in the handsome
person of Robert J. Wagner. Robert

struggles manfully to best a bunch of

Commies led by Edmond O’Brien who plan

to blow up the American High Commis-
sioner. On top of all that. Bob has a

romance with Joan Collins and custody of

a cute little Japanese girl, Reiko Oyama,
to handle on the side. He could certainly

use Mr. Moto’s assistance. But the scen-

ery, filmed in Japan, is gorgeous, and so

is Joan Collins. family

Kiss Them For Me 20th century-fox;
CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR

k'k'V' Here’s another comedy culled from

the backwash of World War II. Navy pilot

Cary Grant and his pals, Larry Blyden and

Ray Walston, after a long stretch of tough

sea duty, wangle themselves a trip to San

Francisco. What the boys have in mind

is a glorious bender, complete with wine,

women and song. But what the Navy, in the

person of harried public relations officer

Werner Klemperer, has in mind is some-

thing else. Seems our heroes are just that,

and the plan is to have them go around

giving speeches to boost industry morale.

Cary smells a rat in tycoon Leif Erickson,



who’s out to use the publicity to get himself

some war contracts. With help from the

charms of pal Jayne Mansfield, the boys

evade the Navy’s clutches, and Cary wins

Leif’s fiancee, luscious Suzy Parker. When
Cary and Suzy aren’t mooning about life

and love in a few dull spots, it’s a gay

romp. adult

The Sad Sack PARAMOUNT, VISTAVISION

V'V'V' Jerry Lewis, who’s already proved

that he can score without the aid of ex-

partner Martin, does it again, playing the

old Army game in a film tailor-made for

his talents. In the title role—naturally

—

Jerry’s a military misfit who inevitably

winds up in the psychiatrist’s office. It’s

hard to picture an Army head-shrinker as

pretty as Phyllis Kirk, but that she is, and

she goes to work on Jerry, with the aid

of squadron leader David Wayne and his

buddy, Joe Mantell. But the story never

gets in the way of the bubbling buffoonery,

with Jerry mixing it up with baddies in

Morocco (including Peter Lorre in a

hilarious takeoff of Peter Lorre), Jerry

exchanging kisses with a French general,

Jerry loose in a WAC barracks, Jerry

—

well, need we say more? family

Jailhouse Rock m-c-m, cinemascope

v'v'v' In spite of the fact that he plays a

real heel in this picture, Elvis Presley is

getting better and better! As an actor, he’s

coming along very nicely indeed. Elvis

plays a lad whose hot temper leads to a

manslaughter sentence. In jail, he falls

under the influence of his ex-show-biz

cellmate, Mickey Shaughnessy, who sees

that Elvis is possessed of a hot talent, too,

and ties him to a partnership to follow

their release. Out of stir first, Elvis finds

a friend in Judy Tyler, who helps him to

fame. But Elvis, despite his success, uses

every mean trick in the book to hold onto

it. When his old buddy joins him, he

tears up their agreement and gives him a

job as a flunky. Finally, in a showdown
brawl, a punch from Mickey brings matters

to a crisis and brings him to his senses.

Throughout, Elvis belts across some top

tunes that will leave his fans begging
for more, and Judy Tyler’s last perform-

ance is lovely and touching. family

Zero Hour paramount

V'V'\S Based on a television play, “Flight

From Danger,” this modest yarn has been
built into a suspenseful drama, with hefty

assistance in the acting department from
Dana Andrews, Sterling Hayden, and
Linda Darnell. Both pilots of a plane are

stricken with food poisoning, and it’s up
to passenger Dana, who hasn’t flown a

plane since he accidentally led his squad-
ron to disaster in World War II, to take

over. Though still plagued by his past, he
does so, with Sterling, as the airlines’ chief

pilot, egging him on by radio from the

ground. Pathos is provided by Linda
Darnell, as the wife who stands by Dana
even though she is going to leave him.
The tension is continuous. famiiy

You cannotbrush

bad breathaway-

reach for Listerine!

Listerine Stops Bad Breath
4 Times Better Than
Tooth Paste!

Brush away bad breath? Impossible!

NO TOOTH PASTE-NOT A SINGLE ONE-
STOPS BAD BREATH THE WAY USTEMNE 00WES!

Amu
« HA.

Chart shows how quickly bad breath

returns after brushing with tooth paste

•MATH LtVIl

After using teeth paste-- -After using listerine

AFTER
2 HRS.

AFTER
3 HRS.

Germs in the mouth cause 9 out

of 10 cases of bad breath (hahtosis)—and no
tooth paste kills germs the way Listerine

Antiseptic does. Listerine kills all known bacteria

on contact—stops bad breath four times

better than tooth paste. Nothing
—absolutely nothing—stops bad breath

as effectively as The Listerine Way.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC...

Your No. 1 Protection Against Bad Breath

p
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Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios.—Ed.

READERS INC...

A Certain Kinship

It is my belief that as each of us goes
through life we feel a great aloneness as

we face life’s many complexities—physical,

mental, moral. Even spiritual unrest, an-

guish.

If we could but live the life of someone
else—the “bigger” man. If we could be that

smiling face looking out from the tabloids;

the industrialist with the millions; the star

with the fame and beauty. If we could be

just anyone but who we are.

And then we turn the pages of a maga-
zine. We read where the lovely and talented

star whom we admire so much has had
trials such as ours. In spite of her riches,

her beauty, her adoring public, she too feels

as we do. Her life inwardly is much the

same as ours.

We turn more pages and we find another
famous personality on his knees. He’s pray-

ing. His life too is intermingled with
doubts; ever-present problems.

There are other pages; other personali-

ties. And yet through all the gloss and glam-
our, we find they are not actually unlike us.

There is almost a kinship in our facing of

life. We like this. And it isn’t the under-
scoring of pain to which we pertain. It is

the physical likeness in all things.

Faith. It is a wonderful thing when these

“Big” people have so much use for it. A
sustaining link to all people—everywhere.

And so we find we’re all alike. Joys and
sorrows come to one and all, no matter the

cast or mold. We are not alone in this. We
are only alone in our reactions to life. This
is our lesson to be learned.

This then, is a thank you letter to you.

For one who is constantly searching, you
have opened my eyes in many ways. Life is

truly what you make it—to one and all.

Nadine M. Edwards
Los Angeles, Calif.

Casting

I think the movie-going public is tiring a
little of the recent biographical movies,
even though they have all been well done;
such as "Jeanne Eagels” and “The Helen
Morgan Story.” Both were good but they

are the same plot from a little different

viewpoint. What a pleasant change it would
be to have the life of Babe Zaharias done as
a tribute to a great woman acted by that

great woman, Susan Hayward.

A SUSAN HAYWARD FAN
Louisville, Ky.

Sounding off on “Oscar”

Many a year now I have seen the coveted

Oscar go to undeserving stars. I intend to

study dramatics when I finish my time in

the service and my interest in the art of

acting is the highest. It is a shame to see

great talent being squeezed out by the

seemingly “good will policy” award. This

has proven true many times, namely the case

of the 1955 awards. Susan Hayward’s vivid

portrayal of Lillian Roth in “I’ll Cry To-
morrow” was nosed out by an actress in her

first American picture, Anna Magnani for

“The Rose Tattoo.” Doesn’t the Academy
board feel it has enough veteran talent in

Hollywood worthy of the award? I might

add that Miss Hayward was up for the

award two times before and lost out. Some-
thing is wrong somewhere and I’m inclined

to believe it’s with the Academy.

Dan Nani
APO, Seattle, Wash.

Susan Hayward’s playing here, but a

fan wants her picture-making again

Which is Right?

Last night I saw the movie “The Helen
Morgan Story” starring Ann Blyth. I think
Miss Blyth should be congratulated again
for her wonderful perfomance. Also, I think
Gogi Grant did a superb job as the voice of

Miss Morgan.
I saw the story when it was shown on

television with Polly Bergen in the starring

role. However, although both renditions

were terrific, they were not actually the

same story.

On television Polly Bergen married a very

young man, adopted a baby and was deeply

in love with a married lawyer. In the movie,

she was deeply in love with a crook, never
married and no mention was made of the

adoption at all. Which of these stories is

the true story of Miss Morgan?

Pamela A. Martin
Milwaukee, Wis.

Both stories were basically true, but cer-

tain events and characters had to be fiction-

ized for the sake of brevity, to maintain
continuity of the plot and to avoid possible

complications with living persons who were
associated with Helen Morgan. However,
both versions tried to project the true char-

acter of the singer.—Ed.

Stars for a Classic

I understand “Ben Hur” is to be made
into a film. I have read the book and feel it

has all the qualities of another “Robe” or

“Ten Commandments.” I would like to sug-

gest the stars I feel would be suited for the

roles and at the same time experienced

enough to handle the parts.

Farley Granger in the title role. He has

the youth, the handsomeness and the in-

tense quality as described by the author.

This talented star has been kept away from
the screen too long!

Vittorio Gassman as Messala—the arro-

gant, handsome Roman. He should fill the

part to perfection.

Gina Lollobrigida as Iras; though she

doesn’t have the physical characteristics,

she has the beauty and aptitude to play the

temptress.

Elaine Stewart as Esther. Miss Stewart is

a lovely girl and is certainly deserving of

more breaks than Hollywood has given her.

Last, but far from least, Marisa Pavan
as Tirza, the sister of Ben Hur. This is not

a large part but certainly requires much
talent to get the most out of the character.

Unsigned
Salt Lake City, Utah



Don’t Change, Debbie!

I’ve read a few times that some of Debbie
Reynolds’ fans would like to see her as a

glamour girl, so enclosed is a picture which
I drew of Miss Reynolds and which I hope

you will print in your magazine to show
those fans how wrong they are. Miss Reyn-

olds is a very sweet person and, in her own
way, a very beautiful woman and I hope
that she will not change.

Tony Tonnochy
Washington, D. C.

The “Memphis Miracle”

Photoplay scored again in the November
issue with the feature, “Elvis—Why Can't

He Get Married?”
From the beginning Photoplay recog-

nized the tremendous potential of the

“Memphis Miracle,” and has never failed

to give him a fair deal, both as an en-

tertainer and as a human being.

Never have you painted him as a saint

to please those who adore him, nor have
you ever used him as a whipping boy to

appease those who despise him. This is

why I always look to Photoplay for a true

picture of Elvis.

Alex Joyce’s fine feature on Elvis defi-

nitely left the impression that our boy has

a bear by the tail. The author wisely does
not try to supply the answer on the best

way to let go. Only time and the Golden
Boy himself can do that.

Mrs. A. Hohn
Wadsworth, Ohio

DEDICATION TO ELVIS PRESLEY

You resemble great Apollo
And in your footsteps we will follow

So take no heed what the critics say,

For we, your faithful fans, will stay.

Where did you get those eyes so blue,

Which take in everything that’s true?

Where did you get the forehead smooth,
Free of wrinkles, showing a character so

good?
You sing to beat the band, dear Elvis

And even though critics dislike your
pelvis,

We, your fans, the motto will say,

“Critics should be shot at the end of the

day!”

Pervin Pathan
Bombay, India

SEE THIS MIRACLE HAPPEN TO YOU IN 20 SECONDS

suddenly, you seem to grow

a new and flawless skin

!

So subtly does “Complexion Control”

Liquid Make- Up by Lanolin Plus . . .

banish those “things” in your face you
don’t want seen ... no one even suspects

make-up. Little blemishes, dark patches,

skin imperfections are covered beautifully

without masking.

That’s because “Complexion Control”
Liquid Make-Up is not a mere “cover-

up”. Instead it’s an exclusive new formula
that actually blends right in with your
complexion; a formula rich in the same
precious sterols your own skin produces
to stay glowingly young and beautiful;

the same sterols doctors prescribe for dry
skin, coarse skin, fine lines and creases;

the same moisturizing sterols your skin

may be starving for right now!

No make-up sold, no cosmetic known
makes your complexion look so lovely,

so fast, yet is so good for your skin. In 6

flattering-fashion shades at all cosmetic

counters. Only $1, plus tax.

“POWDER PLUS" BY LANOLIN PLUS

Pressed Powder in a Beautiful Compact

Use it over “Complexion Control” Liquid

Make-Up for a soft mat finish or for touch-

ups during the day. Or as a complete make-
up in itself. Shades harmonize perfectly

with “Complexion Control” and other types

of make-up. $1.25 plus tax.

Also available in Canada

THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
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After Ty’s “League of Nations
”

romances, a southern belle.

Radie steps out with the couple

They say Hank Fonda’s moody, but gay Italian

wife Afdera doesn’t think so; nor vice versa!

To Thine Own Self: Right after Marlon Brando’s

surprise marriage to Anna Kashfi, I talked to a close friend

of the bride, who told me, “Anna should be a perfect wife

for Marlon. She has the European approach to marriage

that American women don’t have, which means that she

will be an understanding, tolerant and acquiescent wife

—

and need I add that being married to Marlon demands

all these virtues and more! That’s why the only other

serious romances in Marlon’s life were of foreign back-

ground, too—Movita of Mexico and Josie Beranger of

France.

“Annie isn’t madly career-conscious, either, and would

be perfectly happy settling for home and babies. But, of

course, now that she’s Mrs. Brando, her new name is box-

office dynamite, a fact not overlooked by a discerning

producer named Arthur Freed, who promptly signed her

to star in a remake of ‘White Shadows of the Sea,’ with

Marlon as her co-star. Whether the Brando household

will be big enough to hold two careers in one family

remains to be seen. If it isn’t, I’ll wager you my new

Xmas bonnet that Annie will give up her M-G-M contract

faster than you can say Joanna O’Callaghan!”

Anna’s gigantic hoax about her “Indian parentage” is a

big laugh to everyone who knows Marlon’s antagonism

towards the press. After successfully eluding any leakage

of his secret marriage, it was his bride’s “secret” that

unleashed a torrent of publicity on them both! There is

still speculation whether Marlon was in on the hoax

before the wedding. Even though, when Annie had to quit

her role in “Don’t Go Near The Water,” because of a

tubercular condition, Marlon was a frequent bedside

visitor at the hospital where she was registered under

her real name—Joanna O’Callaghan.

Mind you, it’s an accepted custom in show business for

an actress to exchange the name given her at birth, for

one that looks more spectacular in electric lights. But

what is unusual in Anna Kashfi’s case is her determina-

tion to stick to the legend of her “Indian heritage” in

the face of the contradictory statements of her Welsh-

Irish parents. Why does she want to reject her mother and
16



father in this cruel way? Why did she put them through

the humiliation of having to read about her marriage in

the papers, instead of telling them about it herself?

Annie, obviously, has her own answer to these baffling

questions. But by her silence, she is not only breaking

the Fifth Commandment, “Honor Thy Father and

Mother,” but also disavowing another respected credo:

“To thine own self be true.”

Power-ful Mans After Ty Power’s divorce from Linda

Christian, when his name was constantly being linked

with Swedish actress Mai Zetterling, I kept denying the

persistent rumors that their romance would wind up at

the altar. And although I hate I-told-you-sos, time proved

me right: Ty has switched to another “fair lady.”

Her name is Debbie Minardos, but she isn’t Greek, as

has been generally reported. A divorcee, she acquired her

deceiving last name from her Greek husband, the father

of her seven-year-old daughter. Debbie’s real name is

Smith and she hails from Memphis, Tenn., but she doesn’t

even have a southern accent! For Ty, whose accent on

love in the past has been a veritable League of Nations

—

France, Mexico, Norway, Sweden, Germany and Hun-

gary—this all-American girl from below the Mason-

Dixon line is a unique change. So is the fact that she

isn’t an actress, and has no desire to become one. She

does, however, aspire to become Mrs. Tyrone Power.

And in this respect, she is definitely not unique!

Manhunt: Now that Anna Kashfi has romped off with

one of the few remaining eligible bachelors left in Holly-

wood, it’s interesting to observe that the girls from

abroad are beating “les girls” American in marriage to

our hometown heroes. Last year, a “bundle from Britain,”

Dana Wynter, astounded everyone in filmdom by leading

Greg Bautzer to the altar—a miracle glamour queens

like Joan Crawford, Ginger Rogers and Jane Wyman had

hoped to achieve, without success. Another captivating

Continental, Audrey Hepburn, took ubiquitous Mel

Ferrer out of circulation.

In gay Paree, a young news reporter of Polish-Russian

origin named Veronique Passani, found her dream

prince, Greg Peck, newly separated from his Finnish wife,

Greta. Anne Buydens of Belgium caught up with Kirk

Douglas in Rome, and “zing went the strings of his

heart”—right from Italian import, Pier Angeli, to Mile.

Anne. A location trip to Rome found Henry Fonda his

bride. Baroness Franchetti, whose friends now wonder

if she can keep up with the moody temperament which

Hank’s three American wives were unable to cope with.

Not a home product, but a Berlin fraulein named
Ursula Thiess introduced Bob Taylor to the strains of

“Lohengrin”—a wedding march she had been attuned to

since childhood. After all, what good German isn’t teethed

on Wagner?

Some American movie maidens, set for revenge, found

happiness, others heartbreak. Divorce was in store for

Rita Hayworth, who snared Ali Khan’s affections; for

Ginger Rogers and Jacques Bergerac, and for Liz Taylor

and Britisher Mike Wilding. Princess Grace and Rainier

found happiness and so did Olivia de Havilland and her

Betty Grable’s not in Radie’s category of stars with for-

eign mates. Her look-alike, Virginia Grey, is still single

Tony Randall, a troubled husband in “No Down Payment,”

reaps compliments from Carolyn Jones, Aaron Spelling

Rumor has it that Hollywood’s travelingest couple, the

Bill Holdens, can’t afford astronomical income taxes

charming Pierre Galante. So the score’s about fifty-fifty.

But, for Swedish-born Ingrid Bergman, who sacrificed

Hollywood, her husband and her daughter for the Ital-

ian Roberto Rossellini, a tragic end to a seven-year idyll

has come with the signing of a separation decree behind

the closed doors of a Roman court. Only a few days be-

fore, a joyous Ingrid had greeted Roberto with kisses in

Paris. But with Sonali Das Gupta secreted in France, re-

porters were skeptical. They were right.
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Susan, a favorite of Sid, gives lowdown on “Stagestruck'

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

I
wonder if Jayne Mansfield will turn in a good acting job

before her publicity runs out . . . Shelley Winters is trying to

find herself so she can be herself . . . Tony Curtis had a “West

Side Story” childhood. “I had every chance in the world to grow

up to be a hood or a bum.” said Tony, who found out crime only

pays when you’re paid to play a gangster in a movie ... I wish

Frank Sinatra would sing “My Time of Day” and “It’s All Right

with Me” in his next album ... In my book, there’s never been

a more convincing woman spy than Marlene Dietrich . . . Charles

Everett Pratt, Don Court and Queenie Thompson are the real

names of an actor who scares you, a comedian and a glamorous

actress. Can you guess who they are?

I’d say Brigitte Bardot’s structure is becoming as well known

as the Eiffel Tower . . . “Real success,” claims Don Murray, “is

not just living happily, but fruitfully.” ... As for happiness,

here’s Oscar Levant’s comment : “It isn’t something you ex-

perience; it’s something you remember.”

Liz Taylor is so beautiful, she makes Mike Todd look good

. . . Description of Miss Taylor and “Raintree County”: “Long,

long reels awinding into the land of her dreams.” . . . After a

long and careful study. I’d say that for a blonde, a mink coat is

part of her uniform . . . Joan Collins may be English, but she

has American-style sex appeal . . . All right. I’ll talk: The reel

name of that actor is Boris Karloff, the comedian is Ken Murray,

and the actress is Merle Oberon ... To be embroidered for

framing: “In Hollywood even a Man’s Best Friend is his

Enemy.”

I’m afraid it’s true that Suzy Parker performs better in still

pictures than she does in moving pictures . . . Too many actresses

try too hard to prove they’re sexy. Ava Gardner doesn’t have to

prove it . . . Audrey Hepburn believes that only those people

who are absolutelv definite succeed . . . Most times. Bu^t I •>n-

caster is impatient of such indulgences as liking or not liking

a person . . . Knock, knock: Susanne Burce, Nathan Birbaum
and Yewell Tomkins are the real names of an actress, a come-
dian and an actor . . . I’d like to know what those autograph
hounds do with their filled autograph books . . . June Allyson

talks as if she had laryngitis, and Julie London sings as if she

had laryngitis, but June and Julie don’t sound alike.

^sa Zsa Gabor contests the contention that “It’s a man’s
world” and has had three husbands who will agree with her

. . . I’d say it’s no middle of the road with Rita Hayworth.
Either she’s deeply in love or she isn’t in love at all . . . There
are exceptions to what I’m going to tell you, but if you look at

a girl's mother, you can get a preview of what the girl will look

like in future years . . . When Mamie Van Doren visited the

Los Angeles City Hall, she was escorted into the Council

chamber. There, Mamie said to a councilman, “I didn’t know
you fellows had meetings.”

Jose Ferrer lives quietly in a frantic way ... I don’t know
any actors who are more polite than Elvis Presley, Pat Boone
and Tommy Sands. I’ll have to ask Emily Post if this is part of

rock 'n’ roll etiquette . . . Meanwhile, the reel name of that

actress is Jane Powell, the comedian is George Burns, and the

actor is Tom Ewell . . . Rita Moreno said it: “I glory in being

a girl and take every advantage of it.” And believe me, she’s

got some mighty good advantages.

T’m of the opinion that Kirk Douglas is his favorite actor . . .

J- Mickey Rooney is Lana Turner’s ex-husband’s ex-wife’s ex-

husband. This is just a sample of the Hollywood marriage

circle . . . Kim Novak said it: “Just looking beautiful on the

screen doesn’t make you a better person.” ... I have it on

good authority that Barbara Rush often wears a red chiffon

nightgown to bed . . . When Natalie Wood asked Robert Wag-
ner what he would do if he were out of movies, R.J. replied:

“Try to get in again.” . . . Shirley Booth told me why she

prefers the stage to television: “I grant you that millions of

people can see me on TV. The trouble is that I can’t see them.”

Susan Strasberg gets a big laugh in “Stagestruck,” playing

an actress and saying that she doesn’t want to and doesn’t need

to go to the Actors Studio. Susie has the same acting coach

as Marilyn Monroe on the set with her—Paula Strasberg . . .

Marlon Brando’s marriage also surprised a number of secre-

taries (some Marlon had taken to lunch; others had visited

him on “The Young Lions” set) at 20th-Fox. Said one: “Marlon

told me he was serious about Anna Kashfi, but he never

mentioned marriage.” . . . Jane Russell is going to adopt a

fourth baby . . . Carolyn Jones is very sexy in “Marjorie

Morningstar.” . . . Dubbed in: The final gesture Barbara Rush

makes before getting into bed is to dab herself with perfpme.

Biggest laugh in “Pal Joey” (reels of entertainment) is when

Frankie prepares eggs for breakfast with Kim Novak and says:

“You can’t go through life on Wheaties alone.” . . . “Cary

Grant laughs when people say Bing Crosby, Gary Cooper et al

‘Just play themselves,’ ” according to Films in Review. “There’s

nothing more difficult than appearing natural while the cameras

are turning,” says Cary.

Tab Hunter took Venetia Stevenson to the “Raintree County”

premiere. Venetia didn’t say a word during the entire picture;

not even a “Yes” that Tab wants to hear. And oh yes, Tab is

taking modern interpretive dancing from Saida Gerrard.

An adult western is one the kiddies understand . . . As you

know, Joanne Woodward plays a triple role in “The Three

Faces of Eve.” The only trouble director Nunnally Johnson

had on the set was to keep Joanne Woodward from trying to

steal scenes from the other two Joanne Woodwards. That’s

Ttn^wnod For You!



A s they would phrase it in the best Hollywood
1 drawing rooms, anyone for a crazy, wonder-

ful, mixed-up year?

How else would you describe 1957—the year

the Jayne Mansfields boomed the bust, the Au-

drey Hepburns busted the boom and success

really didn’t spoil anybody. But some of the

over-sized egos did.

It was the year Mike Todd took up permanent

residence on the front pages, became a household

word, staged airport scenes with Liz, put Elsa

Maxwell to shame and became a proud Pappa

to boot.

’Fifty-seven will go down as the year actors

turned to singing, singers turned to acting and

Elvis just stood there and wiggled. It was the

season everybody wore bulky Italian knit sweat-

ers, drove sleek Italian cars and went mad for

Scandinavian furniture.

Hollywood’s hep set clapped to calypso, argued

over rock ’n’ roll, then tired of both. Country

boys like Pat Boone ( Continued on next page)
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continued

Bulky Italian knit sweaters were the big fashion rage,

worn by everybody from Anita Ekberg to Paul New-

man! Paul romanced new hit, Joanne Woodward

!9S7
and Tommy Sands wowed the city slickers. Pat made his

first movie, his first half-million and first-rate grades at

Columbia University. He was big news in ’57. He revived

old songs, not only plugged the clean, family life but

lived it, refused to smooch it up on the screen with his

leading lady, and finally compromised with a near-kiss

(a quarter-inch apart).

It was the year that Brando went blond (for “The Young
Lions”), Tony Curtis hennaed (for “The Vikings”) and

Pixie Shirley MacLaine continued to comb her hair with

an egg-beater.

It was the year that Natalie Wood dated everyone from

Elvis Presley to Frank Sinatra and ended up announcing

she was in love with Bob Wagner. Wood and Wagner

quickly became the Debbie and Eddie of ’57—the cutest

courtin’ couple in town.

Natalie had a big year in more ( Continued on page 85)

Actors turned into singers, and singers became

dancers. Doris Day’s fancy footwork with John

Raitt in “Pajama Game” was real surprise

Everybody gasped at the fabulous antics of Liz

and Mike, shared their joy when baby Liza

came. Fishers made news, too, as parents-to-be



No question about the year’s most blazing

romance—Bob Wagner, Natalie Wood

Children grew up—Bob Mitchurns son,

Jim, is playing his brother in new film

Two new star meteors who caused

as much commotion in the film col-

ony as the Russian satellite were the

voluptuous Italian, Sophia Loren,

our own super-talent, Tony Perkins

He may have snoozed peacefully

on Alpine location of “Farewell to

Arms,” but Rock Hudson was work-

ing on a great performance that

makes him a star of first rank
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Desired by many, Sophia Loren could have had any

man in the world. ‘‘What does she see in him?” they said, when she

made her choice—Carlo Ponti, five inches shorter than she

and twice her age. But locked deep inside Sophia's heart were many

reasons why she calls Carlo “The only man in the world”

I have loved only once

Tn the Roman street outside the offices of Ponti

Film Productions, the sun was warm. But the

seventeen-year-old girl who stood and stared at the

lettering over the door shivered. She was nervous.

She was scared.

She walked slowly into the building, her feet

feeling like lumps of lead, her heart pounding.

“Where is the office of Mr. Carlo Ponti?” she

managed to blurt to the neat, attractive secretary.

“I have an appointment ... I am Sofia Scicolone,”

she added, almost apologetically. That Neapolitan

accent of hers—she knew it was bad. It must sound

awful to this sleek, polished Roman girl.

“Oh, yes,” the girl said, smiling, and pointing

down the hall. “Right over there. Mr. Ponti is

expecting you.”

Outside his door, she stopped again, fussing at

the rich mass of chestnut hair that hung about

her shoulders, tugging and smoothing the dress

that she and Mama and Maria had worked on for

hours that morning. Then she bit her lip, and

squared her shoulders. “Don’t be a timid goose,”

she told herself angrily. On the other side of that

door lay the fulfillment of all their dreams. No
more homemade clothes. No more scraping to

make ends meet. No more posing for the fumetti,

those cheap romance magazines that looked like

comic books—only they used scantily-clad, sexy-

looking models instead of drawings. She’d had to

do it, because they needed the money. Some of

them she hadn’t even dared to tell Mama about.

Then the police confiscated one issue that had her

pictures in it. “Never again,” she promised herself

bitterly. “Never again.”

She walked into the office proudly, defiantly.

The man sitting behind the big desk, engrossed in

his work, didn’t look very frightening. He was a

little man, balding, a bit paunchy. About forty,

she thought. And when he looked up at her, he

smiled and his eyes were kind.

“You wanted to see me?” she asked timidly, the

old shyness flooding back.

“Yes. So you’re Sofia Scicolone.” He eyed her

curiously, but she was relieved when she saw it

wasn’t the way men usually looked at her—first

startled, then greedy with desire. The first time it

happened, back home in Naples when she was

fifteen and a bunch of sailors whistled at her when

she walked down the Via Roma, it was the biggest

thrill she’d ever had. Then, she knew she wasn’t

what they always called her—stechetto, “little

stick.” She wasn’t ugly. She wouldn’t be an old

maid, like everybody thought. But even now, the

memory made her cringe. (Continued on page 68)

by JEAN LEWIS



by CARL POSNER

the strange case of
Hollywood' s mystery woman, they called her. The reporter trembled.

There he was, face to face with her, and he had to find out why . .

.

Tf you’re looking for a thriller-chiller whodunit,

don’t read this. It isn’t that kind of a case.

It isn’t a murder, a rootin’ tootin’ robbery, a

blood-curdling crime story, a heart-wrenching

kidnaping, or a confidence expose. None of the

conventional type mysteries. It is the mystery of

a woman. A woman in the public eye: a woman
in demand; a woman known to millions, but a

woman only a handful of people know.

It is the strange case of Dorothy Malone.

It was early evening. A Sunday evening. An
L.A. newspaperman—let’s just call him Steve

Matthews—cruised his beat, looking for stories.

He was bored by the inactivity of Sunday night

—a night known to the news industry for being

dead. People were home watching movies on

TV or reading to their kids or popping corn.

Earlier that day the reporter had heard the

news that Dorothy Malone had been picked for

the coveted role of Diana Barrymore in “Too

Much, Too Soon.” The news had interested him

because he was an admirer of Dorothy’s from

way back, and had followed her strange career

for seven or eight years. ( Continued'on page 76)

One big mystery is: Why has

lovely Dorothy never married?

All men—including even her

brother, left, and his pal—find

her wonderful company. One

clue: She dates so many of

Hollywood’s most attractive eli-

gibles that she must have a

hard time deciding which to

choose! Another: Intimates

hint that a broken romance in

the past could be the reason
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by NANCY ANDERSON

Pat's grandfather lives in red brick home
next door. He and Pat's mother keep an eye

on mailbox for the latest letter from Pat

It isn't hard to guess what show Mr. and

Mrs. Boone, Pat's sisters Margie and Judy,

are watching on their living room TV set

pn

what the home folks think of

PAT BOONE
T)at Boone’s mother looked at Pat Boone’s bride, her

eyes troubled, her heart sore. Three years of anxiety

and prayer—and now, this final defeat.

“Well,” she said crisply to her son’s new wife, “you

won.

And then, suddenly, Margaret Boone, whose son had

just married against her wishes, was swept by a wave of

affection for the pretty daughter-in-law whose own mother

had so recently died.

“Children,” she cried, “for three years we’ve tried to

prove you were wrong. Now we’ll do everything we can

to prove you were right.”

And the nineteen-year-old bridegroom, Pat, knew that

as usual his mother was ready to forgive, love and help

him, despite the fact that he’d courted Shirley Foley

secielly and wed her in the face of parental disapproval.

Seated in the living room of the Boone home, a compact

white frame dwelling on the outskirts of Nashville, Mrs.

Boone smiled as she recalled the day Pat brought his

bride home.

“We had nothing at all against Shirley,” she hastens to

explain. “There’s never been a sweeter, finer girl any-

where, and never, for a minute, did we object to her per-

sonally. We just thought that the children were too young

to marry when they did. We’d hoped they’d marry eventu-

ally, but after they finished school.

“Actually, we didn’t believe Pat could support a wife

and we felt it might be unfair to Shirley for him to marry

her so soon.

“But he was sure he could support her, and he was

right.”

As a clincher, Mrs. Boone admits with a twinkle, Pat

had his parents’ example before him! Twenty years

earlier, A. A. Boone and his bride had eloped. He was a

draftsman, just graduated from the University of Flor-

ida, and she was a student nurse. (Continued on page 72)
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speaker:

FRANK SINATRA

subject:

WHAT IS A WOMAN?

Tt’s no secret that Frank Sinatra has made

such a thorough study of the subject of

women, he could easily be graduated magna

cum lover.

But up until now, the studious Thin One

has kept most of his interesting knowledge

to himself. Whenever he was asked about

the femmes, Frankie would clam up. His

questioners would be treated to what is

known as Frank’s fast freeze.

But at last, the ( Continued on page 84)

What’s a broad? That’s simple.

A broad is a dame with sex appeal







who is

Janet Leigh tells her young Miss Kelly

about the jolly saint in red

with the rather large belly

:

“It isn't who Santa is,

and it isn't who Santa's not,

nor is it what he's got

in that sack that's a pack on his back

that makes us wonder about him.

No, it isn't who Santa is.

And it isn’t from where he came,

where the wind blows the snows into heaps,

and Mrs. Santa Claus keeps all the fur sewed on Santa's suit

and the reindeer fed with fruit.

No, it isn't from where he came.

Nor is it the way he comes

across the starry skies

and squeezes himself to size

into your chimney, Sweet,

and emerges whole and neat.

No, it isn’t the way he comes.

It's why does Santa come,

continued
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who is

for little girls and boys,

even if they make noise.

It’s why does Santa come.

He comes because there’s a world of wonder

full of lightning and full of thunder,

and mossy trees and stones with cracks,

and camels with two humps on their backs,

and Santa Claus and owls that peer,

and anything else you’ve ears to hear. That’s why Santa comes.”



...If ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed
,

ye shall say unto this mountain
,

Remove hence to yonder place; and it shall remove:

and nothing shall be impossible unto you.

ST. MATTHEW 17:20

TX he Christmas season is a time when people of all faiths and

creeds are brought closer to each other and to spiritual values.

It is a fitting time to bring you the stories on the following

pages, for in these inspiring experiences of Kim Novak, Don

Murray and Mala Powers, they found that, no matter how

great their needs, a Higher Power was always there to help



To a shy, lonely little girl a great gift was

given—a gift nothing short of a miracle. Now, a grateful

Kim Novak wants to share her gift with Mario Bandini

I BELIEVED...

AND GOD
BLESSED ME
A few days from now, God willing, a girl with excited,

^ amber eyes and a soft whiff of pearl blonde hair will

be waiting eagerly among the crowd in the cold, at an

air field near New York—waiting with a Christmas gift

for the man who is most important in her life, Mario

Bandini.

Her gift wifi be a very large package, tied with a bright

red bow and wrapped in cellophane, so the heart of it

—

and all the people who are part of it—will $how.

The gift: America at Christmas—All the people whose

affection and faith made an insecure duckling of a girl—

a

girl who was so sure she would never be anybody—so sure

she would never belong anywhere, into a famous star who
belongs to millions today.

It’s important to Kim that the tall, gracious, dark-haired

Italian Bandini, so much a part of his country, should

meet the people, the country that is so much a part of her.

“Mario’s never been here. I’ll be able to give him the

present that I think is the most endearing present you can

give: Being able to show someone your own country for

the first time,” Kim Novak says in her soft, excited breathy

way.

“I wanted him to see America at Christmas—I think

Mario can get the best picture of family life here at this

time. All across the country this is the family-time—when

he can see best how much our families and home life mean

to us. And I wanted Mario to see America for the first

time—that way.” ( Continued on page 82 )

by DIANE SCOTT
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Many have sung the

praises of Kim’s ethe-

real loveliness

and the haunting

beauty of her smile.

But few realize

that the secret of

that beauty is a

radiance that springs

from a touching

religious experience,

dating from the

days when she felt

ugly and unloved
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From the bitter fate of

those without homes, those

without hope, Don Murray learned

that faith is not enough



by ALEX JOYCE

/"An the rough bunk in the tiny room, scarcely bigger

than a large closet, Don Murray lay staring at the

cracks in the ceiling, watching as the pale light of the cold

winter dawn revealed them in all their sharp ugliness.

Another day. The day before Christmas. Christmas

Eve. He pulled himself up and sat on the edge of the

bed heavily. He tried to get up, but he could not. A wave

of dizziness struck him, and he held his head in his hands

until it passed. At last, he rose and tried to pull on his

clothes as quickly as he could, to guard against the blasts

of icy air that the flimsy, broken walls could not keep out.

But it was slow going. He had lost thirty pounds. His

skin was still yellow from an attack of hepatitis that

almost cost his life. When he bent to pick up his shirt,

there was a dull ache in his side—the result of an appen-

dectomy, performed with scanty anesthesia. Dust that

seeped into the room and covered everything made him

cough. He was suffering from lung congestion, follow-

ing a siege of pneumonia.

He staggered out of the room like a man bent under

a heavy burden. But in his heart, Don Murray carried

a burden much heavier than that of physical ills. A
burden of doubt.

“Could it be that I was wrong, after all?” he thought

dully. “Wrong to come here, wrong to do what I am
doing?”

As he walked down the shabby, dirty street in the

heart of the worst Naples slum, he could feel the hostility

and hopelessness that surrounded him like an impene-

trable wall. It was in the surly glances of the men, the

vacant, empty faces of the women, the open jeers of the

children.

If Don Murray had firm convictions that war was an

evil before, he had terrible affirmation of those convic-

tions now. Here, he saw that war killed with more than

bombs and bullets. It had devastated these people’s

souls. Stricken with sickness and poverty, the older

people had no hope—only hate. For the young, only one

avenue of escape was open. Crime. Stealing and violence

had become an accepted way of life—because they ap-

peared to be the only way to survival.

To Don Murray, who had ( Continued on page 87)

I WORKED. .

.

AND GOD
REWARDED ME



I PRAYED. .

.

AND GOD
HEARD ME
“This is it ” Mala Powers thought . “This is what it feels like to die.” But

alone in the darkness and pain
,
she knew that Someone was going to help . . .

1\ /Tala Powers sits by her warm fireside, content in the

knowledge that her baby son is asleep upstairs in his

crib, that her husband will be home from work at any

moment. Tree trimmings have been bought; the first

exciting packages are carefully hidden away. But she

watches the glowing logs, and she hears the grandfather

clock chime, and her mind goes back to a dark night only

a few years ago, when other presences hovered close to

her, bringing terror—and the faith that has made her

present life possible.

The gentle firelight, token of home, seems to fade. She

is back in the hospital room, waking to the sudden con-

viction: “This is it. This must be it.”

In Mala’s own words: “I got weaker and weaker, and

everything just kind of disappeared all around my body.

And I thought, ‘This must be what it feels like to die. I

don’t want to die.’
”

She was alone, but not alone, because she had knelt in

the hospital chapel and asked a question—and been given

an answer, a silent promise that has now reached com-

plete fulfillment.

Mala’s story of faith begins during another Christmas-

time, in 1951, when she was invited to join a Hollywood

troupe bound for the Korean battlefront. She was un-

decided. “I knew my mother would worry, but I had

an urge to go. I felt somehow that it was important to

my whole life that I go.” As usual whenever she had a

problem, she prayed for guidance. “I told my mother,

‘If it’s not right for me to go, if God doesn’t want me to

go, He’ll stop me some way.’” (Continued on page 61)

by MAXINE ARNOLD
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a day with
RICK NELSON

Rick Nelson woke up at 7 a.m. and

stretched his six feet and one

hundred-sixty pounds. At the

back of his sleepy consciousness there

was a vague pulse of excitement beat-

ing away. Rick shut off the shrill alarm

clock and lay there for a moment,

trying to think what the excitement he

felt was about.

The day ahead was to be like any

other day . . . school, the last round of

the tennis tournament . . . rehearsal

for the family television show. ... So

why should he wake up this morning

with a feeling of expectancy?

Still wondering, Rick climbed out of

bed, scratched his tousled hair and

began to dress. Then, a moment later,

as though the color of his own red

crew neck sweater shocked him into it,

he remembered: Today was the day

when, during the filming of the Nel-

sons’ weekly TV show, his own new

record, “Have I Told You Lately That

I Love You?” would be played publicly

for the first time before its release.

And there was something else that

excited him as he tossed the sweater

casually over his shoulders. And it sure

as heck wasn’t the math test coming up

continued

by DANIEL STERN
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9:00 A.M.: “Ooh, that math

test coming up! Dave and I had

better made the most of this

study hall with Mr. Van Scoyk”

12:30 P.M.: “Lunch at last—
Pm starved! Sa-ay, that’s a cute

chick there. Must be a new girl.

Gotta wangle an introduction.

Good thing Mom can’t see me
with this hamburger. She’s

glad I like milk, but she’s al-

ways after me to eat vegetables”

5:30 P.M.: “Hi, Dave! Gee, Pm
glad that math test is over.

Wasn’t bad—think I passed. The

tennismatch after school? Great!

Wish 1 had time for another, but

Pve got to get movin’ down to

that recording studio. Don’t for-

get, we’ve got the show to film

after that. See you at the studio !”



6:00 P.M.: “Funny, but when I hear a playback,

l still cant get used to it .. . that all this

has happened to me. I hope the people like it—
I’m sure grateful. Don’t know where this will

lead . . . movies, maybe? But one thing’s sure—

/

won’t quit the family show until Dad fires me!”

a day with
RICK NELSON continued

third period today. Yesterday he’d been told the news that he was

to make a personal appearance tour of four state fairs, singing

his recent record hits. If that wasn’t terrific, then what was?

Happily, he pulled on his beloved rubber-soled white bucks,

wrestled a careful few moments with his unruly brown hair, and

took the steps downstairs two at a time, plunging into the breakfast

room where Ozzie and Harriet awaited him.

Breakfast time at the Nelsons is a convivial period, if sometimes

a little rushed, due to previous teenage dawdling.

“Good morning, Mr. Nelson,” Harriet (Continued on page 89)
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For failinZ lo answer questions, Debbie pays forfeits by making like a senorita, gal with glasses, and a silly ingenue
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A.

PHOTOPLAY TELLS DEBBIE-

confess, oi take

the consequences

TTere’s a switch on that old parlor favorite, “Truth

or Consequences.’ Ever the eager beaver when it

conies to getting all the facts from filmdom’s famous

faces. Photoplay hit upon using it to coax more and

better answers from the stars. How? Simple: Whenever

a question is bypassed, a forfeit must be paid—in

pictures, yet! Debbie Reynolds wasn’t the least per-

turbed at the prospect. “Sure, I’m game,” said she.

“It sounds like great fun.” And, as you’ll see from this

result, it was!

Q. Are you at all temperamental?

A. Oops! Guess I’d better come clean on that one. I’ll

admit there are moments in my life when I lose my
temper.

Q. Of what are you most afraid?

A. Sleeping in the dark. That’s something I never

could get used to.

Q. What was your most embarrassing moment?
A. I don’t have to stop and think about that—I’ll never

forget it. It was supposed to be a great moment for me.

There I was at last, playing my ( Continued on page 81 )
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by HILDEGARDE JOHNSON

the truth?
Fibbing can be fun, as Kay, Taina, Mitzi and Gene show you

in
u
Les Girls.” But now let’s level! We corner the co-stars

to give you the real lowdown on the hit film,—and each other

T^verybody’s talking about a guy and three

gals: Gene Kelly and “Les Girls,” Kay
Kendall, Mitzi Gaynor and Taina Elg. If

you’re on your toes, you’ve already heard the

hilariously conflicting stories given in the

movie. Kay pictures Taina as a sexy minx

in love with Gene; Taina accuses Kay of being

smitten with Gene and becoming a lovelorn

drunk; Gene says they’re all nice girls, but he

loves Mitzi; Mitzi doesn’t say anything. But

if you haven’t seen “Les Girls”—well, don’t

just sit there! Put down this magazine and

get out of the house and go see it! ...

Okay, now where were we? Oh, yes . . .

everybody’s talking, so it’s about time the stars

of “Les Girls” did some talking about them-

selves and each other, from the personal point

of view. And whose story in the film do they

think really was the truth? So let’s meet the

people—and get set for some surprises!

Take Britain’s statuesque Kay Kendall (five

feet eight, with splendid measurements to

match). Fans who play the J. Arthur Rank

circuit will remember her as the sumptuous

photographers’ model in “Genevieve,” the

stand-offish babe who finally got loaded on

champagne and stood up to play a good hot

trumpet. She was a model again in “Doctor

in the House,” too expensive for our poor hero

to afford. And she helped Robert Taylor kid

the pants off Sir Walter Scott, in the gaily

burlesque movie version of “Quentin Dur-

ward.”

Since the release of “Les Girls,” reviewers

have been wearing out their Websters in search

of new superlatives (Continued on page 80)



In “Les Girls” Mitzi Gaynor, Gene Kelly, Kay Kendall and Taina Elg

fool the audience. In person, they fooled each other! 'Round the

clock: Onscreen, Kay's the haughty one, Taina's a sexy dish, Mitzi'

s

a hoyden. In real life, all three turned out to be very different



by M. O’DONNELL

THE
MEN
YOU
LOVE
TO
HATE
T^ver since Warner Oland menaced Pearl White

’way back in silent days, movie villains, in

their own dastardly way, have gone right on titil-

lating female hearts. True, there’s been a change.

The good old silent-screen boys with hearts so black

were just plain mean. It was nothing for one of

them to casually blow up the hero—or even the

heroine— with a stick of dynamite and suavely twirl

the ends of a sleek, black mustache at the same time.

But Jimmy Cagney kind of changed all that. Jim

sauntered onto the screen, boyish and brash, and

in no time at all was the hero of every boy who’d

never really have the nerve to push a grapefruit

in the face of a girl like Mae Clarke, and the heart-

throb of every girl who wished she had a beau tough-

minded enough to do it. It was 1931 and the

film was “Public Enemy,” (Continued on page 66)

Today’s movie villains like

Dick Widmark can get

away with being good

guys in real life. Yester-

day, public so identified

George Raft with gangster

parts, he was supposed to

act like one twenty-four

hours a day. His mother

even got her Georges

mixed up and once

screamed at him as he was

being escorted to a pre-

miere by four policemen:

“Run, Georgie, run! Don’t

let the cops get you!”
P.S. George stayed put
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Jack Valance, above, por-

trays on screen the “lone

wolf” type of killer who
can handle his dirty deals

by himself. But in the

’thirties , a gangster hero

like Edward G. Robinson

(left), who in real life is

an art connoisseur and

gourmet, usually headed a

tightly organized mob of

ruthless, scurvy gutter rats.

Less sinister than “lone

wolf” Valance, he would

show signs of human qual-

ities, even stoop so low as

to succumb to romance

Both Ben Gazzara, above,

and the late Humphrey

Bogart, left, share one

thing in common: their

lean, brooding, dark good

looks. Surly manner and

take- em-or-leave- em atti-

tude towards women add

that something extra—
romantic appeal. They’re

real he-men all the way

through and most females

cant bring themselves to

believe they couldn’t be

persuaded to leave their

tough ways for marital

bliss—with them, natch
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PICTURE PROFILE

UNMASKING
CHARLTON HESTON
TTe is bored by horse-racing, overly fond of

A oysters and clams and nurtures an elaborate

hatred for so-called Cafe Society.

He owns more than 2,000 pairs of socks knitted

for him by young fans.

He cannot remember a time when he didn’t

want to act: “At seven I read Ernest Thompson

Seton’s ‘Lives of the Hunted’ about animals, and

acted out all the parts myself. I developed a very

effective wolf howl, which stood me in good stead

the first time I saw Lydia (his wife).”

He is outspoken, extremely articulate and cooks

a mean dish of spaghetti.

He was baptized Charlton Carter.

He is an avid reader, often likes literary trash

and served during World War II as a radio

continued

When noted artist Charles
Schlein told Chuck he merges

modern techniques and philos-

ophy with emotional traditions

of the past. Chuck exclaimed,

“That's just how I feel about

acting!” Result: a new art en-

thusiasm, sculpture. Work un-

der Mr. Schlein on a bust of

model Mary Ryan proves he’s

an extremely gifted artist



.

HESTON continued

operator on a B-29 in the Aleutian Islands.

He is six-feet-two-inches tall, and, although

he prefers symphonic music, he is a Bing Cros-

by fan: “Wonderful how he can take an ordi-

nary song and make something special of it.”

He eats four pounds of steak daily, plus two

pounds of tomatoes.

His opinion of customary Hollywood pre-

views: “Isn’t it ridiculous that the movies hire

all these high-powered brains to make pictures

for them, then turn the final decision over to

some teenager at a Glendale sneak preview

who writes ‘It stinks!’ on a preview card?”

He abhors crowds.

He weighs 190 pounds, detests wise-cracking

columnists and his wife says “he falls asleep

in ten seconds.”

He shaves with an old-fashioned straight

razor and drinks a great deal of coffee, tea and

milk—sometimes all three at the same meal.

He is an assiduous follower of comic strips

—twenty-two of them.

His private opinion of some Hollywood

leading ladies would not bear airing in public

print: “Sometimes women are not very pro-

fessional in their attitude in this town. They

don’t know or care very much about what they

are doing. They’re too enchanted by the

movie-star bit and tend to regard it as a social

engagement. The industry has created its own

monsters and they’re all feminine.”

He frowns on superstitions.

His friends call him “Chuck.”

He spent two years in the preparation and

playing of Moses rn “The Ten Command-

ments.”

He was born on October fourth in Evanston,

111 .

He is an expert horseman and knows how

to judge their fine points.

His wife pins an Oscar on him on each new

anniversary.

Charlton Heston is stimulated by a hard

day’s work and carries his job home with him,

where he primes and polishes the next day’s

schedule: “I don’t see how a perfectionist can

automatically shut out his work at a given

hour, I’m still ( Continued on page 74)

Chuck’s delighted when Mr. Schlein tells him

he’s ready to try his own medium, woodcarv-

ing. But first, a coffee break for all is in order





Shirley and Jack Cassidy had only been in their Cali-

fornia home two months, when one night, over supper,

Jack suggested, “Let’s have an open house! None of

our friends have even had a chance to see the place.”

Shirley stopped and thought a minute. Jack was

right. First it was the moving in; then they’d both

been terribly busy on location, and then there had

been decorating and furniture-buying to think about

—

“It’s a wonderful idea,” she agreed. Both were

proud of their first home—they’d looked so long and

hard to find just the right one. “But our furniture

has hardly begun to arrive yet ! Where would every-

one sit?” she said on second thought.

“We’ll just use one room,” answered Jack, the more

practical one of the family, “and put the buffet table

in the dining room—

”

“—And tell everyone not to dress up!” finished

Shirley. “And we’ll stagger the guest list.”

“We’ll what ?’

’

“Invite them to come at (Continued on page 60 )

Do you recognize the pretty blonde who ap-

peared in “Desk Set”? You’re right. It’s

Dina Merrill. Here she helps Shirley, who was

welcoming other guests, by serving punch

* a

Host enjoying himself at his own party. Jack Cassidy acts

like a husband by playing golfer in the living room. That’s

a Christmas cane he’s using as a holiday golf club



“How festive everything looks!” exclaimed Dina Mer-

rill, who was visiting from New York and was one of

Shirley and Jack’s first guests. “At the risk of sounding

immodest,” Shirley laughed, “l think so, too! And it

was simple.” Shirley and Jack bought the red and white

striped canes at the five and dime and hung them on

the wall with ribbon. For the coffee table—the center

of their party activity—they gathered greens from their

garden (“but you can use pine or holly, too”) and ar-

ranged many glittering multi-colored Christmas balls

( also from the five and dime ) among the sprigs. One

touch of elegance—a sumptuous silver punch bowl!

“Shirley borroived it
—

” Jack said, and gave away the

family party secrets to good friend Robert Evans
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“Sputniks away!” cried Earl Holliman, launching his ping-pong

ball across the room in a game of “guiding the missile.” Earl,

Gia Scala, Claire Kelly, Dean Jones and a group of other young

Hollywood players convened recently for a “space” party,

Hollywood’s latest craze. “Space” games, eons away from old-

fashioned earth parties of last year, have the film capital taken

by storm. “All you need,” says Gia, “are a few simple props

and a zany group—-big or small-—that loves inventing their

own fun.” See how it’s done on this and the following pages.

Our four fearless space folk are “launching missiles.” All you have to

do (sounds simpler than it is) is use a pencil to bat a balloon across

a goal at other end of room, without letting it touch the floor

I

“At signal, all space men start blow-

ing balloons,” ordered Gia. “And

the first one to blow his up till

it breaks (ouch!) wins.” Earl did
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Earl’s party suggestion: Quickly walking length of room with ping-pong

ball balanced in spoon, Gia tries transferring it to Dean’s spoon, hoping

to beat opposing team. Even more fun (but messier) with fresh eggs!

Dean Jones wins “dodging the sound barrier.” Broom handle or rod is

supported on chairs or books and contestants squeeze under without

any part of body touching. Rod is lowered till all but one player is out

No, it’s not Gia’s birthday cake, it’s

“candle bowling.” Set up ten candles on

a cookie tin, arranged as pins in bowling.

Player gets two chances to blow them all

out. Scoring is done as in regular bowl-

ing. All in one blow, a strike, in two,

a spare, otherwise, one point a candle

Group loved Claire’s “sputnik race,” invented on spur of the moment. Everyone lines up in a row with straws and at

signal lies down, starts blowing ping-pong balls toward goal across room. Number balls to cut down on confusion



When you

Even when she’s too tired to go another step, even when it means giving up her

own happiness — she’s there . . . comforting you . . . helping you, until you can help

yourself. Because you’re not just another case to Nora Drake. You’re a human

being in trouble — frightened, lonely, sick. And taking care of you comes first.

Does her devotion to others cost her too much? What gives her the strength to

go on? You can get the whole story— even while you work—when you listen to

daytime radio. Hear THIS IS NORA DRAKE on the CBS RADIO NETWORK.
Monday through Friday. Check your local paper for station and time.

l



Do you want

-A HEALTHY BABY?

-A SUCCESSFUL MARRIAGE?

-A HAPPY HOME?
Then you will want these three books. Each one is a well of
information, invaluable in its own right. Together they repre-
sent the inner peace and security that come with the knowledge
that help is on hand—that the solutions to many problems
which may arise are between these covers.

WHAT SHOULD I DO?
This book has helped thousands of women find peace
of mind and satisfaction. It frankly and honestly an-
swers the most intimate questions women ask. The
problems in this book were carefully selected from
more than 50,000 received by the editors of True Story
Magazine. An invaluable, year-round guide to a hap-
pier life. (paperbound only)

THE MODERN BOOK OF MARRIAGE
Whether you are married or about to be married, you
will find this book a “must.” Written by Dr. Lena Levine,
a physician and psychiatrist, who is also a practicing mar-
riage counselor, it answers the most pressing questions
of modern marriage completely, understandably, and
sympathetically. Truly a guide to marital happiness.

(paperbound and hardbound)

THE MODERN BOOK OF INFANT AND
CHILD CARE

An easy-to-read, authoritative book on how to raise

children. Takes the guesswork out of many phases of

child-rearing. Written by three experienced doctors,

this book gives practical, down-to-earth advice on
bringing up children from infancy to school age.

Covers feeding problems, childhood diseases, thumb-
sucking, toilet-training, and other .vital subjects. Spe-
cial section on giving birth.

(paperbound and hardbound)

HERE ARE THREE BOOKS FOR EVERY HOME LIBRARY

continued.

How come Hollywood games are

such fun? Do they have more good

sports out there? Nope. The secret’s

simple: a few props (Earl and his

friends used only six: oranges* bal-

loons, straws, candles, ping-pong

balls and spoons) and clever prizes,

which each of the guests can bring—

-

like autographed baby photos, toys,

penny candy and holiday noise-

makers. (You can imagine the din!

)

DEAN JONES APPEARS IN "MOCK TRIAL,"
CLAIRE KELLY IN "UNDERWATER WARRIOR,"

GIA SCALA AND EARL HOLLIMAN IN "DON’T GO
NEAR THE WATER"—ALL FOR M-G-M

“Chinny Chin Chin” isnt easy to

win but it’s fun trying! Each

team member tries passing an or-

ange to the player on his left.

All you can use is your chin!

Authoritatively written in easy-to-

understand language, and arranged

for ready reference, these practical

guides will help you overcome the

many hurdles present in today’s liv-

ing. Each is brimful of reliable an-

swers to the many questions women
(and men) often ask. Order your
copies now.

SPECIAL MONEY SAVING OFFER:
Three -books -in -one order (paper-

hound) just $2.50— and we pay
postage. (Individually— $1.00 per

copy.)

FOR YOUR PERMANENT LIBRARY
—OR AS A GIFT:

You may want the new, low-priced,

hardbound, deluxe editions of THE
MODERN BOOK OF INFANT
AND CHILD CARE ($2.95) and
THE MODERN BOOK OF MAR-
RIAGE ($2.50). $4.00 for two.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. WG158
205 East 42 St., New York 17, New York

Please send me the following books:

MODERN BOOK OF MARRIAGE $1.00

INFANT AND CHILD CARE $1.00

WHAT SHOULD I DO? $1.00

I I SPECIAL!—Three for $2.50

The following may be had in hardbound
editions:

MODERN BOOK OF MARRIAGE $2.50

INFANT AND CHILD CARE $2.95

SPECIAL!—Two for $4.00

I enclose $ for books ordered.

NAME
(Please Print)

STREET

CITY STATE



OPEN HOUSE

WITH

SHIRLEY AND JACK
Continued from page 54

different times. That way we won’t be
over-crowded, and we’ll get to visit with
everyone.
Jack smiled his approval as Shirley

grabbed a pad and pencil and started jot-

ting errands and ideas down fast and furi-

ously. “I have a hundred things to do—just

look at the house—before Sunday!”

“You’ll have more lists than food and
decorations at this rate!” Jack teased.

“It’s the only way I can avoid panic,”

countered Shirley. “Besides, I don’t just
write things down. I do them—ahead of

time—not like some people I know,” she
winked.
Together Shirley and Jack made a list

of their friends and neighbors for the open
house - house warming party, and decided
to try limiting the list to twenty-five. (“The
place is small.”)

The next day Shirley started telephon-
ing, and called her good friend Dina
Merrill, who was out on the Coast from
New York for a screen test. “We’re having
a holiday open house next Sunday, Dina.
Please come—and don’t dress up too much.
It’s informal.”

Shirley decided to telephone the rest

of the guests, too, since it was a short-
notice affair. And during the week, she
and Jack bought food and shopped the
five-and-ten for their party decorations.
Shirley spotted some multi-colored Christ-
mas balls that she liked, and Jack picked
out red and white striped candy canes to
brighten the living room and dining room.
By Saturday afternoon, all the shopping

was done, Shirley popped her fifteen-

pound turkey into the oven (“Allow ap-
proximately a half-pound ready-to-cook
turkey per serving,” said her cookbook,
but Shirley allowed for a few extra-
hungry guests), and she and Jack deco-
rated for the party. Red and green paper
streamers hung from the ceiling in the
dining room, where the buffet table was set
with a bright green cloth, crisscrossed with
gold ric-rac that Shirley had sewn on her-
self. (She did the same with red napkins
to make a colorful matching set.)

Later, while taking a coffee break, Shir-
ley basted her turkey. Jack knew better
than to assist, for he understood Shirley’s
love of cooking—and cooking alone. (“Men

P don’t belong in kitchens,” she maintains.)
In New York, she would dabble for hours
in the Cassidy’s big apartment kitchen,
and loved the solitude she found there.

Giving up that kitchen had been the hard-
est part of leaving New York, but she and
Jack had dreamed of a home of their own
for so long, that the thought of moving to

California and looking for one at last had
been wonderful. With both their work
centered primarily on the West Coast, and
most of their friends there, it seemed the
only place to settle.

By now, Shirley was ready to work on
her pineapple table centerpiece. She
had bought the largest and best-

shaped pineapple the super market had, a
set of long, tapered candles in red, white
and pink, and some holiday sparkle dust.
She set the pineapple into a large, white
compote bowl. Then, poking small holes
into it, she inserted the candles in various
spots.

Jack gathered greens from outdoors
(“Evergreens are ideal, if you live in the
proper climate,” suggests Shirley), and
Shirley surrounded the pineapple with
them. As a final touch, she sprinkled
sparkle dust liberally over candles, pine-
apple, greens and bowl.

“It’s beautiful!” she proclaimed proudly,
hugging Jack. “It really is.”

Shirley Jones Cassidy was delighted that
being “between pictures” gave her time
for being at home. All during filming of

20th’s “April Love,” which she’d made in

Kentucky, and then during "Never Steal
Anything Small,” for Universal, she had
looked forward to these days of moving
into their new home, entertaining, experi-
menting with the recipes she’s been dili-

gently clipping and collecting for so long
—and just being Mrs. Cassidy.

Shirley took her borrowed silver punch
bowl carefully off the shelf, polished it

until it shone, and set it in the middle of a
low, round coffee table in the living room.
Then she collapsed happily in a butterfly
chair. The rest of the work would have
to be done tomorrow. Jack would slice

down the turkey, she would prepare her
avocado dip and cranberry punch, heat the
rolls at the last minute, and that would
be it!

S
unday morning was beautifully bright
and sunny—their first holiday Sunday
away from New York. After church,

and lunch, Shirley and Jack finished the
last-minute decorating and hung a holly
wreath on the front door. Jack carved the
turkey while Shirley arranged the slices

on a large platter, and garnished it with
cranberry sauce which she had cut into

Christmas shapes with cookie cutters.

Finally, she added stalks of crisp celery,

as Jack smacked his lips and evoked a
long low whistle at the finished effect.

“My Christmas avocado dip is scrump-
tious on crisp crackers,” says Shirley, and
here is how she made it:

SHIRLEY’S AVOCADO DIP

Mix well:

1 three-ounce package cream cheese
3 tablespoons mayonnaise
2 teaspoons lemon juice (“You can also

use vinegar,” suggests Shirley.)

14 teaspoon salt

% teaspoon pepper
Next, peel, pit and mash I ripe avocado,

blend well into cheese mixture, and chill.

After dressing, and shortly before the
guests arrived, Shirley mixed the cran-
berry punch. And you can make it, too.

The basic recipe makes about twenty-five
servings:

CRANBERRY CHRISTMAS PUNCH
Combine over ice in a punch bowl:

2 cups cranberry juice

1% cups lemon juice, bottled or fresh
1 cup orange juice

114 cups unsweetened pineapple juice
2 cups light corn syrup

When ready to serve, add a 28-ounce
bottle of pale dry ginger ale. Shirley
garnished the punch with whole, cooked
cranberries, but you can also use mara-
schino cherries, or chunks of pineapple,
or both.

Just before the guests arrived, Jack put
some of his favorite party records on the

high-fi set—some soft Latin guitar music
and some vocals by Gerry Mulligan.

When the guests arrived, Jack and Shirley

gave each a grand tour of the house

—

“even the undecorated parts.” For Bob
Evans’ benefit, Shirley played a record of

bullfight music, and before long, Bob and
Dina were engrossed in a discussion on
bullfighting, with Bob explaining how he
learned the art for “The Sun Also Rises.”

“The nicest thing about an open house
is that the guests entertain themselves!”

Jack whispered to Shirley, observing that

everyone was mixing effortlessly—even the

guests who had not known each other

before.
“I told you we didn’t have to be nerv-

ous,” Shirley reassured him, as if she

threw house-warmings every day. Presid-

ing at the punch bowl, she was dressed in

a smart looking black torreador outfit,

with contrasting gay crazy-quilt patch-

work apron of velvet. (“The outfit’s by my
favorite designer, Jeanne Campbell of

Sportwhirl,” Shirley told Dina.)

Some guests came bearing gifts, others

didn’t. (“It certainly wasn’t necessary at

an open house,” agreed the Cassidys.)

“The nicest thing about the party,” com-
mented one star, “is that it’s so cozy, and
not too crowded to chat with everyone.”

“Of course,” said Jack Cassidy, winking
slyly at Shirley. “That’s because Shirl and
I staggered our guest list!” The End



I PRAYED . . .

Continued from page 38

Nothing happened to prevent her going.

One twenty-below-zero night in Korea,
she discovered why she was there. Mala,
Piper Laurie and Johnny Grant found that

the chaplain was going to conduct a mid-
night service for an artillery unit on the
front lines, forty miles from where the

troupe was staying. So the three talked the
chaplain into taking them along in his jeep,

for an unscheduled appearance.
They had been meeting GIs behind the

lines, but here was an entirely different

audience: men living in a vacuum, know-
ing that death for them was still within
range, even while the truce talks went on.

When Mala and Piper led the way into

the small tent, there was only silence.

“Everywhere else we’d been expected,”
Mala says, “but not here. It was just like

shock took over. They just sat and stared.

The chaplain gave a little service. It all

seemed terribly real and terribly unreal at

the same time. But the words he said

meant so much more in that place. I re-
member he talked about love.

“An atmosphere of awful loneliness so

filled everything that it crept into you, and
you felt you were part of whatever the
fellows there were experiencing. And
you thought, ‘I have a purpose here and
a meaning. Human beings belong to-

gether. We cannot live without each other.’

I had a sense of really belonging to hu-
manity for the first time. Before that, my
world had been myself and my career.”

B it in Korea, Mala became ill with a

virus infection. By the time the plane
reached Honolulu en route to Califor-

nia, she was burning with fever. As soon
as she reached home, she went to her doc-
tor, who gave her some capsules of an anti-

biotic, a “miracle drug” that was saving
the lives of many. As far as it was known
then, only a very, very few were allergic

to it. Mala Powers was one of them.
For months, no deadly symptoms were

apparent; her flu kept recurring, and she
kept taking the capsules. Then, while she
was making a picture at U-I, her condi-
tion rapidly became worse. She had violent
headaches; she bruised easily and ap-
pallingly. Finally, the significant “blood
spots” appeared on Mala’s shoulders and
neck. When makeup boss Bud Westmore
saw them, he promptly summoned a doc-
tor, who ordered her into the hospital,

first for a blood test and the next day
for transfusions.

“After two or three transfusions,” Mala
says, “I felt fine, and I wanted out of the
hospital. I had one last scene to do in

the picture, and I thought this was all

nonsense.” Meantime, a bone-marrow test

had been ordered, but Mala had no inkling
of the fears that inspired it. “The doctors
all looked pretty mopy. ‘When do I get
out of here and go back to work?’ I’d

ask. ‘Well . . . pretty soon,’ somebody
would say.”

Suspicion of the truth came to her in
a strange way, before long. She was al-
lowed to leave her room and walk around
the hospital, and one restless morning she
went into the little chapel upstairs. Mala
attends Christ Unity Church, but, she says,
“Often if I’m passing a church and it’s

open and I have time—it doesn’t matter
what denomination it is—I’ll go in. I just
like the atmosphere. So the chapel was
there, and I went in.”

Only one other person, a lab technician,
was there. Mala sat down in front of her,
quietly lost in thought. After a moment,
the girl came around beside her and said,
“Even though you’re not a Catholic, please

come into our chapel and pray whenever
you want to, because Our Lady will lis-

ten to you.” The girl had tears in her eyes.

“You’re so young—the important thing is

just to stay in the ball game.”
Mala looked at her in astonishment.

“What does she expect me to do?” she
thought. “Walk out of here and drop
dead?” Mala managed to murmur some
polite words, but she was so utterly

shaken by the girl’s tears and sympathy
that she immediately went to a phone and
called her mother.
“What’s going on around here?” Mala

demanded, then explained what had hap-
pened.

“I don’t know,” her mother said.

“I believe you’d better go to the doc-
tors and find out.”

Back in her room, Mala overheard
doctors out in the hall discussing some
patient. “How old is she?” one voice said.

“Twenty.”
“What a pity!”

These words were a second shock. From
walking around the hospital, Mala knew
that most of the patients on her floor were
elderly cancer cases. She couldn’t think

of any other twenty-year-old.
To Mala’s mother, the doctors revealed

their prognosis. Among the few cases on
record, small children had recovered from
this condition, but for adults the fatal-

ities were almost 100%. In their opinion,

Mala’s life expectancy was—perhaps—four

days.

The valiant mother began searching for

words. How could she tell this girl,

whose life was dearer to her than her
own, that she was going to die? Yet, she
says, “Mala and I had always been so

straight and so honest with each other.”

“Well, what is it?” Mala asked. “What’s
wrong with me? . . . This is my life, and I

have a right to know what the doctors
say.”

Forcing calm into her voice, in spite of

her pounding heart and choked-up throat,

Mrs. Powers softened the truth as best
she could. “I don’t remember Mother’s ex-
act words,” Mala says. “She didn’t tell

me they didn’t expect me to live over four
days, but she made the whole thing very
clear. It was a condition they knew very
little about, and therefore they didn’t hold
out a great deal of hope. But, while doc-
tors were wonderful when you were ill,

after all there was only one Doctor—and
how could we say anything was impossible
with Him?”
Mala was listening to words that held

no meaning for her at first. Finally she
said, without expression, “Yes.”

She explains, “It doesn’t sink in. You
don’t comprehend it. You just can’t feel

it. I stayed in this state of shock for a
while. It’s like it’s all around you. You
feel it out there somewhere. You know it’s

there, and you can recognize it with your
mind, but you just have to wait until it

sinks in.”

Day darkened into night. “Then sud-
denly it penetrated, and I was frightened!
Then I dwelt with it longer, into the next
day, until I had a conviction: ‘Not my
will but Thine be done’ I got out of bed
and I went back to the chapel. It was
afternoon—I remember the sun. It was
quite warm, and the windows of the chapel
were thrown wide open. I remember there
was just one shaft of sunlight that came
through a window close to the altar. As
I was talking, I looked at it.”

No one else was there, and Mala Powers
was praying aloud. “I said, ‘If you want me
to live, then tell me what You want me to

do. If You want me to die, than tell me
what You want me to do . .

.’ And the
answer came—that I was going to live,

that I would get well, but that 1 would
have to help. The answer didn’t come in

words, as a voice from outside. It was

—

an experience. Sometimes, when you
dream at night, you see a flash of a
picture, and in that picture is conveyed a

story that might take you fifteen minutes
to tell to someone. But in your dream
you know what that story is in an in-

stant. It was something like that in the
chapel, because it happened in an in-

stant—and yet the whole thing was as

clear as if it had been a conversation I

had heard spoken word by word. I felt

secure and safe and protected, like being
cold and then all of a sudden being warm
all over.”

The key lies in the words “that I would
have to help.” As Mala says now, “I felt

if it was just meant for me to die with-
out doing anything— I would have died. I

couldn’t have gone through this time just

lingering, if I hadn’t had to do something
myself.”

Assurance came to her in a flash, but
she was not to be healed so quickly. For
Mala, there were endless-seeming months
ahead, when her faith would be many
times severely tried. But she didn’t realize

this. After the conversation in the chapel,

the doctors marveled at her unshakable
belief that she would get well. When they
took her blood count each morning, often
it was down. Then she would say cheerily,

“Don't worry.” She was encouraging them!
“I just had the feeling that I was

already cured,” Mala says. “I was only
waiting for the laboratory reports to tell

“Don't
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the doctors that I was. And I got impa-
tient with the lab.” But there seemed to be
nothing medicine could do to make Mala’s

body begin producing blood again, acth
cortisone was tried, and for a while her
count varied up and down. “Then, all of a

sudden one day,” she remembers, “It

went voom—right to the bottom. And the

acth never brought it up again.” So this

medication was discontinued, and she was
given constant blood transfusions, forty

in all.

There came blue days. “Even though
I knew I was going to get well, nothing in

the experience had told me when, and I

wanted to go back to work, and I would
think, ‘How long?’ And it would seem so

slow! I’d always been ridiculously impa-
tient. Now I had to fight it.”

Some days, her heart seemed to beat to

one rhythm: when? when? when? On one
of these, she went up to the little chapel
again, and again she was given an answer,
this time wordless, for Mala herself to

interpret. “There was a little clock that

had a chime with the most beautiful tone.

When I walked in, it was chiming five

o’clock, and I thought, ‘These are five per-

fect strokes of time—and I have nothing
better to do than just sit here and lis-

ten to them.’ ” Before this, Mala had al-

ways been thinking, working, trying to

drive herself ahead of time. Now she
realized how much of life she had missed
this way. “It suddenly occurred to me that

if God made twenty-four hours in a day,

then there’s only twenty-four-hours’
worth he intends to be done, and there’s

no sense trying to cram in forty-eight.”

During the weeks to come, Mala found
a strange sense of peace in hearing
little chimes that seemed to say to

her: All good things in time—the right

time. She learned the beauty of patience,

and she felt again the sensation she had
known first on the Korean battlefront:

“We are all kind of indivisible—unless we
shut ourselves off and build a little box
around ourselves.” Through the long
nights in a hospital, there are no boxes,

no walls thick enough to shut out the

cry of a sick child for its mother, the

moan of an old man in the next room.
Here pain and death were the common
enemies, and each human being was kin
to the next one.

So Mala was doubly armed on that ter-

rible midnight when she felt that she
was dying. She thought she was seized by
an internal hemorrhage, the chief danger
in her condition. Fear can hurry hemor-
rhage, she knew. If you panic, your heart
pumps faster, and the blood flows more
freely. She wanted to shut out fear—but
how? Then the soundless, wordless Voice
came to her again: “No, no. Let it go. Let
it go ahead. Don’t worry. Have no fear.”

Her face glowing with the memory, Mala
says, “I believe that I could have died
that night, if it had not been for the
faith that was given me. And I felt, in a
sense, reborn, with spiritual beings every-
where around me.”
She did not have a hemorrhage, and

soon she decided that she wanted to go
home. She was no better; actually, she
was worse. “My blood count was lower
than when I’d gone in, but I was sure the
hospital had fulfilled its purpose for me.”

Doctors told Mala’s mother frankly that

it didn’t matter; she might stay wherever
she’d be happiest; they could offer no hope.
“They expected a brain hemorrhage

—

and she would just go,” Mrs. Powers says
slowly. Mala was warned that she must
go on having transfusions. She must avoid
all crowds, since she had no defense

r against even a common cold. She must
avoid falling, for a bruise might start

fatal bleeding. She wouldn’t be able to
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walk even a few yards without being
utterly exhausted.

But, one evening unknown to her doc-
tors, Mala was acting again. A friend who
produced “The Cisco Kid” on radio had
called to ask whether she felt well enough
to do a show—and gotten a quick ac-
ceptance. Throughout the program, Mrs.
Powers sat in the control room praying.
“There she was in front of a microphone,
with cowboys and Indians all whooping
it up and hollering.”

She shouldn’t walk? “But I was taking
walks around the block,” Mala says tri-

umphantly, “and going up and down our
front steps—we had about fifty of them.
I took a lot of minerals with my diet, and
I made my own tempo. I did certain things
at certain times, as I felt they were right.

It was like I was being guided all the
time.”

Yet, one unforgettable day, she had a
sense of loss and loneliness such as she
had never known. “The wonderful spir-

itual presences I felt all the time began
gradually to fade—and disappeared. I

was alone. I thought, ‘I’m not in contact
any more. I’m doing something wrong.’

”

In despair, she drove over to see her
coach, actor and teacher Michael Chekhov,
a man rich in human experience. The
wise old man listened and watched as the
young girl, crying, told him how she
had been deserted. “Pixie,” Chekhov fi-

nally said, using his affectionate nickname
for her, “how can you sit there and try

to dictate to the spiritual world what is

best for your own evolution? They came
to you and they gave themselves to you.
If they now feel that you’re ready to

stand on your own, and they wish to de-
part from you a little bit, and you have
to work back up to them—then that’s

what’s best for you.”
“That’s true,” Mala said thoughtfully.

“They’re still there. I’ll try to work up to

them.”
“Remember this, Pixie—no human being

is ever given a test at any time that we’re
not capable of meeting. Some of us don’t

meet it—but we are capable.”
In a faith like Mala’s there was all the

strength that she was to need. Disregard-
ing the lab reports, she began to feel

better. “I had a little more energy, and my
blood count began staying up a little

longer between transfusions. At last, in a

routine test, my doctors found that my
bone marrow was rejuvenating itself. Then
they knew I was better—but they didn’t

know why. One of them said later, ‘There
are just some things that we doctors don’t

know.’ ”

I
n December, Mala was offered a picture,

and she told her doctors she wanted to

make it. She was going on location in

Chicago, and they insisted on giving her
three transfusions before she left, to get

her blood count up very high.

These were the last transfusions she was
ever to have.

By Christmas of 1952—a year since she
had been taken ill in Korea—her blood
count had doubled, miraculously to every-
one but Mala. In a church in Chicago, she
prayed to be worthy of the gift of life, and
she thanked God for the lifetime of learn-

ing contained in that one year.

But there was a gift beyond just liv-

ing still awaiting her, only two months
ahead. She often remembered the sweet
chime of the chapel clock: All good things

in time—the right time. Now, without
any effort on Mala’s part, a light-hearted

and happy time was coming. She went
house-hunting—and found a husband. A
certain young man lost a cigarette lighter

—and found a wife.

By February, Mala was feeling well
enough that she could take a long look

ahead and make plans that had an air

of permanence. She and her mother had
been living in an apartment; now Mala
decided she wanted a house. “One day in

February,” she recalls, “I ran into an actor
friend who’d been having a difficult time
in radio work and had decided to try sell-

ing real estate. I told him I’d been think-
ing about buying a house, and he said if

he ran into anything suitable he’d let me
know. Shortly after that, he called to say
he had a place he thought I might like.

Could he pick me up to show it to me?
His boss was with him.”
The boss’s name was Monte Vanton.

Some people might say this meeting was
brought about by mere chance, but Mala
has another name for the guiding force.

“Monte told me later,” she recalls fondly,
“that when he saw me coming down the
steps of my apartment house, it was as

if he’d been ‘struck by a bolt of lightning.’

He had admired me as Roxanne in ‘Cyr-
ano,’ but hadn’t remembered my name.”
The first thing I noticed about Monte

was his terrific sense of humor. All of us,

including my mother, went over to see
the house. It was really an odd old place,

not at all suitable, and Monte kept making
so many funny cracks about it that we
were all in near-hysterics before we left.

Our little group went to Brown’s then for

some hot chocolate, and there Monte of-

fered to find me a home—without charging
commission.

“Later, we went to my house, where
Monte told us about himself. He had been
in the British Merchant Marine during
the war, had visited this country and fallen

in love with it. After the war, he left Eng-
land and settled in California. Oh, we
talked about lots of other things, and fi-

nally he left. Then my mother and I found
that he’d forgotten his cigarette lighter.

Before this, I’d been telling her I didn’t

want any more men in my life. But when
my mother, who is very wise, saw the
lighter, she said, ‘Mala, you’d better go
out with him.’

“ r I ffie next day Monte called and told me
X he had another house to show me. This

time just the two of us went. It was
a house he hadn’t seen before and it was
even more unsuitable than the other one,

but it was an excuse for us to be together.

Monte did something that day that im-
pressed me. The house was on the side

of a cliff, and there must have been two
hundred steps to the front door. Monte
ran up the steps to ask the owner whether
we could go through. When she said yes,

instead of calling for me to come on up,
he ran all the way back down to open the

car door for me. I’ve always liked good
manners in men, and this made me feel

he must be a very considerate person.”

With such a promising start, the ro-

mance progressed—but slowly. Five
months after their meeting, Monte asked
Mala to marry him. “Well,” Mala says, “I

didn’t want to get married just then. I

knew that some day I would, but I was
in no hurry.” True to the philosophy she

had learned so painfully, she was willing

to wait for the right time, and she knew
that the decision would come to her nat-

urally, without worrisome thinking and
arguing with herself. And so it did. Monte
found her a comfortable, two-story, Eng-
lish-style house off Laurel Canyon in the

Valley, just the place for Mala and her

mother. Looking back, she analyzes: “I

think it was moving into the house and
redecorating it that gave me the urge
to get married. Every time I looked at

wallpaper, my eyes would keep drifting

to the nursery paper. It always seemed
like the prettiest paper in the store.”

In September, Monte asked her to set

a date. “Within the next year,” Mala prom-



ised. But a short while later, for no

special reason, she decided she wanted to

get married right away. When Monte
dropped in, she asked, “How would you
like to get married eight days from now?’

He said he would, and they were, on

October 12, 1954, at Christ Unity Church.

“We were too late to send out wedding
announcements,” Mala smiles, “so we
just called everybody. It was such a rush,

we forgot some people we wanted to in-

vite. I’d always said I didn’t want a big

wedding, but when it came right down to

it, I decided on the wedding gown and all

the trimmings. Besides getting ready for

this, I was also having wardrobe fittings

almost every day on a picture I was to

make. But I’m not sorry for my decision.

Even thought it was hectic, it was a beauti-

ful wedding, and we had a reception at my
house for over a hundred people.”

Now, for once, timing seemed to be
wrong. Four days after her marriage, Mala
was shipped off to Sonora on location. But
Monte came up to join her. “It turned out

to be a perfect honeymoon,” Mala says

softly. “We had a lovely guest cottage to

live in, with a brook that ran right by our
front door. And in the morning deer would
be jumping over the fence. We were
there almost three weeks, and during that

time I worked only three days. We went
fishing and cave-exploring. If we’d had a

chance to plan our honeymoon, it couldn’t

have been more perfect.”

In t-he same way, their hopes for starting

a family immediately fulfilled not accord-
ing to their own plan—but still at the

right time. This past year, Mala had four

pictures ready for release: “Tammy and
the Bachelor,” “Man from Abilene,”

“Death in Small Doses,” and “Unknown
Terror.” She was finishing a fifth, “Man
on the Prowl,” when she made the an-
nouncement that she was expecting a

baby—in three months! “I was so small,”

Mala explains, “that I was able to keep
working in pictures up until my sixth

month. Everyone was surprised.”

As you might guess, Mala made prep-
arations for a “natural” childbirth, with
exercises and—more important—a relaxed
frame of mind. “I had no fear whatsoever,”
she says earnestly. “I really looked for-

ward to it. Although I wasn’t able to com-
pletely fulfill the ‘natural’ childbirth ideal,

I’m grateful for all the time that I was
conscious. I think it was rougher on my
doctor than it was on me. I was so happy
to be having a baby that I hardly felt the
pain. And it didn’t matter to me whether it

was a girl or a boy. When it turned out
to be a boy, we named him Toren Michael.
We call him Tory for short. The Michael is

for my teacher, Michael Chekhov, who
gave me so much encouragement when I

was ill. The Toren is just a name that
popped into my mind from out of nowhere.
I’m not even sure that there is such a
name, but we love it. And we hope to

have at least two more children.”

Here is a girl who not so long ago was
delighted to be able to walk around
the block, to go up a flight of steps.

Now she has given birth to a child; she
nurses him; while she was pregnant she
did all her own housework for two
months; she takes a singing lesson daily,

exercise classes three times a week, danc-
ing lessons three or four times a week—
and relaxes with horseback-riding!

In the home that Monte found for her,
the home they share, Mala comes out of
her dream by the firelight. She hears the
front door open, and she hears her hus-
band’s voice. But in her heart she will
always hear the chime of the chapel clock
at the hospital—now a cherished remind-
er. All good things in time—the right
time. The End

YOUNG IDEAS:

NEEDLE NEWS

832—Dainty crib cover with smiling

baby faces. Use two faces to make

charming pictures. Transfer of 9

faces. Directions for cover, pictures

Enjoy serving for yourself and

friends. Betsy Palmer does!

787—Crocheted squares are beginner-

easy. Can be joined for many things:

doilies, TV cover, place mats, dresser

scarf. Directions for C^'^nch square

^pf*

832 7380—Cute, cuddly sock dolls make

kiddies happy. Use a mans size 12

sock for each doll; straiv yarn for

hair. Pattern, directions for two

SEE BETSY PALMER IN PARAMOUNT’S “THE OTHER
LIFE OF LYNN STEWART"

7272—Old-fashioned girls in simple

embroidery stitches, their bonnets form-

ing pockets, decorate this 17-inch

long apron. Transfer and directions

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Needlecraft Service,

P. 0. Box 123. Old Chelsea Station. New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each

pattern for first-class mailing. Send extra twenty-five cents for Needlecraft Catalog.

P
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LOVE CONQUERED
When Kathy Grant, nee Olive Kathryn Grandstaff of

West Columbia, Texas, came to Hollywood, she kept

the hometown door ajar by writing a column for Texas

papers. “Go on, columnists don’t come that pretty,”

said Bing Crosby when she came to interview him.

Afterward Kathy confided to a friend, “I love that man.

Some day I’m going to marry him.” They began to

date, but it took four years to make that dream come
true. Years of weighing the difference in religion, and

difference in age—he’s fifty-three, she’s twenty-three.

Kathy embraced the Catholic faith, and a year ago

secret marriage bans were published in Hayden Lake,

Idaho. Kathy even bought a wedding gown. But short-

ly after, they parted. Kathy was heartsick, but said that

she felt a public that idolized Bing would disapprove.

But Bing was lonely, with three sons in the Army and

the other in school. He roamed from one mansion to

another, at last called Kathy and confessed, “I’m not

happy away from you.” So Kathy took a plane to Las

Vegas to become Mrs. Crosby. Only his mother and

Msgr. John J. Ryan, who performed the ceremony at

St. Ann’s Catholic Church, were in on the secret. But

now, everyone rejoices that love has conquered loneli-

ness for Bing—and for his sweet bride Kathy, too.

LOVE WAS BLIND

When she stood in her pink, gold-embroidered sari

beside Marlon Brando and took her marriage vows

before the Rev. J. Walter Fiscus in the living room of

the home of Marlon’s aunt, Mrs. Bette Lindemeyer, at

Eagle Rock, the girl who called herself Anna Kashfi

was the happiest in the world. Now, she may well be

the unhappiest. William Patrick O'Callaghan and his

wife, Phoebe, claim Anna is their daughter, Joanna,

not “brown as she stated on her marriage license,

nor were her parents Devi Kashfi and Selma Ghose.

The only point on which they agree was that she was

born in Calcutta on September 30, 1934. A baptismal

certificate was produced byT a London paper to prove

without doubt that the O’Callaghans were indeed

her parents. Anna stuck to her story. And Marlon? In-

timates say he’s very upset, and think he did not know
fhere was any doubt about Anna’s being Indian. If

there were, it might have dimmed her charm for him

—

lie’s attracted by all things Indian. Certainly, he would

not have permitted her to wear a sari—he’s much too

honest for that. It appears Marlon was blinded by the

beautiful Anna/Joanna, and she by her love of him.

They’ll have to open their eyes to the situation and

face it honestly if love is to survive its poor start.
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LOVE WALKED OUT
This time, the separation of Jeff Chandler and his

wife. Marge, is final. “There is no chance of a recon-

ciliation,” says Jeff. “We have been able to discuss our

problems and make our decisions on an unemotional

basis.” Three years ago, the Chandlers made the same

decision to divorce. Yet a few weeks before the final

year was up, Jeff went back home and closed the door

on Hollywood. What happened since to bring them

once again to a break-up, even the Chandlers aren’t too

sure. Irritating conflicts of personality, the steady glow

of non-forbearance and a mutual feeling of being un-

able to weather storms as they blew up from time to

time were contributing causes. Strangely, the final

break came in the tower of a castle in Italy, where

Marge and the children stayed with Jeff while he was

making “Raw Wind in Eden” with Esther Williams.

Jeff seemed very happy. But as time passed, Mrs.

Chandler obviously wasn’t. Whatever the reason, it

was clear there was trouble. Jeff rushed back to Holly-

wood, and off again before Marge and the children

returned. He’s now moved into a swank apartment.

And love walked out for good—if it had ever walked

back in, during these last two years. It’s sad, because

for the children’s sake, they hoped to stay together.

LOVE WASN’T ENOUGH
A man fleeing from his home and registering at the

Beverly Hills Hotel under his real name, Roy Fitz-

gerald, a woman packing her trunks to leave town

—

Hollywood was stunned when the marriage of Rock

Hudson and his Phyllis took this sudden, tragic turn.

They’ve issued no statement. “The matter is between

me and Phyllis,’ said Rock. “There is no point in talk-

ing about it.’ But excuses were readily found. When
he came back from the rugged location trip to Italy for

“A Farewell to Arms,” Rock was twenty pounds un-

derweight and on the verge of nervous collapse. Phyllis

had just recovered from a serious illness. And. instead

of taking a needed rest, Rock immediately left to make
“Twilight of the Gods” in Hawaii, and Phyllis went

with him. It was there they decided that separation was

the only answer. But it was the answer to a problem

that went much deeper than physical ills, that existed

long before Rock went overseas. A problem caused by

the very thing that made everyone think they were

ideally mated: “They are so much alike.” Rock, de-

spite his success, is very shy and insecure. He needs

someone to take a stand in between him and the ter-

rific demands of fame. But Phyllis, equally shy, was

not the one, it seems. And love just wasn’t enough.
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MEN YOU LOVE TO
HATE

Continued from, page 48

and Jimmy ushered into being a new
kind of villain called the gangster. Cyni-
cal, unethical, a woman-beater at heart,

the gangster-villain had even more female
appeal than the black-caped menace of

earlier days.
In 1936 Humphrey Bogart joined the

mob (which already included George Raft,

whose sleek, steely bodyguard role in

“Scarface” brought fan letters from thou-
sands, including A1 Capone himself) and
shot his way through “The Petrified For-
est.” He had learned well from the dean
of gangsterdom—Edward G. Robinson

—

who blazed across the depression-day
screen as Little Caesar and gave unforget-
table power and authority to the villain

image. Bogie brought sex appeal to that
authority.

Recently something’s happened to the
villain. The term “juvenile delinquent”
has taken hold. It isn’t right nowadays to

merely sit in the audience and be scared
to death by strong-arm boys. Now, you
have to understand them. After all, these
boys were misunderstood. They had con-
fused childhoods. They weren’t responsi-
ble. Undoubtedly all true, but it’s made
the screen villain a whole lot harder to

cope with.

Today, there are only a few hold-outs in

the old tradition. A small handful of men
brave enough to play out-and-out black
villains. Even Richard Widmark has gone
straight. “Kiss of Death” had him push a
little old lady (of course she was sweet)
down a flight of steps to her death. The
picture made him a guy you love to hate.

But in Dick’s case you didn’t have to fee?
guilty about hating him. He never dragged
in a mixed-up childhood.

“I liked playing villains,” said Richard
Widmark; looking mild and tweedy. “Good
guys are gray types—wishy-washy and
easily forgotten if they’re not done just
right. But a good villain (and he em-
phasizes the ‘good’) is all black and can’t

help but get a response from the audience.”
But now he usually plays heroes. How

did he account for that?
“For one thing, I don’t want to be type-

cast. For another, a hero can be as inter-

esting as a villain—if what people found
intriguing in the menace can be carried
over into the good guy—the personality
traits.

“But every once in a while I like to go
back to being bad. There’s always money
in it, and besides, it’s probably good for
both me and the audience.

“I mean petty annoyances build up in

everybody’s life—a tiff with the boss, miss-
ing the five-fifteen train, the fuses blow
out at home—you know. So finally you
get mad—I get mad. I take out my nasti-
ness by playing a bad guy. And maybe, in

a way, you can take it out on me when
you see me.”
Did this have any effect on his home

life or his family? He laughed, “I don’t
think so. My little girl saw ‘Kiss of Death’
recently on television and I don’t think she
was frightened.” He paused and looked
a little sheepish. “The truth is, I think she
thought I was a little bit ridiculous.

“I play a good guy in ‘Time Limit’ which
came out recently. I produced it myself.”

(It just goes to show there’s a little bit
of good in the worst of us.)

Did he ever think when he was grow-
ing up in Sunrise, Minnesota, that he’d

p end up this way?
“In spite of the fact that some people

seem to think I’ve always been a villain

I was once a speech instructor at Lake
Forest University in Illinois. Then I de-
cided it might be more fun to act than
teach it. I came to New York and went
into radio.”

The stage finally lured Dick away from
radio and he played his first Broadway
role as a juvenile in “Kiss and Tell.” What
followed were five prestige flops (no vil-

lains), but in one he caught the atten-
tion of director Henry Hathaway, who
thought he might have the makings of a
killer in spite of the fact—as one apprais-
er put it—he appeared all together “too
well-bred, too intellectual and too upper-
class.”

Well, Dick went on to prove—there’s

nothing wrong with a well-bred, intellect-

ual, upper-class villain.

D id there ever breathe a villain more
villainous than Jack Palance? We’d
like to think not. Jack’s been killing

pretty steadily ever since his first role as
the psychopathic murderer in “Panic in the
Streets.” Bringing the black villain back
into vogue in “Shane,” he scared the liv-

ing daylights out of kids and “caused three
women in Chicago to faint,” as he went
out after Alan Ladd dressed in black from
head to toe.

In one unforgettable scene, where he
was stalking Alan for the final kill, he
created unbearable tension by slowly, care-
fully drawing on a pair of black kid gloves.

The tension mounted and so did female
casualties.

“I invented that bit myself,” he says,

rather pleased. “I wanted to convey the
feeling that this killer loves to kill. It is

HIVE—
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a sacred ritual with him and he approaches
it with the same delight another man
would a love scene.”

Panther-like movements, coldly chis-
eled features, and a soft, low voice, added
to an air of sinister cunning, have made
Jack, moviewise, the master of visual

vileness.

Fascinated by philosophy, art and liter-

ature (he almost became a newspaper re-
porter), he grew up in Lattimer, Pennsyl-
vania, a joyless mining town where he
worked as a coal miner summers during
college. A college football player and pro-
fessional boxer (“I lost only two of my
twenty fights”), he was almost kayoed
for good during World War II when the
bomber he was piloting crashed in Hawaii
and burst into flames. His skull was crushed
in and his face badly burned. “It seemed
then like a bad beginning for a career in

the theater,” a career which really got
under way after Jack left Stanford Uni-
versity and understudied Anthony Quinn
in Broadway’s “A Streetcar Named De-
sire.”

Not through with playing villains by a
long shot, Jack says he had the unique
opportunity of rubbing himself out in his

latest film, M-G-M’s “House of Numbers.”
“I played both roles—an escaped convict
and the convict’s good brother. I killed my
brother, which was really myself—see?”

Ernest Borgnine, along with Dick Wid-
mark and Jack Palance, has probably
done more the past couple of years
to revive the villain of old in all his black-
heartedness and vile charm than any other
group.

Ernest was about to apply for a holiday
job with the New York City Post Office

when his agent called to spread the glad
tidings that Hollywood wanted him pronto

for the part of Fatso in “From Here to
Eternity.” He told his wife: “Rhoda, hon-
ey, I’ve got to go out there and be the
meanest so-and-so in the world. If I make
it, I’ll stay in show business. If I don’t,
I’ll get some kind of regular job.”
Ernest made it. It’d been years since the

public had seen anything so low. After
seeing “Eternity,” even an uncle in Italy
wrote Ernest a stinging note.

“He couldn’t understand," Ernie says,
“how the little boy he used to dandle on
his knee could turn into such a beast as
to beat poor, helpless Frank Sinatra to
death. It’s perfectly simple,” I told him.
“I’m a completely normal monster.”
However, die particular brand of pop-

eyed, sneering malevolence that Ernie’s
uncle disliked so much was just what the
fans wanted. They shrieked with satis-

fied horror when he mauled Spencer Tracy
in “Bad Day at Black Rock.” They winced
with pain when he lunged a pitchfork into
the back of a bank robber in “Violent
Saturday.” And there’s more evil to come
from Ernie. In U.A.’s “The Vikings,” he’s
called upon to assassinate a British king,
ravish the queen and generally make him-
self thoroughly unpopular.

“It took ten awfully hard years to reach
that Academy Award for ‘Marty,’

”

(strangely, a sympathetic part), he says
today. “And before that I spent the first

part of my adult life in the Navy. It never
occurred to me to even think of acting as
a serious post-service career.”

But after he left, he was standing in line

one day to get his GI unemployment bene-
fits when he was asked what kind of job
he wanted. His mind went blank, so he
opened his mouth and said “actor.” It was
as simple as that—a villain was born.

O ne of the nastiest menaces to come
along was Ben Gazzara in “The
Strange One.” A sort of small-time

Machiavelli in a southern military acad-
emy, he very nearly destroyed the teach-
ing staff and student body before he got
his well-earned comeuppance in the pic-

ture’s dramatic climax. Female fans were
left breathless.

Ben’s particular type of bad boy is plen-
ty different from the mustachio-twirling
heavy of the old days. Would he go along
with the theory that many of today’s vil-

lains are sick rather than bad?
“Definitely, I’d say,” answered Ben. “At

least within my experience. I’ve been a

mixed-up character in the three major
roles I’ve played: the dope addict in

Broadway’s ‘Hatful of Rain,’ the neurotic
husband in the play ‘Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof’ and, of course, Jocko in ‘The Strange
One.’ Or,” he laughed, “maybe you could
say I played gray villains. If there is such
a thing.” (One writer called him a “hug-
gable heavy!”)
Twenty-six-year-old Ben lives in an

unmovie-starrish fourth-floor walk-up
apartment in the Seventies, right off New
York’s Central Park. “Only forty blocks
from where I grew up.” Like any other
East Side kid, he played stick-ball, dodged
cars and outran trucks; he still bears the
scars from street fights and sidewalk acci-

dents. But he loves New York. “I’d never
want to live any place else, permanently.”
A far cry from the sadistic Jocko, Ben

is pleased with the way his villainous

movie role has aided his career. He loves

acting: “I had acted in school plays when
I was a kid, but my real incentive later

was seeing that remarkable woman Lau-
rette Taylor in ‘The Glass Menagerie.’
That did it. ‘This is where I want to be,’

I told myself.” Other advantages: He’s
making a tidy income from movie wicked-
ness and this gives him the opportunity, at

last, to make life easier for his mother,
who once worked in a garment factory for



three dollars a week to help support him.

“My mother’s pleased I turned into a
rat,” he comments.

“T’d like to play a romantic type—once,”

said villainous Rod Steiger recently.

“I know that I’m not the conventional
romantic type, but I’d like to give it a try

just to see what happens.
“I guess the truth is I just like any

part that’s exciting. If it turns out to be a

villain, that’s okay with me.” Some of

Rod’s best parts have been the latter: cruel

Judd in “Oklahoma!”, the gangster brother
of Marlon Brando in “On the Waterfront”
(for which he was nominated for an
Academy Award), the crooked fight man-
ager in “The Harder They Fall” and the
just-no-good dictatorial movie producer
in “The Big Knife.” Soon you will see him
in “Cry Terror.”

“I think,” he went on, “there’s a cer-
tain identification the audience has with
the villain—right up to the time he com-
mits the crime. And,” he added, “I also

think moviegoers get a feeling of relief

from watching a badman blow off steam.”
He took a gulp of coffee.

“We used to drink this stuff by the gal-

lon in the Navy,” he said reminiscently.
He joined up when he was sixteen and for

the next five years went down to the sea
in ships. “I think I was the worst sailor

they ever had. There was nothing I could
do right. I even succeeded in getting my-
self jammed into a torpedo tube once. I’m
sure they were relieved when I left and
went into Civil Service.” He sighed
thoughtfully.

Wasn’t that when he first got involved
in the theater?
“Uh-huh. I started acting because I

liked girls. The place I worked had an
acting group, mostly girls. It seemed like

a fine way to jog up my social life. But I

never realized I’d get interested in acting.”

From such small beginnings are great
things built. Little parts on Broadway,
big ones on television followed, including
the original TV Marty, then on to a life of

crime in the movies. To sum up, what did
he think of villains? Had they changed
through the years?
“The traditional villain has changed, I

feel. He isn’t consciously evil any more,
but more sick and mixed up.”
Like his recent part of Carl Schaffner in

“Across the Bridge”?
“Yes, and in a sense, that particular

type is more a character part than a vil-

lain’s part. Carl is very rich and power-
ful in the beginning of the story, and he’s

obsessed by the need to remain the figure

he has created—the colossus of capital.

But he hasn’t any wife, any love in his

life. His greed is only an outward sign of

his need to be reminded that he is the
most important man in the world. And he
tries to keep this image alive by making
his own world, since he neither likes nor
fits into the world around him.”

“Is he a villain?”

Rod shrugged his shoulders. “Guess
you’d have to say yes. A psychological
one.”

O nly some, not all villains succeed when
they go soft. For instance, Dan Dur-
yea, who has been labeled everything

from a “heel with sex appeal” to Holly-
wood’s “most no-account guy,” recently
decided to mend his ways. He wiped off

the leering grin, stopped sniveling, combed
his hair, smiled prettily at the camera, and
stepped out into millions of living rooms
as TV’s “China Smith,” a hard-boiled, but
upstanding, adventure figure. He was
greeted with generous acclaim from critics

and viewers alike, and Dan was secretly

pleased that he had been able to cross

over from heel to hero so easily and suc-
cessfully.

That is, until four weeks later when Dan
stopped by the studio mail department to
pick up his fan mail.
As was his custom, he had brought

along a suitcase. Dan was handed a thin
batch of letters that wouldn’t have
filled a shoe box—most of them from
women who wailed, “What have you gone
and done? We love you as a heel.”
Dan took the hint. He climbed back into

his rumpled clothes, brushed up on how
to slap a dame or knife a man in the back
and was generally credited as being just
as nasty as ever. Housewives once again
took pen in hand and wrote, “Keep on
slugging us, Dan. We love it!”

Dan had no intention of being either an
actor or a villain. After college he became
a successful advertising executive and
might have become a Madison Avenue
type hadn’t an illness forced him to seek
a less nerve-racking career.

He decided to give the theater a try.

From that moment on he never had to
worry about a job.

Dan, who has been just as mean as he
could be (on the screen, of course) ever
since, has some interesting ideas on what
makes movie heels appealing.
“Women are drawn to heels,” he said

thoughtfully, “because heels make it very
clear that the man dominates the woman.
When a girl tries to fight the attraction
she feels for the no-good guy who puts
her in her place, who keeps her in doubt
and suspense, she’s fighting her basic
femininity. At the beginning of any ro-
mance, it's not the gentleman who wins
the girl. It's the ruthless conqueror, the
man who demonstrates male aggressive-
ness and dominance.”

In that case, we say, Long Live the
Villain. The End
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I HAVE LOVED
ONLY ONCE
Continued, from page 23

The girl had a magnificent body, Carlo
Ponti thought. But he wasn’t impressed by
that. As a movie producer, he’d seen many
beautiful girls with fine figures. In Italian

pictures, they were a standard commodity.
But this gii'l was different. Her nose was
not too good—a little long, he noted auto-
matically. And the chin line—but that was
nothing that could not easily be overcome.
The huge, wide amber-colored eyes, and
the wide, sensuous mouth more than made
up for the shortcomings. And there was
something else—something he couldn’t

define.

“You carry yourself very well,” he said

—partly out of genuine admiration for her
fine, ramrod posture, partly to put her at

her ease.

Somehow, all the defensive suspicion
she usually felt with men melted before
his gentle gaze. She settled comfortably in

the chair opposite him, and giggled. “You’ll

have to thank my mother for that,” she
confided. “I'm so tall, and when I was a

girl, I tried to stoop all the time to hide it.

But my mother made me go around with
a stick across my back. That straightened
me out pretty quick!”
And, before she knew it, the whole story

came tumbling out. How her mother, Ro-
milda Villani, had never been married to

her father. (“She’s honest,” thought Carlo
Ponti. “I like that.”) How he had deserted
them before Maria was born, and her
mother struggled to support them by giv-
ing piano lessons.

“My mother could have become a great
actress,” said Sofia proudly. “She won a
big contest to find a girl like Greta Garbo.
She had a chance to go to Hollywood, but
her mother wouldn’t let her.”
Her face clouded, as she told about the

bombings, when the Nazis came. “That’s
how I got this,” she said, pointing to a
small scar on her chin. She had run, ter-
rified, into an air raid shelter, and had

fallen all the way down a flight of steps.

Seeing the pity in his face, she stiffened.

“We were not poor,” she said hotly.

“Everybody had nothing to eat. Everybody
had poor clothes. Everybody stood in the

breadlines.”
Now he knew what it was about her.

This was not just another girl with a pret-

ty face and a stunning figure. This was a

woman of strength, and fire, and character.

Young and crude and untrained as she
was, she had the stuff of which great stars

are made.

C
arlo Ponti felt a thrilling excitement.
He knew it well. It was the same ex-
citement that had led him, at the age

of twenty-seven, to turn his back on the

easy life of a very wealthy son of a dis-

tinguished Italian family, and a promising
law career, to become a film producer. He
had felt it when he discovered Alida Valli,

and had been hailed as the Italian Orson
Welles as a result of their first film. To
make good pictures, to develop great tal-

ent—this was his passion. His family did

not understand. Sometimes, he wondered
if his wife, Giuliana, brought up strictly

as the daughter of an Italian general, far

from the heady world of show business,

could understand . . .

“We'll have to change your name,” he
said to Sofia.

“You mean . .
.” she gasped, “you want

me in a picture?”
“That’s right,” he smiled. “Your test was

successful. I have a part for you in a film

I’m casting now, ‘Tratta delle Bianche’.”

“Oooh,” she breathed, “thank you.”
His face grew grave. “I have a feeling

that you can go very far. But it will not be
what you may think. It will be very hard
work. There will be disappointments, criti-

cism. Can you take that?”
“I am used to working,” she said. “I

have done nothing but work since I was
fifteen.”

“Good. Then it’s settled,” Carlo Ponti
said. And Sophia rushed home, to the
little apartment to share the good news
with Mama and Maria.
They were all so happy. But she soon

found out what Carlo meant, about the

hard work. In two years, she made thir-

teen pictures. “You must be seen as much
as possible,” Carlo Ponti said. “The pub-
lic must know who Sophia Loren is.” So-
phia Loren—the name was Mr. Ponti’s
idea. She liked it—especially when she
saw it up on the billboards, and on the
marquees. Sophia Loren—what a thrill!

But working before the camera—that
wasn’t the half of it. “You must get rid

of that Neapolitan dialect,” Mr. Ponti had
snapped at her, right off. She just stared
at him, bewildered. Dialects and accents
weren’t a problem to Italian film-makers,
she knew. They couldn’t waste time and
money on speech lessons, so they simply
dubbed in the voices. But dutifully, she
went off to the tutor Mr. Ponti selected,
and practiced Italian as it was spoken in

the high Italian social circles, until her
throat ached.

The acting lessons—those she loved. But
sometimes, she grew so discouraged. There
was so much to learn, and so little time.
And Mr. Ponti, so kind and benign,

turned into a relentless taskmaster. He
told her how to sit, how to eat, what to

wear, what to say, what not to say. Some
day, he knew, she would thank him for

it. But now, he thought wryly, “I’m be-
ginning to feel like Svengali.”

Sometimes it got to be too much, and
she would burst into a display of fine

Neapolitan temperamental fireworks, al-

ways ending by running into a room where
she could fume by herself, slamming the
door behind her.

“I’m sorry,” she said shyly and meekly
when she came out. “It’s just that I get
mad at myself. I never get mad at any-
thing else.”

That was true, Ponti thought. And his

heart softened in sympathy for the girl

who had been through so much, and was
taking so much now, without a whimper,
working day after day from sunup until

far into the night.

C
arlo Ponti was having troubles of his

own. Shortly after he had signed So-
phia, he and his wife had separated,

and Sophia was one of the reasons. Not
because of any romantic interest—that
was the furthest thing from Giuliana’s
mind. How could the polished Carlo ever
become interested in a crude girl from
Naples? But Giuliana knew that girl Carlo
was backing was becoming a real threat to

her dear friend, Gina Lollobrigida. Out of

loyalty to her friend, she could do noth-
ing else but oppose Sophia.

What could he do? Abandon Sophia? In

Italy, she was a well-established star. She
could get plenty of work. But he knew she
wasn’t ready—not for the future that

could be hers. No, he couldn’t do that. It

just wouldn’t be right. And when Sophia
listened to him, her eyes brimming with
faith and trust, he knew that he could not

forsake that trust.

He did not see something else in So-
phia’s eyes . . . something of which she

dared not speak. Love. “Or is it?” she
wondered, as she tossed fitfully in her
bed before falling into the deep sleep of

exhaustion. He was the only man she had
ever known well, outside her family. She
had no time for dates. Mama Romilda,
bent on seeing her own dreams fulfilled

for her daughter, had always shooed the

wolves away in no uncertain terms, even
that nice young man who came to the

house with a proper proposal of marriage.

It could be that her feelings for Carlo were
merely gratitude. “But I do know,” she

thought dreamily, her heart full, “that he
is the best, the kindest man in the

world . .

.”

All her dreams had come true, now . . .

Almost. She and Mama and Maria had
a big apartment in Rome, and a house
in Naples huge enough to welcome all

“Age makes no difference to a woman in love” says Sophia of Ponti, twenty

years her senior. But church disapproval ol their marriage has caused woe
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thirty-two of the big family clan. She had
a big Cadillac, and a chauffeur. She had
more furs and jewels, more beautiful

gowns than she could ever wear. Every-
thing. Except what she wanted most. A
husband. And babies.

All her life, she had dreamed of being a

star in Hollywood. She went to see an
American movie every week, and she
idolized the stars, especially her favorite

since childhood, Barbara Stanwyck. When
Carlo told her that she was to make an
American picture, “The Pride and the
Passion,” with Cary Grant and Frank
Sinatra, she was thrilled, of course. But
strangely sad, too. And as soon as she
pulled out for Madrid, she knew why. She
missed Carlo terribly.

As always, he had prepared her well.

For months, he had her study English,

and had her carry a little black book, in

which she dutifully recorded all new
words and phrases. But although Carlo
had sent one of his henchmen with her,

she felt strange—lonely, and frightened.
Mr. Sinatra and Mr. Grant were won-

derful. They joked about her little black
book, and Mr. Sinatra taught her a lot of

funny words—“jive talk,” he called it. One
day, she announced to him in a sudden
burst of courage, “We Neapolitans are hot
and expensive!” He usually came back
with a joke, but this time he looked
stunned. Then he laughed hard, and said,

“Oh, you mean warm and expansive!”
And Mr. Grant was a real friend. She

asked him about Hollywood. Would she
like it? Would they like her? Was it a
cruel place, like they said? He told her,
“Sophia, you will have to become ad-
justed to it. It took me about six years!
But that’s because I’m English. I don’t
think it will take you more than six
months, and after that, you’ll love it, too.”

But the best times were the weekends,
when Carlo would fly down to see
her, carrying a suitcase filled with

spaghetti! Then they would have a feast,

and she would tell him all the exciting
things that happened.
Picture offers were pouring in now—

so many it made her head swim. There
was “Boy on a Dolphin,” to be made in
Greece, “Legend of the Lost,” to be made
in Africa, and—oh, joy of joys

—
“Desire

Under the Elms,” to be made for Para-
mount in Hollywood!
Back in Rome, she prepared to storm

Hollywood like a general preparing for an
invasion. Straight to Rome’s famous cou-
turier, Schubert, she went, to order enough
gowns, dresses, suits and coats to last sev-
eral years. Weeks were spent at fittings in
the salon. Then everything was carefully
catalogued on paste-up boards by Jean
Shaw, the American secretary who speaks
perfect Italian, to Sophia’s delight. After
that, it was packed into twelve beige-
colored ocean trunks, with “Sophia Loren,
Hollywood” printed in small type—very
dignified and simple.

At the boat, Carlo gaped in amazement.
Then he grinned. Sophia would always be
the child of Naples, free and unfettered,
doing exactly as she pleased regardless of
what others thought. If she wanted twelve
trunkfuls of clothes, she would have them.
He knew, too, that those trunks were a
defense—they gave her a feeling of secu-
rity in facing the new world in Hollywood.
A warm, protective feeling came over

him. How much she meant to him! How
much she delighted him with her unin-
hibited joy in life, so different from his
own staid upbringing. He knew, now, that
he was in love with her. He realized how
glad he was that business matters were
taking him to Hollywood, too.

Hollywood was something beyond her
wildest dreams. How did they say it?

Roll the red carpet. That was what they
did for her. They had big parties, and
she met everybody—all the big stars, in-

cluding her idol, Barbara Stanwyck.
Carlo went with her and sister Maria

when they picked a house. Sophia looked
at the first one they saw, and said, “I’ll

take it.” Carlo suggested looking further.

A big, red brick mansion in Brentwood,
the rent was $2000 a month. But when he
looked at the grounds, he didn’t press the
matter. The rolling lawn, with its trees

and flowers, he knew reminded Sophia of

home.
In no time, Maria was swept up in a

whirl of dates with handsome escorts. Not
Sophia. At night, she stayed in her bed-
room, watching TV. The silence bothered
her, so she had it turned on all the time.
She needed rest, it was true, for she was
off to the studio every morning at 5:30. But
the explanation wasn’t enough. She had
always had amazing vitality and stamina,
and could have been none the worse for

a little social life.

To reporters who queried her about the
men in her life, she answered cryptically,

“I have been in love only once. I still am.
I can say nothing more.”
No, she could say nothing more. Could

her dream of happiness with Carlo ever
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come true? For sadly, Carlo’s divorce
would be recognized in every country but
her own—Italy.

Their hopes rose when they went to

Switzerland after the picture was finished.

There, she had decided to make her home,
as a practical move, for tax purposes.
There, Carlo could get a divorce. And
jubilantly, Sophia proclaimed, “I no longer
hide the feelings that bind me to Carlo.
I am happy and in love.”

Then they learned that ten years’ resi-

dence would be required. A Mexican di-
vorce, for Carlo, and a proxy marriage,
were the only solution. Since Carlo had
reached full agreement with Guiliana, the
divorce was speedily secured. And, back in
Hollywood, at work on “Houseboat” So-
phia received the news that she and Carlo
were married.
A strange wedding—no gown, no cere-

mony, not even a bridegroom present. And
Sophia did not react as a happy bride. She
seemed like a girl who had got what she
wanted, but felt apprehensive about the
whole thing.

UP correspondent Henry Gris, an old
friend of former days, told her that such
a quiet wedding was not the usual Holly-
wood style. Her eyes flashed as she replied,
“I don’t need Hollywood’s permission to
get married. I did not consider it neces-
sary to tell anybody. My life is my own.”
When he told her that press agents

sometimes even accompany stars on their
honeymoons, she threw back her head and
laughed. “Accompany on a honeymoon?

What will Hollywood think of next!”
And to Henry Gris, in what he declared

would be his only interview on the mar-
riage, Carlo Ponti said, “We didn’t want a

ballyhooed movie marriage, or any other
ballyhoo to involve our private lives.

“I hope they won’t make me into a Mr.
Sophia Loren,” he smiled. “After all, I’m
a film producer of some note and there are
three Ponti pictures going in Italy now.”
Of their future plans, he said, “Sophia

will be working in ‘The Key’ with William
Holden until the end of the year. Then
we’ll go to our home in Burgenstock,
Switzerland, whe"e she’ll ^est a while.
Then we’ll come back to Hollywood for
her next picture.” Plans are now being
made for two future Loren films, produced
by Ponti with his partner, Gilosi, to be
released by Paramount.

H e and Sophia will buy a home in
Hollywood. But they cannot have a
home in Rome.

“I’m sorry to say,” said Carlo, “that our
Juarez marriage is recognized everywhere
but in Italy. However, I hope that event-
ually I’ll be able to obtain an annulment
of my previous marriage. My first wife and
I are working on it and are in full accord.
We are good friends. As often as possible,
I see my two children, a boy and a girl

aged eight and nine. We will have to leave
the problem of my marriage in Italy to be
worked out without pressure, with
dignity.”

But Carlo’s hopes of working out the
situation quietly have met with stern dis-
approval in Rome. The first blast came
from the Vatican’s L’Osservatore della
Domenica, which said such a marriage
exposed the participants to excommunica-
tion although it did not name names.
The second came from the official publi-
cation of Italian Men’s Catholic Action,
urging all Roman Catholics to shun So-
phia’s films.

Although Sophia stoutly declared, “I
hope to have seven children,” there is no
doubt that these attacks have hurt her
deeply.

In Rome, Mama Romilda flew to her
daughter’s defense. She and Maria had
been in on the secret of the proxy wed-
ding, and it had their complete approval.
“This is Sophia’s dream come true,” her
mother declared. “I know that she has
loved Carlo ever since she met him.”
Then she added hotly, “If Ingrid Berg-

man and Roberto Rossellini could do it, I

don’t see why Sophia and Carlo can’t.

After all, they were married to other peo-
ple, and their marriage is valid in Italy.”

She might have avoided the storm. She
might have married any other man her
heart desired—she could not help but
know that. Her contract with Ponti had
only a year to run, and, from a business
standpoint, the handsome profits her films
have earned have more than fulfilled her
obligation to him.
But Sophia will never see it that way.

Others may see Carlo as a balding, mid-
dle-aged film producer. But to her, he is

“the only man I fully trust.” In her pres-
ent world, filled with false flattery and the
selfish aims of those who seek to use her
for their own gain, she needs that trust.

And she needs the quiet life they share

—

the hours spent away from the glamour
whirl, watching TV or playing canasta,
cozily sharing a plate of warmed-up spa-
ghetti. Still the simple girl who washes
her hair over the sink every evening, she
knows that the sophisticated Carlo has
much to teach her, too.

But most of all, she feels that the debt
she owes him, she can never repay.
From a heart sorely torn, but filled with

love, Sophia can only say, “Everything
that I am I owe to Carlo. For me, he is

the only man in the world.” The End

P
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STARS FILMS

Aflame, Julie

Alherghetti, Anna Maria
Albert, Eddie
Allyeon, June
Angeli, Pier
Astaire, Fred
Bacall, Lauren
Baker, Carroll

Baxter, Anne
Belafonte, Harry
Bergman, Ingrid

Blyth, Ann
Borgnine, Ernest
Brando, Marlon
Brazzi, Rossano
Brynner, Yul
Burton, Richard
Buttons, Red
Cagney, James
Calhoun, Rory
Chandler, Jeff

Charisse, Cyd
Clift, Montgomery
Collins, Joan
Conte, Richard
Cooper, Gary
Crain, Jeanne
Crawford, Joan
Crosby, Bing
Curtis, Tony
Dailey, Dan
Day, Doris
De Carlo, Yvonne
Derek, John
Dietrich, Marlene
Dors, Diana
Douglas, Kirk
Douglas, Paul
Egan, Richard
Ekberg, Anita
Ewell, Tom
Farr, Felicia

Ferrer, Jose

Ferrer, Mel
Fleming, Rhonda
Fonda, Henry
Fontaine, Joan
Ford, Glenn
Foster, Dianne

Francis, Anne Moore, Terry Abandon Ship!
Gable, Clark Murphy, Audie Action of the Tiger
Gardner, Ava Murray, Don Affair to Remember, An
Gaynor, Mitzi Nader, George April Love
Granger, Stewart Neal, Patricia Baby Doll
Grant, Cary Nelson, Lori Bachelor Party. The
Gray, Dolores Newman, Paul Band of Angels
Hayward, Susan Niven, David Barretts of Wimpole Street,

Hayworth, Rita North, Sheree The
Heflin, Van Novak, Kim Battle Hymn
Hepburn, Audrey O'Connor, Donald Beau James
Hepburn. Katharine O’Hara, Maureen Bernardine
Heston. Charlton Olivier, Laurence Beyond Mombasa
Holden, William Paget, Debra Big Land, The
Holliday, Judy Palance, Jack Black Patch
Hope, Bob Parker, Eleanor Bombers B-52
Hudson, Rock Pavan, Marisa Boy on a Dolphin
Hunter, Jeffrey Peck, Gregory Brave One, The
Hunter, Kim Perkins, Anthony Brothers Rico, The
Hyer, Martha Power, Tyrone Buster Keaton Story. The
Jones, Jennifer Presley, Elvis Careless Years, The
Jones, Shirley Quinn, Anthony Curse of Frankenstein, The
Johnson, Van Ray, Aldo D.I., The
Kelly, Gene Reed, Donna Delicate Delinquent, The
Kerr, Deborah Reynolds, Debbie Designing Woman
Kerr, John Rogers, Ginger Desk Set
Ladd, Alan Rooney, Mickey Devil's Hairpin, The
Lancaster, Burt Rush, Barbara Dino
Laurie, Piper Russell, Jane Don’t Go Near the Water
Leigh, Janet Ryan. Robert Don’t Knock the Rock
Lemmon, Jack Saint, Eva Marie Drango
Lewis, Jerry Simmons, Jean Edge of the City
Lollobrigida, Gina Sinatra, Frank Escapade in Japan
MacMurray, Fred Stack, Robert Face in the Crowd, A
Madison, Guy Stanwyck, Barbara Farewell to Arms, A
Magnani, Anna Steiger, Rod Fear Strikes Out
Malone, Dorothy Stewart, James Fire Down Below
Mansfield, Jayne Sullivan, Barry Four Girls in Town
Martin, Dean Tamblyn. Russ Full of Life

Martin, Dewey Taylor, Elizabeth Funny Face
Mason, James Taylor, Robert Fuzzy Pink Nightgown, The
Mathews, Kerwin Todd, Richard Garment Jungle
Mature, Victor Tracy, Spencer Girl Can’t Help It, The
Mayo, Virginia Wagner, Robert God Is My Partner
Miles, Vera Wayne, John Great Man, The
Milland, Ray Widmark, Richard Gun for a Coward
Mitchell, Cameron Wilde, Cornel Gun Glory
Mitchum, Robert Wood, Natalie Gunfight at the 0. K. Corral

Monroe, Marilyn Wynter, Dana Guns of Fort Petticoat

ote for Your Favorite Stars, Movie and Newcomers ol

Happy Road, The
Hard Man. The
Hatful of Rain, A
Hear Me Good
Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison
Helen Morgan Story, The
Hired Gun, The
Hollywood or Bust
Hot Summer Night
House of Numbers
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Incredible Shrinking Man
Interlude
Island in the Sun
Jailhouse Rock
James Dean Story, The
Jeanne Eagels
Jet Pilot

Joe Butterfly

Johnny Tremain
Johnny Trouble
Joker Is Wild, The
Midnight Story, The
Mister Cory
Kelly and Me
King and Four Queens, The
Kiss Them for Me
Legend of the Lost

Les Girls

Little Hut, The
Living Idol, The
Lizzie

Lonely Man. The
Long Haul, The
Love in the Afternoon
Loving You
Man of a Thousand Faces
Man on Fire
Men in War
Mister Rock and Roll
Monkey on My Back
Monolith Monsters, The
Monte Carlo Story, The
My Man Godfrey
Night Passage

Nightfall

No Down Payment
Oh Men, Oh Women I

Old Yeller

BEST MALE PERFORMER BEST FEMALE PERFORMER BEST FILM OF 1957

FIVE BEST MALE NEWCOMERS

FIVE BEST FEMALE NEWCOMERS

Mail your ballot to: PHOTOPLAY GOLD MEDAL AWARDS, Box 1787, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

Ballots must be received no later than December 31, 1957. You may vote for eligible players and films not included in

the lists above, and you need not sign your name.
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Omar Khayyam
Operation Mad Ball

Pajama Game, The
Pal Joey
Paris Doe6 Strange Things
Pickup Alley
Pride and the Passion, The
Prince and the Showgirl,
The
Public Pigeon No. 1

Pursuit of the Graf Spee
Quantez
Rainmaker, The
Raintree County
Rock, Pretty Baby
Run of the Arrow
Sad Sack, The
Saddle the Wind
Saga of Satchmo, The
Saint Joan
Sayonara
Seawife
Seventh Sin, The
Short Cut to Hell
Silk Stockings
Slander
Slaughter on Tenth Avenue
Slim Carter
Something of Value
Spanish Gardener, The
Spirit of St. Louis, The
Stopover Tokyo
Story of Esther Costello, The
Story of Mankind, The
Strange One, The
Sun Also Rises, The
Sweet Smell of Success
Tammy and the Bachelor

Tarzan and the Lost Safari

Tattered Dress, The
Teahouse of the August
Moon, The
Ten Commandments, The
Ten Thousand Bedrooms
That Night

This Could Be the Night
Three Brave Men
Three Faces of Eve, The
Three Violent People
3:10 to Yuma
Tijuana Story, The
Time Limit

Tin Star, The
Tip on a Dead Jockey
Top Secret Affair

Town Like Alice, A
True Story of Jesse Janies,

The
Twelve Angry Men
Unholy Wife, The
Untamed Youth
Until They Sail

Vintage, The
Wayward Bus, The
Wild Is the Wind
Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter?
Wings of Eagles, The
Written on the Wind
Wrong Man, The
Young Don't Cry, The
Young Stranger, The
Zarak
Zero Hour

NEWCOMERS

Boone, Pat
Cassavetes, John
Darren, James
Elg, Taina
Evans, Robert
Franciosa, Anthony
Gazzara. Ben
Grant, Kathryn
Griffith, Andy
Harrison, Susan
Hart, Dolores
Jason, Rick
Jones, Carolyn
Keim. Betty Lou
Kendall, Kay
Kovacs, Ernie
London, Julie
Loren, Sophia

MacArthur, James
March, Hal
Mineo, Sal

Nichols, Barbara
Nielsen, Leslie

Owens, Patricia

Patten, Luana
Raitt, John
Randall, Tony
Saxon, John
Scala, Gia
Sears, Heather
Seberg, Jean
Stevens, Inger
Stockwell, Dean
Trundy, Natalie
Wilson, Julie

Woodward, Joanne

n«w star* and brand new pic-
ture* starting with #248,
Chech the list below for your
favorites. All handsome 4x5
photos, on glossy stock, just

right far framing. Send your

CANDIDS

1. Lana Turner
2. Betty Grable
3. Ava Gardner
5. Alan Ladd
6. Tyrone Power
7. Gregory Peck
9. Esther Williams

11. Elizabeth Taylor
14. Cornel Wilde
15. Frank Sinatra
18. Rory Calhoun
19. Peter Lawford
2 1 . Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster
23. Bing Crosby
25. Dale Evans
27. June Allyson
33. Gene Autry
34. Roy Rogers
35. Sunset Carson
50. Diana Lynn
51. Doris Day
52. Montgomery Clift

53. Richard Widmark
56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
66. Gordon MacRae
67. Ann Blyth
68. Jeanne Crain
69. Jane Russell
74. John Wayne
78. Audie Murphy
84. Janet Leigh
86. Farley Granger
91. John Derek
92. Guy Madison
94. Mario Lanza
103. Scott Brady
105. Vic Damone
106. Shelley Winters
107. Richard Todd

109. Dean Martin
110. Jerry Lewis
112. Susan Hayward
117. Terry Moore
121. Tony Curtis
124. Gail Davis
127. Piper Laurie
128. Debbie Reynolds
135. Jeff Chandler
136. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Granger
139. Debra Paget
140. Dale Robertson
141. Marilyn Monroe
142. Leslie Caron
143. Pier Angeli
144. Mitzi Gaynor
145. Marlon Brando
146. Aldo Ray
147. Tab Hunter
148. Robert Wagner
149. Russ Tamblyn
150. Jeff Hunter
152. Marge and Gow-

er Champion
174. Rita Gam
175. Charlton Heston
176. Steve Cochran
177. Richard Burton
179. Julius La Rosa
180. Lucille Ball
182. Jack Webb
185. Richard Egan
187. Jeff Richards
190. Pat Crowley
191. Robert Taylor
192. Jean Simmons
194. Audrey Hepburn
198. Gale Storm
202. George Nader

205. Ann Sothern
207. Eddie Fisher
209. Liberace
211. Bob Francis
212. Grace Kelly
213. James Dean
214. Sheree North
215. Kim Novak
216. Richard Davalos
218. Eva Marie Saint
219. Natalie Wood
220. Dewey Martin
221. Joan Collins
222. Jayne Mansfield
223. Sal Mineo
224. Shirley Jones
225. Elvis Presley
226. Victoria Shaw
227. Tony Perkins
228. Clint Walker
229. Pat Boone
230. Paul Newman
231. Don Murray
232. Don Cherry
233. Pat Wayne
234. Carroll Baker
235. Anita Ekberg
236. Corey Allen
237. Dana Wynter

239. Judy Busch
240. Patti Page
241. Lawrence Welk
242. Alice Lon
243. Larry Dean
244. Buddy Merrill
245. Hugh O'Brian
246. Jim Arness
247. Sanford Clark
248. Vera Miles
249. John Saxon
250. Dean Stockwell
251. Diane Jergens
252. Warren Berlinger
253. James MacArthur
254. Nick Adams
25 5. John Kerr
256. Harry Belafonte
257. Jim Lowe
258. Luana Patten
259. Dennis Hopper
260. Tom Tryon
261. Tommy Sands
262. Will Hutchins
263. James Darren
264. Ricky Nelson
265. Faren Young
266. Jerry Lee Lewis
267. Ferlin Huskey

k
FILL IN AND MAIL

COUPON TODAY!

f

WORLD WIDE, DEPT. WG-I

I

112 Main St., Ossining, N. Y.

I enclose $ for candid
pictures of my favorite stars and have circled

the numbers of the ones you are to send me
by return mail.

Name

Street

City

Zone State

Fill out and mail coupon today. Send cash
or money order. 1 2 pictures for $ I

; 6 for 50c.

(No orders less than 50 cents.)

P
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WHAT THE HOME
FOLKS THINK OF PAT

Continued from page 26

The trouble was that the nursing school
she attended expelled any student who
married. But love was stronger than rea-
son, and the couple married secretly. The
young Mrs. Boone was graduated and re-
ceived her nurse’s cap before the news of

the wedding leaked out.

Although the Boones are descended
from old Tennessee and Kentucky
stock, Pat was born in Florida, where

his parents began their married life. But
the family moved to Nashville when Pat
was two, and they have lived in their

present home ever since he was six.

When the Boones bought the house, it

was in the country, but a fashionable resi-

dential section is encroaching. Close by,

along the Hillsboro Road, wealthy Nash-
ville citizens have built expensive homes.
But the winding, black-topped road on
which the Boones live is still bordered by
wooded lots and small residences. Patches
of corn pepper the landscape.
The Boone yard is heavily shaded. A bi-

cycle is flung carelessly on the ground by
the high back steps. There’s an old-
fashioned swing on the concrete front

porch, and a table with benches in the
backyard is a popular place for picnic

suppers.
Mrs. Boone’s living room is attractive,

but without distinction. Furniture follows
no period. Decoration follows no pro-
nounced color scheme. “Nice” and “com-
fortable” are the adjectives that describe
it best.

There’s not much tile in the kitchen or
the single bath, and the appliances aren’t

new, but neither is anything shabby.
Fresh paint sparkles on the house, and
good taste abounds within. You know in-

stantly that the Boones feel no need to

“keep up with the Joneses.”
Pat Boone’s story is not one of rags

to riches. His father is quite successful. A.
A. Boone, described by his wife as “the
best natured man in the world,” is a busy
contractor, and his name appears on some

of the big construction jobs in downtown
Nashville.
Pat inherited his appearance from his

mother. Everybody comments on the
marked resemblance. But he inherited
his disposition from his father, Mrs. Boone
thinks.

“Mr. Boone never loses his temper,” she
says. “I used to have a violent temper,
but he laughed at me until I got over my
tantrums.”
The Boone children are Pat, twenty-

three years old; Nick, twenty-two; Mar-
gie, nineteen; and Judy, fifteen.

Friends consider Pat and Nick very
much alike, both interested in drawing
and music, both excellent students. Paint-
ings by Nick adorn the living room walls.

The girls, their parents have noted,
aren’t such keen students as the boys.
Possibly their fresh prettiness and popu-
larity have interfered with studies.

“Judy just isn’t interested in studying
this year,” Mrs. Boone laments.
But Judy, a high school sophomore, is

adequately passing a thorough college
preparatory course.
Margie, a new bride, embarked on

nurse’s training after high school. Wheth-
er she’ll finish her course depends upon
her husband’s plans.

The Boone family, incidentally, saw
“Bernardine” for the first time as guest of

their future son-in-law, Airman Kenyon
Jenckes. The airbase theater got the pic-
ture several weeks ahead of Nashville
houses, and Kenyon furthered his court-
ship of Margie by inviting the family to

see it with him.
Pat’s parents were thrilled by his per-

formance but felt that the whole evening
had a dream-like quality.

“It’s just hard to believe that all this

has really happened to Pat,” they say.

Nick was graduated last June from
David Lipscomb College, and is following
in his brother’s footsteps, taking a grad-
uate course in dramatics at Columbia
University, where Pat will receive his

B.S. degree in February. Nick is also be-
ing launched on a promising singing ca-
reer by Dot Records, under the name of

Nick Todd—to avoid confusion. His first

record, “Plaything,” was recently re-

leased.

Mrs. Boone is proud of all her children,

as well she can be. But she modestly be-

MRS. BOONE’S FRIED CORN
There's only one secret to preparing fried

corn—choose corn that's young, milky and

tender. That's of prime importance. Melt

butter, or better yet, bacon grease, in a heavy

skillet. Add the corn, scraped from the cob,

and cook very, very slowly, stirring often. If

the corn is nice and milky, it will cook in its

own juice. If not, add a little water— just a

little. Taste dictates seasoning,— salt, pepper,

and maybe sugar. When it's cooked down
low, it's simply delicious!

MRS. BOONE’S CHESS PIE
This is one of Pat's favorite desserts, called

"chess cake" in some circles.

2 cups sugar

3 eggs

2 tbs. milk

2 tbs. corn meal

Vi lb. butter

2 tbs. vinegar

1 tbs. vanilla

Cream butter and sugar. Add eggs, meal, milk

and vinegar and mix well. Add a tablespoon

of vanilla. Pour into uncooked pie crust. Start

in hot oven. Reduce heat and finish baking.

P “You have to he born in the South to master fried corn,’ the Boones told Photo-

play. But we finally got these recipes from Mrs. B., so now you can try them, too!

littles her own part in their development
“Of course,” she admits, “we’ve tried to

give all the children moral and religious
training—supplemented sometimes with a
paddle! Yes, we’ve spanked them, and
we’ve prayed with them.”
She laughs when she recalls the last

time the paddle was applied to Pat. “He
was seventeen,” she says, “and Nick was
sixteen. The boys were having some kind
of scrap about their clothes. They were
fighting and fussing, and first thing I

knew, I was in the middle of it.

“Big as they were, I decided the thing
to do was whip them both. Pat was taller

than I was, but I told him to get over my
knee, and he did. His elbows, bless his
heart, were on the floor and his feet were
in the hall, but I paddled him. Then it

was Nick’s turn. They never fought after
that!

“We believe, too,” Mrs. Boone adds,
“that children should have regular chores.
Pat and Nick washed dishes until the girls

were big enough to take that over. Then
the boys milked and kept up the yard.”
Keeping up the Boone yard is no mean

feat. The property originally embraced ten
acres, and although some of it has been
sold, the lawn is still sizable enough to

give two boys quite a workout.

Another thing we feel is important,”
Mrs. Boone says, “is that children
should never hear their parents argue.

Mr. Boone and I have never disagreed
about the children in their presence.”
But Margaret Boone, in the final ana-

lysis, gives David Lipscomb, where Pat
attended high school and one year of col-

lege, and the Bible greatest credit for

Pat’s character.
“Religion was taught him every single

day at school,” she says, “through Bible
study and through the wonderful example
of his teachers.”
Lipscomb is described by its dean as

“church related.” That means the school
is related to, but not owned by the
Church of Christ, of which the Boones
are staunch members. In Nashville,
known as “the Athens of the South” be-
cause of its many fine private schools,

David Lipscomb is not so fashionable as

Vanderbilt, neither is it so large. But its

adherents consider its scholastic standing
second to none.
On the campus, new, pink brick build-

ings are crowding tbe weathered, red
brick of older structures. Winding walks,
sheltered by beautiful trees, welcome
strolling couples. And it was here that,

for Pat Boone and pretty, dark-haired
Shirley, love bloomed.
Mack Craig, Pat’s high school adviser,

Latin teacher, and witness at his mar-
riage, recalls, “Shirley was crazy about
Pat during his junior year, but he was
too busy to get involved. It was the next
year that he really got serious about his

romance.”
And what kept Pat so busy?
In the first place, he was taking a stiff

high school course including four years of

math and four of science. He was car-

toonist for the school paper and a five-

letter athlete. He was master of

ceremonies for a high school talent show
broadcast each Saturday by a Nashville

radio station, and, finally, he was deeply
engrossed in church activities.

“I was preaching at that time,” Mr. Craig
recalls, “and Pat led the singing at my
services. He was always in such a hurry
that when I’d stop by to pick him up,

he’d run out with his dinner on a plate

and eat it in the car. His toothbrush was
usually in his pocket.

“It got to be a joke with us. Wherever
Pat went, he was carrying a plate full

of food and a toothbrush!”
Pat was carrying an almost impossible
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load of work, but was handling it suc-

cessfully, Mr. Craig explains, because he
has an I.Q. of 160.

“That,” his former teacher and good
friend says, “is much higher than very
superior, and a person with that much in-

telligence is usually versatile.”

“Right here,” Craig adds, “I’ve got to

say a word about Rosemary. Rosemary
was Pat’s cow, and I think she had a high
I.Q., too. Certainly she was adaptable.

“While Pat was engaged in all these
activities, he was also milking and taking
care of Rosemary. And he milked her
at the strangest hours. Sometimes he
wouldn’t have time to milk until after mid-
night. But poor Rosemary didn’t seem
to mind. She was the most cooperative
cow I’ve ever known.”

Craig, who rose from classroom teacher
to principal of David Lipscomb High
School and who is now dean of David
Lipscomb College, joined Mr. and Mrs.
Boone in their concern for Pat and Shirley
when the young people’s romance became
serious.

“I talked with them time after time
about it,” Craig says. “I knew Pat so

well and realized that he was a most
level-headed youngster, but I was afraid

that he wasn’t ready for the responsibility

of marriage.”
Shirley Foley Boone is the daughter of

country western singer “Red” Foley, who
was connected with the Grand OF Opry
in Nashville. She entered David Lips-
comb High School as a boarding student
when her mother became seriously ill, and
caught Pat’s eye when she sang with a
school quintette.

“Some stories say,” Pat’s mother ob-
serves, “that he never dated anyone but
Shirley, but that’s not true. Pat dated
several girls. But he never went steady
with the others.

“The first time I met Shirley, Pat
brought her in with a crowd of boys and
girls who were going sledding.”
Mrs. Boone looks contentedly around

her small but attractive home.
“We never lock the door. We always

want the children’s friends to feel wel-
come here, and they come and go con-
stantly. So I didn’t pay any particular
attention to Shirley when she came in with
Pat and a crowd.”
Later it dawned on the Boone family

that Shirley Foley was not just another
girl to Pat. She was very special.

“And she is special,” her mother-in-law
boasts. “She has what you might call

a bubbling personality.”

When the teenagers began to talk about
getting married, the Boones became
alarmed and enlisted the aid of

Principal Craig.
“Actually,” Margaret Boone recounts,

“we thought we’d broken up the romance.
We understood that Pat and Shirley had
quit seeing each other. Of course you
can’t keep children in love from seeing
each other unless you tie them to the
bedposts or lock them in their rooms.
Both Pat and Shirley gave the impression
that their romance was finished.”
A good friend of Shirley’s recalls the

two-month interval of clandestine meet-
ings.

“Shirley told us,” she says, “that she
and Pat had broken up, so we were dum-
founded when they married. During the
time they were supposed to be through,
Shirley had occasional dates with other
boys, but I don’t think Pat dated anybody.”
Where did they meet so secretly for

their Romeo and Juliet style courtship?
“I can’t imagine,” the friend says. “Nei-

ther of them has ever said.”

But while most of the world concluded
that Pat Boone and Shirley Foley had said
“goodbye,” a handful shared their ex-

citing secret, the knowledge that they
were planning to marry.
One was “Red” Foley, the bride-to-be’s

father. Shirley’s mother had died, and
her father had remarried. Mr. Foley felt

that Shirley’s greatest chance for happi-
ness lay with Pat, and he agreed to their

wedding plans. In fact, since Shirley was
under age, he signed legal consent to the
match.
Another who knew about the impending

ceremony, although at the last minute,
was Nick, Pat’s younger brother. What
he thought about it is not on record, but
he kept the secret.

Finally, wise, deeply interested Mack
Craig knew the truth. He even bought a
suitcase for Pat’s outfit and flowers

—

orchids—for the bride. Then, as the most
gallant gesture of all, he broke the news to

Pat’s parents.

“When it was certain that Pat and
Shirley were going to marry in spite of

everything,” Craig says, “I decided to help
them. I wanted them to have a ceremony
they could remember as beautiful and dig-

nified, no hole-in-the-wall affair.”

The wedding day was Saturday, and
Pat left home that morning to go to the
radio station where he worked part-time.
He didn’t take so much as a change of

clothes with him.
Then Mr. and Mrs. Craig, Pat and Shir-

ley went to Springfield, Tenn., an hour’s
drive from Nashville, for the exchange of

vows.
That evening, Pat’s parents, brother, and

sisters were getting ready to go to a
church service when Craig called and
said he was coming over to discuss a
serious matter.

Right away,” Margaret Boone remem-
bers, “I felt sure what it would be. I

told Nick to take the girls and go on
to church ahead of us.”

And Nick, who also felt pretty sure what
it would be, left with considerable haste.

Mr. and Mrs. Craig crossed the front

porch with misgivings, fearful of how
they and their news would be received.
Did the Boones resent what the Craigs

had done in helping Pat to elope? Not for

an instant, they say.

“We know that Mack and Dottie love
our children as much as we do,” Mar-
garet Boone explains, “so we knew they
had done what they felt best for Pat.”

When the bride and bridegroom came
home next day, they moved in with the
Boones temporarily. Later, they settled

in a housing project back of the David
Lipscomb gymnasium, and their subse-
quent moves to Texas, New York, and
Hollywood are show business history.

During the few weeks that the newly-
weds lived with Pat’s family, Margaret
Boone and her daughter-in-law developed
a strong bond of understanding and mutual
admiration. Margaret was even brave
enough to give Shirley some cooking tips.

“I tried,” she says, “to teach her to

prepare some of Pat’s favorite dishes. He
loves chess pie, he’s crazy about squash
cooked with onions and seasoned with
bacon drippings, and he can’t get enough
fried corn. Shirley can cook squash the
way he likes it, and she makes a nice
chess pie, but she can’t get the knack of
frying corn.

“I believe,” Mrs. Boone confides with a
burst of sectional pride, “that you have
to be born in the South to master that,

and Shirley wasn’t.”
But fried corn or no, Pat Boone’s mother

likes his wife better every day.
“Shirley has so much talent of her own,”

her mother-in-law declares. “Pat loves to
hear her sing, and they sing beautifully
together. Still, she’s completely satisfied to
give up any thought of a career and de-
vote herself entirely to his welfare and to

the children. They hope they’ll have sev-
eral more children, and they say they’re
going to send them to David Lipscomb to

school.”

S
hould Pat’s children come to David

_ Lipscomb, Dean Craig will feel almost
like a grandfather, because he not only

supervised Pat’s marriage but launched
his professional singing career.

“I don’t think this story’s been told,” he
says. “The Nashville Civitan Club had an
amateur contest and invited each high
school to be represented. We entered Pat
and felt sure he’d win, but he didn’t even
place. However, Jim McKinney from a

local radio station heard Pat compete and,
after the contest, gave him a lot of en-
couragement.
“Pat told me about -it, and I got an idea.

I thought it would be feasible to broadcast
a weekly radio program featuring high
school talent, and I thought, too, that Pat
would be an ideal singing master of

ceremonies.
“I talked with Mr. McKinney about it.

He said he’d had the same idea, and
pretty soon the show was on the air.

Understand, I don’t take credit for the
show. It was Pat’s talent that sold the
station on the program.”

Pat, nevertheless, must think his old

friend and teacher deserves a lot of credit.

He recently presented him with a brand
new station wagon—fire-engine red!

In a country where movie stardom is

the ambition of millions, it’s ironic to

realize that Pat Boone’s family and friends
have reservations about his career. His
parents and the Craigs, alike, sometimes
ask themselves whether or not Pat’s

plunge into the entertainment world was
wise.

“Oh,” his mother says, “we’re very proud
of him, and we’re grateful that the Lord
blessed us not only with one fine son but
with four fine children.

“We’re humble, too, before the wonder-
ful way in which the public has received
Pat. But we worry. We realize that he’ll

be under pressures, and we pray that he
won’t lose sight of spiritual values. We
don’t think he will, but sometimes we’re
frightened.”
Craig says, “I talked with Pat about his

plans for a career when he was in the
ninth grade. I talked with him often and
tried to advise him. Then he had no idea
that his future would be so surprising. He
hadn’t thought of theatrical work at all

but was strongly attracted by religion.”

“He taught Sunday School and worked
at a day camp,” Mrs. Boone interjects,

“and he found teaching appealing because
of his fondness for children.”

“You know,” Craig continues, “he’s still

going to get his teacher’s certificate from
Columbia.
“And,” the dean beams proudly, “if his

grades don’t drop, he’ll be a Phi Beta
Kappa.” With a grin, he added, “David
Lipscomb specializes in college prepara-
tory work.”
A person with Pat’s intelligence and

versatility, Craig points out, could be a
tremendous success in many fields.

“But Pat feels,” his mother says, “that
the Lord has been responsible for his suc-
cess as a popular singer and, therefore,
the entertainment world must be the right

place for him . . . for the present, at least.”

And wherever Pat goes in the future,

Margaret Boone knows that he will have
a Divine Guide at his side.

“None of my children has ever ques-
tioned the divine inspiration of the Bible,”
Mrs. Boone says. “Pat accepted it com-
pletely when he was a child. And when
Pat, or any other person, has really ac-
cepted the Bible’s teachings, he won’t go
too far wrong.” The End
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UNMASKING
CHARLTON HESTON

Continued from page 52

at all." He becomes choleric at affectation.

He has never worn glasses and made his

first feature film appearance as Antony
in a 16mm. film version of “Julius Caesar,”
which cost $20,000.

His eyes are gray-blue.
He does not believe in astrology and

thinks Mount Sinai at twilight “the most
beautiful sight I’ve ever seen.”

He is baffled by rock ’n’ roll, but Elvis

Presley fascinates him. He is an excellent

marksman, gets seven thousand fan let-

ters monthly and hopes some day to essay

the role of Cortez in “Conquest of Mex-
ico,” by William Hillings Prescott—to be
made below the border.
He is bored by baseball, singing waiters

and quiz shows.
His Charlton derives from his mother’s

maiden name. He recently vacationed in

Puerto Rico because “I’m always looking
for a new place to build an outdoor
theater.”

He regards cigarettes as “nasty.”

He has blondish brown hair, enjoys
prizefights—especially heavyweights, and
gets a decided kick out of strolling on New
York’s Forty-fourth Street, where he
strived for his first acting jobs.

His son, Fraser, was born on Lincoln’s

birthday, 1955.

Heston is a skillful fencer and drives a

five-year-old convertible, “painted a
brash green.”
His favorite color is blue and he is a

descendant of Black Douglas, historic

Scottish chieftain and warrior.
He married Lydia Clarke, a former fel-

low student at Northwestern University,
on Saint Patrick’s Day, 1944, at Greens-
boro, N.C. He is adept at cowboy rope
tricks and makes it a policy to do one
western a year: “It not only helps to pre-
serve the physique, but adds consider-
ably to popularity.”

He is an exceptional correspondent, wrote
his wife over 500 letters from the Egyp-
tian location of “Commandments.” He is

currently cooking up a theater project

with the Baylor University (Waco, Tex.)
Shakespeare group.

He cannot abide loud talk, gushing in-

terviewers or fat women in toreador pants.

His hobby is painting in tempera and
water color. He played leads in dramatic
productions at New Trier High School,
Winnetka, 111., and shies off stories that

are overburdened with plot: “Too much
plot in a film simply underscores the fact

that a plot belongs most properly in a
cemetery.”

H is acting career began at the age of

five in a one-room schoolhouse in St.

Helen, Mich., where he delivered a

faultless reading of the part of Santa
Claus in a Christmas pageant. It consisted
of two words: “Merry Christmas.”

He thinks poker “a waste of time.”

His favorite drink is a straight shot of

Bell’s twelve-year-old Scotch.

He is ambidextrous, wants very much
to have another child and stands to net
half a million dollars from “Bail Out at

43,000,” which he made on a participation

basis.

Charlton Heston does not believe in the
“ivory tower” sort of artist: “All creative

people should make themselves part of

the world scene. Else how do they know
p what they’re talking about? Look at

Picasso and Pablo Casals—true great-
ness.”

He memorizes easily and he found it

rugged going after his discharge from the
11th Air Force. A thirty-dollar-a-month
cold water, walk-up apartment was all

they could afford, with Lydia helping out
with an occasional modeling job.

He cannot stomach promoters, know-it-
alls and bigots.

He is a frank admirer of Laurence
Olivier, Gregory Peck and Burgess Mere-
dith and owns 1,400 acres of timber land
at St. Helen, Mich., from which he does a

lucrative Christmas tree business.
He is an early riser, occasionally smokes

a pipe and had he not succeeded as an
actor, he would like to have become a
writer.

Marked by a positive domestic streak,
he is constantly tinkering and puttering
around the house.
His gastronomic taste includes every-

thing except Balinese rice cakes: “Ugh.
You can have ’em.” He abhors brown suits.

H e tends to be claustrophobic.
He disagrees with Adolph Zukor’s

contention that “the public is never
wrong.” “The public,” Heston avers, “has
liked some lousy plays, a lot of terrible

movies and scores of atrocious TV shows.”
His favorite spectator sport is profes-

sional tennis, he thinks most people un-
derrate their children, and he deplores his

own habit of trying to crowd in too many
apnointments in too little time.
He speaks French, Italian and pidgin

Yiddish.
His usual breakfast consists of eggs, Ca-

nadian bacon, whole grapefruit, English
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muffins and four cups of coffee. He re-

fuses to play bridge.

He credits Worthington Miner, pro-
ducer of TV’s “Studio One,” with giving
his career the impetus that brought him
to Hollywood’s attention. He attended
the Northwestern University School of

Speech, but before he could really get
going, the Army snapped him up.

Charlton Heston has written his baby
son a letter to be read on his 18th birth-

day, in which he quotes Shakespeare’s “To
thine own self be true . .

.”

He prefers seasonal changes to per-
petual sunshine and has recorded excerpts
from The Bible for Dot Records, high-
lighting the Book of Exodus, planning ad-
ditional waxing of albums semi-annually.
He leans towards sport clothes but takes

care in dressing suitably for each occa-
sion. His favorite actresses are Ingrid
Bergman, Judith Anderson, Katherine
Cornell, Susan Hayward and Viveca
Lindfors: “All thoroughgoing profession-
als—and no nonsense.”
He thinks betting on horses “childish

and for neurotics.”

He believes that heredity and environ-
ment have an equal impact on the in-

dividual. “The environment of a one-room
elementary school provided for me a hard,
basic learning. As for whatever flair I

have for creativity, I credit my fore-

bears.”

He is keeping an elaborate motion pic-
ture record of his son—125 reels to date,
plus 3,500 snapshots, and is drawing plans
to build a 300-seat repertory theater on
his timberland.
He has received more than 120 awards

from civic organizations for his portrayal
of Moses: “But this is a drop in the bucket
compared to the honors heaped upon Cecil
de Mille, to whom I give the credit for
everything.”
His wife wishes he would exercise less

abandon when skiing or tobogganing.
He likes garlic on everything “but ice

cream.”
He first appeared on Broadway in 1948

in Katherine Cornell’s production of “An-
tony and Cleopatra,” and though he is not
active in politics, he is meticulous regard-
ing his duties as a citizen—voting and do-
ing his best to keep informed.
He dislikes large parties, prefers enter-

taining small groups of friends, and has
a congenital distrust of flattery.

His Thespic beginnings on Chicago
radio included many soap operas and
“Terry and the Pirates.” He maintains
apartments in New York, Chicago and
Hollywood, and a timber lodge at St.

Helen.
He cannot stand straight dance orches-

tras: “I’ll take real jazz, real symphony,
real opera.”
He thinks fortunetellers are for frus-

trated people and thinks Ernest Thompson
Seton’s books on nature have been the
greatest single influence on his life.

He does not go hunting, due to his
aversion to killing.

He collects tropical fish and he is fond
of telling how his wife won a national
poetry reading contest with a rendition
of Carl Sandburg’s “Chicago” in 1941:

“Her ambitions to become a lawyer, how-
ever, were sandbagged by Sandburg, who
told her that he would rather see her
play Portia than be Portia.”

He likes to do about four TV shows a
year to diversify his activity, and when
he signed his first movie contract he re-
fused to sign an exclusive pact which
would not permit outside pictures or work
in other dramatic media.
He likes big dogs, big cats and big

horses—all of which he has on his Michi-
gan timber land.

The Hestons won the Theatre World
Awards of 1951 as “the most promising
actor and actress of the year.”

His son, who portrayed the infant Moses,
was set for the role by de Mille two weeks
before he was born: “He’s America’s
youngest retired actor.”

He worked with Orson Welles in “Badge
of Evil” and sings his praises at the drop
of a hat: “Welles is one of the few authen-
tic talents in the business—and he gets

better every year.”

He is the recipient of hundreds of as-
sorted gifts from his fans, including an
ancient thirteen-room house full of ar-

chaic German furniture, which he turned
over to charity.

He is currently formulating a concert
hall presentation of “The Trial of Captain
Wirz,” the Andersonville jailer, having
already appeared in a TV presentation of

it, and has a special yen to someday visit

the Scandinavian countries.

About stars who want to keep aloof,

he says: “The day when an actor ‘vants

to be alone’ is over. Fans like to feel they
know you personally, and I must confess

I get a big kick out of making friends

with people I’d never have the opportu-
nity to meet if I shut myself up.

“When the day comes that I’m no longer
working at my trade, don’t be surprised to

see me try for the diplomatic service or

even politics. I like talking to people.”

—Joseph Henry Steele
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becoming

attractions

A. To hide skin blemishes, while help-

ing to heal ancl dry them, new Clearasil

lotion medication. Flesh-tinted, anli-

septic, in oil-absorbing base. $1.25

B. Dial to match your tile: hath and
complexion soap that washes away blem-

ish-causing bacteria now comes in pink,

blue, green and gold. Two bars, 27

C. Lipstick “35” by Lanolin Plus con-

tains 35% lanolin to keep lips smooth,

soft and comfortable. Also formulated
to provide long-lasting color. $1.25*

D. New member of the “SiBon” series

of bath preparations by Monico is fra-

grant dusting powder in turquoise and
gold package with velour puff. $2.00*

E. Enden Dandruff Treatment shampoo
by Helene Curtis now comes in junior

sizes. Cream version in 2.7-oz. jar and
liquid form in 4-oz. bottle, each 79

*plus tax

I was afraid of my shadow
. . . now I am the most popular woman in town
Are you shy . . . timid . . . afraid to

meet and talk with people? If so, here’s

good news for you! For Elsa Maxwell,
the famous hostess to world celebrities,

has written a book packed solid with
ways to develop poise and self-confi-

dence.
This wonderful book, entitled Elsa

Maxwell’s Etiquette Book, contains the
answers to all your everyday social

problems. By following the suggestions
given in this book you know exactly how
to conduct yourself on every occasion.
Once you are completely familiar with
the rules of good manners you immedi-
ately lose your shyness—and you be-
come your true, radiant self.

Win New Respect
Win new esteem and respect from your
friends—men and women alike. Take
less than five minutes a day. Read one
chapter in this helpful etiquette book in

your spare time. In a very short period
you will find yourself with more self-

confidence than you ever dreamed you
would have. You will experience the
wonderful feeling of being looked up to

and admired. Gone will be all your
doubts and fears. You will be living in

a new, wonderful world. You will never
fear your own shadow again!

Go Places—With Good Manners
Good manners are one of the greatest
personal assets you can possess. Good
jobs, new friends, romance, and the
chance to influence people can be won
with good manners. Ladies and gentle-
men are always welcome . . . anywhere.
And the most encouraging thing about
good manners is that anyone can possess
them.

A Gay, Entertaining Book
Elsa Maxwell’s new book is different
from the usual dry-as-dust eitquette
volume. It’s gay! It’s up-to-date! It’s

just chock-full of the type of informa-
tion you can put to immediate use. It

brings you a thorough social education,
that will enable you to live a richer,
happier life.

Here in clear, straightforward lan-
guage are the answers to all your every-
day etiquette problems. Here you find
important suggestions on good manners
in restaurants—in church—in the the-
atre—on the street—and when you
travel.

In this book Elsa Maxwell covers every
phase of engagements and weddings. Here
is everything you need to know about
invitations, gifts, the wedding dress, the
attendants, the reception, etc. The bride
who follows the suggestions contained in
this up-to-date book need have no wed-
ding fears. She will be radiant in the
knowledge that her wedding is correct
in every detail.

Only $1.00

The price of this

book that puts
you at ease no
matter where you
are — and opens
the door to
achievement and
success—costs on-
ly $1.00. And we
pay the postage!
Take advantage
of this truly re-
markable bargain.
Mail coupon be-
low for your book
—TODAY.

! BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. PH-158
I 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17. N. Y.

! Send me postpaid a copy of ELSA MAX-
' WELL’S ETIQUETTE BOOK. I enclose

|
$ 1 .00 .
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STRANGE CASE OF
DOROTHY MALONE

Continued from page 24

He stopped for a light at Hollywood and
Vine, shot the breeze with the cop, one of

the regulars on the force, and cruised on.

Nothing doing further north, so he
pulled into a drive-in for some coffee. As
he ordered it, he stifled a yawn and
thought again of Dorothy Malone. What
a gal. She’d been his favorite actress long
before her Academy Award for “Written
on the Wind.”
He paid for his coffee, pocketed the

change all except a dime, which he flipped

into the air, caught it, then headed for a
phone booth and dialed information. He
knew what he was going to do. Starting
right now, he was going to do a story on
Dorothy Malone. He’d begin tonight and
make a real project of it. Talk to the
people who knew her best: the directors,

the actors and actresses, her girlfriends;

who knows, maybe even her boyfriends.
Suddenly, Steve clicked the receiver

back on the hook. Of course, it was too
late to still talk to anyone tonight—especi-
ally Dorothy Malone. But he decided to

drive by Dorothy’s house, get the local

color, maybe take a few notes on the
neighborhood.
The Malone house on Beverly Drive,

Beverly Hills, was a large, white two-story
Spanish job. Steve knew Dorothy lived
alone. A few lights were on downstairs,
and an Afghan hound was curled up on a
front window ledge.
No, he’d wait until morning, call Dor-

othy, see if he could get to her. Meantime,
he’d line up some interviews with some
other people in the business.
He phoned Miss Malone the next morn-

ing and introduced himself. Dorothy
agreed to an interview. “But no personal
questions,” she warned. This put a bit of
a kink in things, but personal or not,
Steve was glad to receive a friendly recep-
tion. He telephoned a few associates of
Dorothy’s, made more appointments for
the week, and arrived at her house at the
appointed hour.
As he drove up a long driveway, Steve

was given an enthusiastic welcome by the
Afghan hound he’d spied through the win-
dow the night before, plus another.

“I see you’ve met Samson and Delilah,”

Dorothy laughed as she answered the
door. Hair in pin curls, white Bermudas,
white man’s shirt, cable knit knee socks,

no shoes, Steve noted mentally, and he
liked what he saw. “Please come in,” en-
thused Dorothy, and immediately pro-
ceeded to show the reporter around the
house, bouncing energetically from one
room to another.
“I’m having a wonderful time decorating

the house,” she explained. Steve was
amused to note that although the actress
preferred 18th century French decor, she
had abandoned its exclusive use and ex-
perimented with other schemes as well.

Here a room would be modern, there
Oriental, another antique.

“Is it time for the interview?” Dorothy
asked after the grand tour was over. And
the two seated themselves in the hostess’
large living room, in luxuriously comfort-
able chairs. (Cream white, brushed with
gold, noted Steve.)

Why is Dorothy Malone known as a
woman of mystery?” opened Steve.
He was genuinely interested, as this

sincere looking young woman opposite him
looked at him earnestly. Seated in her
overstuffed chair, intent on Steve’s ques-
tion, he had the impression that her face
was an open book. And yet there were the
many facets in her life that Dorothy Ma-
lone reputedly would not talk about.

“There’s a reason for everything,” she
began, settling more comfortably, “so there
must be a reason for people believing I’m
some sort of a mystery woman. At least,

this seems to be the general impression,
but the mystery to me is that I’m still in

pictures. For the past eight or ten years
I’ve been on and off the screen. I’ve quit
and come back several times, and each
time came back with the feeling I was
starting all over again. Some of my parts

have been good, some bad—the others we
won’t even mention. The pattern of my
career must have been confusing to the
public, I’m sure—for it certainly has been
a series of serious readjustments for me.
“There has never been a time when I

wasn’t torn between playing safe and
gambling on my entire future. At the very
beginning, I never wanted to be an actress.

When you’re not a career girl, basically

—

and I’m still not—you waver in your dedi-

cation, which in turn undermines your
determination. But I’ve always believed
whatever the job is, one should take what
he has to do and do what he can with it.

“I know now that it is my fate to take
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what comes along and not make myself
miserable as a result. When you under-
stand a situation, I believe, it means you
have finally learned how to live with it.”

Strong words, thought Steve, as he
thought he detected a trace of cynicism
in Dorothy’s last statement. Was she
referring to that period when she had de-
serted Hollywood and returned to her
native Texas—supposedly to get married?
The time that suddenly, without warning,
she returned to Hollywood, still unmar-
ried and—unengaged, with no hint of what
had happened, or not happened? Or, had
she indicated the crazy pattern of her
career, the years without any recognition
or breaks or roles? The years when she
was under contract to RKO, but was actu-
ally little more than a stock girl? He de-
cided not to interrupt, but let her continue.

“I was so incredibly naive when I came
to Hollywood and I’m afraid I still have a
hangover of that naivete. RKO dropped
me but my hopes were renewed when I

signed at Warners. Living in my little

world of altruism, I actually thought they
would give me one line—two lines—three
and I would go from picture to picture
into leads—if I did my best. So I studied
hard and never missed a lesson with the
studio coach. Because I was so young and
looked it, they eventually told me I was
too tall to play someone’s daughter; too im-
mature for playing opposite leading men!
“Although I had an agent, big agencies

are too busy (especially at that stage) to

give individual care and concern. With no
husband, no one close to lean on here, the
complete aloneness has been the hardest
part of being in Hollywood. It’s really
rough for a single girl when she’s home-
sick and has to buck that, too. I’m deeply
devoted to my family and went home to

Texas every time my conscience would
allow me to dip into my small savings.
Your morale takes a terrific beating while
you sit around waiting to prove something.

D uring my three years at Warners I

played several small parts and got
good reviews. After ‘One Sunday

Afternoon,’ production in the studios hit

low ebb, but Warners offered to carry me
at half salary. There was still no work and
this would have been slow death. So we
agreed to disagree, but at this point it

actually wasn’t a catastrophe. The time
had come for me to settle down, I thought,
and I decided to give up pictures, go back
to Texas and marry.
“Coming back to Hollywood after chang-

ing my plans, was the toughest decision of

all. I had to face going back to work again
and there were no acting jobs in Texas.
I hated to leave home, but I had more ex-
perience in acting than anything else. Be-
sides, I liked this work the most. I’ve

always believed if you believe in your-
self, it’s possible to leave something and
still start over again. My money was low
when I returned from Texas, so I took
small parts. Then I got a few leads in

small pictures, but I always took what I

could get. Thank heaven I’ve never had
false pride.

“I have never thought of myself as a

star. Perhaps I should. I’ve been told it

makes others respond accordingly. I re-
call one picture which had four equal top
feminine roles. The first day when we
walked on the set, there were three stun-
ning portable dressing rooms. The fourth

—

mine—featured four canvas flaps nailed

together to form a cubicle. It had no floor,

and there were holes in the canvas.
“I merely tell this story to make a point.

It didn’t bother me because I’ve always
thought my job was acting and that I was
expected to act instead of making an im-
pression. To me, the stars were those
people up there on the screen. They were
from another planet, or in a category far



removed. So it never occurred to me to

say I was, or would be, a star. I always
felt I was working for the audience, which
in turn pleases the exhibitors. The ex-
hibitors are the ones who judge your
value, I thought—and not the man who
assigns the dressing rooms!
“Many actresses start out with one par-

ticular goal and never allow themselves to

be deterred. In essence, this must be an
ideal means to an end, but I had no all-

over plan. There was no money to hire a

press agent. I just had to earn my way
and was in no position to be selective. Be-
cause of this I never discussed my age,
which enabled me to take all parts. How
well I remember one particular experience.
The girl who played my daughter in this

picture was older than myself!”

This chatty, enthusiastic girl was the
same Dorothy Malone who had a repu-
tation for shunning reporters, Holly-

wood parties and publicity, Steve thought
as she discussed her life. It was hard to

believe. But he still didn’t have the proper
opening for a personal query or two.
“Accepting the setbacks brought about

the conclusion that everything in its time
comes to pass. Maybe next year, I’d say to
myself, I’ll get a good part that no one
else wants, or can’t get. So eventually
through learning to fight for myself, I got
a test for ‘Battle Cry.’ I was signed the
second they saw it and it was great going
back to Warners. People seemed so sur-
prised when I didn’t crow over my so-
called victory. They just didn’t under-
stand. Although I knew I had been fight-
ing a losing battle, I never turned bitter
along the way.
“After I won my Academy Award, prac-

tically everyone advised me to now hold
off. They enumerated the reasons why it

was so important to go from one award
picture to another, but how can you bank
on a myth? And how could I forget that
every picture looked like my last picture
for quite a few years. Naturally, I wish I

could do more pictures that are considered
tops in Hollywood, but the whole truth
is: The smaller ones have given me the
breaks! Maybe it’s because I came up the
hard way, but I can’t turn my back on the
people who had faith in me and put me in
those pictures.

“You can’t always judge a part in ad-
vance,” she continued, “so sometimes you
must take on a part as a challenge. A part
can look like it’s the greatest and the
public will turn its back. When they
handed me the script of ‘Written on the
Wind,’ I was told that Lauren Bacall had
first choice and I had no objection. As it

turned out, the role she turned down won
me an Award! So who knows? Maybe she
was paving the way for something great
later on. You can never tell who is win-
ning or losing in life. I think my role in
the Cagney picture (Steve noticed she
didn’t mention its title

—“Man of a Thou-
sand Faces”—a modest touch) paved the
way for portraying Diana Barrymore in
‘Too Much, Too Soon.’ Both parts have
progression and this appeals to me.”
According to the Hollywood grapevine,

Dorothy was begged, beseeched and pre-
vailed upon not to depict the tempestuous
life of the late and great John Barrymore’s
ill-fated daughter. The story went that
Dorothy’s harassed agents had bagged a
beautiful costarring role in a Glenn Ford
western. Furthermore, director William
Wyler was anxious to secure Dorothy for
top billing in his current “Big Country,”
opposite Gregory Peck. But “Too Much,
Too Soon” won out.

“I know ‘Too Much’ is a gamble,” said
Dorothy, “But I would be a coward if I

ran out on it. Someone has to play these
girls who get lost along the way and make
them understood by others.”
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MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Newspaper Items For Publishers!
Newscraft, PW-983-E. Main, Columbus 5, O hio

EARN SEWING PRE-Cut ties. Write Jud San, Box 2107,
Cl eve I and 8, Oh io ,

Dept. 1 5-N.

$40.00 WEEKLY MAKING Lovely Roses. Easy, Write Studio
Company, Greenville 10, Pa.

LOANS BY MAIL
BORROW $50 TO $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inquiries of em-
ployers or friends. Up to 2 years to repay—monthly payments.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free

in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan, City
National Bank, Dept. WD-1 ,

Omah a, Nebraska.

BORROW BY MAIL. $100-$600. Anywhere. Air Mail Service.
Postal Finance, 200 Keeline Building, Dept. 653A, Omaha 2,

Nebraska.

HEALTH & MEDICAL SERVICE

NEW DENTURES MADE From Your old false plates. Save
$100. Guaranteed fit. Tru-grip Laboratories, Dept. E-1,
127 N. Dearborn, Chicago.

PSORIASIS SUFFERERS NEED Benign Cream. Bulletin
Free, Benign, Box 4076 , St. Petersburg, Florida.

HOME SEWERS OPPORTUNITIES
SEW BEAUTIFUL FELT Novelties. Write enclosing stamp
for working details. Liebig Industries, Beaver Dam 5, Wis.

AGENTS & HELP WANTED
BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1681C Glen-
dale, Calif.

SHINE CARS WITHOUT “Polish.” New invention. Lightning
seller. Cars gleam like mirror. Samples sent on trial. Kristee
141, Akron, Ohio.

HOMEWORKERS: ASSEMBLE HANDLACED Precut moc-
casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los A ngeles 46-B, California.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-45, Chicago
32, Illinois.

60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. Studio Girl-Hollywood, Glendale, Calif., Dept, 1681 H .

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time with
61-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. XI 74,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers,
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-1.
Atlanta, Georgia.

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! Details free. Research Association,
Box 610-WP, Omaha.

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE MONEY PREPARING envelopes! Literature explain-
ing, free ! Cove, Box 768- E, Largo

, Florida
.

$25 WEEKLY POSSIBLE, sparetime, preparing mailings for
advertisers. Temple Co., Muncie 2, Indiana.

$30 WEEKLY POSSIBLE preparing envelopes. Ace, Box 624,
Pacific Palisades, California.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Ch icago 35.

FOREIGN & U S A. JOB LISTINGS

FREE INFORMATION: EARN High pay. All trades. Foreign
and USA Job Opportunities. Travel paid. Applications. Write
Dept. 61 B National Employment Information, 1020 Broad,
Newark , N.J.

AM ERICAN OVERSEAS JOBS. High Pay, Men, Women.
Transportation Paid. Free Information. Transworld, Dept. W,
200 West 34th St., New York 1.

STAMP COLLECTING
GIGANTIC COLLECTION FREE—Includes Triangles—
Early United States—Animals—Commemoratives— British
Colonies—High Value Pictorials, etc. Complete Collection plus
Big Illustrated Magazine all free. Send 5c for postage. Gray
Stamp Co., Dept. PC, Toronto, Canada.

OLD COINS & MONEY
WE PURCHASE INDIANHEAD pennies. Complete allcoin
catalogue 25c. Magnacoins, Box 61 -YA, Whitestone 57, N .Y.

WE BUY ALL rare American coins Complete catalogue 25c.
Fairview, Box 1116-RH, New York City 8.

j^HIGH SCHOOLS
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

!

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \
instructors; standard texts. Full credit fory
previous schooling. Diploma awarded/
Write now for FREE catalog!

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HH-54

2527 Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois j

^ 2 Lovely Bings
Fine Birthslone ring, your
own size and month, 1/40
14-K R.G.P., a beautiful

pattern—also gorgeous
Friendship ring in 1/40
14-K R.G.P., a popular
heart embossed design.

( each ring guaranteed.

)

Both for selling $2.00 worth

Rosebud Products. Order 4

Rosebud Perfume to sell at

a bottle, or 8 Rosebud Sa Ive
or 8 Tholene Camphof Ointment to sell at 2 a box.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 80. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND

Big Demand for chil-

dren’s photos, ages 1

mo. to 18yrs. Cash payments made if used
for advertising. Hundreds selected every
month. Send 1 small photo for approval.
Print child's & mother’s name, address
on back. Returned 2 weeks. No Obligation.

HOLLYWOOD AD-PH0T0S
6087-HM Sunset, Hollywood 28, California

SHORTHAND •£

oFamous SPEEDWRITING shorthand. 120
words per minute. No symbols, no
machines: uses ABC's. Easiest to
learn, write and transcribe. Low cost.
Over 350.000 graduates. For business
and Civil Service. Typing available.
35th year. Write for FREE booklet to: © 1957

FREE SALES KIT
Send your name and address today for
amazing new sales kit. It’s absolutely
FREE. Contains startling information
telling how you can earn big money in
your spare time merely by helping us
take orders for magazine subscriptions
in your neighborhood. It is easy. No ex-
perience needed. You don't invest a
penny of your money now or any time.
We supply everything you need free.
Rush name and address for FREE sales
kit to:

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE
205 East 42 St.. New York 17. N. Y.

0,scoURft
ot

drug store
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Her eyes showed slight concern and she
was more emphatic in this last statement
than throughout the interview. Steve won-
dered if it had any personal overtones.
Was it conceivable that Dorothy herself
was one of those “misunderstood girls who
get lost along the way,” he wondered. He
had heal’d she was known for not return-
ing messages when they might have meant
a big chance, and for not accepting social

invites. Uncommon behavior in filmdom.
Yes, the rumor and the hearsay had it

that Dorothy Malone was lonely in Holly-
wood. The guys who had dated her, Steve
knew, all came up with a common an-
swer: “I don’t get it.” There was sup-
posedly the guy in Texas—a doctor—and
there was Syd Chaplin, and there had
been Scott Brady, and dates with more
Hollywood eligibles than any star. Why
was Dorothy who claims not to be a career
girl, still single and lonely? She wants to

be alone, but she’s just not the Garbo type.
A devout Catholic, marriage for her would
have to be as near perfect as humanly pos-
sible. Was Dorothy afraid of not being
able to achieve that ideal?

“Dorothy, as an actress, you’ve men-
tioned your interest in portraying Diana
Barrymore, and other misunderstood, un-
happy women. Could a reason be that in

several respects, your own life has fol-

lowed this pattern?”
Dorothy flashed a cool, evasive stare,

then lowered her eyes, but continued.
“When I play such roles I always try to

put reason behind their bad side and try
to prove that no one is all bad—or all

good. After all, there is good and evil in
life and everyone’s life is different.”

Steve knew then that Dorothy would not
even give him an inkling of what really
made her tick. It wasn’t that she was un-
pleasant about it, or uncooperative. But
her personal life belonged to Dorothy
Malone, and no one else. He could see she
felt this deeply.

But now Steve was interested in talking
to the people who knew Dorothy best:

They, of all people, could possibly help
solve the mystery of the strange case of
Dorothy Malone.
Roger Corman, a date of Dorothy’s and

a producer of several pictures in which
she appeared, had this to say: “You can
make up anything complimentary and say
I said it. If it’s nice, it fits Dorothy. I think
this girl is the best actress in Hollywood.
Dorothy had the lead in the second pic-

ture I produced, ‘The Fast and Furious,’
two years ago, just before she hit big. She
played opposite John Ireland. We did our
initial shooting at the Pebble Beach Road
races. In the first scene, Dorothy was to
drive a high-powered Italian sports car
around the race track. She’d never driven
a sports car before in her life, but she got
right in and drove that car on the track
behind the camera car, doing eighty miles
an hour on the turns and higher than that
on the straightaway. At that time, I de-
cided she was the most sporting and will-
ing worker I’d ever seen, since most girls

wouldn’t have touched a tough job like

that. The second picture she did for me
was a western, ‘Five Guns West,’ with
John Lund. She played the lead and gave
a wonderful performance. As an actress,

she’s tops and as a girl she’s the nicest. I

think she’s one of the finest people in

Hollywood.
“When we date, we frequently go to

small parties. We play tennis and we go
swimming a lot. Also play a little bridge.
We go to a lot of movies, too. I think
Dorothy is one of the most consistently
happy and cheerful girls I’ve ever met.

“We used to go to the beach a lot last

summer. Visited some married friends of
mine, other married couples would come
over, bringing their children. The kids
just loved this girl. Little guys around
four or five years old would follow her
around. They wouldn’t know she was a
movie star. I remember one woman said

her little boy was a terror, but he spent
the whole day following Dorothy around
on the beach. At the end of the day he
jumped up and threw his arms around
her and kissed her!”

Mildred Baire Rouse, Dorothy’s good
friend and stand-in for “Written on the
Wind,” said: “I’ve known Dorothy since
April, 1949, when we met at a picture at

Columbia, “The Nevadan,” with Randy
Scott. We kind of liked each other from
the very beginning. We’ve gone riding
quite a bit. She’s wonderful on a horse.

We have our own little game of solitaire

which we like very much. The first time I

ever played canasta was with Dorothy.
“She’s just great. Regular. Popularity

may go to some people’s heads, but not to

Dorothy’s. I’m married now and furnish-
ing a home. She’s furnishing her house,
too. We’ve had a lot of fun together pick-
ing out furniture. She loves to go through
antique shops.
“She comes out to the house now that

I’m married and sometimes we take sun-
baths in my backyard and sometimes in
hers. She’s fanatical about having a deep
tan. We both like pale lipstick and it looks
so sensational with a deep tan, so all

summer we’re working on our tans. We
like to go to the beach, too.”

Rock Hudson’s capsule comment on
Dorothy was “I enjoy working with her
because she really works with you in a
scene. Besides, she laughs at my jokes.”
Speaking of Dorothy’s development pro-

fessionally, this is what Douglas Sirk, di-
rector of “Written on the Wind” and
“The Tarnished Angels,” said: “Dorothy
has always been one of my favorites. I

wanted her for a picture in 1948, but I had
to drop it because of the difficulties of
making the picture in Germany.
“Ever since that time. I’ve had my eyes

on her,” he went on. “She has earthiness,

strength and depth as an actress. She is

very different in talent from the average
Hollywood beauty. I made a couple of

attempts to get Dorothy a part in a pic-
ture I was making but most of the pro-
ducers felt her name meant nothing at the
boxoffice because she’d always played sec-
ond leads. Finally, the part of Marylee
Hadley came along in ‘Written on the
Wind.’ It was originally slated for another
actress, but when negotiations didn’t work
out for her, I persuaded the front office to

let me use Dorothy.

“T knew that Dorothy was giving a per-

X formance worthy of an Oscar while we
were making ‘Wind.’ When the pic-

ture was over, I told her not to take any
more wishy-washy parts. Then I went to

Europe to make ‘Interlude,’ and when I

returned I found she’d done two pictures
which I didn’t feel would advance her ca-
reer. When I asked her why she’d done
them, she said, ‘Well, I wanted to keep
busy.’

“I put Dorothy in ‘Angels,’ taken from
William Faulkner’s ‘Pylon,’ in which she
plays the lead opposite Rock Hudson. It’s

the first big budget picture in which Dor-
othy has been the lead.

“I think the reason it’s taken Dorothy so
long to win recognition is partly because
she is so sincere and is not given to a lot

of ballyhoo and publicity, all of which
helps a girl in a Hollywood career. It’s

easier to become a star if you adorn a
calendar undressed. Sometimes I’m shak-
ing my old head. The crudest sort of
publicity helps you. Being a good actress
is not always enough. Dorothy never was
properly advertised. Dorothy lacks only
one talent—the talent to advertise herself.

“She is a perfectionist. She surrounds
herself with mirrors on the set so she’ll be
able to see what others are seeing, and can
properly criticize herself. I had to steal

the mirrors away from her!
“In many respects, I think Dorothy is

like Garbo. She’s introverted and shy. She
has great reluctance to appear at social

functions as Garbo did. When Garbo be-
came famous enough so that she didn’t

have to, she just said no. She antagonized
a lot of people who thought she was being
snobbish, but she was just shy. I think
Dorothy is very much this way herself.

And she is at all times a proper lady.”

Edna Benoit, assistant talent executive
at Warner Brothers, had this to say: “I

sat with Dorothy’s mother Academy
Award night. Dorothy sat with her brother,
Bob. We kept our fingers crossed and
said little prayers.
“Regardless of the fact that Dorothy is

now what I call one of the top actresses,

she is exactly the same girl she was when
I first met her. She always has time for

the little people. In fact, she goes over-
board to be nice to them. I noticed that

the night of the Academy Awards, some
teenage boys in leather jackets, crowded

Tune in Every Morning to

“MY TRUE STORY”

NOW ON NEC
Check your local paper for time and station.

A home without a heart marked this teen for trouble. Read “Just the

Family Nuisance” in the current issue of TRUE STORY Magazine now
at all newsstands.



about her. Instead of just scribbling her

name on the autograph sheets they offered

her, Dorothy asked 'What’s your first

name?’ and wrote their names down, too.

Suddenly out of the crowd, a little old

lady came up, with a flash bulb camera.

Dorothy looked at her with her ‘God bless

you’ expression, and posed for pictures at

her request. Half the flash bulbs didn’t go

off, but Dorothy kept standing there while

she dug down in her pocket to fish out

another bulb. Someone else would have
probably been irritated.

“If someone does something to hurt

Dorothy, she’ll most likely say, ‘Oh, they

probably didn’t mean it.’ And there’s a

naturalness to her. She never tries to ‘put

on.’

“She was voted Catholic Woman of the

Year three years ago. When Dorothy gets

married she wants to feel married for the

rest of her life. According to her religion

she cannot marry a divorced man. In

Hollywood it’s pretty hard to find exactly

your ideal who has never been married
before. I think she’d make a wonderful
wife. She likes an awful lot of people, but

when she analyzes marriage, maybe she’s

a little too idealistic. I tell her it isn’t

like in the story books. You can’t find a

prince charming. But I think she’s look-

ing for the one she feels she’ll always be
married to the rest of her life.

“She’s one of the few girls I know who
has reached the top and stayed clean and
wholesome. She doesn’t smoke. She will

take a glass of wine or a cocktail, but
never drinks to excess.

“If she found the right person, her mar-
riage would come before her career. I

think her career is more or less something
she’s working at real hard because it is

the only thing she has at present to fill her
time with the family away. In the last

two years she’s definitely decided she is

going to concentrate on it for a period and
if she hadn’t gotten to the top I think she
would have given it up. It isn’t a case of

Dorothy preferring a career to a happy
marriage.”

S
teve’s last chat was with a girl who
used to live at the Studio Club with
Dorothy: “She’s strong—knows what

she wants. A week or so before a big

premiere came up, the M-G-M press agent
asked Dorothy who she was taking to the
preem. Dorothy said she wasn’t going to

go. He tried to pressure her into going.

Although she was very nice about it, I

could see she was determined not to go.

But I couldn’t determine whether Dorothy
didn’t have the appropriate date or she
just couldn’t stand the limelight of a pre-
miere.”

Is Dorothy just a shy person who
hates the center of attention in a large
crowd? One who doesn’t have the con-
fidence to just stand up and say ‘I don’t
want to do that’? Steve Matthews won-
dered as he concluded his last interview
and packed up his fat sheaf of notes. Does
she feel she must appear cooperative and
nice to everyone? He’d once read a state-
ment Dorothy made to the effect that she
liked being “old” in the business, knowing
the crews and the people she works with.
A further indication of her insecurity and
feeling ill-at-ease with strangers?

It was early Friday evening. He had
the facts. And he’d take a few hours to
read over the notes, discard all but the
most important, and pound out his story.
He stopped for a light at Hollywood and
Vine, shot the breeze with the cop on the
beat, one of the regulars on the force, and
made a left turn. The weekend movie and
nightclub crowd jammed the street. It was
a wet night and smog enveloped the city. A
good night to be home with the slippers and
pipe and a good yarn—like The Strange
Case of Dorothy Malone. The End

Sex and your
Perspiration

By Valda Sherman

Did you know there are two kinds of perspiration?

“Physical,” caused by work or exertion; and “nervous,”

stimulated by emotion or sexual excitement.

Doctors say that this “sex perspiration” is the big

offender in underarm stains and odor. It is caused by
special glands that are bigger, more powerful, pour out more perspiration.

And this kind of perspiration causes the most offensive odor.

Science has discovered that a deodorant needs a special ingredient

specifically formulated to overcome this offensive “sex perspiration” odor.

And now it’s here . . . the remarkable ingredient Perstop*— the most
effective, yet the gentlest odor-stopping ingredient ever discovered —
and available only in the new cream deodorant ARRID.

Use ARRID daily and you’ll be amazed how quickly this new ARRID with

Perstop* penetrates deep into the pores and stops this “sex perspiration”

odor. Stops it as no “roll-on,” spray-on, or stick deodorant could ever do.

You rub ARRID in — rub perspiration out . . . rub arrid in — rub odor out.

When the cream vanishes, you know you are safe, even when you are

nervous or stimulated by emotion or sexual excitement. Doctors have
proved that this new arrid with Perstop* is actually IV2 times as effective

as all leading deodorants tested.

Remember—nothing protects you like a cream . . . and no cream pro-

tects you like arrid with Perstop*. So don’t be half-safe. Be completely

safe. Use arrid with Perstop* to be sure. Only 43 ^ plus tax.
Carter Products trademark for sul ronated hydrocarbon surfactants.

FREE KIT
Our FREE subscription sales kit helps you earn
money. Write for it today. No obligation. Macfad-
den Publications, 205 E. 42 St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

$fi500EXTRA
In your spare time

Show your friends Sunshine's outstanding

nationally advertised 24 cord "Everyday"

ensemble (fall, petite, & square cords).

Sells for only $1.00 — worth much more
— cannot be purchased in itores. Luxuri-

ous cards thot sell on sight. Special Fund

Raising Plan for Churches, Club, etc. Get

full details! Write today for complete

details and samples on approval!

SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS, INC.

16 Warwick St., Springfield 1, Mass.

West of Rockies, write Pasadena 1, Calif.

PnEM^ WANTEDkillW For musical setting . . Send
your Poems today for FREE

EXAMINATION: Any subject. Immediate consideration.

Five Star Music Masters, 265 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

vbodv’s Doing

SMW
p H Q T

WALLET Size 2Vi x 3V2 on
PORTRAIT QUALITY PAPER
Just pennies per picture for

beautiful portrait-quality

reproductions of your own favorite

photograph. Send one portrait or
snapshot ^returned unharmed)
And money to:

WALLET PHOTOS, Box M-58
Hillside, N.J.

In a hurry? Send 25c extra
for Super-Speed service

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE We pay postage!

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem! ”

The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H .* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Reg. u. s. Pat. off.

WHEN Mercolized Wax Cream’s
amazing 7 night plan lightens,
beautifies skin while you sleep!
Just followthe famous Mercolized Was
Cream 7 night plan to a whiter, clearer,
lovelier complexion. Apply specially med-
icated Mercolized Wax Cream to face,

arms, or elsewhere each night
for one week. You’ll begin to see
results almost at once, as it light-
ens dark skin, blotches, freckles
and ugly skin spots as if by magic

!

This is not a cover-up cosmetic;
Mercolized Wax Cream works

UNDER the skin surface. Beautiful women
have used this time-tested plan for over 40
years — you’ll love its fast, sure, longer
lasting results! Mercolized Wax Cream is

sold on a 100% guarantee or money back.

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters

Lightens
dark sk In,

freckles
and ugly
skin spots.
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WHO’S TELLING
THE TRUTH?
Continued from page 46

to heap upon Kay’s pretty head. These
run from “a polished, aristocratic beauty
with the greatest comic flair since Beatrice
Lillie,” to a single, but highly descrip-
tive word: “Wow!” And for good measure,
Kay has garnered plenty of sweet pub-
licity as the adored lady of that adored
idol of “My Fair Lady,” none other than
smooth, sophisticated Rex Harrison.
Here’s a pretty ritzy type, wduldn’t you

say? If you would, you’d be so wrong!
An intimate friend reports, “Kay is any-
thing but the flamboyant person people
believe her to be. She’s actually shy, and
more than a little self-conscious. The
truth is that the only person who stopped
Kay from scoring a whopping success long
ago was Kay herself. She’s very self-

effacing, and has a real complex about her
looks—thinks she’s too tall, and not a
bit pretty. Why, she could hardly bring
herself to come to America for that rea-
son. She’d say, ‘Those American girls are
all so beautiful. How can I ever compete
with them?’ ”

Taina Elg agrees that Kay is really shy,
but like all who get to know her well,

found she’s warm and friendly. “We’d
often have lunch together,” Taina says.
Champagne and pheasant under glass,

perhaps? The sleek and haughty -looking
Miss Kendall conjures up such visions.

“Not a bit of it,” laughs Taina. “Usually,
we’d just bring something from home and
eat in Kay’s dressing room. We had a
feast of fun and laughs—Kay has a terrific

sense of humor.
“At the time we made the picture, she

wasn’t married to Rex Harrison,” Taina
adds thoughtfully. “But she knew she
was going to be, and she looked forward
to it. I often had the feeling that she
wished at that time she was in our shoes.”
Whose shoes? Finnish-born Taina, the

toothsome “French” pastry of “Les Girls,”

is the wife of home-town boy Carl Bjor-
kenheim (from Helsinki, but now an
American citizen). America’s Mitzi Gay-
nor is married to agent Jack Bean. And
Kay, hailed as anything but the homey
type, in reality was looking with wistful
longing on the settled home-and-fireside
domesticity of her feminine co-stars!
Lunch-times, there’d be four people

having a ball in Kay’s dressing room; the
witty “hostess,” M-G-M publicity man
Morgan Hudgins, Jacques Bergerac
(Taina’s handsome leading man in the
movie, Ginger Rogers’ latest ex offscreen)
and Taina.

Where was Mitzi? You’d expect that
bubbling pixie to be the most socia-
ble member of the group. But no.

During the lunch hour, she was holed up
in her own dressing room, determinedly
munching a health salad to preserve her
slender figure. This Spartan routine was
hard-won; Mitzi used to be a pretty little

butter-ball. So she turned her back on
temptation and faithfully ate her health
salad, studying her lines and occasional-
ly giving interviews between bites while
the laughs rang out from Kendall’s at-
home-at-the-studio sessions. She had an-
other reason for her cloistered dedication,
too. Her next job was the coveted role of
Nellie Forbush in “South Pacific.”

Let’s not forget; there was a man in

the house, top man in the movie, the know-
ing and coolly whimsical Gene Kelly.

p With his experience at dancing, directing
and acting, Gene got mostly respect from
his three movie ladies. Even if there had

been time during the production of an
important musical for the comparing of

marital notes, he would hardly have been
in tune with his romantic-minded co-stars.
His marriage to Betsy Blair ended in
divorce, but not—from Gene’s point of
view—in bitterness. As a precious souve-
nir of a love match that went wrong,
there’s daughter Kerry, fourteen—“a good
kid, thank heavens!” says Gene.
Of Gene, Taina says gratefully: “It was

pleasant to work with Mr. Kelly. He’s
very professional, and I think I got some
hints on acting that I needed.”
Says Kay: “Mr. Kelly was most help-

ful. Mitzi, too, helped me with the danc-
ing. I am not a dancer, but all of them
—Mr. Kelly, Mitzi and Taina—are fine

dancers and took me into the fold and
helped me enormously.”
Says Mitzi :

,

Nothing.
Search as you will, you could hardly

find three actresses more different than
these—or more different from the roles
they play: Kay, the self-deprecating about-
to-be bride; Taina, the gentle young wife
and mother; Mitzi, the contented wife and
determined career woman. (Yes, there is

such a combination; don’t believe what
the movies say. After all, when you’ve
seen “Les Girls,” what can you believe?)
But our three “Girls” do have some

things in common: Each one has had a
delayed-action career, now sparked into
brilliant life by this picture; and each
one is equipped by heritage for the fu-
ture she faces. Fans reacted promptly to

Mitzi’s likable screen presence when she
played the hearty Texan in “Take Care of

My Little Girl.” Nothing terribly im-
pressive happened to Mitzi after that. Still,

she wasn’t concerned. This Chicago-born
girl, raised in Detroit and Hollywood, has
a dancer mother and a dance-director
father, and the vagaries of show busi-
ness don’t surprise her. Mitzi could wait
—and watch her weight, to be ready for

the chance she was sure was coming.

Kay Kendall was born to show business,
the daughter of dancer parents. But
she got off to a slow start in British

movies. While such as the flashy—and
much more aggressive—Diana Dors basked
in the limelight, Kay was barely noticed.
Taina had a big build-up when she

played Lana Turner’s hand-maiden in

“The Prodigal.” Nothing much happened
to her, either. Born of pianist parents,
she was wise to show biz, too. (“But I’m
the family black sheep,” she laughs. “Can’t
play a note!”) During the cozy lunch-
times in Kay’s dressing room, they’d kick
the shop talk around, and the English
girl’s experiences turned out to be similar:

drafty backstage rooms in plays that were
doomed to close fast; old, tired sand-
wiches for supper.
Now here they all were in the big

time: the guy from Pittsburgh, the girl

from Helsinki, the girl from London, the
girl from Chicago. Gay as the result is,

for the people who brought you this de-
lightful movie there was only one way to

achieve it—hard work!
“As the poem says,” Kay remarks dryly,

“morning was certainly at seven. So was
the evening. By that time, if I was lucky,

I was back at the Beverly Hills Hotel.”

“I had to be at the studio at seven,”
Taina chimes in. “At nine o’clock exactly,

we started shooting. We worked until

lunch, then after lunch until six, some-
times seven. In the morning, I’d just

have a peek at my baby, Raoul. In the
evening, I’d play with him. I have a

nurse for him, but at that time I didn’t

have a cook. On my way home from the

studio, I’d stop at the grocery and pick

up the food for dinner, and then cook it

—unless I was too tired. On those nights,

Carl would go out to our favorite ham-

burger place and bring home ham-
burgers. He’s mad about hamburgers!”

ays Mitzi: Nothing.
From the beginning of shooting, it was
Kay who set the happy mood. At least,

so says Taina. “Kay’s so spontaneous and
beautiful and glamorous and talented

—

and everything! She spoiled everyone by
splurging on gifts. On the starting day,
Mr. Kelly wasn’t there, and he forgot to

send his leading ladies flowers. So when
he came in the next day, Kay (who had
met him in London) deluged him with
flowers and wires saying, ‘Good luck on
your picture.’

Still, approaching the high point in her
career, looking forward to her wedding,
Kay retained an endearing sense of hu-
mility. Taina tells another revealing
story about her: “Once she mentioned to
Bing Crosby that she loved a specific

song of his, but couldn’t buy it. Why?
‘Probably,’ Bing said, ‘because it’s so old.’

Then he went to a recording studio and
recorded it especially for her. For Kay,
this was the most marvelous thing that
could happen. She couldn’t get over it—
that anyone could do such a nice thing
for her. She was in heaven!”
Although Taina speaks glowingly of

Kay, her baby Raoul and husband Carl,
she speaks little about herself. Partly out
of natural modesty, but mainly because
she does not like to be questioned about
her past—it is a story still painful for her
to tell. Where her home in Finland lay,

the Russians fought. When the Finns
drove them out, her family found an-
other home—only to have it fall into

Russian hands again when Finland was
partitioned. It was very hard on her moth-
er, who is Russian, and who, after they
had fled to safety, learned that thirteen
members of her family who were forced
to stay behind had lost their lives. Now,
the simple life and peace with her little

family in California is all that Taina
ever wants.
And what does Mitzi want? Nothing

less than to become the great star that
she now has a chance to be. Mitzi knows
by bitter experience how rare such oppor-
tunities are—she has cooled her talented
tootsies long enough waiting. And for

this end, she will work like a demon,
and make every sacrifice. “This girl is

a glutton for punishment,” remarks an
admiring technician. “She’ll dance until

she drops, and sing until you think she
can’t get out another note. She’s never
satisfied with anything but perfection.”

Quite a contrast, with the roles they play
on the screen, isn’t it? No haughty lady
is Kay; no sly, sexy minx is Taina; no
pixie hoyden is Mitzi.

But about that picture—which of the
stories in “Les Girls” is true?
“My own story, of course,” says Taina.
“The one I told, of course,” say Kay.
From Mitzi: “No comment.” But the

lady’s only being consistent. The girl in

the picture never gives her own side of

the story, either.

So-o, Mr. Kelly, which story do you
think is true? “None of them,” says
Gene, blandly, getting off the hook. “They
were all covering up. But in real life I

think men are naturally more truthful

than women. I don’t mean this deroga-
torily. A woman is a coquette from the

time she can toddle, and this lasts all her
life. Let’s not say she abuses truth more
than man, but let’s admit she bends it

a bit more often. When it comes to a big

lie, men are worse. But we’d sooner be
lied to by a woman than a man.”
Now that Gene’s thrown that bomb,

who gets the last word? You do. Says
Mr. Kelly: “We wanted the audience to

think and decide for themselves.” Go
ahead, girls—and have fun! The End



CONFESS, OR TAKE
THE CONSEQUENCES

Continued from page 45

French horn at a cuncert, and I had a solo.

But just before I was supposed to start

my solo, my gum went down the horn.

Embarrassed? I just wished the floor

would open right up and swallow me!

Q. Which pictures have you seen most
often? How many times?
A. “The Pirate,” six times; “Camille,”

four times; “Waterloo Bridge,” four times.

I thought “The Pirate” was a wonderful
musical—Judy Garland and Gene Kelly
were great. And you can see from the

others that I go for a good sentimental
movie—the kind where you have to bring

a dozen hankies!

Q. Who are your two favorite living stars

—male and female?
A. I’m afraid I just have too many favor-
ites to mention.

(“Sorry, Debbie, but we suspect you’re

hedging. We know you’re so soft-hearted

that you just don’t want to hurt any-
body’s feelings. But you didn’t answer,
so you’ll have to take the consequences,”
we said. “For this, you’ve got to take that

rose, and make like a fiery, lovelorn seno-
rita in one of those old silent movies.”
“Okay, okay,” said Debbie, laughing. She

could hardly keep a straight face, but with
our photographer snapping away, she did

it!)

Q. Here’s an easy one—what were baby
Carrie’s first words.
A. Da-da!

Q. Which is the item in your scrapbook
that you prize the most?
A. There are two. My marriage certif-

icate, and my baby’s birth certificate.

Q. What types of newspaper items and
columns interest you the most?
A. Current events. With so many impor-
tant things happening in the world today,
I try to keep up with them as much as I

can.

Q. What do you feel when reading articles

about yourself?
A. I’m only human. If the articles about
me are good, it makes me very happy. If

they’re bad, I’ll admit I can’t laugh it off.

I feel pretty sad.

Q. What is an extravagance you can’t re-
sist?

A. Shoes! I have loads of ’em—more. I’m
sure, than I’ll ever wear out. But pretty
shoes will get me every time—especially
if they’re on sale. Sales are something
else I can’t resist.

Q. What’s your favorite slang expression?
A. “Jeepers!”

Q. Do you put your hair up at night?
A. To be honest, that’s a chore I hate!
And I only do it when I have to.

Q. What conduct marks did you usually
receive in school?
A. All right, I’ll confess—a minus average.
Guess I was born the cut-up type.

Q. Has there been any personal manner-
ism you’ve had to fight to overcome?
A. And how! Temper, temper, temper!

Q. What mannerism or style of grooming
have you changed to please Eddie?

A. I used to love bright colors in my
clothes—reds, blues, everything. But Ed-
die didn’t like to see me in them. He likes

me to wear soft, subdued shades and pas-
tels. And you know what? Now that

I’ve switched, I like it better, too!

Q. What things do you think that you do
better than Eddie?
A. I don’t like to say who can do better

at what, as long as we both try. I think

that’s the important thing.

(Smart girl Debbie wasn’t about to be
inveigled into any discussion of their

comparative singing status, a subject she’s

been kidded about enough since she gave
Eddie some family competition by turning

out a hit record in “Tammy.” And her at-

titude is an admirable one, from the mar-
riage standpoint. “But Debbie,” we
pointed out, “you didn’t answer the ques-
tion. So here goes another forfeit. Let’s

see how you look wearing these glasses.”

“Oh, no,” she wailed, at the sight of the

horn-rimmed horrors. But she went
through with it.)

Q. Now, here’s a nice question. If you
were given the opportunity to meet any
one person in the world, whom would you
choose?
A. Dr. Albert Schweitzer.

Q. What subject as a topic of conversation
usually holds the center of attention in

your home?
A. Are you kidding? Carrie Frances!

Q. How well do you keep a secret?

A. Very well—if it’s a real secret.

Q. How old were you when you had your
first date, and what was it?

A. Ten years old, and I went to a matinee
movie. Gosh, I felt grown up!

Q. What is your opinion of your disposi-

tion?
A. I try to be agreeable— I really do. But
I leave the opinion up to my friends.

Q. If you had the choice of selecting the

face and figure of two stars as your own,
whose would you pick?
A. There are so many wonderful faces and
figures, I wouldn’t know whose to choose.

(We shook our fingers at her. “Hedging
again, Debbie! That won’t do. Just for

that, you’ll have to make yourself look
like one of those dewy-eyed, impres-
sionable ingenues. Go to it!” And with
a mock groan, she obeyed.)

Q. All right. Now here’s another dilly.

What was your most embarrassing faux
pas?

A. That’s a cinch—I forget my best
friends’ names when I introduce them!
Isn’t that awful? My mind just sort of

goes blank, and there I stand with my
face red as a beet.

Q. What’s your next picture?
A. I’m making “For Love or Money” for

Universal, but that’ll be the last one un-
til after the baby arrives.

Q. What would you like to have, a boy or

a girl?

A. It really doesn’t make any difference

to me. I’m just thrilled to have a little

brother or sister for Carrie.

Q. As the final question, Debbie, what one
thing that you don’t have do you wish
you had more than anything in the
world?
A. I can truthfully say that there isn’t one
thing I wish for. I have more now than I

ever dreamed of having. The End
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I BELIEVED . . .

Continued from page 34

To see America with its heart showing
—even a little more.
Their days together will go very fast

—

too fast perhaps for Kim to show him all

the things she wants him to see. All those
things, each for its own reason, so impor-
tant to her.

“I think New York has the flavor of

America—and I don’t mean any particular
flavor. There’s just such a wonderful feel-

ing about New York before Christmas.
The cold, and everybody shopping. The ice

skaters and the tall tree in the square. I’d

like for Mario to see Central Park, and I

want to take him over to Walgreen’s Drug
Store at noon and have a soda and let him
see the crowd there. The intangible things
you can’t understand or know or feel

without really seeing.

“I want to make Mario part of my life

—

as he has made me part of his

—

“He showed me where he was born and
where he’d lived. I met his family and his

friends. I saw the places where he went to

school, where he grew up as a child

—

the little family chapel where he’d always
worshipped in their country home.

“I was able to share all this with him,
and to know his life. And I want to be
able to show him the people and places
and things—the little things—that mean
my life, too.

“I’d love for him to meet my mother
and father and sister and her family, and
we plan to spend Christmas with them. I

want him to see how we live here. I’d

like for him to meet a few of the neighbors
I’ve grown up with, show him where I

used to take walks when I was a little

girl, and go and sit at the train station.

“Mario’s seen pictures of our wish-bone
tree, and now I’ll show him the backyard
where all my little animals were buried
at the old house. I want to take him to

the grammar school where I went, and
show him where I carved my name on a
bench and on the trees. Of course it’s

carved with other ‘men’s’ names—” Kim
smiles, “but they’re a part of me.

“They’re part of my life—all these things
—and it’s important to share them with
Mario, so he will understand my life, too.”

A t home, in Chicago. Kim’s Mario will

meet a girl named Marilyn, a sensitive
little girl who lived in the safe world

of her own imagination, peopled with ani-
mals and flowers and clowns. He’ll see
the wish-bone tree where the child who
felt herself a misfit wished and longed to

be liked—longed to belong to a crowd.
And there—in the Novak home—Mario

will meet a little family of clowns still in

Kim’s room. The commander is gone,
the beloved musical clown who tinkled
“Brahms’ Lullabye.” But the others still

wait—a little polka dot colony of clowns
who listened when she wrote a song of
prayer:

“If faith and love be your guide
The Lord will walk by your side . .

.”

—and smiled and cried when she sang
her prayer over and over and over—to
them. . . .

Little clowns who were a sympathetic
audience for a shy and lonely little girl,

tortured with her own fears of being a
misfit, of not being wanted by other chil-
dren, of being giggled at, because she
was “different” from them.
Mario will go back to the old neighbor-

hood where these fears were born in an

p
over-sensitive little girl. Where there
were only five of her own religion in the
whole school, and none of her nationality.
Where a little girl in braids and wearing

old-fashioned clothes made by her Czecho-
slovakian Grandmother Krai felt the re-
sentment of other children and their
cruel laughter.

“I was probably dressed better than
many of the others, because my grand-
mother was a fantastic dressmaker, but
she dressed us very plainly. At that age
all the girls wanted to be girly and femi-
nine, and they would be in curls and
frilly things. I’d always be wearing sus-
penders and my hair in braids. There
was nothing wrong with it except—

”

Except that an acutely sensitive little

girl longed with all her heart to be like

the others. And came home from school
to pour her heart out to a dog or a clown
or a wish-bone tree

—

“Nobody in my own home even knew
what was wrong with me. I’ve read that
I had a complex because my sister, Ar-
lene, was so much more assured and
prettier than I. But this wasn’t it at all.

Nobody really knew—they had no way
of knowing. I was always very intro-
verted, and I never spoke of anything
that bothered me. I would just go in

and close my bedroom door and be by
myself. So that everyone just sort of
guessed at what was wrong,” Kim was
saying now.
“Arlene went through this neighbor-

hood thing too. But she wasn’t as sensi-
tive as I was. The same thing can hap-
pen to two different people and it can
affect them in different ways. Every-
thing always affected me so much more.
Something somebody else would think
was nothing was a tragedy to me.”
Around other children, she felt all

thumbs and heavy feet. “It seemed every-
thing I said, everything I did then was
wrong. I seemed to be weighed down
with this great responsibility that I felt

toward myself—even at nine years old

—

of trying so very hard to be a better
person. I wanted so very much to have
a gay, carefree fun-time like the others.

I’d plan exactly in my mind and in my
dreams how I hoped things would turn
out. But it never worked out that way.
I didn’t know what to do about me or
where to turn.”
Kim’s concerned and loving mother,

who’d always made religion part of their

Faith made Kiins dreams in “ivishing

tree” hack home in Chicago come true

everyday lives, told her to put her faith
in God and He would guide her no matter
what was troubling her.
“No one in the world who believes in

God, who loves and trusts Him, needs to
worry. Have faith, Marilyn, that God will
help you and take care of you,” she said.
And so, one night alone in her room,

a nine-year-old girl wrote a song of
prayer and sang it to a clown’s lulla-
bye. . . .

“I remember I kent thinking about
what Mother had said, wanting so very
much to let myself be guided. As I

thought about her words, I was listening
to my lucky clown music box playing
‘Brahms’ Lullabye,’ and it seemed to be
singing my poem to me. I remember
almost listening—I guess to my own
thoughts—and writing down the words:

Faith and love be your guide
And the angels will bless you.
Always love God,
Always trust God,
Faith and love will be your guide.
Faith and love be your guide

—

The Lord will walk at your side.

“And from then on, when something
would happen that I didn’t understand,
I’d sing them over and over—sometimes
silently

—

”

At Christmas, Marilyn’s was always a
happier world, with all of a child’s joy
in anticipating what the gaily wrapped

packages held in store. “I didn’t like to
hurry Christmas and I still don’t,” Kim
says now. “Dressing the tree the night
before—all the anticipation and the big
build-up for the next day—was so im-
portant to me.”
And in Chicago this year Mario Bandini

will be sharing the same kind of family
Christmas, one by tradition and sur-
roundings far different from those in

Italy or any he would remember from his

boyhood on his grandparents’ immense
estate in Naples or at the Bandinis’ coun-
try home outside Rome.
With Kim, Mario will experience an

American Christmas with all the festive

trimmings. He will spend Christmas in

a modest but sturdy brick house on
Sayre Street, a house perfumed by the
aroma of sage and turkey and the clean
woodsy smell of the tree in the corner
of the living room. A simple living room
with a large painted portrait of Kim on
the wall that her family loves to look at.

It makes them a little less lonely for her.

On Christmas Eve he will assist a glow-
ing Kim in hanging ornaments on the
tree, to the musical background of con-
stant carols like “Adeste Fidelis” and
“Silent Night.” On Christmas morning
he’ll join an excited Kim watching Ar-
lene’s children unwrapping the gifts

Santa has brought. He’ll go to the par-
ish church, St. William, for mass, and he
will meet Father Frank, a young priest

who’s a friend of Kim and her family.

And Mario will get to know—as well

as one can in a short while—the people
dearest to Kim, those whose first concern
is still their daughter’s happiness.

He will meet warm and motherly
Blanche Novak, whose father was a

Democratic precinct captain fiercely in-

terested in affairs of government, and
whose mother immigrated from Czecho-
slovakia. He’ll meet Joe Novak, claim
clerk for a railroad, whose parents were
immigrants from Bohemia and who helped
homestead the prairies of South Dakota.
And one wintry day he will r de a bus

their daughter used to take downtown.
“I want Mario to ride the same bus I

used to ride,” Kim says dreamily.

“I want him to see the department
store where I first modeled for Norma
and where I helped her with the shows. It



means so much to me. He will understand.”

In an American department store,

Kim’s Mario will see the auditorium
where on another Christmas season years

ago a shy little twelve-year-old attended

a holiday party for the “Fairteen Club”
and felt herself a welcome part of a crowd
for the first time. Where she met Norma
Kasell, director of teenage promotion,

whose interest opened up a whole new
magic world for Marilyn Novak, and
whose faith first gave her a chance there.

Marilyn was first persuaded to help

with the teenage fashion shows. “All the

fun of helping Norma and modeling the

fashions gave me a security of belong-
ing. Of being useful somewhere. I was
so grateful. And I remember one night

when we were working late in the store,

when everyone else was gone, I wanted
Norma to know what all this meant to

me, and I didn’t know how to tell her.

So I shared something that was special

and personal to me. . .

In a deserted department store that

night twelve-year-old Marilyn told about
her “lucky clown” and sang the poem of

prayer that was “guiding” her.

Her power of pretending, the fount of

emotion long pent-up inside the heart of

a lonely little girl, were to find a medium
in motion pictures. And it seemed almost
as though she had been guided there

too. . . .

“There are people Mario must meet
and there’s so much I want him to see,”

Kim says eagerly now. So much—in a

country where a miracle like her own
stardom could happen for an unknown
Bohemian girl, a misfit of a girl named
Marilyn Novak. “In a way, this is what
America stands for, what’s happened to

me.”
“I want him to see where I work, to

meet the people I work with and know
those who’ve helped me so much to

get—well—wherever I am. Like Max
Arnow, who gave me my start. And Rich-
ard Quine, who directed my test and my
first movie. Benno Schneider, the drama
coach at Columbia, who helped me tre-

mendously. They’ve been guiding friends,

all of them.”
Kim wants to take Mario by the

YWCA-sponsored “Hollywood Studio
Club” where a nineteen-year-old girl,

plunged into a fabulous and overpower-
ing new world, kept her musical clown
going and tried hard to believe she had
a future in motion pictures.

Showing Mario Bandini around the Co-
lumbia Studio lot, Kim will take him to

the test stage where it all began. A
stage inhabited by arc lights and sound
booms and other now silent allies, where

cameras turned while a girl sat looking

into a prop fireplace and told what she

wanted out of life. To love and to be
loved. And in words that could have
been written in her own heart then—and
now.

“I want love. But I want the kind that

probably doesn’t exist. I want to lose

myself completely and recklessly in some
unfortunate man, and he to lose himself

completely and recklessly in me. I want
everything else and everyone else to

become mere shadows. I even want it to

be wise and right for us to be like that,

instead of foolish. I want circumstances

to mold themselves easily to our love,

and not our love to be modified and
straight-jacketed by circumstances. In

other words, I want the moon and the

stars. . .
.”

The moon and the stars have been hers

—

professionally. Sparked and sustained

by a chain of faith. Faith in a song
of prayer. In a few people who proved
they believed in her. In the millions of

fans who’ve helped give Kim faith in

herself. . . .

“I think my self-confidence is gained
almost completely through fans,” Kim
says warmly now. “And it’s something
I’ve grown to need, really. If I get a

little blue or depressed—when things

happen or don’t happen—I can read let-

ters from them and it’s all worthwhile.
If an article is written about me that’s

upsetting, I’ll worry and think, ‘What will

people believe?’ And then all of a sud-
den I’ll read the fan letters and they’ll

say, ‘We know better, Kim. We know
you’re not like that.’ And then it doesn’t

hurt me

—

“Mario has given me a great deal of

confidence as a person,” Kim goes on.

“Just knowing that someone who has so

much culture and learning could find me
interesting. To find that I could offer

him as much, in a way, as he could offer

me.
“When we first met—I felt inadequate,

as you often do in a new relationship,

being in a strange country and going out
with Mario’s friends and all. But Mario
made me feel so much a part of him—and
so much a part of his way of life that I

felt at home.”
What does she find his most endearing

trait?

“I think his scope of understanding,”
Kim says thoughtfully.
Becoming a part of her life in Holly-

wood, Mario Bandini will see a Kim he’s

never seen before.

Kim will have just finished a very de-
manding double role at Paramount in
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Alfred Hitchcock’s “From Among The
Dead” when Mario arrives. When they
get to Hollywood after spending the
Christmas holidays with Kim’s family in

Chicago, as she says, “I’ll be starting ‘Bell,

Book and Candle’ at Columbia, and it’s

very important for me to be prepared
to the best of my ability for that part.

“But I think it’s very important for

Mario to see me when I’m working—to

see me under those conditions,” Kim says
seriously. “And Mario’s involved in

motion picture production in Italy. I’m

sure he’ll understand.”
Their five months’ separation, since Kim

and Mario Bandini said their goodbyes in

the Church Of The Sacred Heart high
on a hill overlooking Paris, doesn’t seem
to have dimmed any of the glow. Mario’s
called Kim regularly, no small feat—with
Kim moving around all over northern
California on locations for “From Among
The Dead.”
One night, after calling all over Cali-

fornia, Mario finally located Kim in a

hotel in the small town of Watsonville.

“He’d been trying to reach me in Bev-
erly Hills, and in San Francisco, and he
was so worried. When he finally found
me in Watsonville we talked for an hour!
Then after we got through talking and
hung up, all of a sudden I felt so lonely

for him and I called him right back,” Kim
laughs. “The telephone operator in Wat-
sonville must have thought I was crazy.
But—well—I just felt I wanted to talk to

him again.”

Whether Mario Bandini will feel at home
in Kim’s country or with the Ameri-
can way of life, she says quietly, “I

don’t know. There are people, you know,
who really don’t belong anywhere and
they can be at home anywhere. But
Mario’s so much a part of his own
country— I don’t know. There’s one thing
though—there won’t be the language
barrier with him like there was with me.
It was a little hard for me to feel com-
fortable on occasion over there. But
Mario speaks and understands English
well.”

Whatever the difficulties in their respec-
tive ways of life, Kim Novak and Mario
Bandini have the power of faith to bridge
those ways. The strongest of bonds—the
same faith.

“I think religion is a wonderful thing
in binding a relationship and reaching
understanding,” says Kim. “When all

else fails—when reason and logic and
everything else fails—religion is still a
holding thing.”

Faith has been a holding thing—in hold-

ing the world of Kim Novak together

—

since a nine-year-old girl, feeling herself
a misfit in life and wanting so desperately
to be a warm vital part of it, wrote a
prayer to sing to a clown—

“If Faith and Love be your guide
The Lord will walk at your side . .

.”

The affection and faith of millions of
fans have made Kim’s the shiniest star at

the top of the tree. Faith has helped
give her confidence for her career.

“I don’t think I could take a step with-
out it,” Kim says quietly. “Just the fact

of knowing that God is with me, you
know. Just asking Him to be with me—
gives me the strength.”
Kim believes with all her heart that

she’s been guided to her place today.
“I think if it weren’t meant to be, He
wouldn’t have allowed it.”

Her future? “I never plan what I want
to do from here on in my life. That’s my
way of life. I believe things are meant to

happen, and either they happen or they
don’t. I don’t make plans, because per-
haps something else is meant to be.”
She smiled that lovely mysterious

smile, and clearly her thoughts were of

the coming Christmas—and Mario Ban-
dini. But of this, too, Kim will only say.

“I always leave the next day to God.”
The End

WHAT IS A WOMAN?
Continued, from page 28

Old Professor has relented. Frankie has
decided to tell us all about “broads.” And
if there’s anyone who can claim broad ex-
perience in the broad field, it’s Mr. Si-

natra. So pull up a sense of humor, class,

and we’ll get on with the lesson.

To begin with, Our Boy Frankie differs

somewhat with a fellow named Webster.
The dictionary tells us the word broad
means: “Wide from side to side, vast as

the ocean. Liberal, not limited. Open,
clear, coarse, gross, indelicate. Obvious,
evident, plain. Ample, extensive.” Or, it

could also mean “a hunk of gold in the

time of James II.”

Sinatra’s definition is much simpler. “A
broad,” he says, “is a dame with sex ap-
peal.”

Frank modestly claims he became a real

expert on this subject as a result of his

role in “Pal Joey.” There are plenty
of beauties, including a girl named Ava,
who could probably challenge that state-

ment. No doubt they’d tell you that Our
Pal Frankie became an authority long be-
fore that. But at any rate, “Joey” was
responsible for some amusing post-grad-
uate work.
“The character Joey Evans is probably

the best-known lady-killer in show busi-
ness history,” Frank explains. “He’s a
heel—a real likeable heel.

“Naturally, he’s an expert on broads.
They all go for him and he knows all

about them. He even has his own special

language for them.
“This gave me an idea. When we started

the picture, I decided to work up a list of

the various types of broads. In other
words, compile sort of a dictionary of

Joey’s jargon.
“The way I figure it, broads can be

divided into eight different classifications:

There’s the ‘Mouse,’ the ‘Tomato,’ the
‘Beetle,’ the ‘Quim,’ the ‘Twist and a
Twirl,’ the ‘Gasser,’ the ‘Barn Burner,’ and
the ‘Mish Mash.’

”

And Frankie goes on to explain this

jargon. ‘‘It’s really very simple. A ‘Mouse’
is a cuddly broad. A ‘Beetle’ is a flashy

broad. One who makes with sharp clothes.

“A ‘Quim’ is a loose broad, one who’s
easy to pick up. A ‘Twist and a Twirl’

is a broad who likes to dance.
“Of course, I suppose, everybody’s heard

of the word ‘Gasser.’ Well, in broads-
ville talk that means a dame who’s a real

looker, a knockout.
“Now take the ‘Barn Burner’—that’s a

broad with real polish and class. Who
wouldn’t dig her the most?
“As for the ‘Mish Mash,’ she’s a broad

who’s all mixed up. Of course, the one
to really watch out for is the ‘Tomato.’

She’s a broad who’s ripe for marriage.”
In the past few years, Our Pal Frankie

has proved pretty adept at dodging the
luscious Tomatoes, but he’s sure dated his

share of Gassers, Barn Burners and Bee-
tles. Not to mention a Mouse or two.
As for those rumors classifying Frank’s

frequent companion, Lauren Bacall, as a

top Tomato, the Old Professor just isn’t

talking. But there’s little doubt that he
considers Miss Bacall a fine example of a
Barn Burner.

Sinatra isn’t so reticent when it comes
to labeling the two beauties (or should
we say broads) who co-star with him in

“Pal Joey.” “Kim Novak is an out-and-
out Gasser,” Frank says. “And Rita Hay-
worth is a real gone Barn Burner.”

Besides compiling Joey’s Broad Diction-
ary during the filming of the picture,

Frankie also came up with a list of

Do’s and Don’ts for the broad who’s out to

get her man.
Listen to what the wise man has to say,

girls and/or broads. After all, Profes-
sor Sinatra is one who should know.
Frankie leads off with one big Don’t:

“Don’t stalk a man,” he warns. Sinatra

has a fine time getting chased by both
Kim and Rita in the picture, but he points

out that in real life “the male animal
doesn’t like to be trapped.
“Men soon tire of the chase if they feel

they’re being hemmed in,” says Pal Frank-
ie. “There’s an old cliche about a man
chasing a woman until she catches him,
but a smart girl stays away from that

format.
“Be the hunted and let the man be the

hunter. Just like in a poker game, let

him lead, and don’t show your hand be-

fore he shows his.” An important point.

Once a woman has selected her future
mate, she should plan her campaign very
carefully, according to Frank. “Never
run after him. If he doesn’t keep fol-

lowing you, it isn’t worth it.

“Keep him at bay, but do it in a sensible
way,” Frankie advises. “Don’t give him
a loaf of bread, but on the other hand,
don’t throw him only a few crumbs.
“A girl should be careful that a man

doesn’t take her for granted,” says our
expert. “Go out with other men. Jeal-
ousy in small doses is insurance against
boredom and familiarity.”

As to whether or not this technique has
worked on Frank, he isn’t saying. But
you’ll recall that his courtship and mar-
riage to Miss Gardner appeared to be
heavily insured against boredom.
But to get on with the Professor’s ad-

vice. As Sinatra sees it, a broad shouldn’t
let a man get too amorous when he first

enters the spider den of courtship. “Space
your kisses just enough to make him want
to come back for more,” he says.

“Keep him at arm’s end more than with-
in your arms. Aim some of your ammu-
nition at his vanity and hobbies. If he
likes sports, pretend you’re crazy about
them, even if you don’t know first base
from a head-shrinker’s formula.”
Right here we should point out that

both Lauren Bacall and Peggy Connolly
talk a good game of football, baseball and
what have you.

When it comes to finally cinching the

deal, Frank has this to say: “After you’ve
softened him up enough for the kill, let

him have it with both barrels. Casually,

just casually, mind you, start talking about
marriage. If he looks scared, drop it for

the time being. But don’t wait too long
to bring it up again.

“If a broad plays her cards right, at this

point she’ll find herself marching up the

aisle. At least,” sums up Frankie with a

grin, “that’s the way it works in the mov-
ies.”

Now, before we dismiss the class, our
Professor has one final remark about
broads:

“When a man really understands them,
he’ll know what two flies say to each oth-

er on the window-sill.” The Knd



WONDERFUL
MIXED-UP YEAR

Continued from page 20

ways than romance. She snagged the prize

role of “Marjorie Morningstar,” was signed

to co-star with Frank Sinatra in “Kings
Go Forth,” won a salary increase amount-
ing to $50 a minute, and showed every
sign of becoming one of the top stars in

the business. Not bad for a nineteen-
year-old.
Nick Adams managed to show up at

every party—at least every party where
photographers were present. This record

was equaled only by Jayne Mansfield, who
not only showed up, but nearly showed
everything.

’Fifty-seven was the year that Frank
Sinatra didn’t visit Australia, didn’t care

for the midnight visit of a process server,

insisted he didn’t help break down that

“wrong door,” and didn’t comment on his

love life, Lauren Bacall, Ava Gardner or

pert Peggy Connolly. Yes, The Thin Man
made the papers almost as regularly as

the weather report. Every time he hit

the ceiling, he hit the headlines.

And it was one of Frankie’s happiest
years, personally and professionally. He
patched up most of the feuds he’d been
carrying on with members of the press,

had three successful pictures released

—

“The Pride and the Passion,” “The Joker
is Wild,” and “Pal Joey”—and in case he
still had time on his hands, recorded a
few albums, flew to Europe, tackled a
series of TV shows and played the Copa
and the Mocambo. The latter he played
for free, to help out after the death of

its owner, Charlie Morrison.
Personally, Frankie and Betty Bacall

were seeing a lot of each other in late ’57,

but insiders were betting they’d never see
the preacher—at least together.
Nineteen fifty-seven was the year Mrs.

Eddie Fisher had a hit record and Mr.
Fisher didn’t—which led one wag to won-
der if Debbie and Eddie would have a
long-playing marriage.
Betsy Drake quit playing the hermit

and made two pictures, displaying a nice
pair of gams in one. Cary Grant quit
smoking and gave Betsy and hypnotism
all the credit. He told their pals that his
wife had hypnotized him out of the cig-
arette habit, and meant it.

It was the year that the Actors Studio
types weren’t quite so intense. Some of
them even gave up mumbling. Others
stopped looking down their noses at Hol-
lywood and started looking up to its suc-
cessful veterans.

Brooks Brothers sent the sweatshirts
back to the locker room. Young actors
took up the “Tea and Sympathy uniform”
—neatly pressed polished cotton trousers,
clean white shirts, worn without tie and
open at the neck and white sneakers, un-
smudged. Cashmere pullovers or alpaca
cardigans were the order of the day. By
year’s end nobody who was anybody
owned a beat-up leather jacket or en-
thused about bongo drums.

The big fad with Hollywood’s younger
set was the midnight coffee klatch

—

practiced with dramatic overtones, of
course. Their favorite hangout was a
unique little coffee house called “The Uni-
corn,” down the road apiece from
Schwabs’ and Googies’ on the famed Sun-
set Strip.

By unique we mean the place was
painted solid black, inside and out, and
was lighted entirely by candles. Kids like
Dennis Hopper, Nick Adams, Tony Perk-

ins, Sal Mineo, Dolores Michaels and Rita

Moreno spent many hours at The Unicorn,
sipping java in the flickering light and
talking, talking, talking. What did they

talk about? Mostly themselves.
‘Fifty-seven was also the year for the

“alone-in-a-crowd” look. Many of the

young actors and actresses adopted it. As
one of them explained, once you got the

knack of it, it was a breeze. To look alone
in a crowd one simply feigned indifference

to everyone and everything. You were,
of course, a poor listener. Girls heighten-
ed the effect by wearing pale pink lipstick

and lots of dark eye makeup. This was
supposed to make them appear attractive-

ly forlorn.

I
t was a crazy year, all right. There was
Elvis, his fantastic paychecks and his

equally fantastic manager, Tom Parker.

That’s Colonel Tom Parker, suh! Between
the two of them, they managed to startle

startle-proof Hollywood.
The Colonel drove a hard bargain and

Presley drove a fast Caddy. The Colonel
barked orders to studio bosses and Elvis

politely addressed everyone on the set as

Sir and Ma’am. A member in fine stand-
ing of the Cad-a-month Club, he fetched

Ma and Pa from Memphis to see Holly-
wood and fetched half of the females in

Hollywood down to Memphis to see Ma
and Pa. It was a dull week when Elvis

wasn’t making the headlines with a brand-
new girl. Natalie Wood started the parade
in ’56. Others who went along for the

publicity ride in ’57 included Yvonne
Lime, Anne Neyland, and Venetia Steven-
son.

It was, in fact, the year Venetia Steven-
son dated more young bachelors, got her
picture in more magazines, her name in

more columns—but didn’t make any mov-
ies.

It was the year that oil was discovered
in Hollywood and the derricks pumping
away on the 20th Century-Fox lot were
for real. Paramount, Columbia and RKO
studios also were said to be on rich

ground.
Jack Palance and Tony Franciosa made

news by punching newsmen. Tony proved
that his temper was as hot as his talent

with the smashing performance he gave
at a Los Angeles courthouse.
But on the more cheerful side, everyone

in Hollywood praised Tony’s work in

“Hatful of Rain.” There was no doubt
that he was one of the year’s most excit-
ing new stars.

Recording studios were the places to

be. In ’Fifty-seven the young actors were
spending as much time in them as they
were on the sound stages. While singers
like Crosby, Nat King Cole, Dean Martin,
Julie London, Pat Boone, Keely Smith and
Dorothy Collins were going dramatic, ac-
tors like Tony Perkins, Tab Hunter, Jeff

Chandler, Bob Wagner and Sal Mineo
were making platters. And hits at that.

Tab started the trend with his smash
record, “Young Love.” DJs across the
country just couldn’t spin it enough. Tony
Perkins hit the turn-tables with his ren-
dition of “On a Moonlight Swim.” One
of the music critics observed that on wax
young Mr. Perkins sounded more like Ma
Perkins.

But Tony’s fans didn’t agree. In but a
few short weeks the Perkins platter was
out-selling the Presley platters, and the
boys over at RCA were tickled pink.

Bob Wagner got into the act with “Hon-
eysuckle Rose.” Sal Mineo recorded the
title song from “Dino.” Speaking of title

songs, ’57 was a big year for them. There
was Pat Boone’s “Bernardine,” and Nat
Cole’s “Raintree County,” of course, and
Debbie’s “Tammy.”

Besides making records, Tony Perkins
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made three big pictures, moved to a big-

ger apartment, dated Maria Cooper and
Venetia Stevenson and headed back to

Broadway to open in “Look Homeward
Angel.” He also bought a car, put his

shoes on and quit hitch-hiking around
Hollywood. No doubt about it, Perkins
packed a lot into twelve months—includ-

ing that exciting ingredient called success.

It was the year that Columbus’ descend-
ants discovered Hollywood, and vice-ver-

sa. One of them a luscious lass named
Loren, landed and proved that like the

world, she was definitely round. In all

the right places. And anyone who didn’t

appreciate Sophia was definitely a square.

It was a great year for shapely Sophia.
She handled herself well, made a big hit

with everyone in Holl\»vood, wrapped
up two pictures, “Desire Under the Elms,”
and “House Boat” with Cary Grant and
marriage by long distance.

Anna Magnani, another Italian actress,

who didn’t give a hoot if she was a bit too

round in the wrong places, also made
things interesting for Hollywood in ’57.

Anna’s talent, matched only by her tem-
perament, proved that she hadn’t changed
since her last visit here. She still didn’t

bother with girdles, combs or gossip col-

lumnists—especially those who sought her
opinion on the latest activities of her one-
time love, Roberto Rossellini.

The magnetic Magnani promptly closed

the set of “Wild is The Wind.” She ig-

nored the press, got along fine with co-
stars Tony Quinn and Tony Franciosa, but
battled continually with producer Hal
Wallis over the script.

When the final round was over, ring-
siders agreed on one point—Magnani had
turned in another championship perform-
ance on the screen. And everybody, in-

cluding Anna had a laugh out of the quip
that was making the rounds: “Did you
hear about Magnani arriving on the set in

disguise—her hair was combed!”

There were a lot of laughs in ’57, And
quite a few gasps. It’ll be remembered
as the year Jayne Mansfield almost

busted up Sophia Loren’s first Hollywood
cocktail party. And we do mean busted.
The photogs who recorded the historic

meeting of these well-endowed young
ladies are still shaking their lenses over
the incident.

However, when Jaynie took off for Eu-
rope at the end of ’57 she announced she
intended to change her style in ’58. Miss
Mansfield threatened to be more digni-
fied. She said she’ll raise her necklines
and concentrate on her dramatic lines.

Like another blonde named Marilyn, Jayne
has now reached the I’m-going-to-be-a-
great-actress stage.

Speaking of Miss Monroe, she managed
to grab her share of news space in ’57.

Marilyn lost the baby she and Arthur
Miller wanted so badly. She also told her
one-time chum, Milton Greene, to get lost.

Milton didn’t care for the instructions and
insisted that he still was a stockholder in

Marilyn Monroe Productions.

In the hassle department, M-G-M got
into a stockholders’ brawl that all but
paralyzed the world’s biggest studio for
months. David O. Selznick went to Italy

to film “A Farewell to Arms” and lived
up to his legend. He sacked so many
people during the production that the gag-
sters retitled it “Farewell to David.” Di-
rector John Huston got the gate, and an
umpteen-paged memo, because he alleged-
ly didn’t see eye-to-eye with Selznick on
the handling of Mrs. Selznick’s (Jennifer
Jones) role in the film. Jennifer and Rock
Hudson finished out their love scenes with
another director.

’Fifty-seven was the year that Crosby

^ married Ka^,hy Grant, surprising almost

everyone except the principals. Mrs. Jack
Lemmon became Mrs. Cliff Robertson.
Susan Hayward went to Georgia to find

love and, to quote her, “the world’s best
vegetable soup.” Attorney Eaton Chalkley
was the man who won Susie’s hand.

It was a year of surprises. Bob Mit-
chum broke his ankle and said “Goodness
gracious,” expectant Yvonne De Carlo put
her leg through a glass door, Bette Davis
fell down the stairs, Inger Stevens and Rod
Steiger got stuck in a New York subway
together, and Kim Novak’s Italian Count
turned out not to be a real Count—just

Italy’s Canned Tomato King. It was the
year Liberace didn’t smile quite so much,
or make quite so many trips to the bank.

Ingrid Bergman gave Rossellini back to

the Indians—or rather, one of them almost
captured him—and then took him back
again. Cary Grant signed an autograph.

It was the year that Kim Novak fell out
of love with Mac Krim, took up John Ire-

land, then dropped him and kept her
Italian romeo on the string. It was a
golden year for Kim, beginning with the
Photoplay Gold Medal Award dinner. Her
career soared with “Jeanne Eagels” and
“Pal Joey.” She went on strike for more
money and got it

It was a big year for the big “biopic”

—

Hollywood’s short-cut word for the bio-
graphical picture. Real life stories filled

reels of celluloid. And for a change they
featured facts instead of white-washing
with fiction.

If you didn’t catch at least one biopic in

which the heroine loved the bottle or the
hero was addicted to dope, couldn’t stop
gambling or couldn’t find happiness, you
just weren’t trying.

Type-casting went out the window in

most of these films. Donald O’Connor
wiped the bright grin off his face, donned
a pork-pie hat and deadpanned his way
through the not-so-comic life of deadpan
comedian Buster Keaton.
Filmland eyebrows went way up at the

announcement that teetotaler Ann Blyth,

Hollywood’s original sweetness-and-light
girl, had pulled an even bigger switch and
snagged the lead in “The Helen Morgan
Story,” as the colorful girl who sang the
blues, loved the booze and was destined
to lose. Ditto at the announcement that

sweet Dorothy Malone would play not-so-
sweet Diana Barrymore in “Too Much,
Too Soon.”

Actress Blyth managed to guzzle her
way through her script like a veteran.

However, she didn’t have the drink and
self-destruction department all to herself.

Kim Novak, another real life teetotaler,

tilted the gin bottle all the way through
“Jeanne Eagels.” As Actress Eagels, Ac-
tress Novak was also shown dabbling with
dope, damaging her career, suffering self-

torment and finally dying backstage in a

third-rate theater. Lots of laughs.

The huge ’57 crop of biopics also in-

cluded the shocker, “Monkey on my
Back,” the story of Barney Ross’ fight

against dope. Frank Sinatra rolled the

dice, bet the ponies, downed the Scotch
and got cut up by mobsters as Joe E. Lew-
is in “The Joker is Wild.” Jimmy Cagney
played Lon Chaney in “Man of a Thou-
sand Faces,” and Bob Hope had some bad
moments as Jimmy Walker in “Beau
James.”
Warner Brothers spent $6,000,000 winging

Jimmy Stewart across the Atlantic in what
was not only the most expensive, but the

most unusual biopic of ’57. The only thing

wet in “The Spirit of St. Louis” was the

ocean, and it had a truly happy ending.

’Fifty-seven was the year Hollywood
circled the globe. Authentic backgrounds
and fresh scenery were considered almost
as necessary to a picture as the stars. Nev-

er have so many traveled so far to film so
much.
Hollywood movie companies were scat-

tered from the Libyan desert to South Pa-
cific lagoons. Cameras were grinding in
Germany, the Italian Alps, the Italian sea-
shore, the French countryside, the French
Riviera, and the Norwegian Fjords.
The Near and Far East really got a

workout, too. Of course, not every pro-
ducer made a picture in Japan. It just
seemed that way.

In an attempt to beat the big tax bite,

more and more of the high-priced stars
went into business for themselves. Fol-
lowing the pattern first set by stars like
John Wayne, Marilyn Monroe, and Alan
Ladd, they formed their own companies
and produced their own pictures. At par-
ties, frivolous chatter gave way to earnest
conversation about production values and
capital gains.

Marlon Brando, Lana Turner, and Kirk
Douglas were among the new “producers.”

M arathon movies left their mark on
1957. The two-hour film became as
common as the two-car garage. More

important, the big, big pictures proved
they had nothing to fear from the late,

late shows. Fans left those little screens
in their living rooms and eagerly flocked
to the theaters to catch such great wide-
screen productions as “The Pride and The
Passion” (two hours, twelve minutes),
and “Raintree County” (three hours, sev-
en minutes) . “Sayonara,” with Marlon
Brando, ran a mere two hours and seven
minutes.

It was a good year for the popcorn busi-
ness too. Longer movies meant more nib-
bling.

Possibly the biggest “big” movie to go
before the cameras in ’57 was “South
Pacific.” Twentieth Century-Fox spent
over $5,000,000 to make sure that its pic-
turization of the Rodgers and Hammer-
stein stage success would indeed add up
to “Some Enchanted Evening.”
The picture’s expensive Hawaii location

impressed even Hollywood. It called for

the largest unit ever sent overseas by Fox.
Acres of people, 120 to be exact, headed
by Director Josh Logan and costars Ros-
sano Brazzi and Mitzi Gaynor, worked
two months on the island of Kauai.
“South Pacific” was certainly the big-

gest thing to happen to Mitzi Gaynor in

’57, or any other year for that matter. And
she was the first to admit it. Hard-work-
ing, ambitious and considerably more ma-
ture than when she first bounced across
the screen a few years back, Mitzi was de-
termined to turn in a great performance.
Hollywood knew surprise and happiness

in ’57, when suddenly, out of the blue,

Marlon Brando upped and married actress

Anna Kashfi—rather Joanne O’Callaghan,
filmdom wasn’t sure which. She looked
Indian, claimed to be Indian, but head-
lines were screaming the exotic looking
bride was actually studio-registered as

Joanne O’Callaghan, daughter of a Welsh
factory worker!
But Hollywood knew sadness this past

year, too. Humphrey Bogart, the greatest

and nicest tough guy of them all, died of

cancer. In the months that preceded his

death, Bogie proved what his close friends

had always known—that he was also one
of the bravest. And filmdom grieved the

death of movie pioneer Louis B. Mayer,
who contributed so much to the industry.

’Fifty-seven was the year that Holly-
wood (and California’s Attorney General)
fought back at the scandal. George Mur-
phy, one the most respected men in the

industry, took charge of plans to help pro-
tect Hollywood from the scandalmongers.
And ’57 was the year that Marie “The

Body” McDonald starred in a real-life

mystery that still has Los Angeles police



detectives wondering. The blonde beauty
not only got kidnanped, she misplaced her

big diamond ring. The sparkler was uncov-
ered, but just who put the snatch on
Marie and why, has yet to be figured out.

But one thing is certain, the resulting

publicity didn’t hurt Marie’s “comeback”
any. Her new nightclub act was a big hit.

Marie also wound up the year by rec-

onciling with rich shoemaker Harry Karl
for the umpteenth time. Harry was so

happy about this he added another mink
coat to Marie’s collection and tossed in a

few more diamonds to boot.

The year saw the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers Association revise its production
code to allow more freedom in the treat-

ment of certain subjects.

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences made a much-welcomed an-
nouncement: In ’58 the industry is going
to resume sponsorship of its big annual
bank night, the Academy Awards pres-
entations.

I WORKED . .

.

Continued from page 37

answered a call of the Congregational
Church to come here to do relief work
among these people, particularly the most
hopeless of all, 1200 refugees in a displaced
persons’ camp near Capua, this came as

a revelation—and a shock.
He had thought that his trials were

over. And indeed, his faith had been
sorely tried, since the day in 1948 when,
called to register for the draft, his con-
science would let him do nothing else but
list himself as a conscientious objector.

For Don, this was not easy. His career,

his reputation, his whole future was in

jeopardy. At that time, he was not a
member of any of the three great his-

toric peace churches—the Society of

Friends (commonly called Quakers), the
Mennonites, and the Church of the
Brethren. He went to the Congrega-
tional Church, of which his mother was
a devout member—and from childhood, he
had also attended Catholic services with
his father, noted stage manager Denny
Murray. He had an older brother, Bill,

who was a Marine. And he was an ac-
tor.

So for Don there followed two years of

grilling, investigation by the FBI, and
nerve-wracking waiting. When at last

he was called for the final trial, his mother
came, and in a firm, clear voice declared.
“I have one son who is a Marine, and
another who is a conscientious objector. I

am proud of both.” Then, he could scarce-
ly believe his ears. The authorities told
him that they had found him to be a
person of unquestioned character and
sincerity, and would classify him as a
conscientious objector. (“I know now,”
says Don, “that for a long time they just
couldn’t believe that an actor could be
sincere. But I learned one big thing from
that experience—if you don’t desert the
truth, it won’t desert you.”)

Don was not afraid of danger. The
Korean War was on, and he was eager
to go over there for the term that con-

scientious objectors serve in lieu of a
military stretch. He applied to the Ameri-
can Red Cross and other field organiza-
tions, and was bitterly disappointed when
none of them could find a place to use
him.
At last, he found acceptance with the

Church of the Brethren. Although num-
bering only 180.000 members in this coun-
try, this church, like the other peace
churches, conducts a vast foreign relief

’Fifty-seven was a year for break-ups,
make-ups and just status quo. Lana Turn-
er tossed aside Husband No. 4, Lex Barker.
Terry Moore and Eugene McGrath called

it quits, then changed their minds. Ginger
Rogers decided that one Frenchman could
be wrong—she trotted into divorce court
to shed Jacques Bergerac. Jeanne Crain
and Paul Brinkman, who spent a lot of

money on lawyers in ’56, and made some
interesting headlines, decided to start ’57

out right. They reconciled New Year’s Eve.
And near year’s end, newspapers screamed
the separations of Rock and Phyllis Hud-
son and Jeff and Marjorie Chandler.
Jack Palance and his wife staged some

preliminary fireworks in divorce court,

then went back together again. Anita
Ekberg and Anthony Steele battled in

Brazil but patched things up in Copen-
hagen.

Yes, the year 1957 was quite the year

—

crazy, wonderful, mixed-up. And we
wouldn’t have had it any other way. End

program, supported by voluntary work-
ers who receive only a pittance for liv-

ing expenses, and generous contributions
from members that, during the last war,
ran well into the millions.

When Don left for the training camp in

New Windsor, Maryland, he expected to

find “little men with beards.” Instead, he
found a peace and a joy he had never
known, with a stalwart, dedicated people
who were filled with the optimism and
enthusiasm that comes only to those who
have found a real purpose in living.

Now Don shared that purpose, too, and
when he was assigned to a relief project
in Kassel, Germany, he put it to work with
a vengeance. A powerfully-built athlete

who had won many a track award, he was
given a job as stonemason and bricklayer
in building a new relief center. It was a

far cry from the Broadway stardom that,

as a result of his acting in “The Rose
Tattoo,” had been just within his grasp.

But in it, he found a satisfaction he had
never known before. At night, he studied
German. He organized sports activities

with the German boys, and, when his

German improved, gave talks about the
true meaning of democracy in the schools,

finding there a purpose of real service to

his country. It made him pleased and
proud, too, to discover that the U.S. Army
gave the relief activities hearty support,

often lending needed equipment.
Then the call came to go to Naples. The

need, he could see, was great, and it was
a challenge he could not refuse.

And there, he faced what seemed like

certain defeat. They opened a little clinic

—but no one came to be cured. “What do
these people want from us? How are
they trying to use us?” was the coldly

suspicious attitude of the people, wary
from past mistreatment.
A ray of hope came when, out of des-

peration, a sick child was brought to the
clinic, and made well. Then, others came,
and soon the clinic was filled to overflow-
ing.

In the refugee camp, too, there was
much that could be done. Don, who set

about mastering Italian as quickly as he
had mastered German, tried to keep the
youngsters out of trouble with organized
activities, and give the older folks a pur-
pose and a little money by staging bazaars
where they could sell their handiwork.
But to restore life to these dead spirits

seemed impossible. How could one re-
store hope in the future . . . when there
was none? All Don could do was to work
harder. And his health broke.
On that Christmas Eve in 1954, his term

of service was almost ended. And he felt

that he had failed. When he got up be-
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fore the people in the refugee camp to

introduce the little Nativity pageant that

he had prepared, his heart sank. The
camp authorities had warned him of what
would happen, and they were right. From
the motley assemblage of all creeds and
nationaliites, a chorus of jeers and boos
drowned out his first words, stones clat-

tered on the stage. But Don went on.

“We can all share respect for Jesus
Christ,” he said, “if not as divine, then
as a man.”

Then, as the age-old story unfolded, a

curious hush fell upon the crowd. And
when it was ended, there were tears on
many faces. Then, wild cheers and ap-
plause struck Don like a flood.

God is love. That is what the Bible said.

And in that moment, Don Murray knew
that love lies deep in the heart of every
human being. And where that love is, is

hope. Then and there, Don Murray dedi-
cated himself to the service of these

people, who had shown him so beautifully

this greatest meaning in life.

It is on that meaning that Don’s whole
religious faith, and everything he does to-

day is based: Love and service to others.

“One must have faith, to begin with,”

he says. “One must believe. It was this

that pulled me through those rough days
in Naples. Otherwise, I don’t think I

ever would have been able to hang on.

“Doubts? Oh yes, I had doubts—loads
of them. So many times, I thought to

myself, ‘Why did I ever come here? May-
be I should have stayed in Germany

—

there I felt I was really accomplishing
something.’ And sometimes, I was ter-

ribly discouraged.
“This is something that every person

who has religious faith should understand.
Those doubts will come when things go
wrong, for we’re all human, with human
weaknesses. But if your faith is strong,

it will give you the strength, too, to see
it through. I know it was like that for

me. The thing to do is just go on work-
ing and trying—and believing.”

r
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Working. Again and again this word
appears, when Don talks about his

faith. For this is another great tenet

of his religion. As it is written in the
Scriptures, “Faith without works is dead.”
This, Don Murray firmly believes.

By profession, he is an actor. Both his

parents were theatrical people, and it is a
calling for which he had a natural bent.
He appeared in plays since childhood,
and went to the American Academy of

Dramatic Arts as naturally as another boy
might follow his father’s footsteps as a
doctor or lawyer.
Some may feel that acting is far afield

from religion, but Don doesn’t think so.

“An actor, through the characters he
plays, can help people to understand
humanity, and bring them closer to one
another in this way,” he says. “Take a

play like 'Hatful of Rain.’ it dealt with
very human problems. And in revealing
the way some kids fall into the evil of

dope addiction, it served a constructive
social purpose, too.”

But acting, for all his love of it and
whole-hearted enthusiasm for it, is only
the means to the end that he found in his
religion.

Weak as he was, Don remained in

Europe for six months’ voluntary service
after his term as a conscientious objector
had expired. When he came home in

May, 1955, he was thin as a rail, but to a
young lady who met him at the boat, “He
looked terrific.” In spite of his woeful
thinness, Hope Lange saw in Don Murray
a quality that she hadn’t seen in the fun-
loving young actor who had been courting
her ever since she was a seventeen-year-
old dancer, and who had written her
faithfully all the time he was overseas.

There was a strength and purposefulness
in him that was oddly exciting, and she
found herself becoming much more in-

terested in him than she ever was before.
Don expected to have a tough time,

breaking into Broadway again. But when
he began to read for parts, he felt a new
power in his work. He realized, then,
that all his experience overseas had given
him a professional asset that he had never
dreamed of—the developed maturity and
understanding of people that every good
actor needs. He felt it when he read for

“The Skin Of Our Teeth.” Famed direc-
tor Joshua Logan felt it, too, when he saw
him in the play—and as a result tested and
signed Don for the part of the cowboy in

“Bus Stop.”

And all the good things began to come
his way—the best of all, his marriage to

Hope while on the “Bus Stop” location.

Overnight, movie and TV offers poured in.

To Don, this meant the beginning of ful-

fillment of a bigger dream—a dream now
shared with Hope. He flew back to Italy

to set up a program with the Church of the
Brethren, of which he was now a mem-
ber, aimed at giving a future and a place
in life to the refugees, still hopelessly con-
fined in the D.P. camps.
“These people have done nothing wrong,”

Don says passionately. “They are vic-

tims of circumstances. Some of them have
been there from five to twelve years!

People who escaped from Communism, or
through territorial changes lost their coun-
try to Communism. Due to immigration
restrictions, they have no place to go. In

Italy, they cannot work, because the
Italian Government has all it can do to

solve the problem of unemployment for

its own people. So these unfortunate
people are condemned to a life that has
no future—unless somebody helps!

“That’s what we’re trying to do,” Don
explains, his face glowing. “It’s not
charity—these people don’t want or need
charity. They need to feel that their lives

are not a total loss, that they have a

place and a purpose. To sit day after day
with nothing to do and nothing to look
forward to does terrible things to people.

I know. I’ve seen it. Think of it—there

are forty-five thousand of such people in

barbed-wire camps in Western Europe to-

day!
“Our project, HELP—Homeless European

Land Program—has the purpose of buy-
ing land where these people are held and
buildmg new communities where they will

be able to work, construct homes and earn
their right to citizenship and freedom. We
have the support of the United Nations,

the Italian Government, the U.S. Escapee
Program, various voluntary organizations

and individuals—Protestants, Catholics,

Jewish or Orthodox.”
For this project, Don contributes not only

time, work and words, but a large por-

tion of the very hefty income he’s now
collecting as top Twentieth Century-Fox
star of “The Hell Bent Kid.” Since Hope
won a top role in “Peyton Place” and her
star status is also zooming, she, too, con-
tributes sizeable sums from her income.
Recently, both Hope and Don were over-
joyed when the CBS-TV show “Play-

house 90” made them an offer to star in

“The Homeless,” a play about the ref-

ugees’ plight based on his own experience
that Don wrote with Fred Clasel. Every
cent of the $10,000 they get for acting in

it will go into the initial HELP project

in Sardinia.

“It’s the first project, a model we hope
will be copied all over Europe,” says Don
enthusiastically. “The U.N., the Italian

Government and the U. S. Escapee Pro-
gram put up half the money for the land,

and we’re trying to raise the rest. We’ve
already planted the first crop, and hope

to move the families out of the barbed-
wire into their own homes as soon as we
can pay off the land.

“All contributions are gratefully re-
ceived,” says Don with a grin. “Send
’em to HELP, 22 South State Street, Elgin,
111., and make checks payable to Brethren
Service Commission.” Incidentally, every
cent goes directly to the refugees. Person-
nel, administration and promotion are paid
for by the Brethren Service Commission,
the Congregational Christian Service Com-
mission, and the Murrays.

“I know a lot of people wonder why I

joined the Church of the Brethren,” says
Don. “Well, I look upon a church as a
place of fellowship. A house of worship is

just a church building. It’s the spirit of
the people inside that counts, not the
building or type of faith. I found that
these people thought and felt as I did,

and their faith wasn’t a matter of words.
They lived at it and worked at it. That
appealed to me. And I think when you
find that kind of fellowship in which you
feel at home, no matter what the denomi-
nation, that is the place to be.”
Don sighed as he added, “I’m so tired of

reading about how I don’t smoke or
drink. It’s true that I don’t smoke or
drink because my church doesn’t approve
of it. But it’s played up so much, as
if it were a big thing. It isn’t important
That’s a negative attitude. And religion

should never be based on negative think-
ing.”

Getting on his feet and waving his hands
for emphasis, there’s no doubt that

Don is now off on a subject he
feels pretty hot under the collar about.

“It’s the whole point,” he explodes. “Re-
ligion should be positive. It should be a

matter of working, not just sitting around
and waiting for things to happen.

“Just look around—are the evil-doers,

the militarists wasting any time? The
time to put religious faith to practice and
work to bring peace and freedom to the
world is now—and not when a war hits

us!”
As a conscientious objector, Don feels

like his church, that this is his fight—

a

fight to prevent war with positive action

in relieving the distress caused by war
and bringing hope and faith in a better

way of life.

Among Don’s cherished souvenirs, along
with the track medals he won as a boy
and impressive acting awards, is a

strange memento. An old pair of socks,

half made of darning. They are his socks.

The darning, a careful, expert job, is the
work of a Naples lady, who, with her
niece, took Don into her home and nursed
him, fed him and mended his clothes when
he was too ill to look after himself. “I

keep those socks as a reminder,” he says.

A reminder of the good in every human
being. A reminder that working to bring
out that good is the most rewarding, most
soul-satisfying purpose that another hu-
man being can have.

“A Catholic priest put into words what
my religion means to me, much better than
I can,” says Don. “Not long ago, I was
privileged to hear Father F. A. Morlion,

who is President of the International Col-
lege of Social Studies in Rome. And in

these words, that I’ll never forget, he
summed up exactly the way I feel: ‘We
cannot see God. We cannot have a con-
versation with God. We cannot hurt God
or help God as a person. But what God
has done is to put people on the earth

who are here in place of Him to repre-

sent Him, and it is in these human be-
ings that God expresses Himself.

“ ‘The only way you can serve God is

to help human beings, and the only way
you can hurt God is to hurt human be-
ings’ ” The End



A DAY WITH RICK
Continued from page 42

said with a grin that seemed to add . . .

“it’s about time”. . . .

“Good morning Mom, Dad. Say, where’s
Dave?”

Ozzie looked up from his newspaper
and his eggs. “He’s over at Twentieth
Century-Fox. They’re doing a scene of

his for ‘Peyton Place’ today.”
“Oh, that’s right,” Rick said, and pro-

ceeded to tear into his breakfast. “I almost
forgot my brother’s a movie star now.”
Harriet smiled fondly at Rick and replied.

“That’s all right. David’s brother is a

recording star now . . . but you’re both still

just the Nelson boys to me.” But her
words did not completely hide the pride in

Harriet’s voice.

“That’s right Mom,” Rick called over
his shoulder as he ran for the front door.

“Got to run. Math test ... I want to

cram during study period. See you at the
studio later.” And Rick Nelson was off,

leaving behind him a couple of loving,

bemused parents named Ozzie and Harriet.
The study period went well, and so did

the math test. Three periods later, Rick
was whistling his way down the hall

when a pretty, dark-haired girl he had
dated a few times passed by.
“Hiya, Rick.”
“Oh . . . Hi.”

“I just bought another copy of your
record, ‘Teenager’s Romance’.”
“How come another copy?” Rick grinned

at her.

“I wore out the first one,” she laughed.
“Say, sure wish I could go along and
see you sing at the Indiana State Fair.”
As she spoke, Rick felt a sudden twinge

of apprehension. The early morning’s ex-
citement had only been a preparation for

what he felt now: He was just plain
nervous about singing, live, before a gi-

gantic audience at these state fairs.

“Thanks a lot,” Rick said, moving down
the corridor towards his next class, “See
you later.” As he walked along, Rick
thought: “It’s silly to be nervous. All
I’ve got to do is get up there and be
myself . . . just myself . .

.”

But being “myself” is always a tough
job. Especially when you have as many
selves as Eric Hilliard Nelson has. The
Rick who grew up before America’s eyes
and ears on “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet” is not quite the same fellow
who recently began to search for his own
individuality . . . picked up a guitar on
the set between set-ups . . . started to
strum it . . . groped for the chords he
heard inside himself . . . began to hum
and then ... to sing!
For then suddenly quite a few “selves”

seemed to be crowded out of the picture.
The Rick whp wanted desperately to play
tennis on America’s Davis Cup team; the
boy who threw himself into drag races
driving a Plymouth stock car, trying to
win with all his heart—these were sud-
denly replaced by a young man who
wanted only one thing in the world: To
sing his heart out!
But until now, it had been singing to

a great unseen record audience. Except
for that one unforgettable experience

—

that day in assembly period.

Singing at the assembly of a Los Angeles
high school, Rick had suddenly tasted
what the word fame could really mean.
The kids, having their first glimpse of the
boy whose record they’d danced to and
hummed along with for months, went a
little wild He remembered the combina-
tion of exhilaration and nervousness he’d
felt as the members of the school football

team beat a path to his car for him,
breaking through the overly-enthusiastic
Nelson devotees.

Now, as he entered his fourth period
classroom, he seemed to be feeling

only the strangeness of having to face

so many people at one time and in one
place, all waiting for him to sing and
dance. . . . During lunch period, he was
still quiet and preoccupied.
But by the time he struggled into his

tennis sweater, shorts and sneakers after

school, these thoughts were replaced, for

the moment, by the more pleasant thought
that a certain girl (who had been Miss
Illinois in the Miss America Contest)
would be at the TV studio later.

He ran out onto the tennis court,

anxious to do his best in the match. He
half-wished he hadn’t made the date for

today. He and his opponent could easily

have scheduled it for another day. That
way he would have had time to practice
his guitar before the TV show. But the
old love for tennis and the months and
months of playing stood him in good
stead and he played a good match, beat-
ing his classmate 6-2, 6-2, 6-0.

After a quick shower, he dressed,
grabbed a candy bar, and drove off to

the recording studios. He looked at his

watch. He still had time to listen to one
of his playbacks before he was due at

the TV studio. “Hey, Rick, slow down,”
he said to himself, as he noticed his speed-
ometer had risen higher than it should.

“Hi, Rick, what’s up? You’re not cut-
ting anything today, are you?” It was one
of the sound engineers who recognized
him as he entered the studio.

Rick shook his head. “Uh-uh. I just

wanted to hear a playback of the one we
did the other day. Would it be all right?”

“Sure. Go right in.” As Rick disap-
peared into the sound booth, the engineer
turned to a co-worker and said. “Some
contract that kid pulled with us. Twelve
records a year. Not bad for seventeen
years old, huh?”

“I’ll say,” answered the other. “His last

record sold like ice in summer!”
And as the two watched Rick Nelson

through the glass partition, listening to

his own recording, they saw a kid with
limpid blue eyes, who was the newest
and hottest show business personality.

And they saw a serious Rick, his face
clouded with concentration as he listened
intently. Unconsciously brushing a thick

lock of brown hair off his forehead, they
saw him lift the needle arm, and play
a section over again three times.

The engineer shook his head in amaze-
ment as he remembered the bright,

bouncy lad he’d seen so many times on
the Nelsons’ TV show. It was the same
youngster all right, but the boy sitting be-
fore him with an intense expression, was
an artist as well as a teenager ... a com-
bination only a couple of guys have had
recently . . . Presley . . . Boone . . .

THE INSIDE STORY!

MARLON BRANDO’S MARRIAGE MYSTERY
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Want to Banish Wrinkles?

'Bye-Line Skin serum can help you do it-also crepy

throat! Yes, it’s really true. ’Bye-Line must make

you look 2 to 10 years younger in 10 days, or

YOUR MONEY BACK. Not a peel, mask or temporary

cover-up, but a genuine youth restorer. This is

no false promise. 'Bye-Line is absolutely safe, even

for super-sensitive skin. Simple, speedy, pleasant,

and non-greasy oil treatment. Not sold in stores.

No C.O.D.’s. Send exactly $1.12 for trial size, air

mail in plain wrapper to: Age-Less Cosmetics, Inc.,

Dept. 1
,
54 Albion St., San Francisco, California.

into DOLLARS!
NEW songwriters, poets share $33 millions

yearly. Songs Composed, PUBLISHED,
Promoted. Appraisal, info FREE from...

NORDYKE Music Publishers
6000 Sunset, HOLLYWOOD 285, Calif.

‘500 mi Childs Photo
Thousands spent yearly by advertisers for chil-

dren’s photos for magazine ads, calendars, etc

Hundreds selected monthly. Up to $500 paid

Ages 2 mos. to 20 yrs. Rush ONE small photo

for approval. Print child's and mother’s name,
address on back. Returned 2 weeks with report,

NO OBLIGATION.

Hollywood Spotlite, Dept. A

I

8346 Beverly Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

You needn't be! Now you can
remove unwanted hair forever
— in the privacy of your home
— with the famous Mahler Hair
Removal Epilatorl Acclaimed
by thousands of women who
have discovered how Mahler
destroys the hair root perma-
nentlyl By following our instruc-

tions you, too, can learn to use
ithe Mahler safely and effi-

ciently! Positive money-back
guarantee! Act today!

Send 54 for illustrated 16-page

booklet "New Radiant Beauty"!

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years
If you did not or cannot finish high school, here is
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as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to residential school—prepares for college
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awarded. Be a High School graduate. Start studies

now. Free Bulletin. Write today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. HI 53
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois
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WW EXCELLENT V'/V VERY good

VV' GOOD V fair a—ADULTS E—FAMILY

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months

indicated. Full reviews this month are on page 11.

VV^'V APRIL LOVE—20th; CinemaScope, De
Luxe Color: Utterly happy movie, full of songs

and warm feeling. City kid Pat Boone gets shipped

lo a Kentucky farm for reform, and Shirley Jones

is a big help. (F) December

V’V'V' ESCAPADE IN JAPAN—U-I; Technirama,

Technicolor: Appealing family-style film, shot in

Japan. As young son of Americans Teresa Wright

and Cameron Mitchell, Jon Provost goes on the

lam with a Japanese buddy. (F) December

VV JET PILOT—U-I, Technicolor: Entertain-

ing, wildly plotted air epic matches American
flyer John Wayne against a Soviet opposite num-
ber—Janet Leigh! Fine flying scenes, lots of in-

tentional and unintentional comedy. (F) December

/VW JOKER IS WILD, THE—Paramount,

VistaVision: Strong, frank biography of night-club

comic Joe E. Lewis, who's splendidly portrayed by

Frank Sinatra. Socialite Jeanne Crain can’t win

him; dancer Mitzi Gaynor marries him. Eddie

Albert’s a loyal pal. (A) November

V'V'V'V' LES GIRLS—M-G-M; CinemaScope,

Metrocolor: Dazzling musical, sly and spectacular,

sophisticated and hilarious. Just what did happen
with Gene Kelly and his “girls”? They are part-

ners in his Europe-touring revue: Kay Kendall,

Mitzi Gaynor, Taina Elg. (A) December

VVVV MAN OF A THOUSAND FACES—U-I,

CinemaScope: James Cagney scores in the affect-

ing story of Lon Chaney, silent-era character star.

Dorothy Malone and Jane Greer play the women
in his life. (F) November

V'V'V'V' NO DOWN PAYMENT—20th, Cinema-

Scope; Searching closeup of young couples living

in each other’s laps in a suburban housing devel-

opment. Cameron Mitchell, Joanne Woodward are

the most dramatic pair. (A) October

VVVV OPERATION MAD BALL—Columbia:
Wonderfully wacky farce set at a postwar U. S.

Army base in France. GI Jack Lemmon’s schemes

for a romantic party arc opposed by Ernie Kovacs,

but saved by Mickey Rooney. (F) December

ww SAYONARA—Warners; Technirama,

Technicolor: Powerful, visually beautiful drama
of love across racial barriers. U. S. flyer Marlon
Brando, in Tokyo, falls in love with Miiko Taka,

dedicated actress. (A) December

/VV SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE—U-I:

Hard-hitting waterfront melodrama sets Richard

Egan against corruption, with Jan Sterling as a

key witness. (F) December

V/*/ STORY OF MANKIND, THE—Warners,

Technicolor: Are we worth saving? Before a

celestial court, Ronald Colman says yes; Vincent

Price (as Satan), no. Big stars in each history

episode are often whimsically cast. (F) December

p /VV TIME LIMIT—U.A.: Expertly acted, though

talky. Richard Widmark discovers why fellow

Army officer Richard Basehart “turned traitor"’ in

a Korean prison. (F) December

“What do you think, Rick?” he asked
when the record finished playing, and the
boy emerged from the booth. Rick looked
at him steadily and said, “I’m not sure
. . . but I think it’s pretty good.”

“It’s got your mark on it, anyway. No
imitation of anyone else. It’s pure Rick
Nelson!” Rick’s serious expression burst
into a clear-eyed smile.
“Thanks,” he said. “That’s all I ever

want to be.” And he was off again, fol-
lowing out the pattern of his day.

At the studio where the Nelsons’ tele-

£\ vision show is filmed, they were shoot-
ing a big senior prom scene, and a

whirling mass of couples was dancing to

Rick’s new recording, “Have I Told You
Lately That I Love You?” Rick, not in the
present scene, arrived and greeted his
father, who stood aside, casting a careful
director’s eye over the whole procedure.

In a moment, the lovely young Miss
Illinois, one of Rick’s recent dates, re-
splendent in a radiant blue gown, waltzed
by. Rick’s eyes opened wide as he ad-
mired her. “She’s really a doll, isn’t she,
Dad?” Ozzie Nelson nodded in agree-
ment, but his attention quickly reverted
back to perfecting the scene.
Then a worried expression crossed Rick’s

face, and he whispered: “Dad . .
.”

“What is it, Rick?” Ozzie answered, pre-
occupied for the moment.

“I’m kind of worried about something.
I’d like to talk to you about it.”

Instantly, Ozzie was all attention and
the director was replaced by the father.

“Sure, son. Tonight be all right?” Rick
nodded and Ozzie added, “We’ll have a
‘bull session.’ ” He put his arm around
Rick’s shoulder and the two Nelsons got
back to work.
Ever since Rick could remember, he

and Dave had been able to turn to their
folks for advice and guidance whenever
they needed it. And the advice was al-

most always right, too, even though he
and Dave, like all kids, didn’t always
listen.

“Rick . . . Rick Nelson on the sound
stage, please . . came a voice over a
loud speaker. And Rick hurried to take
his place onstage.

After dinner that night, all the Nelsons
gathered in the living room and the
family “bull session” was on.

“It’s these four dates to entertain at

state fairs,” Rick began seriously. “I’m
suddenly realizing, I guess, how big and
tough they look to me.”

Harriet Nelson spoke out what they
were all thinking. “That sounds,” she
smiled, “like a perfectly natural reaction.

After all, these will be live audiences.”
Ozzie and Dave nodded agreement.

“That’s just it, Mom,” Rick said. “With
a record date you can always do it over
and over, till you get something real

fine. But with an audience right in

front of you . . . well, you’ve got to give
so much of yourself. A guy really has to

entertain the people.”
“You’re learning fast,” Ozzie grinned.
Rick continued, “And suppose you’re

standing in front of people who are there
because they like you and want to hear
you sing . .

.”

“And suppose you goof, is that the idea?”
Dave asked. Rick nodded.

It was Harriet’s turn. “Rick, we all

have great confidence in you. Don’t for-

I
get that you’re the third generation of a
greasepaint family. My mother was fac-
ing live audiences when she was your
age.”
“And I was leading a band for danc-

ing,” Ozzie added. “What your mother’s
trying to say is that we’re proud of the
success you’re making on your own. But,
that doesn’t mean we’re not still a family

unit.” Ozzie gave Rick a father-son wink.
“One for all, and all for one,” Rick

laughed, feeling better already.
“Exactly,” Ozzie said. “So we’re going

to talk out the whole problem of this
tour, and I’ll write some material for
you. And we’ll help set your routines for
you right here.”

“That’s great, Dad. Just like one of
our own shows.”
“Now that we’ve got that squared away,”

Harriet said with her particular brand
of gentle humor, “how about housework?”
As with any other teenager, homework

is an integral part of Rick’s day. Usually,
week day evenings, he stays in and, if

there is any socializing on the agenda,
friends drop in but leave around nine or
so.

The weekend, same as all over America,
is Rick’s time to howl. And howl he does.
There is no curfew at the Nelsons’. Ozzie
and Harriet are reasonable about bed-
times on nights out. So . . . Rick is rea-
sonable too. Especially since Ozzie digs
down and helps his son with some green
spending matter. (Most of Rick and
Dave’s earned money goes into trust for
them.) The give-and-take seems to work
pretty well at the Nelsons’.

Tonight was no exception for social life.

Rick finished his homework in good
time, and soon the doorbell rang.

A few young couples entered and within
minutes, a rug was rolled back and Rick
was whirling a young lady around in his
own very special style of dancing (a cross
between mambo and jitterbug. The girl

was not Miss Illinois. Rick’s gone steady
five times, but he’s playing the field vig-
orously right now).
When it was time to leave, one of Rick’s

buddies said at the door: “Hey, Rick. I

heard you were going to make a movie.
That true?”

Rick’s laughing face sobered for a mo-
ment. “Uh-uh. Not right now. The right
part hasn’t showed up.” He smiled. “They
offered me a part in ‘Peyton Place,’ but
it was a villain.”

“You, a villain?” His friend laughed.
“Your fans would riot.”

“But you will make a movie, won’t you
Rick?” a girl asked.
“One thing at a time,” Rick said, good

humoredly. “Good night, gang.”
As he got ready for bed, Rick was re-

membering his early brush with movie
making. He’d once played Farley Gran-
ger as a young boy in “The Story Of Three
Loves,” and he thought it would be good
to make another movie. But as Ozzie had
said, there was no rush, even though he’d

been told there had been thousands of

letters asking when “that” launching movie
would be made.

One thing at a time . . . First came the
record album; and the state fairs. . . .

As he lay in bed, his eyes picking out
the familiar, loved shape of his guitar,

standing at his place at the foot of his

bed, Rick felt doubly glad; glad that he’d

had the courage to ask for help, and
guidance from his family with a new
experience on the horizon and glad that

he had the kind of family who were al-

ways there when you turned to them.

Sleepily, he thought: “I feel pretty good
now. I’m sure I passed the math test.

. . . I’ll find out tomorrow . . . and Dad
and I will work out these routines to-

morrow night ...” Then, dropping into

drowsy sleep, his last thoughts were:
“Some day ... a darkened theater . . .

and a screen . . . and a movie . . . starring

. . . Rick Nelson . . . and . .
.”

The thought went unfinished because,
after a day busy enough for half a dozen
young men, Rick Nelson was sound asleep.

The End
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Breck has a new baby — shampoo packages with color
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the Three Breck Shampoos. One Breck Shampoo is for dry

hair. Another Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third

Breck Shampoo is for normal hair. You will enjoy using

a Breck Shampoo because it cleans thoroughly, yet is

gentle enough in action to be used on little children.
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DISCOVERED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE

First and only permanent with
pin curl ease , rod curl strength

PIN CURLS FOR THE CROWN.

"Top hair” needs this softer

wave . . . and Lotion plus new

Liquifix give longer lasting

quality to these pin curls.

ROD CURLERS FOR SIDES,

back, top front give added

curi-strength to harder-working

areas . . . now doubly reinforced

by Lotion and new Liquifix.

Wonderful new soft waves that last and last!

Awonderful newmethod, wonderful newLiquifix

It's here! The first, the only all-over permanent with

the ease and the lasting quality you've asked for. ..yet

it's so unbelievably soft and natural. That's because

new PIN-IT gives the right kind of waves for the differ-

ent areas of your hair... then locks in your permanent

with special lotion and new Liquifix neutralizer. Best of

all, this new Twice-a-Year PIN-IT keeps your hair just

the way you like it, from the first day to months later.

new twice-a-year



No matter how active you are all day...

New Mum stops odor without irritation

If you’ve ever worried about your

deodorant failing... or about under-

arm stinging or burning from using

a deodorant daily — now you can set

your mind at ease.

New Mum Cream will stop odor

right through the day and evening.

And new Mum is so gentle for nor-

mal skin you can use it whenever
you please. Even right after shaving,

or a hot bath. Mum Cream gives you
the kind of protection you can’t pos-

sibly get from any other leading

deodorant — because it works a com-
pletely different way.

Contains no aluminum salts

Mum Cream is the only leading deo-

dorant that works entirely by stop-

ping odor . . . contains no astringent

aluminum salts. It keeps on working
actively to stop odor 24 hours a day
with M-3— Mum’s wonderful hexa-

chlorophene that destroys both odor
and odor-causing bacteria!

When Mum is so effective — yet so

gentle—isn’t it the deodorant for you ?

MUM contains M-
3... stops odor 24 hours a day

(
bacteria-destroying\
HEXACHLOROPHENE /
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THE GREAT OF 1958!
You will soon see for yourself the production that is already talked

about as a milestone in motion pictures. Love and hate, the sensual and
spiritual, rage and repentance... here is life pulsating from the screen!

MARIA SCHELLCLAIRE BLOOM

LEE J. COBB

ALBERT SALMI

co-starring RICHARD BASEHART
with WILLIAM SHATNER

From the Novel by FYODOR OOSTOYEVSKY • AN AVON PRODUCTION • In METROCOLOR

Screen Play and Direction by RICHARD BROOKS • Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN

M’G-M presents

the sins and sinners

from the intensely

dramatic pages of

the famed novel.

THE BROTHERS
KARAMAZOV

starring

YUL BRYNNER



Kim’s following uncannily in the Hayworth foot-

steps, including a date with Aly Khan, says Radie

May and December Couples: When fifty-three-year-

old Bing Crosby married twenty-four-year-old Kathy

Grant, the difference in their ages raised a lot of eyebrow-

lifting in the world’s press. And yet, based on the past

record of other couples who have lived happily ever

after, in spite of the span of years between them, it would

seem that these marriages have a far more durable qual-

ity than the more conventional ones, looked on so ap-

provingly because the bride and bridegroom happen to

be in the same age bracket.

Consider the record and you will see what I mean : Bill

Powell and “Mousie” Lewis; Charles Chaplin and Oona

O’Neill; Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Mary Scott; Mel

Ferrer and Audrey Hepburn; Clark Gable and Kay

Williams; Jose Ferrer and Rosemary Clooney; Jean

Pierre Aumont and Marisa Pavan; Xavier Cugat and

Abbe Lane; Cary Grant and Betsy Drake; Dick Powell

and June Allyson, and the late Humphrey Bogart and

Pert Maria Cooper will confide to parents Veronica and

Gary her engagement to a socialite this year, predicts Radie

Lauren Bacall. More recently, pre dating Bing and Kathy
by only a short time, there have been the mergers of

Mike Todd and Liz Taylor, Hank Fonda and the Baron-

ess Franchini, and Rex Harrison and Kay Kendall.

Marilyn Steps Out: Marilyn Monroe made one of her

very few public appearances in New York this season at

the opening of Noel Coward’s “Conversation Piece” at

the Barbizon Plaza, and the reason for this special occa-

sion was that her sister-in-law, Joan Copeland, was play-

ing the leading role. Marilyn, who was only fifteen min-

utes late (an improvement for her!) and swathed in

ermine, sat in the same row with me—so I can report

first-hand that she held Arthur Miller’s hand throughout

the performance, only taking it away to applaud proudly

for her husband’s talented young sister.

Later, she and Arthur joined the Miller family at the

party, hosted for the cast. And to see Marilyn, who all

her life has longed for the family she never had, sur-

rounded by this loving family group, was to realize that,

at long last, she has achieved her fondest dream.

When I asked her about her future film plans, she

told me that she would like to do a revival of the “Blue

Angel” and the screen biography of the late Jean Harlow,

but before she signed any contracts, she was waiting to

see the completed scripts and for director approval. In

the meantime, she is thoroughly enjoying her self-imposed

temporary retirement in New York, while she is furnish-

ing her first apartment in the East Fifties, and supervis-

ing the building of a modern ranch house in Connecticut

that she hopes will be ready for occupancy by summer.

Chance Query: When Susan Strasberg was playing

“Time Remembered” in Washington during Queen Eliza-

beth and Philip Mountbatten’s visit, she was invited to

the White House to watch the arrival of Their Majesties,

where she met Bob Montgomery for the first time. Bob,

who was one of Metro’s top stars when Susie was just a

twinkle in her parents’ eyes, got ( Continued on page 94)
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LET’S
GO TO
THE

MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

EXCELLENT

VERY GOOB

yV GOOD

'S fair

As Hope Lange’s terrible secret comes out , Lana tells her she must go to the police

BEST ACTING : LANA TURNER

P

6

Peyton Place 20th; cinemascope, de luxe color

/VW Dealing with some rough material and several inter-

laced plots, this closeup of small-town life still has taste,

dramatic urgency and emotional warmth. Lana Turner does

an adept job as a seemingly strait-laced widow, who keeps

a tight rein on daughter Diane Varsi. As the high-school

principal, Lee Philips finds Lana cool to his courtship. High-

powered scenes are handled well by Hope Lange, whose

mother (Betty Field) can offer the gentle girl no defense

against a drunken stepfather (Arthur Kennedy). Town doc-

tor Lloyd Nolan intervenes in Hope’s tragedy, while her

beau (David Nelson) stands by her. As an alleged hussy,

Terry Moore’s appealing. Russ Tamblyn does his best work,

sharing a shy romance with the promising Diane. adult

Old Yeller BUENA VISTA, TECHNICOLOR

Vs/VV With each new adventure, Walt Disney’s live-action

craftsmen show increasing skill at capturing the excitement

and rich flavor of America’s heritage. Here we’re on a Texas

farm of almost a hundred years ago, but all the people and

creatures of the story are wonderfully real and alive. Youth-

ful Tommy Kirk turns in a first-rate performance as the boy
who becomes man of the household when dad Fess Parker

must ride away for the summer. Tommy and kid brother

Kevin Corcoran swap real boy-talk, with no sentimentality,

and Dorothy McGuire’s a doughty frontier mother. Old
Yeller of the title is a magnificent mongrel who drifts onto

the farm to bring havoc and help. Here’s a dog with enough
personality to hold his own among the human cast. family

continued

With his courage, the dog has earned a comfortable

spot between Tommy and the rescued Kevin Corcoran
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MOVIES continued
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Both prisoners of the Japs, Holden

and Guinness disagree over tactics

The Bridge on the River Kwai
COLUMBIA; CINEMASCOPE, TECHNICOLORWW The contrasted acting styles

of Alec Guinness and William Holden,

the authoritative manner of Jack Hawk-
ins keep human qualities dominant in

a powerful, tension-filled action movie.

U. S. Navy man Holden takes a real-

istic, survival-centered attitude toward

captivity in a Southeast Asia prison

camp run ruthlessly by Sessue Haya-

kawa. But the Japanese officer has a

formidable opposite number in Guin-

ness, British colonel who risks his own
life by insisting on international rules

for the treatment of prisoners. His point

painfully won, Guinness restores his

men’s discipline and morale by setting

them to an odd task: proving superior

British know-how in constructing a

bridge vital to enemy transportation.

Meantime, Holden has escaped—and re-

turns (reluctantly) with a commando
unit led by Hawkins. Their mission: to

blow up the bridge. family

Paths of Glory u.A .WW Put together with force and
imagination, this story of World War I

sets human beings against the rigid

working of a military code. French of-

ficer Kirk Douglas is ordered to send

his battle-weary men into a suicidal as-

sault on a German-held position. When
the shattered troops are forced to re-

treat, a court-martial for “cowardice” is

demanded by George Macready, the

superior whose ambition dictated the

unsuccessful attack. Three soldiers

(Ralph Meeker, Timothy Carey, Jo-

seph Turkel) are chosen almost at

random to stand trial, and Kirk, a

lawyer in civilian life, dedicates him-

self to their defense. All the perform-

ances are firm and vigorous, including

Adolphe Menjou’s, as a general de-

ceptively civilized in manner, and
Wayne Morris’, as a lieutenant who
seeks missing courage in a cognac bot-

tle. Flashes of angry humor and a final

gleam of hope relieve grimness. adult

The Enemy Below 20th;
CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLORWW Here’s a battle fought with the

mechanized trappings of World War II,

yet it emerges with the spirit of adven-

ture. As two skilled and courageous men
of the sea, Robert Mitchum and Curt

Jurgens engage in a bitter, personal

duel—without being able to see each

other. Commanding a U. S. destroyer

escort in the South Atlantic, Mitchum
tracks the submarine skippered by the

veteran Jurgens, a non-Nazi who never-

theless believes that war had its glories

in the old days. Excitement builds up

steadily as each man tries to outguess

the unseen enemy. family

Gervaise continentalWW Snared by Hollywood for “The
Brothers Karamazov.” Maria Schell

proves herself a prize indeed in this

somber drama of 19th Century Parisian

slums. Hers is a wonderfully mobile

face, which can glow with beauty or

go realistically plain with misery. She

plays a young woman trying doggedly

to rise out of the sordid situations that

entrap her. Deserted with her two chil-

dren by her worthless lover (Armand
Mestral), Maria wins the honest af-

fections of a roof-mender (Francois

Perier). When her husband is crippled

in a fall, she manages to keep the fam-

ily going by setting up a small laundry

shop. But the husband becomes a brut-

ish drunkard, even invites her former

lover to join the household. The picture

is acute and unsparing in its detail

—

showing, for instance, all the degrada-

tion of alcoholism. (French dialogue,

English titles.) adult

Cabiria lopertWW Another memorable, mobile

face in European films belongs to blond

Giulietta Masina. the little clown-tra-

gedienne of “La Strada.” Now she

plays a second cheerful unfortunate, a

shabby young streetwalker who is con-

sistently kicked around, but rises from

each disappointment or disaster with

unconquerable optimism. A lover steals

her money. A handsome movie actor

picks her up. but the night ends in

comic anticlimax. In more serious vein

is the episode of Giulietta’s journey to

a shrine, to ask release from her sordid

way of life. Finally, she does envision

rescue ahead, as she’s courted by an

earnest government worker. (Italian

dialogue, English titles.) adult

Man in the Shadow u-i

WV Set in the present day, this

straightforward western sticks to a clas-

sic plot, as deputy sheriff Jeff Chandler

tries to smash the power of cattle baron

Orson Welles. The murder of a Mex-
ican youth, a hireling on Orson’s ranch,

gets Jeff into action, though sheriff

Ben Alexander is afraid to oppose the

tyrant. (What would Sergeant Friday
think of his old sidekick?!) As Orson’s

independent-minded daughter, Colleen

Miller offers Jeff help. Mostly, he faces

the civic lethargy that has been plagu-

ing heroes since “High Noon.” family

All Mine to Give u.,,

TECHNICOLORW Devotees of “a real good cry” may
now have a ball, with a sentimental

story featuring a crew of enchanting

children and some likable grownups.
Among the latter are Cameron Mitchell

and Glynis Johns, as a Scottish im-

migrant couple building a good life in

a Wisconsin farm community of the

last century. Their children eventually

number six. But both father and mother

die young, and stalwart Rex Thompson,
barely into his teens, is faced with a

sad decision, as new head of the family.

Patty McCormack (of “The Bad Seed”)

turns sympathetic as one of his sisters.

The kids are the real stars. family

The Tarnished Angels u-i,

cinemascopeW The principals of “Written on the

Wind”—Rock Hudson, Dorothy Ma-
lone, Robert Stack—are reunited in an-

other sensational yarn, also generously

spiked with sex, but without the lux-

urious locales of the earlier hit. Rock is

again the observer, a conventionally

alcoholic reporter fascinated by the

strange lives of Dorothy and Bob.

They’re a traveling air-stunt team of

depression days, an unhappy, driven

pair existing outside the normal world.

Bob does a neat job, though his role

isn’t well-defined. adult

The moment of parting isn’t -easy for

Dorothy, son Chris Olsen and Rack
8
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WHAT YOU GET FOR 10<-You get

these 5 great current books con-
densed in one volume:

BY LOVE POSSESSED - James Gould
Cozzens’ big best seller, sweeping
the country like wildfire. Time mag-
azine calls it “The best American
novel of the year.” Other reviewers
say: “Spellbinding from start to

finish.” Publisher’s price $5.00

WARM BODIES—Perils of life in the
peacetime Navy, hilariously por-
trayed by Donald R. Morris. Pub-
lisher’s price $3.50

THE CENTURY OF THE SURGEON -
How the art of surgery came of age,
vividly told by Jurgen Thorwald.
Publisher’s price $5.95

LOBO—MacKinlay Kantor’s delight-
ful story of a canine scalawag who
adopted a man. Publisher’s price.

$2.75

DUEL WITH A WITCH DOCTOR -
Christianity clashes with black ma-
gic in the jungle. Exciting episode
from Jan de Hartog’s The Spiral
Road. Publisher’s price .$4.95
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V \TES, YOURS FOR 100. This book is

X waiting for you—ready to be shipped
as soon as you send the Shipping Label. Its

regular price is $2.44. But — to introduce you
to Reader’s Digest Condensed Books — you
can get it for less than the cost of postage.

It’s yours to keep and there’s no obligation.

So mail Shipping Label (and 100 to help
cover postage) today!

How Our 2'/j Million Membership
Makes This Bargain Possible

There must be very good reasons why 2Vi mil-
lion people have joined the Reader's Digest Con-
densed Book Club — making it the largest in

America. Actually, there are five such reasons:

1 ) Members get current best sellers by fine

authors — novels, biographies, important non-
fiction.

2) Each volume contains four to six books—all

skillfully condensed as only Reader’s Digest editors
know how, keeping the essential narrative, style

and flavor. (None of these
condensations ever appears

r

Yours to keep—no more to pay!

read every one of them.

5) They are offered— to members exclusively—for
only $2.44 each. (If bought separately, in the pub-
lishers' editions, the four to six books would cost
you $20 to $25.) Our large membership enables
us to pass tremendous savings on to you.

No obligation is attached to this offer. After
shipping your book, we will enter your name as

a TRIAL member. If after reading it you decide
not to continue as a member, you may keep it

and cancel your membership WITH NO OBLI-
GATION — simply by sending us a post card. If

you decide to remain a member, do nothing;
later volumes will be shipped as issued, one every
3 months. You pay $2.32 plus 12 <t postage for
each, after delivery. You may cancel at any time.

Mail Shipping Label — With Only 100
But our supply of these introductory books is

limited. So please hurry. Mail Shipping Label —
and only 10^ — AT ONCE. (Offer is limited to
new trial members only.) Reader’s Digest Con-
densed Book Club, Pleasantville, N. Y.

THIS SHIPPING LABEL IS WORTH $2.34 TO YOU
in Reader’s Digest magazine.)

3) The volumes (of over 550
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pages each) are luxuriously
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bound, with backbone stamped I

in genuine gold; impressive
additions to your library.

4) Only four volumes are
issued each year; so you can
be sure of having the time to

What Some famous Readers Say:
James Michener says: “Our world is

so full of written words busy people
can afford time for only the very best.

That is what the Club provides.”

Cornelia Otis Skinner comments:
“The editors have a gift for selecting
all those books I’ve wanted to read

but haven’t found time for. They pro-
vide relaxation, enjoyment.”
Lowell Thomas adds: “I am a frus-
trated man who wants to read every-
thing worth while and lacks the time.
The Club makes it possible to read the
important books I would otherwise
miss.”
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BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

“Your singing is a combination of Elvis’ rock ’n roll and Julie

London s breathlessness,” Sidney tells a surprised Tommy Sands

1
believe Natalie Wood is good for Bob Wagner and vice versa

. . . More actors than actresses try to hide the fact that they

wear glasses . . . Why do I usually play a Frank Sinatra album

after looking at one of his filmed TV shows? ... In the history

of the movies, there never has been a braver hero than Errol

Flynn, a tougher gangster than James Cagney, nor a better

chorine type than Betty Grable . . . “I’m a girl who grew her

own figure,” Sophia Loren told me. And she’s got her figure

to prove there’s nothing false about it ... I wonder if Marlon

Brando now rehearses his roles at home with Anna Kashfi read-

ing the lines of the heroine . . .

Tommy Sands’ singing is a combination of Elvis Presley’s

rock ’n’ roll and Julie London’s breathlessness . . . Jeff Chandler

makes no secret of the fact that he didn’t enjoy his love scenes

with Kim Novak . . . While Audrey Hepburn has said, “If you

are going to portray love, you have to feel it. But you don’t

have to carry it beyond the set.” . . . June Allyson never fights

for top billing. She merely asks that the billing be alphabetical!

Your friend and mine, Mike Curtiz, discussing a new actor,

said, “He’ll go far and nobody will miss him.” ... Of all the

foreign stars who make movies in Hollywood, I’d say Anna
Magnani retains most of the original flavor . . . When people

want to praise Kirk Douglas, why do they say, “He’s so good

in this part that you wouldn’t think it was Kirk Douglas”? . . .

Hugh O’Brian—alias Wyatt Earp—is really Hugh J. Krampe
. . . When Liz Taylor opens her handbag, I wonder if it still

resembles a gypsy camp . . . Tom Jenk’s description of Marilyn

Monroe in an evening gown? “She’s a perfect picture of formal

informality.”

T’d bet John Wayne’s acting career could be ruined by acting

lessons . . . Carroll Baker has moved into the same apartment

building as her acting teacher, Lee Strasberg . . . Actor-Pro-

ducer-Director Jose Ferrer is one of the most versatile talents of

stage and screen. Yet one afternoon, as Jose was leaving M-G-M,

I heard one teenager shout to another teenager, “Look, here

comes the guy who’s married to Rosemary Clooney.”

The more popcorn, the worse the movie ... In the history of

the movies, there never was a finer cowboy than William S.

Hart, a finer light comedian than Cary Grant, and a team of

lovers in the same league with Garbo-Gilbert ... I wish they’d

let Shirley MacLaine dance in a movie and display her shapely

legs ... I don’t understand why they call certain actors troupers

when there’s no more trouping in show business.

Tony Curtis tries to shed his inhibitions; keeps no secrets.

If you want to know something about Tony, all you have to do

is ask him . . . I’ll give odds that Doris Day wakes up grinning,

whether she’s aware of it or not . . . Ava Gardner wakes up

slowly; in fact, isn’t awake until she’s had her cup of coffee . . .

One of the cast of characters at Schwab’s approached John

Carradine and said, “I know this isn’t complimentary, but you

resemble John Carradine. However, if you are, may I have your

autograph?”

Mamie Van Doren doesn’t publicize it, but like the other

blondes (Jayne, Marilyn, Sheree), she, too, had an early mar-

riage. At the age of sixteen, Mamie was married to a young

Los Angeles shirt manufacturer. The marriage lasted only ninety

days ... I want to applaud Monty Clift for his fight scene in

“The Young Lions.” Clift gave and took all the punches and

refused to use a double. Tougher fellows than he wouldn’t accept

the punches he did . . . George Sanders talking about a certain

actress: “She is one of the most charming women I wish I had

never met.”

I
like the new Mitzi Gaynor, who no longer wears chandelier

earrings, frilly clothes, and is always “on” . . . Because she

worries about anything and everything, Kim Novak has won the

title of “The Happy Worrier.” . . . Joanne Woodward told me:

“I’m not sure, but I think I smile a lot in my sleep.” ... In

the history of the movies, there never was a more popular lover

than Rudolph Valentino, and no actor ever reigned longer than

Clark Gable, and no actress was ever given a better title than

Clara Bow’s the “It Girl.” ... If Bob Mitchum ever played a

role with his eyes wide open, he’d win an Oscar. . . . It’s an old

movie if the hero is wearing a double-breasted suit.

Actresses who make buddies of their hairdressers are lonely

. . . I wish Judy Holliday would get back to Hollywood very

fast ... If anyone tells you that you have to be beautiful to be

a movie star, mention Leslie Caron ... I know Janet Leigh

has made many movies, but I’m still waiting for her to be dis-

covered. Janet can’t resist cashmere sweaters. They fill her with

joy and she returns the compliment . . . Ask an actress her age,

and nine times out of ten she’ll guess wrong . . . Did you know

Rock Hudson’s a Lana Turner fan? That’s Hollywood for You!

,



INow !A real ]vlong -las l ing liquid make-up

!

Instantly "love-lights” your complexion! Hours later— still smooth, luscious ... no greasy look!

Never turns greasy ... so velvety

you don’t even need powder!

Imagine— a liquid make-up that never turns greasy!

Angel Touch is completely different from older

make-ups. Creamy-smoothing . . . yet never,

never drying!

Angel Touch is so un-greasy you don’t even need

powder! A wonderful "cover-up.” Its soft-tinted

freshness lasts for hours. Just smooth on— no

blending problems, no "hard edges,” no masky look!

Angel Touch "love-lights” your complexion!

Distinctive new
squeeze bottle

Gives one drop at a time

No waste, no spilly mess

Carry in purse—can’t break

6 "Love-light” shades

59 £ Or $ 1.00 plus tax
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Korst

No wonder more women

choose Kotex than all other brands

MEMO TO MOTHERS: Every year over 1 00,000
girls begin to menstruate before they are eleven.

So it’s not too soon to tell your daughter at ten.

Our free booklet "You're A Young Lady Now” helps

give the facts she needs to know. Write Miss Jones,

Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.

A girl’s search for perfection just naturally takes her

to Kotex— for here’s the most absorbent napkin

ever designed. The Kotex napkin with new Wondersoft

covering protects instantly, completely. And, there's

no rubbing or chafing.

Now's the time, too, to discover the new Kotex belt

in its smart new package. All Kotex belts now have

the new kind of self-locking clasp. This special clasp

is far more comfortable than metal because it

molds itself gently to your body. And, it holds the

napkin securely, never lets it slip or slide.

KOTEX and WONDERSOFT are trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Corporation



INSIDE

Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

Party: Dick Powell, whom I’ve called

a friend since his early Hollywood days,

has always been a silent one, and one

who’s interested me So when I chatted

with him at the Don Loper party re-

cently, I couldn’t help wonder what

makes this guy tick. Dick’s silence, no

doubt, has contributed to his great

success as producer, writer, director,

actor. And to hear him sing the won-

derful old numbers from his early War-

ner Brothers musicals, to the accom-

paniment of the strolling violinist

—

“There’s a Small Hotel” and “I Only

Have Eyes for You”—what memories,

what memories! Even the waiters

stopped in their tracks. “Someday,” he

confided to me during dinner, “when

all this is over. I’ll move into the little

house in back of Ellen's home (his

daughter by Joan Blonde!!) and live

out my life in peace and quiet.” And
what a wonderful story those few words

tell.

But to get back to the party—it

served two purposes: A farewell to

handsome Curt Jurgens, the Germany-

bound actor who played the Nazi offi-

cer in “The Enemy Below,” and a greet-

ing to Rossano and Lydia Brazzi, who
had flown in from the “South Pacific”

location in Hawaii. Lydia is a woman
beloved by everyone. “When the women
don’t make a fuss over Rossano,” she

whispered, “we’re out of business.”

Set of the Month: Talk about stories

in front of the cameras, for drama
we’ll take the behind-camera ones every

time.

What happens when two people as

deeply in love as Paul Newman and
Joanne Woodward work together in

a movie? How do they react on the

set? And in scenes before the camera?

We found out as we watched on “The

Long. Hot Summer” set where Paul,

Joanne, Tony Franciosa and Orson
Welles, in a bright red bathrobe the

size of a Barnum and Bailey tent, were

emoting. Like the stars they are, Joanne

and Paul went through their scenes of

bristling animosity with a conviction

that would have fooled Cupid himself.

Joanne was called upon to dislike this

brash Newman and while cameras

turned, she hated him. But the instant

director Martin Ritt called “Cut!” the

feeling gave way to one of mutual ten-

derness, of unspoken emotion. Then

each went off to his separate dressing

room.

It’s amazing just how much drama

lay behind that scene. Joanne and Paul,

frustrated in their love by a former

marriage of Paul’s that seems insoluble.

Tony Franciosa, taut, tense, nervously

apprehensive over the court’s decision

on that ten-day jail sentence for assault-

ing a cameraman. Orson, one of the

greatest and most widely dissipated tal-

ents in Hollywood, wrapped in his bath-

robe, reading, reading, reading. To

forget? (continued)
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June Allysons new hairdo, wispy and gaminish, came in for

considerable comment at the dinner party arranged by designer

Don Loper in the Beverly Hilton s elegant Escoffier Room. The

men loved Janie’s coif, although husband Dick Powell made no

comment. The women, especially the Gabors, Eva and Zsa Zsa,

looked skeptical, it seemed to me. June tried talking good friend

Eva into same hairdo. “Dahling, I’m not the type!” Eva scoffed

t



No Douche

Protects Like

Zonitors

Women Find
Gynecologist reports on new,

easy, more positive method

of Feminine Hygiene —
provides continuous protection

New York, N. Y. (Special) At last, science
has developed a method of feminine hy-
giene a woman can use with confidence
because it gives the germicidal protection
of an antiseptic douche-but does it imme-
diately and for a prolonged period—as no
douche can. So quick and easy, this new
method depends on remarkable vaginal
suppositories, called Zonitors.

Works Instantly For Hours!

Once inserted, Zonitors dissolve gradually,
coating tissues with a protective film
which lasts for hours—and are ready to
work instantly. Zonitors guard against

—

destroy odors completely, too—helping to

maintain a high degree of comfort, con-
venience, safety and personal daintiness
not possible with douches.

Zonitors’ amazing effectiveness is due to

one of the most potent antiseptic princi-

ples ever developed— the discovery of a
prominent surgeon and chemist.

Doctor’s Discovery — Hospital Proved!

Zonitors were thoroughly tested in a large

Eastern hospital. The supervising gyne-
cologist pronounced them unusually effec-

tive, yet safe and non-irritating. They
are now available without prescription in

local drugstores.

Zonitors are greaseless and stainless—cost
little for 12 dainty, snow white vaginal
suppositories, individually packed to carry
conveniently in a purse.

MAIL COUPON NOW I
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’ Dunbar Laboratories, Wayne, N. J. i

Dept. P-2
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INSIDE STUFF

Many feel handsome Ramon Navar-

ro's “ Ben Hur” role best in history

Inside News: Sal Mineo's former agent

allowed that Sal’s mother was too

overwhelming as far as he was con-

cerned. So Mrs. Mineo has taken over

and Sal feels he couldn’t have a better

agent . . . The Natalie Wood-Bob
Wagner romance grows warmer by the

minute. That black, white and red lap

robe Natalie knitted for Bob’s boat so

continued

pleased the bridegroom-to-be that Nat-

alie is re-decorating the entire boat

in black, white and red. As a honey-

moon barge???

Award-Coppers: Nostalgia and reminis-

cence set the scene for the eighteen

or so silent screen notables who gath-

ered in Rochester, N. Y., to receive the

George Eastman House Medals of Hon-

or for Distinguished Contribution to

the Art of Motion Pictures from 1926-

30. Among the stars walking off with

awards were Mary Pickford, Janet

Gaynor, Gloria Swanson, Joan
Crawford, Lillian Gish, Richard

Barthelmess, Ramon Navarro, Mau-
rice Chevalier and Harold Lloyd. As

Lillian Gish stated. “It was quite a

day.”

Chit chat: Marilyn Monroe turned

down a big fat fortune to appear in

a single TV show. Just getting Glamor-

bug back to the screen in “Blue Angel”

has been job enough . . . They do say

that over in Germany, G.I. Gary

Crosby is singing a new song to his

fellow soldiers: “I Want a Girl Just

Like the Girl that Married Dear

Old Dad.” . . . We doubt ( continued )

“You were never more beautiful” dapper Msr. Chevalier tells Gloria Swanson



if Lana Turner, in her first mother

role on the screen, knew that sweet-

faced Diane Varsi, the young lady

chosen to play Lana’s off-spring, had

already off-sprung into marriage and

was seeking a divorce. Not that it mat-

ters talentwise, for Miss Varsi is a

coming star and no mistake.

More Venetia: The cutest blonde in

town. Venetia Stevenson, won’t speak

to two of the “cutest” lads

—

Tab Hunt-

er and Barry Coe. A spat over the

horse Venetia bought from Tab brought

on his complete freeze-out. And Barry’s

romance hit a snag when a local re-

porter wrote that Venetia scoffed at

marriage with young Coe. “I will not

be scoffed at,” Barry confided to me

Mary Pickford, on hand at Rochester

festivities , spoke on early movie days

over lunch. “At least not in print I

won’t.” But when it comes to her ex-

hubby, Russ Tamblyn, it’s a different

story : “Of course Russ gave a wonder-
ful performance in ‘Peyton Place’,”

she snaps. “Why should anyone be sur-

prised? And I can tell you this. Russ
is the only person I’ll know ten years

from now.”

libu can not brush

bad breath away...

reach fer Listerine!

Lisierine Slops Bad Breath

4 Times Belter Than Tooth Paste!

Shame, James! The middle-aged heroes

looked every which-way with embar-
rassment, after Jimmy Cagney's re-

mark that stars his age should get off

the screen and give younger players

a chance. We say, nonsense. There isn’t

a young player alive with the charm
of Cary Grant, the ability of Fredric

March, the valor of Stewart Granger,
the virility of Clark Gable, the flair

of Errol Flynn, the humor of Bob
Hope, the authority of Bing Crosby,
or the force of James

( continued

)

Brush away bad breath? Impossible! Germs in the

mouth cause 9 out of 10 cases of bad breath

(halitosis)—and no tooth paste kills germs the

way Listerine Antiseptic does. Listerine kills all

known bacteria on contact—stops bad breath four

times better than tooth paste. Nothing—absolutely

nothing—stops bad breath as effectively as The
Listerine Way. Reach for Listerine!

'jogach -fotltstetihe
f . . .Your No. 1 Protection Against Bad Breath



INSIDE STU continued,

Cagney. So please, in this teen-age

world, can’t we keep our middle-agers

with us just a little while longer, dear

Mr. Cagney?

Exiles: It’s farewell, Italia, for Sophia

I oren, caught up in the toils of love

that exiled her from her home in Italy.

In Switzerland. Sophia looks longingly

across the Alps to Italy, her native land

which, after her hasty proxy marriage

to producer Carlo Ponti in Mexico,

remains forbidden territory. To the

Italians, Carlo is still married to his

first wife, in a land where there is no

divorce.

In Hollywood, they whisper a strange

story about Sophia’s hurried proxy di-

vorce and marriage. They claim the

constant pursuit of a certain big star

and a persistent director prompted her

action. Anxious to escape pursuit

wherever she roamed, Sophia hurried

the marriage along. Respecting and lov-

ing Ponti. she hoped to acquire stature

and protection. But will that stop the

charming, persistent wolves? She’s

dreaming.

Believe me: The marriage of Peggy
Connolly to comedian Dick Martin re-

moved one more obstacle between the

welding of Frank Sinatra and Lauren

Bacall, Peggy having been Frankie’s

best girl for several years . . . Joan

OVERHEARD . . .

Rock Hudson claims: "I know a starlet

who filled out the form for the Red

Cross Blood Bank and listed her blood

type as 'hot'."

Hollywood cutie at Ciro's: "It was love

at first sight. She saw his bank balance ."

Bob Hope, on one of his favorite sub-

jects: "Bing Crosby has so much money

he couldn't spell the word 'withdraw'

until he was forty-nine."

Hollywood definition of a cocktail party:

"Where everybody huddles together for

group insurance."

Jack Carson's proud of his chef: "I sent

him to pastry school, and he graduated

with flying crullers."

Crawford just can't bring herself to

sell the Brentwood house that has been

hers since early stardom. Husband
Al Steele's work keeps him in New
York, but Joan’s heart keeps her in

Hollywood. In memory, at least . . .

And that new song Tab Hunter sings

in “Gunman’s Walk” titled “I’m a

Runaway” is sure to be one. A runaway

hit, that is. Not to mention Tab’s boun-

cy “Don’t Let It Get Around,” first

introduced in print in December Pho-

toplay . . . Speaking of records, we’re

mighty proud of Pat Boone, on his new
LP, “April Love,” from his movie of

the same name, Pat’s co-star, Shirley

Jones sings with him.

Brando: It’s more interesting, if that’s

possible, to view that about-to-become-

a-father Brando off-screen than on.

Seated a few tables from ours in the

20th Century-Fox dining room, we had

a front row view of “Marlon the Mar-

vel” at lunch with several men friends.

His thinning hair, blond for retakes

on “The Young Lions,” gave weird

accent to his scowls, his concentration

while others spoke, his teeth-picking,

with nary a smile to relieve the serious-

ness of a simple occasion. It was Mar-

lon, however, who strode across the

room for an extra chair when a busi-

ness partner joined the group. Still

scowling, of course. Genius, you know.

Spike Jones said it: "When the tired

business man thinks of himself as a

wolf, some cute starlet thinks of him

as a mink."

Bob Sterling, about a Hollywoodsman:

"He's an intellectual snob. He lets his

brains go to his head."

Man-about-town at the Mocambo: "He's

got a good head on his shoulders—but

it's a different one every night."

Eva Gabor, in a $2500 white satin Bal-

main gown: "Dahling, I'm wearing half

a Cadillac on my back."

Very young fan of Bob Crosby's daytime

TV show: "Gosh, you're Bob Crosby. I

watch you whenever I'm sick."

John Saxon s black cigar-smoking ap-

plies not when he’s with Vicki Thai!

On the Sharp Side? Dorothy Malone

wishes Scott Brady would keep her

name out of his conversations. Dorothy

says her romance with Scott has been

over for two years, and why Scott keeps

on chatting about Miss Malone is be-

yond her. Incidentally, Errol Flynn's

role of John Barrymore has been

built up to equal value with Dorothy’s

in “Too Much, Too Soon.” As long as

it’s a good picture, Dorothy doesn’t

care . . . Picture, if you can, the beau-

teous Liz Taylor in Palm Springs up

to her knees in small children. With

her, Liz will have her own three tots

—

the two Wilding boys and baby Todd,

and her two step-grandchildren, those

of Mike Todd's son! Liz a step-grand-

mother? Oh come now!

John Saxon has taken up smoking

those big black cigars for a reason.

When a determined cutie creeps too

close, John lets go with a big black

poof and no more cutie. Really! . . .

Universal-International is suddenly ex-

cited about Martha Hyer, their new

ladylike type, a la Grace Kelly. Anx-

ious to keep her happy, the studio

bought her a fine new house, furnished

it lavishly and came across with an

elegant new car, suitable for a lady

who wears white gloves and big hats

to parties. And, of course, there is

Gene Kelly to keep her happy, off

screen, while former escort George

Nader has been quietly dropped by

the same studio. (
continued

)
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People: Elvis Presley all but cooked

his golden goose with Hollywood big-

wigs, who caught his act in Los An-

geles, wherein Elvis, bespangled and

sequined, writhed and wrestled on the

floor with a plastic dog, throwing hun-

dreds of teenagers into screaming hys-

terics. The police toned down the act

the following night, but the taste left

in Hollywood’s mouth isn’t exactly a

pleasant one . . . Credit, please, the

unpublicized act of Bob Mitchum while

on location in San Diego for “The

Enemy Below.” When a local disk

jockey invited Bob to a “Youth for

Christ” meeting, unpredictable Mitch-

um accepted and made a short but sin-

cere address. “I don’t know much about

this,” he said, “but I respect your

cause and admire you for it.” . . .

Dale Robertson's remarriage to his

first wife, Jacqueline, in Rome, seemed

the unlikeliest of events, in view of

their unhappiness together during the

first try. Maybe Dale’s breakup with

Mary Murphy taught him that first

things come first. And Jackie was first.

That contract given handsome Har-

vard sophomore James MacArthur by

Walt Disney guarantees him $2,500 a

week during summer ( continued

)

Natalie’s redecorating Bob’s boat to

complement lap robe she knitted for it

I CLEARASIL PERSONALITY of the MONTH
l LYN BEHRENS, Freshman, Bradford Junior College, Bradford, Mass.

Millions of young people have proved . . .

You, too, may have had skin

problems and found Clearasil

helped end them. When you think of

the wonderful relief that effective

treatment can bring, you may want
to help others. You can, by writing

us a letter about your experience

i

Read what Lyn did:
“Skin blemishes often embarrassed me and took a lot of

fun out of the activities I enjoyed. Nothing seemed to help until I found
Clearasil. Clearasil really worked for

me. I'm happy to say my skin problem
is a thing of the past.”

Academy Hall, Bradford, Mass.

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
‘STARVES’ PIMPLES
Skin-Colored . . . hides pimples while it works!
clearasil can help you, too, gain clear skin
and a more appealing personality. Now you
can get clearasil as a smooth Lotion in handy
squeeze bottle, as well as in the famous Tube.

Meet active, popular Lyn Behrens
and some ofher friends. Lyn hasmany
interests . . . from dramatics and
dance committees to teaching swim-
ming, and work as assistant Girl Scout
leader. Music too . . . sings in a pop
trio, the Glee Club and Chapel Choir.

When you’re as busy as Lyn, you can’t

let pimples spoil a single moment.

Why Clearasil Works Fast: clearasil’s ‘kera-

tolytic’ action penetrates pimples. Antiseptic

action stops growth of bacteria that can cause
pimples. And clearasil ‘starves’ pimples,
helps remove excess oil that ‘feeds’ pimples.

Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on
over 300 patients, 9 out of 10 cases

were cleared up or definitely improved
while using clearasil (Lotion or Tube).
Long-lasting Lotion only $1.25

(no fed. tax) or Tube,
69^ and 980. Money
back guarantee. At
all drug counters.

m
Clearasil

medication

with Clearasil. Attach a recent

photograph of yourself (a good
close-up snapshot will do). You may
be the next CLEARASIL PERSONALITY

of the MONTH. Write: Clearasil,

Dept. M, 180 Mamaroneck Ave.,

White Plains, N. Y.

SPECIAL OFFER: For 2 weeks’ supply
of clearasil send name, address
and 15d to Box 260-AA (for Tube) or
Box 260-AB (for Lotion), Eastco, Inc.,

New York 46, N. Y. Expires 3/15/58.

Largest-Selling Pimple Medication

In America (Including Canada)



I

CAN'T

“Tampax®was invented by a doc-

tor for the benefit of all women . .

.

No wonder I feel so confident about

using it! It’s based on the well-known

and accepted principle of internal ab-

sorption. But that’s not all!

“Tampax takes the problems out

of ‘problem days' . . .

Puts an end to chafing and discomfort

. . . to embarrassing odor ... to disposal

and carrying problems! With Tampax,
nothing can show— no one can know
your secret ! You feel free, poised— as on
any day of the month!

p

“Millions of other Tampax-users

bear me out—It’s the modern way!
Do try it this month. Why put off gain-

ing the freedom, the confidence Tampax
brings. Get your choice of 3 absorbencies

(Regular, Super, Junior) wherever drug
products are sold.” Tampax Incorpo-

rated, Palmer, Mass.

Invented by a doctor-
now used by millions ofwomen

INSIDE continued

Believe Me: The Esther

Williams-Ben Gage split-

up was no surprise to

Hollywood. And if Jeff

Chandler becomes one of

Esther’s steady dates later

on, practically nobody’s

gonna fall dead with sur-

prise, either. Esther and

Jeff became very good

friends while co-starring

in “Raw Wind in Eden”

in Italy. Left, Ben and

Esther in happier days

vacations, providing Jim keeps on with

his schooling. And Jim has no notion

of quitting. Like Pat Boone, he real-

izes the importance of education . . .

Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer re-

act differently at previews. For instance,

at the showing of “The Bridge on the

River Kwai,” Audrey sat quietly hold-

ing Mel’s hand while he shouted aloud

at the funny lines and jerked violently

in his seat at the suspenseful moments.

Opposites who love each other . . .

And wouldn’t you know it? Bosses at

20th are so pleased with Tommy Sands

in “Sing! Boy, Sing!” his next one is

a straight non-singing movie.

Rumblings of Ingrid: If Ingrid Berg-

man counted on finding personal pri-

vacy by shaking the dust of Rome off

her feet and taking off for London, she

was bitterly disappointed. British re-

porters are more daring and insistent

than their American colleagues. When
I arrived from Paris at London Air-

port, there were about a dozen photog-

raphers covering the plane’s landing.

Inquiry disclosed that they were await-

ing Lars Schmidt, Ingrid’s Swedish es-

cort. They had no idea when he was

coming from Paris, so they were cover-

ing every single plane from Paris by

every airline. Their persistence won out

as they caught him landing, and by fol-

lowing him, discovered that he had ar-

ranged a meeting with Ingrid.

At a press party in London, Ingrid

still wore her gold wedding band and

an emerald ring, which she admitted

was a gift from Rossellini. When asked

to kiss Cary Grant, her co-star, for a

press photo. Ingrid laughed and said, I >

“We only do that when we’re paid for I

it, in the film.” Bergman gave a clue to I

her turmoil of the past months when I

she said, “I don’t reveal my feelings. I I

carry it all inside.”

Interrupted Honeymoon: A sad honey- I

moon was that of Christine Carere I

and Philippe Nicaud. Two days after

their marriage in Paris, Christine re- I

ceived a wire from Jean Negulesco to I

return to Hollywood for rehearsals for I

“A Certain Smile.” She didn’t dare tell

Philippe immediately, since they hadn’t I

had time for a honeymoon (he’s star- I

ring in a hit Paris play). In the five

days remaining before her departure, I

she bought furniture for their apart- I

ment and arranged to have it decorated. I

Short Takes: One person who will be
|

glad to see Gene Kelly back in Paris

is ballet dancer Claude Bessy. She is

starring in a ballet, and Gene sees her I

every time he comes to Paris . . . Mario

Lanza's secret for losing weight: boiled I

shrimp and steak . . . Cary Grant works I

out every day at a London gymnasium I

to keep his form . . . Spain’s leading tor- I

eador (after Dominguin), Angel Per- I

alta, says Ava Gardner, whom he is

teaching the finer points of bullfighting,

could become a professional if she

wanted to ... A dramatic situation at

a London theater: On one side of the 1

aisle sat Diana Dors and Tommy i

Yeardye, whom she is seeing again. On I

the other, Diana’s ex-husband, Dennis I

Hamilton, with a blonde who looked

like Diana. At intermission. (
continued )
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Diana got up and Tommy stayed in his

seat. Hamilton took that opportunity to

go over and chat with Yeardye!

Grimaldis Want Daughter: Grace and

Rainier are making sure they will be

free from the eyes of curious tourists

and newspaper people when they move

into the new villa they are building on

a mountain top in Monaco. It is in the

midst of the “military territory” of

Monaco, a small bit of land covered by

a law which makes trespassers liable to

arrest under the anti-spy laws of Mon-

aco. The couple are building a lot of

bedrooms because they intend to have

many children. Despite stories to the

contrary, they would like to have a girl

for their next child, as a playmate for

Caroline. They know they have plenty

of time to have a boy, although there

will be a longer wait between the birth

of this child and their next, on Grace’s

doctor’s orders.

See you next month, with a sur-

prise and a “new look” for “Inside

Stuff.”

Pistol-totin’ Jim Amess is wowing
TV audiences as “Gunsmoke” sheriff

Why is a pretty girl like Sue
sitting alone?

Does she unknowingly offend

On "Those” Days?
Sometimes there is a “Tell Tale” odor during menstruation. It can

happen to anyone, anywhere, at a dance, on a date, in an office. But

why continue the risk of offending? The answer is so easy. It’s memo,

the special new deodorant wash-up you carry right in your purse.

memo is a saturated towelette, sealed in a moisture-proof packet no

bigger than a matchbook. Just open the packet, unfold the MEMO towel-

ette— it cleanses and removes every trace of embarrassing stain or

odor, memo is completely safe, antiseptic, disposable, and has earned

the Good Housekeeping Guaranty Seal.

Make sure you have memo when you need it. Don’t risk the fear of

offending. Ask for MEMO at your favorite Drug or Department Store.

Box of 10 for 49^, 21 for 98^.

FREE TRIAL OFFER ! Send for generous sample package of

MEMO today. Enclose lO^4 to cover postage and handling.

'S CaA/uf-

&K& m, tfoufu

Product of R. R. Williams Inc., makers
of “Wash-’n-Dri” the miracle moist

towelette that washes hands and face

without water, soap, towel.

Tear out this coupon-Mail today!

' Guaranteed by v
l Good Housekeeping

<ov(nnsto

R. R. Williams Inc., Canaan, Conn.

Please send me my free memo samples. I enclose 10^ to cover postage and handling.

Name

Address

City.

P-2

.Zone. .State

©1957 R. R. Williams Inc., Canaan, Conn.



Enjoy sewing your own
clothes. Marla Landi does

YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY

PRINTED PATTERNS

9012—Party-going dress with sleek

lines, mandarin collar, sweetheart

neckline. Misses' sizes 10-18. Size

16 takes 2% yards 39-inch fabric

9048—IFrap and tie favorite to slip

on fast. Sew-cool for summer. Sew-

pretty with braid and rickrack. Size

16 takes 4x/± yards 35-inch fabric

P
SEE MARLA LANDI IN J. ARTHUR RANK’S “ACROSS THE BRIDGE”

Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, P. O. Box
133, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Add 5<# per pattern for first-class mailing.

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

ALL MINE TO GIVE—RKO. Directed by Allen
Reisner: Robert Eunson, Cameron Mitchell; Mamie
Eunson, Glynis Johns; Robbie Eunson, Rex Thomp- i

son; Annabella Eunson, Patty McCormack; Dr. Del-
bert, Ernest Tmex; Lela Delbert, Sylvia Fields;
Mrs. Pugmire, Hope Emerson; Tom Cullen, Alan
Hale; Jimmie Eunson, Steve Wooten; Kirk Eunson,
Butch Bernard; Elizabeth Eunson, Yolanda White;

]

Jane Eunson, Terry Ann Ross; Harry Bradley,
Roy Engel; Celia Bradley, Margaret Brayton; Mrs.
Runyon, Reta Shaw: Howard Tyler, Royal Dano;
Katie Tyler, Rita Johnson; Mr. Kaiden, Ralph San-
ford; Mrs. Raiden, Ellen Corby.

BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KIVA1, THE—Colum-
bia. Directed by David Lean: Shears, William
Holden; Colonel Nicholson, Alec Guinness; Major
Warden, Jack Hawkins; Colonel Saito, Sessue
Hayakawa; Major Clipton, James Donald; Lieuten-
ant Joyce, Geoffrey Horne; Colonel Green, Andre
Morell; Captain Reeves, Peter Williams; Major

j

Hughes, John Boxer; Grogan, Percy Herbert; Baker,
Harold Goodwin; Nurse, Ann Sears; Captain Kane-

j

matsu, Henry Okawa; Lieutenant Miura, K. Katsu-
Jmota ; Yai, M. R. B. Chakrabandhu; Siamese Girls, \

Vilaiwan Seeboonreaung, Ngamta Suphaphongs, I

Javanart Punynchoti, Kannikar Dowklee.

CABIRIA—Lopert. Directed by Federico Fellini:
Cabiria, Giulietta Masina; Her Lover, Francois il

Perier; Wanda, Franca Marzi; Jessy, Dorian Gray; I

The Actor, Amedeo Nazzari.

ENEMY BELOW, THE—20th. Directed by Dick
Powell: Captain Murrell, Robert Mitchum; Von
Stolberg, Curt Jurgens; Lieut. Ware, A1 Hedison; *j

Schwaffer, Theodore Bikel; Doctor, Russell Collins;
Von Holem, Kurt Kreuger; C.P.O. Crain, Frank
Albertson; Quartermaster, Biff Elliot; Mackeson, '

Alan Dexter; Ensign Merry, Doug McClure; Corky, ,

Jeff Daley; Ellis, David Bair; Robbins, Joe di Reda;
Lt. Bonelli, Ralph Manza.

GERVAISE—Silver Films and C.I.C.C. Directed
by Rene Clement: Gervaise, Maria Schell; Coupeau,
Frangois Perier; Virginie, Suzy Delair; Mme . Loril-
leux, Jany Holt; Mme. Boche, Mathilde Casadesus; i

Maman Coupeau, Florelle; Gouget, Jacques Harden;
j

Lantier, Armand Mestral; M. Boche, Jacques Hill-
ing; Mme. Bottes, Amedee; Mme. Fauconnier,

J
Rachel Devyris; Addle, Ariane Lancell; Pdre Co-
lombe, Andre Wasley; Nana, Patrice Catineaud.

MAN IN THE SHADOW—U-I. Directed by Jack
Arnold: Ben Sadler, Jeff Chandler; Virgil Rench -

f

ler, Orson Welles; Skippy Renchler, Colleen Miller; I
Ab Begley, Ben Alexander; Helen Sadler, Barbara
Lawrence; Ed Yates, John Larch; Hank James, I

James Gleason; Aiken Clay

,

Royal Dano; Herb
Parker, Paul Fix; Chet Huneker, Leo Gordon; 1
Jesus Cisneros, Martin Garralaga; Tony Santoro, 1
Mario Siletti; Len Bookman, Charles Horvath; Jim
Shaney, William Schallert; Harry Youngquist, 1
Joseph J. Greene; Jake Kelley, Forrest Lewis; Dr. 1

Creighton, Harry Harvey, Sr.; Juan Martin, Joe
Schneider; Gateman, Mort Mills.

OLD YELLER—Buena Vista. Directed by Robert
Stevenson: Katie Coates, Dorothy McGuire; Jim 1

Coates, Fess Parker; Travis Coates, Tommy Kirk;
Arliss Coates, Kevin Corcoran; Bud Searcy, Jeff

York; Burn Sanderson, Chuck Connors; Lisabeth
Searcy, Beverly Washburn; Old Yeller, Spike.

PATHS OF GLORY—U.A. Directed by Stanley
Kubrick: Colonel Dax, Kirk Douglas; Corporal
Paris, Ralph Meeker; General Broulard, Adolphe
Menjou; General Mireau, George Macready; Lieu-
tenant Roget, Wayne Morris; Major Saint-Auban,i-
Richard Anderson; Private Arnaud, Joseph Turkel;!
Private Ferol, Timothy Carey; Colonel Judge, Peter
Capell; The German Girl, Susanne Christian; Ser-•

geant Boulanger, Bert Freed; Priest, Emile Meyer;*
Private Lejeune, Kem Dibbs; Private Meyer, Jerry
Hausner; Shell-shocked soldier, Frederic Bell; Cap-
tain Nichols, Harold Benedict; Captain Rousseau
John Stein.

PEYTON PLACE—20th. Directed by Mark Rob-
son: Constance, Lana Turner; Selena Cross, Hope
Lange; Michael Rossi, Lee Philips; Dr. Swain, Lloyd
Nolan; Lucas Cross, Arthur Kennedy; Norman
Page, Russ Tamblyn; Allison, Diane Varsi; Betty
Anderson, Terry Moore; Rodney Harrington, Barry
Coe; Nellie Cross, Betty Field; Ted Carter, David
Nelson; Mrs. Thornton, Mildred Dunnock; Har-
rington, Leon Ames; Prosecutor, Lome Greene; Seth
Bushwell, Robert H. Harris; Margie, Tami Conner;'
Charles Partridge, Staats Cotsworth; Marion Part-
ridge, Peg Hillias; Mrs. Page, Erin O’Brien-Moore;
Joey Cross, Scotty Morrow; Paul Cross, Bill Land-
mark; Matt, Alan Reed, Jr.; Pee Wee, Kip King;
Kathy, Steffi Sidney; Judge, Tom Greenway; Bailiff,

Michael Lally.

TARNISHED ANGELS—U-I. Directed by Douglas
Sirk: Burke Devlin, Rock Hudson; Roger Shu-
mann, Robert Stack; LaVerne Shumann, Dorothy
Malone; Jigas, Jack Carson; Matt Ord, Robert
Middleton; Colonel Fineman, Alan Reed; Sam Ha-
good, Alexander Lockwood; Jack Shumann, Chris
Olsen; Hank

,
Robert J. Wilke; Frank Burnham,

Troy Donahue; Ted Baker , William Schallert;
Dancing Girl, Betty Utey; Telegraph Editor, Phil
Harvey; Young Man, Steve Drexel; Claude Mollct,
Eugene Borden; Mechanic

,

Stephen Ellis.
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MARTHA HYER co-starring in “MV MAN GODFREY”
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE IN EASTMAN COLOR AND CINEMASCOPE

. . . natural gentleness you can count on,

mildness you can believe in . . .

four lovely new pastel colors . . .

and the promise of a soft smooth complexion . .

.

THAT’S THE BEAUTY
LUX can do as much for you as it

does for Martha Hyer because

above all Lux is naturally gentle.

Whether you use one of the new
pastels or white Lux, you always

get this same natural gentleness.

Lux has a rich but delicate Cos-

metic Lather that cleanses thor-

oughly . . . rinses away quickly . . .

leaves your skin soft and smooth.

Delightful fragrance, too ! Lux . . .

the proven beauty care of 9 out of 10

Hollywood stars . . . and used by

more beautiful women all over the

world than any other complexion

bar. Do you use it?

OF LUX

Lever Brothers unconditionally guarantees complete satisfaction with Lux— or money back.



becoming
attractions

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months indicated. Full reviews this month—see contents page.

VWV APRIL LOVE—20th; CinemaScope, De
Luxe Color: Utterly happy movie, full of songs
and warm feeling. City kid Pat Boone gets shipped
to a Kentucky farm for reform, and Shirley Jones
is a big help. (F) December

VWV DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER—
M-G-M; CinemaScope, Metrocolor: Vastly amusing
comedy about Navy public-relations men sitting

out the war on a South Sea island. Glenn Ford
courts native Gia Scala; sailor Earl Holliman is in

love with nurse Anne Francis. (F) January

i/Vi/ ESCAPADE IN JAPAN—U-I; Technirama,
Technicolor: Appealing family-style film, shot in

Japan. As young son of Americans Teresa Wright
and Cameron Mitchell, Jon Provost goes on the

lam with a Japanese buddy. (F) December

i-W JAILHOUSE ROCK—M-G-M, Cinema-
Scope: Elvis shows increased acting poise, as an
ex-con turned into a heel by singing success. He’s
rough on prison buddy Mickey Shauglinessy and
discoverer Judy Tyfer. (F) January

VV JET PILOT—U-I, Technicolor: Entertaining,

wildly plotted air epic matches American flyer

John Wayne against a Soviet opposite number

—

Janet Leigh! Fine flying scenes, lots of intentional

and unintentional comedy. (F) December

VWV JOKER IS WILD, THE—Paramount,
VistaVision: Strong, frank biography of night-club

comic Joe E. Lewis, who’s splendidly portrayed by
Frank Sinatra. Socialite Jeanne Crain can’t win
him; dancer Mitzi Gaynor marries him. Eddie
Albert’s a loyal pal. (A) November

VW KISS THEM FOR ME—20th; CinemaScope,
De Luxe Color: Gay romp with Cary Grant and
Navy Air Force pals, on a bender in wartime San
Francisco. Cary’s light romance with luscious Suzy
Parker turns serious. (A) January

VWV LES GIRLS—M-G-M; CinemaScope,
Metrocolor: Dazzling musical, sly and spectacular,

sophisticated and hilarious. Just what did happen
with Gene Kelly and his “girls”? They are part-

ners in his Europe-touring revue: Kay Kendall,
Mitzi Gaynor, Taina Elg. (A) December

VWV MAN OF A THOUSAND FACES—U-I,

CinemaScope: James Cagney scores in the affect-

ing story of Lon Chaney, silent-era character star.

Dorothy Malone and Jane Greer play the women
in his life. (F) November

kV)/ MY MAN GODFREY—U-I; CinemaScope,
Eastman Color: David Niven's suave performance
highlights a screwball comedy. As an elegant

tramp, he becomes butler in the home of rich,

eccentric June Allyson. (F) January

VWV NO DOWN PAYMENT—20th, Cinema-
Scope: Searching doseup of young couples living

in each other’s laps in a suburban housing develop-
ment. Cameron Mitchell, Joanne Woodward are
the most dramatic pair. (A) October

VWV OPERATION MAD BALL—Columbia:
Wonderfully wacky farce set at a postwar U. S.

Army base in France. GI Jack Lemmon's schemes
for a romantic party are opposed by Ernie Kovacs,
but saved by Mickey Rooney. (F) December

VW PAL JOEY—Columbia, Technicolor: Un-
usual tune-film spotlights the many.talented Frank
Sinatra, playing an opportunistic night-club enter-

tainer who woos Rita Hayworth for her money,
Kim Novak for herself. (A) January

'/'/V SAD SACK, THE—Paramount, VistaVi-

sion: Jerry Lewis scores a good quota of laughs, as

a well-meaning Army misfit. WAC psychiatrist

Phyllis Kirk and “pal” David Wayne try to make
a soldier of Jerry. (F) January

VWV SAYONARA—Warners; Technirama,
Technicolor: Powerful, visually beautiful drama
of love across racial barriers. U. S. flyer Marlon
Brando, in Tokyo, falls in love with Miiko Taka,
dedicated actress. (A) December

VW SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE—U-I:

Hard-hitting waterfront melodrama sets Richard
Egan against corruption, with Jan Sterling as a key
witness. (F) December

VW STOPOVER TOKYO—20th; CinemaScope,
De Luxe Color: Lively, involved tale of intrigue.

U. S. agent Bob Wagner works to foil Edmond
O'Brien’s assassination plot. Lovely scenery, in-

cluding Joan Collins. (F) January

VW STORY OF ESTHER COSTELLO, THE—
Columbia: Bitter account of a charity racket.

Rossano Brazzi scents profits as wife Joan Craw-
ford aids beautiful Heather Sears, Irish girl who
is deaf, blind and mute. (A) November

kV STORY OF MANKIND, THE—Warners,
Technicolor: Are we worth saving? Before a

celestial court, Ronald Colman says yes; Vincent

Price (as Satan), no. Big stars in each history

episode are often whimsically cast. (F) December

l/k/l/ THREE FACES OF EVE, THE—20th, Cin-

emaScope: Joanne Woodward’s bravura perform-

ance brightens the case history of a woman with a

split personality. (A) November

V'V'V TIME LIMIT—U.A.: Expertly acted, though

talky. Richard Widmark discovers why fellow

Army officer Richard Basehart “turned traitor” in

a Korean prison. (F) December

kVk/ UNHOLY WIFE, THE—U-I: Neatly plotted

suspense story finds Diana Dors scheming to get

rid of husband Rod Steiger, for love of rodeo rider

Tom Tryon. (A) November

k/kV UNTIL THEY SAIL—M-G-M, Cinema-

Scope: Sympathetic view of New Zealand sisters

(Jean Simmons, Joan Fontaine, Piper Laurie, San-

dra Dee) evading wartime loneliness in romance
with Americans like Paul Newman. (A) January

VW ZERO HOL1R—Paramount: In a taut air

drama, ex-combat flyer Dana Andrews is called

upon to replace stricken pilots at the controls of a

big transport. Wife Linda Darnell is aboard; Ster-

ling Hayden radios advice. (F) January

A. That’s you all over! Lady Esther

hand and body lotion, aqua-tinted new

skin smoother is formulated to silk-|

en your entire complexion. 49 <f*

;

89 <f*

.]
B. Eye cue: Newest Hi-Fi makeup is

Max Factor’s Hi-Fi eye shadow stick.

Six shades, all iridescent in conven-

ient gold-colored metal tube. $1.25*

C. Spring fragrance duo by Houbigant:

Tear-drop bottle of Chantilly liquid

skin sachet and flacon of matching

toilet water in lacy setting. $1.75*

D. For cotton pickin’ beauty care jobs,

Johnson & Johnson presents 50 cotton

balls in transparent, moisture-proof

plastic bag to keep them spotless. 29(

E. Bymart-Tintair introduces new Beau-

ty Set Curl Creme, hair setting lotion

also designed to help keep hair soft

and smooth. Dispenser bottle. $1.50*

*plus tax



co-starring in

PARIS HOLIDAY’
Filmed in Technicolor and Technirama

Released thru United Artists.

ANITA EKBERG, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl and one of the world’s most glamorous women says: “I started using Lustre-

Creme Shampoo when I first came to Hollywood and I love what it does to my hair. Now I wouldn t be without it! Lustre-Creme

is used by the world’s most glamorous women—shouldn t you use it, too?

For the most beautiful hair in the world

out of •”) top movie stars

use Lustre-Creme Shampoo

When Anita Ekberg says
—

“I use Lustre-

Creme Shampoo” . . . you’re listening to

a glamorous movie star whose beautiful

hair is part of her charm.

Your hair can have that Hollywood-

lovely look too, with Lustre-Creme
Shampoo. Under the spell of its lanolin-

blessed lather, your hair sparkles with

dazzling highlights, shines like the stars

!

Your hair is so easy-to-manage, too

—

behaves like an angel— even right after

shampooing. Curls spring up soft and
glossy—waves smooth right into place.

You’ll see—and he will, too—how
much lovelier your hair can look when
you change to Lustre-Creme—when you
use the shampoo that cares for “the

most beautiful hair in the world”

!

Lanolin-blessed

creme or lotion

never dries . . .

it beautifies

Shampoo



Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, Neui York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios .

—

Ed.

READERS INC...

Cheers for a Nice Guy

Thank you very much for showing pic-

tures of Pat Boone and his family in the

October Photoplay. Pat Boone is the kind

of man my whole family likes. I am a

mother of two teenage daughters and they

think Pat is tops in the entertainment
world. They like him for just being Pat
Boone and nothing else. We think the

picture on page 78 in Photoplay is the best

one of Pat yet. We feel a man that can
show so much love for his family yet work
as he works and keep his faith (as Pat
and Shirley have done), is the kind of

person everyone enjoys watching. So please

put more pictures of Pat Boone and his

family in Photoplay books and if you should

read this, Pat, keep your faith and stay the

kind of family man you are and I am sure

you will go far. We surely hope so.

Mrs. R. D.

Pasadena, Texas

“It Would Make a Wonderful
Movie . ,

My English class has just finished read-

ing “Silas Marner.” We think it would
make a wonderful movie. To play Silas,

Boris Karloff; Eppie, Debbie Reynolds;
Godfrey, John Ireland; Dunstan, Jack Pal-

ance; Squire Cass, Charles Laughton;
Molly, Susan Hayward; Nancy, Liz Taylor;

Dolly, Spring Byington, and Aaron, Robert
Wagner.

Barbara Snyder and Midwood High
School English Class 312c,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Thank you, class, for your letter, and for

telling us your idea. We always enjoy hear-

ing from you .

—

Ed.

Please, please, please remake that won-
derful, marvelous movie, “Gone with the

Wind." In the leading roles, I suggest

David Niven as Rhett Butler, Elizabeth

Taylor as Scarlett O'Hara, Ann Blyth as

Melanie Hamilton and Guy Madison as

Ashley Wilkes.

A Reader
Kingsport, Tenn.

Stars and Their Fans

Cary Grant was always my mother’s fa-

vorite and now he is mine. Let me tell you
why.

Several months ago Mr. Grant was in

Washington, D. C., on location for his lat-

est Paramount picture “Houseboat.”
I wrote a letter to him, enclosing my tele-

phone number, asking for an interview for

my junior high school paper. Much to my
surprise I got a reply; Mr. Grant was on
the phone!
He was not free to give interviews, but

he liked my letter so well he called me
personally to tell me so.

After I hung up I remembered I’d not

asked him for his autograph which I wanted
badly. I called the hotel and left word to

have him send me one.

I was really surprised when the phone
rang and it was Mr. Grant again. He told

me that he had to get down on his hands
and knees to look for my letter—and finally

found it in the wastebasket. He had writ-

ten my phone number on it and he had to

find it to call me about sending the auto-

graph—which he did!

I still can’t get over the fact that a man
as famous and busy as Mr. Grant would
take the time to call me—not once, but

twice.

Rochelle Friedman
Washington, D.C.

Stars always say they need their fans but
they don’t always treat them as if they
meant it.

A few months ago I wrote to one of my
favorites to ask for an autographed picture.

I waited and waited and didn’t hear any-
thing, so I wrote again. Still I waited and
had no reply. I wrote for a third and (I

decided) last time and finally got a very

small picture from the star that wasn’t
even autographed. I know the stars are
very busy and get a lot of mail, but it

isn’t that hard and it doesn’t take that

long just to sign a name, so I don’t think

it’s asking too much of them. I have
talked about this with my friends and they

say the same thing has happened to them
and they don’t understand it either.

Beulah lynn
Camden, N. J.

I hope you will print my note in your
wonderful magazine, Photoplay. I wish to

say thank you to Gloria DeHaven, who
sent me an autographed photo and a won-
derful letter. I was so happy when I re-

ceived this that I want you to all know
she’s my favorite. Thanks again, Gloria.

Bonnie Kalina
Bowman, N. Dak.

Two Views of Kim

An Oscar for Kim Novak is a must after

seeing “Jeanne Eagels.” If she doesn't get

it, they might as well give it to Minnie
Mouse. Kim is truly one of America’s great

actresses.

Joseph Spencer
Louisburg, N. C.

Sometimes I wonder if you really believe

in what you print. For instance, that Kim
Novak is such a great actress. My opinion

is that she is nothing but an automaton,
trained by her coach how to walk and talk,

with no personality at all, built up arti-

ficially by her studio. I saw her in “Picnic”

and decided that was enough.
Just look at her too many photos in your

November issue. Her expression is always
the same: that of a dying sheep.

A. Schmidt
San Francisco, Calif.

1



Because only dean skin can look really young

with "MAGNETIC” ACTION lifts out the hidden grime, brings out the hidden beauty

That clean, fresh glow begins with Dorothy

For beauty the modern way

Dorothy Gray
In Canada, too.

Gray Salon Cold Cream. Whipped extra fine

to go deeper... to draw grime, oil and stale

make-up right out of your skin. Use it faith-

fully every night. ..and whenever you change

make-up. ..for the youthful difference! $1.25.



I \ DEIVS I C • • . continued

That Presley Man Again

To my hoy Elvis:

“Lawdy, Miss Clawdy,” my “Hound
Dog,” “Old Shep,” is “All Shook Up.”

“I’m Countin’ on You” because “It is

no Secret” that “I Forgot to Remember”
my “Money Honey” to take the “Mystery
Train" to "Blueberry Hill," “Tryin" to Get
to You” and stay in the “Heartbreak Hotel,”

wearing my “Blue Suede Shoes” to the

"Party” ’cause “I’ve Got a Lot of Living

to Do."
“I Love You Because” you “Shake, Rat-

tle and Roll” to the “Good Rockin’ To-
night.”

“I Don’t Care if the Sun Don’t Shine”
because the “Blue Moon of Kentucky”
keeps “Long Tall Sally” “Paralyzed.” “Just

Because” “Any Place Is Paradise,” "I’m So
Glad You’re Mine.”
“How’s the World Treating You,” since

"My Blue Moon Turned to Gold”?
“Teddy Bear,” if you'll “Treat Me Nice,”

I will spend my whole life through “Loving
You.”
“Have I Told You Lately That I Love

You” and that this is “True Love”? Don’t

let this be a “One-Sided Love Affair.”

“Is it so Strange” that "I Need You So”?
“Hot Dog!” I’ve got the “Mean Woman

Blues” so I’m “Playing for Keeps,” “Lone-
some Cowboy.”

“Love Me Tender” and I’ll be “Any Way
You Want Me.”

“I’m Left, You’re Right, She’s Gone”
and “I Believe” “That’s When Your Heart-

aches Begin.”

“I’ll Never Let You Go” because “I

Want You, I Need You, I Love You.’
“You’re a Heartbreaker” so “I’m Gonna

Sit Right Down and Cry.”

Let’s “Rip It Up” to the “Jailhouse

Rock.”
Please, Elvis, “Don’t Be Cruel” ’cause

you’re “Too Much.”

Joyce Ann Hill and
Patricia Trojan
Bell Buckle, Tenn.

I read “Elvis—Why Can’t He Get Mar-
ried?” and enjoyed it very much. At the

beginning of Elvis’ career I disliked him
tremendously, in fact I could say I actually

hated him. He seemed to me the worst thing

that could happen to a teenager. (I am six-

teen.) But then I thought—you can’t dislike

a person unless you know what they are. I

started reading about Elvis—everything I

could. As I read, I began to feel sorry for

him. The magazines that pry are not all I

read. They were the ones that seemed to be

giving him a bad name. As I read the good
things about Elvis, I began to realize that if

the stars who met him thought he was o-k,

why shouldn’t I? They work with him day
after day. They see him when he is not per-

forming and I have respect for their opinion.

Beverly Wheeler
Northfield, Vt.

Undiscovered Talent

Now hear this—I have a complaint! It

concerns finding talent. Why, oh why is

it that when a talented person is found,

it always turns out to he someone from
the United States and never anyone from
Canada? Now don't get me wrong— I like

the Americans very much, but I just don’t

understand the situation.

1 believe there are many talented persons

here in Canada and that all they ask is a

chance to he discovered by one of the movie
studios. So, studio scouts, how about ven-

turing up here?
Rita Choy
British Columbia, Canada

Look Alikes (Younger Generation)

So many of my friends think this picture

of my son Raymond looks like Broderick

Crawford. What do you think? It's a

little different than your other "look alikes.”

Mrs. James McCarthy
Hilliards, Pa.

We think you’re absolutely right.—Ed.

Lend A Hand, Fans?

This is a plea from a lonely girl of twelve

who would very much like a person in your
wonderful country, America, to w'rite to. I

would also like someone to send me edi-

tions of Photoplay after they have read

them which I can tell you will be kept and
treasured. I’m asking the editor of this

wonderful magazine to print this letter for

me. If you do my gratitude will be yours

as long as I live.

Jackie Collett
4 Bennett Rd., Cleethorpes,

Lincolnshire, England

Copies of the magazine can be sent di-

rectly to Jackie’s home address.—Ed.

“Nobody Asked Me, But • .

Nobody asked me, hut George Nader
should marry Martha Hyer . . . James
Darren is a doll! . . . Natalie Wood is get-

ting a little better . . . There should be

more about Jo Van Fleet . . . and less of

Sophia Loren.
Buff Taylor
El Centro, Calif.

Liz: Past, Present, Future

It’s been such a long time since I’ve read

a good article about Elizabeth Taylor. She
is such a beautiful, talented and wonderful

person and actress. I’ve been a fan of hers

since she started acting, and I’ve seen all

her pictures except “Raintree County."

The way I see it, the main reason why
some jokers write badly of her is because

they are all jealous of her beauty and abil-

ity. In my book, she’s tops and always will

be.

I’ve talked with Liz briefly about three

times. Once, when I was twelve and she was

sixteen, I invited her to my birthday party

and she was there. She didn’t want any of

the other guests to know who she actually

was because she didn’t want to be treated

any differently than the others. We all got

along fine, and she was just wonderful. At

the time the fad was stuffed animals, and

she bought me a little stuffed dog. I’ve still

got it, and I will always treasure it, it

means so much to me.
Even though I’m just one of her Ians. 1

would never turn my back on her. I would

never like to see Liz retire from the screen,

but deep down inside I would, because of

her health. Whenever she does, we’re losing

a great actress and it will be a long, long

time before anyone could surpass her beau-

ty and ability.

When I saw the picture “Around the

World in 80 Days,” I thought to myself,

“There is a great man, that Michael Todd

—

He’ll make Liz happy.” He should make a

great production and have Liz the star. It

would be fabulous.

If I wrote down everything I thought

about her, I’d be writing a book. I named
my daughter after a role she played—

-

Cynthia. So let’s have more and more of Liz.

Mrs. Dorothy Warrick
Santa Ana, Calif.
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I’ve seen Claire Bloom on television and
heard that she has a major role in “The
Brothers Karamazov,” hut I never read
much about her. How about some facts on
this mystery girl?

Emeric Johnson
Chicago, 111.

There’s no mystery about Claire Bloom—

-

except where she got all that talent. Hailed
since her teens as one of the finest Shake-
spearean actresses in her native England or
anywhere else, Claire is currently teamed
with Yul Brynncr in two of Hollywood’s
biggest for 1958, “The Brothers Karamazov”
and “The Buccaneer.” Contract difficulties

(almost settled) have kept her off the
screen till now.
“When I was five,” Claire says, “I had

the wonderful experience of seeing Norma
Shearer in the American screen version of
‘Romeo and Juliet,’ That’s when l deter-

mined that I would be an actress—a Shake-
spearean actress—someday.”

World War II came and stalled her plans
for a short time, a matter of a few years
which she spent as an evacuee in the
United States , mostly with relatives in

Florida and New York.
Back in England at fourteen, she read

that Stratford-on-Avon producer Peter
Brooks wanted a fourteen-year-old girl to

play Juliet. Claire applied for the job and
the amused Mr. Brooks tried to tell her
what he actually meant. He wanted an
adult actress who could project the feeling
she was only fourteen. Claire was not too

impressed with this explanation and the
next year she plagued the British Broad-
casting Company until they hired her—to

play a woman of ill repute. “I wonder
what Mr. Brooks would have thought,” she
says with a smile.

Parts with the Stratford-on-Avon group
were next. She was the youngest member
of the troupe and by everyone’s account,
one of the most brilliant. Other non-Shake-
spearean stage successes followed and then
Charlie Chaplin signed her for his last

American film ,

“
Limelight

.”

This picture, plus her brilliant work as
Juliet in the Old Vic’s version of “Romeo
and Juliet” hud the critics polishing their

finest superlatives.

Claire likes Hollywood. “Mind you,” she
says, “I wouldn’t want to be tied down to

one place forever, but living is so pleasant
in California—what with the swimming
pools and all—I hope to stay awhile.”—Ed.

there’s a

SAT!
the new Evening in Paris lipstick

It’s absolutely wicked of Evening in Paris to make a lipstick so

alluring! Satin Finish clings as scandalously as satin . . . smooths

your lips to satiny softness . . . makes them tempting as the

devil. In a bewitching spectrum of pinks, corals, reds . . .

each sheathed in a tall golden swivel case. Now only 49c

INFERNO RED. ONE OF THE NEW SATIN FINISH SHADES
27



Just send in special wnppcrsJrom d large or 6 medium Ivon/ Soap now atpour dealers

I

“
i

Procter & Gamble,
Department P, Box 3, Cincinnati 99, Ohio

For each free Tussy Beauty Touch compact, !

I enclose special wrappers from 4 Large
,

1

or 6 Medium Ivory. My skin tone is
i

Light
,
Medium

,
Dark

|

name __
ADDRESS i

CITY ZONE STATE

Offer good only in continental U.S.A., including Alaska and Ha-
|

waii. Offer expiresjuly 31, 1958. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.

That Ivory Look is a gift in itself—a sparkling

clear, silken look your complexion can have

through the magic of mildness ! Simply start using

Ivory Soap regularly. Soon this soap that’s gentle

enough for a baby’s skin will smooth and freshen

your complexion. You’ll have That Ivory Look!

And as a bonus gift—a lovely pink and gold

Tussy Beauty Touch compact, an 85£ value! This

delicate blend of pressed powder and foundation

base stays color “true,” won’t cake or streak. To
get yoursfree, send in special wrappers from 4 Large

or 6 Medium Ivory. On certificate check your

skin tone to receive the right shade of powder.

Better hurry—supplies are limited.

09 pure®

...it floats



WHAT’S

AHEAD
FOR

HOLLYWO

YYThat does the Mew Year hold in store for the stars—and for you? To cele-

’ ’ brate the beginning of 1958, Photoplay wanted to give you something really

special. First, we prepared the color pinup calendar, with a star for each month,

on the following pages. Then, we asked Dr. Adrian Ziegler, one of the foremost

accredited astrologers living today, to give our readers his predictions for the

coming year. Dr. Ziegler is a teacher, writer, lecturer and consultant. He is

president of Astrologer’s International, Ltd., and directed a recent convention of

Astro Scientists in Los Angeles. He is noted for his many astrological predictions

that came true; notably he warned Carole Lombard most earnestly not to fly

upon the date she boarded a plane to return to Hollywood and was killed. He had

told her that flying on that date might be fatal to her.

In the following article. Dr. Ziegler has prepared a general prediction for

Hollywood, and special predictions for top stars, based on a study of their

individual horoscopes in the light of their prevailing planetary influences. He
finds plenty of surprises—some good, some not so good—for your favorites!

In addition, he has prepared a special general prediction for each of the twelve

signs of the zodiac. By using the chart at right, you can tell which applies to you

—your birthdate, falling on or between the dates listed, indicates your sign. Now,
let’s peek into Dr. Ziegler’s fascinating futures for ’58: (Continued on page 32)

SEPTEMBER 23

OCTOBER 22

OCTOBER 23

NOVEMBER 21

NOVEMBER 22

DECEMBER 21

DECEMBER 22

JANUARY 19

JANUARY 20

FEBRUARY 17

FEBRUARY 18

MARCH 20
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MARCH
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WHAT’S AHEAD FOR HOLLYWOOD ’

58?

HOLLYWOOD itself and the motion picture in-

dustry has an interesting horoscope for ’58. Pictures

will be less in number but excellent in quality. There will

be more shorts and television features. There will be

more attention to quality with the box-office eye slanted

toward worthwhile hits. There will be less violence and

brutality in pictures and a toning down of sex. There-

fore, parents will not be disturbed over their offspring’s

screen and television fare. The position of Neptune, gov-

erning stars of the celluloid, will bring about a swing to

more spiritual, mystical and religious subjects. There will

be a crop of mystery stories dealing with the unusual and

efforts to pierce the realm of the unseen, strange inheri-

tances and thrillers with less murder. Some Scorpio born

director or writer is likely to achieve high honor, espe-

cially in February or March. Altogether, 1958 for Holly-

wood will be prosperous, filled with new ideas, new trends

and popular approval of treatment and production. The

industry should have an exceptionally good year. For

the stars, here is the individual picture:

MARLON BRANDO: Aries born—April 3rd.

Here is a person of great talent, with a serious personality,

at times a bit too serious, even depressed, but with a natu-

ral horoscope endowment that spells success in his chosen

field of action. Once started on his career, it indicates one

success after another. The year may start a bit slowly for

Marlon but, as the months move on, especially after mid-

April, new opportunities arise. July, August, September,

October and November are months of sudden, favorable

developments for this naturally gifted creative actor. This

could bring one of the best periods of his career. 1960

would have been his best year for marriage, the year,

but he found the lady of his heart in 1957 instead.

PAT BOONE: Gemini born—June 1st. This very

interesting, versatile and gifted young man, with a won-

derfully appealing voice and personality, along with his

fine philosophy of life, will profit a great deal in 1958.

Finances will be excellent for Pat. Plus this, good health

and serenity in the domestic circle. New opportunities

and acclaim for exceptional performances, in September.

In fact, a good full year of success for you in 1958, Pat.

YUL BRYNNER: Cancer born—July 11th. Emo-

tional, creatively inspiring Cancer in this case is assisted

by the kingly sign, Leo. What more natural for this public

favorite than to portray a ruler, as he did so well in

“Anna and the King of Siam”? He will continue to go

places, will make money and save money. He is an actor

who will not die broke or without a horde of friends and

admirers. The year starts slowly for Yul, but come July

watch things take a sudden, even unexpected, spurt which

will continue well through ’59. When things begin to pop

in late June and early July, the caution signal should be

flashed to him to prevent his making a serious mistake by

being too hasty in his judgment. Be sure you pick the

right vehicle for your special talents, Yul; consult your

stars a bit at this time. Consider your public carefully,

also, in your decisions as your proper selection is most

important.

MR. AND MRS. TONYCURTIS: Janet (Leigh)

is Cancer born—July 6th. Tony, Gemini born—June

3rd. Here are a pair well met from a partnership view-

point. Tony thinks very well of his lovely wife, and,

judging from his horoscope, Janet certainly should be a

great help to Tony in furthering his career. Cancer people

love to push their partner to the front and this is just

about what Janet will do for Tony in ’58. He will find

the boost most advantageous in deciding what to do and

when to insure success. His stars are good, although the

latter may create an indecisiveness that Janet can help

overcome, as it favors her horoscope from the standpoint

of being helpful to the man in her life. Some moves or

plans made by this pair during the next twelve months

can blossom forth into great success in ’59. The planet

Jupiter certainly favors Tony in May this year, and again

in July, a month that should (Continued on page 72)
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Photo on beach with mother

and later snapshots were taken,

she says, “The few times Tony

ever sat still! He’s always

been on the go, restless, full

of new ideas. And full of

surprises. But whatever he

attempts, he doesn’t stop un-

til he masters it completely”

He still baffles me
“I feel today as I have all his life,” says Tony Perkins'

mother. “Proud—but never knowing what my boy will do next!”

Tony Perkins was not like most children. He was what

the psychologists call an “unusual” child—unusually

sensitive, unusually imaginative, unusually gifted. In this

first story by his mother, Mrs. Osgood Perkins, as told to

Patty De Roulf, she reveals, as only the person closest

to him can, the brilliant, complex boy who became the

brilliant, complex actor: Editor’s Note

My son said to me recently, “Mom, it’s going fast.

Almost too fast. One picture after another. Busy every

minute.” He looked at me searchingly. “I know where

it is I want to go. I know what it is I want to be. But

right now . i
.” He stopped and glanced away, uneasy.

Tony has grown tall, in some ways wise and in many

ways mature. Yet I remembered then the fifteen-year-old,

the five-year-old, and I felt toward him the same way

I did in those days: proud delighted, slightly baffled.

Even those closest to Tony seldom know how he really

feels about things. His emotions remain hidden, and you

can only guess by what he doesn’t quite say whether he

has been disappointed or hurt. He was five when his

father, Osgood Perkins, died. This must have been the

greatest shock he’d ever experienced, but there were no

tears. Leaving the memorial (Continued on page 79)
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From London comes the first

story about the exciting young

actress, Heather Sears.

And what a surprise!

She’s a minx , she’s a career

girl, she’s a tomboy,

she’s a housewife—she’s so many

things to so many

people that only one thing’s

certain: She’s the nicest

puzzle you’ve ever met

A n aura of excitement swept the plush London theater.

1
It was a premiere atmosphere, electric with furs and

perfume and chic-coiffured women with well-tailored men.

Suddenly, their din of polite chatter softened to tense

silence as the houselights went down.

Dr. Gordon Sears, one of London’s eminent physi-

cians, sat with his wife and eldest daughter, Ann, in the

theater’s special section. Within seconds, the lights were

out, the music began and “The Story of Esther Costello”

soared across the huge screen.

This was it, thought Mrs. Gordon Sears uneasily as she

watched the screen credits unfold. And, as if he sensed

her anxiety, her husband gave her hand a reassuring

squeeze. “Don’t fret,” he comforted softly. “I think it

will turn out fine.” The next few hours would be the

result of the past months of anticipation and wonder, Mrs.

Sears thought. And she could not help going over in her

mind the events of those months.

She remembered that first afternoon, when Heather

got the role. Heather, perennially gay and lighthearted.

No. she never thought her ( Continued on page 88)

by BEVERLY OTT
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has that magic

something that spells a great

performer,” wrote Mary R. De Nunzio

of Plainville, Conn

.

“My friends tell me I’ve

captured the real Elvis in my painting.

What do you think?” A look at the small

photograph enclosed impressed us, and we

asked Mary to send the original. One morning it

arrived. We were excited, and we wanted

you to see it, too! It’s all the more

amazing because Mary is not a professional

artist, but paints as a hobby. Says she,

“I studied a number of photographs, but the painting

original. Because Elvis is a controversial figure,

I chose a stormy background. As an ardent Presley

fan, I hope his critics will one day

accept him for what he really is—a terrific

singer, a fine actor and a handsome fellow

whom I believe to be a good-hearted, sincere,

God-loving young man.”



by JANET RAE MILLS

the love

goddess
Men have moulded, shaped, dominated

Rita Hayworth. But was the quality

that made them put her on a pedestal

something that can never be changed?

any men have talked about Rita Hayworth . . .

Eduardo Cansino, her father: “When I looked at

Margarita—a few minutes after she was born—I was

terribly disappointed. I had wanted a boy. What could

I do with a girl?”

Emrys Williams, her chauffeur: “Rita has a shocking

temper and flings books about when she is in a rage.

She was no angel. At times she had the temper of a

wildcat . . . and how wonderful she looked when she

was in one of her fiery rages.”

A studio executive: “Rita Hayworth is a fraud. She’s

a de luxe model right out of Hollywood’s glamour fac-

tory. Her breathtaking beauty, plus publicity, fame

and wealth, made her one of the most alluring packages

ever to come out of the screen colony. But she’s really

just a nice dull girl who has been looking all these

years for a nice guy.”

Tony Martin, the man she didn’t marry: “Have you

any conception of how perfect she is? There’s her

sweetness as well as her beauty, her simplicity as well

as her glamour. I’ve never been in love like this with

anyone. I never knew I could be.”

Aly Khan, the prince she ( Continued on page 76)

Patiently and cheerfully, Rita has undergone many a

change of makeup and gowns. But somehow, her basic

beauty defies the experts. It may have been this

quality that attracted the sophisticated producer

James Hill. As for Rita, from this fine man she stands

to add much to what men have already given her



First husband, Ed Judson, changed

her hair from black to red, had her

wear it long and loose. Only lip-

stick shades have differed since

Says a friend, “Rita is like an

empty glass, or a violin waiting for

someone to play a melody on it.”

But it’s doubtful that this is true



Those who know him feel that Mar-

lon’s search for a personal philosophy

that led to a great interest in Buddhism

was the basis of his attraction to

Anna Kashfi. But it is not so simple—
the truth goes much deeper than that

the heart

never betrays

This is a story about Marlon Brando never told before—the

story of a man’s search for love—and how he has found it

Tt is ironic that the things Marlon

Brando regards as most intensely per-

sonal have been made most shockingly

public. With the lone exception of Garbo,

pever has there been a star who strove so

bitterly to keep his private life from the

prying eyes of the press. Yet the most

intimate events of his life have been ex-

posed in screaming headlines—and it

has been, on the whole, his own doing.

Didn’t he realize, when he became en-

gaged to Josanne Mariani-Berenger, that

his choice of an unknown French girl

would provide a field day for the press?

And whether or not he knew—or cared

—

about the story of Anna Kashfi’s mixed-

up parentage, the fact remains it invited

a deluge of the ( Continued on page 90)

by OSCAR ERICSON







by PATTI LEWIS as told to HELEN WELLER

T ate the other evening my husband came home

from work, his face haggard, his eyes looking

like two poached eggs. He was so tired and

depressed that he stumbled into the house and

went directly to the bedroom, without saying a

word, and closed the door. I knew he was upset, so

I left him alone. After a while, I opened the door

slowly and peered in. There was my hero sitting

on the edge of the bed staring moodily into space.

“Darling, how do you feel now?” I asked.

No answer.

I was beginning to feel anxious myself. “Do

you want me to bring you dinner on a tray?”

Still no answer.

I knew the best thing for me to do was to leave

him alone until his depressed mood lifted, so I

closed the door and had dinner alone with the

children.

Now I’ll grant you that that little scene may
not sound unusual. All over the country, thou-

sands of husbands come home tense, moody,

depressed, not fit to talk or be spoken to.

But the odd thing about my case is that my
husband is one of the (Continued on page 95)

This Jerry Lewis takes life with Gary, Ronnie, Scotty, Patti (above) and infant Chris seriously

ITS NOT ALL LAUGHS



Wooden shoes, souvenir from

her trip to Holland, are not what

the well-dressed bridegroom will

wear, but Mickey tells Jayne

he’d even wear ’em to marry her

The wedding gifts are pouring

in, and Jayne can use them—
all she’s had time to get is six

lovely sets of white bone china,

that she picked up in Europe

love was never like this
A marriage by Mansfield is like nothing ever dreamed of by any

bride, anytime, anywhere. But who cares, so long as Jayne and

Mickey Hargitay have made it their own private heaven?
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They're going to need a bigger house—with all the

presents, plus Jayne's menagerie—and they've found

a honey. (“For Mickey I’d move to Alaska!”)

T^hey say marriages are made in heaven, and I

couldn’t agree more heartily. But I know of one

that was made strictly in Hollywood, too! Whose?

Why Jayne Mansfield’s and Mickey Hargitay’s, who

else?

I came to this down-to-earth conclusion a few Sat-

urday afternoons ago when Jayne told me of her plans

to be married. To Mickey Hargitay, of course. The

word “plans” is almost a naughty one in this instance,

bordering on the “big fib” side. For the truth is,

with The Day within reaching distance, at a time

when most brides-to-be have already addressed the

invitations and bought their trousseaus, Jayne had

taken up residence on Cloud Nine and refused to

come down.

All she knew was she was (Continued on page 70)



TWO WORLDS I KNOW

Tricks, yet! A Kitulgala elephant gives Bill a lift

T)lease tell William Holden to come back to us soon again,”

ended a letter to Photoplay from a fan in Ceylon. Amer-

ican stars, moviemaking in every corner of the globe these

days, are winning new friends for themselves—and for Amer-

ica, too. Bill Holden is no exception. Probably the most

traveled actor of all (twenty-six countries to date), he recently

completed almost a year’s stay in the exotic jungles of Kitul-

gala in Ceylon, where Columbia filmed “The Bridge on the

River Kwai,” a hard-hitting story of World War II. The tem-

perature hovered in the high 80’s during the cool winter season

and home away from jungle locations was a tiny bungalow

shared by Bill and wife Ardis (the former Brenda Marshall).

Bill loves the Orient. There many times since he made “The

Bridges at Toko-Ri,” he has done much as a sort of roving,

unofficial ambassador of American good will. In (continued)

Bill ( with Ardis’ help) had tailor make up some walking shorts.

Both marveled at cheapness of fine, handmade products done locally
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(Right) Only escape from Singhalese heat

was a swim in the River Kwai. (Below) Bill

and native actress take turns washing dust

right out of their hair. “Bill adapts quickly to

new places, ways, climates,” says Ardis, “even

seems to enjoy roughing it in the jungle.”
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Deadly cobra fascinated Bill, who likes flirting with danger. Trainer never did say if poisonous

venom had been removed. “Fortunately,” Bill adds, “I didn’t have to find out—we got on fine.”

TWO WORLDS
I KNOW

continued,

Japan, he and the Crown Prince be-

came fast friends and Bill regularly

sends him favorite American show-

tune albums, while Japan’s famed

Kabuki players recently gifted Bill

with a hand-painted wall panel “for

my office back home.” Happiest just

living the life of the country he’s in,

Bill took to sarongs (worn by Sin-

ghalese men) , made friends ( ? ) with

a cobra, played straight man for a

talented trick elephant. Wife Ardis

doesn’t mind his “traveling fever”

but some of his enthusiasms can be

a little upsetting—like the time they

were leaving Ceylon and Bill said

he was going to take home a cobra

for the Griffith Park Zoo. Ardis

drew the line at baby-sitting for a

cobra on the plane and Bill dropped

it. So now the mobile Holdens are

back in Hollywood (after a side-

trip to England) but only long

enough for Bill to figure out his

next route back to—-The Orient

!
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Holdens quickly became part of local

scene. A collector at heart. Bill searched

shops for authentic, non-tourist pieces

that represented Singhalese way of life

After Ceylon, Holdens picked up sons

Peter, 15, and Scott, 12, in Hollywood,

took them to England. Said Bill, “A trip

abroad is worth missing a little school.”

In Hollywood office briefly before flight to England, Bill sits sur-

rounded by objects collected during trips abroad. “America would

be a better country,” he feels, “if more of us traveled extensively—
learned to understand, first hand, ways of life in other countries.”
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1\ /Tay I interrupt the panel for a moment to tell a joke?”
LTJ

' asked Dean Stockwell, and the clatter of voices grew

silent. The occasion was Photoplay’s first panel discussion

on the subject of popularity. Dean, Natalie Wood, Jane

Powell, Tony Perkins, Venetia Stevenson, Pier Angeli,

Rick Nelson and Russ Tamblyn were seated around a

table, while Debbie Reynolds, gavel in hand, held forth at

the head of it as moderator. Deb opened the meeting:

“Okay, Dean, let’s hear your joke. I guess we could

use a laugh,” smiled Debbie.

“Well, there was a young starlet who went to see a

psychiatrist, and when the doctor asked her what the

trouble was, she said, ‘Everybody likes me. Wherever I

go, I make new friends. Everybody thinks I’m wonderful.

There must be something wrong with me!’ ” Dean threw

his arms out wide, and hung his ( Continued on page 82)

I
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Rock’s love of the outdoor life, his

hunting and fishing jaunts which

Phyllis did not share, widened the

lack of understanding between

them. And she resented his cling-

ing to old friends and habits of his

bachelor days. But there were

other, deeper problems—problems

that had to do with the many pres-

sures and demands placed upon

Rock as a star, and the inability of

him—and Phyllis—to meet them.

Phyllis thought she understood the

business—and Rock—when she

married him. But did she really?
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can Rocks marriage
be saved?

HER SIDE HIS SIDE
Everything had seemed so perfect

when Phyllis Gates was wed to Rock

Hudson, every girl’s dream man

—

handsome, tall and strong, steady,

faithful and honest. The kind of man
who makes an ideal husband. And,

with his career going into high gear,

there wasn’t a single cloud in the way

of the petty financial problems that

beset so many newlyweds to mar their

happiness. They were going to have an

idyllic life, travelling to all the far-off

places they wanted to see; then, after a

while, settling down and children . . .

Rock’s work as a star, she knew, was

complicated and demanding, some-

thing quite baffling to the uninitiated.

But what girl understood the business

better than she, who had been executive

secretary to Rock’s agent, Henry Will-

son ? She felt that she knew it very well.

And that she knew Rock well, too.

They’d dated for a year, steadily, before

they married. Now, she wonders if she

was not wrong, on both counts. Very

wrong. And, what hurt the most, wrong

about Rock.

From the beginning, even from the

day they were married, things weren’t

quite what she’d expected them to be.

They’d had the quiet little wedding

they wanted, away from the glare of

Hollywood. (Continued on page 93)

“Phyllis is a wonderful girl,” Rock

Hudson would say, when people asked

him about his wife. “She’s warm, and

kind—well, wonderful. You know.” He
never was much of a man with words.

And some things, he felt, were too per-

sonal to be paraded for everyone to

see.

Phyllis. She was everything he’d

been looking for in a wife, for so long.

She wasn’t like the Hollywood glam-

our girls. Not that he had anything

against glamour girls. But he didn’t

want to marry a career girl. Maybe he

was old-fashioned, but he believed that

a woman’s place was in the home, mak-

ing her husband happy and raising his

kids.

That was what Phyllis wanted, and

it suited him fine. It was so great, after

his long, empty bachelor life, to come

to the house he’d built as the fulfill-

ment of all his dreams, to find a light

in the window, and Phyllis there to

greet him, with a hot dinner ready.

How nice it was to have a wife who

attended to all the worrisome details

he never could cope with—like remem-

bering to send his suits to the cleaners,

and sending thank-you notes. He’d al-

ways been careless about such things.

He was a miserable correspondent.

But Phyllis (Continued on page 92)



a whale of a tale

YV7 hat’s ahead? Are Joanne and Dennis peering into their

’’ futures? Could be. With a possible Academy Award coming

up for her “Three Faces of Eve” and stardom won after his

portrayal of Napoleon in “The Story of Mankind,” Joanne Wood-

ward and Dennis Hopper have a right to look eagerly for what’s

to come. Actually, though, it’s no crystal ball they’re inspecting

but the inside of an undersea diving bell. Old (but not romantic)

pals, they parlayed a day off from work into a great time fish-

watching at Marineland-of-the-Pacific near Palos Verdes. It was

a draw as to who was the most interested—the sea life or the

movie stars. Porpoises, pelicans, penguins—they were all a big

treat for Dennis, “who grew up in a Kansas wheat field,” and for

Georgia-bred Joanne who’d never met denizens of the deep

before. “Have a good time?” asked Dennis after they’d seen the

sights. “Blub, blub!” answered Joanne over a non-fish snack.
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“You focus it this way . . explained Joanne,

then skipped to the railing to make like a

ship’s figurehead. Right, Dennis’ snapshot

I

“I’ll take three pounds of that one,”

teased Joanne to a horrified Dennis as

they watched a school of rare fish go by

“How can I ever eat you-know-what-again?”

Joanne sighed at day’s end. So they settled for

cones, looking over Marineland’s gift counter

“Do seals bite?” asked Joanne. “Dunno,” was

Dennis’ honest reply. But Sy the seal just

sniffed a bit, forgave their not bringing fish
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KNIT YOUR WAY TO HIS HEART
Follow Hollywood's fad. Surprise your Valentine with movie star socks

If he’s happier training a horse than eating, lets you

try beating him at tennis (but who can?), makes you like

picnics better than banquets—Tab’s argyles are his style

If he’s dark and exciting, talks in hot jazz style, reads

mysteries after midnight, makes you want to mother him,

then knit him these Sal Mineo musical note socks

If his mood is dark and brooding one minute, electric

and unpredictable the next, if he prefers drive-ins, flashy

cars and leather jackets—knit him Elvis’ lightning socks

If the snow’s ten feet deep but he starts you thinking

of spring proms, if he’s country fresh yet city polished,

part boy, part man—knit a Pat Boone pattern just for him

You can get free directions for making socks on these

pages. Send a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to

Photoplay, Dept. PF, 205 E. 42nd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

TAB’S SWEATER IS BY PENDLETON MILLS; SOCK DESIGNS BY COATS & CLARK

SEE TAB IN WARNERS LAFAYETTE ESCADRILLE,” SAL IN COLUMBIA’S “TUBIE’S MONUMENT,” ELVIS IN M-G-M’S “jAILHOUSE ROCK,” PAT IN 20TH’S “APRIL LOVE”
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They called her fortune’s child, this

gay, lovely girl touched by the magic of stardom. Only

Gia Scala knew the tragic secret she had to hide

behind her brave smile, the shadow

of death that lay heavily upon her heart

• The double performance was over for Gia Scala. The long hours

in front of the camera at the studio, and the much
tougher show she had given every evening for her mother, at home.

Tonight they were previewing the picture that could make her a

star. But it almost seemed an anticlimax to this emotional young

girl, who had given her finest performance during the seven

months she’d watched a dark-haired Irish lady slip-

ping away from her. Her mother, who was so much a part

of her success. Her mother, so much a part of Gia.

“.
. . Mama, here’s the most wonderful part. We will go to

Europe—when you feel better.” . . . “When you get well, we will buy a

farm. Mama. We can buy our very own farm . .
.”

Chattering, acting, knowing her mother had always been her captive

audience, and was making it easier for her now. Just as she’d always been

there to listen and to help a sensitive, serious young actress through all of

life’s bumps—the large and the small. The part Gia didn’t get. The scene

she felt she didn’t play. And always promising the big break,

the great moment of triumph, the success that would come.

“Wait, Giavonna,” she would say soothingly. “Just wait, my darling.

Some day, it will happen. You will see. It will all come . .

.”

And now the success Mama had always promised her was here. Tonight M-G-M was

previewing “Don’t Go Near the Water,” at the Pantages Theatre

on Hollywood Boulevard. But just a few blocks away, in a charming

modern apartment she and Mama had shared, Gia could think

only that her mother had never seen the picture. And how she

had wanted to. They were even going to have a (Continued on page 83)

by MAXINE ARNOLD





afather’s prayers

for his sons
Tn the big leather chairs of the barber shop at

A Universal-International Studios, two little boys

sit, quiet and still and good as gold. They are

Jimmy Murphy, age three, and Terry Murphy, age

five, and they are no angels. The reason for their

model behavior is the glorious reward it always

brings—a real grown-up lunch with Daddy in the

studio commissary and a visit to the Injuns. Fire

Injuns, that is. And they make up for all the trouble.

The momnig sun casts slanting shafts of light on

the polished linoleum. The only sound is the snip,

snip, snip of the barbers’ shears. Leaning against

the wall, Audie Murphy closes his eyes . . . and

in his heart, there is a silent prayer . . .

Dear God, thank You for giving me these two

wonderful, healthy sons. Thank You (continued )

Audie prays that sons Terry and

Jimmy will always enjoy the lit-

tle pleasures in life as much as

they do now. For them, trip to

the barber shop on the U-I lot is

a family ritual, and a big event.

Barber Sol has given them hair-

cuts ever since the first clipping

of their baby curls. Audie used

to keep the boys under control

with gifts of bubble gum, but they

now scorn such baby stuff, behave

like two young gentlemen. But

for small Jimmy, Audie’s sher-

iff badge for his new film helps!
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by HOWARD EISENBERG

Man-to-man talk should be a private af-

fair, Terry thinks. But he seldom evades

Jimmy’s watchful eyes. Whatever Terry’s

up to, Jimmy is going to find out what

it is—and insist on doing the same thing.

This calls for a bit of diplomacy on

Audie’s part—but so far, he’s equaj to it

;

f

Lunch in the studio commissary is a big thrill. The

boys are allowed to order whatever they want. “If

they were boss,” says Audie, “they’d live on cookies!”



Undercover Strategy

begins with Skippies

,

When you d like to be the Queen of

Hearts . . . and look the way he dreams

of you . .
.
your Strategy just

naturally starts with Formfit.

For only Formfit figures /
in this softly feminine ^

manner ... revealing the

very loveliest you. At

fine stores everywhere.

Formfit Skippies

and “Confidential’

Bras are available

in handy pick-up
packages.

Skippies Pantie No. 843 (also available as

Girdle No. 943). Nylon elastic net with satin

elastic panels front and back. 2y2 -in.
waistband. S. M. L. $7.50 Ex. L. $7.95 “Con*

fidential" Bra No. 281, contoured with

wispy-thin foam lining. $3.00 and $3.50

THE FORMFIT COMPANY • CHICAGO • NEW YORK • CANADIAN PLANT, TORONTO

DRESS BY JUNIOR SOPHISTICATES

afather's prayers

for his sons

continued

for giving me this day, and all the

other days, to share with them the

finest, purest joy in life, the joy of

childhood. It’s something 1 never had

before, but now I know that You

didn’t deny it to me, because I have it,

through them, and this way it’s doubly

precious. Help me to keep it for them,

as long as I can. Help me to keep

some of it alive in our hearts, al-

ways . . .

The sound of the scissors stops, and

Audie, whose hearing, trained in the

terrors of battle, will always be super-

sensitive to the slightest change of

sound, is startled.

The haircuts are finished. Terry’s

barber picks up a white bottle and

cocks his head questioningly. “Wet it

a little, Audie?” he asks.

“Guess a little won’t hurt,” Audie

answers.

The barber administers the finish-

ing touches, and whisks the pencil-

striped cloth from the boy’s shoulders.

Terry clambers down from his lofty

perch. Eagerly he reaches for the

candy bar his dad offers. He flashes

a big smile, ( Continued on page 86)

Fond of all kids, Audie chats with

a little boy on lot, who’s thrilled
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by SUE KREISMAN

THE
UNDERCOVER
STORY
YYTho is she, the girl on this page? More scamp

” than vamp, we claim after working with her on this story!

Her name is Taina (pronounced Tie-na, she told

us) Elg, and she’s half-elf, half-imp. If you saw “Les

Girls,” from which Taina emerged as Hollywood’s

Undercover Girl of the year, you’ll certainly remember her as

the kittenish French Angele.

But in real life, Taina comes from the ice

and snow of Helsinki, Finland. (“I still cannot

accustom myself to the warm days of

California.”) As the daughter of concert pianists, she

says, “Music has always been in my life.” Taina tried on her

first pair of toe shoes at ten, having conclusively

decided after seeing her first ballet

at age six this was to be her career, and

hasn’t taken them off since.

Recently, Taina donned a pair of conventional high

heels long enough for our photographers to snap her in the uncon-

ventional poses you see here. (“Eesn’t thees the way your

American fashion models do eet?”) The new chemise look? “I like eet!”

she said, slipping into the smart one we brought for her (a Junior First,

blue houndstooth check).

Taina still keeps fit by three hours of dancing daily. But since most

of us can’t follow this rigorous routine, wTe must rely on

the right foundation garments. This year, you’ll want color in

your undergarment wardrobe, too. The season’s new reds

and pinks will perk up your collection. The new all-in-one

garments are perfect for the chic chemises and

sheaths, and are styled for comfort as well as fit. And buy

a second girdle for longer life of your foundations.

For more wardrobe specifics, turn the page.



1. “Chansonette” dips to modified

V front, and is fine for the new

sheaths and blouson look for day-

time or evening. Its unique spoke-

stitched cups round while they ac-

centuate, and it’s firmly handed.

In - nylon lace or nylon satin,

“Chansonette” is available in sizes

32-36A, 32-38B,C. Also in white,

black and blue. $3.50. Maidenform

1
2. For the young in figure (and in

spirit!), Curvaline junior bra and

girdle set in say-it-with-rubies red,

with rhinestones at garter tabs.

Nylon power net with sheer nylon

lace embroidery. S,M,L. $6.95.

Also comes in pink, blue, white,

black. Matching padded bra of

nylon taffeta and lace, in 32-36A

and B. It’s $3.95. Both Jantzen

3. Perfect for chemise look is new

all-in-one “convertible,” pretty and

functional. Straps removable, lace

cup top can be folded to half-bra.

Magic insets support firmly, ad-

just to you. Lightly wired, hooked

front, back low. Back panels pro-

vide hip control, hugged waist. 33-

40, B,C, in 14" or 15" skirt lengths.

Black, white. $20. Perma-lifl

EARRINGS BY RICHELIEU

SKETCHES BY WILLIAM PARKER



based on his make-up research

an entirely new
for Color TV, Max Factor creates

NEW!
;olor won’t come off till you take it off!

NEW!
no blotting, no waiting to set!

brilliant high fidelity colors! never, never dries your lips!

everything you’ve ever wanted...

all in one

Max Factor’s new
hen Hi-Fi touches your lips, you’ll see glowing color

ter possible before! You’ll feel Hi-Fi’s glide-on moist-

;s that never dries your lips. No need to blot Hi-Fi or

jit for it to set . .

.

ever. It stays on until you take it off!

bcover this dream lipstick — created by Max Factor

i'm his make-up research for color TV. Buy Hi-Fi

>stick. $1.25 plus tax, at any fine cosmetic counter.

lipstick

HE
I 11

hi-fi Lipstick

MAIL THIS FOR A GENEROUS “TRY-SIZE” HI-FI LIPSTICK

Max Factor, Dept. L, P. 0. Box 941, Hollywood 28, California

Please send me a “Try-Size” Hi-Fi Lipstick, enough for at least

60 days. I enclose 25<* to help cover postage and handling.

I prefer (check one) Clear Red Pink D Coral 21-2

Name
Please print

Street-

City. -Zone- -State-

(This offer good only in U. S. A.)



THE UNDERCOVER STORY

4.

Little X bra features soft net-

lined cups, gay embroidered X fig-

ures, elastic “breathing* band and

concealed no-curl feature. 32-36A,

32-38B, 32-40C. $2. By Peter Pan

5.

Firm control highlights this

pretty braselette. Front closure,

and loto back for party dresses.

32-36B,C. Black, white. $10.95.

By Hollywood V-ette Vassarette

6.

A girFs best friend is her swea-

ter bra when ifs this one of HeL
anca seam-free fabric on foam.

32-36A, 32-38B, 34-40C. White,

black, pink, blue, $150, Lovable

7.

“Musts” on lingerie checklists

are “cuddle-stay” strapless, parity

girdle set. Bra 32-36A, 32-38B,C.

$5.95. Girdle, S,M,L. $8.95. Both

in white, black, blue, pink. Formfit



UNDERCOVER TIPS

THE EXCITING BOOK-OF-
FILLED WITH EXCLUSIVE

1) For correct bra fit: Measure your

chest high under arms, holding tape

securely but not tight. Add two inches

to measurement for bra size. For cup

size, measure fullest part of bosom.

If measurement is same as bra size,

you need an A cup; if 1 inch more,

B cup ; 2 inches more, C cup ; 3 inches

more, D cup.

2 ) For comfort and a natural look:

Be sure to put your bra on properly.

First, slide straps over shoulders,

then lean forward from the waist.

Second, reach back and fasten bra.

Third, straighten and adjust shoulder

straps, making sure they lie flat with-

out cutting into shoulders. Fourth,

and last, run fingers under band

across the back. If straps are adjusted

correctly, band will fit smoothly, with

no ugly bulges above or below. Never

pull straps too tightly. This weakens

breast muscles, tends to make them

i sag.

Below are the stores where you can

buy our featured undergarments. Or

write manufacturer listed below,

5 mentioning Photoplay, and enclosing

a clipping of the garment you wish

to order.

Jantzen girdle and padded bra
j»
Denver, couo Denver Dry Goods
MILWAUKEE, wise Dreyer-Meyer

i NEW YORK, N. Y Bloomingdale Bros.

Seattle, wash The Bon Marche
or write, Jantzen, Inc.

261 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Perma-Lift all-in-one foundation

I
write, A. Stein & Company
1149 W. Congress, Chicago, 111.

Maidenform Chansonette Bra
boston, mass Filene’s

! DENVER, COLO Denver Dry Goods
NEW YORK, N. Y Arnold Constable
or write, Maidenform Brassiere Co.
200 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Peter Pan Bra
|

new york, N. Y Gimbels
PHILADELPHIA, PA Strawbridge & Clothier
or write, Peter Pan Foundations, Inc.

389 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Hollywood V-Ette Vassarette
Strapless Bra
boston, mass Jordan, Marsh
dayton, ohio Rike-Kumler
ST. LOUIS, mo Famous-Barr Company
or write, Hollywood-Maxwell Company
6773 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Lovable Sweater Bra
CHICAGO, ILL Carson, Pirie, Scott

or write, Lovable Brassiere Company
180 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Formfit Panty Girdle and
Strapless Bra
Detroit, mich Crowley’s
new YORK, N. Y Saks-34th Street

or write. The Formfit Company
400 So. Peoria, Chicago, Illinois

Tab Hunter’s sweater on page 58
write, Pendleton Woolen Mills
Dept. T8, 218 S. W. Jefferson Street

Portland, Oregon

The gorgeous new 1958 Photoplay Annual
is here! And it’s the best yet! Here’s a treas-

ure-mine of information about the stars ... a

real Who’s Who in Hollywood. This colorful

and glamorous yearbook is the book-of-the-

year, as far as Hollywood is concerned. Here
you will find everything about everybody who
is anybody in Hollywood. This sensational

yearbook sells out as soon as it is put on sale.

Don’t lose out—get your copy today. Here is

what you get in this great yearbook

:

HOLLYWOOD MADE NEWS—20 exciting pages in

pictures and text, covering the month-by-
month weddings— separations— divorces—
births—awa rds—scoops.

PERSONALITIES OF THE YEAR—Stunning pictures

and stories of Natalie Wood • Tony Perkins
• Debbie Reynolds • Elizabeth Taylor • Kim
Novak • Rock Hudson • Jayne Mansfield •

John Saxon • Sophia Loren • Anthony Fran-

ciosa • Yul Brynner • Jeff Chandler • Audie
Murphy • Paul Newman.

SINGERS OF THE YEAR—Elvis Presley • Pat

Boone • Sal Mineo • Tommy Sands • Frank
Sinatra • Tab Hunter.

ALL-TIME FAVORITES—Kirk Douglas • William
Holden • Deborah Kerr • Cary Grant • Burt

Lancaster • Gregory Peck • Jeanne Crain
• Robert Mitchum • Jennifer Jones • Alan
Ladd • Esther Williams • John Wayne • June
Allyson • Gene Kelly.

PHOTOPLAY PORTRAIT GALLERY—Beautiful full-

page pictures, plus thumbnail sketches of

Joan Collins • Richard Egan • Montgomery
Clift • Terry Moore • Marilyn Monroe •

Robert Wagner • Marlon Brando • Ava Gard-

ner.

HAPPILY MARRIEDS — Heart-warming pictures

and text about Pier Angeli and Vic Damone,
Marisa Pavan and Jean Pierre Aumont • Ann

Blyth and Dr. James McNulty • Glenn Ford
and Eleanor Powell • Janet Leigh and Tony
Curtis • Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer
• Mitzi Gaynor and Jack Bean • Rory Cal-

houn and Lita Baron • Guy Madison and
Sheila Connolly • Doris Day and Marty Mel-
cher • Jean Simmons and Stewart Granger
• Charlton Heston and Lydia Clarke.

RISING STARS—Pictures as well as a thumb-
nail description of 33 newcomers to the

screen. See and read about them here, and
then follow their exciting careers. Joanne
Woodward • James MacArthur • Betsy Palm-

er • Dennis Hopper • Debra Paget • Inger

Stevens • John Kerr • Clint Walker • Pal

Wayne • Venetia Stevenson • Carolyn Jones
• Jean Seberg • Brian Keith • Kathy Grant
• Dean Stoekwell • Jeff Hunter • Shirley

MacLaine • Hugh O’Brian • Susan Strasberg
• Carroll Baker • Don Murray • Maria Schell

• Martha Hyer • Jack Lemmon • Vera

Miles • Luana Patten • Dean Jones • Tom
Tryon • Julie London • Jack Lord • Lori

Nelson • Russ Tamblyn.

STILL ONLY 50?! WHILE THEY LAST
This exciting Annual is a sell-out each year.

No wonder—everybody wants a copy and
only a limited number are printed. Rush to

your favorite magazine counter for your copy.

Or, if more convenient, mail coupon, with

50^, today and your copy will be sent to you

by return mail.

PHOTOPLAY Dept. WG-258
205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me PHOTOPLAY ANNUAL 1958. I

enclose 50c.

Name
(Please Print)

Address

City State. . . . ; . . .



LOVE WAS NEVER
LIKE THIS

Continued from page 47

marrying Mickey Hargitay—“real soon,”
and has six sets of white bone china

—

brought back from Europe—with which to
set up housekeeping. Where that house
would be, how and when she would get it,

what she’d do about anything or even
where the wedding—“large and formal”

—

would take place, were mere incidentals.
“I had my heart set on being married in

the Wayfarer’s Chapel in Palos Verdes,”
she confided, while Mickey beamed from
the sidelines. “It’s all glass, you know. It

would be wonderful to be married under
glass. But so many people want to attend,
how can I get them all in? After all, the
church only holds two hundred people.”

“T’as right,” Mickey agreed.
“There’s my mother and stepfather,”

Jayne said, and paused reflectively.
“And me, I’m coming.” I suggested.
“Oh yes, certainly,” she agreed. “And

Jayne Marie will be flower girl.”

Jayne Marie, Jayne’s seven-year-old
daughter, who was recuperating from a
birthday party of the day before—candy,
ice cream and sniffles—offered no protest
from the other room, so it seemed set.

Anyway, that accounted for several of
us and with loads of room for the other 195
or so. But Jayne, the soul of hospitality,
was worried.
“Of course, I could keep the wedding

small (down to a mere church full of 200)
and have a large wedding reception after-
wards,” she suggested, which appealed to
Mickey and me as the one and only solu-
tion.

Small wedding, big reception! All of
which could have been turned around by
this time to small reception and outsized
wedding, followed by a parade through
Chinatown, for all anyone knows. Or, I

reflected, the whole affair could end up as
one of those elopement things in Las Vegas
at three o’clock in the morning with un-
certain characters showering the happy
couple with rice that had already been
baked in a pudding.

It’s happened, you know.
“Now, about the wedding dress,” I sug-

gested helpfully. “After all, Jayne, time
is running short and. . .

“I have it all settled, I think,” she said.

“It’s the dress Charles LeMaire designed for
me to wear in my first picture, ‘The Girl
Can’t Help It.’ I was a bride in that one,
too. I’m sure the studio will let me have
it. It’s a form-fitting (what else?) white
lace sheath.”
A form-fitting white sheath wedding

dress it would be. For the day anyone
catches this one in a figure-concealing
full skirt will be The Day and it wouldn’t
be Jayne’s wedding day, if she can help it.

“But a white dress, Jayne?” I wondered
aloud.

“Well, I could have it made pink,” she
conceded, but reluctantly. “And a veil, of
course.” Her eyes sought mine. “A small
veil? Pink, to match the dress?” I gave an
approving nod.

S
o it was agreed. Pink slippers, pink
gloves to match, which I knew all too
well could turn out to be a stark

staring white sheath with a ten yard long
white veil by wedding time. So don’t look
at me.
Mickey’s costume for the occasion was

t pretty much left up in the air. Blue suit
or striped trousers and cutaway were men-
tioned. And for the briefest moment,
mention was made of a suit cut from the

70

bolt of material Jayne toted all the way
home from Athens. As she explains it,

loyalty prompted this purchase. With the
boss of her studio, Mr. Spyros Skouras, of
Greece, Jayne deemed it only fitting

Mickey should have something Greek.
(As far as I’m concerned, he’s got it. In

fact, the whole thing is Greek to me.)
However, whatever he chooses to wear,

I thought, as we carefully wrapped the
china back in its tissue paper, Mickey will
look dreamy—and, for that matter, so will
the bride, a Dresden doll cutie in white,
pink or even crab-apple green toreador
spangled pants. It really doesn’t matter.

It doesn’t matter, I reflected, because the
glow in her heart, the smile in her face,
the happiness in her soul, the kindness of
her person, will outshine her raiment and
overflow, whatever edifice is chosen. Be
it the Pan Pacific Auditorium of Los Ange-
les or the Cow Palace of San Francisco,
which didn’t seem a likely place that
afternoon. But still

The service would be performed, Jayne
hoped, by her own Methodist minister
from Dallas, Texas, Dr. Steele, or failing
that, by the minister of the Episcopal
Church in Beverly Hills where Jayne
Marie attends Sunday School.
“Now what about a house to live in?”

I suggested. It just didn’t seem possible
that Mickey, with all those muscles, could
crowd himself into Jayne’s tiny four-room
house . . . three really, not counting the
kitchen. A house already inundated with
cats—thirteen at the last count—numerous
dogs and visiting rabbits from off the hills,

strangers really, to the entire family.

COMING NEXT MONTH!

The winners YOU chose

for the

PHOTOPLAY GOLD MEDAL AWARDS

“We want a large place,” Jayne said,

“because we plan to have five children.”
“T’as right,” Mickey agreed.
“Oh, well, you can start looking for a

house early tomorrow morning,” I hinted
cheerfully.
“Oh no, I leave for Las Vegas tomorrow

for a week or so. I have a television show
to do from there.”
And so, with the strains of “Here Comes

the Bride” already echoing through the
short space of time, with no house, invi-
tations, set place or date, Jayne was off

to Las Vegas aflame with happy content-
ment.
But within a few weeks, I learned that

Jayne and Mickey had found and signed
papers for their dream house: a $175,000
“honeymoon cottage” in Holmby Hills.

Twenty-two years old, it was once owned by
Rudy Vallee and is white Mediterranean-
style on one and three-quarter acres.

“It has eight bedrooms, with a fireplace

in each, eleven baths and a fifty-foot living

room with a twenty-foot ceiling and two
balconies!” breathed Jayne excitedly.
In awe, I had visions of the newlyweds

playing Romeo and Juliet amid the bal-
conies. Although there was no swimming
pool, the couple planned to build one

—

heart-shaped yet.

But on that particular afternoon when
we chatted, Jayne had Mickey and six sets

of white bone china and if anybody wants
to get themselves in a snit about details,

it ain’t gonna be the future, or even the
present Mrs. Mickey Hargitay, I sighed.
For something much more important

occupied her mind and her heart. A mir-
acle of sorts, really, and one that couldn’t

possibly happen to a nicer kind of girl.

For I was aware of one thing. No matter
when or where Jayne and Mickey were to
exchange their wedding vows, I knew
they’d be a Jayne and a Mickey who have
found love all over again.

It all happened when Jayne took off for
Europe, her first time away from Mickey
since the day they met and came back six
weeks later with a whole new outlook on
life. And a knowledge of Mickey’s place
in her life. Which is first, absolutely.
Now, what happened to Jayne Mansfield

in Europe, outside the routine publicity
appearances and bowing to England’s
Queen, no one knows. Maybe not even
Jayne. We do know, from other traveling
stars, how Hollywood’s children can come
to feel lost away from their kind.
And Jayne is a true Hollywood child—

and has been in her heart from her fifth

birthday on.

So, whether true-blue Jayne, who has
been the soul of faithfulness to her Mickey,
was completely misunderstood by others
abroad (and again we admit her own flam-
boyant appearance may invite misunder-
standing), or whether distance suddenly
gave proper perspective to everything in

her life—whatever the reason, she came
home a new woman. A woman madly in

love with Mickey all over again.
Let her tell about it.

“ IV 7 hen I got off the plane in Holly-W wood, I didn’t know what to say.
For the first time in my life, I was

oblivious to reporters. I knew only that
I loved Mickey madly and all I could
think of to say was ‘How beautiful you
are, how beautiful you are.’ If this man
said ‘Let’s go to Alaska and live,’ I’d go
to Alaska and live. If this man said ‘Give i

up your career,’ I’d give up my career.”
This, remember, is Jayne Mansfield

speaking. The career-mad Jayne. The •

p-u-b-l-i-c—i-t-y kid of all time. The doll i

who threatened to die in Texas if she
didn’t get to Hollywood, and is now ready
for Alaska and to die without.
On the way home from the airport, the '

groom-to-be extracted a small box from
his pocket and flashed its contents before
Jayne’s large, hazel eyes. There was her
ring. Her beautiful engagement ring! The
dreamy, wonderful, practical, usefulness
of it all.

“You may describe the ring,” she said

in answer to my query, “as a round-cut !

diamond, ten carats, set in white gold.

Please say it may be a little smaller than a

quarter, but it’s bigger than a Texas
dime.”
And indeed it was.
At the airport, Mickey was asked if he

intended to present the ring then and
there.

“It wouldn’t be good taste,” he answered.
“I want Jayne to see it first—alone.”
The following day newsreel cameras

posed Mickey hunched at Jayne’s feet coo-
ing and wooing and replacing the ring on
her third finger left hand while cameras
turned.
But Jayne had seen it first. And to

Mickey that was important.
“He treats me like a queen,” Jayne con-

fided. “He waits on me, looks after me and
won’t let me turn a hand. If I hand him
a can of vegetable juice, he’ll scold me.
“You shouldn’t do that, Jayne,’ he’ll say.”

Pink champagne, and not vegetable i

juice, was the beverage of the moment and
with a heart full of good wishes, I toasted

the Hargitays—Jayne and Mickey.
Fortunately, little Jayne Marie is de-

voted to Mickey and Mickey to the child.

To see them together, strolling up Beverly
Drive, husky Mickey and tiny Jane Marie,

is a heart-warming sight indeed.
“Mickey’s own little girl by his first



marriage is just a year older than Jayne
Marie,” Jayne told me. “A dear little

girl called Tina Marie.”
“We’d love to have her with us, of

course, but being a mother myself I know
how impossible it would be to part with
a child. And as long as she’s in Los
Angeles with her mother, Mickey can
see her,” Jane said.

This Mickey, this twenty-seven-year-old
Mr. Universe, to whom Jayne gave her
heart on sight, is quite a lad. She’d

first glimpsed him at the New York night
spot, The Latin Quarter, where Mickey
was appearing with Mae West—and from
the first instant, it was love for both of

them.
He’d traveled a long way and through

devious routes from a boy of seventeen,
fleeing the Communists in his native
Hungary, to the heart of Jayne Mansfield.
But exactly as Jayne had yearned for

Hollywood, Mickey had yearned for

America and all things American.
“Why wasn’t I born in America?” he

would ask his father, a man of means and
owner of a theater chain in Budapest.
Mickey was thirteen when the Commu-

nists took over, and, incidentally, took over
his father’s theaters one by one. He re-
members hiding all day in bombed-out
buildings, sneaking out at dawn for food
and water and receiving a back full of

shrapnel for his efforts.

At seventeen, with a Pan American
ticket from London to New York in his

pocket, gift of an American soldier, he
made his way across the border to Prague,
to Frankfurt, to London, hitchhiking all

the way, missing Communist bullets on
one occasion, escaping internment camps
for displaced persons, walking through the
nights, too excited to eat and even shrewd-
ly making a dollar or two along the way.

In Frankfurt, the American Consul
granted him a six-month visitor’s visa and
somehow, in some wonderful way, he
finally made New York.
He couldn’t leave the airport with the

wonder of it all. Nothing was bombed.
He stood and stared and gulped his tears
of happiness.
A job at fourteen dollars a week and all

the bananas he could eat in a small Brook-
lyn fruit store, gave him sustenance. And
gave the fruit dealer a shock when the
bananas, by the bunch, disappeared with-
in the fruit-starved lad.

Eventually he made his way to Indi-
anapolis and the home of a cousin. And
since the cousin was a professional dancer
and Mickey had studied ballet and drama
in Budapest, they formed an adagio team
and toured the country. Later, after he’d
received his first citizenship papers,
Mickey married an American girl and
again took to the road as a team.
After the breakup of the act—and the

marriage—Mickey became a builder in

Indianapolis, building and selling houses
at a fat profit. On the side, he quietly
bought up hilltop lots that today are worth
many times their value.
At the suggestion of a friend, Mickey,

always a muscular marvel, entered a “Mr.
Indiana” contest and won. Encouraged,
he entered a “Mr. Mid-Western” contest
in Kansas City and won. But the heavy
Hungarian accent lost him the “Mr. Ameri-
ca” contest in Cleveland. “It wooden
look right, a ‘Mr. America’ talk like me,” he
explains.

So, with his American citizenship papers
in hand, Mickey set out for England and
the “Mr. Universe” contest at London’s
Palladium. And won. And stood on the
stage and almost wept his Star Spangled
speech of thanks.
As Mr. Universe, Mickey joined Mae

West for an extended tour that ended
forever the night Jayne walked into the
Latin Quarter and walked right out with
Mickey in tow.
He never went back.
When Jayne came to Hollywood and a

movie career, Mickey, their love, their cats
and a white mink coat in the middle of
August, came along. Jayne was all set

to kill the people with furs and feathers
while Mickey remained quietly in the
background, building things around
Jayne’s home. Dog houses, fences, swim-
ming pools, bed headboards and mosaics
of Jayne. All in pink, her favorite color
His devotion was apparent to all. And

calmly accepted by Jayne until that fatal

day when love reappeared, and the cou-
ple decided they were altar-bound, a

proud and happy-beyond-words Mickey,
a new and glowing Jayne.
Today Mickey is busy with “Golden

Boy,” a men’s perfume about to go on
the market. “We need only a little more
backing to put him over,” he says, and
frankly admits to selling his precious
bonds to buy Jayne’s ring. His role as
Tarzan in Jayne’s movie, “Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?” brought favorable
reviews, and Mickey himself isn’t averse
to a movie career.

“I wait and they will maybe one day
find me,” he says. And “they” could cer-
tainly do worse.
Leaving “Mansfield’s Madness,” as Jayne

has elegantly dubbed her small abode, 1

was suddenly struck by a thought.
“By the way,” I called to the two ol

them at the top of the outdoor stairs,

“where will you spend your honeymoon? 1
'

By the blankness on their faces I knew
this was one more detail that had been
overlooked.
“Maybe to Alaska,” I suggested.
“T’as right,” Mickey said. The End
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WHAT’S AHEAD FOR
HOLLYWOOD ’58?

Continued from page 32

be par excellence. At the time he is apt
to feel he needs Jupiter’s—and Janet’s
help very much, both in financial and
personal decisions. It could well involve
a journey into foreign lands, with Janet
going along for the ride. Janet may have
serious thoughts of retiring from public
activity in 1959. These ideas might have
begun to formulate during the present
year. Overall, a good and happy year for
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Curtis—even if not
spectacular.

ANITA EKBERG: Libra bom—Sep-
tember 29th. Horizons are not as clear
and bright as might be expected for the
striking, curvacious, statuesque blonde.
She has suffered from an adverse influence
of the planet Saturn in the past two years.
It brought annoyances and adverse publi-
city. Saturn is still unfavorable this year
and may cause a temporary retirement for
Mrs. Anthony Steel. I suggest she refuse
to be depressed, and to study her reac-
tions—and actions—in regard to her con-
tacts with people. She will lean toward
being unpopular and must do something
to combat the trend. August and Sep-
tember are good money months and also
bring favorable changes.

MR. AND MRS. EDDIE FISHER:
Debbie (Reynolds) is Aries born—April
1st; Eddie, Leo born—August 10th. They
are a grand team, with a fine partner-
ship arrangement of planets. This good
arrangement may have caused the tend-
ency to drop out of strong public favor
temporarily, but astrologically speaking
our old “friend” Saturn the past year or
so, has definitely been making a more
serious fella out of Mr. Fisher, and while
Saturn will abate a bit in 1958, other in-
fluences are somewhat disturbing, ruffling

the mind during the year. Caution in
making decisions is suggested for Eddie,
especially in the period from May 1st
through August 15th, with extra caution
around August 4th, 5th, 6th and also
through August 12th. He must watch his
singing voice during this entire May and
August period. He should not force him-
self and should avoid all strain. He should
not make any important commitments or
decisions at these times without first check-
ing his planetary pattern. He must stay
out of his place of birth, too, as this is

unfavorable. There may be difficulty
in his environment during this period.
For Debbie some delays, too, and annoy-
ances that stem from the house of the
partner in her chart. After Sept. 30th
things show improvement in her horoscope
and the improvement continues through
both ’59 and ’60. She will be very much
interested in Eddie but she can only have
great success with him through affection-
ate persuasion rather than trying to be the
dominant Aries, a trait all Aries woman
have to watch. In 1958 there will be
perilous times in their marriage, but
with care, they can master this threat
and have an exceptionally happy mar-
riage.

TAB HUNTER: Cancer born—July
11th. During the past year Tab came un-
der the influence of Taurus Moon in his
horoscope. This could bring a great and
lasting success through the exercise of the

P vocal cords, favorable as it was to Can-
cer Sun at birth. This is a natural en-
dowment which he should encourage.
Continued success is indicated for 1958,

although in lesser degree. His birth pat-
tern also contains the very lucky com-
bination of Venus in Cancer (emotion,
acting ability) with Neptune in Virgo
(idealistic, detailed, perfectionist in cre-
ative activities) . This little pair can
bring him a big break in his favor that
could be sensational. He should watch
September from the 6th to 30th, especial-
ly the 11th or the 30th. This could be one
of the greatest pictures he will ever do.
September 13th through October 12th is

also a great period for him to do another
hit record. He should be very happy with
the gifts his New Year has in store for
him before the year is over. 1959 will not
be much different, as it continues his suc-
cess trend. More power to you in your
professional activities, 'T'ab, and a bit later,

on your desire to set up a home, a nat-
ural Cancerian trait. Yours is a horo-
scope of excellent results, financially and
domestically.

JULIE LONDON: Libra born—Sep-
tember 26th. A lovely lady of talent, of
emotion, and also of sorrow in the realm
of partnership. However, this latter con-
dition does not have to be a menace for-
ever. It can be successfully overcome by
a careful program of directed thinking.
Some steps along these lines are likely to
be taken during 1958. This year will be
a great year of adjustments, serious think-
ing, and some very happy days. The trend
of the planet Uranus in this horoscope,
for the next several years, indicates many
important changes, affecting the personal
self and the general outlook on life itself.

Much sudden, even unexpected, public
appearance and activity. You should be
very active physically as well as men-
tally. Be most cautious before re-marry-
ing. Check both horoscopes, as for married
happiness you must have complimentary
qualities of influences to your horoscope
trends.

JAYNE MANSFIELD: Aries born—

-

April 19th. Here is one lady who has the
ability to turn her natural endowments
into legal tender of the land, since the
planet Pluto in the sign of Cancer (stom-
ach and breasts) at birth was not only
directly overhead but has a terrific affinity

for the money influence. So making nat-
ural assets pay off was inevitable for

Jayne. The early two thirds of the year
may not be so productive. But things
change for the better after September,
especially around the 5th to the 15th,

which indicates favorable results with
the public, with the entertainment field

and through a good contact.

VERA MILES: Virgo born—August
23rd. Actually Vera is a cusp birth, born
right on the divisional line between the
signs Leo and Virgo, which is an inter-

esting situation and can produce wonder-
ful results, if the native can put the com-
bined qualities of the two signs to work
harmoniously. Otherwise, the combina-
tion is apt to create much unrest, change-
ability or inability to decide just what is

best to do. Such people often need special
guidance and astrology can be most help-
ful to them in pointing out trends. 1958
will be a year of action for Vera, but the
decisions will have to be made with extra
care.

SAL MINEO: Capricorn bom—Janu-
ary 10th. Perfection in his picture work,
plus a good sense of business in all he
does, marks the horoscope of serious, yet
broad-minded and pleasant Sal Mineo.
The year ahead looks to be a little slower
for Sal than the pace he has set in the
past couple of years, but it will be a good
year just the same. There seem to be
no great problems for him to solve and

just a general, little slower progress in
his work.

MARILYN MONROE: Gemini born—
June 1st. Saturn has been too much in
evidence for Marilyn this year just past
and will continue to more or less domi-
nate the situation in ’58, either by forcing
her to do less publicly or causing a let-

down. She must watch her step or suffer
a loss of prestige with her friends and
associates. Finances are curtailed, too.

Criticism may be leveled at her during
the year and great care should be observed
in personal actions. January through
March and again from April 5th through
November 30th are pressure periods. She
should watch at these times and not be
too headstrong and independent.

KIM NOVAK: Aquarian born—Feb-
ruary 13th. The year ahead is most inter-
esting and excitingly full of action, a good
bit of it favorable but still having a
number of cautionary spots. Jupiter is the
most friendly all year, one way or another.
This favors finances and opportunities.
Possibly wedding bells in late August,
around the 28th. I would like to offer a
word of caution to Kim about marriage:
being an Aquarian, she must pick the right
man or her independent nature will assert
itself and poof, the bubble of romance is

burst. Do be careful, Kim. You have
trusted my advice before with good results
and I beg you to do the same now. Avoid
long distance travel or being in foreign
countries this year, if possible. There are
upsets in those distant spots for you.
Legal annoyances and some bad days from
secret, jealous enemies among those of

your own sex. Be very careful not to give
anyone material to work on during the
first three and the last four months of
the year.

ELVIS PRESLEY: Capricorn born—

-

January 8th. The two big boys of the
zodiac, Saturn and Jupiter, are in rather
poor and not very helpful positions for
you, Mr. Rock ’n’ Roll, and, as a result
the year may bring a sharp decline in the
Presley stock. Conditions do improve for

you greatly after September 6th, running
through much of 1959. The trend of influ-

ences over Hollywood for this year is

toward a more idealistic, genteel treat-
ment of stories and performances. It

would be well for you to use your really

good talents in a new way to fall into line

with the influence of the prevailing signs.

You have the talent and ability and by
good, strong constructive thinking and
planning, you may be able to overcome the
nagging conditions 1958 might bring you.

TOMMY SANDS: Virgo born—Au-
gust 27th. This fine young singer, popular
with the teenagers as well as those in the
more advanced brackets, has really burst
on the “star” scene in great style in the
past year, and his stars for ’58 indicate

no letdown in action or popularity. At
birth Tommy was favored by Moon and
Mercury in Virgo—a combination of ser-
vice, analysis, perfectionist. This would
give indication of success in both singing
and acting in pictures. If a picture star-

ring Tommy is released in September,
after the 13th, it should be an outstanding
hit, both personally and box office. Plus
this, Tommy seems to be assured of a

long term of usefulness in voice produc-
tion and he should continue in popularity
for many years. His stay in the musical
entertainment world could run parallel in

time to that of the one and only warbler,
Bing Crosby.

MR. AND MRS. MICHAEL TODD
(Elizabeth Taylor) : Elizabeth is Pisces
born—February 27th. The irrepressible

.



i
Mike is, as might be expected, a cusp

combination of Gemini-Cancer, June 22nd.

This is quite a team, if it continues to

work. But there are difficulties, especially

in the Taylor pattern of stars. This gifted

beauty has a strongly independent and
restJeis nature, also very emotional (which
helps make her above average in her

acting). This, however, complicates con-
ditions from a marriage standpoint and
more especially so with Elizabeth having
a planetary pattern in discord with that

in the Todd pattern. Plus this, Mike has

a conflict between business and home
which is separative. Yes, these two, who
have other strong affection-creating indi-

cations, still have their work cut out to

make marriage a permanent thing. Latter

:
’58 and early ’59 will be testing periods.

They might as well face it—they are going

to have difficult adjustments to make, but
I know we all hope they make them and

; clear up their adverse conditions and live

happily ever after.

And now, here is your general forecast

for the coming year:
ARIES (March 21—April 20) faces a

curtailed year financially and there could
be some wailing of the aggressive Aries
clan as outgo exceeds income. The need
to retrench is shown for this sign and if

this indice is heeded, and recklessness
curbed, the year could balance out fairly

well. There will be spurts of action (June
and July) and reaction (Feb. 1 thru March
16; also July 16 thru Aug. 15 and Oct. 12

thru Nov. 11), with other cautionary sig-

nals set for the final forty -five days of ’58.

Definitely, Aries will need to pay strict

attention to its business and personal af-

fairs this year. New business ventures,
marriage or other form of partnership, in

a general sense, need extra care, if upsets
are to be held to the minimum. This is

especially true until after September 6.

Favorable periods for Aries include Jan.
1 thru 10, Feb. 18 thru March 10, June 17

thru July 16, Aug. 15 through Sept. 13 and
Dec. 10 thru 31. April 10 thru May 18
could be a terrifically strong period for all

born in this sign, but those whose birth
dates range between April 14 and 24 may
find the action quite intense. All these
periods, as well as the cautionary ones to
follow, require careful thought and avoid-
ance of jumping to conclusions. Periods
when the caution signals are up include
Jan. 10 thru Feb. 18, July 16 thru Aug. 15
and especially Oct. 12 thru Nov. 11. Also
observe mental caution and restraint be-
tween Feb. 4 and March 16 and from June
7 to July 20. Avoid travel or important
moves July 1 to 12 and from July 15
thru 23.

TAURUS (April 20—May 21) With
just one or two exceptions, the first two-
thirds of the year are mildly favorable for
the natives of this sign. This is not your
year to add a million to your bank ac-
count, but you can get along by being
conservative, being cautious about sudden
moves, either business or personal, and

> especially in the field of investments.
Watch out for gold bricks or lemons that
look most wonderful at first glance. You
are gullible this year. While things are
not too difficult prior to Sept. 6, they do

i tighten up after that date, especially in a
financial way, either causing extra expen-
ditures that you had not counted on or
curtailing your income. Your best periods
run from Jan. 19 thru Feb. 18, March 20
thru April 18, May 18 thru June 17, July
16 thru August 15 and July 21 thru Sept.
20, while planet Mars is paying you a visit

I

that will energize you, may even push
you pretty fast, but always remember that
yours is not the sign to be doing things in
a hasty manner. Stop and consider care-
fully before you make important moves or
commitments. Periods to observe some
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added caution: Feb. 18 thru March 20,

April 19 thru May 18, Aug. 15 thru Sept.

13 and Nov. 11 thru Dec. 12.

GEMINI (May 21 thru June 22) When
diversified action is denied the natives of

this nimble-minded sign, they really get

disturbed. This year you may face a num-
ber of annoyances, frustrations, even an
occasional separation or loss of employ-
ment; Gemini partnerships are in danger
in ’58, so, with the caution signals all up
and warning you, why not be a bit care-
ful. Remember the stars impel, but they
definitely do not compel. By being sensible

and a bit more cautious than usual, much
threatened difficulty can be sidestepped.
If we, of all the signs, would stop and
think, we would recognize the fact that

most of our so-called “disasters” in life

are things we have set in motion our-
selves, much better and happier lives

could result. So, you wonderful people of

the sign of the TVins, please bear in mind
that 1958 can be a good year for you.
You have, until early September, the fa-

vorable ray of planet Jupiter in your
favor, bringing lucky breaks, good oppor-
tunities and favorable finances and thus
your year might just turn out to be a

great success. Important favorable periods
run from Feb. 18 thru March 20, April 19

thru May 18, June 17 thru July 16, August
15 thru Sept. 13 and Oct. 12 thru Nov. 11.

Cautionary periods: March 20 thru April

19, May 18 thru June 17 and Sept. 13 thru
Oct. 12. Later December, after the 10th,

needs watchful attention.

CANCER (June 22 thru July 22) 1958

gives indication of being a neutral year
for you in most respects, a year to mark
time as it were, attend to routine matters,
take on no new responsibilities if they
can be held in abeyance until next year,

and, at least until the first week in Sep-
tember, hold your expenditures down to a
minimum. Things can work out nicely.

As September rolls around, your financial

prospects begin looking up and the bal-
ance of the year can work out to your
satisfaction. You may even pick up an
inheritance in this period. Intuitions of

the Cancer bom are on the uptrend this

year and for a few years ahead and you
may be a bit amazed at your apparent
ability to foretell many things. May and
August should be excellent, energetic
months for you, while other good periods
in ’58 run from March 20 thru April 19,

May 18 thru June 17, July 16 thru Aug.
15, and Nov. 11 thru Dec. 10. Observe
some caution between Jan. 19 and Feb. 18,

April 19 thru May 18, June 17 thru July 16

and Oct. 12 thru Nov. 11. Feb. 4 thru
March 16 and also June 7 to July 20, are
periods for Cancer to have some care to

avoid quarrels and general discords. Avoid
intoxicants. Be more careful when driving.

LEO (July 23 thru August 24) An ex-
citing year for Leo, with many changes,
both of mental outlook and in business
affairs, rather sudden too and a bit unex-
pected. Those born July 30 thru August
10 are most susceptible to this influence,

which can be directed to your good if

you refuse to get excited and upset things
yourself. In the main this year can be a
good one for you, although there is a
slowing down in the last quarter of the
year, with finances either a bit curtailed
or the spending spree just a bit too over-
extended. November and December are
the months to watch if you care to remain
solvent. Investments for Leo people in
’58 will have to be very carefully watched.
There is money to be made on the quick
turnover at certain times and there is

also a decided swing in the other direction

t at times. Better not trust your own judg-
ment completely, but, by the same token,
do not trust that of so-called friends or
advisors in the periods March 17 thru

April 26 and, to a lesser degree, between
July 20 and Sept. 20; also the last two
months of the year. Your best periods are
Jan. 1 to 19, April 19 thru May 18, Aug.
15 to Sept. 13 and Oct. 12 to Nov. 11. Cau-
tion signals are up Feb. 18 thru March 20,

May 18 thru June 17, July 16 thru August
15 and Nov. 11 thru Dec. 10. Later De-
cember favorable.

VIRGO (August 24—September 23)
An in-and-out sort of year for Virgo; some
annoyance and obstacles with Saturn still

in a weak spot. Be more careful than
ever of the intestinal sector. Financially
the year could be an excellent one. You
will have great opportunities for a closer
alliance with your Creator and His Laws
with ability to help many others thru
your fine interpretation of things benefi-
cial to humanity at large; or you can go
far in the other direction, on the lower
side of the social pattern. The choice will

be entirely your own. Do some thinking.
Your best periods are between Jan. 19 and
Feb. 18, May 18 thru June 17, July 16
thru August 15, Sept. 13 thru Oct. 12 and
Nov. 11 thru Dec. 10. Mars, adding energy,
is in good spots for you in February and
March, July 21 thru Sept. 20 and also thru
November and December. Cautionary
periods: March 20—April 19, April 27 thru
June 6, June 17 thru July 16, and Decem-
ber 10 thru early January, 1959. Most
difficult: March 20 thru April 19.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 thru Oct. 22) With
Jupiter favorable just about all year and
Saturn too, it would seem as if this were
the year for Libras to make some hay while
the Sun shines brightly for them. Uranus,
too, favors this sign this year and next,

and there should be opportunities galore
for timid Libra, lovely Libra, to either get

Ingrid Bergman, whose “Kind Sir” cos-

tumes were designed by Christian Dior,

is saddened at death of her good friend

things done or be chosen to have things
done for them. Romance, too, is “in
the air,” especially Jan. 1 thru April 6,

again in July, also Aug. 16 to Sept. 9 and,
stronger than ever in October. Yes, if

eligible, love could really catch up with
you in ’58. This could easily be a splendid
year for partnerships, business or mar-
riage, and also for finances. What might
be termed a “lucky year” and a happy one.
Only a very few cloudy spots on the Libra
horizon. Cautionary signals are up in the
periods between April 19 and May 18,

June 7 thru July 20 and July 16 thru
August 15, 1958 would seem to be a won-
derful year, in general, for the Libra ladies
to build up their wardrobes to the height
of fashion and quantity they would like

to be accustomed to. The green light is

yours except from June 6 thru July 20.

Those are poor buying dates.

SCORPIO (October 22 thru November
22) Spiritual qualities, if desired, are here
for Scorpio-born during this year. Strong
intuitions, keen receptivity. Able to “see”
where mortal eye has no power. Finances
not so good, at least till after Sept. 6,

when a sharp trend for the better takes
place as Jupiter starts his big cycle thru
your sign. Time to reap your harvest.
Favorable for new ventures, for business
in general, especially if you keep a psy-
chic “eye” on the national trend. You can
make where others lose. You may be
called lucky, but smile and let it go at

that. Your “star” is very much on the
rise, and will be for several years ahead.
Some new star or several of them, born
in this sign, can emerge to great promi-
nence this year and next. And more so if

they are featured in a film of spiritual

values and unfoldment. Such films are
more likely to be hits in ’58 and ’59 than
would be thought possible from other than
the astrological advance viewpoint. Favor-
able periods for you: Jan. 19 thru Feb. 18,

March 20 thru April 19, April 27 thru
June 6, July 16 thru August 15, Sept. 13

thru Oct. 12 and Nov. 11 thru Dec. 10.

The cautionary periods are dated from
Feb. 18 thru March 20, March 26 thru
April 26, May 18 thru June 17, Aug. 15

thru Sept. 13, December 1 to 5, and on
thru balance of December. This is not

a good year for air trips for Scorpios gen-
erally. Check your horoscope before ar-

ranging dates. Avoid travel: March 27,

28, also March 21 thru 25, July 23, 24,

August 7, 8, 9, 10. Nov. 23, 24, 25, Decem-
ber 1 thru 4.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 thru Dec. 22)

Your strongest trend this year is toward
caution and conservatism. This does not

mean a poor year, but you will be strongly

trended toward serious thinking, even
possibly to worries and doubts, but this

need not be difficult unless you choose to

make it so. With care this could be a

great year for serious subjects such as

higher math, etc. The first two-thirds of

the year are financially favorable and can
also bring new friends into your life who
would be most helpful. Some of these may
even have manifested in later 1957. Your
partner can be most helpful, too. Not
especially good for travel. You will need
your natural born flair for optimism and
joviality, but remember to keep your
sunny side up. Gloomy people are de-
pressing. With care in checking dates and
commodities, some money can be made
in investments. Do not trust your own
judgment completely. Your big booby trap

this year could be an upset for yourself

due to too much seriousness, otherwise

labeled “worry.” Avoid it studiously. Bet-

ter to mark time a bit this year, rather

than expand or start some new, big ven-
ture. Your best periods date as follows:

Feb. 18 thru March 20, April 19 to 30,

Aug. 15 to Sept. 13, Oct. 12 thru Nov. 11"



and the final twenty days of December.
7our cautionary periods extend from
March 20 thru April 19, May 1 thru June

3, June 17 thru July 16, Sept. 13 thru Oct.

15. Jan. 22, 23, 1958, are dates marked “No
travel, take it easy.”

CAPRICORN (December 22 thru Jan-

uary 20) Sort of an indecisive year in the

general sense; not conducive to important

iew moves or the optimistic business out-

iook. This sign has its troubles even in

the best of trends since they naturally

respond to responsibility, problems, seri-

ausness and to that highly negative factor,

worry. You may have to force yourself

a bit to avoid thinking “it could get worse”
and despite this warning, you may even
sell yourself short in 1958. Do not do it.

This year should be excellent for the

development of the higher spiritual side

af Capricorn, with both Pluto and Neptune
n special favored spots. Those birthdates,

Dec. 22 to 28, are especially favored but
;he entire sign will feel the uplifting in-

luence along lines of higher intuitional

-esponse and a keener sensibility to the

nner conscience urges. So, even if the

naterial end is not as strong as some of

is might like, there still are gains to be
nade in other directions that, in the end
esult, may be even more valuable. The
jest periods for you center around Jan. 19

;hru Feb. 18, May 18 thru June 17, Sept.

3 thru Oct. 12 and Nov. 11 thru Dec. 10.

Most energetic periods: Feb. 4 thru March
.6, July 24—Sept. 20 and all thru Novem-
jer and December. Cautionary signals are

ip between April 19 and May 20, June 7

hru July 20, July 16 thru August 15 and
October 12 thru Nov. 11.

AQUARIUS (January 20 thru Febru-
iry 19) Next to Libra, this sign gets most
if the good breaks in ’58. Finances, busi-
ness and social opportunities should be
greatly improved and the year’s results

hould be marked definitely in the gain
olumn. Happier conditions, more opti-

nistic, cheerful and ambitious. Favors new
ventures and important moves except in

he department of partnerships and in-

vestments. These two items are going to

leed careful checking if sudden and un-
expected blowups are to be avoided. It is

lefinitely not a good year for marriage,
inless everything else in the horoscope

Is favorable. The trend is strongly toward
udden changes. Those born January 27

jhru February 7 are apt to feel the influ-

nce more than others, but the entire sign

s affected. Best periods are Feb. 18 thru
Jay 18, June 17 thru July 16, Oct. 12 thru
Jov. 11 and Dec. 10 thru Jan. 9 (’59).

Difficult: Aug. 1 thru Sept. 20. Caution-
ry: May 18 to June 17 and Nov. 11 to Dec.
0. Avoid travel: March 15 to 30; Aug. 7 to

2; Nov. 20 thru December 7. If you drive,
Irive with extra care on these dates.

PISCES (Feb. 19 thru March 20) A
nixed-up year for these sensitive people,
loubts and “ifs” or “buts,” lack of posi-
ivity are apt to mark 1958 for Pisces, until
lid-September, when the quality of the
inal quarter of the year may improve,
the influences are not strong enough to
,ause great difficulty, only in extreme
ases, but the lack of decisiveness can be
nost retarding, hence these people may
;eed to put the strong periods to work
or them to get things done—Feb. 4 thru
larch 16, July 21 thru Sept. 21 and again
In the final two months, November and
lecember. April 27 thru June 6, is tre-
mendously energetic, but not always as
ood as it should be, since the tastes and
ppetites are stirred in a way that can
>e negative in the end result. If you are
lover of potent beverages, this period is

ne during which much restraint may be
leeded to stay on the right side of the
ocial picture. Jails and hospitals are too
fasy to get into at times like this. End
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THE LOVE GODDESS
Continued from page 40

did marry: “All that she ever wanted to

do was slip into something comfortable
and stay around the fireside. Excite-
ment? She was just a homebody.”
Dick Haymes, the man she shouldn’t

have married: “I don’t know what I’ll do
without Rita. She’s wonderful. I can’t

go on without her. I’m in love with her.
A man is only in love once. If she di-
vorces me, I don’t know what I’ll do!”
But few could be certain that they know

her today. The Rita Hayworth who has
added still another man to the list of those
who have, in succession, always been at

her side to mould, shape and guide her:
James Hill, forty-one, brilliant, ruggedly
handsome producer, partner in the inde-
pendent film company of Hecht-Hill-Lan-
caster, and the boss of her new film,

“Separate Tables.”
Their courtship was totally different

from Rita’s past romances. There was
none of the hoopla, none of the headlines,
until news of their marriage plans leaked
out. Then Hill, for whom it is a first mar-
riage, was “surprised and distressed.” He
and Rita had hoped to make all the wed-
ding arrangements before breaking the
news. They wanted a dignified wedding,
“one which my parents can attend,” Hill

explained.
And James Hill is quite unlike the

other men in her life. If he lacks the
glamour and excitement of Orson Welles,
Aly Khan and Dick Haymes, he has some-
thing much more important—stability and
maturity. Those who felt that Rita was
always too easily swayed by surface
charm were surprised at her wise choice.

They should not have been. For Rita
Hayworth has come a long, long way.
The disappointment of her father lies 39

years behind her now. The tears of Dick
Haymes and the charm, passion, and ar-
rogance of Aly Khan lie behind her, too.

They share the same half-forgotten past
with a four-year-old girl’s Spanish blouse
damp and wilted from long hours of learn-
ing to dance in the bedroom of a Brooklyn
apartment; with castanets flashing from
the stages of endless theaters; with four
marriages that cost her $100,000 and left

her broke but not broken; with night on
the Mediterranean and champagne for

breakfast in Africa and twenty-four
hours locked in a New York hotel room
because two deputy sheriffs were waiting
for her husband in the corridor outside.
She returned to Hollywood, to live in

a quiet house on a quiet California street

with her two daughters—thirteen-year-old
Rebecca Welles and eight-year-old Yas-
min Khan, fortieth generation descendant
in a straight line from the Prophet Mo-
hammed.
She seldom entertained. Her dates with

Jim Hill were frequent but decorous, and
they attracted little notice. She owned
no yacht. No turtles with lighted candles
on their backs swam in her pool. No
champagne was drunk from satin slippers
in her living room. At home, she indulged
her natural tendency towards blue jeans,
chewing gum and putting her feet up on
the coffee table.

Today when she is shown newspapers
with the name of “Marilyn Monroe” or
“Jayne Mansfield” strewn across the front
page, there is no jealousy in her voice as
she says, “Marilyn and Jayne can have
the headlines. I’ve had enough! From
now on the only headlines I want are on
my acting.”

In the past year she has made two
movies, “Fire Down Below” with Robert
Mitchum, and “Pal Joey” with Frank
Sinatra. Five years of almost total ab-
sence from the screen have added an inch
or two to her waistline, but they have
not tarnished the copper of her hair or
extinguished the steaming promise of her
eyes and mouth which led 100,000 GI’s to
carry her picture across the battlefields of
World War II. Perhaps it was one of
those GI’s who gave the most definite

definition of Rita Hayworth: Sitting in the
mud of a clearing hacked by machetes out
of the Philippine jungle and watching
“Cover Girl” on a rain-coated movie
screen, he drawled, “Ah’m tellin’ you, son,

that Rita Hayworth, she shore is all

woman!”

M any men have felt that way about Rita
Hayworth. They seem to sense that

—

like the essence of woman—she has
always chosen to let her heart rather than
her head rule her life. Her choices have
often been unwise. She decided to marry
Dick Haymes (“Partly because he needed
her,” says a friend) after she knew much
of the trouble that he was in with credi-
tors and the United States Government.
She lost $5,000 a week in salary sticking
defiantly to him until his problems were
settled. It was only then—after he was
out of trouble—that she left him.
From almost the day of her birth, men

have dominated Rita Hayworth’s life.

They have taught her how to dance and
what books to read and changed the color

of her hair and selected her clothes. They
have taught her how to walk and how to

talk and how to give parties for an ex-
King of England.

P
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Big Success Story of the Year

What Makes a Happy Marriage?
By MARJORIE LORD

PCcu

DAVID and RICK NELSON
DODY GOODMAN

TAB HUNTER • JERIL DEANE

Says one friend who has known Ritj
for nearly all of the twenty years sh<

has been in Hollywood, “Rita has alway:
been like an empty wine glass waiting tc

be filled or a violin on which anyone whc
came by could play a melody. She hac
no real ambition or inner drive to be ar
actress. If the men in her life had nol

moulded and pushed her, she wouldn’t b<

where she is today.”
And—even today—Rita Hayworth i:

occasionally a little uneasy about th«

place where she does find herself. Al
least, she says a trifle wistfully, “What I’d

really like to be is a painter and not have
to be sold as sex or always remember tc

keep my stomach tucked in. But I guess
that will never be . .

.”

It never has been. Starting with her

father, men have purposely worked to

turn Margarita Carmen Cansino into the

girl who became known as the Love
Goddess, a symbol of sex and glamour for

four of the seven continents.
For generations Eduardo Cansino’s

Spanish ancestors had been dancers. Since
he was burdened with a daughter, he
could at least make her into a dancer to

be proud of. The lessons began when Mar-
garita was four years old. Except for a

desire to be an explorer so that she
could travel the world that lay outside)

Brooklyn, Rita remembers little else about
childhood. “Rehearse, rehearse, re-

hearse,” she says. “That was my girl-

hood.” Dancing was hard work, and she

did not like it much “but I didn’t have
the courage to tell my father, so I began
taking the lessons.” She became a mod
erately good dancer—then a good one.

By the time she was fourteen, she was
good enough to join the family act. In

stead of finishing high school, she clicked

her castanets and tossed her jet black,

tightly curled hair across a dozen stages.

Eduardo Cansino paid little attention

until the day he looked up and “All of a

sudden I wake up. Wow! She has a

figure! She ain’t no baby any more.” He
took her to the casino at Agua Caliente

for a four-week solo engagement. The
casino kept her for two years. From
there, her father brought her to Holly-
wood for dancing specialties in two or

three movies. She followed obediently.

But this was as far as her father was
able to propel her. And there—on the

fringes of Hollywood—she might have
stayed if she had not met Edward Judson.
Margarita Cansino was seventeen years

old when Ed Judson telephoned her one

day and told her he had seen one of the

movies in which she had danced and

asked for a date.

Margarita had danced for hundreds of

men, but she had never gone on an un-
chaperoned date in her life. “I’m sorry,

but I don’t go out with men my father

hasn’t met.”
Judson called again. This time he asked

to speak to Eduardo Cansino. He asked
politely if he might spend the evening

with Cansino and his wife.

Judson was forty years old—'tall, thin,

and sophisticated. All of the Cansinos

were overcome by his sophistication and

style. At that time he was a salesman for

foreign cars. The foreign cars weren’t

selling well, but Judson was still a born

promoter and salesman. He married Mar-
garita and promoted her to Hollywood
stardom.
Like all of the men in Rita’s life, he

began by changing her and teaching her.

The first changes were external ones.

The black hair was turned red and sent

cascading across her shoulders. Her hair-

line was altered. The Spanish name was
dropped and the dancing shoes neatly

placed in the bedroom closet. They were
not to be taken out again until she had
made a name for herself as a badish-good

I
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girl in “Only Angels Have Wings” and
“Blood and Sand.”
For Rita, life with Judson was life as

a puppet dangling on the end of a short

string. “From the first he told me I

couldn’t do anything for myself. ‘You’re

such a child,’ he’d say. I didn’t have any
fun those five years we were married. I

was never permitted to make any de-
cisions. He robbed everything of excite-

ment. He was husband and nursemaid . .

W hen he took her to a tailor to have
sleek -fitting skirts made, he would
tell her where to stand and she would

stand there motionless for hours while she
was being fitted, without saying a word.
Judson would do all the talking, all the

choosing of color and fabric and style, and
all the arguing over price.

Arguing over price was a necessity. At
first Rita was not making over $75 a week.
Often they had no furniture in their

house. But there was always a closet

full of clothes for Rita. Judson felt that

the only way to make a splash in Holly-
wood was to dress to the teeth on the
prime nights—Friday, Saturday and Sun-
day—and to make the rounds of the most
important nightclubs. He was right. How-
ard Hawks saw Rita at the Trocadero one
Sunday night and signed her to play with
Cary Grant in “Only Angels Have Wings.”
Then—with the sudden jerk that Rita is

always capable of giving in the end—the
puppet broke away from the string. She
was—as many were to discover—good-
natured, pliable, and amenable only up to

a certain point.

“I got a divorce to be myself again,”

she said. “I married him for love, but
he married me for an investment.” To
get her freedom, she had to pay Judson
a settlement. It was the first of many
times she was to pay.
But she was not paying for nothing.

She wasn’t quite the same little dancer
who had married Ed Judson five years
before. The basic nicenesss still re-
mained. So did the honesty. At parties

she was still too shy to ask for a ciga-
rette, much less reach for one. But she
knew how to do business with a studio
now. She knew how to use a cigarette
holder in public “when I want to feel im-
portant.” She knew how to spend $500
on one outfit in order to make a dramatic
entrance into a nightclub where she
might meet an important producer. She
knew how to spend $90 of the $100 she
earned each week on voice and dramatic
lessons.

Her career thrived. “Susan and God.”
“Strawberry Blonde. “You Were Never
Lovelier.” She became engaged to Victor
Mature and broke the engagement to mar-
ry Orson Welles—the eccentric and electric

boy genius of the early Nineteen Forties.
Orson wrote, directed, acted in, and pro-
duced movies and gave magic shows for
the soldiers. At one USO show he sawed
Rita in half as the climax to his act. “A
hell of a way to woo a girl,” said Mature
with all the grouchiness of a sure loser.
But what Mature thought didn’t matter.
Rita and Orson Welles were married on
September 8, 1943.

Like three other Hollywood glamour
queens—Lana Turner, Ava Gardner, and
Marilyn Monroe—Rita Hayworth was now
to be shaped and reshaped by an intel-
lectual. Welles taught her what to read
and how to read. He opened her eyes to
things that she had never known existed
before.

Welles was always broke. He could
even make money and lose money on two
different plans in the same day. But it

didn’t matter. For Rita, there was “You’ll
Never Get Rich” with Fred Astaire, “Cov-
er Girl” and “Gilda.” She had enough
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Liz and Mike, while traveling around the world, were met in Sydney ,
Australia, by

a headline chiding them for kissing at a formal luncheon, seated beside a South Wales

diplomat. Eddie Fisher enjoys Liz’s retort: “The secret: kiss when you have the urge.”

money for two. But other things mat-
tered more. She wanted to be a real
wife, and Orson didn’t need a full-time
wife. He would simply forget that he
had a wife and home and child. When he
would remember, he would come home
suddenly. Even then, he would hold con-
ferences while he was sitting in bed—with
Rita lying asleep at his side. Finally . . .

“I couldn’t take his genius twenty-four
hours a day any longer. I was married
and yet I didn’t have a husband.”

But again she had not paid for nothing.
Again some of the changes, some of the
things he taught her, remained. In part

at least, Welles made up for the lack of
schooling. Rita is not even now an in-

tellectual, but she can go into a bookstore
and buy fifty dollars’ worth of good books
and read them—really read them instead
of using them to ornament her shelves.

Judson had pushed at her career. Welles
had helped to open her mind. Now Aly
Khan was to give her the travel that she
had always yearned for.

In 1947 she had said if she had just
one wish she would wish for a trip around
the world, “just to roam, to live for a year
like the natives in each country.” With
Aly Khan she was to become a citizen of
the world. Aly had villas sprinkled
through Europe like chocolate shavings
across the frosting of a cake.
When Rita arrived in Cannes in 1948,

the director of the Casino had just fin-

ished remarking that Aly’s love affairs

were losing the resort some of its best
clients because patrons were fearful of
letting their wives and daughters within
reach of his charms. Aly sat next to

Rita at an Elsa Maxwell dinner party and
—within days—the Casino director didn’t

p have to worry.
They were married on May 27, 1949.

Aly’s Riviera swimming pool was aglow
with cardies and drenched in flowers for

the occasion and Rita ordered essence of

orange blossoms to scent the pool. There
was lobster and caviar and fifteen bottles

of champagne per guest. She wore a $1,-

000 ice-blue gown, and Aly leaned forward
and kissed her foot.

“Are you happy?” someone asked.
“I never knew what happiness was be-

fore,” she answered.
Tbe next day there was a Moslem cere-

mony. “Fear Allah as he should be feared.
Who so obeys Allah and his Messenger
shall surely attain mighty success.”
The mighty success—at least of their

marriage—did not last long. Aly traveled
from gambling casino to gambling casino,

from race track to race track, from villa

to Swiss chalet to villa. When he broke
his leg in Switzerland, he arranged for his

son, Karim (the new Aga Khan) and his

chauffeur, Emrys Williams, to sneak him
out of the chalet and fly him to England,
where one of his horses was running. His
father was the richest man in the world,
but Aly could never keep a franc in his

pockets for very long.

According to Emrys Williams, “One of

the first causes of Miss Hayworth’s un-
happiness, in her role as Princess Aly,
stemmed from the fact that she nearly
always felt like a fish out of water with
the Prince’s friends. My boss lived for

horses, and enjoyed nothing more than
the company of trainers, owners, and
jockeys.” Most of these friends couldn’t
speak English, and Rita found it hard to

learn French.
She tried to make a home out of one

of the smallest of the villas. But Aly was
still Moslem enough not to want a wife
who was an equal partner. The duty of a

Moslem wife was to be available when her
husband wanted her available and to dis-
appear discreetly when he was busy with
his friends. There were quarrels and
then a safari to Africa that was to be a

second honeymoon. But—like almost

eyerything that Aly did—the safari was
gigantic. The second honeymoon in-
cluded four Moslem millionaires who
came along to play bridge with Aly, two
cooks, one valet, two pilots, three secre-
taries, two aides, and some French so-
cialites who joined them en route. There
was one truck for the champagne and an-
other for the refrigerators.

R ita flew back home to France. From
there she went to America with the
children. “I don’t want to live in a

house where there are eighty friends of all

kinds coming and going, and I don’t want
to be photographed in the salons of Paris
or at dinner in big restaurants.” Later,
she added, “He is a playboy. He doesn’t
understand family life. He thinks only of
gambling, horse racing, big game hunting.”
As usual Rita was left in debt. She had

to borrow $25,000. Also as usual, she felt

little bitterness. The experience of being
a princess had brought her sophistication;
made her cosmopolitan; and given her

—

at last—the travel she had hungered for
from the day early in childhood when
she had wished she were a boy so that
she could become a sailor and sail around
the world.

If there was one marriage that was pre-
destined to failure before the ink on the
marriage license was dry, it was Rita’s
marriage to singer Dick Haymes. In 1948
Haymes had been the hottest young singer
in Hollywood, but—in that inexplicable
fashion that things happen in Hollywood
—his career had soured overnight. By
the time of their marriage in September
of 1953, Haymes was desperately broke
and almost bankrupt. One month later

he was arrested for being behind in his
alimony payments to ex-wife Joanne Dru.
A few days later a Deputy Marshal
handed him a $1,071.37 bill from a men’s
clothing store. The Internal Revenue l

Bureau attached his earnings. A gasoline
attendant sued him for an $80 gas bill.

Then the United States Government at-

tempted to deport him because of a waiver
he had signed to be free from military
service during World War II. It took
two years before the government dropped
its case. Rita stuck to him until all his

troubles were settled.

“Basically,” says one friend, “Rita has
eluded the attempts of all her husbands
and studio advisors to change her. She
has an uncanny ability to stay herself, to

be really untouched by all the overpow-
ering things that have happened—even
though on the surface she has acquired
gloss and polish and sophistication. For
example, when Judson was choosing her
clothes, she was selected as the best-
dressed starlet in Hollywood. A few
years ago, when she was choosing her
own, she was picked as the worst-dressed.”
And now, Jim Hill has filled the need

in Rita’s life for a man to lean upon, and
listen to. But will he find, as so many
others before him, that in spite of her
pliance, her longing to be led, there is

about her something still that will always
be hers, and hers alone? It is this aura of

individuality that took her out of the ranks
of ordinary starlets and made her The
Love Goddess. Some call it glamour.
Some call it personality. Neither word
quite describes it. But it is there. It

cannot be touched. It cannot be changed.
Perhaps it is true that Rita has no

inner drive, that she has—in effect—been
manufactured by the men who have come
in contact with her. Perhaps it is true

that if it hadn’t been for these men
she would today be a housewife in some
small midwestem town. And yet perhaps
it is not true. Perhaps they are, all of

them, only the humble attendants to the

girl who inevitably became The Love
Goddess. The End



HE STILL BAFFLES
ME

Continued from page 35

service at the Little Church Around the

i Corner, in New York, Tony remained
completely composed. When an aunt con-
solingly caught his hand, he shook off her

grasp, held his head high and walked out.

Afterwards, Tony and I took the train

to Florida in an attempt to forget our
loss. That first night, as we started for

i the dining car, my little boy affectionately

! clutched my arm and said, “We’re going

to be all right, aren’t we, Mother?” His
concern was f®r me, not for himself. But
a while later I had some insight into his

real emotions. Tony liked to make pic-

tures, with crayons or watercolors. As
he sat painting one evening, he looked up
at me and said, with almost imperceptible
sadness, “Isn’t it nice that Daddy taught

me how to paint before he had to go
away?”

F
rom babyhood, Tony had been very
much the individual, and Osgood and I

felt ourselves fortunate, even in the
qualities about Tony that sometimes con-
fused us. His intelligence and his imagina-
tion reached out in so many directions. At
three and a half, Tony began going to a

private nursery school, where he took a
piano lesson every day and learned to

chatter in French like a true Parisian. In

the afternoons, he’d come home and get

out his paints. When he got bored with
art, he’d ask to be read to. Half an hour
later, he might decide to paste pictures in

a scrapbook or just go outside and play

—

sometimes alone, sometimes with his

friends.

As he grew, the restlessness remained,

|

the sudden impatience with the project of

the moment. Even today, when he isn’t

working, Tony will stroll aimlessly for

hours, then rush home and listen to rec-
ords, then swim or play on the xylophone
or his guitar, then go to a movie or wan-
der through a museum or just stay home
and read.

I sometimes wonder how my son con-
centrates on a script and learns all of his
lines. Then I think back—and I know the
answer. Whenever Tony has become truly
interested in something, he has followed
it through all the way. But it must be
his own interest, of his own choice—or
there must be a good reason for applying
himself. When he was in high school, he
expressed his resentment of formality by
refusing to study those subjects he con-
sidered useless for his purposes: science
and mathematics. His teachers finally told
him that failures in these examinations
would mean failure to graduate. Because
he knew that I would be disappointed in
him, he studied ferociously with me all

summer. When the tests came, he passed.
His feelings for me were more impor-

tant than his distaste for algebra. That’s
where the real test of a person comes, and
that’s where Tony always passes. He will
do anything if it means sparing the feelings
of someone he really cares for.

Nevertheless, those summer studies were
merely a chore. He didn’t concentrate on
them with one-tenth the intensity he de-
voted to subjects he loved outside school:
music, art, literature. When he went to
college in Florida, his record in the fields
he liked was excellent. One year, he
walked off with all four twenty-five dollar
prizes for the best stories in the quarterly
literary magazine. And in his second and
third years, he won scholarships as a his-
tory major. The scholarships meant a
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great deal to Tony, with his already well-

developed sense of responsibility. He had
helped to pay his own way through his

freshman year.
His scattered interests may make him

sound like an impractical person, but he
never has been. As a youngster, he used
to remark, “I like the sound of money
jingling in my pocket.” Somehow, he al-

ways made money, by one ingenious
means or another. He was always a great

trader. In high school, he’d trade a
thermos bottle for a tennis racket, sell the

racket and make enough profit to buy two
more thermos bottles. During the same
period, he also ran a record shop, buying
records cheap from schoolmates, selling

them at a gain. He used to baby-sit for

friends, and when he’d meet people walk-
ing their dogs on the street, he offered his

services. At one time, Tony Perkins was
one of the busiest dog-walkers in Man-
hattan!
Dog-walking, however, was no drudgery

for him, because he loves animals. When
he was two, we got him a small male
Boston terrier, named Medor. Medor lived

to the age of twelve. When he died, Tony
begged for another pet. We went down to

the pound and picked up a short-haired,
part-terrier, mostly mongrel pup. Tony
named him Skippy and spent endless hoars
teaching him tricks. It broke Tony’s heart
to part with Skippy, but when he decided
to go to college in Florida, he had to. He
searched among his acquaintances and
finally gave Skippy to a little boy who
also loved dogs. Today, Tony has another
dog, Punky, an indescribable mixture of

breeds. Where did he get him? At the
pound, of course. And Tony does his own
dog-walking.

Even as a boy, he followed through
conscientiously on his small money-
making projects. He’s like that now

about anything that seems important to

him. When he begins to read a book and
finds it interesting, he can’t go to sleep or
to an appointment until he’s finished read-
ing. He’s even passed up parties. If he
hears a song on the radio and likes it, but
has missed the beginning, he’ll head for

the nearest record shop and hunt stub-
bornly until he can hear the whole song.
When he starts a meal he enjoys, he can’t

stop eating until he’s full. He can’t turn
an album off in the middle, and he can’t

leave a story or a letter half-written.
So, when he decided to become an actor,

he couldn’t stop until he got where he
wanted to go. (And I don’t think he’s

there yet, but with my son I can’t be
sure.)

Osgood Perkins was a fine actor on the
stage in “The Front Page” and “Goodbye
Again,” on the screen in “Scarface.” But
until Tony was twelve or thirteen, I had
no idea that he wanted to be an actor like

his father. There were all those other
enthusiasms, you remember. Then, slowly,
I began to realize that he was acquiring
an unusual interest in the theater and in

performing. By the time he was fifteen,

I was certain. A friend was running a
summer-stock company, and I approached
him to ask whether Tony might play some
small parts. My friend agreed if I would
go, too, and hold down the boxoffice. Yet
up to this point Tony, reserved as ever,

hadn’t expressed any wish to act. We were
driving up to the playhouse when I asked,
“Would you like to appear in some of the
plays?”

“Well . .
.” Tony looked away from me,

out the window. “.
. . I guess so,” he said

softly.

Tony did three roles that year and ap-
peared in stock every summer until 1953.

Acting became his vacation, but I still

didn’t realize that he was considering it

his vocation. As with so many things that

he wants very badly, he never gives a clue
to show how much he does want them. He
was putting on the greasepaint in high
school, too, and dreaming of enrolling at

Harvard, his father’s alma mater, where
he could take theater courses. But, with
his inconsistent work habits, he hadn’t
made grades high enough to meet Har-
vard’s exacting standards.

“It’s all right, Mother,” he said, believing
he was covering up his disappointment.
“I’ll go down to Rollins College in Florida.

They have a very good drama department
there.”

So the theater bug had bitten! Even
then, I wasn’t sure the effect would last.

But I learned the truth in 1953, while I

was in Europe and Tony was only one
semester away from graduation. I re-
ceived a letter from him: “I’m transferring

to Columbia University, so I can be in

New York and really get into the acting
business.”
Then I knew, and I wondered how much

attention his Columbia studies would get.

Anyhow, I was delighted that he had had
three and a half years of college—more
than I had expected. Just the same, I was
worried about him. I’d been around the
theater long enough to be familiar with
the problems of young people trying to

break into show business: the insecurity,

the disappointments, the small percentage
of people who become “somebody” or even
manage to make a decent living. I won-
dered how all these would affect a shy
and sensitive boy, in a world where these
qualities take a constant beating. But I

was too far away to do anything about it

—

and I don’t think I would have been able
to, in any case. Tony had made his deci-

sion.

He went to New York that summer
and started knocking on doors. He had
decided television would be the easi-

est medium in which to start, and he tried

to get on just about every TV show on
the air. In each letter I received, Tony
tried to sound cheerful and optimistic, but
I could detect his frustration. The truth
was that all summer he hadn’t been able

to land even a single small television role!

When I returned to New York, I was
surprised to find Tony still determined to

become a professional actor. It was a quiet
kind of determination, a solid stubborn-

Carol Lynley and Erin O’Brien, two of

filmdom’s brightest newcomers, we pre-

dict, will soon see their names in lights

ness. No ranting, no rash promises. Just
a set-jaw attitude and a firm “I’ll make
it.” I’ve seen that attitude since.

Of course, once Tony got going he was
uncommonly lucky. At this point, he has
achieved some of the goals he set for
himself: to be on TV, on Broadway, in
the movies. But he’s still unsatisfied. He
wants to grow as an actor, to become one
of the best in the profession. And when
he does this (I’m convinced he will), there
will be still other goals. Eventually, he
may write and direct. His own approach
to each part he plays is serious, original

and carefully thought out. So, with ap-
plication and time, I know he can move,
into these other branches of movie-making.

Look at the way he went about his sing-
ing. Tony always loved to sing for his

own enjoyment, but he didn’t talk about
doing it professionally. With his cus-
tomary reticence, he held back, because
he wasn’t sure that he could do it well
enough. Then, on the television show
“Joey,” he portrayed a shy young man
who wanted more than anything else to

sing. Tony found a song, full of sweetness
and tenderness, and sang it. His voice
had a sincere, untrained, but pleasant
charm, and it reflected his own personality.
Even before he came to Hollywood, he

was signed by a recording company and
made his first record. Without telling

anybody, he continued to sing to himself
and by himself. When he made his first

album, everybody at the recording session

was amazed to discover how much his

voice had strengthened and how much
command of the music he had acquired.
The natural reserve my son has always

had extends to matters of appearances,
too. He doesn’t believe in flashy clothes;

he’s happiest in dungarees and sneakers

—

not because he’s making an act of being
unpretentious, but simply because he be-
lieves in comfort. He likes plain food and
unplush restaurants. He’s as fascinated by
dime stores, as when he was a boy. He
can spend a quarter at Woolworth’s and
come out happier than if he’d bought gold
cufflinks at Tiffany’s.

After Tony got his driver’s license, he
called me from Hollywood to tell me
about it and to confide that he’d always
wanted a Thunderbird. “Do you think I

should have one now?”
“Of course! You can afford it.”

But a year went by before Tony got up
the courage to buy his Thunderbird. Re-
membering the days after his father died,

when we didn’t have too much and often

had to cut comers, he thought the car

would be too much of a luxury for him.
And he was afraid people might think it

showy. Reticent as he is, he does have a

regard for other people’s opinions; he has
genuine respect for the city and the in-

dustry that have brought him such good
fortune.

I remember when we were living in

Cambridge, Mass., and Tony was attend-
ing high school. He’d go out with the

other boys in the evenings, but he would
always phone me, saying where he was
going and when he would be home. One.

time, he didn’t call and he didn’t show
up all night. Naturally, I was worried sick.

Later, I learned what had happened.
Tony and some of his pals had gone to a

cafe a few miles out of town. The fellows

sat around, drinking Cokes and playing

the jukebox. When Tony noticed it was
getting late, he suggested they leave. But
the others weren’t ready to go. Tony
ambled off by himself and, not having a

car, thumbed a ride. The auto broke down
and Tony tried to help the man fix it.

Finally, they phoned for a mechanic, but

by the time the car was repaired and Tony
had arrived within the city limits, it was



two o’clock in the morning. Tony rang a

school friend’s doorbell and bunked at his

house that night.

“Mother,” Tony explained the next
morning, “I didn’t want to come in so late

and wake you.”

Tony still hates the idea of being a

bother. I have a small apartment in

New York, and naturally I could ar-

range to have my son stay with me when
he’s in town. But Tony sees it differently.

“I’d be getting phone calls, coming and
going all hours of the day and night,” he
says, “and you wouldn’t get any rest.”

And that’s why Tony keeps his own tiny

place in New York and I keep mine. Even
this arrangement sometimes worries him.

“You don’t mind, do you, Mother?” he’ll

ask.

When things are really upsetting him,
Tony seldom tells me. It seems he just

doesn’t think anyone else should carry his

burdens. While he’s making a picture

abroad, he writes to me oftener than most
young men would who are as busy as he
is. Mostly, he isn’t much of a correspond-
ent. If he writes a lot, then I begin to

suspect that he’s unhappy or lonesome or

homesick. I’d never near this directly

from him! In letters, Tony always skims
over troubles, serenely thinking, I suppose,
that I can’t read between the lines. When
he was working on “This Bitter Earth”
in Italy, he wrote that it was a little diffi-

cult to get accustomed to the Latin rou-
tine. The Italians, he said, began shooting
their scenes after lunch and worked until

late at night.
Well, this isn’t for Tony! He’s always

one to rise early in the morning, full of

energy and ideas. Even as a youngster, he
had a dozen things that just had to be
done before he went to school: walk the
dog, play a record he’d bought the day
before, try a new magic trick or think up
new ways to earn money.
Tony has become a true professional,

and he carries his profession with a great
sense of responsibility. I like to think that
his attitude stems from his heritage, his

father’s career. When my husband died,
we didn’t stop mentioning him. We kept
his photographs around the apartment and
we went on talking about him, remember-
ing the happy times and thinking of him as
an active part of our lives. As Tony grew
up, he met many of his father’s colleagues,
saw some of his old movies. He developed
a natural appreciation for Osgood Per-
kins. And somehow, deep inside, Tony
must have made a silent vow never to let

Osgood Perkins down.
As for all the publicity that goes with

his success, it seems quite natural to me.
If the stories about him are good, I like
them. If they aren’t, I don’t. (After all,

I’m slightly prejudiced.) But the results
have mostly been happy. Because of
everything that’s been published about
Tony, I’ve received letters from old school
friends that I hadn’t heard from in thirty
years. And my mother, who is eighty-
seven, is kept alive by her keen interest
in Tony’s work and his progress.
When I read fine reviews about Tony’s

performance in “Desire Under the Elms,”
for me it is like reliving the past. My
husband always got wonderful notices! It

all seems enjoyably normal. Yet, when
Tony looked away from me that other
day years ago, his voice trailing off with
“I know what it is I want to be”—I couldn’t
be sure just what he was thinking. When
we drove up to the summer-stock play-
house, and my fifteen-year-old looked out
the car window, I didn’t know what
thoughts or ambitions were in his mind,
either. Today, I don’t know what lies
ahead for Tony, either, but I’m proud and
delighted—and still a little baffled. The End
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POPULARITY
Continued from page 52

head in a gesture of mock despair. The
group laughed.

“I guess I’m slow,” remarked Tony
Perkins, “but I don’t see what’s so funny.”
“The point is,” grinned Dean, “that no-

body would go to a psychiatrist with that
kind of ‘trouble.’ Most of us want people
to like us. But it would be impossible to

have everyone like us.”
“Which brings us right back to the

subject under discussion,” said Debbie.
“I think we’ve all agreed that the defini-

tion of popularity is having people ad-
mire and like us. Right?”

“Riffht!” chorused the group.
“But I’d like to add one more thought,”

said Jane Powell. “I think that the feeling

of being accepted and liked stems from
being interested in other people.”

“I’d like to add something else, too,” said
Pier Angeli. “I think a person can be
popular if she is humble, if she is nice to

people and can make the other person feel

worthwhile.”
“What do you think, Natalie?” asked

Debbie, looking in the direction of Natalie
Wood. “You ought to know what makes
a girl popular.”
Nat wrinkled her brow and mulled the

subject over for a long moment before
replying. “I’d say that the knack of being
able to discover what a person wants, and
supplying that need, would make almost
anyone popular. In other words, does the
person you’re with want to be gay? Then
anticipate this, and, give him what he
wants—lots of laughs. If he’s quiet, don’t
make with the fast talk. Bub” she warned,
“I don’t mean you shouldn’t have a per-
sonality of your own, too. I think it’s im-
portant to be sympathetic, good-natured
and completely honest.”
Venetia Stevenson had been listening

very carefully to the ideas of the others.

‘To me,” she said seriously, “popularity
and liking and being liked all come down
to one factor: security. Popularity, dating,
going steady, wanting the company of both
fellows and girls—and, of course, mar-
riage, too—are all quests for security, one
of the most basic human needs from in-
fancy on.”
“Right, Venetia,” approved Debbie. “But

what specifically, panel, does popularity
mean to us? Having a certain number
of friends? Must we have lots of friends
to be popular? How many? Everyone?
Let’s talk about this a few minutes.”
Dean raised his hand. “Certainly, every-

one can’t like us, and we wouldn’t want
them to. I think it’s much more important
to have a few good friends. Those are the
ones we’ll probably have through life.”

“A person who wants everyone to like
him is insecure,” agreed Tony Perkins.
The panel was quiet a few moments,

and then Debbie turned to the boys and
asked, “What makes a girl popular? What
makes you want to ask her for a date?”

R uss Tamblyn volunteered. “Speaking
from the masculine point of view,” he
said, squaring his shoulders to under-

line his statement, “I think adaptability
will make a girl popular. I like a girl

who’s at home anywhere, whether she’s
at a formal party or a picnic.”

“True,” seconded Tony. “I’ll vote for
that.”

“But I think the most important thing,”
continued Russ, “is the ability to accept
yourself. When you can do that, other
people will, too.” His face broke into a

P wide grin. “That’s nice to know, isn’t it?”

“What if you have a liability, like timid-
ity or shyness? What do you think you
can do about that?” ask^d Debb :e
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“Well, if you have a liability,” answered
Russ, “other people won’t place much im-
portance on it if you don’t. For instance,
if you’re shy with strangers and find it

hard to talk to people at a party, you
could make a joke of it when you get
there—maybe say, ‘The quiet one has ar-
rived.’ Nine times out of ten this will
break the ice for you. People like to talk
about themselves. Or if you talk to some-
one about himself, often you’ll find him
warming up to you almost immediately.”
“Do you feel shy in a room full of stran-

gers, Janie?” inquired Debbie.
“I have a trick I’ve taught myself,” Jane

Powell answered. “Yes, I still feel shy
when I get to a party where there are lots

of people I don’t know. I’m not the kind
of person who can walk up to a stranger
and make small talk. So what I usually
do is to wait for the host or hostess to in-
troduce me to someone, and then I tell

myself that he or she might be equally
shy and find it equally difficult to talk.

That helps me work at keeping the con-
versational ball rolling. And it works!”

That’s helpful, all right,” Debbie
nodded. “But I have another question.
I’d like to know what’s wrong with be-

ing shy, anyway? I know lots of shy girls

who hold a certain appeal for both fellows
and girls. And shyness can definitely be
turned into an asset. It can be a charm-
ing feminine ‘plus.’

”

“I agree,” said Dean. “A quiet girl or
one who’s shy can sometimes make a guy
feel important.”

“Sure, take Venetia, for instance,” of-
fered Tony. “She’s shy, and yet she’s not
exactly sitting home waiting for dates!”
Tony’s admiring look made Venetia lower
her eyes.

“I think we agree that shyness can be
an asset as well as a liability,” said Deb-
bie, “depending on what we do with it.

What qualities do you like in a girl?” she
asked Dean. “What makes for a good
date?”

“I like a girl who’s quiet and friendly
and a good listener,” Dean answered. “If

she’s got something on the ball, a fellow
will notice it by her manner. He doesn’t
have to be hit over the head with a sledge
hammer. Too many girls expound on all

sorts of subjects on a date, and before
they’re asked. I prefer one who’s a bit

retiring until she has something worth-
while to contribute. Of course, this goes
for fellows, too,” he added with a grin.

“Good answer,” said Debbie, winking.
“And now let’s hear what a girl has to say.
What qualities does a girl look for in a

boy? What would you say, Pier?”
Pier thought a moment, and then an-

swered slowly, “I think a young girl likes
a fellow who’s a bit sophisticated. Not
affected, but one who seems to know
where he’s headed; one who can make the
important decisions and sometimes sur-
prise you by making them without asking
you first!”

“I guess it’s typically feminine to want
a strong shoulder to lean on occasionally,”
added moderator Debbie. “How about you
boys? Do you like ‘older women?’ ”

“Rick does!” teased Russ.
“Huh?” Rick Nelson said, flushing.

“Well, you used to date only the young
girls at high school. But then you seemed
to get interested in the older, more so-
phisticated girls. Right?”
“Uhhh—well, yup, I guess you’re right,’’

Rick laughed. “I meet ’em on our family
TV show!”
Debbie stepped in again. “And now

here’s a question from one of Photo-
play’s readers that should interest you:
‘Do you think a brainy girl can be
popular?’

”

Natalie raised her hand and took the
floor. “Yes, with brainv people! It’s im-

portant to a boy that the eirl he dates be
intelligent, I think. Too many teens are
afraid of being labeled ‘bookworm.’ I

think this idea is all wet. A fellow likes
a girl he can talk to. He’s anxious to hear
her ideas on a subject. Besides,” she
added with a twinkle, “it’s the smartest
girl who snags her man!” Everyone
laughed.

“I think a happy medium is the answer
here,” said Debbie. “A bright girl is al-
ways respected, and the bookworm can
certainly shine in a group, as long as she’s
not dogmatic or overwhelming. Should
a bright girl compete with her date,
boys?”

“I like an intelligent date, and sure, she
can compete with me,” answered Rick.
“What’s the use of trying to hide brains?
Of course, she should retain her feminin-
ity at the same time.”
“What about interests?” asked Debbie.

“I know a girl who complained that the
boys never asked her to nlay tennis or go
skating with them. Well, it turned out
that my friend had only the vaeuest no-
tion of how to go at these sports. So I

suggested she find a book on tennis. She
did, and every day after school she’d prac-
tice hitting tennis balls against her ga-
rage door with a borrowed racket. Within
a few months she had tried out for and
joined the girls’ tennis team at high school
and was raising her fellow classmates’
eyebrows—girls and. boys—when she
played against other teams. Moral: De-
velop yourself by developing your inter-
ests and potentials.

“If your crowd likes jazz and you don’t
know beans about it but would like to,

do a bit of private research on the sub-
ject. Spend an hour or two at the library
reading up on it. If a guy in your his-
tory class who’s interested in modern art

intrigues you, become an expert on the
subject he loves, and who knows, maybe
he’ll want to become an expert on you!”
Debbie recognized Venetia. I’d like to

add one more bit of advice: ‘Forget your-
self.’ I think that’s a big thing. That’s
why I think it’s so important to be well-
groomed. When you’re out on a date or
at a party, if you’re sure that your hair is

becoming, that your seams are straight
and that your dress is pretty, you can go
ahead and forget all about yourself and
concentrate on the other person—and
other things. It’s easier not to be self-

conscious when you feel you look right.”

D ebbie continued, “That brings us to

our next question from a Photoplay
reader: ‘Does a girl have to be pretty

to be popular?’ Let’s hear from a man
on this one. What do you think, Tony?”
“Holey moley, what a question! Of

course not! If she’s nice and interesting

and friendlv, I’ll like her. But naturally
she should be neat and as nicely dressed
as she can.”
Rick Nelson added his opinion: “I like

a girl who’s slim. And I don’t like girls

who talk too much. That’s really the only
trait I dislike in girls.”

“Then the nice thing about popularity,”

summed up Debbie, “is that it’s some-
thing that can be acquired. Nobody’s
born with it. You don’t have to be
beautiful, rich or handsome. You simply
have to show a little interest in yourself,

enough to want to look attractive to other

people, and show lots of interest in the

other person. Is that right?” i

“Right!” chorused the girls.

“I don’t know, but sometimes I think

we give too much emphasis to the sub-
ject of popularity,” objected Dean Stock-
well. “Sometimes, it seems to me, people
behave in a way they don’t want to, and
feel they have to go along with the crowd
because they want to be liked.”

“But popularity doesn’t mean being



rver-anxious to be liked,” exclaimed Jane.

“No, but what I mean is that sometimes
^ou can’t conform blindly to the group,”

Dean continued. “Sometimes you have
o take a stand of your own, even if it

neans that certain people won’t like you
:or it. There are times when you have
;o have the courage of your own con-
victions.”

“Of course,” agreed Tony.
“You don’t have to follow the group

Dlindly in order to be popular,” objected

Suss, with feeling.

“You don’t have to behave like a sheep!”

:ried Jane.
The discussion had grown heated, and

Debbie rapped her gavel for order.

“Maybe you’d better explain what you
nean, Dean, about not conforming blind-
y.”

“Well, take sex, for instance. Some-
imes a girl thinks she has to go along
vith the crowd in order to be popular,”
explained Dean. “She thinks if she
loesn’t go steady she won’t be popular.

Dr if she doesn’t neck—” he waved his

irms and shrugged his shoulders help-
essly.

“To neck, to neck, just to neck,” ex-
jloded Pier. “How I hate that word! If

vou want to be close to a boy that you
eally like, then your feeling has mean-
ng. But I don’t think you should kiss

lim until you are at least eighteen. That
s my Italian upbringing perhaps, but it

s what I believe.”
“I agree with you, Pier,” added Russ.

‘ ‘Neck’ isn’t a particularly good word. But
f you’re attracted to someone and sincere
ibout it, then I think it’s all right to kiss.

\fter all, it’s perfectly natural for boys
md girls to be attracted to each other.”
Jane Powell added her thoughts. “A

*irl who’s promiscuous gets to be unpop-
jlar with the people who really count.”
Debbie looked at her watch. “I see our

ime is almost up, so let’s stop now and

sum up this discussion on popularity.”

The group gathered around Debbie, and
she wrote down their suggestions on
a pad. They talked and shouted and

agreed and disagreed, and when they were
finished, they had five good points that

should help anyone who wants to “be-
long” and be popular. Here they are:

1. know yourself Know what your good
points and your weaknesses are. Make
the most of your strong points and
try to cover up your deficiencies. In

other words, maximize the maximum
and minimize the minimum.

2. develop yourself Discover new in-

terests and people. Turn curiosities on
any and all subjects into knowledge.
You’ll be more interesting company
and have more friends for it—of both
sexes!

3. be yourself It was Shakespeare who
said, “To thine own self be true, and
it shall follow as the night the day,
thou canst not then be false to

any man.” And it was every single

member of the panel who said, “Be
sincere.”

4. accept yourself If you think you’re a
worthwhile person and nice to get to

know, other people will take the time
and trouble to do so.

5. forget yourself This, perhaps, is the
most important rule of all. If you’re
able to concentrate on the other
person, learn what he thinks and
feels and wants, and accept and un-
derstand him, he’ll accept and under-
stand you. There’s a quotation from
the Bible that says, “Only as ye lose

yourself shall ye find yourself.” And
when you lose yourself in those around
you, you find the true meaning of
happiness—and, incidentally, popu-
larity. The End

CHILD OF SORROW
Continued, from page 60

private showing for her—but she couldn’t
?o . . . go . .

.”

A few days before the preview, cancer
lad rung down the curtain for forty-year-
>ld Eileen O’Sullivan Scoglio. Leaving a
ost and lonely young girl standing on-
stage. . . .

During those first days Gia Scala lived
n a half-world of shadow and light.

“I was going through some things at
iome . . . afterward . . . and I was walk-
ng around the apartment looking for
something. I didn’t know what, but some-
hing—” Gia broke off. “You know how
vou get the feeling you wish they had
said something they didn’t say. How you
lust wish they had told you something
hey didn’t tell.

“I was walking around, just looking,
md I picked up this book. I don’t know
when I’ve looked at this book on Egyptian
art. It was so strange—” Gia had bought
the book during her mother’s illness. “I
don’t know when she wrote this—I had
never seen it before.”

I

nside the cover page in a familiar and
endearing scrawl her mother had writ-
ten a note. But when? And why?
“Dear Gia, I love you and I miss you,”

the note began. “We will soon be going
on location—” Then her mother had gone
on, writing of a picture that had been
mentioned for Gia, of plans for her fu-
ture. “And she had signed it, “Goodbye,
My Darling . . . Love, Mama. . .

.”

When had her mother written this? Ill

as she was, her first thought had been of

Gia. Of her future and her career.
“She was always my biggest fan,” Gia

was saying. “My mother always helped
me so much. You know, in a sense my
mother is me. She is part of all this.”

Part of today—the today that seemed
suspended without her. “Probably I will

go to New York and see some shows.
Everything is ‘probably’ with me now—

”

Some of Gia’s friends felt she should give
up the apartment. “But I don’t want to

run away, and in a sense that would be
running away, really,” Gia was saying.
Gia was not alone here now. Her pretty

sister, Agatha, who was married to a
television technician in England, and her
infant daughter, Gia Lisa, had spent the
last three months here. But soon they
would be going home. And what then?
Gia was still too full to talk of it—yet

so full she was spilling over with it. A
vivid torrent of a girl, Gia Scala. Half
Irish and half Italian. Made of bubbles
and earth. Warm, sensitive, emotional,
and strangely beautiful. “Farfalla” was
her mother’s tender nickname for her.
“Farfalla”—Italian for “Butterfly.”

She lay back against the long beige
couch talking in her soft musical accent.
Filling in much of that which has been
unexplained until now. Sometimes the
words would rush out—and sometimes
they would not come. And it was the
poignant story of two people as she
talked.

She had been so happy, on that day
when she stood on a New York pier,

watching for her mother to step off the
boat that was bringing her, at long last.
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from Italy. She had waited so long. It

had been a childhood dream come true

when she had come to New York, at fif-

teen, to live with an aunt in Long Island.

She was to stay only two years. But now
she knew she could never leave—she was
going to be an actress, and this was the
place to be.

And that night, a joyous Gia took her
mother to see the lights of Broadway. “I

just couldn’t wait to show her.” They
walked through the electric world of ani-
mated signs, high as buildings, glittering

theater marquees, hustling crowds and
honking taxis. Her Giovanna was as

beautiful as any of it, her mother thought,
watching her green eyes sparkle and her
face light up.

They took an apartment on East 55th
Street. Gia worked as a reservations
clerk for Scandinavian Airlines during

the day, and studied with Stella Adler’s
drama group at night. She helped pay for

her lessons by being a professional “quiz
kid.”

“It was all accidental—how I started
my ‘television career.’ I was sitting in

the audience on Arlene Francis’ show,
and she was interviewing me about
fashions and Italian clothes. I won a

waffle-iron. Then I went on to ‘Name
that Tune,’ ‘Stop the Music,’ and other
shows. I won $350 one night—$450—$250

sometimes it was a bad night,” Gia
laughs.
Hollywood soon discovered her—“and

that was accidental too. I was studying at

Stella Adler’s and a pupil of hers took me
to his agent. Not for any work, really,

because I wanted to finish my course
first.” But Universal-International was
looking for a young actress with unusual
beauty to play Mary Magdalene in an epic
planned, and Giovanna was soon enroute
to Hollywood to make two tests for the
part. “One before she changed—a drunk
scene—and one after.”

To Gia seeing herself on film the first

time “was a very bad experience. It’s

shocking to see yourself on the screen.
You don’t believe it’s you. We all have
such a different concept of ourselves. I

was so depressed.”
Depressed—and sure she would never

have a future in the American films. Gia’s
mother had remained in New York until

they could know the outcome of the test,

and when U-I offered Gia a contract, she
put in a call to her. “I don’t want to make
it,” Gia said.

As she was explaining now, “I just

didn’t want to sign. In fact I called my
mother long distance twice. I was a little

bit frightened. I wanted to be in the thea-
ter. Then I thought too, having an ac-
cent—

”

From across the miles there was
strength and assurance. “Stay, Giovanna.
Sign. Give yourself a chance. You can do
it. You will see.”

“My mother gave me so much encour-
agement. I used to give up here. Many
times. You know you always get discour-
aged—that’s one of the actor’s trademarks.”
Her mother’s happy-go-lucky Irish nature
would lift the depression, and her intense
faith in Gia would hearten her to stay.

“We had just one room when I started.

No furniture of our own. No nothing.”
And in a small cubbyhole of an apartment
near the studio, Gia Scala fought the
weary battle of waiting, wondering, hoping,
waiting.

“The waiting—that is the worst. Even
though you have a contract and you get
paid, that doesn’t mean anything, actually,

p It’s very hard when you don’t get any
parts—and you don’t find your own place
where you fit, you know ”

Did her mother like Hollywood?

“She liked it for my sake. She never
did really feel at home here. I think it’s

hard for people who just live here to feel

at home. There is no life really. You’re
looking for parts, or trying to get a good
part instead of a wrong one.”

I
t was an excited Gia who came home
one day with the joyous announcement
that she made a “part” in Rock Hud-

son’s picture, “All That Heaven Allows.”
“I thought it was the most important

thing in my life,” Gia was smiling now.
“And I never had even one line. I called
the front office for about a month to see
if my lines were ready. My lines were
never ready. I was just a girl visiting Rock
Hudson’s house with my parents in the
picture. You could hardly see me—just a
few seconds on the screen. But my mother
saw me. She thought I was just great.”

Then came “Never Say Goodbye”—“and
I had two lines—so that was good. Then I

had a whole scene to myself—then I had
a part, one of the leads in ‘Four Girls In
Town.’ Then ‘The Big Boodle’ with Errol
Flynn.” And now other studios were
asking to borrow Gia Scala. She was
loaned to Columbia for “The Garment
Jungle” and to M-G-M fo’- “^’p on a
Dead Jockey,” with Robert Taylor.
Her mother—so proud, so happy—would

work on Gia’s scrapbook, pasting in every

Visit of sister Agatha and little

Gia Lisa has helped to cheer Gia,

but they must go home to England

picture printed, every word written about
her. And she would wait expectantly
every evening for Gia to park her little

Austin Healey and come rushing in to

give her a colorful account of her day at

file studio. “She missed me even when I

was gone a little while.”

It was an exciting day when Gia got

the lead opposite Glenn Ford in M-G-M’s
“Don’t Go Near the Water.” “It was a big

thrill—and a little sad, too. Anna Kashfi

was to do the part. She became ill, and I

was very sad because she is such a lovely

girl. Of course it was a wonderful break
for me.”
But life, as though balancing the score,

was giving with one hand and taking away
with the other . . .

G ia’s mother had developed a bad, irri-

tating cough that wouldn’t go away.
A concerned Gia persuaded her to

have a routine checkup, and X-rays were
taken. Gia had to leave for New York and

a scheduled appearance on Steve Allen’s
NBC-TV show the following Sunday.
Mother’s Day.

“I didn’t make it on the show. It was
very strange. I kept calling my mother
before the show to see how she was. Usu-
ally when I was away, you know, we’d
phone each other and write. But this time
—I couldn’t get her on the phone.

“I just had to talk with Steve Allen on
the show, and he is such a nice, easy man
to talk to. But I didn’t make it. I don’t
know what came over me,” Gia was saying
now. A nationwide television audience
saw Steve Allen introduce Hollywood’s
bright new star, and saw her rush off the
stage. “I said a few words, and then I just

couldn’t go on. I don’t know what hap-
pened. It was subconscious. I was terribly
worried. I’d kept trying to call, and no
answer . . .

“And that day,” Gia added slowly, “she
was found by a friend of mine lying there
on the floor, and with such pain . .

.”

When she returned to Hollywood, her
mother underwent lung surgery at Holly-
wood Presbyterian Hospital. And Dr. Bert
H. Cotton, specialist in heart and lung
surgery, was faced with the sad duty of

finding the right words to tell Gia her
mother had a malignancy that was in-

operable. To prepare her for the months
ahead. Knowing how close Gia and her
mother were, the surgeon was concerned,
lest Gia have a breakdown. Worried how
this would affect her.

He asked Gia to meet him at the Los
Feliz Brown Derby, not far from the hos-
pital. “The doctor called me and said he
didn’t want to talk to me on the phone.
He invited me for a cup of coffee. Then he
told me, and I didn’t believe it. I—mean,
you know—what are words?”
She just couldn’t believe her mother

wasn’t going to live. This had happened
too fast—they had been too close. “Now
is there any chance?” Gia would say over
and over—after the surgeon had explained
there was none.
The night Gia Scala finally accepted it

she made headlines in the papers with a

traffic accident. She was charged with

driving while intoxicated. This was not

true and the charges were dismissed. But
the accident happened—sadly enough

—

after a toast Gia had taken with the doctor

and her mother—to celebrate her mother’s
belief that she was getting well.

Desperately wanting to give her mother
the world—all the beauty of the world

—

whatever happiness there was to give—Gia

took her to the sunny shores of Hawaii. It

was all the enchantment Gia and her

mother had often envisioned, when they’d

planned some day to go. “It’s so beautiful,

it hurt,” Gia was remembering now, fin-

gering color slides of her mother, loaded

down with leis, that were taken over

there.

“She was a very strong woman, a won-
derful woman, with great heart. But
Mother had really five days out of the

trip that were good. She was quite ill

there.” I

Fighting even harder not to let Gia

know she knew. Theirs was a double

performance to the last. Her mother act-

ing for Gia—and Gia giving a perform-
ance she would probably never equal

again.

“Gia played the game all the way,” a

close friend says. “It was just wonderful

to watch her. She gave a performance
every night at home. She kept her mother

laughing and smiling.”

A weary girl, working all day on the

set at U-I, getting no sleep at night, would
come in from the studio, go into her moth-

er’s bedroom and start clowning. Repeat-

ing her scene for the day, playing every

character—in a western, yet. “Oh, Gia,
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you’re so crazy!” her mother would say,

loving every moment of it.

Gia had always told her she had pneu-
monia. “I said that from the first.” But
later, she was to learn that a priest in

Honolulu, believing one of her faith should
know, told Gia’s mother what she had
probably suspected before. “But she al-

ways knew what she had in a way . . .

and she fought until the last.”

Her mother had wanted Gia to go on
working.
Gia turned down any role, however im-

portant, that would take her on location

away from her mother. But she made “In

The Middle of the Street,” with Audie
Murphy at U-I during the final weeks of

her mother’s illness. And how she got
through the picture, Gia doesn’t know now.
“I don’t know how I was there, believe me.
Because I couldn’t sleep—I haven’t been
able to sleep for so long. But I think it was
the best work I’ve done. Because, after a
while, my mother was so glad I was work-
ing. And the studio was so nice during
production, to give me a car to go see her.

“My mother wanted me to go on with
my career. I went to a premiere, ‘Raintree
County,’ and actually I wasn’t feeling like

going at all. But she was in the hospital
and she had a television set. She said, ‘Oh,

you go—I’ll get to see you on television.’
”

And she had been so proud, watching her
Giovanna there with Earl Holliman, being
interviewed, along with Hollywood’s most
famous stars.

L
ater, their close friend, Dore Freeman,
of M-G-M’s publicity still department,
brought a picture of Gia at the pre-

miere to her mother’s hospital room,
adding it to the many colored stills of Gia
and Glenn Ford from “Don’t Go Near the
Water,” that he’d brought and which sur-
rounded her bed. Her mother would look
at the stills lovingly, proudly.
All her thoughts were of Gia and of her

future. To the doctor her mother said, “I

must live, because Gia is not ready to be
by herself in this. I must live for a few
more years.” And two days before she left

she gave a sacred trust to their good
friend, Dore Freeman, who had been so
thoughtful and helpful, always standing
by: “Will you take care of my Gia for me?”
But when Gia Scala’s mother left—it

was with a smile on her face, as though in
some way known only to God she knew
that for Gia the show would go on. And
that her Giovanna would not be alone

—

would never be alone—or without hope.
But for the sensitive, talented girl who

had longed to find her own place in life

—

who had come thousands of miles to a
strange country, mastered a strange lan-
guage, and reached stardom—during these
first days there seemed, now, no place.

As she puts it, “You’re looking for some-
thing. You call it a place. You try to find
it in people. I realize now you don’t fit

any place. I mean, really—only with your
own family

—

”

Gia’s father was getting older and would
never want to leave Italy. Her pretty
sister Agatha and her little namesake, Gia
Lisa, would soon be going back to Eng-
land. “I don’t want to get too used to you

—

it will be too hard to let you go,” Gia
would tell her sister.

“It’s awful to be alone and not to be
able to think for somebody,” Gia said.

“You must do things for somebody to be
happier. You have to give of yourself.

Now what do I do? Not thinking of any-
body else

—

”

But out of the void of emptiness, of time
suspended, Gia was beginning to

know now what she would do. To re-
alize there was somebody else. Someone
who had given so much of herself to Gia
and her career. Her mother, with her gay
Irish philosophy and her tender, unshake-
able faith.

“I don’t know about leaving this apart-
ment. I don’t like running away, and that
would be running away, really,” Gia was
saying slowly now. “Sure, there are things
you remember, and they remind you,
but .

.”

Her mother’s last thoughts, her last

words—the letter she’d written—were all

for Gia’s future.

“I want to work,” Gia was saying now.
“I want to work, work, work!”
Her place, Gia realized, was here. This

was her place. This was where she be-
longed. And this was their future—her
mother’s future too. There was the feeling,

that as long as she worked here—she
would never be alone.

“There’s more than just—the person.
They don’t just—disappear” Gia was say-
ing slowly. “My mother helped me so

much. In a sense she is me. She is part of

all of this. She lives for me . .
.”

And she would live. As long as her
Giovanna created happiness for others. As
long as her star lasted. As long as the
name of Gia Scala was known. The End
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A FATHER’S
PRAYERS

Continued from page 64

disclosing a gap in the bottom row of tiny
teeth.

Terry fills the abyss with a generous
mouthful of candy. Thus fortified, he
prepares to scale the next mountain—the
shoeshine stand. The bootblack helps him
up.

Now brother Jimmy wriggles off his

barberchair. He stands questioningly
before his father. “Me, too?” Audie digs

deep into the pockets of the sheriff’s outfit

he’s wearing for “Middle of the Street” and
fills the small outstretched hand. Jimmy
fumbles with the wrapper. His anticipa-
tion gives him ten thumbs. He hands it

back to his father. Audie peels the paper
off, breaks it in two quickly and palms
one of the rich brown chocolaty halves.
“The whole bar would be too much for

a little guy,” Audie murmurs. “Spoil his
appetite.”

Bootblack Chuck beats a final tattoo on
Terry’s yellow cowboy boots.

“Just a lick and a promise, Chuck,”
Audie advises. “Got a lot of stops to
make today.” Chuck works quickly while
Audie pays the $3.00 for the haircuts.
“Okay, wrecking crew—let’s get those

jackets on!” Audie calls. As the boys
turn to him, he notices the damage the
candy has inflicted. “Oh-oh, hold up
there,” he says. He turns to the barber.
“Got a cloth I can use?” The barber
dampens a towel, hands it to him. Audie
bends and with a touch surprisingly gentle
for a man wipes the chocolate smears off

both pairs of hands and faces. From the
job he does, it is obvious he is no once-
a-month father. He even detects and
dabs off the wisps of hair in and behind
the ears. The boys are good, well-be-
haved. They squirm only a little. Audie
helps them into twin Ike jackets. He
holds the door open for them, and says
the goodbyes.
When he turns to follow his charges,

they’ve already run to the candy stand
outside the barber shop. Two small noses
are pressed so hard against the glass that
it would take a bulldozer to pry them
loose. Audie smiles, and lets them take
their time.
To Audie Murphy, at Terry’s age, a

candy store was an unheard-of wonder. He
was already working in the fields, on the
sixty-acre farm near Kingston, Texas,
where his father was a sharecropper,
trying to help him and his ailing mother
eke out a bare living for themselves and
nine children. He had only one toy. A
slingshot. He was taught to hit rabbits
with it. They needed the rabbits for food.
When Audie was fourteen, his father
walked out. Two years later, his mother
died. Audie tried hard to make a home
for himself and three younger children

—

the older children had married—but it was
impossible. The three youngsters were
taken to an orphanage. And Audie, fib-
bing about his age, went into the Army.
Now, thinking of those days, his heart
is full . . .

Dear God, 1 am so grateful that You
have given me the means to keep my sons
free from want—and what is worse, the
fear that comes from poverty and hunger.
But please, help me to make them un-
derstand that they should never take
the good things in life for granted. And
help me to make them see that it is not
having, hut giving that gives happiness . . .

“Daddy!” Terry calls, ready to begin
negotiations. “Could I have some Chick-
a-lets?”

“Could I get one of those, Daddy?”
Jimmy cries. He gets a turn-down. It’s

not because Terry is favorite son. It’s just
that Jimmy has pointed to a box of
Havana cigars. He is persuaded that he
will enjoy “Chick-a-lets” more.

Now Terry has drifted to the comic
books. “What kind is this, Daddy?”
he asks.

“That’s Robin Hood.”
“Could I have it? I like Robin Hood!”
Audie nods his head patiently. “Okay,

let’s get the show on the road.”
He realizes, with a start, that these are

the same words he used so many times
when he was a platoon leader in Europe.
He doesn’t want to think about that

now. Long before he dreamed of having
sons of his own, he gave away all his
medals to thrilled youngsters—he was
always crazy about kids. His Congression-
al Medal of Honor went to a small
nephew. Does he regret it, now that he
has sons of his own? No. They’ll find
out soon enough.
And then? As sons of a Medal of

Honor winner, his boys are automatically
eligible for West Point. He’d be pleased
and proud if they choose it. It would be a
fulfillment of his own dream—he’d ap-

plied to go to West Point, but his war
injury ruled him out. But, at the thought
of what a soldier’s life can mean, a cold
perspiration breaks out upon his fore-
head. Audie Murphy knows what war is,

as only a man who has entered the blaz-
ing inferno, who has killed and had his
best friend’s bullet-riddled body fall

upon him, can know it.

Dear Lord, keep my sons, and all people
everywhere free from the horror of war.
Give us wisdom, to find a better way to
solve the world’s problems. Help me to
guide my sons, to develop and educate
them so that they may do their part to
make this world a better place. But
help me, too, to show them that the free-
dom in which we in America live is a
very precious thing. A thing worth fight-
ing for, if need be . . .

“Daddy,” asks Terry, “can we see the
injuns?”
To Terry, he is—in the best Spock tra-

dition—friendly but firm. “A little later,”

he says. “First we’re going to the Photo
Gallery to take some pictures. You
know—where they’ve got that hobby
horse.”

It sounds like fun to Terry. “Let’s go,
Daddy,” he says.

The Gallery idea is not spur-of-the mo-
ment. Audie wants some fresh pictures
of his sons in his wallet to replace

those well-worn on the Saigon location
for “The Quiet American.” And the boys
have grown so much. Ray Jones, winner
of a half-dozen Academy Awards in the
now extinct “still photograph” category,
has offered to help his buddy Audie out.

“Three Murphys here to see Ray,” Audie
announces as he shepherds his flock into
the Jones studio. The photographer pops
out of his inner office, smiling broadly.
“We’re ready for ’em,” he says. “Got
the hobby horse saddled up and ready to
ride. “Who’s on first?”

“Well,” says Audie, “let’s double ’em up.”
He helps the boys mount the dappled
steed. Ray locks and loads the big tripod
camera. He signals his readiness.
“Giddyap,” says Audie, hoping for a pair

of quick grins.

Jimmy leans forward, slaps the horse’s
rump, and laughs happily. Terry’s face
shows signs of ennui. Apparently, he
has decided that a rough, tough cowboy
who’s ridden his dad’s quarter-horses

—

real live ones—shouldn’t get too excited
over a little old wooden horse.
While Ray keeps the shutter clicking,

Audie tries different approaches.
“Who’s first in the bathtub tonight?” (“I

am,” shouts little Jimmy. Terry has no
comment.)
“What’ve I got here, fellas?” (“A

squeaky mouse,” cries Jimmy. Terry re-
mains noncommittal.)
“What you gonna do when we go visit

in Texas?” (That one strikes oil. “Ride
horseback upside-down,” says Terry with
charming little boy illogic. He grins a
cantaloupe-slice.)

Ray clicks the shutter. The session

continues a few minutes longer for “pro-
tection.” And for some individual shots.

But they have what they came for. They
have captured on film that elusive, prec-
ious commodity—a child’s smile.

Leaving the Gallery, they pile into

Audie’s new Olds sedan. They roll out
the Universal-International Studio gates,

and head for Nudie’s Western Clothing
shop in Burbank—where Audie is to have
a fitting of additional outfits for the new
film.

Inside, Audie heads for the fitting room.
Nudie—short, barrel-chested and be-
spectacled—cautions his assistant. “Those
fancy duds—the rodeo clothes—Audie
won’t wear ’em. He likes the simple
well-tailored things.”
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“Doesn’t surprise me,” the man replies.

“Look at him. He could wear cashmere
—he’s wearing wool. I’m sure he could
afford a Cadillac—he drives an Olds.”

“That’s right,” says Nudie. “And he
could live in a swanky suburb like Bev-
erly Hills. Instead he picked a nice com-
fortable neighborhood right here in Bur-
bank. Wonderful guy—that’s why!”

Audie saunters up. Nudie changes the

subject. Audie would rather break an
arm than hear someone deliver bou-

quets about him.
“Anyone care to hear the new threat

to Elvis Presley do a performance?” he
asks. “Terry wants a new hat to take the

place of the one a dog chewed up, so

I made a deal with him. He sings

‘Hound Dog’ and he gets the hat.”

He holds aside the curtain to the little

fitting room. Terry stands there, guitar

cradled in his arms. It seems set, but
he doesn’t.

“Ready?” Audie asks.

Terry’s eyes study a clothing tag lying

on the floor. He doesn’t answer, at first.

“Well, Daddy,” he finally murmurs. He
beckons his father to him shyly. The
father kneels so his son can reach his ear
with a whisper. He nods at the words.

“That’s fair enough,” he says. He raises

and drops the door flaps. “He’d rather not
have a studio audience,” he explains. No
sounds come from within. Then Terry’s
courage returns. We hear music—on
key, too. “You ain’t nuthin’ but a hound
dog. You ain’t nuthin’ but a hound dog.”
Audie lifts the flap a trifle so they can

sneak a peak. Terry—hips rolling wildly
—is doing the whole Elvis. Then he stops
in mid-phrase as his eyes lock on us. He
raises the guitar on high as if to dash
it to the ground. He holds it there. Every-
body laughs. Terry lays his guitar down.
“Good singing, boy!” says Audie. “Come

on out and pick out the new hat.”

In the car on the way back to the
commissary, the boys have a great time
trying on the hat. And Audie feels a
sudden warmth and tenderness sweep
over him. Again, he prays . . .

Dear God, I don’t care if my sons aren’t

geniuses, and don’t make millions. All I

want for them is what I’ve found myself
—a family. Having them, having some-
one to belong to, has changed my whole
life, and I thank You for it. I’d like them
to have that happiness one day. Only that,

and nothing more. Because, I think, it’s

everything.
Help them, too, never to lose the joy in

little things. Like that hat. It isn’t much,
but to them it’s so great. If they can only
keep that, it will mean so much to

them. . . .

The Sun Room of the U-I Commissary is

the dining room of the stars. Tony Curtis,
Janet Leigh, Rock Hudson, Jeff Chandler,
John Saxon, George Nader—they all lunch
here. And all are given royal service.
But Terry and Jimmy Murphy rate
even higher. They are allowed to scoot
directly into the kitchen. Seconds later,

they are back—biting great toothy arcs
into slices of thickly buttered rye bread.

Waitress-dietician Mabel Hurt dispenses
the menus. She dispenses a special smile
for Audie. He has lunched here on and
off for almost ten years.
She sets up a youth chair for Jimmy and

offers another to Terry. He spurns it

politely but with finality. “That,” his look
says, “is for babies. I am a man!”
Audie orders tomato juice and curried

lamb with a hot sauce. Terry orders a
ham sandwich and a soft drink. Jimmy
seconds the motion. Whatever big broth-
er wants, he wants, too.

Terry remembers something.
“We gonna see those injuns soon?” he

inquires.

“Right after lunch,” says Audie.
“We better go soon or I’ll bust some-

body right in the mouth,” says Terry mat-
ter-of-factly.
“You’re gonna get me cotton-pickin’ mad

with that kind of talk,” Audie says. Terry
is repentant.
“That was just TV talk,” Audie ex-

plains to Mabel. “Kids hear adults talk

that way on shows. They don’t know it’s

wrong ’till you tell ’em.

“They say,” Audie adds, “that if you
leave kids to their own devices, they’ll

choose the foods that are best for them.
Somehow I don’t quite believe it. I’m

half afraid mine would live on soft drinks
and Toll House cookies.”

The boys take a couple of bites, nibble

aimlessly at a pickle. They seem to be
waiting for something. They are—the

dessert course. When the cookies arrive,

their missing appetites suddenly do, too.

Terry is ready with the big question

again. “Now can we go see the injuns?”

“Now,” says Audie. They drive to the

fire department. The doors are closed

though, and no one is in sight.

“Must have been up late at a fire,”

Audie says. “I guess they’re still sleep-

ing. We’ll just have to make it another
time.”
Terry pushes the point briefly, but Audie

is firm. The firemen must get their sleep.

Terry, realizing that he has met an im-
movable object, has another idea.

“Well,” he says, “we could chase a bus
instead, and you could drive up real

close, and I could climb out the window
and jump up on top, and hang on, and
then open the window, and climb inside,

and then I could sit down behind the

driver, and when he turns around—well,

he’ll be very surprised.”
Audie, knowing that this is just small

boy talk, smiles at the imaginative speech,

but makes no effort to locate a bus to

chase. This is all right with Terry. From
the distant look in his eyes, it is apparent
that in his mind’s eye he has already
overhauled the bus and is sitting behind
the driver at this very moment. In fact,

he is already planning his next caper.

They make the trip from the studio to

Burbank in a few minutes and wheel
into a lovely tree-lined dead-end street.

There are many nice homes on the block,

but the nicest is the one at the dead-end.
It’s Early American with rich-looking dark
wood planking on its exterior, and it

straddles the end of the road. Audie seems
to have selected the house as wisely as

a general selects a position. It stands on
the edge of a golf-course with a million
dollars’ worth of landscaping around it.

Once inside, Jimmy and Terry disap-
pear upstairs, to show off their hair-
cuts and their shoe-shines to Mother.

Waiting for them downstairs, Audie
Murphy stands looking at his gun col-

lection. He looks at it a long time.

He never uses the guns anymore. He
cut down on hunting trips first, because
they took him away from the family too
long.

Then, one night, they’d been watching
TV. A flock of geese came on the screen,
and the hunters started firing at them.
Then there was a closeup of the hunters
proudly holding the dead birds. Terry
jumped up, ran for his cap pistol, and
passionately fired at the screen. “Bad
men!” he sobbed. “Bad men!”

Before the locked gun case, Audie
Murphy humbly bows his head.
Dear Lord, 1 have been asking You to

help me guide my sons. But I didn’t think
of the most important thing. I want to

thank You for what they have taught me.
The Bible says, “A little child shall lead
them.” Help me, help all of us, never to

forget that. Amen. The End
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HERE’S HEATHER
Continued from page 36

youngest daughter had the determination
to study the Braille method; to learn a

whole new set of perceptions, those of

a deaf and blind girl who is also mute;
to develop that difficult a part to its fullest.

And she remembered the afternoon, not
long ago, when Heather came home from
location and burst through the front door
in tears, exasperated because she felt she
was grasping her Braille lessons to slowly.

Well, too late now to worry about it,

she told herself, and she let her thoughts
trail off and become absorbed in the film.

Two and a half hours later, the house-
lights came up and soft whispers broke
the tense silence. Mrs. Sears, who had
cried at the pitiable Esther, along with
the rest, brushed her tears away, turned
to her husband and remarked in amaze-
ment:

“I—I can hardly believe it. I always
thought Heather was the funniest child
ever born.”

9
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O bviously, Heather Sears is many things
to many people. She’s a five-feet-two
inch brown-haired, brown-eyed, twen-

ty-one-year-old mass of contradictions.
The contradictions aren’t intentional.
They’re simply Heather.
Wearing a plain tan skirt and plaid

duffel coat, she can melt into a crowd
with no fear of being recognized as a star.

But when she dresses up, she stands out
like an animated cover of Vogue, and she
can be every inch the movie personality

—

if she really puts her mind to it.

With family and friends, she’s a re-
formed tomboy and a tease. With strangers,
she tends to be shy. Perhaps it’s because
she’s met so many strangers lately and
stardom is still too new for her to accept
with complete comfort the sudden attention
and adulation brought by fame.

In any event, Heather’s no waster of
words. If she has nothing to say, she’s
politely silent. Providing she’s awake. In
Frankfurt, Germany, on the second day
of a recent personal-appearance tour, she
began to quiz the lady publicist with whom
she shared a room. “Did you go right to
sleep last night?”
The publicist admitted that she had,

much to Heather’s disappointment. “I talk
in my sleep,” she explained. “And the
next day I always wonder what I might
have said.”

The publicist could never enlighten her,
as she invariably dozed off before Heather
began her nightly monologues.
Awake, she’s not one to beat around the

bush, provided there will be no wounded
feelings. However, her mother recalls one
of Heather’s lessons in diplomacy with
mixed emotions.
During the war, Mrs. Sears and her

daughters were evacuated to Llanfair-
fechan, Wales. When Heather was seven,
she and her sister Ann organized a neigh-
borhood carnival in the garden, to raise
money for the prisoners-of-war fund.
Heather was appointed fortune teller, and
before the grand opening, her mother took
her aside for a little talk. “I want you
to be sure and say nice things to every-
one,” she warned her daughter. “No mat-
ter how you feel about them.”
Heather was quite agreeable. Since

then, as now, she adored babies, she de-
cided that the nicest thing she could pre-
dict would be prospective parenthood.
That day in Llanfairfechan, according to
Heather, everyone was going to have a
baby almost immediately. The group in-
cluded bachelors, bachelor girls, oldsters,
youngsters. And if Heather was particu-

larlv fond of someone, that someone was
informed that he or she could count on
quints!

H eather was equally as certain of her
own future. She would have children
—lots of them—but first she would

become an actress. “When we were small,”
she remembers, “my sister Ann and I used
to get up in the morning and right away
be characters from a book we’d read, or
somebody we’d seen in a film. We were
never ourselves.”
Ann, an English star in her own right,

never ceases to marvel these days when
she hears the poised Miss Sears answer
questions with the tact of a diplomat. Ann
has been called “the prettiest girl in Lon-
don,” but there was a time when she
thought she was doomed to be the home-
liest. Dubbed “Mop” by the family, she
was constantly consulting her mirror to

see if she could find even a faint resem-
blance to the girls’ idol, Rita Hayworth.
Once, when the mirror failed her—or vice
versa—she turned to Heather for some
sort of assurance. “Do you think I’ll grow
up plain?” she asked worriedly, a frown
crossing her face.

Heather studied her sister for a long
moment, then delivered her opinion. “Oh,
I’m sure of it.” After another moment of
thought, she added. “Yes, Mop, there’s
not a doubt in my mind. You’ll grow up
plain, all right. Awfully plain.”

Thus spoke the personality who received
accolades from the critics, but who to her
London hairdresser is probably the world’s
worst actress—offstage. One afternoon,
ordered by the studio to have her long
hair cut, in favor of a more chic style,

Heather dutifully appeared at the beauty
shop. The hairdresser picked up the scis-

sors and began to snip away at her be-
loved ponytail. As her hair got shorter,
Heather’s face got longer. At last, when
she could control her unhappiness no
longer, two large tears appeared and
started to roll down her cheeks. The hair-
dresser began to feel like the butcher of

all time, a heartless cad.

Catching a glimpse of his face in the
mirror, Heather murmured unenthusiasti-
cally, “It’s lovely,” feeling obliged to cheer
him up. “It’s going to be just lovely. I’ll

be just crazy about it,” she assured him
dramatically. But somehow, the words
coming between sobs, just weren’t con-
vincing.

When Heather and the hairdresser
parted company, they were quite possibly
the saddest pair in the whole of England.
“It is nice,” Heather tried once more.
“Yes,” answered the hairdresser glumly.
“Well, goodbye,” said Heather. And

then, “How long do you think it will

take to grow back again?”
“I suppose our looks were so terribly

important to us,” recalls Heather, “because
we used to go to the cinema so often. The
first program began at five, which meant
we’d be home by seven, and we’d rush
down after school. Mother never objected.
I think she was happy to get us out of the
house for a bit.

“We’d never heard of Hollywood and
knew nothing about the way movies were
made. When we discovered them, we saw
'Random Harvest’ four times, and were
amazed by the fact that important people
like Greer Garson and Ronald Colman
could find the time to come all the way
to Llanfairfechan to act behind our neigh-
borhood screen.”

Heather, herself, preferred the character
of Tarzan. (“I almost always got around
to being Tarzan,” she recalls. “Or a
horse.”) Because of her passion for horses,
her acting ambitions were once tempo-
rarily put aside. “For a brief spell I

thought I wanted to be a mounted police-

woman. Then,” she says, “I found out
that there were no such things as mounted
policewomen and that more or less settled
the matter.”
The idea of acting first came to Heather

at the age of five, when she and Ann
appeared in their first big production in
Llanfairfechan. “Everyone told us we were
terribly good and it went to our heads,”
she grins.

The show was “Peter Pan” and Heather
had the role of Michael. The general idea
was for her to make her entrance astride
a large dog. However, the performance
didn’t go off as planned. The moment she
made an appearance, the delighted audi-
ence broke into applause. Heather, in
turn, was delighted to have such a nice
audience. She began to clap, too. Off
stage, the play’s director was hissing,

“Heather . . . Heather . . . get on with the
lines . .

.”

By the time the director was in the
initial stages of a nervous breakdown,
Heather remembered her mission and went
on with the show as per rehearsal.

Following her first triumph, Heather
began taking note of the practical side of
the acting game. During the war years,
sweets were scarce except, it seemed to

Heather, at the gates of a nearby Army
camp, where evacuee children gathered to

be deluged with candy bars by the gen-
erous soldiers. Heather had been strictly

forbidden to ask anyone for candy, and
she can honestly say that she never did.

“I simply donned my oldest clothes, as-
sumed a hungry look and joined the
small-fry crowd at the gates. And came
home with a fist full of candy bars every
time,” she recalls, good-humoredly.

At the age of eight, she was writing
plays and selling them for pennies to

Ann and the neighborhood children.
“There were conditions, however,” recalls

Heather. “I insisted on a contract stating

that whenever one of my productions was
produced, I be allowed to play the little

king with the beard. The little king with
the beard invariably had a large part.”

Today, Heather’s seven-year contract with
Romulus Films is another shrewd triumph.
It allows her an annual six months to do
stage and television work if she wishes.
An individual in childhood as now, if

Heather could have been described in a
word during her formative years, that
word would have been tomboy. She never
stopped begging for a horse of her own,
and she had a tendency to climb every
tree she came to. Under pressure, she’d
agree to wash her face and have her hair
brushed until it shone, but she was cagey
about the business of getting dressed up.
Ann still tells about the time Heather ac-
companied her to a party. “From the
neck up, the youngest Sears looked per-
fectly lovely,” she recalls. “However,
when the hostess’ mother took her coat
for her, Heather was a standout in the
crowd of guests. She had chosen to wear
a pair of old rumpled shorts and a sloppy
sweater! I was mortified.”

In this respect, Heather hasn’t completely
changed. A Columbia Pictures executive
enjoys telling about the phone call he
received from Heather when he was in

London recently. “The phone rang and it

was Heather,” he recalls. “The conven-
tional Miss Sears was wondering whether
she might attend a midnight preview of

‘Esther Costello’ in blue jeans!
“
‘Blue jeans!’ I bellowed, and, gathering

my patience, explained to Heather that

the event was a swank sort; the cream of

the British movie industry would be there.
“
‘Oh!’ she said meekly. ‘The invitation

says to dress informally and I thought
perhaps it meant . . .’ Her voice trailed

off sadly.”



Heather’s opinion of sister Ann is just

the opposite. “Ann was always so dig-
nified. Secretly I couldn’t help being
impressed because somehow she was
everything I wasn’t. But I kept the secret

well. I teased her unmercifully.”
Heather’s favorite form of torture was

to wait until Ann had rolled up her hair

and cold-creamed her face and then break
into helpless laughter at the sight. “It

was a nightly ritual and Ann was at a
disadvantage because if she raised her
voice she’d wake our parents,” remembers
Heather. “One night she settled for throw-
ing an alarm clock. When it actually hit

me, Ann burst into tears. For the next
few weeks, she took all teasing and al-

lowed me to follow her around, with no
backtalk. I took full advantage of her
guilty conscience,” Heather admits.

“Heather was always tagging along,” re-

members Ann. “My friends and I used
to try and tell her that she was a delicate

child and couldn’t stand up to the rug-
gedness of our outdoor life. But it never
worked. She decided that she’d prefer to

court death rather than leave us alone.”

At eleven, when Ann began to take
elocution lessons, nine-year-old Heather
insisted that she have some, too, although
she wasn’t quite certain what they were.
When she was sixteen, she followed Ann
to the Central School of Speech and
Drama. At the time, it was a difficult de-
cision. She loved history, and she’d read
every book she could find on Disraeli.

“At first I thought I might like to go to

the university and study, then take up
acting. But I changed my mind because
I wanted to be an actress so badly I

couldn’t bother to go to the university
first,” she says.

Mrs. Sears was enthusiastic about her
daughters’ careers. Dr. Sears, resident
physician at London’s Mile End Hospital,
was somewhat less than enthusiastic.
“Mother had wanted to act, but her par-
ents wouldn’t let her,” Heather explains.
“Father wanted Ann to be a doctor and
me to go to the university. He wasn’t
pleased about the idea of having to sup-
port us for the rest of our lives,” she
grins. “But now he seems very happy.”

A s a matter of fact, when Ann and
Heather began to wonder if two stars
named Sears might be one too many,

it was their father who settled the argu-
ment. “There will be no name changing,”
he declared. “The name Sears has been
good enough for me and it was good
enough for my father, his father and his fa-
ther. It’s good enough for the two of you.”
And it was. It was during Heather’s

last year at Central that she was seen
by a Romulus Films casting director and
signed to a contract. She had small roles—“one or two lines”—in two pictures. She
did stage work with the Windsor Reper-
tory Company and the Cambridge Rep-
ertory Theater. She drew her first raves
from the critics for her portrayal of a
confused adolescent in the television show
“Death of the Heart.”
And she won an invitation to join the

scores of young actresses testing for the
coveted role of Esther Costello.
While awaiting the results, Heather di-

vided her time between painting pictures
and sitting beside the telephone. She had
no idea what might be happening at the
studio. She knew that Joan Crawford had
arrived in London and that the picture
would start as soon as an Esther had been
found.
The Sears’ large hall clock said six p.m.

the evening the telephone rang and
Heather heard the words she’d prayed for:
“We want you to come over to the TV
studio for an interview with Miss Craw-
ford. You’ve got the part.”

Later, she was told that Miss Crawford
had stopped by the studio projection

room to watch some of the tests being
run. One of them was Heather’s, and
when it was over and the lights went on,

Joan Crawford was the first to speak.
“There’s no need to test anyone else,” she
said. “This girl is your Esther Costello.”

The role of the blind deaf-mute was
like none Heather had ever attempted.
“Actually it wasn’t like working on a
part at all,” she says. “It was like learn-
ing something completely out of one’s

normal range.

“I had a teacher who taught me to read
and write in Braille. I studied the hand
alphabet. The teacher and I talked and
talked and talked about the reactions of

blind people. I built up a complete men-
tal impression of their lives and what
they’re like.

“It gave me an awareness of their prob-
lems, how they feel about things. I never
really had to think how Esther would
react to certain things. It was something
I knew. It was a part you couldn’t act.

You had to live it.”

She still talks about the kindnesses of

Joan Crawford and Rossano Brazzi. “Miss
Crawford was wonderful. I learned so
much from her. Things that were a help
on this picture and acting hints I’ve

tucked away in my mind and will use
when I need them on other pictures.”

Rossano brought a touch of humor to

the set happenings when Heather turned
twenty-one. “It was the afternoon they
were scheduled to shoot the scene in

which he assaults me. In my dressing
room that morning,” she remembers, “I

found a large bouquet of roses and a note
reading, ‘I’m sorry that I have to do this

to you on your birthday.’
”

“The Story of Esther Costello” brought
Heather fame and critical acclaim. The
picture also brought unexpected romance.
Before the start of the film, Heather was
introduced to its talented art director,

Tony Masters. He looked down at her
and was enchanted. She looked up at
him and got a crick in her neck. “When
I first saw him the only impression he
made on me was that he was tall—he’s
six-foot-six—and had a tremendous sense
of humor,” she claims. “And I thought it

would look a bit quaint to be seen with
someone that tall.”

According to Ann, however, Heather
came racing home one weekend in a daze.
“Ann . . . I’ve met the most wonderful
man. He’s so good looking. And he loves
horses!”
During the production Heather and

Tony lunched together daily. “And we
saw a lot of each other on the set, al-

though we didn’t have time to talk a great
deal. After shooting, we’d have a cold
drink together, then I’d go back to the
hotel. We went out only two evenings
during the whole film.”

They’d been dating for several months,
and the picture was completed, when one
night, out of the blue, Heather astounded
the gentleman with, “Tony, I want you to
propose to me.”
“You what?”
True, they had both begun to take it

for granted that they were going to marry.
In fact, they were considering themselves
almost unofficially engaged. “But it’s the
only proposal I’m ever going to get and
I think we should do this properly,” said
Heather. “I want you to say the right
words.”
Tony said the right words and they

were wed last April. “I rather imagine I

would have married him anyway,” grins
Mrs. Masters.
Has Tony solved the “puzzlement” that

is Heather Sears? That’s another story

—

a long and happy one, let’s hope. The End
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THE HEART
NEVER BETRAYS

Continued, from page 42

personal publicity he detests so much.
It seems as if Marlon’s heart has be-

trayed him. But has it? For the sensa-
tional, gleeful reports of his critics and
detractors—as if they were sitting back,
laughing, with fingers pointing, saying,
“See! If you hadn’t been so stuck up we
would have let you off easier”—tell only
a fragment of the story. A story that, in

justice to the sensitive, greatly misunder-
stood person Marlon Brando is, should be
told. A story of his search for what he
has called, “The only reason for living.”

A search for love.

I
t began—as it does for everyone—on the
day when he was born, April 3, 1924,

in Omaha, Nebraska. Marlon’s father,

Marlon, Sr., was the solid, successful presi-
dent of Chemical Food Products Com-
pany, a Chicago concern manufacturing
animal feed and fertilizers. His mother,
Dorothy Pennebaker Brando, was a
lovely, sometime-actress with great sen-
sitivity and enthusiasm for all the arts,

in whom her son found an understanding
response to his own artistic leanings. His
older sisters, Jocelyn and Frances, were
fine playmates. (“I could beat him at foot-
ball because I was bigger,” says Frances,
“but he always got the best of me by
making terrible faces.”) Both girls shared
the artistic flair, too—Jocelyn is an ac-
tress, Frances paints. But there the re-
semblance ends. The girls grew up,
married happily, and became mothers in

the conventional pattern that might have
been predicted from their background.
From the beginning, Marlon was

marked with a need and a feeling for oth-
ers that went far beyond the family circle.

From earliest childhood, he had an un-
usual compassion and affection for all liv-

ing things. Once, when he was very small,
his pet chicken died. When his mother
buried it, he dug it up and brought it back
into the house. She buried it again—and
Marlon dug it up again. This went on
until his mother put her foot down.
He brought home all kinds of stray ani-

mals, usually in some sick stage, and cared
for them iovingly, whether a stricken
snake, a wounded bird, or a mangy cat.

Later, when he reached the dating age,
“He always picked the cross-eyed girls,”

his grandmother remembers.

What happens to such a boy when he
becomes a man and begins to seek, in the
large world outside Libertyville, Ohio,
fulfillment for that great need to love, not
only in simple, personal terms, but in the
largest humanitarian sense?
Those who know him well believe that

the search really began in the summer
of 1953. At that point, Marlon Brando
was a man emotionally torn. One great
conflict—that of winning approval of his
businessman father or his ailing, artistic

mother—had caused him many pangs in
his struggling days. But with his success
as an actor, it was resolved. (He keeps his
Oscar for “Waterfront” beneath his moth-
er’s portrait—she died before he won it;

his father is now his closest business as-
sociate, confidante, and friend.) But the
conflict of Brando versus others had just
begun.
Now the object of world-wide fame, he

tried violently to hold onto the relation-
ships of the past, with all their simplicity
and privacy. And in the summer of 1953,

he found how impossible that was and
how impossible for him to find happiness
in the simple, easy way it comes to others.

It was the summer of 1953, when he was
already established as a Hollywood star,

he could have commanded an enormous
salary for his efforts. Instead, he chose
to tour the summer circuit with a “pack-
age” show of George Bernard Shaw’s
“Arms and the Man,” so that some of his

closest friends who had not been as for-
tunate as he in becoming a success would
be able to have work in the theater. That
summer, Marlon knew he was a star. That
summer, he was surrounded by his

friends. And so, according to the rules of
what every young actor should have,
Marlon should have been happy. But at

parties, at small gatherings, with only his

closest friends present, Marlon would be
restless, the gaiety which used to show it-

self with these friends had seemingly dis-

appeared. Even with close friend Wally
Cox, who was touring the summer thea-
ters at the same time, only occasional
spurts of that dry, whimsical humor which
used to pass between the two friends
would show. “Marlon needs to fall in

love,” one of his friends had said.

Dissatisfaction seemed to plague Marlon
all that summer. Some attributed the
feeling of heaviness to Marlon’s disap-
pointment with his return to the legiti-

mate stage. It was the stage that had
started him, and the stage to which he
supposedly wanted to return: He had
sneered at Hollywood from the beginning,
saying the only real place for artistic en-
deavor was the theater; and yet his return

Shirley Jones has everyone oohing

and aahing at her new streamlined,

sophisticated self. Once the plump-

ish, rosy-cheeked homespun hero-

ine, she’s noiv the latest sophisti-

cate. (You saw what we mean in

“April Love” and will soon see

Shirl in “Never Steal Anything

Small.”) The Cassidys are among
Hollywood’s newest home-owners,

with their Bel Air colonial cottage,

and Jack’s busy with his new TV
show. But there’s always time for

a big night on the town together

to the theater was greeted with a tepid
reaction by audience and critics alike.

“Marlon will never do another play after
this summer farce,” one of his friends said.

“If there’s one thing he’s afraid of, it’s re-
jection, and he’d never go back to Broad-
way if he thought they’d greet him the
way they did in this play.” But the som-
ber, uncomical ambiance of the production
was explained differently by another
friend, and more accurately: “There’s only
one thing wrong with this play,” she said.

“The whole company’s in love with the
leading man.”

This wholesale adoration can be very
confusing and very unsatisfactory to a
young man who feels a desperate need

for love. The love of many cannot sub-
stitute for the love of one person.
After that summer, it seemed that Mar-

lon had perhaps found the one person, in

Movita Castenada, the dark long-haired,
fiery but mature Mexican actress. The fact

that she was several years older than
Marlon served only to enhance the rela-
tionship, as Marlon adored his mother,
and felt in this woman the maturity and
gentleness that seemed to be lacking in

the younger girls he dated. Another at-

traction for him was her European-style
upbringing: To the European woman, her
man is the center of the universe, and she
concentrates her attention and affection on
the object of her love the way Marlon felt

no American woman could. “Marlon
thinks American girls are too emanci-
pated,” his friend said. “It seems as though
the only area where they act like women
is having babies, and if there was any
way they could make the guys do that in-

stead of them, they’d do it. But Movita’s
different. There’s nothing she won’t do
for Bud, but she’s still got a mind of her
own, so it’s not as if he was the feudal
Lord, and she was just a silly handmaid-
en. She’s just what he needs.”
And perhaps she was, at the time. But

in spite of the fact that he now had a sin-

gle love, instead of the love of many,
Marlon could not sacrifice that “wholesale
adoration” of his friends. He had always
taken time to get to know someone, to de-
cide if it was worth becoming his friend.

But once he had admitted someone to his

“inner circle,” he felt the act of friendship

had to be an active thing, and that it was
impossible to deny anything to one of the
people he cared about, even to say “I’m
busy.” In the beginning, Movita tried to

understand and accept the many people
about them. But after a while, it became
increasingly difficult for him. She had
hardly any time with him to herself.

“I remember one night,” one of the

group said. “A bunch of us went up to

Mar’s and Movita was there cooking din-
ner for him. You could sort of tell that

she had planned it to be something special

—she made a complicated Mexican dish,

and there was only enough for two. Mar
insisted that she split up his portion

among the rest of us, and for a minute I

didn’t know whether she was going to hit

him with that big frying pan or burst into

tears. But he gave her one of those fa-

mous looks, and she said something quick
to herself in Spanish, and everything was
all right. But she came over and made
sure he ate every bite of her portion.”

How many nights like this there were,
it would be impossible to say, but Movita
moved out of his life, the parting telling

him she needed to be a woman as well as

a mother, and Marlon, with an ironic

smile, said if he had to choose between
her and his raccoon, he would pick the

raccoon.
It was almost as if Marlon was trying to

prove that he had no need for a woman
who was a mother to him, when he
found Josianne Mariani-Berenger: for Jo-

jj
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sianne was, essentially, the very pole op-
posite to Movita. Child-like, frail, and
with an impish quality, Josianne radiated
naivete and youthful wonder. Like Movita,
she was dark and European, but there the
resemblance ended. Josianne had met a

psychiatrist and his wife in France, and
they had persuaded her to come to New
York to act as governess and teach French
to their children. Once in New York, Jo-
sianne began taking acting lessons from
Stella Adler, Brando’s former teacher. It

was at one of Stella Adler’s parties that

they met, and Marlon was immediately
struck by the tiny, completely feminine
girl with the big black eyes. He could
speak to her in French (his name was
originally Brandeau), and he could talk

for hours on end of his ideas of philoso-
phy, and mores, and Josianne would sit

for hours on end, watching him adoringly
with those wide, dark eyes. “He needs to

know that he’s something: He wants
someone he can teach and talk to who
won’t bring him down,” another friend
remarked. “Josianne is like that; it’s a

fresh mind, like a new page. He doesn’t
want to have to prove anything anymore,
like he did with Movita. He wants to be
accepted as wonderful from the very be-
ginning.” And he was.

When Josianne returned to France for

a visit with her parents, Marlon followed.
He spent two weeks in Paris, staying at

the apartment of Movita’s friend, Maria
Felix, who was in Mexico making a pic-
ture. And yet the two weeks in Paris
showed no sign of the former “Enfant
Terrible,” as the French called him. He
was not seen in leather jackets, on motor-
cycles, even in a city where motorcycles
are a more common occurrence than auto-
mobiles. And at the end of two weeks, he
had made up his mind. The engagement
was announced, and a seemingly content
Marlon, with a radiant Josianne, came
back to America.

Once back in this country however, the
old pattern of indecision began to show it-

self. They frequented Marlon’s favorite
haunts, The Russian Tea Room, the Car-
negie Tavern, and he thought he was, and
seemed to be, very much in love. But the
prying eyes of the people made Marlon
uncomfortable, and they could not go to

the places Marlon liked to go with Jo-
sianne, the places where her child -like
enthusiasm for life could be shared by
him; where they could have fun: amuse-
ment parks, open-air concerts. Too many
people recognized him in these places,

and so Peter Pan and his French Wendy
had their wings cut off, and were forced
to meet in dark corners. And gradually
the old restlessness reappeared: Marlon
went to California to make a picture, and
Josianne got a modeling job in New York,
confident that he would send for her when
he was ready to get married.

Marlon has been quoted as saying: “She
has some growing up to do,” about Jo-
sianne. And there would seem to be evi-
dence that he was absolutely right: Only
the very young and very innocent can be
as sure as Josianne was, that nothing, and
no one could come between their love.
When the young blonde German actress,
Ursula Andress met Josianne in New
York, and they became friends, Ursula
told Josianne that she was going to Holly-
wood, and Josianne suggested that Ursula
contact Marlon when she got there. Ursula
did contact him and soon the rumors
began filtering back to Josianne that Mar-
lon seemed to be showing more than a
friendly interest to the newcomer. But
Josianne merely shrugged and smiled and
said: “It will pass. I blame no one.” Ursula
went on to date Jimmy Dean, and later to
marry John Derek. And when Josianne
arrived in California she was as friendly

with Ursula as she had ever been, con-
fident that her faith was justified.

“Isn’t it remarkable,” one of Marlon’s
earlier -girlfriends said. “There isn’t a
girl anywhere in the world who has ever
had anything to do with Marlon who
doesn’t blame any problems she has on
him. And there isn’t a girl anywhere in
the world who wouldn’t be waiting for
him if he ever decided to come back.”
And as for Marlon’s seemingly constant

flirtations with Rita Moreno, etc., Josianne
realized that she had fallen in love with a
quicksilver and tempestuous young man,
who was attracted by dark beauty, and
who was not yet ready to take root. And
Marlon himself laughed about girls in
general, and joked with his ever-present
friends about how silly most of them were.

Then something totally unexpected hap-
pened. Marlon had, ever since going to

Japan for location shots for “Teahouse
of the August Moon,” become fascinated
with the culture and the philosophy of
the East. Marlon himself has declared
that he never reads fiction, and this seems
to be not so much a scholarly snobbism
as it is the need for a young man who,
because of lack of discipline and rebel-
lion, never completed his formal educa-
tion, and wants desperately to think, not
just as ordinary people think, but as the
great minds do. So he devours tomes
of philosophy and intellectual discourse,
in order to become his own most respected
object: the truly intellectual man. But in
the literature and the religion of the East,
and the way of life, he seemed to find a
wisdom more secure, more lasting, than
any he had ever encountered.
And so when Marlon met, in August,

1956, Anna Kashfi, with her dark, beauti-
ful face, her seemingly Eastern manner
of self-contained, quiet solemnity and the
gentle manner of Europe, his search for

love had turned up a seemingly perfect
object. When Marlon returned to Japan
to make “Sayonara,” he became more and
more sure. He was no longer the restless

young talent in films: He was a business-
man with his own Pennebaker Produc-
tion Company; and in his life there was
no more room for the restless young lov-
er. He wanted a home and children. In
October, 1957, Marlon Brando married
Anna Kashfi at a quiet ceremony at the
home of his aunt.

When the newspapers broke with stories
purportedly refuting the fact the she was
Indian, Marlon remained silent. “I love
her,” he told those members of the press
towards whom he had once been so silent.

It was as if to say he did not care whether
she were Indian or Welsh, that he had
married a woman, and not a national ori-
gin. Marlon had made his decision, and
he had, at last, taken himself a wife. And
Josianne, with warmth and charming
manners, smiled and said: “They will be
welcome in my house anytime.”

Then, he went to New York to publicize
“Sayonara,” and at night he frequented the
Baq Room, surrounded by those same
people he had been with that summer of

indecision, beating the bongos while those
same friends sit by him. The search pre-
sumably was over. And yet, how strange
that he is there alone. Perhaps, in a
larger sense, just as it has since his boy-
hood, Marlon Brando’s search for love will
never end.

In Hollywood the lovely Anna, who was
to bear his child, already sensed it. Sensed
that in Marlon’s search for love, she had
not been the answer. For he had left, to go
alone on what should have been a honey-
moon—and did not come back. Heartsick,
she waited. Would he ever return? Or
was Marlon Brando’s love story moving
toward an unhappy ending? The End
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ROCK’S MARRIAGE—
HIS SIDE

Continued from, page 55

was a wonder. She took care of every-
thing.

Funny, though, how a girl as effi-

cient as Phyllis could get upset by some
of the simple things that he’d always
taken for granted. He couldn’t help but
feel a little worried, after they were mar-
ried, to discover that she often seemed to

resent times apart. He’d been so sure
she’d understand. Interviews, for instance.
He felt they were both right in trying to

have some privacy—but she didn’t even
seem to feel that a person should devote
extra time to such things. He tried to ex-
plain, but it did no good. But then, even
Phyllis couldn’t know how tough it was
before he became a star, and how grateful
he was. And scared.
Sure, he was scared. He knew how

easy it was to lose stardom, once you had
it. “You’re only as good as your last

picture,” they said, and it was true. He
had to work, and work hard, to hang onto
what he had. And that meant not only
in front of the cameras, but all the extra
demands that are made of a star.

)
A s time passed, he couldn’t help but feel

a little concern at Phyllis’ retiring

withdrawal from the spotlight, and her
attitude that he should cut down to spend
more time at home. Maybe he expected
too much of her, but he was kind of
hoping that she’d want to join in.

He never could feel at ease with stran-
gers, no matter how much he was ex-
posed to them. He was shy, there was
no doubt about that. He admitted it.

Phyllis was fine those times when they
had to go out She was gracious and
charming, and everybody loved her. But
he could never convince her of that. The
truth was, she was even more shy than
he. He had learned to try to overcome
it. If she’d only try, too, and make more
effort to help him meet, what to him,
were the more ordinary business obliga-
tions, their life could be so much easier
and happier. But it was hard.
That didn’t really matter, though. He’d

manage, somehow. He always had. What
did matter was that they have a happy
home life together. And there, for some
reason he couldn’t understand, he wasn’t
doing so well.

He’d been so happy, after they mar-
ried, to bring her gifts. That was one of
the big pleasures he got out of being a
star. He knew he was like a big kid
about it—he loved to make everything a
surprise. It was such fun to see her
face light up when he brought her some-
thing the practical Phyllis wouldn’t dream
of buying for herself. He’d been so dis-
appointed, when news of a mink stole he
bought for her leaked out in a column
before he could surprise her with it. But
she’d been just as pleased.
Alter the first few times, though, he

noticed a difference in Phyllis. The
time he’d bought that fancy tablecloth,

' and she returned it for five others. Sure,
it was the sensible thing to do. He ought
to be proud and thankful to have a wife
like that. But after that, even though
she acted just as thrilled about his gifts,

he read in her eyes—or thought he read
—a look that said, “Oh, what did you do
that for? Such a waste of money!” And

P the fun went out of it.

Why, then, did she do a thing like tak-
ing that house at Malibu, without asking
him? The lease was stiff, and the decorat-

ing cost a pretty penny. And it was a
resort place where you could live only
part of the year. It was too much.

It wasn’t so much the cost that bothered
him—certainly, with what he was making,
they could well afford it. What got him
was that they’d put so much effort into
the home they had. It was like throwing
it away, all it had meant to them.
Throwing away the simple kind of life,

too. “Going Hollywood.” Was that what
Phyllis wanted? He doubted it.

It just wasn’t like Phyllis. But maybe
she had some other reason. Maybe this

was another move to make him give up
his old friends from his bachelor days.
Sure, Phyl was right about some of them,
he had to agree. He probably should
have given them the gentle heave-ho a
long time ago. But now? They’d prob-
ably go around reporting, “Rock Hudson’s
got a big head.” Anyway, he just couldn’t
bring himself to do it.

And a guy needed to have men pals,

a guy who liked to hunt and fish and sail,

like he did. He and Phyllis had it all

worked out, from the start, very sensibly,
they thought. After all, somehow, he pic-
tured the idea of Phyllis casting a fishing
rod as just as fantastic as the picture of
him balancing a teacup.
But all the petty little annoyances

they’d bickered about faded into nothing
when he went to Italy, and she became
sick while he was there. Gosh, how he
missed her! How many times, after a long,
hard day’s work, he’d lain awake, tense
with worry about her. It was hard on him,
too, he knew. It’s pretty tough to be sep-
arated from your wife for such a long
time. So darned lonely. He got edgy
and irritable.

He promised himself that when he got
home, things would be different. But he
couldn’t shake off the tension. He tried
to tell himself that, after all, he was run
down, and it would pass. But when people
—including Phyl—looked at him in that
pitying way, he got riled. And when Phyl
tried to talk him into stalling on “Twi-
light for the Gods,” he blew his top. What
—hold up a whole production, just be-
cause he was a little under par? He tried
to hide his feelings from her—and after
all, that Hawaiian sunshine was just what
she needed. Maybe it would help them
both.

It didn’t. Somehow, the tensions had
kept on building up, and when they came
back they exploded. He moved out. They’d
have a better chance to think things over,
apart.

Then he called Phyllis, and asked her
to go to the Mocambo one Saturday night.

It was their second wedding anniversary.
She was great, the same wonderful girl

he married. They had a grand, real fun
time.

But under the surface, the problems
were still there, he knew. Would Phyllis
ever be able to adapt to the things about
his life he couldn’t change? Would she
ever give him the kind of helping hand
he needed? It was a large order, to ask
a wife to be a sweet homebody and help
in your business, too. Or was it? Rock
Hudson wondered.

Analysis:

What a pity that the lives of these
two young people should be blighted
by problems that, due to circumstances
beyond their control, got out of hand!
“They’re so much alike,” people said

approvingly when Rock and Phyllis mar-
ried. But basically, it was that very
similarity of temperament that was at the
root of their troubles. Phyllis’ shyness,
when exposed to the pitiless spotlight of

Rock’s stardom, might not have mattered
—except that Rock, equally retiring, was

not the man to help her overcome it. Nor
was Phyllis the type of woman who, with-
out a qualm, can step in and ease the way
for a shy husband. So they floundered,
and suffered, together.

Clearly, both need to face this situation
squarely, if marriage is to have a second
chance. For both of them, it means mak-
ing an effort. Rock, who has already
gone a long way in conquering his per-
sonal insecurity, as those who remember
the blushing, bumbling young man of a
few years ago well know, should take the
initiative in this. Perhaps, from his own
experience, he can convince Phyllis that
shyness really can be overcome, though
it takes time—and trying.
On her part, Phyllis should realize that

Rock is too easy-going and modest a per-
son to cope with the pressures of his ca-
reer alone. If she can accept this fact—if

she can know, as so many Hollywoodites
do, that Rock is simply not the kind of
person who will ever realize that he is a
powerful star who has a right to say no

—

then, like the very sensible person she
is, she will go about changing it. She has
been right, of course, in thinking that
Rock’s business is his own—but only to a
point. As many a smart wife has learned,
there are many little ways in which a wife
can help her husband’s career and re-
lieve the pressures. Too, there are many
situations where Rock, out of loyalty or
gratitude to those who have helped him
up the rough road to stardom, feels that
he cannot refuse—and he won’t even if

it endangers his health. Then, clearly, it’s

up to Phyllis to take a stand, if their re-
lationship is not to suffer.

Rock must realize, too, that even though
clinging to some of his old bachelor
habits may seem insignificant to him,

it isn’t. A certain amount of flexibility and
adjustment of both partners is necessary
to reach a happy medium. Come now,
Rock—mightn’t it have been just as easy
to make those appointments of yours after
dinner? Of course, this is a little thing

—

but a lot of little things can wear away
a marriage as drops of water on stone.

In the matter of expenditures, surely a
happy solution could be reached. It’s un-
derstandable that Rock should be disap-
pointed and hurt at Phyllis’ seeming re-
jection of his gifts. But couldn’t he, by
a little conspiracy with her friends, or
some leading questions, find out what
would really delight her beforehand?

Phyllis’ choice of the house at Malibu
was a mistake, although she had the best
intentions in the world. A change of

scenery is never enough to change inner
thoughts and attitudes.

It must be kept in mind that both Rock
and Phyllis—discounting the time they
were apart due to his work and her ill-

ness—had really only been through the
first, hardest year of matrimony. And,
just at the time they had completed it,

they were both thrown against a physical
crisis that was totally unexpected—her
serious illness with hepatitis, his nervous
exhaustion due to overwork.

It’s sad to reflect that, if this had not
happened, their problems might not have
reached the breaking point. Now, with
Rock eager to leave again for Italy, it

appears that they have accepted the fact

that their differences are too great to

overcome.
Differences they have, very serious ones.

But if they can only understand that those
differences arose because of the thing

that most attracted them—the similarity

of character that, in many ways, made
their relationship rare and wonderful—then
they can, by working together and shar-
ing as they never have before, save their

marriage. The Ene



ROCK’S MARRIAGE—
HER SIDE

Continued from page 55

It had been so lovely, just as she had
dreamed it would be. But as soon as the

news broke, it had started. They had been
bombarded by the reporters, and the pho-
tographers. “Tell us, Mrs. Hudson, what’s
it like to be married to America’s top
heartthrob? Let’s have a big kiss, now.
Just one more, please. Just one more. . .

She knew it would happen, of course. But
when it happens to you, she found, it’s

different.

Rock had been wonderful. Firm and
protective, just as she thought he would
be. “This is my business,” he stoutly

maintained. “Not my wife’s. And I be-
lieve that marriage should be a private
affair.” So, all the requests for inter-

views with her got a polite but definite

refusal from him. He knew how shy she
was, how much she disliked being asked
intimate questions. And the way he
shielded her made her feel so happy, so

cherished and secure.

B
ut the demands were always there,

pecking away at their privacy insis-

tently. And Rock showed signs of

weakening. “Only one set of home pic-

tures,” he finally agreed. “Taken by the
studio. Then they can be given out so

everybody gets a fair share.” He still pro-
tected her, but some of their precious time
together was sacrificed to interviews. “I

can’t forget,” he’d explained to her, “that

these people helped to put me where I am
today. I don’t want to seem ungrateful.
Besides, it’s part of a star’s job. You know
that.”

But how far did it go? Too far, she
thought. What annoyed her most were
the times he gave in to such requests,
when she knew he needed rest desper-
ately.

It was the same with the thousand-and-
one other demands a star is called on to

fulfill. Press parties, premieres, personal
appearances, and all the rest of it. It was
like that at his work, too. He never threw
his weight around, to make things a bit

easier. Why couldn’t he put his foot
down?
And there were his friends—so-called.

She’d pictured their home as a private
haven for just the two of them. But it

wasn’t long before it was being invaded
by all sorts of left-over pals from Rock’s
bachelor days. Pals, he called them.
Hangers-on, she felt. She tried to like
them. Oh, she tried. But she just couldn’t
help it.

There was no getting away from it—

a

man like Rock, who waits until he’s thirty
to marry, is pretty set in his ways. She
hadn’t planned to change him after mar-
riage. She knew that was a mistake. But
anyone would have thought he could ad-
just to a little thing like getting home for
dinner on time.
She didn’t want to make a big issue of it.

And he did always telephone her, to let

her know he’d be late. But it happened
so often. He’d stop to see some friend,
“for a few minutes,” but even if it was
really only that, the lovely hot dinner
she’d spent hours preparing was spoiled.
Somehow, it made her feel rejected, left

out. Unloved. Her cooking was one
thing she knew she could be proud of,

and it was one thing she could do to please
him, who gave her so much. When it did
not please him, she felt rejected, too.

He did give her so much. Too much. At
first, it was so thrilling. Like the time

when he’d taken her out to the garage,
and there was the new Ford she’d wanted,
all wrapped in red ribbon. And the day
she came home, to find a darling gray
poodle romping in the living room.
But after awhile, it made her feel un-

easy. All those gifts, it was so unneces-
sary. And a waste of money. Often, they
were so impractical. Like the time he
brought her a terribly expensive, delicate

organdy tablecloth. She’d taken it right

back, and got five serviceable tablecloths

for the price!

And somehow, she felt the fun was go-
ing out of their marriage. She wanted
them to get back to the kind of quiet,

simple life they both really wanted. And
if Rock wasn’t going to do something about
cutting down the demands made on him,
she’d have to.

Acting on her own, she took a year’s

lease on a house at Malibu. It was the
wrong season of the year, but she

didn’t think that mattered. What did mat-
ter was that Rock should have a new en-
vironment. A change from the old place,

which he’d built and furnished himself
with her help, would give him a new
start, and—perhaps—a break with the old
bachelor-type life.

She was going to see to it, too, that it

was fit for the star Rock never seemed to

realize he was. She called in a smart
decorator to furnish the house. Maybe
the atmosphere would make a subtle im-
pression on Rock, and bolster his con-
fidence.

Then Rock went overseas to make “A
Farewell to Arms.” She’d thought this

would be just what they needed. They’d
get away from all the Hollywood pressure,
and be alone, just the two of them, ex-
ploring Europe just as they’d planned it

so many times. But it was not to be.

She’d become ill, so terribly ill, with hepa-
titis. And their plans . . .

It was strange, now, to look back upon
those weeks of pain as some of the hap-
piest she’d ever spent. For, in Rock’s
tender concern, his daily phone calls, his

telegrams and long letters, she felt that
he was closer and dearer than ever.

“Please don’t allow reporters at the air-

port,” she’d begged Rock’s studio, when
he was due to arrive home. “When I see
him, I know I’ll break down and cry.”

When she saw him, she was so happy.
But soon, her joy turned to shock, and
disappointment. Rock, she saw, had driven
himself close to a point of collapse. He
looked tense and drawn. He had lost

twenty pounds. She could see the weari-
ness in his tired eyes and heavy footsteps.
Why, oh why, couldn’t he ever learn not

to let others take advantage of him?
Vainly, she begged him to postpone going
to Hawaii for “Twilight for the Gods.”
But he’d just smile and say, “It’ll be good
for us, Phyl. You need to rest in the
sunshine and get back your health.”
She went to Hawaii, as he had asked.

Maybe it was the pressures of his work
that left them few precious moments to be
alone, maybe they were tired. But some-
how, there, it seemed ever harder for her
to make him understand that all she
wanted was him, the wonderful Rock she’d
married.

See Rock’s Story on Page 55.
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at your dealer’s, order by mail. Mention shoe size and
width and if for Right or Left foot. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DR. SCHOLL'S, Inc., Dept. BR, 213 W. Schiller SL. Chicago 10, III.

SALE
PRICE

SIMULATED DIAMOND LADIES'
SPECIAL!

.\\ v iii (//,. V
Engagement and Wedding Rings

Only $1 of
p
|

r

r
?'

Both Rings for $1

set
ngs

You’ll love these rings—the simu-
lated diamonds look like a “mil-
lion dollars” and sparkle with
many stones. Just send $1 cash
with order we pay all postage.
(Sorry: No C.O.D.’s). GUARAN-
TEE: Wear rings 10 days. If not
pleased return for refund. White
or yellow gold color effect or
sterling silver mountings.
SIMMONS CO., Dept. EE-25

849 Church St. Annex, New York 8.N.Y.

BLONDE HAIR
is worth *1,000,000

Will You Pay 104 a Week
to Bring Out Its True

^SHINING, RADIANT

COLOR
with this New Shampoo

Made Specially for Blondes !

Now, without tints, rinses or ugly

bleached look, you can safely give

your hair the radiant blonde color men love. BLONDEX
the new 1 1-minute home “lotion” shampoo contains

ANDIUM for extra-lightness and shine. Instantly removes dingy
film that makes hair dark. Washes blonde hair shades lighter. Gives
it lovely lustre. Safe for children's delicate hair. Get BLONDEX
today at any 100, drug or department store.
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Tense, Nervous
Headaches Need

This Relief
A survey shows 3 out of 4 doctors recommend the

famous ingredients of Anacin to relieve pain. Here’s

why Anacin® gives better total effect in pain relief

than aspirin or any buffered aspirin:

ACTS INSTANTLY: Anacin goes to work instantly.

Brings fast relief to source of your pain.

MORE EFFECTIVE: Anacin is like a doctor’s pre-

scription. That is, Anacin contains not one, but a

combination of medically proven ingredients.

P
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SAFER: Anacin simply can not upset your stomach.

LESSENS TENSION: Anacin also reduces nervous

tension, leaves you relaxed, feeling fine after

pain goes. Buy Anacin Tablets today

!

BladdePWeakness'
If worried by "Bladder Weakness” (Getting Up
Nights or Bed Wetting, too frequent, burning or
itching urination) or Strong Smelling, Cloudy
Urine, due to common Kidney and Bladder Irri-

tations, try CYSTEX for quick help. 30 years use
prove safety for young and old. Ask druggist for

CYSTEX under guarantee of money-back if not

satisfied. See how fast you improve.

Big Demand for chil-

dren’s photos, ages 1

mo. to 18yrs. Cash payments made if used
for advertising. Hundreds selected every
month. Send 1 small photo for approval.
Print child’s & mother’s name, address
on back. Returned 2 weeks. No Obligation.

HOLLYWOOD AD-PHOTOS r

6087-HN Sunset, Hollywood 28, California

DANCING SHOES— COSTUMES
Toe $5.95, Pads & Ribbons $1.00; Ballet
$3.29, Tap Shoes With Toe Taps, To Size 3,
$4.95. Larger $5.45; Acrobatic $1.39, Crepe
Sole $1.95. Send Shoe Size and Foot Outline,
Leotards $3.85. Mesh Opera Hose $4.00. Sheer
or Mesh Tights $5.00. Hula Skirts $3.25.
Send check or M.O. Add 35c For Postage.

BATON—DRUM CORPS SUPPLIES
SKATING SKIRTS—Complete Catalog 25c

QUINCON DANCE SUPPLIES“ QUINCY 69. MASS.

GmyHair
Brush It Away-Look Years Younger
It’s easy with Brownatone. Thou-
sands praise its natural appearing
color. Instantly tints dull, faded
or gray hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. Safe for
you and your permanent. Lasting

—

does not wash out. 750 plus tax

—

send for free sample bottle. Mailed
wrapper. Mention natural color of your hair.

Dept. 21, Covington, Kentucky.

No Nagging

Backache Means a

Good Night’s Sleep
Nagging backache, headache, or muscular aches and
pains may come on with over-exertion, emotional up-
sets or day to day stress and strain. And folks who
eat and drink unwisely sometimes suffer mild bladder
irritation...with that restless, uncomfortable feeling.

If you are miserable and worn out because of
these discomforts, Doan’s Pills often help by their
pain relieving action, by their soothing effect to ease
bladder irritation, and by their mild diuretic action
through the kidneys—tending to increase the output
of the 15 miles of kidney tubes.
So if nagging backache makesyou feel dragged-out,

miserable, with restless, sleepless nights, don’t wait,
try Doan’s Pills, get the same happy relief millions
have enjoyed for over 60 years. Ask for new, large,
economy sizeandsavemoney. Get Doan’s Pills today 1

EXCLUSIVELY
YOURS

Continued from page 4

a big laugh when Susie, acknowledging
the introduction, asked, “Are you, by any
chance, Elizabeth Montgomery’s father?”

Short Shots: The constant comparison of
the careers of Kim Novak and Rita Hay-
worth took a new and interesting twist re-
cently when Kim was escorted to a party
by Aly Khan . . .

Joan Crawford, who had such a fear of
height that she never would dare to fly,

before her marriage to Alfred N. Steele,
has spent more than “Eighty Days Around
The World” during the past year, flying
with Alfred on his business junkets just
to prove that her husband’s business hits
the spot everywhere! ... To the New
York Drama Critics, Tony Perkins’ beau-
tiful stage performance in “Look Home-
ward, Angel” is proof he’s earned the
histrionic mantle of his brilliant father,

the late Osgood Perkins. Unfortunately,
Osgood died when Tony was only five

years old, so he never had the thrill of
seeing him on the stage. But thanks to

the rich posterity that pictures leave be-
hind, Tony has seen every picture that his
father appeared in . . . When Bob Evans
made his screen debut in “Man of a Thou-
sand Faces,” he looked upon his career as
just an addition to his very thriving
sportswear business in New York, but
since his avalanche of fan mail, following
this first film and his second release, “The
Sun Also Rises,” Bob is now ambitious to

make good as an actor and is coaching
with Stella Adler and taking fencing and
Italian lessons besides. This isn’t inter-
fering with his business during the day,
but there have been loud complaints from
the “skirts” at night, who miss the hand-
some Bob as their playmate on the El
Morocco and Stork Club dance floors!

Brando Brashness: When Marlon Brando
condescended to give a few exclusive in-

terviews to help plug his newest film,

“Sayonara,” it was with the understanding
that he would leave the room if any per-
sonal questions about his private life were
asked. However, one intrepid interviewer
risked Marlon’s hasty exit and dared to

ask, “Is your bride Welsh, Irish or Indian?”
“She is Caucasian Brown,” was Marlon’s
retort. “I consider it to he a concern of

a few people that cannot be numbered
among the general public.”

Alec the Great: In striking contrast to

Brando is the true modesty and unaf-
fected simplicity of an actor who seems to

be a favored choice to romp off with this

year’s Oscar for “the best male perform-
ance of the year.” I’m referring, of course,

to Alec Guinness in “The Bridge on the
River Kwai.” Alec is shy of the press too,

but it doesn’t stem from arrogance but
from an innate shyness with all strangers.
Fortunately, I was privileged to meet him
through many mutual English friends, and
so I have seen him socially among his

own group of intimates when he has been
relaxed and at ease. He has a tremen-
dous wit, as subtle as his screen perform-
ances and I only hope if he does win that
“Oscar,” he’ll be free to fly to Hollywood
to make his acceptance speech “in per-
son.” It will be an added highlight to the
festivities of the evening.

Radie’s Prophecies: Far be it for me to

claim any clairvoyant powers nor do I

have a crystal ball or deck of cards, but I

would like to pretend to possess all three

and just in a speculative mood, make the
following predictions for 1958:
Lauren Bacall and Frank Sinatra won’t

marry, and eventually Betty will move
away from Hollywood and make New
York her permanent home.
Rock Hudson will become more of a

bachelor recluse than ever and will do
most of his future film-making abroad,
where he won’t have to explain constantly
why he prefers to “live alone and like it.”

Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner will be
the Bride and Bridegroom of The Year,
and before the year is out, you’re sure to
see a layout of Natalie’s layette for “R.J.,
Jr.”

Liz Taylor and Mike Todd will continue
to feud in public, but they will always kiss
and make-up in Van Cleef and Arpels and
Christian Dior’s.

The press, which kept hounding Ingrid
Bergman to divorce Roberto Rossellini,
won’t stop now until they have married
her off again, and every man she is seen
with, will be rumored as her future hus-
band.
Marilyn Monroe will concentrate harder

on a baby than on another picture.
Gary Cooper’s daughter, Maria, will an-

nounce her engagement, but it won’t be to
Tony Perkins or any other actor. He’ll be
the Social Registerite that Mama Rocky
approves of.

The continued separations of Jean Sim-
mons and Stewart Granger, enforced by
their separate careers, may cause a per-
manent separation, if they don’t remedy
the situation.

The only “splash” that Diana Dors will
ever make in Hollywood again, is if she’s
dunked into a swimming pool again.
The Academy Awards, which in the

past three years have been won by three
“furriners”—Audrey Hepburn, Anna Mag-
nani and Ingrid Bergman—may finally

wind up this year with an American
champion, Joanne Woodward.
Jane Wyman, Barbara Stanwyck and

Nancy Sinatra will continue to be three
bachelor girls in search of a Dream Prince
in Hollywood’s “No Man’s Land.”
Tony Steele will decide he can’t go on

living “scrappily ever after” with Anita
Ekberg, and no one will be the least bit

surprised if he takes a walking powder.
The Elvis Presley hysteria will be less

hysterical. And other “new faces” will

challenge the popularity of Tab Hunter,
Pat Boone and Tommy Sands.
Tyrone Power will let the columnists

marry him off to every pretty doll he
dates, but he’ll continue to enjoy his

bachelorhood until he makes up his own
mind. In the meantime, Linda Christian,
flirting through Europe, desperately
searching for a husband to support her in

the style to which she’s accustomed, will

continue to kick herself for driving Ty to

divorce.
Mrs. Alfred N. Steele will announce the

marriage of her daughter, Christina Craw-
ford.

“The Bridge on the River Kwai,” “Sa-
yonara” and “Farewell to Arms” will be
included on every list of the “Ten Best
Pictures of the Year.”
Esther Williams and Ben Gage may do a

“Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman,” and
reconcile “for the sake of the children.”
Deborah Kerr will continue to be the

star most popular with the press, the fans
and her co-workers.
Gregory Peck, who has four sons, will

hope that his next will be an image of his

Veronique.
Tony Perkins will be lost to Hollywood

for at least a year because of his Broad-
way success in “Look Homeward, Angel.”

Zsa Zsa and Eva Gabor will be in and
out of columns with romances they will

never marry.
1957 is dead. Long live 1958!



IT’S NOT ALL
LAUGHS

Continued from page 45

funniest men in the world—Jerry Lewis.
He’s a national institution standing for all

that is wacky and hilarious. Some people
have only to look at his face or hear a

sound out of his mouth and they fall on
the floor with laughter. The public has
seldom seen my husband in any situation

other than that of sheer, unrestrained fun.

“What a joy to be married to Jerry Lew-
is,” people always tell me. “Life must be
one big laugh. How lucky you are!”

A lucky girl I am. And it’s something
being married to Jerry. But life is def-
initely not one big laugh. My husband
takes his laugh-making so seriously that

sometimes he’s depressed cor hours! You’d
be surprised at the way he worries him-
self sick in order to work out a comedy
bit that will convulse millions of people
watching him.
Of course, that’s the hidden side of him

that only I as his loving spouse would
know. It’s either ’way up or ’wav down
with my husband’s moods. If you were to

live with him, as I do, you’d learn soon
enough that he’s a moody madman. He
goes from one extreme to another. When
he’s not sunk in a low mood, he carries

on like the crazy idiot you see on the
screen.
He can’t resist playing practical jokes

any more than > teenager can resist rock
n’ roll. When we’re with friends, my
husband always has up his sleeve some
prank that soon has everyone in stitches.

Sometimes even I find his jokes funny.
But not always, for good reason: Even
after thirteen years of wedded bliss with
the guy, I sometimes find it hard to laugh
at jokes when I’m the foil.

There was the other night at home, when
we were at the dinner table with guests.
Jerry turned to me and said, “Do

you know who asked for you today,
honey? You’ll never guess.”
“Who?”
“Well—” started my husband. Then he

stuffed his mouth with food and was un-
able to talk.

“Who?” I asked again. My husband
speared more steak and potatoes into his
mouth and was too busy munching to get
a word out.
He continued chewing like this for sev-

eral minutes, and I was beginning to go
out of my mind with curiosity. “Who?”
I asked, and this time I could feel my
voice getting higher and shriller. More
food, and more chewing by my husband,
and this time I was ready to pop. “Who?”
I practically yelled.

My husband looked at me and asked in
the gentlest of tones, “What are you
screaming about, darling?” Everyone
roared. I felt like an idiot.

Sometimes at moments like these, I want
to clobber my husband. But then I love
him all the more when he turns an ordi-
nary dull evening into a hilarious event.
When we go to parties, Jerry is usually
the center of attention, with the guests
crowding around him, laughing at his
words and gestures.
One night, at a very formal Hollywood

dinner party, my husband broke up the
guests by holding a napkin in front of his
face like a veil and pretending he was a
harem dancer. Everyone howled. I
thought I’d die. Behaving like that at a
formal party! But when we left, the host-
ess grabbed our hands and with all sin-
cerity said, “You made my party, Jerry.
It would have been nothing without you.”

How could I complain when we got home?
And there was the time we attended a

lovely dinner at Loretta Young’s home.
I’d seldom been to a more elegant affair.

Loretta does everything with such flair.

The dining room was softly lit by candles,

and the silver and crystal sparkled in the
gracious surroundings. There was only
the soft hum of conversation and laughter
at the table. Even my husband blended
in with the quiet background. I should
have known it couldn’t last. When the
finger bowls were served, I heard loud,
swooshing noises coming from the direc-
tion of my husband. Everyone turned to

stare at him. There he was, holding the
finger bowl up to his mouth and drinking
the contents. He had that zany look on
his face, and he called out, “You know,
Loretti. I don’t like this soup.”

1 turned around red-faced, but when I

saw Van Johnson, Tyrone Power, Rosalind
Russell and all the other distinguished
guests howling with laughter, I—well, I

joined in, too.

The guests just wouldn’t let go of Jerry
chat night. I guess you’d say he was
the rage of the party, even when he turned
to a woman wearing a very low-cut gown
and innocently remarked, “Why don’t you
close up your dress?”
As we were leaving, I began to apologize

to Loretta Young for my husband’s antics.

“You know how he is,” I began. “He
loves to cut up.”
Loretta smiled warmly and said, “Don’t

ever worry about your husband. Be proud
of any man who has the magic gift of
creating laughter wherever he goes. He’s
made this a truly outstanding night for
all of us.”

I
t isn’t laughs, however. Wherever we go,

while everyone is howling at my hus-
band’s carryings-on, I usually sit alone
—laughing at him, too, enormously proud
of him, but also a bit lonely. I feel slight-

ly cheated sitting by myself while other
women have their husbands by their sides.

But I know that when my man has peo-
ple around, he can no more resist getting
up and making them laugh than he can
stop breathing.

Besides, for all his wild and wacky
ways, he’s the tenderest and most senti-
mental of husbands. He remembers every
birthday and every anniversary—with gifts

of diamonds. He’s sentimental to the point
of superstition about his wedding ring.

One morning on the set of “The Sad Sack,”
he broke the ring doing a certain rough
scene. He was frantic and wouldn’t go on
until I rushed down to the studio with a
spare ring that I keep in a box. I gave
the ring a kiss, slipped it on his finger,

made a wish—and only after this ritual
was he ready to go on with the scene.
How can I get angry, then, when he

does such crazy things as pouring a bowl
of cereal over his head in a restaurant?
And when he’s so sweet, how could I

bawl him out just because I got the fright
of my life? That happened one afternoon
in Chicago, when two police officers

knocked on the door demanding to see
my husband. I was petrified, until I

learned that Jerry, having a couple of
hours to kill between shows, had stuck
his head out the window and yelled,
“Help! Murder! Police!”
Being funny is both his relaxation and

his worry. His capacity for work is stag-
gering, and he’s his own severest critic.

He is always thinking about his work-
even when he sleeps. Very often an idea
comes to him in the middle of the night.
He turns on the light and writes it out
on the tablet he keeps next to his bed.
If he’s sufficiently inspired, however, he
leaps out of bed and sits down at his type-
writer and types all night. How many
times I’ve heard him pecking away at
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WHY Have Such Dark or

Discolored Skin, Freckles,

Ugly Skin Spots—
WHEN Mercolized Wax Cream’s
amazing 7 night plan lightens,
beautifies skin while you sleep!
Just follow the famous Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 night plan to a whiter, clearer,
lovelier complexion. Apply specially med-
icated Mercolized Wax Cream to face,

arms, or elsewhere each night
for one week. You'll begin to see
results almost at once, as i t light-
ens dark skin, blotches, freckles
and ugly skin spots as if by magic!
This is not a cover-up cosmetic;
Mercolized Wax Cream works

UNDER the skin surface. Beautiful women
have used this time-tested plan for over 40
years — you’ll love its fast, sure, longer
lasting results! Mercolized Wax Cream is

sold on a 100% guarantee or money back.

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters

Lightens
dark sk In,

freckles
and ugly
skin spots.

HIGH SCHOOL^
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

1

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly!

instructors; standard texts. Full credit for\

previous schooling. Diploma awarded.J
Write now for FREE catalog

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HH-55

2527 Sheffield Ave., Cntcogo 14, Illinois^

Enjoy glamorous high-pay career or profit-
able hobby. Learn Commercial Illustrating, Cartooning,
Fashion Art, Lettering, TV, etc. We train you at home,
in spare time. Low cost. 22-pc. art outfit free of extra
cost. Write for FREE Book describing easy method. No
obligation. No salesman will call. Washington School of
Art, Studio 592, Port Washington, N. Y. (Estab. 1914)

Ring and
Bracelet
SET
frSpecial

Offer"

Ring is 1/40 10k r.g.p.
tiA-tailored , scroll shank and
mounted with simulated
emerald fine cut cushion

atones in all 12 regular
Blrthstone
colors. The
Bracelet that

matches also

is in the same
Blrthstone

colors, 14k electroplate.

BOTH for selling $2.00

worth of famous Rosebud
Products. Order 4 Rosebud Perfume to sell at 50^ OR 8
Rosebud Salve or 8 Tholene Camphor Ointment at 25$f.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 18. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full length or bast
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani-
mals, etc., or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is

returned with your enlargeme

m. Oa orders of 2E BEPEE send you one 25c M iniature For-rimEEl trait, size 4' x 6*. FREE. Mail
photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and receive
your enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beau-
tiful double -weight portrait quality paper.
C. O. D.’s accepted on orders of 2 or more.
Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.
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Professional Art Studios. 544 S. Main, Dept. 38-B, Princeton, Illinois

SHEETS, TOASTERS,
TOWELS, MIXERS,eic.

GIVEN TO YOU FREE!
Thousands of famous prod-
ucts to choose from — furni-
ture, fashions, silverware,
china, draperies, etc. You
get $50.00 and more in
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you help your friends form.
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four and five o’clock in the morning!
He’s usually in a keyed-up state because

he just can’t unwind from the furious
antics and the nervous energy he builds
up during the day. Even when he sleeps,

he moves around so restlessly, swinging
his arms and tossing his blanket off, that
I usually have to re-cover him.
For years I’ve tried to get my husband

to relax at breakfast time and forget his
work, but he can’t do it. When he’s work-
ing in a picture, he’s up at six. I get up
with him so that I can give him breakfast
and see to it that he starts the day right.

But what happens? Even at this unpleas-
ant hour, he starts to make telephone calls

and have long, frenzied conversations with
his writers. The eggs get cold, so I cook
another batch. That batch gets cold while
he thinks of another dozen calls to make.
I usually cook three breakfasts before he
sits down to one.
He used to have an extreme case of

telephonitis at dinner time, until I put my
foot down. Jerry would always be so busy
talking on the phone that he could never
sit down to have dinner with us. He even
wanted to have a telephone installed right
next to his chair in the dining room so
that he could talk while he ate. “Nothing
doing,” I said flatly. “If a phone is put
in the dining room, the food goes out.”
So he’s reformed—to some extent. He

makes a few dozen calls while the roast
gets cold. But once he sits down at the
table, we turn the phone off.

He has a completely vague attitude
about food and anything relating to food,
anyway. When we’re having guests for

dinner, he always comes home late. This
used to drive me wild, until I found out
why he does it. Being a comedian twenty-
four hours a day, he likes to walk in only
when his audience is there!
But that doesn’t help matters. I’ll never

forget the night we had Joan Crawford
over for dinner. I’ve always been a great
admirer of Miss Crawford’s, and, since I

didn’t know her well, I was understand-
ably nervous at the prospect of enter-
taining her. Even though my husband is

a celebrity in the business, I’m still rather
awed when I’m in the presence of certain
big-name stars. Miss Crawford arrived
on time, and no Jerry. An hour passed,
and, even though she was very friendly,
I began to fidget. Two hours later, my
husband bounced in, pointed at Joan and
shrieked, “Get in the kitchen! The help
isn’t allowed in the living room.” Joan
howled with laughter, and I forgot my
jitters.

I
had my finest silver and china out that
evening and was anxious to make an
impression. Just as we were about to

begin, I asked Jerry to ring for the maid.
He pulled out a huge cowbell, which he’d
hidden under his chair, and clanged like
crazy. Miss Crawford was so convulsed
with laughter she was barely able to eat.

I never really know what Jerry’s going
to do. At another dinner party at our
house, when we had as guests Jack and
Mary Benny, I was startled to hear Jerry’s
voice boom through our hi-fi in the dining
room: “I hope you’re enjoying your din-
ner. Don’t complain about the food.
You’re getting it for nothing.” From that
point on, the dinner was short on dignity,
but long on laughs.
A habit of his that used to annoy me

was that of inviting people over for dinner
without telling me. One night, with only
Judy and Ernie Glucksman (his TV pro-
ducer) due for dinner, I prepared one
duck for the four of us. We were ready
to sit down when the doorbell rang. I

p said, “I wonder who that is?”
“Oh,” replied my hero with a sheepish

Eight more friends showed up! I gave
my husband the high sign and got him
alone in the kitchen. “What,” I asked
frantically, “do I do now?”
“Don’t get excited,” said my spouse.

“Just put more stuffing in the duck.”
These problems don’t stymie me any

longer. Now when I expect two guests I

marinate fifteen steaks.
I’ve had to give in on this, because my

husband loves to have people around him.
Because he’s always “on,” I think he feels
it almost a necessity to have a perpetual
audience to laugh at the things he says,
or to serve as a sound board. Also, in
Jerry’s case, it is probably a throwback
to his childhood, which was such a lonely
one. Friends build up a momentary sense
of self-confidence in him.

In fact, his need to be surrounded by
hordes of people caused the only rift in
our marriage. It happened several years
ago. At that time, Jerry couldn’t say no
to anyone. Let him meet someone and five
minutes later he had that person and his
relatives and friends up to our house.
Soon, our home began to look like Grand
Central Station at rush hour. It became
an increasing strain for me to have to fight
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my way through the crowds in my own
home just to talk to my husband. I

wouldn’t have minded so much if they
had really been Jerry’s friends, but so

many of them were opportunists and free-

loaders, who wanted to take full advan-
tage of Jerry’s influence and food. They’d
come around every day and stay for

breakfast, lunch and dinner. I found my-
self practically running a hotel, and noth-
ing I could say to that naive guy of mine
could make him open his eyes to the fact

that this was wrecking our home life.

I wanted desperately to have some quiet
and peace at home, and a little privacy
with my husband. Jerry, bless him, has
such an open attitude about people that

he couldn’t seem to get my message.
Finally, I had it out with my husband.

“Either the mobs go or I go,” I said quite

melodramatically. Jerry accused me of

being unreasonable, but I maintained my
stand. I thought he needed to have his

eyes opened. He was about to leave on a
two-month tour, so we decided to use
this absence as a cooling-off period. This
would be a good time to think the thing
out. While he was away, I didn’t accept
any of his long-distance calls. I knew that
if I heard his voice I’d weaken. I wanted
time to figure things out and see if we
could come to separate decisions. We both
missed each other terribly during this

separation, but it did the trick. When my
husband returned, we fell into each
other’s arms. But we’d both come to our
senses. Jerry saw my point of view; I

saw his. He has since become more selec-
tive about the people he asks to the house.
The free-loaders who made a hangout of

our home are out.

On the other hand, I realized then that

my husband needs people around him to

give him the sense of security he requires.
He needs a constant personal audience
the way a plant needs water. These days
our large home in Brentwood is open to
Jerry’s friends, and I enjoy being hostess

—

but the mob scenes are over.

Beyond that falling out, we have had a
good marriage. We were both show-
business kids when we met and fell in

love. We were playing on the same bill

in a theater. I was a band singer at the
-time, and Jerry was an eighteen-year-old
comic who was barely earning enough to
support himself, much less a wife. And
he had to support me, because I believe
in a one-career marriage. I quit singing
as soon as I became Mrs. Jerry Lewis.
He was making fifty dollars a week then

—some weeks. We rented a little walk-up
flat in Newark, N. J., and furnished it on
the installment plan. Then, overnight, we
stepped into a dream world. Jerry teamed
up with Dean Martin. In no time he was
earning $5,000 a week, and that salary
kept spiraling with his fame. Today,
separated from Dean, Jerry is doing better
than ever.

Although Jerry usually portrays a slap-
happy kind of idiot, he is very serious
about all that marriage stands for. To him,
family means everything. From the very
beginning, he’s been a family man. It

was even revealed in the way he pro-
posed.
One night I walked into my dressing

room backstage and found a pair of pink
baby booties hanging on my mirror, with
a note: “I haven’t a buck, but how about
getting married and filling these?”
For twelve years we have been trying

to fill those pink booties, but so far our
family—including our fourth and most
recent arrival, baby Christopher—has been
a blue-bootie clan.

Last year, when we learned we were
going to have another baby, Jerry almost
went out cf his mind with joy. “I know
it’s going to be a girl this time. I know
it!” yelled my husband. He promptly
rushed out and bought a load of pink
organdy dresses.

All during my pregnancy, he called our
expected “Katherine” and continued to
buy up all the pretty little dresses he saw.
One night I asked, “What if it’s a boy?”
My husband’s mouth fell open. “But it

won’t be. It can’t be.”

On the afternoon of October 9th, as I

was being wheeled down the corridor of

St. John’s Hospital, all these thoughts
began to float hazily in my mind. I had
just given birth to a lusty, seven-and-a-
half-pound boy. How would Jerry take it?

Suddenly his face appeared above me
as he leaned over to kiss me. I felt the
moistness of his face, as though he had
been crying.

“Are you disappointed?” I asked.

“No, Mommy,” he said. “But I don’t
think this kid’s going to like being called
‘Katherine.’

”

We’re still hoping we’ll have our little

Katherine. As a matter of fact, the other
night Jerry and I were sitting in our cozy
little den talking about our children and
our plans for the future.

“Do you know,” he said reflectively,

“everything is planned by God. We were
meant to have a boy, I guess, because
we were meant to have a big family.

We’re going to try to have a kid who’ll
answer to the name Katherine. If we’d
had her this time, we might have decided
that our family was complete. But this

way we’ll have more babies—until we get

our girl. And maybe that will give us a

family of a dozen, until we get that some-
one who’ll be able to wear those dresses
I bought.”
And that’s my Jerry. The End
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4 ounces 60<t

THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
The softness and lustre of hair depends upon the care it

receives. One of the Three Breck Shampoos will help bring

out the natural beauty of your hair. One Breck Shampoo
is for dry hair. Another Breck Shampoo is for oily hair.

A third Breck Shampoo is for normal hair. Select the

Breck Shampoo for your individual hair condition. A Breck
Shampoo leaves your hair clean, fragrant and lustrous.

New packages marked with color help you select the correct Breck Shampoo.

Red for dry hair '

1 Blue for normal hair Yellow for oily hair

H BRECK INC • MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS • SPRINGFIELD
YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

JOHNNEW
Copyright 1958 by John H. Breck Inc.
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A new idea in smoking!

refreshes your taste

modern filter,

too
Through Salem’s pure-white,

modern filter flows the fresh-

est taste in cigarettes. You
smoke refreshed, pack after

pack, when you buy Salems
by the carton.

fresh taste
Salem brings a wholly new
quality to smoking... Spring-
time-softness in every puff.

Salem refreshes your taste

the way a Spring morning
refreshes you.

Smoking was never like this

before! You taste that rich

tobacco. ..then, surprise!...

there’s an unexpected soft-

ness that gives smoking new
comfort and ease.

menthol rich tobacco
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talie's Wedding

MEN
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That Ivory Look
so clear. . . so fresh . . . so

This budding beauty has a complexion smooth, soft, That

Ivory Look! Yours can look that way, too, with a change to regular

Ivory care. Remember, the milder your soap, the prettier your

skin—and Ivory Soap is mild enough for a baby's skin. It leaves

your complexion fresh as Spring with That Ivory Look!

easily yours

Wash your lace regularly with

pure, mild Ivory Soap. Gentle

enough for a baby’s skin—so

right for yours.

99 4Jr£o%pure

...it floatsMore doctors advise Ivory than any other soap



The Picture That Gets Closer To A Fighting Man Than Any Picture Before

first story

apieticon Comno/jc/os,

,ersonal
story that

e soft spot i?Americoi

sliest fightinghearts /
PRESENTED BY

Warner Bros.

'MAVERICK’
in his first starring

big-screen role!

THE TEMPTATION OF

Your husband won’t shoot
us- he’s too nice a man...”

‘If you weren’t

a baby you’d

know a working
girl from a girl

of the streets!”

and introducing

She’s Frenchy! She’s Fabulous!

THE GAMBLE OF

‘Soldier, I’ll bet

it’s your first

time away

from home!”

‘Even if there’s

another girl, she

can’t love you
the way I do!”

i IPi/ liiinnm AND AN EXCITING CAST OF NEW YOHNC P1AYERS- EOWARO BYRNES VENETIA STEVENSON • PETER BROWN

JALK WAKUbN lOAN ELAN • TORIN THATCHER • WRITTEN BY GUY TROSPER musicm am PRODUCED BY MARTIN RACKIff
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Millions use it...
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using anything else!

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S MOVIEGOERS FOR OVER FORTY YEARS

PHOTOPLAY'S NEWEST FEATURE!

50 On the Record (Beginning a monthly column all about your favorite discs,

and the latest recording trends and stars) By Tommy Reynolds

PHOTOPLAY EXCLUSIVES

4 Photoplay Was There (Natalie Wood, Bob Wagner wedding exclusive)

2 7 Kings of Hearts (Elvis Presley, Rick Nelson, Rock Hudson, Pat Boone, Cary
Grant, Perry Como, Hugh O'Brian and Jerry Lewis, with Beau Bait tips

for Valentines and a How to Suit Your Suitor quiz)

39 I’m Going to Quit Acting! (Mickey Rooney) By Louis Pollock

47 Bob, Did You Know? (Natalie Wood) By Judi Meredith

67 Photoplay’s Gold Medal Award Winners

ARTICLES AND SPECIAL FEATURES

32 Who Said the First Year was the Hardest? (Liz Taylor and Mike Todd)

By Earl Wilson

34 Horrors! They’re Back By Margaret O’Donnell

36 It Might as Well be Spring (Tommy Sands and Dolores Hart)

42 I’m Always in Love (Gisele MacKenzie) By Helen Weller

44 A Hatful of Boy (Kirk and Peter Douglas)

48 Maverick (James Garner) By Jerry Asher

52 She's Got a Secret (Dinah Shore) By Jane Morris

54 Tony and An Old Pocket Watch (Tony Perkins) By Sylvia Ashton

57 Why Shirley Came Back (Shirley Temple) By L. Pollock

NEWS AND REVIEWS

Millions know the difference Tampax
makes in comfort. For Tampax is com-

pletely invisible and unfelt when in

place. There aren’t any pads or belts to

chafe or bind.

Millions love the confidence it brings.

With Tampax, there’s never any odor

problems. Never any problem of dis-

posal. Tampax is so convenient to carry.

Tucks away unobtrusively in your
smallest handbag.

Millions enthuse, "You almost forget

about differences in days of the month!''

Tampax makes you feel more at ease,

daintier, surer of yourself. It’s the better

way, the right way— the modern way!

16 Casts of Current Pictures 70 Exclusively Yours By Radie Harris

17, 38b Sara Hamilton’s Inside Stuff 91 Brief Reviews

22 Let's Go to the Movies By Janet Graves 94 That's Hollywood for You By Sidney Skolsky

YOUNG IDEAS

10 Readers Inc. 63 Two Patterns with Nine Lives

21 Becoming Attractions
(Venetia Stevenson)

By Sue Kreisman
59 Beauty for Beginners (Carol Lynley) By Harriet Segman 82 Needle News

STARS IN FULL COLOR

28 Rick Nelson 36, 37 Tommy Sands

28 Rock Hudson 36, 37 Dolores Hart

33 Elizabeth Taylor 56 Shirley Temple

33 Mike Todd 60 Carol Lynley

COX ER: Color portrait of Deborah Kerr by John Engstead. Deborah stars in Otto Preminger's Columbia
picture, “Bonjour Tristesse” and Hecht-Hill-Lancaster’s “Separate Tables” for United Artists

P

Join the millions of smart young
moderns who use Tampax® internal

sanitary protection. Try it this month.
Regular, Super, Junior absorbencies,

wherever drug products are sold. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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“Wei
Mr. Smart

Lawyer. .

.

let’s see you
get out

of this !

There’s no trouble like other people’s troubles. Nothing

like getting all wrapped up . . . and lost in someone

else’s problems. Specially when they’re old friends

who have been coming by the house for years, keeping

a person company while she does the chores. A flick

of the radio switch... and they’re in the kitchen visit-

ing with you. Warm, wise, exciting. .. real people like

MA PERKINS...WENDY WARREN... NORA DRAKE...

sharing their trials and triumphs ... filling those quiet

moments of the day when you’re alone... with the

fascinating stories of their very real lives. Won’t you

invite them into your house soon?

Two golden hours a day. .. wonderful people share their lives with you on the

CBS RADIO NETWORK
Monday through Friday. See your local paper for station and time



Photoplay was there
from the time Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner left Hollywood, to the

time they left on their honeymoon. Here s the whole wondierful story!

“Tin so excited I cant eat,” Natalie

told Nick Adams, who with his date, Jo-

anna Moore, and Barb Gould, close

friends Richard and Mary Sale, Andy

and Prudence Maree, celebrated with a

pre-wedding dinner at the Beverly Hills

Brown Derby. Couple’s parents had just

started to drive to Scottsdale, as Nat and

Bob had planned to do, but when they

counted their collective luggage—sixteen

pieces!—Nat let out a wail of despair.
“
Don’t worry, honey,” Bob soothed.

“We’ll just go by train.” And it turned

out to be much better. “Just think,” cried

Nat, “we’d have missed this gay party!”

p

Off they trooped, to catch the Southern Pacific “Golden State” at 8:30 p.m., Jo-

anna waving goodbye. R.J . had ordered compartments, had flowers in every one



“We are not going to have our wed-

fling turned into a spectacle!” said

Natalie Wood. “That’s right,” said

Bob Wagner, putting a protective arm

around her. “That’s why we’re going

to Scottsdale, Arizona.” But like every

young couple, Nat and Bob wanted a

complete photographic record to cher-

ish through the years. And that called

lor the finest of photographers—no

amateurs would do. That was how

Photoplay’s Bill Avery became the only

photog to get the whole thrilling story.

Bill started snapping on Thursday

evening, when the couple had a pre-

wedding dinner at the Brown Derby.

And what a grand time they had on

the train! In fact, everything was

perfect. The cars R.J. had ordered met

them at Phoenix; the license was gotten;

Nat’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas

Gurdin, and her sister, Lana Lisa, and

Bob’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Wagner, Sr., arrived without mishap;

the rehearsal, with Nick
(
continued I

They boarded the train, stashed the

luggage, rested a bit—but then,

nobody fell like sleeping. “We spent

most of the night in the club car,”

says Nick, “talking and having laughs”

lion can not brush

bad breath away...

reach tor Listerine!

Listerine Stops Bad Breath

4 Times Better Than Tooth Paste!

Chart shows how quickly bad breatl

returns after brushing with tooth past

BREATH LEVEL

After using tooth paste- - - After using Listerine

HALITOSIS
AREA AFTER

1 HR
AFTER
2 HRS. 3 HRS.

Brush away bad breath? Impossible! Germs in the

mouth cause 9 out of 10 cases of bad breath

(halitosis)—and no tooth paste kills germs the

way Listerine Antiseptic does. Listerine kills germs
by the millions—stops bad breath four times better

than tooth paste. Nothing— absolutely nothing-
stops bad breath as effectively as The Listerine

Way. Reach for Listerine and gargle it full-strength,

morning and night!

H&th
f ^ ...Your No. 1 Proteclion Against BacBad Breath

p
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continued

“We got to Phoenix at 6:30 a.m.” reports

photog Bill Avery. “ It was dark and cold /”

But after breakfast (when R.J. and Nick

broke open the first bottle of champagne!

)

the two had to go to get their wedding li-

cense. “Funny liow it makes you feel—so

solemn—even though it's just an ordinary

office,'' said Nat, and Bob agreed. On the

way back to the hotel they kept looking at

their license, handling it gingerly, as if

it were the most precious thing in the world

—which, no doubt, to them it was. “Noiv

try to get some rest when we get back," Bob

murmured gently. “We have the rehearsal,

this afternoon Nat only smiled, and let

her head fall happily against his shoulder

Scottsdale at last! The charming hotel “ Valley Ho” looked wonderful to this weary crew,

who could hardly wait to unload their baggage and get a little shut-eye—if they could!



Photoplay was there

Adams standing in for R.J., and Pru-

dence Maree for Nat, went off without

a hitch. After the rehearsal, R.J. and

Nat spent an hour with the Rev. Knaus,

who performed the double ring cere-

mony. That evening there was a wed-

ding dinner at the Lulu Belle, but after

a half-hour Nat confessed she was just

too nervous, and left the table. Bob.

of course, called her every half-hour

to see how she was. The wedding day,

December 2oth, was lovely. Nat donned

her white chiffon gown, form-fitting

with a cowl-effect veil, embroidered with

pearls. But alas, her bouquet, which

R.J. had flown down, hadn’t withstood

the trip! Luckily, a local florist sent

one just in time. And entering the

hushed First Methodist Church. Nata-

lie and Bob began the most cherished

moments of their lives—moments they’ll

share with you when we bring you

their own wedding album next month!

continued

Nat and Bob check in. He shared a

suite with Nick, she shared one with

Barbara Gould, maid of honor to-be

Does your deodorant ever fail

fin active moments...

ever irritate your underarms?

No matter how active you
are all day...New Mum
stops odor without irritation

If you’ve ever worried about your deo-

dorant failing, or about underarm sting-

ing or burning from using a deodorant

daily—now you can set your mind at ease.

New Mum will stop odor right through

the day and evening. It’s so gentle for

normal skin you can use it right after

shaving. Mum gives you the kind of pro-

tection you can’t get from any other lead-

ing deodorant. It works a different way!

Contains no aluminum salts

Mum Cream is the only leading deodorant

that works entirely by stopping odor . . .

contains no astringent aluminum salts.

And it keeps on working actively to stop

odor 24 hours a day with M-3 — Mum’s
own hexachlorophene that destroys odor

and odor-causing bacteria. Try Mum!

MUM^contains M- 3... stops odor 24 hours a day p

(

BACTERIA-DESTROYINGV
HEXACHLOROPHENE J ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

7

SO GENTLE FOR ANY NORMAL SKIN
YOU CAN USE IT FREELY EVERY DAY

i 4



continuedPhotoplay was there

p

“R.J. was too excited to sleep”

said Nick, “so we talked until

dawn. Then the two bachelors

shared a single glass of cham-

pagne, a toast to bygone times

Before they knew it, the moment

had come and gone, when they

stood before the Rev. Knaus, took

their vows in the quiet of the

Methodist church, with only the

wedding party present. “This is

forever Nat whispered, after

Bob kissed her. And the glow on

her face as she greeted the crowd

told them how much she meant it

; zmw
:
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New kind of

lome Permanent

from

rocter & Gamble

The end papers do the
ij

waving for you

ery end paper contains its own

living ingredients— just the right

;iount for each curl

Because the end papers them-

selves measure out the waving

action, your wave will be perfect

Easiest, fastest way yet to a really

lasting wave-just wind, wet with

pure, clear water, and neutralize

ray didn’t somebody think of this before? A home

f rmanent with the wave in the end papers instead

t a bottle of lotion. That’s Procter & Gamble’s

Jw PACE.

j
Guesswork taken out.Because each paper con-

i ns just the right amount of waving ingredients

—

*;ver too much, never too little—you get a perfect

k rmanent automatically.

[No more waves that take in one place, don’t in

another. No more stragglers or strays. No more
"first week” frizz.

No messy, strong-smelling lotion. Just wind
hair as usual, wet with water, neutralize, and look!

An even, lasting wave that looks like a gift of nature.

So now there’s no reason to leave the house for

a permanent. Not when it’s next to no fuss at all

to get one at home. That’s w ith PACE—the worry-
free way to a perfect wave. How about today?

'Vid curls as usual. Any home permanent Squeeze on clear water with PACE'S handy
tiers will do. (End papers do the waving.) plastic bottle. No messy, strong-smelling lotion.

Costs no more than lotion permanents—$2 plus tax.

Choice of 3 strengths: Regular. . . Gentle. . . Super

Procter& Gambles

no lotion permanent
© P. & G., 1958



Address your letters to Readers luc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios .

—

Ed.

READERS INC...

Hugh’s the Most!
. . . Perhaps you have heard that I've

signed a four-year deal with 20th Century-

Fox for one picture a year. I am very ex-

cited and happy about this, and I want
you to know that I think Daniel Stern’s

article and the accompanying full-page

color shot in Photoplay had something to

do with their wanting me.
Hugh O’Brian
Los Angeles, Calif.

Dear Hugh:
Your letter couldn’t have pleased us or

thrilled us more! It couldn’t have happened
to a nicer guy or a more deserving talent .

—

Ed.

On behalf of the many friends and fans

of Hugh O’Brian, I would like to thank

you for the article on Hugh in the Decem-
ber issue.

Again, I say “Thanks!” and here’s hop-
ing that it’s just one of the many issues

of Photoplay in which Hugh will be fea-

tured.

Makie Puente
Detroit, Mich.

I, being the state chairman in Connecti-

cut, of the Hugh O’Brian Friends’ Club,

am writing to thank you for the wonderful

story on Hugh. I was never so happy and
surprised as when 1 received Photoplay and
saw his name on the cover.

You made one little error in the story,

though. You said that Hugh has glinting

blue eyes. Hugh actually has dark brown
eyes. Don’t think Pm being mean. I’m not.

In fact, I think your magazine is wonder-
ful, including the other stories you have
in it.

Shirley Strobino
Bethel, Conn.

Hugh’s eyes are glinting, O.K., but you’re

so right—they’re brown!—Ed.

I read your December Photoplay, and I

enjoyed reading it very much. Most of all,

I enjoyed “The Return of Hugh O’Brian,”

and the tinted picture is dreamy (for fram-
ing). Thank you very much for the nice

story on Hugh. He is my favorite star of

all. I would like for you to write about

Hugh’s record album. I like it very much.
It’s called “Hugh O’Brian (TV’s Wyatt
Karp) Sings,” and I like his single records,

too (“Don’t Move” and “I’m Walkin'
Away” )

.

Clara Walker
Tulsa, Okla.

Look-alikes?
I have just been looking at “The Ladies

Home Journal Treasury” and came across

Sargeant’s cover portrait of January, 1904,

of the young Ethel Barrymore. I was struck

by the amazing resemblance to Natalie

Wood's photos. If ever a movie is made of

the life of this grand lady, I believe Natalie

should play the younger part.

Barbara Smith
Valley Falls, N. Y.

Sheep-like Teens?
Many, many years of Photoplay, but my

Hist time to write. Remember the wholesome

Reader Barbara Smith points out the amazing resemblance between Natalie Wood
and the young Ethel Barrymore; suggests she star in film about Ethel. A great idea!

type of teenager that Jeanne Crain used to

portray on the screen?

It seems such a shame to see the young-

sters of today following certain sheep-like

codes of conduct with no thought to their

future; early steady dating, for instance,

that only brings early marriage and no

time for group fun, silly mistakes and time

to grow up.

There must be many parents like our-

selves, who are trying to overcome this

kind of thinking.

I suppose there are some sophisticated

youngsters who would think the early

Jeanne Crain type pictures corny, hut per-j

haps they are the ones looking for an i

easy “out,” a good excuse for their be-

havior. Mrs. R. M. Albrecht !

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Letters from Abroad
I am a boy who lives in Korea, and

I am in the second year of high school. I

have been reading Photoplay before, so

I found your address in the October issue. I I

wish to correspond with Elizabeth Taylor, !

but I couldn’t find her present address.

Will you please let me know it?

Chong Yun Lee
Seoul, Korea

Thank you for your letter, Chong. You
can reach Miss Taylor by writing her care

of M-Cj-M, 10202 West Washington Blvd.,

Culver City, Calif.—Ed.

All Elvis Presley fans here in Jamaica

were very annoyed at the banning of his

Christmas carols album. I think it is a bit

of presumptuousness on the part of those

people who had it banned. After all, don’t

you think it is the clergy who should ob-

ject? And seeing that they don’t object,

what right have those people to? Every-

body knows that Elvis is a religious boy

and he has a right to sing the carols if

he wants to, so long as he isn’t disre-

spectful. And if he had been, the clergy

would have objected immediately. We
think it is a shame how Elvis is hounded

by those busybodies who are jealous of

his position. I can assure you that he is

liked not only by the “wild” teenagers.

I have proof of that in my own family. My
father and mother like Elvis just as much
as we kids do, even more. They are not

the only ones, either. I know many families

where Elvis is liked by parents as well as

kids.

So I wish that people who do not like

Elvis would realize that he is just a kid

himself and stop persecuting him, as it

were.

We here would like to know if there

is anything that we could do to try and

rectify the injustice that has been done

to Elvis. We wish him all the luck in the

future and we hope he will overcome all

continued
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Even hours later

—

no coarse-pored look

Still no shinv nose

And—no trace of

oily darkening . . .

Instantly your skin takes on luscious new perfection

... so velvety you don’t even need powder!
Hours later your complexion still looks radiantly fresh.

This amazing new liquid make-up never turns greasy!

ct really lot i<j-lasting liquid make-up

!

Its radiant glow never turns shiny. . .

so velvety you don’t even need powder! PCXND’S

Glow that lasts . Now—you'll never look faded again. Imagine-
a beautifully flattering "cover-up” that
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READERS INC... continued

his difficulties that have been placed there

by people who have no right to interfere

in his affairs.

Sheila Khouri
Jamaica, B.W.I.

I am glad that Lee Marvin is finally get-

ting the break he deserves—even though it

is in television. He is starring in a weekly
cops and robbers series called “M Squad.”
This fine actor has been at the job for

many years, and he has not got the repu-

tation he so richly deserves.

Bon Silverman
Vancouver, B.C.

I am in the Coast Guard and stationed

in Honolulu.
The latest flick 1 have seen is the won-

derful drama, “A Hatful of Rain.” Anthony
f ranciosa was superb. II be does not win
some kind of an award for his role, 1 will

be very surprised. For my money and my
movie ticket, Anthony Franciosa is the

best supporting actor for ’57, if not the

best actor.

W. 1*. Harden
Honolulu, Hawaii

Bravo for Jean-Pierre
A belated bravo for your "Brief Review”

of "The Seventh Sin.” The film had the

haunting quality of Chinese chimes which

Ingrid Bergman' s children are helping

her forget past troubles. A reader

urges others to forgive and forget, too

What could be better than one Kim Novak? Two, of course! And model Charlene

Chase is a real look-alike for the lovely Kim. Her mother sent us this striking photo

go on ringing in the memory. Despite the

regrettable brevity of his role, Jean-Pierre

Aumont was again outstanding. When will

Hollywood give him a role adequate for

his abilities?

Dela Paquerette
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Praise for Joan
I have just finished reading “God’s Great-

est Gift to Me," by Joan Crawford. 1 found
it to be a very heart-warming story. Miss
Crawford has faced life with warm courage
and high hope. She is the kind of mother
any child would be proud of. Please write

more about Joan, and thank you for such

a wonderful story.

Gay Beard
Jonesville, La.

Perfect Pair
I have just seen "April Love,” and

thought it was a wonderful picture. Pat
Boone and Shirley Jones made a very cute

pair and I'm sure others as well as myself
would like to see them co-starred again.

Joanne C.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Forgive and Forget
Most of us have welcomed Ingrid Berg-

man back into our hearts. But there are

some who can’t forgive and forget. Those
are the people who forget the countless

hours they spent in movie theaters watch-

ing movies like “Notorious,” “Casablanca,”

"Saratoga Trunk,” “Gaslight,” “The Bells

of St. Marys,” “For Whom the Bell Tolls,”

and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.” Not to

forget the first American movie we all saw
her in, "Intermezzo,” and all the others

we saw and enjoyed, the way we laughed

and cried. We did enjoy those hours and
we still enjoy those movies in re-release and
on TV and Ingrid in “Anastasia” and
others.

She is one of the greatest living actresses I

in the world, and it is a shame some people
are afraid to enjoy her talents because of

her misfortune. They forget she is a woman
and not the idol they thought she was.

Marlene T. Roth
Chicago, 111.

Fan Approval
Thank you for the very nice article you

published about Jean Seberg. Members
from all over have been writing to say

how much they enjoyed it.

Judy Quintillian
Jean Seberg Fan Club
Bronx, N. Y.

More Look-alikes
This is my daughter, Charlene Chase, who

is a model. Everyone seems to think she looks

just like Kim Novak. Would you care to use

this picture as one of your look alikes?

Adele Chase
Miami Beach, Fla.

We certainly would! See above.—Ed.

Brynner’s a Winner
Would like to compliment Yul Brynner

for such good acting. Just saw the movie

"The Ten Commandments.” It was won-

derful. Yul was excellent. “The King and

I” was good, but “The Ten Command-
ments" tops the list. Please let’s have more
of him. He’s wonderful, and that sure was

a good picture of him in Photoplay.

Frances J.

Kannapolis, N. C.

continued
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READERS INC... continued

For More Saxon
Your last story on John Saxon was very

well done, but I think everyone would like

to see more pictures of him. He has very

masculine looks, and his acting is just as

great, if not better. Don't you think he

bears a resemblance to the actor Louis

.Tourdan? I like the name John Saxon,

but Carmen Orrico was a very nice name,
also. How about another story real soon,

huh?
Miss Carolyn Parker
Everett, Mass.

. . . more Gabor
I’ve just finished reading the December

issue of Photoplay, and I was very pleased

to find an article about those two beautiful

Gabor sisters. I find only one thing wrong
with Photoplay. You don’t print enough
about those beautiful dolls. I've never seen

either of their names in "Readers Inc.,”

hut I’m hoping to very soon, even if my
letter doesn’t make the column. Please

don’t disappoint all of their many fans.

Thank you so very much.
Jackie Stoccs
Campobello, S. C.

Praise for Tony
Recently I saw a motion picture that left

a lasting impression. It was “A Hatful of

Rain.” The acting was terrific. The whole
cast is deserving of an award for outstand-

ing performances.

I think that all teenagers should see this

motion picture. After seeing it, they

couldn’t possibly think of trying dope just

for “kicks” like some do. I think it would
cut down the alarmingly increasing num-
ber of teenagers going on dope. After see-

ing how much harm and heartache it causes

themselves and their loved ones, no one
in their right mind could possibly think

of even trying it.

Anthony Franciosa stole the show. His
portrayal of Polo is deserving of the Acad-
emy Award for “The Best Supporting Ac-
tor.” He commands your attention from the

moment he steps on the screen. It’s been

a long time since I’ve seen talent like his.

I have nothing hut praise for Mr. Fran-

ciosa.

Lucille Pry
Pacific Beach, Calif.

Elvis and . . .

I want to congratulate you on the stun-

stories they have written about Elvis. You
don’t bury him in your magazine as other

magazines have tried to do. Keep up the

good work and I’ll always subscribe to

Photoplay. If there is anyone who has a fan

club for Elvis, would they please let me
know?

Arlene Stevens
Chicago, 111.

The Real Elvis

1 want to congratulate you on the stun-

P ning picture of Elvis Presley in your No-
vember issue. All the pictures I have seen

of him are always posed and artificial, but

yours certainly showed the real Elvis.

“/ realize Jayne’s just like any

other girl off-screen writes a

Wisconsin reader after enjoying

article written by Jayne’s mother

This is not smart-alecky or posed like most
of them. I wish more people would just

look at this picture. They would see a

person that could be their next door neigh-

bor, own son, or boy friend, instead of the

rock ’n’ roll demon some people make Elvis

out to be. Thanks, and let’s see more of

the real Elvis!

Marsha Godsil
Galesburg, Til.

New slant on Jayne
I enjoy Photoplay because of the pictures

and articles about certain people. Before

I read the article about Jayne Mansfield,

I thought she was the sexiest actress in

Hollywood, but now I realize differently.

After I read the article told by her mother
in the December issue of Photoplay, I real-

ized that she’s just like any other girl off

the screen. I was ashamed of what I

thought of her and I only wish that more
teenagers and adults would read the ar-

ticles in Photoplay about certain stars they

have the wrong impression about.

LaRue Ahlstrom
Superior, Wis.

Question, please
What is Rick Jason’s real name? I saw

in a recent article that his name is Rie

Marlowe. Am I correct?

Judy Whaley
Sacramento, Cal.

Rick Jason was born Richard Jason .

—

Ed.

Introducing the Debbie-Do!
Maybe I’m wrong, but it seems to me that

Debbie Reynolds’ hairdo looks different

these days. Am I right, and if so, can you
please tell me how I can arrange mine the

same way? I think it Wks so flattering.

Sandra L.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

In answer to your letter , Sandra, we asked
Debbie the same question. “Yes, it’s a new
hairdo.” she replied, “which Eddie calls my
‘Debbie-Do!’ ” And when we asked her to

describe and explain it to our readers, Deb
j

was more than willing.

“The first requisite,” she began, “is long

hair. Second, long hairpins—I use them the 1

same'color as my hair—and a few short pins.

Next, you need at least two side combs to

bolster the hair and give it body.

“Next, brush hair away from face, with-

out parting it. Take hold of all the hair in

one hand and brush upward toward ceiling.

Then pull hair to one side and fasten with a

comb or elastic band. Take the wide strand

of hair so that it forms a tiara across the

crown of the head.

“Fasten loose ends neatly with small hair-

pins. A comb may be inserted underneath
the tiara of hair to give it height and body.

And an additional comb should be used to

keep the back hair neat.”

A bangs-lover since her school days, Deb-
bie adds a few curls around her face, giving

a soft touch to an otherwise sleek hairdo.

Another variation of the Debbie-do. says

Photoplay’s beauty editor, is to braid hair

after fastening it with a comb instead of

leaving the long strands “untethered

Debbie tops the “do” off with a quick
swish of hairspray, because even balmy
California breezes can do havoc to hairdos,

and Debbie loves to keep the top of her

sportscar down!—Ed.

“
Debbie-do” made debut in Photoplay

J
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JANE POWELL, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl says: “Yes, I use Lustre -Creme

Shampoo! Blonde hair just lias to shine and look soft. A Lustre-Creme Shampoo works

that magic for me every time.” Lustre-Creme is used by the world’s most glamorous

women—shouldn’t you use it, too?

For the most beautiful hair

in the world

_J_ out oi 5 top movie stars

use Lustre-Creme Shampoo
When Jane Powell says, “I use Lustre-

Creme Shampoo,” you’re listening to a girl

whose beautiful hair plays a vital part in her

glamour-career.

Your hair can have that Hollywood-lovely

look with Lustre-Creme Shampoo. Under the

spell of its lanolin-blessed lather, your hair

will shine like the stars! Yet it’s so easy-to-

manage— even right after shampooing. Waves
are smooth— curls springy.

You’ll see—and he will, too—how much
lovelier your hair can look when you change
to Lustre-Creme, the shampoo of the stars

!

Lanolin-blessed

creme or lotion

never dries . . .

it beautifies

a
SHAMPO®

ADMIRABLE CRICHTON, THE—Columbia. Di-
rected by Lewis Gilbert: Crichton, Kenneth More;
Tzveeny, Diane Cilento; Lord Loam, Cecil Parker;
Lady Mary, Sally Ann Howes; Lady Brocklehurst,
Martita Hunt; Treherne, Jack Watling; Brockle-
hurst, Peter Graves; Ernest, Gerald Harper; Cath-
erine, Mercy Haystead; Agatha, Miranda Connell;
Vicar, Miles Malleson.

AWAKENING, THE—Kingsley International. Di-
rected by Mario Camerini : Sister Lctizia, Anna
Magnani; Assunta, Eleonora Rossi Drago; Peppino,
Antonio Cifariello; Salvatore

,

Piero Boccia; Salva-
tore's Aunt, Luisa Rossi.

BONJOUR TRISTESSE—Columbia. Directed by
Otto Preminger: Anne, Deborah Kerr; Raymond,
David Niven; Cecile, Jean Seberg; Elsa, Mylene
Demongeot; Philippe, Geoffrey Horne; Pablo, Wal-
ter Chiari; Philippe’s Mother

,

Martita Hunt; Mrs.
Lombard, Jean Kent; Jacques, David Oxley; Denise,
Elga Andersen; Hubert, Jeremy Burnham; Mr.
Lombard, Roland Culver; Maid, Evelyne Eyfeel.

DARBY'S RANGERS—Warners. Directed by
William A. Wellman: Maj. Wm. Darby, James
Garner; Angelina De Lotta, Etchika Choureau;
M/Sgt. Saul Rosen, Jack Warden; Lieut. Arnold
Dittman, Edward Byrnes; Peggy McTavish, Vene-
tia Stevenson; Sgt. McTavish, Torin Thatcher;
Rollo Burns, Peter Brown; Wendy Hollister, Joan
Elan; Tony Sutherland, Corey Allen; Hank Bishop,
Stuart Whitman; Sims Dclancey, Murray Ham.l-
ton; Eli Clatzvorthy, Bill Wellman, Jr.; Sheila

h

Andrews, Andrea King; “Heavy” Hall, Adam
Williams; Lady Hollister, Frieda Inescort: Sir
Arthur, Reginald Owen; John Andrezcs, Philip
Tonge; Lieut. Manson, Edward Ashley; Maj • Gen.
Wise, Raymond Bailey; Brig. Gen. Truscott, Willis
Bouchey.

DEEP SIX, THE—Warners. Directed bv R. Ma r:

Alec Austen, Alan Ladd; Susan Cahill, Dianne Fos-
ter; Frenchy Shapiro, William Bendix; Lt. Comdr.
Edge, Keenan Wynn; Comdr. Meredith, James Whit-
more; Lieut. Blanchard, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.; Ski
Krakozvski, Joey Bishop; Claire I lines, Barbara Eiler;

Slobodjian, Ross Bagdasarian; Mrs. Austen, Jean-
ette Nolan; Al Mendoza, Perry Lopez.

FAREWELL TO ARMS, A—20th. Directed by
Charles Vidor: Lt. Frederick Henry, Rock Hudson;
Nurse Catherine Barkley, Jennifer Jones; Major
Alessandro Rinaldi, Vittorio De Sica; Father Galli,

Alberto Sordi ; Bonello, Kurt Kasznar; Miss Van
Campcn, Mercedes McCambridge; Doctor Emerich,
Oscar Homolka; Helen Ferguson, Elaine Stritch;
Passini, Leopoldo Trieste; Aymo, Franco Inter-

lenghi.

FLOOD TIDE—U-I. Directed by Abner Biberman:
Stez'e Martin, George Nader; Anne Gordon, Cornell
Borchers; Daznd Gordon, Michael Ray; Dr. Harvey
Thornwald, Judson Pratt; Barbara, Joanna Moore.

GIFT OF LOVE—20th. Directed by Jean Negulesco:
Julie Beck, Lauren Bacall; Bill Beck, Robert Stack;
Hitty, Evelyn Rudie; Grant Allan, Lome Greene;
Miss McMastcrs, Anne Seymour; Dr. Miller, Ed-
ward Platt; Mr. Rynickcr, Joseph Kearns.

GIRL MOST LIKELY—U -I . Directed by Mitchell
Leisen: Dodie, Jane Powell; Pete, Cliff Robertson:
Niel, Keith Andes; Buzz, Tommy Noonan; Dodie'

s

Father, Frank Cady; Mother, Una Merkel; Pauline,

Judy Nugent; Marge, Kaye Ballard.

RAINTREE COUNTY—M-G -M . Directed by Ed-
ward Dmytryk: John Wickliff Shawnessy, Mont-
gomery Clift; Susanna Drake, Elizabeth Taylor;
Nell Gaither, Eva Marie Saint; Jerusalem Webster
Stiles, Nigel Patrick; Orville “Flash” Perkins, Lee
Marvin; Garzeood B. Jones, Rod Taylor; Ellen
Shazvnessy, Agnes Moorehead; T. D. Shazvnessy,
Walter Abel; Barbara Drake, Jarma Lewis; Bobby
Drake, Tom Drake; Ezra Gray, Rhys Williams;
Niles Foster, Russell Collins; Southern Officer,

DeForest Kelley.

SING BOY SING—20th. Directed by Henry
Ephron: Virgil Walker, Tommy Sands; Leora
Easton, Lili Gentle; Joseph Sharkey, Edmond
O’Brien: Rev. Walker , John Mclntire; C. K. Judd,
Nick Adams; Pat, Diane Jergens; Caroline Walker,
Josephine Hutchinson; Fisher, Jerry Paris; Ginnic,

Tami Conner; Rev. Easton, Regis Toomey.

WILD IS THE WIND—Paramount. Directed by
George Cukor: Gioia, Anna Magnani; Gino, An-
thony Quinn; Bene, Anthony Franciosa; Angie,
Dolores Hart; Alberto, Joseph Calleia; Teresa, Lili

Valenty.

WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION—U.A.
Directed by Billy Wilder: Leonard Vole, Tyrone
Power: Christine Vole, Marlene Dietrich; Sir Wil-

frid Robarts, Charles Laughton; Miss Plimsoll,

Elsa Lanchester; Brogan-Moore, John Williams;
Mayhew, Henry Daniell; Carter, Ian Wolfe; Janet
McKenzie, Una O’Connor; Mr. Meyers, Torin
Thatcher; Judge, Frances Compton; Mrs. French,

Norma Varden; Inspector Hcarne, Philip Tonge;
Diana, Ruta Lee; Miss McHugh, Molly Roden:
Miss Johnson, Ottola Nesmith; Miss O'Brien, Mar-
jorie Eaton.



Ava Called, Frankie Flew: Ava Gard-

ner, in New York for consultation

on a split lip sustained in a fall from

a horse in Spain, turned for consola-

tion to the one man everyone sus-

pected was always first in her heart

—Frank Sinatra. And despite the

bitterness between them and that

Mexican divorce Ava obtained last

year, Frank hopped the next plane

for Ava and New York. Which makes

him a good guy in my book. I’m told

time and surgery will erase all

traces of minor injuries to Ava’s

lovely face.

That Brando Brew: Straight as a

homing pigeon, I received the news

of stress and strain in the Marlon

Brando household before the news

hit Hollywood. One of Anna Kashfi’s

closest friends whispered that Mar-

lon was a sullen, unhappy man, and

wondered how long Anna could take

it. I’m told the confused identity

that surrounded Anna as a bride has

nothing to do with the present un-

happiness.

In that case, I wonder who em-

ployed that European detective to

track down Anna’s real identity.

Seems odd, doesn’t it?

Sara Says: Just when it looked as if

Elvis Presley wouldn’t be Army-

bound for a long, long time—wham!

his “greetings” arrived, catching

both Elvis and Paramount off base.

Elvis himself won’t lift a hand to

get out of the deal, although Para-

mount hoped for a deferment so he

could finish up “King Creole.” In

truth, Elvis thinks it’s only right

he should go. But Paramount, who
stood to lose $300,000, thus far put

out for the film, won postponement

of his Army stint to finish it.

continued
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Things are looking up for Marge and Gower Champion. Although saddened by

Marge's recent miscarriage, Champions have proved tops lately in nightclubs, TV
17



Janet and Tony Curtis just bought a new home ,

says Sara, who predicts they'll soon enlarge clan

Hollywood's “New Look” in Starlets: Sandra Dee is Holly-

wood’s newest pet. and so typical of the town’s New Look in

starlets. She’s young, bright, earnest and gentle. With brassy

blondes and heaped-up bosoms definitely old hat, excitement in

movietown today centers on such new teenage personalities as

Misses Sandra, Lili Gentle and Dolores Hart. All young ladies

of proven talent.

At fifteen, Sandra is already a veteran of such movies as “Un-

til They Sail,” “The Wonderful Years,” “Ride a Tiger,” and

one still to come, “The Reluctant Debutante,” with Rex Harrison

and Kay Kendall. In fact, from the moment producer Ross

Hunter spotted the former Conover model on a TV show and

cast her opposite John Saxon in “The Wonderful Years,” she’s

been on her way to definite stardom. Today, Sandra attends

school on whichever lot she happens to be, and lives quietly

with her mother.

Lili Gentle, who recently became the bride of producer Rich-

ard Zanuck, son of the famous Darryl Zanuck, will go right on

making movies at 20th Century-Fox, and for a very personal

reason. Lili wants to carry on for sister Janet, who died of polio

and who always wanted to be an actress. The studio wants seven-

teen-year-old Lili to carry on for purely commercial reasons.

Her work in “The Girl Can’t Help It,” “Will Success Spoil Rock

Hunter?” and “Sing Boy Sing,” with Tommy Sands, delighted

the fans and studio bosses. Both Tommy and Nick Adams, also

in the film, think Lili is the living most. And the drama teacher

from Lili’s hometown of Birmingham. Ala., who sent her to New
York for the test that won her a contract, always knew Lili was.

Nineteen-year-old Dolores Hart, the third member of the

“Speak Softly and Perform Expertly” group, stirred up a fan-

fuss as the sweetheart of Elvis Presley in “Loving You.” And

stirred up even greater interest as Tony Quinn’s daughter in

“Wild Is the Wind.” But Dolores’ biggest swirl lies just ahead

as Elvis’ leading lady in his most important movie to date, “King

Creole,” Paramount’s super Elvis Epic.

Dolores, a graduate of Marymount College in West Los

Angeles, found her way into movies through the school play,

“Joan of Lorraine.” Today, a starlet-to-be, Dolores lives quietly

with her family out San Fernando way. And studies diligently.

Our photographer caught Sara Hamilton, Photoplay's newest

Hollywood columnist, during chat with Audrey and Mel F,

continued

Heart Department: Hugh
O’Brian tells me that Nancy

Sinatra is the nicest girl he’s

met in Hollywood. But Nan-

cy’s heart belongs to Frankie

—that walking housing de-

velopment whose every apart-

ment seems occupied witli

someone’s hoped-for dream.

What a man . . . Jeff Chand-

ler and Esther Williams con-

tinue to lunch here and there

around town, but bets are

that high price of free-

dom stipulated in Marjorie

Chandler’s divorce action, and the fact Esther and Jeff won’t see

each other for almost a year, due to respective movie commit-

ments, will cool their ardor. Marge Chandler requests half the

community property—$5,000 monthly for herself and $1,500 for

their two children. Ouch! . . . Count Mario Bandini has bought

a new, large apartment near Rome’s Via Veneto, and friends

say it is intended for Kim Novak . . . With Mrs. Rock Hudson’s

application for divorce, the last hope of a reconciliation fades

away. But let’s face it. This marriage seemed doomed from the

start. Rock couldn’t take being tied down, but found out too late.

Efram Zimbalist, Jr. (above) with Mrs. Z., sparked the “Sayo-

nara” preem. His film future looks bright.
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Romance: To me, the only difference between Lana Turner, Rita

Hayworth and Kim Novak is their names. Each of these beauti-

ful women permit their hearts to rule their heads, and sometimes

put romance before career and act strictly on impulse.

“Everything turns out better for me when I act on the mo-

ment,” Kim Novak told me on the “Vertigo” set. “I may marry

Mario Bandini the minute he arrives in America.”

For two nights in a row. Kim had been on the town with visit-

ing Aly Khan and despite the pearly-toned makeup and long,

blonde wig, she looked weary. And what other star of Kim's

caliber would take time out for romance during shooting time?

Of course, Senor Bandini in Rome heard all about Kim’s dates

with the fabulous Khan almost on the eve of his arrival. And of

course he was in a first-class snit. Which didn't seem to bother

illogical Kim one whit. Which is typical. If Bandini is furious,

there’s always Aly, who keeps telephoning. And back home in

Chicago, there’s Dr. Ernest Wynder, her mother’s choice after

Mac Krim. And, too, there’s always Mac.

So—like her lovely counterparts who live by impulse and ap-

parently have a ball—why worry?

Tid-Bits: The town is whispering over that small feud between

Roz Russell, the departing “Auntie Marne” of Broadway, and

her replacement. Greer Garson. Seems Miss Carson’s reportedly

tactless remarks concerning the role brought on the friction. But

one thing is sure. Roz will receive a warm, all-encompassing wel-

come hack to Hollywood. I don't know who’s saying goodbye to

Miss Garson . . . And speaking of feuds, that was a diilv be-

tween Dale Robertson and Gina Lollobrigida during the making

of “Anna of Brooklyn” in Rome. But then Dale, one of the

The John Kerrs and the Lee Philips livened Romanoffs the

night of the “Peyton Place” preem. Lee has a featured role

handsomest men in the business, began feuding with the press

from the moment he hit the screen. And bounced right off it, for

some reason. Producer Hal Wallis plans “a serious Jimmy Dean

approach to acting” for Elvis in his new movie. “King Creole.”

The acting requirements will be stiff with little wiggling or sing-

ing to relieve the tension.

I wonder if the town realizes Phyllis Hudson is still a con-

valescent after that long siege of hepatitus. A small group

of friends who planned a birthday celebration for Phyllis were

informed by the doctor they must eat dinner no later than

six in order that Phyllis could he abed by ten. Which is al-

most a nightly routine. Too had that both a physical and

emotional blow came to Phyllis at the same time.

SARA HAMILTON SAYS:
Set Gaddings: Jimmy Stewart and Tony

Quinn are two of my favorite people, and

it was wonderful seeing them again on the

Paramount lot. Tony, one of the town’s finest

actors and now directing “The Buccaneer,”

claims he’s been in the films at least fifty

years. With the end not yet in sight. But

I noticed how his eyes lit up when his six-

teen-year-old daughter. Kathryn, appeared

on the set. “She came to see her dad direct,

eh?” he beamed.

Jimmy, who is co-starring with Kim Novak

in “Vertigo,” had nice things to say about

Kim's work (and I suspect director Alfred

Hitchcock deserves much credit) , and couldn’t

be more pleased that Kim will be with him

again in “Bell. Book and Candle.” “Now look

here.” Jimmy drawled as I left his pleasant

dressing room. “Let’s not make it so long

between visits. You hear me?” I heard him.

The news on the “Buccaneer” set is Yul

Brynner’s lavish head of hair (with hangs

yet. girls), which he removes nightly before

going home. And Yul hasn’t exactly won

many friends by insisting the set be kept

icy cold at all times. “That Asian,” a co-

worker snorted, nodding toward Yul. “has

given us all ‘Brynner flu.'
" But "that Asian.”

puffing at a huge cigar between scenes like

a cocky little dictator, is completely unmind-

ful. He has sex appeal, he has strength and

he had us all in the palm of his hand. Why
should he worry?

Moods and Modes: Audrey Hepburn is my
favorite on and off screen actress. But

Audrey’s new hair-do has got to go before

it catches on, and we all look like Mrs.

Lincoln. Drawn plainly across her charming

face from a center part and all hut conceal-

ing her piquant features, with nary a vestige

of wave or softness, Audrey looks for all the

world like a Civil War belle, without the

hoops and crinolines to set it off.

Cal York Jottings: I confess, those forceful

young newcomers from New York’s Actors

Studio—the Gazzaras, the Cassavetes and the

Newmans—are brilliant performers. But in

them I find no warmth of feeling for Holly-

wood as their town. No sense of belonging.

Only a factory of sorts to be gotten away from

as quickly as a job is done. I, who love Holly-

wood. can only feel a sense of loss, of per-

sonal sorrow. Until, that is. I can sit down

once again for a long heart-to-heart talk with

Clark Gable, who was and is Hollywood. Or

chat with Jimmy Stewart, or find solid ground

and reassurance in the company of Sue and

Alan Ladd. And then once again I feel it’s

our town. A warm and wonderful place ji p

to he. (continued

)
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Jottings: Venetia Stevenson

and Barry Coe, at the “Pey-

ton Place” premiere, made

a stunning pair (left) . . .

NatalieWood Wagner’s smart

black and gold sari-type

frock has all the movie debs

haunting the Oriental shops

for silky gauzes. Natalie’s

was a gift from hubby Bob.

who carted it home from Ja-

pan for his lady love. Made
with a long, flowing swoop

of material over one shoulder,

Natalie looks that sophisti-

cated . . . And when Susan Zanuck, daughter of producer Darryl,

walked into the open-house party given by director Jean Negu-

lesco and wife Dusty Anderson, the boom fell. In her new Pari-

sian frock of champagne-beige chiffon. Susan made the bright

greens and reds that dotted the room look, well—frumpy . . .

Rhonda Fleming, in her new champagne-beige, created by Don

Loper, with which the lovely redhead wears antique jewelry set

with green stones, looks just like Lawrence Welk's champagne

music: Bubbling with loveliness.

Pictures—And People In Them: “Bridge on the River Kwai”

is my choice for the Academy Oscar, with “Sayonara,” “Wild Is

the Wind” and “A Farewell to Arms” among the serious con-

tenders. The feeling in Hollywood is that Bill Holden was more

or less dragged into the “Kwai” epic, with the plum roles going

to Alec Guinness and Jack Hawkins. Incidentally, Geoffrey

Horne, the third Britisher in the film, and a handsome twenty-

four, paid Hollywood a short visit, but always in the company

of Nancy Berg. Self-assured and not too impressed (or could it

have been a pose?), young Horne promised to return. Without

Nancy? He wouldn't say . . . Bets are that Guinness will walk

off with the Oscar for a best performance of the year. His most

serious contender will be that two-time winner, Tony Quinn, for

his work in “Wild Is the Wind.” And Magnani in “Wind” is only

wonderful. I hear from Anna's closest friends, the Caesar Dona-

vers, that the tempestuous Magnani is beginning to like and to

understand us. The chip is off the shoulder and the hand reached

out in a gesture of friendship.

Marlon Brando’s performance in “Sayonara” rates diverse

opinions in Hollywood. He gave either the greatest or the weak-

est performance of his career. His accent was charming or he

sounded like Pearl Bailey in a character song. He was sensitive;

he was cold. But in my book, he’s fascinating in anything.

If women alone voted for the Oscars, “A Farewell to Arms”

P would win hands down. Abounding in love and romance, Jen-

nifer Jones and Rock Hudson tear the emotions to shreds . . .

Of the new rib-ticklers, I like U-I’s “The Girl Most Likely.”

Houses—And People In Them: Doris Day and

Marly Melcher moved back into their newly-

decorated (from stem to stern) home in Bev-

erly Hills, and with Marty’s luck in grabbing

off the Broadway hit “Fair Game” for his bride,

they're the beamingest couple in town . . . Bob
Wagner surprised me with a telephone call

about the house he and Nat (above) hope to

buy. No honeymoon cottage for this pair. Bob

says the “modest housekeeping bit” is out. What

Nat and Bob hope for is a large gracious home,

suitable for large and charming parties.

continued

There appears to be no hope for a reconcilia-

tion of Diane Varsi and young producer Jim

Dickson, even though the estranged couple got

together for the premiere of her great triumph.

“Peyton Place.” Wed to Dickson for a year, un-

lucky-in-love Diane has a sixteen-month-old son,

Sean, by a previous unsuccessful marriage. She

denies romantic interest in Dennis Hopper, says

Sean is the important man in her young life.
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becoming

attractions

.^ . . A.

***********

advice on

SKIN BLEMISHES
FROM

CLEARASIL PERSONALITY of the MONTH

A. Pretty smooth: Satin Finish, new

Evening in Paris lipstick by Bourjois,

is formulated for sheen, cling and com-

fort. Six shades; golden case. 49

B. Breck Banish Dandruff Treatment

shampoo does the job safely, speedily,

with no unpleasant odor. Leaves hair

soft, clean and manageable. $1.50

C. Pond’s Angel Skin in pretty new
bottle, new deeper shade of pink, is

newly formulated to use as both hand

and body lotion 29$*, 54«fx', $1.25*

D. Nice way to come clean: New “Des-

ert Flower” perfumed bath oil by Shul-

ton to add to bath water or rub on

shoulders before showering. 1 oz., $3.50*

E. DuBarry’s “Seven Winds” fragrance

is a subtle floral, woodsy blend. Co-

logne, 4 oz., $4.00*; perfume 1 oz.,

$18.50*
;
dusting powder, 10 oz., $4.00*

* plus tax

PAT FERRER, Graduate ’57, Westhamplon Beach High School, L. I., N. Y.

Meet popular Patricia Ferrer and
some of her lively friends. Pat took
top honors in high school in home
economics . . . she’s a beauty contest

winner, too. Pat loves music, danc-
ing, swimming, dramatics. She works

ft as a receptionist in a busy office.

t
gs When you’re meeting people as often

as Pat, you simply can’t let pimples
keep you from looking your best . . .

Read what Pat did: “I had more than my share of blemishes and blackheads

and tried everything from egg whites to prescriptions, without results . One ofmy
girl friends suggested Clearasil. I tried

it and it did wonders. I thank Clearasil <r

East Moriches, Long Island, N. Y.
for the clear, smooth skin I have today.”

Millions of young people have proved

.

ypuA. eyfiweuxiC'

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION
‘STARVES’ PIMPLES

You, too, may have had skin

problems and found Clearasil

Skin-Colored . . . hides pimples while it works! ®

clearasil can help you, too, gain clear skin a
and a more appealing personality. ®

Why Clearasil Works Fast: clearasil’s ‘kera- ®
tolytic’ action penetrates pimples. Antiseptic ®

action stops growth of bacteria that can cause ®

pimples. And clearasil ‘starves’ pimples, ®
helps remove excess oil that ‘feeds’ pimples. #

helped end them. When you think ot

the wonderful relief that effective

treatment can bring, you may want
to help others. You can, by writing

us a letter about your experience

with Clearasil. Attach a recent

photograph of yourself (a good

close-up snapshot will do). You may
be the next CLEARASIL PERSONALITY

Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on
over 300 patients, 9 out of 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved while

using clearasil (Lotion or Tube). In
Tube, 69?) and 98?!. Long-lasting Lotion
in handy squeeze bottle only $1.25

(no fed . tax) . Money-

back guarantee. At
all drug counters.

2^

Clearasil

of the MONTH. Write: Clearasil,

Dept. AJ, 180 Mamaroneck Ave.,

White Plains, N. Y.

SPECIAL OFFER: For 2 weeks’ supply
of clearasil send name, address
and 15« to Box 260-BW (for Tube) or

Box 260-BX (for Lotion)
, Eastco, Inc.,

New York 46, N. Y. Expires 3/31/58.

Largest-Selling Pimple Medication

In America (Including Canada)

P
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At a lakeside hideaway, Jennifer and Rock forget the war that has altered their

lives. But its echoes and the consequences of their love soon drive them to flight

rfiB
LET'S

GO TO
THE

MOVIES

WITH JANET GRAVES

A Farewell to Arms 20th: cinemascope, de luxe color

V'VV'V Among the most powerful love stories of modern

times, Ernest Hemingway's classic about World War I has

been filmed with full honesty, yet delicacy, broad scope, yet

intimacy. Rock Hudson, as the American in the ambulance

corps of the Italian Army, and Jennifer Jones, as the aide

in the British nursing corps, both give splendidly serious

performances. But accent is less on character than on

emotion ; the most important fact about these two is their

love, quickly realized and heedlessly obeyed. Italy’s distin-

guished Vittorio De Sica plays Rock’s friend, seemingly

cynical doctor who meets a horrifying fate; good-natured

Elaine Stritch contrasts with Mercedes McCambridge. adult

Raintree County M-C-M, TECHNICOLOR

V'VV Another great conflict threatens the already endangered

happiness of Elizabeth Taylor and Montgomery Clift in this

long drama, set before and during America s Civil War.

Lovely in costumes that express romance, Southern-born Liz

has no trouble trapping the sensitive Monty, who plans a

teaching career in his Indiana hometown. But the marriage

is filled with shadows, cast by the tragedy of the South, that

blur the wife’s mind; and the final clash of arms divides

the couple s sympathies, though Clift doesn't rush to war

posthaste. Other significant roles are lightly defined: Nigel

Patrick, a free-thinking professor; Eva Marie Saint, Clift’s

first sweetheart; Lee Marvin, a local bully. adult

r

By another lake, in another land, wearing playtime

clothes of another era, Liz and Monty also forget

looming enmities that crush individual yearnings
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Wild Is the Wind WALLIS,
paramount; vistavision

kWV Vigorous acting—by Anna
Magnani, Anthony Quinn and An-

thony Franciosa—puts warm flesh on

the tired if sturdy old bones of this

familiar story. Born in Italy, Quinn

has grown rich as a sheep rancher

in the American West. Devoted to

the memory of his dead wife, yet

lonely, he goes to the old country to

bring her sister (Anna) home as his

new bride. As always, Magnani shows

a gusto no lesser actress would dare.

Franciosa is the boy raised as Quinn’s

foster son. adult

The Gift of Love 20™

;

CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR

j^^^The refreshing, pleasingly

brusque personality of Lauren Bacall

gives needed edge to a gentle picture

of unusual family relationships. Lau-

ren’s the loving but childless spouse

of Robert Stack, who has the unre-

warding role of a “genius” at once

absent-minded and literal-minded.

When she finds she may die soon, she

protects her husband from the truth

and looks for affection to replace

hers in his life. An engaging orphan

(Evelyn Rudie) is Lauren’s choice,

but the girl’s over-active imagination

alienates Bob. (Strange reaction for

a physicist-astronomer!) family

Witness for the Prosecution u.A .

VV'/'/ Gather ’round for a guessing

and outguessing game, run by such

smooth pros as Marlene Dietrich,

Charles Laughton and Tyrone Power.

All the pomp of British justice moves

in on Ty when he’s accused of mur-

dering a rich old widow. As a top-

flight criminal lawyer, Laughton in-

sists on ignoring his own heart ail-

ment to take on the unpromising

defense case. Marlene, as Ty’s refugee

wife, might be expected to lend help.

But does she? Laughton richly en-

joys his part. family

Flood Tide U-I, CINEMASCOPE

VVv' Likewise centered on a man-

woman-child triangle, with warring

allegiances, this unassuming suspense

film is neatly worked out and pre-

sented with conviction. George Nader

returns to his beachfront home when

he hears that the testimony of a neigh-

bor’s little boy has sent a man to jail.

Earlier, an unhappy romance linked

George with the household next door:

a beautiful widow, Cornell Borchers,

and her crippled son, excellently por-

trayed by Michel Ray. Suspecting

that the boy’s possessive jealousy

may now have damaged another life,

George tries strategy. family

continued

How and Why

ANACIN
gives more complete relief from

TENSE
NERVOUS
HEADACHES

better than aspirin . .

.

even with buffering action

BECAUSE ASPIRIN contains

only one pain reliever

ADD BUFFERING ACTION

and you still have only one

BUT ANACIN relieves pain,

calms nerves, fights depression

Anacin is like a doctor’s prescription. That is,

Anacin contains not just one but a combina-
tion of medically proven ingredients. Anacin
(D promptly relieves pain of headache, neu-
ritis and neuralgia. (2) Calms nerves—leaves
you relaxed. (3) Fights depression. In this

way, Anacin gives you more complete relief

than you get from aspirin, even m nfV\
with buffering . . . and Anacin
does not upset the stomach. /JbERSIIW-’
Buy Anacin Tablets today! p

3 out of 4 doctors recommend
the ingredients of ANACIN
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MOVIES continued

The Awakening kingsley-international

WW Casting Anna Magnani as a nun

seems a daring move, but this Italian film

(titles in English I shows the star at her

best, combining fire and reverence. After

long service as a missionary in Africa,

she hopes to stay in her beloved Rome.
Instead, she is sent to a crumbling island

convent that is to be closed. The deter-

mined sister slowly becomes absorbed, on

her own initiative, in the task of restoring

the convent, enlisting the help of local

children. But her maternal instinct is

aroused by one neglected small boy (Piero

Boccia), and. forgetting the standards of

her calling, she makes a favorite of him.

The boy's unhappy family situation and
Anna’s spiritual struggles are presented

with deep feeling. adult

The Deep Six WARNERS, WARNERCOLOR

W Stirring sea action is the core of this

typical Alan Ladd vehicle, set mostly on

a destroyer in World War II. Battle-

hungry exec Keenan Wynn is sure that

Alan’s Quaker upbringing will make him
battle-shy—but no Ladd fan will be in

suspense. Ashore, Alan’s courtship of

Dianne Foster meets wartime hazards.

Efficient character jobs are turned in by

William Bendix, as Ladd's pal. and James
Whitmore, as the captain. family

The Admirable Crichton
COLUMBIA,

TECHNICOLOR

VW Starting in England of half a cen-

tury ago, when stately homes were amply

staffed by servants who knew their places.

this affable desert-island comedy is paced

by the admirable Kenneth More. He’s the

perfect butler, a dedicated snob. When
bumbling Cecil Parker's yacht is wrecked,

it’s More—the natural leader—who takes

charge and saves the helpless aristocrats.

He becomes king of the island, adored by

the once-haughty Sally Ann Howes and by

ex-serving girl Diane Cilento. It’s a

charming idyl, satirizing a bygone society.

Bermuda provided island scenes. family

Bonjour Tristesse COLUMBIA;
BLACK AND WHITE, TECHNICOLOR

VW A tiny present-day society that is

idling its way toward oblivion is at-

tractively represented here by David Niven

and Jean Seberg. They play father and

daughter, a useless pair shuttling be-

tween Paris and the Riviera. An irre-

sponsible teenager. Jean can make friends

with such a frivolous fancy of her father’s

as Mylene Demongeot. But when Niven’s

affair with mature Deborah Kerr threatens

to bring matrimony and order to the house-

hold. Jean goes into vicious action. David

is first-rate; Jean looks convincing but still

sounds the amateur; Deborah tussles with

an inconsistent role. adult

Sing Boy Sing 20th, cinemascope

VVV Tommy Sands does an ingratiating

debut in a show-business vignette that

vaguely recalls the Presley career, from

gospel singer to rock ’n’ roll craze. Better

as actor than as singer, Tommy sympa-

thetically portrays the naive kid whose

ruthless manager (Edmond O'Brien) tries

to cancel out the sternly religious influ-

The gay romance of a lady art director and a handsome artist is hound for

marriage when war limits Dianne Foster and Alan Ladd to moments like this

ence of the boy’s grandfather (John Mc-
Intire). Jerry Paris is a near-human pub-
licity agent; Nick Adams, a near-idiot

“friend”; Lili Gentle, Tommy’s girl, family

The Girl Most Likely technicolor

VV In a bubbly, tune-trimmed romance,

Jane Powell leads a very active daydream-
life that finally gets her engaged to three

men at once. Keith Andes is a million-

aire; Tommy Noonan, a brash salesman;

Cliff Robertson, an unassuming repair-

man. And Janie whimsically takes her

choice. FAMILY

The Seven Hills of Rome m-c-m;
TECHNIRAMA, TECHNICOLOR

VV Mario Lanza fans may have their

fill of music here, while travel fans get

an eyeful with a tour of Rome by heli-

copter. After Mario’s hot temper has

wrecked his American career, his ego is

trimmed down to size by a job hunt in

Italy. With the help of gentle musician

Renato Rascel and buxom waif Marisa

Allasio. Mario achieves a new start as a

night-club star. But Peggie Castle, as a

flamboyant former girlfriend, proves a

menace. family

Darby’s Rangers warners

VV Founded on true exploits of an Ameri-

can raider group, this conventional service

drama is given a lift by an able cast. As
commanding officer James Garner and

sergeant Jack Warden tend to the business

of battle, young fighting men get involved

with romance. The teams: Stuart Whit-

man, Joan Elan; Edward Byrnes, Etchika

Choureau; Corey Allen, Andrea King, adult

All at Sea m-c-m

VV Here’s a mild British farce relying on

Alec Guinness’ skill and charm and an

amusing plot idea. Descended from a long

line of enthusiastic (if often inefficient)

seamen. Alec finds his own nautical career

blocked by an unhappy circumstance:

incurable seasickness. Honorably dis-

charged from the Royal Navy, he buys

an oceanside amusement pier and tries

to run it in true naval style. A graft-ridden

town council opposes his project, but local

teenagers help, and so, eventually, does

an enterprising widow (Irene Browne). As

a final stratagem. Alec registers his pier

as a ship and converts it into a pleasure

“craft” for would-be cruise passengers

who are subject to seasickness. There’s

easygoing material for chuckles in life

aboard a luxury liner that never rocks or

rolls or leaves its moorings. family
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY, star of “THE LUX SHOW,’’
live from Hollywood every Thursday, in color, on NBC -TV

' ’

V.

gentle, so gentle, so gentle to you . . .

softer and smoother your skin will be, too . . .

Gentle is the word for Lux Soap
. . . naturally gentle. And gently is

the way the rich Cosmetic lather

cleanses your skin, to leave it soft

and smooth.

Whether you choose one of the

Pastels or White Lux, you can al-

ways count on this natural gentleness.

Lux has a beautiful fragrance, too,

a blend of many costly perfumes.

Lux... the proven beauty care...

used by more beautiful women all

over the world than any other com-
plexion soap. Lever Brothers un-

conditionally guarantees complete

satisfaction with Lux Soap — or

money back. Look for Lux Pastels

—each in a matching wrapper.

9 out of lO Hollywood Stars depend on Lux

J 1 T



DISCOVERED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE

First and only permanent with
pin curl ease , rod curl strength

PIN CURLS FOR THE CROWN.

“Top hair"’ needs this softer

wave . . . and Lotion plus new

Liquifix give longer lasting

quality to these pin curls.

ROD CURLERS FOR SIDES,

back, top front give added

curl-strength to harder-working

areas . . . now doubly reinforced

by Lotion and new Liquifix.

Wonderful new soft waves that last and last!

Awonderful new method, wonderful newLiquifix

It’s herel The first, the only all-over permanent with

the ease and the lasting quality you’ve asked for... yet

it’s so unbelievably soft and natural. That’s because

new PIN-IT gives the right kind of waves for the differ-

ent areas of your hair... then locks in your permanent

with special lotion and new Liquifix neutralizer. Best of

all, this new Twice-a-Year PIN-IT keeps your hair just

the way you like it, from the first day to months later.

new twice-a-year

Apply Lotion and Liquifix with New Target-Point Squeeze Bottle



Valentine season is here ! So what could

be more appropriate than to pick the

fellows who rate as everybody’s Valen-

tines—the Most Irresistible Men? It isn’t

easy. There are plenty of potent male

personalities who are giving our Kings of

Hearts hot competition for their crowns.

But looking at the lineup carefully and

objectively, there are eight men who cur-

rently score so high in the popularity

sweepstakes that they are certain stand-

outs: Elvis Presley, Rick Nelson, Rock

Hudson, Pat Boone, Cary Grant, Perry

Como, Jerry Lewis and Hugh O’Brian. At

present, these are the Men With the Most,

because they’re racking up the highest

ratings in movies, TV, records, or personal

appearances (sometimes all four!). And

the interesting thing about this is that each

of them is completely different from the

others ! Which leads to the fascinating the-

ory that these lucky fellows must represent

the eight types of men women most admire.

Carrying this (
Continued on page 89)

/£•

Swivel hips, guitar and sideburned l\air,

Presley’s in a class beyond compare.

Flashy clothes, Cadillacs, voice so rare—
If you don’t dig Elvis, you’re a square
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He likes hamburgers, hot rods, jam sessions, jeans,

He’s a boy-next-door, all the nice things, that means,

IFant to click with a chick? If you do, well son-
just be modest and sincere as young Rick Nelson

iSfc&ta

He’s shy and gentle, easy-going and quiet—
But that six-foot-five frame could handle a riot.

Dependable and honest, never one to run amok.

Would that more men were as solid as Rock!



BEAU BAIT

Got your eye on a guy? No matter which

type he is, here are ten foolproof rules to

make him your Valentine—and for keeps

l

1. Don't try to prove you're smarter than he
is. If you are, he'll find out soon enough—
and respect you for not making a Big Thing

of it.

2. Ask his opinion. About anything. Shows you
respect him.

3. Encourage him. Every man has a secret

ambition. Don't dim that dream!

4. Don't interrupt him. Nothing is so madden-
ing to the male.

5. Never, never, never be sarcastic. It'll stop

him, all right—from ever ringing your
phone again.

6. Be charming. A large order? Not at all.

Be enthusiastic, be kind, be proud of him—
you'll be charming.

7. There must be things about him that you
like. C'mon, don't be bashful—tell the

fellow.

8. Never make him feel he's lacking as a
heartthrob, even though you know he'll

never rival Rock.

9. Bore him by talking about yourself and
your troubles all the time and you'll soon
be talking to yourself.

10.

Be appreciative. Of what he does, what he
says, most of all—of him.

In his white buckskin shoes and neat sport clothes.

He's studious and religious wherever he goes.

But fun, sports and singing are also his joy—
Pat Boone is a good, but never dull boy



,-V.

‘

With polish, perfect manners and loads of charm,

Mr. Grant can anyone completely disarm.

Witty, wise on everything from hypnotism to history,

Cary’s lasting appeal is surely no mystery

TV shows, some golf, his family and home—oh.

That’s all you care about if you’re Mr. Como.

He’s patient and kind, relaxed as an old shoe-

It’s no wonder. Perry, that we aU, love you

gp3gg$tp!



Hail to the jester who always makes us merry.

That singing, dancing, clowning Jerry.

But tireless work for others is the best part—
Behind the Lewis antics there’s a big, big heart

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
¥
¥

$
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

CALLING ALL GIRLS! Hotv well do you suit your suitor?

your type in one of the boxes below. Then see the

To find out, check

answer on page 90.

You’re alive with jive, like motor-

cycle rides. Cokes, bright colors

A menace at tennis, you go for

sweaters, milk shakes, movie dates

Candlelight, fireplaces, cozy homes
and cooking are for you, shy violet

You love babies, going to church,

basketball, meeting a lot of people

A dazzle dish, you dote on Paris

gowns, the theater, smart parties

You’re a demon housekeeper, civic-

minded suburbanite, a real pal

You look delicate, but can take

anything, and come up laughing

Well-dressed and well-educated,

you’d give up career for marriage

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

Who can win the ladies without half tryin’?

Romantic outdoor man Hugh O’Brian.

He’s friendly and loyal, likes to swim and ride—
And take heart, girls—-he’s seeking a bride



by Earl Wilson

who said

the first year was
the hardest?

Not Liz Taylor and Mike Todd, who look back on a wonderful, wacky

first year of marriage—and have the last laugh on all the wise

ones who made those dire predictions that it couldn't possibly last

T iz Taylor and Mike Todd now have the last

laugh on the wise-guys who thought their

marriage would be a bust.

Their first anniversary’s here and Liz is bliss-

fully happy . . . partly because she’s become

kind of a queen. Queen Elizabeth of the British

Empire should have it so good as Mike’s “Queen

Liz.”

Liz has four homes ... a private plane . . .

she goes on colorfully spectacular trips around

the world
—

“next time we’ll go someplace else”

—and in Hong Kong Mike sees to it that she’s

greeted like some visiting nabob.

“You should see all the Chinese dresses with

the slit skirts she bought in Hong Kong!” Mike

said proudly when they returned suddenly from

their round-the-world trip because she’d suffered

an appendicitis attack.

Liz didn’t deny it. She smiled, guiltily, light-

ing up the glamorous beauty that has delighted

people all over the world.

“We started out with five bags . . . came home
with twelve,” she admitted. “I tried to buy up

Hong Kong—but I didn’t quite make it!”

Gaily, she confessed, too, that she didn’t have

just a hotel suite in Hong Kong . . . but a whole

big house . .
.
just for a couple of weeks. Also

a yacht to cruise about in that beautiful har-

bor . . . the yacht appropriately bedecked at all

times with flowers.

When she flew home to see surgeons in Holly-

wood—no operations abroad for Queen Liz!

—

she was soon resting in Palm Springs . . . and

then flying in her private plane.

The plane of course was named “The Liz.”

It’s an eleven-passenger Lodestar and Mike

says Liz made it over.

“She put a double bed in it,” Mike maintains.

“Only plane in existence with a double bed.

We had a crew of three including the steward

but Liz fired the steward.

“She’s that rugged type who says she can

pour her own champagne and carve her own

pheasant. She’s very domestic,” Mike laughed.

“Likes to rough it.”

They were already (Continued on page 76)
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by MARGARET O’DONNELLBoris Karloff was presented several months

ago on TV’s “This Is Your Life” with two

small metal bolts which brought glistening

tears to his eyes and a soft smile to his lips.

Mr. Karloff’s emotional reaction to these two

nondescript pieces of metal may have struck

some viewers as bizarre but anyone hip knew

right away it was an honor. They were the

electrodes Mr. Karloff wore on his neck twenty-

six years ago when he first essayed the role

of the monster in “Frankenstein.”

A lot of vampire blood has flowed since

then, and now we’re right back where we

started. From all sides, the nation is being

attacked by Les Ghouls. On television, Frank-

enstein’s monster (yes, Boris) is spreading

havoc anew through mid-Balkan villages, the

original Dracula (Bela Lugosi), natty as ever

in white tie and tails, is leaving tiny, telltale

teeth marks in heroines’ necks and jumping

into his grave before the cock crows. Lon

Chaney (Jr.) is going through his hair-raising

(literally) transformation from upright citizen

to wolf-man nightly on thousands of home

screens. And—ugh!—on the big screens it’s

just as bad. Theaters all over the nation are

being deluged with crab men, little green

saucer men from outer space, stone men and

teenage vampires and werewolves—to the de-

light, we might add, of all!

Horror movies, notoriously inexpensive in

the making, are presently raking in huge

profits and outgrossing all other types of films

at the boxoffice. Television, climbing on the

bandwagon, has bought up fifty-two old tales

of terror from Universal-International, the

Hollywood studio that became known, and

with good reason, as the original “home of

horror.” (Continued on page 78)
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it might as well

he spring
1 1 isn’t spring yet—even in California. But when a boy and a girl

A go on a picnic, on a day when the air is like warm wine and the

sun bright and clear, it might as well be. Tommy Sands is still bashful

about asking a new girl for a date. But he got up his courage and

asked lovely eighteen-year-old Dolores Hart, when he met her through

mutual friend Elvis Presley, with whom Dolores worked in “Loving

You.” And now, walking through the stillness and the sunlight with

Dolores, he feels a bit bewildered. At twenty, he’s too young to go

steady. He and Molly Bee had decided they both were. She’s a swell

pal. But gosh, Dolores is pretty, too . . . They find a spot carpeted

with lush, new grass under a big tree, and spread a cloth big enough

to sit on. They look at each other, and smile. For them, spring

is right now. But don’t despair—for the rest of us, those balmy

days are coming—they’re only a few more weeks away. ( Continued )

At first they’re shy, but Dolores breaks the ice. “I’ve got to have

a picture of the new 20th Century-Fox star,” she teases, posing

Tommy for the nice shot above. “And that isn’t all—now ‘Sing! Boy,

Sing!’” Tommy obliges with this title tune from his first movie



“Mmm—-chicken. My favorite!” says Tommy. They de-

vour every morsel. Smart Dolores brought a big thermos

of milk—Tommy downs three or four glasses with a meal



it might as well he spring
continued

Just for fun, they make handkerchief puppets, and

put on an act, find out they both have secret yens

to write! Subject Tommy aims to tackle: Philosophy

“How could you forget the butter?” kids Tommy—
and gets conked with bread in reply. “/ asked for

that,” he grins, “but it’s a good thing it it isn’t salami!”

“You can cook!” Tommy exclaims, as Dolores sets out

crisp fried chicken. She laughs. “Why not?” He blushes.

“Well, you’ve got that contract with Hal Wallis, and you’re

in ‘Wild Is the Wind’ and well—I didn’t expect it.” Dolores

confessed she’s really no expert, but with lessons from her

mother, with whom she lives in Sherman Oaks, she’s learn-

ing. Between bites, the two discovered they have a lot in

common. Both got into movies via a lucky break. To Tommy,

fame came in one hour, when he appeared on the TV show,

“The Singin’ Idol,” on which his first movie, “Sing! Boy,

Sing!” is based. “How’d you get started, Dolores?” Tommy
asked. “At a Loyola University prom, believe it or not,” she

smiled. “I met a boy, Don Barbeau, who talked me into try-

ing for movies. I did—and got a test. It was a scene for

‘Loving You’ and they gave me the part!” As shadows

lengthen, they reluctantly get ready to leave beautiful Grif-

fith Park. But the spring-like spell lingers on. And you know'

what that can do to a young man’s fancy—any time!



by LOUIS POLLOCK

I’M GOING
TO QUIT
ACTING

!

MICKEY ROONEY's success was never greater. He makes this odd statement

because he wants to play the one role he has failed at all his life: Being himself

A small man with rumpled brown hair balding at the

crown and a way of pumping out his words like a

gusher, sat with his young wife one evening not too long

ago at a table in the Hollywood Athletic Club. The ges-

tures dotting his speech were strong and spasmodic.

Next to his table there was an empty one and the head-

waiter indicated it for an arriving couple. The newcomers

were dressed to the teeth, and the waiter immediately

pegged them as visitors to movieland. They made a grand

entrance, dictating boisterous instructions as to the loca-

tion they preferred, and the waiter pointed out the choice

table that was unoccupied. But the gentleman, determined

to be unimpressed by the attentions, looked pointedly at

the adjoining table where the small man with rumpled

brown hair sat and bellowed in a voice pitched to be

overheard

:

“Don’t gimme that table! Look at that little guy over

there, jabbing away with his arms. Have you ever seen a

more perfect nobody ?”

The small man straightened up, as if to make a come-

back, and then relaxed, as though on second thought he’d

decided to shrug the incident off. Considering what his

reply could have been, he shrugged off a lot.

For that “little guy” with rumpled brown hair balding

a little at the crown and the spasmodic way of pumping

out his words like a gusher, had not only been an actor

for thirty-three of his thirty-five years, he had been a

first-rank star for twenty of them and a (
continued )



I’M GOING

TO QUIT ACTING!

In his dressing room, he talks about the future. He wants to concentrate more on producing and directing

top-ten boxoffice personality for six. During that time he

had earned over fourteen million dollars.

His name was Mickey Rooney.

Mickey ignored the remark. Over the years, the brash

kid of yesterday has become one of Hollywood’s “quiet

men.” He well knows that failure, as impressive in later

life as success in their early professional careers, is the

story of most child stars.

His score in the game of personal happiness everyone

must play is just about zero. He went through a lime-

lighted youth in gold-plated confusion; his early adult-

hood was a flurry of unsuccessful marriages, and as a

father, he can spend only an occasional few hours with

his three sons (of two mothers), whom he loves. He
knows this score, and he is not proud of it.

This is not the Mickey Rooney the public knows, of

course. To them, he is talent—from his thinning pate

to his restless feet. (“The lines ( Continued on page 84)

At rehearsal for appearance on the Red Skelton

show, Mickey’s in his element. On the go every

minute, he works hard, clowns a bit, loves to chat



Both cast and star Skelton appreciate op-

portunity to work with this “old pro”

—

Mickey’s been an actor thirty-three of his

thirty-five years! His stand-in and double,

Sig Frohlich, has been with him twenty-

two years! At right, in spite of comic get-

up, there’s a glimpse of the real Rooney
—quiet, serious—dedicated to his art



She’s moved to Hollywood
,

where beautiful women

greatly outnumber

the eligible men. She’s

thirty—and still single.

But anybody who thinks

Gisele MacKenzie is pining

away from lack of

dates is in for a surprise

by HELEN WELLER

T
he tall, dark-haired girl and the tall, handsome man were

walking hand in hand across a bridge spanning the River Seine.

Striking in a new Paris outfit, the girl wore a mad cloche that

set off her pert face.

They stopped briefly, and the man cupped the girl’s face in his

hands. “Gisele,” he said, “you’re wonderful. You’re the smartest-

looking girl in Paris today—but I can’t stand that crazy hat! It’s

awful.”

“You do? Well, all right then!” With that, she took off the

hat and tossed it into the Seine.

“Romance is more important that a hat any day,” she said

blithely.

Watching the expensive new hat drift soggily away, the man
reached a conclusion. “Darling, you’re the most refreshing girl

I’ve ever known!” He took her in his arms and kissed her.

That slightly mad, romantic, Gisele MacKenzie, has since become

a sensational new hit in Hollywood, the star of her own TV show

and a great bet for future films.

In short, she’s the girl who has everything—except a husband.

So what happened to that romantic creature? Has she stifled dreams

of love to become a dedicated spinster-career woman, as many
believe?

“Some people think that because I’m not married yet, at thirty,

I have no use for romance,” Gisele said frankly. “Well, I’m prob-

ably the most romantic girl who ever lived! I love men. I love

to live it up. I also loved the crazy hat I’d just bought in Paris.

It had set me back fifty dollars, and I thought it was a knockout.

Just the same, when the man I was with said he didn’t like it,

hooey to the hat. But I wouldn’t toss away my career that lightly

for a man.

“I’ve had a lot of proposals. Many of them came from men who
wanted me to give up my work, and my answer was always ‘No,’

not because I’m an ardent careerist, but because any man who
failed to understand what my career means to me wouldn’t really

understand me. So how could we possibly be happy?

“My singing is part of me. Any man who doesn’t love that part

of me doesn’t love me. I’ve been working since I was nineteen.

That’s eleven years, and any man who asks a woman to sacrifice

the achievement of eleven years for love isn’t worthy of that

kind of sacrifice.

“Some day I want to get married and ( Continued on page 88)





A HATFUL OF BOY
17” irk Douglas, like any other father,

gets a kick out of showing his

son, Peter, around where he works.

Only for Kirk, his is not an office, but

for his new film, “Paths of Glory,”

an outdoor location in Germany.

Abroad six months with his par-

ents while his dad was film-making,

young Peter got his first acquaint-

ance with the movie business and

even found himself (with family

pull
! ) a small part in his father’s

other picture, “The Vikings.”

Everywhere he went in Germany,

this tow-head with two-year-old

charm was the star of the show. On
Saturdays when Kirk would get off

from work early at 2:30, he and

Peter would go watch the planes at

Munich airport or visit the zoo, an-

other of Peter’s lively spots where he

took to kissing young ladies of his

own age and had girls over two kiss-

ing him. “But best of all,” says his

mother, “like any other little boy.

Peter loved it when Kirk came home

at night. ‘Where’s my son?’ he’d

boom and Peter would rush out the

door, be hoisted onto a baggage

cart by Kirk and pushed—zippetv-

zip—down the hotel hall.

“Quite the young man of the world

by the time our stay was over,” con-

fided Ann, “Peter no longer tolerated

pablum and such hut eyed wiener

schnitzel and sauerbraten with grow-

ing interest. It was fine, except we’d

brought several hundred (unused)

cans of baby food with us.” Home
now in California, mother Ann views

her small cosmopolite with awe and

says, “We have a very funny feeling

he’ll probably grow up speaking

English with a German accent!”
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It isn’t every little boy who gets a chance to play soldiers—
for real! Kirk’s World War I French Army officer’s uni-

form dazzled Peter on rare visit to set; but most wonderful

of all was Daddy’s steel hat. Grand for making mud pies

in. Pretty good for banging on Daddy’s head, too. Tremend-

ous for hide-and-seek when you’re not supposed to look. (Is

there no end to its uses?) Kirk looked forward to time be-

tween shots but began to feel keeping up with energetic

son off-screen was more frantic than fighting war on-screen.
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Even more than the average girl ,
Natalie,

isolated by fame and often misunderstood,

needed to pour out her feelings in girl-

talk sessions at home with a pal like Judi



by JUDI MEREDITH

About the tizzy Natalie was in when she had her first date with you?

About the crazy, unpredictable things she does? About her

intimate thoughts, her worries, her weaknesses? And why she
y

s so

in love with you? Read on, Mr. Wagner—her best friend tells all

\ s Natalie’s best girl friend, I want you to know that

L
I don’t think she could get a nicer husband than you.

And just in case you didn’t know it, I wanted to tell

you what a crazy, wonderful girl you’ve got, too ! I know

her family, her most intimate thoughts, her worries, her

weaknesses, and her reasons fpr loving you so.

Bob, did you know how impulsively unpredictable

Natalie is? How you never know what idea or surprise

she’s going to pop up with next? Like the day I pulled

up in front of her new home about noon. She was

to have her first date with you that night, though she’d

met you and your folks before.

When I rang the bell, a Brooklyn-accented voice shrilled

through the inter-com. Obviously Natalie’s. “Whatever

ye vont, kid, we ain’t buyin’ it . .
.”

And, after a moment’s hesitation, “Who is it?”

“Max,” I said.

She always calls me Max because J call her Charlie.

And I call her Charlie because I don’t want to go around

saying I’m Natalie Wood’s closest girl friend. And I can’t

help referring to her because we are together so much.

“Max! ’ she cried out. “What’ya doin’ outside?”

“Don’t ask silly questions and let me in!”

“So, she’s getting angry,” Natalie teased gaily, and
buzzed open the door.

I walked through the corridor into her bedroom. The
bed was unmade. Clothes thrown over a chair. A script

unfolded on the floor. Mrs. Wood was just leaving with

a tray of breakfast dishes. Natalie’s sister. Lana, and a

school chum were sitting cross-legged on the couch, listen-

ing to Natalie’s recording of “Little Girl Blue.” Natalie

herself was still in bed—and on the phone.

In short—it was the usual picture.

“Sure I’d like to join you and your parents at Roman-

off’s tonight,” she insisted. “But wait a minute. I have

a better idea. You all come over to our house for supper

—no, I’m sure it’ll be all right with Mom. Really.”

I didn’t have to ask who was on the other end of the

line. It could only have been you—Robert Wagner.

Natalie noticed me, waved a friendly hello, and went

back to her phone conversation with you, which lasted

another half-hour. I could see why the studio insisted she

install a second phone. You were already keeping one

line busy.

Even now that you two are married, I’m wondering

if Nat can ever get along with one phone again.

I was sure from the beginning she was in love with you.

What makes me so sure?

In the two years I’ve known Natalie, she’s been in love

half a dozen times! But with you it was different. I knew

that evening she got ready for her second date with you.

Usually Natalie picks out a dress on the spur of a

moment, often the first one on the rack.

This time she took half an hour (Continued on page 80 )
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He was a traveler with no place to go, a lonely man whose heart belonged to no one.

Now, at last, James Garner has found what he never knew he was seeking—love

Ooldier of fortune . .
.
practical dreamer . . . tender

tornado . . . rugged realist. A drifter fascinated by

those far-away places with strange sounding names. A
roamer with a restless heart and straying feet. Humorist

. . . sentimentalist ... a simple philosopher gambling

with the fates. Unloved . . . unwanted . . . destination

unknown. A Maverick.

At long last the vagabond has roots. When day is done,

slow-talking, slow-moving, fast-thinking James Garner

goes home. As TV’s tumbleweed star of “Maverick” (the

result of playing Marlon Brando’s buddy in “Sayonara”)

,

Jim’s finally found immunity from wanderlust and for

this tall (6' 3") handsome gentleman from Oklahoma,

the rewards are rich and deserving.

“I fought against being an actor until I was twenty-

five,” says the thirty-year-old adventurer, '“and I still

don’t know why. Back in Norman, Oklahoma. 1 was kind

of a rebel in school where (Continued on page 72)

by JERRY ASHER

But gun-toting for “Maverick

”

isn’t something new for him—he’s veteran of plenty of combat action in Korea
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Tommy Reynolds, whose monthly column

“On the Record” will appear in

Photoplay, is producer oj Mutuals
“
Bandstand

,
U.S.A.,” the only live two-

hour jazz festival series in major

network radio or TV. A former

bandleader, he digs the latest—for you

let s talk about Rock n Roll

Think there never was anything

like rock ’n’ roll? You’re wrong.

We’ve always had rock ’n’ roll, only,

years ago, it was called “rhythm and

blues.” Jazz authority Dom Cerulli.

over a snack after his appearance on

“Bandstand, U.S.A.,” said to me,

“Why all the fuss about something

which simply gives kids what they

want—an outlet for teenage en-

ergy?” Dorn’s viewpoint coincides

with mine, so the remainder of the

conversation was on the unfortunate

exaggerations which brand rock ’n’

roll as creating juvenile delinquents.

Hogwash! Did Sinatra do that? The

reaction of most people in music

was summed up when Benny Good-

man declared that though it holds

insufficient musical satisfaction for

him, rock ’n’ roll is the only music

presently available in adequate pro-

portions to all the youngsters who

love to dance. Actually, the basic

rock ’n’ roll beat is a springboard to

the eventual ( Continued on page 83)

Talk about “mood” music! The

latest fad is albums to suit any mood,

state, condition, circumstances, or

wffiat have you. For instance—there’s

“Music for Baby Sitters” (Colum-

bia)
,
“Music to Suffer By” (Unique)

,

featuring hilarious Leona Anderson,

and “Music to Break a Lease” (ABC-

Paramount)—this one is The End!

They run the gamut. Walk into a

music shop, and you can get a record

“prescription” for just about any-

thing. Mad, mad, mad—but fun •



good reading

Encyclopedia of Jazz
by Leonard Feather

HORIZON PRESS

Written by a noted jazz critic, it is un-

doubtedly the finest, most complete book

on this field of music. Very educational.

The Jazz Makers
by Nat Shapiro and

Nat Hencoff

A “must” for jazz buffs. “Handbook of

Jazz” by Barry Ulanov is another must

for those who want to be well-informed.

RINEHART

Jam Session
by Ralph J. Gleason

PUTNAM

A delightful anthology of fine jazz

writing by critics, writers and per-

formers. Well-rounded and lively.

music meccas, US. A.

Jazz is sweeping the country

these days—literally! Jazz clubs

—

night spots where one can go to

hear the best “live” music—are a

strong trend in recent years, and

they’re springing up like mush-

rooms from coast to coast. A typ-

ical spot is New York’s famous

Metropole. But look around

—

you’ll probably find a club right

in your own neighborhood, too.

good listening

In choosing records a jazz en-

thusiast often doesn’t know where

to start—or stop. As for stopping

—I doubt if anyone ever does. My
own collection—everything from

jazz to classics—numbers around

3,000! But for the beginner, be-

wildered by so many fine records,

I think this breakdown of types

of jazz might be helpful in choos-

ing a good basic cross-section:

There’s Dixie, rhythm and blues

(this includes rock ’n’ roll), swing

(as exemplified by traditional big

bands such as Count Basie’s, Benny

Goodman’s, Duke Ellington’s and

Les Brown’s) and the modern pro-

gressive variety (as exemplified

by Dave Brubeck, Dizzy Gilles-

pie and others). Happy hunting!

JIMMIE

RODGERS

It couldn't happen, but it did

!

Jimmie Rodgers, who sang before

he could walk, snowballed his own

discovery, “Honeycomb,” into the

biggest thing on discs. A very

lively, happy folk song, “Honey-

comb” was first noticed by Jimmie

when he was in the Army. He
memorized the words from a rec-

ord, sang it in a small club in

Nashville, where he was stationed,

and soon everyone in town was

asking for it. Out of the Army,

with his guitar tucked under one

arm and “Honeycomb” under the

other, Jimmie headed for New
York, where both were chalked up

as sensations with the release of

the record by Roulette. With his

latest platter, “Kisses Sweeter

Than Wine” promising to be just

as big, and a lovely new bride,

his high school sweetheart, Col-

leen, to share his happiness, it’s

no wonder he says, “I’m so lucky!”



by JANE MORRIS

she’s got a secret
Without it, Dinah Shore reveals, her success would never be possible.

With it, she has everything that any woman’s heart could ever desire



New dream house, planned

by George (who also takes a

hand in the building), will have

a rehearsal hall for Dinah,

so that she can spend

less time traveling, more with

daughter Missy, son Jody.

Careers will never conflict

with the Montgomery marriage

/"\ ne warm summer day some years ago,

a brown-eyed, brown-haired girl

showed up at the offices of Chappell Music

Publishers, New York, with a note of

introduction to Ticker Freeman. Ticker

was a song plugger. He sat at his piano

sizing her up as she crossed the room.

Lots of bounce, plenty of personality, no

style. A kolo, he figured; wants some

music. In the jargon of Tin Pan Alley

“kolo” means a non-pro, a nothing.

Today the lady means a lot ... to NBC,

where her Chevy show merits top rat-

ings ... to the Waldorf in New York,

the Riviera and Flamingo at Las Vegas,

where she tries out her TV shows and

packs them in ... to RCA Victor, where

they rejoice as her platters spin into the

millions. But she means most as an Ameri-

can institution, the only girl singer who’s

managed to stay on top through the years.

Her name, of course: Dinah Shore.

What’s kept Dinah on top? She’s not a

beautiful woman. She has a good voice,

but not the greatest. And yet she gives the

illusion of beauty and of great voice.

Every glance, every note radiates a

warmth no other girl singer can match.

What’s her secret?

To begin with, Dinah has a basic intel-

ligence and a sense of values. She wasn’t

just another kid with a crazy dream. She

was a girl from a good family, a girl

who’d just completed her studies at

Vanderbilt University. She knew what

was most im- (Continued on page 92)



and an old pocket watch

HPweive months ago, we met a quiet, shy,

soft-spoken young actor named Anthony

Perkins. “He’s going to be a big star,” we
told you after seeing him in “Friendly Per-

suasion,” “and 1957 is going to be Tony’s big

year.” You wrote and agreed with us, and

so we decided to bring you, month by month,

an account of how Tony Perkins the actor

became a star.

You became acquainted with Tony, as we
became better acquainted with him. You saw

him, via Photoplay’s pages, on location in

Siam, Paris, Rome, Hollywood, New York.

And you’ve seen him as others do—his mother,

his friends, his acquaintances.

Best of all, during these past months, we’ve

all seen Tony grow as an actor and person-

ality. He worked under a staggering schedule,

made six movies in one year (“Fear Strikes

Out,” “The Lonely Man,” “The Tin Star,”

“Desire Under the Elms,” “The Matchmaker”

and “This Bitter Earth.”), squeezed in tele-

vision appearances, cut a best-selling album

and finally closed the year in a smash Broad-

way hit, “Look Homeward, Angel,” to rave

reviews and critics’ kudos. (“Tony Perkins

is one of the most valued and versatile prop-

erties in show business.”
) It was quite a year,

we agree!

And what does Tony think? And who, and

what, is this Tony Perkins? Of what is he

made? Has success changed him?

This story, by Sylvia Ashton, our last in

a twelve-month succession of features on Tony,

perhaps will give you the answers.

—

The Editor

He can be a great and good friend, or he

can embarrass everybody at a party by sud-

denly and without provocation or warning,

balancing a chair on
(
Continued on page 74)

Hollywood fortunes firmly established, Tony tackled task of moving his vast collection of cherished

“stuff” from Chateau Marmont to his own apartment-, after much debate acquired Thunderbird
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WHY
SHIRLEY
CAM E
BAC K

Her surprising reasons for coming wit

of retirement reveal that the little Golden

Girl of yesterday has really grown up

IVTow that you are doing a television show,” a producer

’ asked Shirley Temple recently, “how about making a

movie for me? I have a story that’s just right for you.”

“Sure,” replied Shirley, “provided I could do it in one day

and get right back to my home in Atherton.”

You couldn’t blame the producer for trying. As he—and

many others who have been dangling tempting Temple

offers—see it: If Shirley isn’t really interested in resuming

a full-time career, why has she come back at all? It’s a

good question—one not easily answered by the simple ex-

planation that the TV show was appealing enough to lure

her out of happy retirement as Mrs. Charles Black. It

was—but that is only a small part of the story. (continued )

These fans rate a

special preview performance

of fairytale narration

for Shirley’s NBC-TV show—
her son, Charles, Jr.,

hubby Charles, Sr., Linda,

daughter of her marriage

to John Agar, and her

youngest, three-year-old

Lori, who most nearly

resembles Shirley as a

child in looks, and has a

flair for performing
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Small Shirley’s pose on Paramount set was a gag—actually

she learned easily, says, “I still remember the routines”

First song, appropriately, was

“Baby, Take a Bow” from

“Stand Up and Cheer” She

pulled Fox studio out of red

“Heidi” is one of four Temple

films that enchanted audiences

anew, won high TV ratings

when shown on NTA network

WHY SHIRLEY
CAME BACK

continued

Shirley’s reluctance to make a movie doesn’t so

much reflect a dislike for Hollywood as far as she

is concerned as it does a realization thatTeal happi-

ness for her started when she became a private

individual. And real happiness is what she is in-

terested in, not fame-coated pseudo-happiness.

The best one-line description of Shirley Temple’s

career in Hollywood is credited to a girl who was

another popular child star—Margaret O’Brien.

“Shirley never overstayed her childhood in the

movies,” Margaret said. She said it enviously. Mar-

garet quite frankly admits that she never wanted to

grow up. Shirley Temple is happy that she has.

This is why she is never going to come back to

Hollywood full-time. In fact, it is why she held a

family council, with her three youngsters as well as

her husband taking part, before she agreed to do

her weekly television show over NBC-TV. “Shirley

Temple’s Story Book.”

Over this meeting, interestingly enough, presided

her youngest, three-and-a-half-year-old Lori, who

looks most like Shirley, seems to have inherited her

song-and-dance talents, and prattles about “being a

movie star.” Everyone in the family gets a chance to

preside at the family councils which are held regu-

larly. It just happened to be Lori’s turn.

The subject at this session was, “Does Mommy go

to Hollywood and stay there to act in a lot of tele-

vision shows?” The decision was, “No, Mommy goes

there once a week to talk in the shows (the word

narrate was a little beyond Lori and Charles, Jr.,

but they got the idea). She can only act herself in

a couple of them.” Lori was all for Mommy acting

—

until it was pointed out to her that this would mean

there would be no Mommy at home all week long.

She promptly reversed her vote.

“Yes, Lori is crazy about acting,” Shirley says,

“but she is crazy about it just like any little girl

her age might be and not because she is my daugh-

ter. But because she is my daughter she is not going

to lose the whole life she is living now, the love and

the joy and fun of being part of a warm family

group, for the one-sided life of being a celebrity.

Not until she is old enough to know what she is

doing, anyway . . .”
(Continued on page 86)



BEAUTY FOR BEGINNERS
Carol Lynley’s first movie, “The Light in the Forest,” hasn’t even appeared

yet. You’ll have to wait until summer to see her win the hero, James

MacArthur, in Walt Disney’s Technicolor adventure film. Yet she’s already

been discovered by a host of fans who don’t even know her name. Top teen

model for the past two years, Carol’s picture on hundreds of advertisements,

billboards and magazine covers showed teens a fresh, new kind of look they

quickly recognized as their very own. It’s a look that’s more (
continued )
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by HARRIET SEGMAN
continued

glowing than glamorous, more straight-

forward than sophisticated. It is soft,

radiant, appealing, but it looks more

unstudied than it really is.

“It takes me an hour to put on make-

up so it looks like I’m not wearing any,”

Carol admits. Sixteen this February

—

“finally”!—Carol started her modeling

career “at ten-and-a-half.” Early ex-

perience taught her what most girls don’t

learn until too late: “Mature make-up,

for a teen,” she says, “does but nothing!”

Carol’s artwork begins with a medium
shade of cream make-up foundation

—

medicated, because skin bumps can be a

problem. She removes excess with a dry

rubber sponge, adds no powder, to re-

tain dewy finish. To give her lips a

slightly fuller outline, Carol draws on

lipstick with a brush. She likes the

creamy, long-lasting kind in a delicate

pink shade, applies lots, then removes

at once with tissue. “For color, only,

no thickness or sheen,” she explains.

Carol’s fair lashes and eyebrows need

make-up to be seen—but no fancy shap-

ing or exotic pencil lines. She tweezes

only stray hairs across the bridge of her

nose and a few stragglers at outer tips

to taper brows. Light brown eyebrow
pencil goes on hairs, not skin, is then

blended with a small brush. A wisp of

brown mascara, uppers only, makes a

soft fringe of pale lashes.

Pat MacNally, studio make-up man,
made a special point of retaining

Carol’s fresh, off-screen look. “So she

wouldn’t appear too white next to Jim
MacArthur’s suntan, we used a light tan

overall base,” he says, “then just a hint

of eye shadow, eyebrow pencil and lip-

stick. Because it is a period picture, we
left Carol’s long hair un-cut, picked up a

few strands on each side and fcontinued )

Carol finds gelatin strengthens her nails. She files them in medium-

length rounded ovals, keeps them pink and pretty with weekly manicures

“
Don’t be a cut-up while you re trimming your hair” Carol warns. A

scar near one eyebrow reminds her of the time the scissors slipped

Ex-ice-cream-addict Carol has learned

to stop between-meal hunger pangs with

fruit—and likes it. Especially apples!



“I brush first,” says Carol, “then

sweep hair to the top of my head . . .

. . fasten it securely with a rubber

band wound around several times . . .

“.
. . then spread hair over rubber

band to make a wide base for roll.

BEAUTY FOR BEGINNERS
continued

braided them to fasten neatly across the back of her head.

When not on set, Carol cares for her shoulder-length blonde

hair herself, wears it brushed out softly around her face, swept

back in a pony tail or twisted on top of her head in the French

roll photographed above. “I call it my glorified washerwoman

hairdo,” she says, “but that’s not where I got it. I copied it from

a cold cream ad.” A girl who can roll her own, Carol shows how,

at left and below. Handy with a scissors, (Continued on page 71)

“Fine hairpins, the kind that don't

show, hold my back hair in place.

“I squirt generously with hair spray,

then twist pony tail like a rope . . .

“. . . wind, with ends in center, pin,

and add a booster shot of spray.”
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by SUE KREISMAN

helps Veneha Stevenson expand her wardrobe by Mix-and-Match Method

\Tenetia Stevenson, chosen most photogenic girl of the year

’ and by Hollywood males their most popular date, is not

only busy as a cover girl and expert horseback rider (“I won

$300 in one show”), but finds time “before, after and be-

tween working” to sew her own clothes. Well on her way to

being a big success in Hollywood (Venetia’s finished her

first Warners’ movie, “Darby’s Rangers,” and her next is

“Island of Lost Women”), she is “not yet up in the high'

salary bracket. I earned more modeling than I do now!”

she says. “Most young actresses aren’t making lots

of money. So we have to be clever about our wardrobes.

I started sewing when I was thirteen but I still have trouble

thinking through a complete wardrobe that will suit all my
needs for every occasion,” she told Photoplay the afternoon

I went to her home to discuss Venetia’s fashion “philosophy”

and plan her Spring wardrobe. Even expert sewers need a

few good fashion tips to guide them in planning their new

Spring wardrobes.

“The first thing,” I advised, “is to choose a few patterns

that are simple to sew and that can be stretched.”

“Stretched?” she asked, looking puzzled. I started thumb-

ing through the Simplicity Pattern Book to find a good ex-

ample of what I meant, and one that we could use. Finally, we
chose one (Simplicity Pattern 2407, 50^ with three views: a

sheath, a full-skirted dress, both sleeveless, ( continued )

“I love sewing. Some of my friends have start-

ed making their clothes, they liked mine so!”



BUSINESS
BEAUTY

“For the sheath I chose a strawberry

sherbet color. I can dress it up or

down with jewelry, belts and scarves.

Black is good, too, for a basic dress,

but I prefer light shades for Spring

”

MORNING
MAGIC

“This white sail-cloth middy with its

gray-and-white striped cotton knit

dickey is fresh, cool for mornings at

the studio or shopping. Can be worn

over shorts or a bathing suit, also”

VENETIAN SHOES BY CAPEZIO. HER SEWING
MACHINE IS A MORSE INTERNATIONAL.

continued

and a long-sleeved reversible jacket. The other pattern we

both liked (Simplicity Pattern 2388, 50^) is a straight skirt

and middy top (or we could have used the other view, a

pleated skirt and belted middy top, if we wanted something

even more informal).

“The next step is selecting fabrics,” I explained, “and

that’ll be easy this season.” There’s such a wonderful selec-

tion—gay printed silks with pretty floral designs, cotton

knits and non-crushable linens, ranging from muted melon

shades to deep pinks and vivid reds and oranges. “The trick

for us, though,” I suggested to Venetia, “is to choose colors

and fabrics for one pattern that will blend well or match the

items in the other pattern.” In other words, co-ordination

is the key to expanding your wardrobe.

“So,” she laughed,
“
that’s how we’ll ‘stretch’ patterns!”

And here-—see for yourself—are Venetia’s results:

patterns with lives
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AFTERNOON
APPEAL

“Flowered side of the jacket perks

and picks up sherbet color of my
sheath. Pink

,
orange, plum and white,

it can be worn over my gray skirt,

also as full-skirted dress (right) ”

“This silk party dress has a very wide skirt, is wonderfully

feminine. For cooler Spring evenings I wear the jacket

on either side, and it still has a dressy feeling. The plum-

colored side is a little less formal than the matching flowers
”

EVENING
ELEGANCE



more women choose Simplicity than any other pattern

!

• Does this young lady look familiar? She’s Anne
Francis, taking time out from making movies to

enjoy the California sun.

“Being an actress, I need lots of glamorous

clothes,” says Anne. “That’s why I like Simplicity

Printed Patterns. They have so many styles to choose

from . . . and they always look right!”

Anne’s Sailor Suit—Simplicity Printed Pattern #2391.

Evening Dress — Simplicity Printed Pattern #2404.

One Piece Dress and Jacket — Simplicity Printed

Pattern #2368.

Don’t miss Anne in her newest picture,

M-G-M’s hilarious comedy release “Don’t Go Near

the Water,” in which she co-stars with Glenn Ford.

66 Buy the Spring Simplicity Pattern Magazine at newsstands and pattern counters... 354



rPhis is the night: Sunday, February 9th, 1958. This is the

moment: the presentation of Photoplay’s annual Gold

Medal awards. In the Crystal Room of the Beverly Hills

Hotel, festivities bring together the winning stars and their

friends. In living rooms across the country, the public

witnesses the announcement of the awards on “The Steve

Allen Show” (NBC-TV, 8:00 p.m. EST). And the awards

become a bright link between moviegoers and the people

who make movies. Here is the special meaning of the oc-

casion: You have chosen the winners. Stars appreciate the

plaudits of their fellow artists and the compliments of

critics, expressed in other yearly roundups. But all the ef-

forts of the entertainment world have one aim that outranks

any other: the approval of the public. And Photoplay’s

awards are based on your votes, in ballots that gave you

full and free choice among the players and pictures of 1957.

Leading the list of your selections, Deborah Kerr, Rock

Hudson and “An Affair to Remember” show the importance

that lies in a great breadth of appeal and in the combination

of professional skill and warmly emotional qualities. But

the most remarkable aspect of this year’s Photoplay Awards

is the unprecedented strength of the new personalities you

have singled out. In the ten, there is not one synthetic

celebrity created by publicity alone. The talent you salute

for achievements of 1957 insures fine movie fare in 1958.

DEBORAH KERR steps into the select category of

Gold Medal winners as Photoplay’s readers name her the

most popular actress of 1957. In 20th’s “An Affair to Re-

member,” she blended gracious charm with dramatic power

and wit, as in the same studio’s “Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”

ROCK HUDSON, Gold Medal star of last year, claims

his second shining trophy for portrayals that showed

steadily building talent: U-I’s “ Written on the Wind” and

“Battle Hymn,” M-G-M’s “Something of Value.” All three

performances were big factors in the films’ imposing success

continued

Photoplay’

s

GOLD MEDAL AWARDS

of 1957-58
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you

chose

them

10 outstanding

new personalities of 1957

p

TAINA ELG, for versatility : unusually striking dance scenes

and enticing comedy sequences in “Les Girls” M-G-M

ANTHONY FRANCIOSA, drama hit: “

A

Hatful of Rain,” 20th; “This Could Be the

Night” M-G-M; “A Face in the Crowd,”

Warners; “Wild Is the Wind” Paramount

TONY RANDALL, for versatility : “Will Success

Spoil Rock Hunter?
” “No Down Payment,” 20th

JOANNE WOODWARD, drama hit: “The Three Faces of Eve” (in effect,

three exacting roles in one picture) and “No Down Payment” both 20th

68

JOHN SAXON, popular appeal: youthful en-

thusiasm, sincerity in “Rock, Pretty Baby,” U-I



JULIE LONDON
,

music: “The

Girl Can't Help It ” 20th.

:

“The

Great Man,” U-I

;

“Drango ” U.A.

EAT BOONE
.

for music: “Ber-

nardine,” 20th; topping that with

“April Love,” popular 20tli tuner

ROBERT EVANS, for impact: acclaimed for first film. “Man

of a Thousand Faces ” U-I; then “The Sun Also Rises,” 20th

DOLORES HART, for impact: instant suc-

cess in debut movie, “Loving You,” Paramount

KATHRYN GRANT
,
popular appeal:

“Operation Mad Ball.” “The Brothers

Rico,' Columbia; “Mister Cory” U-I

MOST POPULAR FILM

“An Affair to Remember” takes the

Gold Medal for 1957. Conferring here

on the set, director Leo McCarey, stars

Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr, pro-

ducer Jerry Wald made this 20th

Century-Fox picture an entertainment

triumph highly enjoyed by moviegoers.

Photoplay readers hailed it for its

marriage of sentiment and sophistica-

tion, scenic beauty, laughs and Lears
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Zsa Zsa Gabor confides to friend Radie that she

has been seeing ex-husband George Sanders again

Horne of Plenty : Remember when “Ex-

clusively Yours” gave the first motion

picture magazine publicity to two

“promising” newcomers named Tony
Franciosa and Robert Evans? Well,

now I want to tell you about another

young actor who is on his way up, up,

up. His name is Geoffrey Horne. He,

too, is a product of Actors Studio and

got his first film break playing a

small part in “End As a Man” with

Ben Gazzara. On the strength of it,

producer Sam Spiegel put him under

personal contract and gave him a

chance in one of the great pictures of

the year, “Bridge on the River Kwai.”

In his third picture, “Bonjour Tris-

tesse,” he plays the love interest to Jean

Seberg. But I think I should warn you,

gals, that offscreen he plays his love

scenes with actress Nancy Berg. They
will probably marry any day now.

Page from Susie’s “Diary”: When
Susan Strasberg returned to Broadway
in “Time Remembered” (which also

brought Richard Burton back to the

New York stage) , her father, Lee Stras-

berg, head of Actors Studio, sent her

the following wire: “Susie, darling,

for you ‘Time Remembered’ is in the

future, not in the past.” It is this sage

advice that is now helping to comfort

Susie in her disappointment about not

playing in the screen version of “Diary

of Anne Frank,” for which she won
such glowing notices that, at seven-

teen, she became the youngest star to

see her name in lights on Broadway.
And it has not been made easier for

her when she is constantly besieged

backstage by other young hopefuls,

now testing for the role, who want
p Susie to give them hints to help them

win the part. “How can I offer them
suggestions?” asks Susie. “Obviously,

George Stevens (the producer-director

of the film) didn’t care for my per-

formance. If he had. I'd be playing

the role!”

Cute Couple: What a charming pair

were Sal Mineo and his little sister.

Sarina, whom he escorted to a big

premiere! All dolled up in her first

formal finery, Sarina stole the show

from older beauties. And she was so

thrilled by it all.

Time Remembered: Lunching with

Greg Peck and his charming wife.

Veronique, at the Colony during their

recent visit East, Veronique, scanning

the French menu, ordered a very high-

falutin’ sounding main course. When it

arrived. Greg looked at the expensive

Lucky little sister Sarina goes to big

formal pic premiere with Sal Mineo

dish and exclaimed, “Why, that’s just

a plain New England boiled dinner

like my Aunt Myrtle used to make!”
That’s one of Greg’s most endearing

qualities—never drawing a curtain on

his past. He loves to reminisce about

the days when he was a guide at Radio

City Music Hall, and when his first din-

ner jacket was a rented one for a mod-

eling job.

Minx in Mink: Zsa Zsa Gabor, in mink
from head to toe, stopped traffic in the

lobby of the Hotel Plaza as we walked

through after a shopping tour on Fifth

Avenue. As we passed the huge portrait

of her ex-husband, Conrad Hilton, who
owns this hotel, one of the large Hilton

chain, Zsa Zsa was in too much of a

hurry to linger for even a passing

glance. She was on her way to meet

her latest ex—George Sanders. “Dar-

1 ink. you know George is still madl>

in love with me,” Zsa Zsa “confided.

“He is staying at this hotel, too. He
always likes to live in my ‘home’—when
I’m there!” Wotta gal!

Mother Knows Best: “I’m determined

not to be a stage mother,” said Joan

Crawford in her most emphatic voice,

at a gabfest in her magnificent new

triplex apartment facing Central Park.

She was referring to her eighteen-year-

old daughter, Christina, who is study-

ing to be an actress at the Neighbor-

hood Playhouse. “I would have pre-

ferred that Tina had finished her

college education at Carnegie Tech

first,” Joan confessed, “but if this is

what she wants, she’s old enough to

make up her own mind and I won't in-

terfere. Actually, I think it’s a won-

derful experience for her to branch

out on her own and carve a career for

herself, independent of me.”



BEAUTY FOR BEGINNERS

Continued from page 62

Sensible diet and daily exercise

keep Carol’s waist a trim 22 inches.

She loves her new passive exerciser

as well as comb and brush, Carol trims
her hair every two weeks, feathering
edges slightly with quick little up-and-
down strokes. Because her hair tends to

be oily, she shampoos often. “Every day
when I’m being fussy; otherwise, every
other day.” A natural ash blonde, Carol
says her hair photographs “muddy” in

winter, platinum-streaked in summer. For
an even, sunny tone, her mother applies
a mild bleach, just enough to lighten her
natural color one or two shades.
Already a notable success as an actress,

Carol is appearing on Broadway in “Blue
Denim,” directed by Joshua Logan; was
also featured in last year’s hit, “The Pot-
ting Shed.” You may have seen her in

“Junior Miss” and in the Alfred Hitch-
cock show on TV. “It’s been an exciting
year,” admits Carol. Unaffected, honest
and unspoiled by the sudden shower of
stardust, she lives in a midtown Manhattan
apartment with her mother and younger
brother, still attends the New York School
for Professional Children.

Carol has learned by experience that to
look well she has to eat a nourishing,
well-balanced diet. “It’s not easy,” she
says, “because of my odd-ball tastes. I

used to go on food binges. Last winter I

ate nothing but chocolate ice cream, blew
up, broke out and found that you can be
fat as a horse and still be suffering from
malnutrition!”
Five feet five and a half inches tall, Carol

keeps her weight at 105 pounds for model-
ing, 110 for movies. “It can go up to 125
if I’m not careful,” she says. “On me, every
pound shows. I look as heavy at 110 as
most girls my height at 120.” She exer-
cises daily to help her lose inches when
necessary, to stay that way when she’s
just right.

Like most models she makes it a firm
rule to sleep ten hours each night, get
plenty of fresh air and sunshine and never
to be careless about back stage helpers
like toothpaste, deodorant and razor. It’s

not for nothing that the Carol Lynley look
seems to be based on good health and
cleanliness. It is. The End

TRUE ROMANCE Magazine
AT NEWSSTANDS NOW

Publishes the Winning lyrics in the

“MY TRUE ROMANCE”

SONG CONTEST
The $500 -First -Prize -Winner is

Virginia Midgett of Snead’s gl
Ferry, N. C. Future awards may §jj§

include royalties from movies, ^
sheet music, records, radio and B
television broadcasts. IB

Johnny Green, member of the

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers, is cur-

rently at work composing the mu-
sic for “My True Romance.” Mr.
Green, composer of the original

score for MGM’s “Raintree Coun-
ty,” and three-time winner of the

{§H Johnny Green Academy Award, is the composer
|H of such popular hits as “Body
SB and Soul,” “I Cover the Waterfront” and “I’m Yours.”

|| The runners-up in the “My True Romance” Song Contest—each

H receiving $25—are:

Rick Pearson,

Parish, N. Y.

Mrs. Nan Terrell Reed,

New Haven, Conn.

Miss Willie Garrett,

Montgomery, Ala.

Miss Corinne Nawells,

Glendale, Cal.

Be the first to see the lyrics of

the song that may he destined to

sweep the country as America’s

No. 1 song hit.

get TRUE ROMANCE
AT YOUR NEWSSTAND NOW
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MAVERICK
Continued from page 49

everyone was always telling me—you
have a good mind and a good body, so

do something with them. They kept re-

minding me of my height and looks, so

naturally at sixteen you go the other way.
Just being young you take opposite sides,

I guess!
“It’s true that I enjoyed good movies and

went to see performances. But I was never
a movie-struck fan and the personal life

of a star was of no concern or interest.

One time an aunt of mine even dug up
a talent scout because she wanted me to

be an actor. Nothing happened, and when
you’re an introverted kid (and I was un-
til I became an actor!) you fight shy of

being made conspicuous. This may be
hard to believe, but I feel I've never made
a wrong step in my life. I mean, not a

serious wrong step.

“For example, when I was fourteen a

wealthy Texan wanted to adopt me and
give me everything for a great future. It

was a tempting offer, but even at that age
I knew it was the right step not to take
advantage of this wonderful opportunity.
The way my life has worked out proves
it. You see, despite the good things that

are now happening, I’ve never felt there
was a magic formula, or a great talent that

singled me out for special privileges. I

just think through luck and circumstances,
I got around to doing what I’m best
equipped to do. And that’s all.

“Taking things the way they are is

something you learn along the way. Right
now I’m learning, among other things,

when you change your way of life you
must change too. So I’m learning to talk

a lot about myself. It was embarrassing
at first, but it’s part of this job and I’ve

discovered that putting thoughts into

words is a good way of getting them out
of your system. You’re expected to an-
alyze yourself, but how many people can
actually be objective about themselves?
I just think I’m a combination of many
things, I love to dream—but I don’t always
believe in my dreams. I still love to do
it—so why spoil the fun!”

P
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By the time he hit Hollywood perman-
ence, big Jim Garner had been half-

way around the world doing odd jobs.

His ubiquitous relationships with people,

places and things created a veneer for

the footloose fellow, but a pin scratching
the surface would have revealed a medi-
tative, mellowed longing to stow away his

gear and roam no more. Jim’s piercing
dark eyes grow serious in retrospect.

“For twenty-eight years I had never
known what I was looking for and having
roamed all I wanted to roam, I felt a

yearning for roots. I think I was ripe

for marriage. I must have been ripe and
ready, because I had seen a lot and done
a lot and there was little left. It was
awful to be alone, to go home alone and
start the day alone, knowing that no one
cared that I was alone. I was unhappy
before marriage, so meeting Lois was the
turning point that has made me into the
happy man I am today. Despite my need,
with no money and even less security
it was a big decision to make. Believe
me, I was so relieved when I decided to

marry and once again I was right!”

The day towering James Garner met
petite Lois Clarke at friend Jess Kimmel’s
house, there were a lot of kids around the
pool. It was in 1956 and Jim had been
in picture business (obscurely) for two
years. Ex-actress Lois (working as a

secretary-receptionist) had lived in Holly-
wood ali her life. She’s the down-to-earth
type and any actor, including one Jim

Garner, couldn’t have impressed her less.

Before the afternoon sun set behind the
Hollywood hills, Lois experienced a
pleasantly disturbing change of heart.

“I’m nuts about kids,” Jim enthuses, “so
I climbed into a pair of shorts and we
played games in the pool. I was showing
off intentionally, but only for the kids
who swarmed over me like migrating
locusts. You’ve never seen a prettier
picture than Lois and later in the after-
noon we started talking. She told me she
couldn’t believe I was an actor and I ad-
mitted I was a little shocked myself and
expected the bubble to burst any moment!
We were ready to be married a month
after we met. But I believe in long en-
gagements, he grinned. “So we waited a
month and a half!”

To Lois, Jim was much more than a
handsome hunk who had singled her out
for his flattering attentions. He was a
normal, realistic fellow who lacked con-
ceit. But above everything else he loved
children and that made a deep impression.
Lois had an eight-year-old daughter
named Kimberly, convalescing (she’s com-
pletely recovered) from a severe case of

polio. The second Jim set eyes on the little

girl, his heart went out to her with all

the fervor of his impassioned being.
“She’s such a little doll,” he tells you

tenderly, “and I couldn’t be more proud
of her if she were my very own. My one
regret about working so steadily is the
lack of time to spend with my family.
We manage to get to Disneyland and the

Jim Garner and his wife, Lois, are

thrilled at having their first baby

zoo on rare occasions. Kimberly was
afraid of horses after a bad experience,
but I kept taking her out to director Bud
Boetticher’s ranch (he’s a great friend

and my best booster) and she’s beginning
to ride like a little veteran.”
Proving the miracle of love, when people

see them together they’re astounded how
much Kimberly resembles Jim. In one
instance there were reverberations that set

the Garners off into a laughing bit of hys-
terics.

“We were in no position to buy a house
of our own/’ Jim muses, “so we decided
the next best thing was to furnish an
apartment with things we could use later.

With this plan in mind I applied for a

lease on an apartment we liked and in

talking to the manager, I explained we
were three and had just been married a

year. Then I showed up with Lois and
eight-year-old Kim! You should have
seen the manager’s face when he stared

at Lois and then back at me. It didn’t re-
quire a mind reader to know what he
was thinking. Exercising the good neigh-
bor policy, I explained the situation!”
James Garner was born to Weldon and

Mildred Baumgarner (20th Century-Fox
“changed my name after I made a test

that stunk and they let my option drop!”)
in Norman, Oklahoma on April 7th,

1928. He has two brothers, one a base-
ball player and the other a school
teacher. Their mother died when Jim was
only five and he continued in Norman
grade and high schools, excelling in ath-
letics. At the age of sixteen Jim’s educa-
tion was interrupted when he joined the
Merchant Marine. Following his stretch

as an able-bodied seaman, he joined his

father who had become a carpet-laying
contractor in Los Angeles.

J
im continued his studies at Hollywood
High and betwixt and between, “name
the job and I had a hand in it.” His per-

manent plans, if any, were interrupted by
the Korean war. He was a legal resident of

Oklahoma and became the first draftee
from his state. As an infantryman he
served fourteen months in Korea with the
Fifth Regimental Combat Team of the 24th
Division. Today he holds the Purple Heart
for wounds suffered in action and in his

fatalistic fashion, he laughs about the ex-
perience.

“I was being chased back eight miles
behind the lines when I got hit by a piece
of shrapnel. I won’t go into a detailed

description of my wound, so let’s just say
—I couldn’t sit down, and spent the rest of

my time in service sorting mail!”
Despite Jim’s levity, it wasn’t a laugh-

ing matter then, or now. He was actually

one of thirty-six from a group of 125 who
survived near the town of Chipori! Fol-
lowing his discharge in 1952, the restless

fellow faced the perplexing problem of

where to go and what to do. For the first

time in his tempestuous life he felt the

urge to set his sights and charter his

course. He had one alternative, his fa-

ther’s standing offer to start tacking down
carpets again. The prospect was rather
disheartening and it was Jim’s father who
set him straight about possibilities for the

future when he went west.
“We had a long talk and my dad sug-

gested that I take serious stock of myself
and try to seek out something interesting

I might have talent for. I followed his ad-
vice and took mental inventory.”
Jim tried his level best to avoid the issue,

but his thoughts kept returning to the

same summary. What did he have to

cash in on except the height and good
looks endless people had pointed out, “be-
longed in pictures.” One particular point-

er was producer Paul Gregory, who was a

young soda jerk in the drug store opposite

the service station that once employed
Jim. When he dropped by for a sandwich,
Paul always kidded him about his hand-
some looks and subtly (?) suggested,

“Why don’t you become an actor?”
“I finally decided there might be some-

thing to this acting business,” Jim recalls,

“but I couldn’t kid myself into believing I

knew anything about it. During my travels

I had learned a lot about people and I feel

they are a hobby. To me it seemed in

acting you must understand people and 1

had lived in all kinds of society. So now
I figured it was just a matter of applying
it. The next step was how. And where!”
Fate in the form of a casual walk down

La Cienega Boulevard intervened. Jim saw
the name of Paul Gregory on a building

and having nothing to lose, he went in and
renewed his friendship. As a result of this

one chance in a million, Gregory, who was
staging “The Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial,” gave him a job. He played one of

the six judges who sit throughout the trial



without a single line of dialogue. Jim sat

through several hundred performances
and gave it everything he had. Eventually

he got his break when one of the support-

ing players left the cast. He died a thou-
sand deaths before director Charles
Laughton and producer Paul Gregory con-
vinced him that their faith in his acting

potential was genuine.
“When the road company tour ended,”

says Jim nostalgically, “I returned to

Hollywood and knew what I wanted to do.

My association with John Hodiak and
Lloyd Nolan in that play will always re-

main a precious memory. On my first

night in New York, they took this green-
horn under their wings and showed me
the town. We went to the Stork Club,
that place with the striped seats (El

Morocco!) and they even got me a date
with a beautiful model. What great guys
to know and what a sad loss, now that

Hody is gone.”
It was the late John Hodiak, who began

at the bottom himself, who gave Jim Gar-
ner an insight to his craft that has never
ceased to serve him.
“Always remember,” he said, “that

ninety-nine percent of the people like you.
So go out on the stage believing this.

Avoid ‘acting’ and just react instead. All

you have to do is be yourself and because
they like you out there, that’s all they
want.”

Between bit parts and dreams, Jim shot
the breeze around Schwab’s Drug
Store and adjoining Googie’s, along

with other Hollywood prospectors. Today
he works from eight to eight making one
“Maverick” a week, but despite his good
fortune he wishes he still had time for
those bull sessions. When small roles at

Warners’ eventually led to an impressive
test, Jim was signed. After his first as-

signment, the test pilot who crashed in

Bill Holden’s “Toward The Unknown,”
that thoughtful star sent him a message to

hang on. He had it made!
Grateful and encouraged, Jim played

several other small parts before he landed
the coveted role in “Sayonara.” In the

midst of doing this he made a test for a

series and heard no more about it. In the

meantime Marlon Brando (unknown to

Jim) had notified Red Hershon, his loyal

friend and enthusiastic agent. Brando’s
words were prophetic and Red did indeed
“have a star on his hands.” It happened
quicker than you can say “Darby’s Ran-
gers!” Charlton Heston walked out on that

picture (due to money problems) and on
eight hours notice Jim was elevated from
supporting player—to star! He was at home
two days after he finished “Darby’s Ran-
gers” when the phone rang. Lois answered
it.

“It’s the studio,” she announced.
“They’re starting some kind of new TV se-

ries and you’re in it. They want to talk to

you.” When he hung up and came back
into the room, she asked what it was all

about.
“It’s a new western series,” he was

vague and rather remiss. “It’s called

‘Maverick,’ I think. They said something
about putting it on the air Sunday night

opposite Ed Sullivan and Steve Allen.

Such competition sounds rough, doesn’t

it?”

Lois smiled and with typical non-
chalance, she answered, “Well honey, I

guess you can’t win all the time.”

The way Jim is winning, according to

ratings, he’s threatening Allen and stag-
gering Sullivan. As rough and ready Bret
Maverick (aided and abetted by fine actor
Jack Kelly playing Bart Maverick ) , his

popularity is phenomenal. Some weeks
Jim receives 5,000 fan letters and normal

is 3,500. All this, and Jim has only been
on the air since September 22, 1957. It

couldn’t happen to a more deserving fel-

low.
“I’m amazed and of course, very happy,”

Jim says, shaking his head in wonder-
ment, “but telling the truth has always
been an obsession with me and I must say
this. If my career suddenly went down the
drain, I wouldn’t be upset. I’ll confess
I’d be very sorry and miss the security of

money. (He’s already had two raises with-
out asking!) This is hard to believe, I

know, but it’s all part of my realism.”
But Jim’s fatalistic attitude toward the

future doesn’t mean he’s casual when it

comes to the job. A real pro, he gets as
sore at himself for ruining a scene (and it

does happen sometimes) as Bret Maverick
would at a low cayhoot who robbed a
bank.
The little finger of his right hand is

crooked—a silent witness to the times
he’s bashed his fist in anger against a
prop when he’s blown a line or fumbled a
piece of business. He looks at his pinky
a little sadly and says, “Every time my
finger heals, I lose my temper and break
it again. It seems it’s always either broken
or in the process of mending.”
At this writing Jim and Lois are await-

ing their first visit from the stork, all of

which makes their picture of happiness
pretty complete. Like all expectant fa-
thers, our fugitive from the four winds in-
sists he just wants a healthy baby and
whether it’s a boy or a girl, he couldn’t
care less.

Then the one-time non-conformist can’t
resist laughing a bit at his own conven-
tionality, or giving it a little out-of-the-
ordinary, Maverick twist.

“That’s why,” he adds with a merry
twinkle in his eyes, “we bought every-
thing in

—

blue!” The End
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TONY AND AN
OLD POCKET WATCH

Continued jrom page 54

his chin. He can delight a girl with a last-

minute invitation to dinner—or a walk.
He can dutifully and willingly volunteer

to tend and care for a new lawn in a

friend’s garden when the friend is away.
He can bolt into—and out of—a room full

of people with hardly a greeting or goodby.
Where does the actor Perkins begin, the

real Perkins end? Or, for that matter, at

what point do they merge, if they ever do?
If Tony is something at all, he is very

much of himself. He looks troubled trying

to appraise himself. He says: “I don’t

satisfy my own standards. I don’t like my
nervousness. I’m awkward and clumsy. I

don’t think I have any physical grace. I

wish I did.”

There is always the air of rushing when
Tony enters a place. Under his arm might
be a dog-eared copy of “A Tale of Two
Cities.” Clutched in his hand is an old-

fashioned gold pocket watch. Tony pro-
duces it no matter where he goes.

If he isn’t carrying it, he fishes it out
of his pocket, caresses its face with long,

sensitive fingers and places it gently be-
fore him.
“What is the significance of this measure

of time, this archaically-styled symbol of

life that is fleeting?” I once asked him.
“I hate to be late,” Tony explains. “The

watch reminds me of the next appointment
on my schedule.” He pauses and studies

his listener for the effect of the speech.
Then goes on: “Time is so important I

hate to lose a minute of it by being late

for anything.”
It is a glib explanation, I thought, on

hearing it. Must be more to it than
that. . . .

Lunching with Tony early last year
when he was still a relative newcomer,
we arranged to meet at the studio com-
missary. When I got there, Tony was
already waiting. He sat on the steps,

hunched up, arms hugging knees, dark
eyes fixed intently at some point between
his sneakered feet. Lying there was the
watch. He looked up as I approached and
the studied expression of his face was
quickly transformed by a quick, all-ex-
pressive smile. He rose, but not before he
had slipped the timepiece into his pocket.

He shook hands with me in a manner
reminiscent of a courtlier age. The age,

let us say, of the gold pocket watch. His
conduct was in odd variance with his

clothing. He wore blue jeans, a dress
shirt, a hastily-knotted black knitted tie

and the aforementioned sneakers. Despite
the haphazard assortment of clothing,

Tony presented a gentlemanly air, a de-
corum completely out of character with
his conduct later. . . .

Ceremoniously, but without affectation,

Tony placed his watch beside his luncheon
plate. He was making “Desire Under the

Elms” at this time and Sophia Loren, his

co-star, sat at a nearby table. She, too,

was being interviewed for a magazine
article. As we talked, Tony’s restless eyes
darted to her party, again and again. He
touched the watch nervously, adjusted his

tie, ate his meal with fierce concentration.

His attention again wandered to Sophia.
He fidgeted. He became a small boy. A
crafty, mischievous expression appeared
in his eyes. He broke off in the middle of

a sentence and called loudly: “Sophia,
now that you’ve got a hi-fi in your dress-
ing-room, I’ll bring a lot of records to-

morrow. We’ll play them between takes.”

Conversation at both tables ceased.

Sophia smiled over at Tony, just a shade
indulgently, I thought.
“Wonderful!” she replied. “And we’ll

eat chocolates. I have a fresh box.”
Tony grinned happily. He waved to her

and turned his attention to our table again.

A sudden self-consciousness took hold of

him. He appeared aware of the small-
boyishness of his conduct. He said, “She
loves jazz. So do I.”

But it was impossible to remove the
awkward moment inspired by his adoles-
cent behavior, emphasized by Miss Loren’s
indulgent promise of chocolates, as to a

precocious child who is also somewhat
of a nuisance.

O ne evening recently, a year after our
first meeting, I invited Tony over to

my home for the evening. I had fol-

lowed his career for a year with great

interest, and was anxious to learn what
effect this exciting year had had on Tony.
Had he changed? I wondered.
He had worked in Siam, in Rome, in

Paris, from December to April. Magical
places which to any other actor and most
young men would have meant the very
zenith of great experience. Not so with
Tony Perkins. “I didn’t enjoy being
abroad,” he confessed, settling himself

comfortably and hauling out his gold
watch. Placing it carefully on the coffee
table before us, he continued:

“I worked so hard I didn’t get a chance
to see much of anything. No—it wasn’t
that, exactly. I guess it’s something deep
inside of me which has nothing to do with
the outside world.

“I never really want to leave this coun-
try. It takes me so long to put down
roots, that when I do, they won’t let go.

That’s why I keep returning to Cape Cod.
Some of my deepest roots are there.

“I watched a lot of tourists in Europe.
I listened to them. They seem to travel

for only two reasons: to shop and to eat.

All you heard was: ‘How did you like

Italy, Mary?’ ‘Wonderful! I bought some
beautiful leather in Florence. And so

cheap!’ And then they’d gush about the
food or complain about it.

“That’s not important to me. I like not

being hungry. I simply eat whatever
there is until my hunger is gone. But I

wouldn’t travel fifty miles to get some
special dish the way a lot of tourists did

in Europe. People do it here, too. I can’t

understand that.

“Honestly, I don’t like travelling. I go
to a lot of places and I think I’ll enjoy
them. But always I’m in the grip of a big

push to see the next place or to do the

next thing.

“So I go. When I get there, the feeling

to move on overtakes me and spoils the

place I’m at. If I’m in Rome, I’m sure I

should be in Paris. When I get to Paris,

New York is the place I want. Then,
when I get to New York, I’m in a fever

to get to Hollywood—and almost as soon
as I get here, I can’t wait to get back to

New York.
Tony paused for a moment, in an effort

to explain this driven restlessness.

“People talk about the excitement of

all those cities,” he went on. “Excitement
means different things to different people.

For me. it isn’t the place that produces
the excitement. I must bring my own
feeling of excitement to a place. Then it

can mean something to me, personally. In

a way, it’s me putting down roots. For
only that little visit, I’m not the traveller,

the tourist. I’ve put down my own roots

and it belongs to me. Whatever is stimu-
lating in that place, whether it’s in Rome,
Paris or Cape Cod, is what I’ve made
stimulating, not something from the out-

side, or in a guide-book.
“I couldn’t get accustomed to Holly-

wood. I still can’t. I’m not really at home
here. I don’t know why. “Maybe it’s

because working on a picture is such a

hectic affair, with so many people milling

around.
“When I’m through, I just want to be

alone. I go to the movies by myself, or

to a restaurant for dinner. I like to look

at the people who are there alone, as I

am. I feel their loneliness or their dis-

couragement. In a strange kind of way,
we support each other. You learn a lot

about human beings that way. When
they’re alone, they are purely themselves,

there is no need to be anything else.”

Tony spoke slowly, deliberately as he
said this, speaking more to himself, look-

ing within. From time to time he would
glance at the pocket watch. Once he
touched it. I listened in silence for a long

time. Finally, I said, “Tony, the first time

we met you said you kept that watch in

front of you because time was so impor-
tant you hated to lose any of it. ‘It keeps

me on time for my appointments,’ you
said. ‘I hate to be late.’

”

He replied with the slow, boyish smile,

head tilted forward and to one side:

“That’s right, I remember I did.”

“Well why did you drag it out just now?
This is your last appointment today, and
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THE EXCITING BOOK-OF-THE-YEAR
FILLED WITH EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

we’ve got the whole evening ahead of us.

Why the watch now?”
The slow smile widened into the naive

grin and he shifted in his chair.

“No reason, I guess. I just like it.”

W hy does he cherish the watch so

dearly? Let’s look back into his be-
ginnings, for a possible answer.

When Tony was born, in New York
City in 1932, his father, the late Osgood
Perkins, was one of the brightest stars in

the theatrical firmament.
Tony was an only child, born late in

his parents’ marriage. When he was four
years old, his father died. His mother, a

non-professional, carefully avoided spoil-

ing her small son. She reared him in an
environment as far removed from the
theater as she could devise. He grew up
in an atmosphere of orderly quiet. But
all his mother’s and late father’s friends

were of the theater and they visited back
and forth as all friends do.

The overtones in the child’s subcon-
scious must often have thundered with
the pulse-stirring sound of applause—the
applause accorded his father, Osgood Per-
kins. For the talk of him was frequent
and the little boy absorbed it all.

His mother took him to theater just as
many New York City children were taken
—for an early exposure to culture, to

learning, to the magical art of the stage.

But to Tony, these excursions meant
much more than Saturday matinee and
peppermint chocolates. They meant being
a part of his dead father’s living and the
work he had done.

Inevitably, he heard of his father’s

greatest success, the comedy “Front Page,”
in which an old-fashioned gold pocket
watch played a pivotal and extremely im-
portant part. . . .

Osgood Perkins’ final line in “Front
Page,” delivered with the consummate
artistry, the exquisite timing of a highly-
talented actor—the line which brought
down the third-act curtain, and the house
—was spoken into a telephone to the chief
of police: “Pick up Hildy Johnson The

stole my watch!”
Tony heard that famous last line many

times in his growing up, for it was always
mentioned—as the play “Front Page” was
always mentioned—whenever Osgood Per-
kins was discussed.

“One afternoon, mused Tony, talking of
his early life in New York, “I was taking
a walk. I passed a pawn-shop and saw
this watch in the window. I had to go
in and buy it. I’d always wanted a gold
pocket watch, I don’t know why. I like
to hook my fingers through the loop of
it that’s meant to be fastened to a chain.
I walk with it in my hand and I enjoy
the feel of it.”

I wondered if it ever occurred to Tony
that hooking his finger through the loop of
an old gold watch brings him somehow
closer to the father he lost so soon. Or
more important, that it perhaps stands as
a symbol of his father’s greatness as an
actor, a greatness Tony mentions fre-
quently, with reverent respect.
Perhaps this is Tony Perkins. Perhaps,

to Tony, as to twenty-five-year-old Eben
Cabot, whom he plays in Eugene O’Neill’s
“Desire Under the Elms,” “each day is a
cage in which he finds himself trapped
but inwardly unsubdued. There is a fierce
repressed vitality about him.” He has a
gold watch to tick off the “trap” of Time.
He caters to its demands, but he is restless
and unsubdued. His fierce vitality is re-
pressed—except when he is overtaken with
the impulse to express it wildly, sometimes
shockingly. . . .

“I’ve always wanted to act,” he whis-
pered hoarsely. “As long as I can re-
member. . . .” The End
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THE TODDS’
FIRST YEAR
Continued, from page 32

discussing their anniversary when I saw
them sitting at the ringside at the Wal-
dorf one night applauding Harry Belafonte.
All eyes eventually fell on Liz, beautiful
in a backless gown, mostly black but with
a sliver of red near the waist. Her diamond
earrings sparkled in the half light of the
room.
We later went up to Belafonte’s suite,

where Liz held court.
Belafonte, Mrs. Belafonte, the Jackie

Robinsons, the Andre Baruchs and I paid
tribute while Mike was Liz’s court jester.

Liz had just been present at a banquet
where Mike got an award.

“Liz now rations my speeches,” Mike
said. “She claims I talk too much.”
For Liz, it was pleasant enough—she

only had to be introduced, and the rest of
the evening, she sat there like a monarch,
while people exclaimed about her beauty.

“I got a special clause in her contract
when she works for me in ‘Don Quixote,’

”

Mike said. “She’s got to report on the set
every day by 4:00 P.M.”
That was another way of mentioning

Liz’s fondness for sleeping late. Mike said
he’d “rented Spain” for the picture. Liz
herself was to be working on her last

M-G-M picture, “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,”
around the anniversary date.

Where would they be on the anniver-
sary?
Either in California—or Europe.
Mike of course has his critics—a couple

of them would be his ex-wife, Joan
Blondell, and his ex-girl friend, Evelyn
Keyes—but Liz quite enthusiastically told

a friend of mine recently:
“I’m the luckiest girl in the world to

have found Mike.”
Personally, I look at it differently.

A s I survey those eyes and those shoul-
ders and those . . . uh, figure. ... I

think Mike was the winner. Never-
theless, Liz nodded her pretty chin vigor-
ously as she spoke the line above.
Gesturing somewhat, so that some of her
jewelry (given to her by Mike) clank-
clanked musically, Liz said:

“For one thing, there’s the way the kids
love him.”
Continuing her rhapsody, Liz said, “He

plays with them. He fights with them. He
throws them up in the air. He’s their
pal!”

Mike may also have them smoking
cigars by the time they’re ten but that’s

Mike.
This fondness for children is a side of

Mike unknown to his Broadway friends
and enemies, for Mike’s been thought of
in the past as a fellow whose only knowl-
edge of children was that they generally
got in for half price.

Still, this probably was unfair. Don’t
forget that his own son, Michael Jr., was
a competent young man who contributed
importantly to the first Cinerama. Do you
remember it? Those thrilling Venetian
canal scenes?

Just a kid then, Mike Jr. did much of
the actual camera work.

Let’s go back even further. One night
several years ago Mike Sr. ecstatically in-
formed me that his son was going to

Lawrenceville Prep School, near Prince-
ton, and that he’d just been to visit him.
That meant a lot to Mike Sr., whose own

p education had been skimpy.
By the time Mike and Liz had “got seri-

ous,” young Mike had made old Mike a
grandfather.

And Mike Sr. took Liz to see the grand-
child . . . which stole the show from Liz.

“My grandchild approved of me marryin’
Liz,” is the way Mike told it.

Some people tried to kid Mike about the
age difference (Mike’s about twenty years
older) . I was attending a big society party
on Long Island one night when Mike and
Liz were dancing and everybody was
speculating about a possible marriage.
Mike came to our table with Liz to greet
ex-heavyweight champion Gene Tunney,
who couldn’t resist the same opportunity
to make a joke about Mike’s age—and
very black hair.

“I see you use the same hair oil I do,”
Tunney chuckled.
“Yeah—I use shoe polish and dye mine!”

flipped Mike', not angrily but nevertheless
right back. “And don’t bother telling her
I wear a toupee, because she’s seen it!”

Which was untrue—but which Liz loved.

That very night Liz told George Jessel,

who also danced with her, that she was
in love with Mike—and it was then (in

September, 1956) that the forecasts of

marriage began to appear.
“And this marriage is going to have a

good long run,” is the current prediction
of one of Mike’s intimates. “This may run
even longer than ‘Around the World in

80 Days,’ which may run forever.”

How does Mike do it? Being all-girl

(and isn’t she, though), Liz likes at-

tentions—and Mike’s quaint practice
of bearing her gifts appeals to the three-
time bride.

On one anniversary—it could have been
the sixth month of marriage, or maybe
only the fourth—Mike asked the furrier

to bring her around two fur coats . . . one
a black diamond mink, the other a diadem
mink.
“Take your choice,” Mike directed her.

Liz looked them over expertly. She had
a hard time deciding.
“My choice is both of them,” she finally

said. And she did take the two.
Some people believe Mike will never

be able to spend all the money that he
can eventually earn on “Around the World
in 80 Days”—and that another mink coat
can’t make much difference to him.

I asked about a diamond tiara Liz has
worn a few times and Mike shrugged that

off with, “Oh, that’s just a Saturday night
present.” He bought her a diamond-and-
ruby necklace and clip for his big London
opening. That was to match a couple dia-
mond and ruby bracelets which he bought
her.

Liz saw a pair of the Duchess of Kent’s
“chandelier-size” earrings she liked. Mike
had a pair made up for her.

“Another Saturday night present,” Mike
said lightly.

“It’s the little things that count,” Liz
laughs.

“Little diamonds, little rubies, little

emeralds!” says Mike.
Mike has also taken a great interest in

Liz’s clothes since their romance started,

and as one friend puts it, “she’s bloomed.”
“She’s discovered hats,” an intimate

pointed out. “She bought fifty or sixty in

Paris. Little hats. Mike went shopping
with her a couple of times and helped her
pick out Dior and Lanvin dresses. She got
interested in color combinations. . .

.”

Yeah, color combinations . . . red (for

rubies), green (for emeralds) and white
(for diamonds). They blend so well!

When anybody has made a suggestion
about the Todds being even occasionally
unhappy, Mike has snapped back, “I hope
every couple is as unhappy as we are!”

Actually, about the only cause for any
little quarrel has been Liz’s tardiness.

And Mike by now is prepared—to a cer-
tain extent—for that. Even before they

were married, he was advising his press
agent, Bill Doll, to falsify slightly to Liz
when telling her about appointments. He
should tell Liz that the appointment was
for one hour earlier than it actually was.
That way, Mike figured, she would only
be one or two hours late.

But a six-hour tardiness . . . well, that’s

one Mike isn’t quite ready to handle. But
he’s already had to handle it.

’Twas down in Louisville in October
when “Raintree County”—starring Liz

—

premiered in ole Kentucky.
“If I told you why we’re late, I’d get a

punch in the kisser,” he said as they
stepped out of a two-motor plane. How-
ever, his opening remarks proved light

and somewhat humorous, as usual. He
boomed out the announcement, “I’m Mr.
Elizabeth Taylor. Or just call me Mike
Todd Jr.’s father. . .

.”

Liz implied that it was Mike’s passion
for long-distancing practically everybody
in the world that made them late.

“Let’s pretend for now that we’re not
mad at each other, dear,” Mike said.

Maybe you remember some front-page
pictures of them snarling at each other in

Europe because Liz was late and missed
a regular commercial flight.

We’re assured now that this was kind
of a joke.

“They were just horsing around at the
airport when somebody took these pic-

tures,” maintains Mike’s faithful secre-
tary, Medora.
Mike had already sensed that Liz wasn’t

going to make the plane. He’d asked his

secretary to charter a plane to take them
from Nice to Paris. When Liz arrived
late—as he had anticipated—he went
through the motions of kidding her about
being unpunctual.
“They never ‘made up’ afterward,” claims

Medora, “because nobody was ever really

mad.”

M ike’s colorful conversation keeps Liz
intrigued at their Park Avenue six-

room duplex, at their home in West-
port, Conn., and at their place in Beverly
Hills. He’s so accustomed to switching to

the lingo of the carnival lots that he some-
times calls Liz “this dame” or even “my
broad.”
But the latter he doesn’t attempt much

—

for he says as he chomps a cigar, “You’re
lookin’ at the new Todd.”
The “new Todd” is supposed to be a

polished, cultured fellow, full of informa-
tion about modern art, given sometimes to

commenting concerning his friend, Senator
Hubert Humphrey of Wisconsin, “I may
make him President.”
Mike has turned into something of a

homebody.
“They’re not very gadaboutish,” friends

say. Oh, sure, they go around the world.

But when they’re at home, they’re at home.
Liz comes up sometimes with business

ideas, but since Mike won an Oscar pretty

well without her advice, she’s a very wise
woman who doesn’t intrude.

He goes home to dinner ... on time.

He’s proud of his family . . . but in a
quiet way.

Displaying a picture of Liz, Liza and
himself to me in his office one day, he
put it in two words.
“Nothin’ huh?” he said.

Immediately one knew from that re-

mark that it was quite something to him.
Mike bought a small Rolls-Royce and

in the back there’s a beautiful black-
leather, white-trimmed inlaid bar which
pulls out.

There’s a tray on each side, reading
“Liz” and “His.”

Naturally, Mike’s got a phone in the

Rolls. One day while phoning from the

limousine to some tycoon, he jokingly said,



“Pardon me, my other phone is ringing.’

Mike talks a lot about his next picture,

“Don Quixote.”
“Liz may play The Ugly Duchess,” Mike

flips, “or if not that, the Old Witch.”

Mike’s now twice a grandfather—there’s

Cyrus, going on two, and Susan, born last

Oct. 7—and in addition to being father of

Liza, Mike is the step-daddy of the two
children of Liz and Michael Wilding, her

second husband. The two boys, who are

aproximately three and five, live in West-
port most of the time, getting plenty of the

country air. Although there was a dis-

tinct coolness ror a while between Wilding
on one side, and Mike and Liz on the

other, that was straightened out, and
they’re friendly now.
There was so much buzz-buzz-buzz

about his huge blowout for a week in ad-
vance that everybody you met seemed to

be asking, “Are you going to Mike’s

party?”
I got to asking it, too, as I made my

Broadway rounds. One night at El Mor-
occo I saw a pretty well-known American
masculine personality who was in from
Hollywood. As usual, I asked him how
long he was staying around New York.
He was leaving in a couple of days.

“Aren’t you going to Mike’s party?” I

asked.

“Hardly,” he said, quietly, and walked
away.

It was Nicky Hilton . . . whom I’d mo-
mentarily forgot was Liz’s first spouse.
Mike seems to have, for Liz, a kind of

electricity that never sparked off any
other man. For that matter, Mike has it

for many people, and it can truly be said

that even his enemies like him.
For he has many of them, as does prac-

tically everybody who’s successful in show
business. A human dynamo, Mike prob-
ably has more than some other successful
men, because he’s been in more enter-
prises. Once a gagwriter for Olsen and
Johnson, once a carnival-barker, once a
flop Broadway producer, he has the gift

of warmth.
One thing everybody agrees with is:

“Mike is a great showman.”
If Mike merely is stepping out into the

street to get into his limousine, it’s a show.
He does it with a flourish and a difference.

If he’s ordering dinner for Liz at the
Colony or at Luchow’s, it’s a production.
Liz is always an appreciative audience.
When he rises each morning, the cur-

tain’s up.

“Liz waits for him at home like a haus-
frau,” one of her friends told me.
Mike has been attentive and tender to

her during her illness—starting with the
time she had her back in a harness, and
continuing through her appendicitis attack
when they were on their recent world trip.

When they are being comparatively
stationary, Mike goes dutifully home at

the end of the day to find Liz waiting
with something interesting for dinner.

“Before he married Liz, he didn’t eat
much,” one associate informed me. “Now
he takes an interest in food because Liz
has arranged it.”

Liz’s well-to-do parents, the Francis
Taylors (her father’s an art dealer), are
among Mike’s biggest boosters. When the
four are together, as they frequently are,

the parents seem to be enjoying. Mike
almost as much as their daughter.
You can’t help smiling at a guy who

autographed a picture to his press agent,
“You made me what I am today—but I

still like you.”
No, you never can tell, in show business,

what’s going to happen, but it surely
would seem to be true—as one intimate
said:

“This one’s going to last a while.”
The End
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OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
SEW FOR BIG Moneyl Prepare for good paying job or home
sewing assignments. Earn to $100 weekly. Latest factory
secrets, methods. Placement Service. Free information. Write
Hollywood Garment Trades School, 5880-PW3 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

$500 FOR YOUR Child’s Picture paid by advertisers. Send
one small photo (All ages). Returned, Print child’s parents'
name, address on back. Spotlite, 8346-P3 Beverly, Holly-
wood, California.

$ LARGE SUMS Paid For Children's Pictures, all ages, if used
for advertising. Send photo for approval. Returned promptly.
Free Gifts. National Photo, Box 3035-P7, North Hollywood,
California.

$500 FOR YOURchild’s photo, all ages, if used for advertising.
Send photo for approval. Returned two weeks. Advertisers,
6000-YP, Sunset, Hollywood 28, California.

DRESSES 24c; SHOES 39c; Men’s suits $4.95; trousers
$1.20. Better used clothing. Free Catalog. Transworld 164-A
Christopher, Brooklyn 12, New York.

MAKE MONEY AT home assembling our items No. tools.

Experience Unnecessary. Lee Manufacturing, 8507-W 3rd,

Los Angeles 48, California.

$200 MONTHLY POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywearl No house
selling I Send stamped, addressed envelope. "Cuties,”
Warsaw 1 ,

Indiana.

EARN SPARETIME CASH I Guaranteed Payl No Selling

!

Everything Furnished. National, Box 88A, Boston 22, Mass.

SEW? SAVE 50% with Pre-cut Wearing Apparel. Discount
Sewing Supplies. Catalog free. Readikuts, Loganville, Wis.

$200 MONTHLY REPORTED, preparing envelopes. Reveal-
ing method, 25c! Economy, Box 2580-L, Greensboro, N.C.

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Newspaper ItemsFor Publishers!
Newscraft, PW-983-E. Main, Columbus 5, Ohio.

SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time, Easy,
profitable. Hanky Aprons, Caldwell 3, Ark.

WIVES—INCREASE YOUR family income sewing babywear
for stores. Write Tiny-Tot, Gallipolis 19, Ohio.

EARN SPARETIME CASH Mailing Advertising Literature.

Glenway, Box 6568, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

$75.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE preparing mail, (details 10c).

Novelty, Box 78247-A, Los Angeles 16, California.

EARN GOOD PAY mailing advertising literature. Write.

Leeway Mountain View, Oklahoma.

$CASH MAKING SCENTED Flowers. Free sample. Boycan
Industries, Sharon, Penna,

MONEY, TYPING—SEWINGI Details Freel Edwards,
391 2-W ,

12th, Des Moines 13 ,
Iowa,

EARN SEWING PRE-Cut ties. Write Jud San, Box 2107,

Cleveland 8, Ohio
,
Dept. 15-P

.

EXTRA DOLLARS HOURLY I Work at Home! Sparetimel
Beecorp. Dansville, New York.

LOANS BY MAIL
BORROW $50 TO $500. Employed men and women over 25,

eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inquiries of em-
ployers or friends. Up to 2 years to repay—monthly payments.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free

in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan, City

National Bank, Dept. WD-3, Omaha, Nebraska.

PAY YOUR BILLS Now. Borrow $100 to $600 Cash by mail.

Easy, quick, private. Repay in small monthly installments

over 20 months. Your payments may run less than now;
have money left over to spend. Loan Order Blank mailed Free
in plain envelope. Advise amount needed. State Finance Co.,

323 Securities Bldg., Dept. C-69, Omaha 2, Nebraska.

BORROW BY MAIL. $100-$600.Anywhere. Air Mail Service.

Postal Finance, 200 Keeline Building, Dept. 653C, Omaha 2,

Nebraska.

STAMP COLLECTING
GIGANTIC COLLECTION FREE— Includes Triangles—
Early United States—Animals—Commemoratives— British

Colonies—High Valub Pictorials, etc. Complete Collection plus

Big Illustrated Magazine all free. Send 5c for postage, Gray
Stamp Co., De pt. PC, T oronto, Canada

.

U. S. STAMPS. GIANT Bargain Catalogue—10c. Raymax,
35-VPX Maidenlane, NYC 38.

FOREIGN & U S A. JOB LISTINGS

FREE INFORMATION; EARN High pay. All trades. Foreign
and USA Job Opportunities. Travel paid. Applications. Write
Dept. 61 B National Employment Information, 1020 Broad,
Newark , New J ersey.

AMERICAN OVERSEAS JOBS. High Pay, Men, Women.
Transportation Paid. Free Information. Transworld, Dept. W,
200 West 34th St., New York 1.

AGENTS & HELP WANTED
I LL SEND YOU free stocking sample newest advancement in

hosiery since discovery of nylon. Patented Full-length; stays
up without supporters, amazingly comfortable. Nationally ad-
vertised price $1.95. Make money fast introducing to friends
at $1.00 pair. American Mills, Dept. 641, Indianapolis, Indiana.

ANYONE CAN SELL famous Hoover Uniforms for beauty
shops, waitresses, nurses, doctors, others. All popular miracle
fabrics—nylon, dacron. Exclusive styles, top quality. Big cash
income now, real future. Equipment free. Hoover Dept. C-1 1 9,
New York 11, N.Y.
FASHION DEMONSTRATORS—$20-$40 profit evenings.
No delivery or collecting. Beeline Style Shows are Party
Plan sensation! Samples furnished Free. Beeline Fashions,
Bensenville 82, Illinois.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood, For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1683C, Glen-
dale, California.

HOMEWORKERS; ASSEMBLE HANDLACED Precut moc-
casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los Angeles 46-B, California.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-47, Chicago
32, Illinois.

60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25 day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. Studio Girl-Hollywood, Glendale, Calif., Dept, 1683H.

BUSINESS & MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
$1 TO $20 Checks Dailyl Write simple sentences, paragraphs,
poetry for payl No experience necessary. I tell you What To
Write—How To Write—Supply large list of Buying Editors.
Begin Writing For Pay—Todayl Will Herman, 1726 W. 25th
St., Cleveland 13, Ohio.

$35-$100 WEEKLY in Spare Timel Ten proven methods
only $1. Homeworkers, 4505 Harriet, Minneapolis 9, Minn.
MAKE BIG MONEY invisibly mending damaged garments at
home. Details Free. Fabricon, 6240 Broadway, Chicago 40.

MAKE MONEY PREPARING envelopes! Literature explain-
in g free. Cove, Box 2580-D, Greensboro, North Carolina.

EARN EXTRA CASH I Prepare Advertising Postcards.
Langdons, Box 41107PW, Los Angeles 41, California.

MAKE YOUR TELEPHONE earn money. Send $1.00.
Goldie, 634 15th Street, Oakland 12, California.

$25 WEEKLY POSSIBLE, sparetime, preparing mailings for
advertisers. Temple Co., Muncie 2, Indiana.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago 35.

EXTRA MONEY PREPARING, mailing literature. Tom, 1305
N . Western, Chi cago 22.

MAKE SPARETIME CASH preparing mailings for adver-
tisers. Ace, Box 624-E, Pacific Palisades, California,

OLD COINS & MONEY WANTED
WANTED—1822—$5.00 Gold pay $10,000.00. 1913 Liberty
Head Nickel $4,000.00. 1894-S Dime $2,000.00. 1876-C.C.—
20c Piece $1,000.00. 1901-S Quarter $60.00— $500.00. 1922—

-

50c—$6.00—$80.00. 1885 Trade Dollar $1 ,000.00. Uncirculated
Dollars 1804—1839, 1893-S, 1895-P, 1903-0—$100.00—
$5,000.00. Certain Dates— Lincoln Cents before 1932—$1 00.00;
Flying Eagle Cents— $500.00; Indian Cents—$140.00; Dimes
before 1 943—$300.00

;
Quarters before 1924—$1,000.00; Half

Dollars before 1905—$1,000.00; Halfcents— $500.00 ; 2c
Pieces— $100.00; 3c Pieces— $130.00; Halfdimes—$500.00.
Hundreds of others worth $10.00—$1,000.00. Canadian Coins
—1921—5c Silver— $100.00. 1889—Dimes—$50.00. 1875

H
uarters—$75.00. 1 921—50c— $500.00. Wanted—Large Cents
old Coins, Paper Money, etc. Know their True Value. Our

Large Illustrated Guarantee Buying-Selling Catalogue, send
$1.00. Purchase Catalogue giving complete allcoin information
before sending coins. Catalogue dollar refunded on $20.00
sale. Thousands of persons have sold us coins. Worthycoin
Corporation Incorporated 1938. Leaders Numismatic Quota-
tions, K-469-C, Boston 8, Massachusetts.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time with
61-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X374,
Drexel at 58th, Chicaqo 37, Illinois.

FREE I ’’TALENT APTITUDE Test.” Learn Acting at home
for TV, radio, theatre, movie career. Hollywood Royal Acad-
em y, Studio 30-C, 5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

FINISH HIGH SCHOOL at home, spare time. No classes.
Diploma awarded. Write for Free catalog. Wayne School,
Catalog HCH -52, 2527 S heffield, Chicago 14

.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-1,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem! ”

The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne* ) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Beg. U. s. Pat. Off.

mi 5 X7
INLARGlMiNT

with every order!

It’s the lotest! "
It's the greatest

l

GIV’N TAKE
PHOTOS

Trade ’m, watch your
popularity rise!
Pass them out to friends and
relatives . . . you’ll be dating
every night! Also perfect for
job and college applications,
mementos to classmates, etc.
Send your favorite negative of
picture with SI.OO tor each
pose. Original returned with
25 ,

21/2" x 31/2" beautiful por-
trait prints plus FREE bonus of
Luxurious 5 " x 7 " enlarge-
ment. SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED!

ROY PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. 49, GPO Box 644, N. Y. 1. N. Y.
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HORRORS

!

THEY’RE BACK
Continued jrom page 35

Next time you look into your fog-
shrouded TV screen and see the grand

-

daddy of them all, “Dracula,” thank
Universal for this mixed blessing that

proved first, last and always—monsters are
moneymakers.
“Dracula” cursed its screen ci'eator, Bela

Lugosi, in a way more frightening than
anything the monster ever did to his vic-
tims. “No one knows what I suffer from
this role,” he would moan. “Of course I

don’t believe there are human vampires

—

how could I? And yet—there are behind
me all those generations of Lugosis who
knew there were such fiends. It’s all part
of the folklore of my country, of those
people who pictured horrible things in

graveyards and ghoulish deeds in darkest
night. I know it’s absurd, but when I be-
gan to rehearse ‘Dracula,’ I knew that the
role was eating me up. When I finish

this picture, if it is possible to avoid it, I

shall play Dracula no more. No. Never!”

B
ut it was not possible. He had fled from
his native Budapest during a political

upheaval, appeared in Shakespeare all

over Europe, and was hailed, at his Broad-
way debut, as “The greatest actor ever to

come to America.” After “Dracula,” all

that was a memory. Lugosi once joked
grimly that, to an actor, “the greatest hor-
ror is unemployment.” And he saw plenty
of it. Whenever there was a horror part,

the call went out for Lugosi. Otherwise,
no dice. “I played every kind of role in

Europe, but here they think I can only
scare children. It is very discouraging,”
he bitterly remarked to a friend. Finally,

penniless and at the end of his rope, he
voluntarily committed himself to an in-

stitution for drug addicts and died last

year shortly after having been released
as cured.
But the picture that destroyed him lives

on, and at its premiere Universal pulled
out all the stops. They were going to sell

“Dracula” as “The Strangest Love a Man
Has Ever Known” (a fair enough estimate,
to say the least), but they finally decided
to play the horror angle for all it was
worth. To this end, an ambulance was
parked conspicuously in front of the the-
ater. Girls dressed as nurses were sta-

tioned inside, and signs were hung all

over the place saying, “See the Doctor

—

Nurses in Attendance.” Newspaper ads, in

tombstone form, dared people to come
and warned those with weak hearts to

have a checkup first. And finally, several
women were hired to faint. When the
theater men checked up on this angle,

they found they had just as many real

faints as phonies. Parading the limp bodies
on stretchers in full view of waiting pa-
trons helped enormously. Today, all this

may sound terribly familiar, but then it

was a sensation. Eager to cash in on their

success, Universal then rushed into pro-
duction with “Frankenstein,” the tale of a

mad scientist who created a seven-foot
monster out of bits and snatches from
graves, gallows, dissecting rooms and
morgues. (If you don’t believe it, catch
him on TV—he’s big there now.) Anyway,
the beast was then activated by lightning
on a secret formula known only to the
doctor. They offered the monster role to

Lugosi, who turned it down because it

was all pantomime and no dialogue. He
recommended his good pal Boris Karloff.

Little did Karloff know what he was get-
ting into.

The makeup job alone was horrendous.
To represent the brute’s patchwork na-
ture, the hands were covered with large

red and purple stitches to give the idea of

several pieces of flesh sewn together. His
built-up shoes weighed fifteen pounds
apiece, and twenty pounds of padding was
lumpily distributed all over his body so

that nothing looked as if it matched any-
thing else (e.g., neck and torso were at

variance, the legs looked peculiar together,

etc.) Karloff's head was encased in a tin

frame and then everything was molded
together. Fake steel bolts were set on
each side of his neck (with wires attached
for the life-giving voltage), and he heavily
(and painfully) waxed over and around
his eyes to give them the utterly dead,
expressionless appearance of a creature
with no soul.

To keep this freak top-secret, the studio

required Karloff, when walking from set

to set, or leaving his dressing room, to

cover himself with cheesecloth. And upon
its release “Frankenstein” was a greater

sensation than “Dracula.” When thousands
of children wrote in to “Dear Franken-
stein—,” Universal knew it really had
something.
As for Boris Karloff—as “Dracula” did

with Bela Lugosi, “Frankenstein” doomed
him to a diet of horror, but not so exclu-

sively, which was fortunate.

A mild-mannered Britisher Wiio likes
golf, gardening and tea at four, Karloff
was once approached by a wide-eyed fan,
all atremble to know how it felt to play
“The Mummy”—encased in yards of band-
ages and sealed up in a coffin. “Damned
hot!” was the amiable reply. Though he
has played any number of other roles—
most recently, on Broadway and TV, the
kindly old bishop in “The Lark,” with
Julie Harris—fan memories are long, like
those of some enterprising neighborhood
kids who knocked on his door one Hal-
lowe’en. They were out for the annual
“trick or treat” loot, and they figured that
if Boris Karloff came along with them,
they just couldn’t miss. Their offer was
declined, with thanks.

“Frankenstein” and “Dracula” were soon
joined in films—and now on TV—by two
other prime favorites

—“The Mummy” and
“The Wolf Man.” “The Mummy” (Mr.
Karloff), an ancient number who could
definitely stand a fresh change of band-
ages, was untimely ripped from his tomb
by a couple of snoopy gravediggers in

Egypt. (To show his gratitude, he
promptly strangled one of them—“With
One Hand!” proudly proclaimed the pub-
licity.) Actually, he had never died but
was kept alive by several generations of
devoted servants, who siphoned the juice

of nine tana leaves (whatever they are)
through an opening in all that messy linen.
Now be stalks the earth in search of the
descendant of his original beloved, who
always turns up as the prettiest thing on
the campus. This then sets us up for two
scenes you could reconstruct with your
eyes shut.

First, there’s the one in which moon-
light streams eerily through the bed-
room window, a shadow falls across the

sleeping features of our fair lady, she
awakens to find the monster leering at

her, and then lets out a scream that cracks
every piece of glass in the house. There
follows the “fate-worse-than-death” bit in

which the damsel’s limp form is seen be-
ing carted away ever so slowly, so that the
good guys can get close enough to the
beast to take a shot at him. He then
dumps his prize and runs—all ready for

another try in the next reel.

“The Wolf Man” had the annoying habit

of running around barking at the full

moon. Furthermore, he was a definite so-
cial risk. One could never be sure wheth-
er or not, in the middle of some refined

gathering, his hands wouldn’t start sprout-
ing all those messy little clumps of hair.

A silver bullet through his brain was the

answer for him.
Counting their sequels, “Frankenstein,”

“Dracula,” “The Mummy” and “The Wolf
Man” have accounted for well over a

dozen films, all being shown nationally on
television now.
But enough of monsters! Nowadays,

what with more and more animal-type
fiends (crabs, creatures from lagoons,

preying mantises, etc.) invading the na-
tion’s screens, the long neglected heroine
of the horror film is coming into her own
as somebody more than just “that girl who
screamed.” In many cases she’s vying with
the menace for importance.
Pamela Duncan, for instance, is the girl

who spent most of her time fighting off

the crab monster in Allied Artists’ smash
hit movie “Attack of the Crab Monster.”

The work, she says, “was hectic and haz-

ardous and after two pictures, I’d had it.

But looking back, I can laugb at all the

funny things that happened. At the time
you’re actually working, though—five or

six o’clock in the morning on a cloudy
beach—you feel like you’re in another

world. Or when you go underwater and
the air valve on your diving equipment
doesn’t work, you feel you will be out of
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this world shortly, and that is no joke.

“One of my funniest experiences,” she

continued, “was a scene in ‘Undead’ where
I was supposed to be riding in a hearse
under a corpse in order to escape from
some headhunters. The producer, Roger
Corman, told me he was going to get a

live actor instead of a dummy to play the

corpse, because a dummy wouldn’t have
the ‘dead weight’ look of a real human. I

thought he was kidding, but on the day
the scene was to be shot, an actor who was
trained in yoga showed up to play the

corpse. He lay down in the hearse and
became absolutely rigid, and the blood
drained from his face. Then they photo-
graphed us as the hearse was being car-

ried along. I looked so terrified on the

screen my mother told me she couldn’t

sleep all night after seeing the movie. Ac-
tually, though, I wasn’t frightened. I was
laughing so hard the tears were running
down my cheeks.”

Very grateful to Roger Corman for

“helping me break through the name
barrier and giving me star billing,” Pam

is hoping for good results from her new
Mickey Spillane TV series. She says of

this, “When I made the pilot film, a ciga-

rette was smashed in my face!”

Barbara Wilson, twenty-one-year-old
star of “The Man Who Turned to Stone,”

says her favorite scenes are the gruesome
ones where she dies. “In this picture,” she
says, “I’m a seventeen-year-old unwed
mother who gets killed. In the scene I

like best they put me in a tub of solution

and put electrical stuff on my head and
I’m struggling all the time. The stone
monster sits in a chair and has electrical

apparatus attached to his head. This is

the way they transfer life from one person
to another and keep themselves (the stone
men, that is) alive for hundreds of years.

I certainly loved that scene,” she remi-
nisced happily.

Practically a horror veteran by now
(two pictures), Barbara counts another
favorite of hers “Blood of Dracula,” in

which she plays a student in a girls’ school.

“Every so often,” she continued, warming
to her subject, “one of the girls turns into

Dracula and kills a schoolmate. One of

them (Sandra Harrison) is turned into

Dracula through a science experiement. I

don’t get killed. I guess I escaped because
I’m a fast runner.”
What do we have to look forward to in

the way of future horrors? Well, horror
trends in motion pictures are like an
amalgamation of everything that has gone
before: monsters (“Curse of Franken-
stein,” “Daughter of Dr. Jekyll,” “Cy-
clops”); animal creepers (“Tarantula,”
“The Black Scorpion”)

;
science fiction

(“The Night the World Exploded,” “Giant
Claw”); and the just plain weird (“The
Amazing Colossal Man”). When these have
run their course, a fresh batch is set to

move in, including 'such choice items as
“The Screaming Mimi,” and “The Fiend
Without a Face.” And now that we stand
on the threshold of space travel, a whole
new world of horrible possibilities opens
up. Subterranean Monsters of the Moon
Glimpsed for the First Time! Strange
Creatures of the Planets in a Battle to the
Death for the Control of Space!
And for those dull lulls between double

features, we suggest the latest up-to-the-
nrnute horror—the “sick joke.” Samples?
“Dad, did Mickey Mantle just hit that

home run?”
“What do you care, you’re blind.”
Or

—

One brother: “I just pushed Mom over
the cliff.”

Other Brother: “Don’t make me laugh,
my lips are chapped.”

(It’s best to tell them with a bright,
maniacal look in your eyes.) The End
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BOB, DID YOU
KNOW?

Continued from page 47

to decide what to wear. Then, after she
had gotten dressed, she decided she would
look better in another outfit and promptly
changed. A little thing, I guess, but it

held a lot of significance for me.
I could tell by the way she looked

whenever she talked about you; the

pleasure she got out of every present you
gave her; her unwillingness to accept an
appointment without first checking with
you; her restlessness when you went to

Japan for a film (the phone bills alone!),

and her eagerness in showing me the ring

you brought her back which she called a

“friendship” ring but which, I was sure,

meant more than that, even though you
gave her that beautiful pearl-and-diamond
engagement ring to replace it later. (You
see, I know Natalie like a book.)

Before she met you, love was like a game
to her. Like any female, she loved at-

tention, the more the better. But in

spite of what had been said, I know she
was never serious enough about any of the

other fellows to even consider marriage.
What made you so different?

While Natalie insists that appearance
makes very little impression on her, I

personally think she likes handsome men
—and you are the handsomest she has ever
met. Don’t blush, but you have other
qualities that impressed her, too—manners,
you’re attentive (without making a fool of

yourself by going overboard, as some of

her beaus had done)
,
and you’ve an easy-

going nature which makes you fun to

be with (and Natalie likes to have fun).
But most of all, you treated Natalie like

a woman—not like an adolescent, or a

character, as some men did.

What’s more, from the very beginning
you were “accepted” by her parents

—

which is more than can be said about a

number of fellows she dated who were
never quite as welcome at her house. The
Woods knew that you were the kind of

man they’d like their daughter to marry.
Apparently Natalie thought so too an-

other day I visited, because before she
hung up I heard her say “And I love you
too . .

.” Then she welcomed me like a long-
lost relative. I’d only left her ten hours
earlier, but that’s the way she is.

I’ve often thought of adjectives that
would decribe Charlie: Impetuous, gen-
erous, moody, affectionate, sensitive, hy-
pochondriatic. But adjectives don’t really

prove much. Maybe by telling what it’s

like to be around Natalie, I can give a

better picture of her as I see her. In fact,

the day I first met her was as typical as

anything that’s happened since.

I had a date with Dennis Hopper and
Natalie was with Nicky Adams and Bob
Vaughn. At that time, this wasn’t un-
usual. Once she made a date with four
fellows for the same evening. All showed
up at her house within ten minutes of one
another.
We all met at Dennis’ house, about six.

“Where do you all want to go?” Nick asked.
“I don’t know,” said Natalie. She

turned to me. “Where would you like to

go?”
I didn’t know either. Nobody could

make up their minds till Natalie suggested
“A nice little joint on Laurel Canyon . .

She knows all the “nice little joints”

around town.
“They serve Hungarian goulash,” she

threw in as an added incentive.

We piled into Dennis’ car and took off

for the restaurant that looked like it had

been condemned when California joined
the union. What a heap it was!
Obviously, Natalie had been there be-

fore. She knew everyone, and they knew
her. And liked her. Typical Greenwich
Village atmosphere. At least the way I

picture it. I’ve never been there.

After dinner, it started again. Where
do you want to go? I don’t know. What
about you? This went on for half an hour.
Again it was Natalie who came up with
an idea. She always does—after every-
one’s had a chance to voice opinions. “Let’s

see a movie.” Nobody was impressed.
“A horror show!”
That did the trick. From a dinky little

joint in Laurel Canyon, we drove to a

dinky little theater on Santa Monica
Boulevard, bought our tickets, loaded up
with bags of popcorn, and settled down
in the next-to-last row.
Taken Natalie to a movie lately? Then

you know that when Natalie sees a pic-

ture, good or bad, she gets all wrapped up
in it. She cries freely, laughs loudly,

gives way to her emotions one hundred per
cent. In this case she shrieked till a
plump, middle-aged woman ran to the
manager and complained. He insisted we
leave the theater.

Natalie was sorry about having caused
the commotion. She apologized quite sin-

cerely, and we were allowed to stay. But
it was impossible for her to watch a

horror show and restrain herself—and so

we left on our own account.
We ended up at her house, sitting on the

living room floor, drinking Cokes, eating

o*F
America is a Better

America —

ease. On the other hand, sometimes she
associates with an older group with differ-

ent interests and backgrounds and feels out
of place
That happened last year, when she called

me at one in the morning, long distance,

from a dance at a small college fifty miles
from Los Angeles. She sounded frustrated
and depressed. “I feel like an old woman,”
she complained. “I’ve got to get away
from here . .

.”

Actually she was one of the youngest in

the crowd.
“What do you want me to do?” I asked,

trying to grope for a solution.

“Call back and say I have a recording
session tomorrow morning, so I have a

reason to go home.”
So I did, but when she came to the

phone, she’d changed her mind. Not be-
cause suddenly she was enjoying her-
self more, but because she had thought
it over and decided it wouldn’t have been
fair to leave.

But mostly she acts her age, sometimes
even younger. Like the day after Bob
Hope sent her the motorcycle outfit she
had worn on his show: Leather jacket,

pants, visor cap and all. When I showed
up in the afternoon, she suggested, “Let’s

outcharacter those characters at Schwab’s.
Okay?”

It sounded like fun. I got a leather

jacket and Levis, too. Both of us took
off lipstick and as an extra precaution,

Natalie put on dark glasses. At Schwab’s
no one recognized her, but a boy I knew
promptly came over. Ironically, he had
been after me for weeks to wangle an in-

troduction to Natalie. And he started right

in again.
Natalie grew more and more amused

when he made his pitch. She got into

the conversation, too, in her beloved
Brooklyn accent. “That Natalie, she’s a

creep, what do you want to meet her for?”

she cut in.

The boy ignored her. But Natalie kept
heckling him till he took off. When I met
him a couDle of days later, he wanted to

know, “Who was that you were with?

Nice looking, but what a creep!”

“Natalie Wood,” I grinned.

He could have died!

thanks to Advertising!

plain bread with one hand and slices of

salami and cheese with the other, because
neither Natalie nor I felt like fixing any-
thing fancier. And the boys didn’t mind.
I didn’t think they’d mind anything just

to be with her!

This first evening gave me the key to

Natalie’s behavior. Amazingly enough,
it’s simply—youth. Like everybody else,

because of her prominence I had expected
her to behave like a girl ten years older.

I kept forgetting that she was only eigh-

teen. And I think that’s where she has
been criticized too severely, too unfairly.

People expect too much of her. And I

don’t think being a movie star, driving a

Cadillac, wearing minks, and associating

with famous people can mature a girl that

much faster.

However, the effect of her kind of life

does show through occasionally. But be-
cause it isn’t persistent, the growing-up
process is more difficult, more confusing,

more erratic for Natalie than most girls

her age.

For instance, she can be around people
her own age, even younger, who are also

in show business and feel perfectly at

N atalie likes nothing better than playing

practical jokes on people. When you
were away, Bob, she suggested we

drive to 20th Century-Fox “to fix up his

dressing room a bit.”

But before heading for your studio we
took off first, to my surprise, for Warner
Brothers, “for some material on Tab Hun-
ter.” I soon found out what was on her

mind.
Two hours later, the job was done, and

you know the rest. The following day when
you walked into the room you found
your wall plastered with huge posters of

Tab—magazine layouts, photographs,

newspaper headlines, specially printed for

the occasion, proclaiming “Tab Hunter
passes Bob Wagner in popularity,” “Tab
first on teenage poll,” etc., etc., etc.

Another typical sign of her age is her

different attitudes towards people. Most
of the time she’s at ease, casual, even a

little noisy when she’s with someone she

likes really well. But when she’s unsure

of herself, when she fears disapproval, in-

difference or dislike, she becomes as

shy as a twelve-year-old girl on her first

date.

That was the case when she started to

rehearse for the Bob Hope show. Natalie

thought his was a “closed corporation.”

Everyone in his group had known one

another for years. She was a newcomer.
An outsider. She felt uneasy.

Natalie didn't change till the third

of rehearsal, when she finally realized

no one was against her. In fact, when



became aware of how much they liked

her, she loved them. I don’t think she’s

ever had more fun than on the final days
of rehearsal and the show itself.

This uneasiness is based on more than

I
a typical teenage feeling of insecurity.

It’s a result of the same sensitivity that

makes her such a wonderful actress.

For more than anything in the world,

Natalie wants to be liked. And I don’t

mean just by her fans. By everyone. On
the set. At the gas station. At parties. By
friends, acquaintances, comparative stran-

gers. And she needs people much more
than she realizes; their approval, their

kindness, their physical presence. Some
one has to be around her all the time.

And when they are not, she keeps in

touch by phone. That’s why she calls her
mother practically every hour, why she
calls me at three and four in the morning,
why she constantly talks to her agent, to

you, the studio, a dozen different people.

;

Even at home she can’t be alone for a

moment. When she gets dressed, takes a

bath, studies her script, her mother, her
sister, or a girl friend invariably have to

keep her company.
In a way, Natalie’s need for an au-

dience is an asset. It enables her to re-

lieve her emotions promptly, and com-
pletely. For that reason, she never stays

upset for long, never carries a grudge

—

and I’ve seen her plenty mad at people.

Take the night she burst into my apart-

[

ment at four A.M. I didn’t know she’d

j

been there before. I was too sound asleep

I to hear her banging on the door an hour

|

earlier.

She’d had a date with a boy who shall

remain nameless. His behavior had up-
set her to the point where she insisted

he’d drop her off at my place. Thinking
I was out because I didn’t hear her, she
walked all the way to Schwab’s, in an
evening dress, tears streaming down her

i face, limping the last mile because she

1 broke off the heel of her shoe. Before
i calling her folks, she had decided to try

pj

my number in case I was home by then.

I answered, offered to pick her up. “You
stay home and fix some coffee,” she in-

i sisted. “I’ll walk back.” And so, after

: notifying her parents that she was going
. to spend the night with me, she hobbled
t; back a mile and a half. We talked for the

t: rest of the night. With her problem off her
i chest, she finally fell asleep on the couch.
1 The next morning she was her usual
i! cheerful self. And while she never dated

the boy again, she didn’t stay mad at him
for long either.

Next to her sensitivity, Natalie’s most
outstanding characteristic is her gen-
erosity. I have read a lot of magazine

stories about her in recent months. Much
to my amazement, none ever mentioned
that trait. At first I thought Natalie was
trying to hide the fact because it might
embarrass her. I have since revised my
opinion: She simply isn’t conscious of it.

: Nevertheless, it shows every day, every
hour, in dozens of different ways. And I’m

l speaking from experience.
Until I was signed to a long-term con-

tract by Universal-International, I had no
: car.

When Natalie realized that I had no
way to get to her house except by chang-
ing busses three times and walking an-
other half an hour, she picked me up
herself. When she heard I had an ap-
pointment for a job, she drove me there.

And when she didn’t have time, she made
arrangements to get another car for her-
self—from her father, the studio, or yours,
Bob (now you know why you got those
hurry calls sometimes)—so I could use
hers.

The same generosity is evident in loan-
ing me her clothes, in what she does for
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her parents, her sister Lana, every friend
and acquaintance who was ever in need.
Only if someone tries to pressure her into

doing anything will she turn a cold shoul-
der.

I don’t claim Natalie is perfect. Far from
it. But her faults, her weaknesses are
human, unintentional, never calculated to

hurt or offend anyone. And when she
does, she’s deeply sorry and tries to make
up for it.

The one trait which constantly gets her
into hot water is her complete lack of

timing. She simply can’t be rushed.
On the night of last year’s Academy

Awards, for instance, Troy Donahue and
I doubled dated with Natalie and Lance
Reventlow. The show started at seven P.M.
The boys were supposed to pick us up at

Natalie’s house at six. When they showed
up, Natalie and I were still in our slips,

without make-up, sitting on her bedroom
floor, munching on sandwiches and drink-
ing Cokes. I still don’t know how we
ever got there on time.
Or take one day she had a date with

you. “He isn’t going to pick me up till

seven,” she told me on the phone. “Why
don’t you come over for a while so we can
talk.”

“Love to,” I said. “But do you know
what time it is?”

She didn’t.

“Ten minutes past seven!”
Just then you rang the doorbell. You had

a nice long chat with Lana before Natalie

was ready.
Curiously enough, she knows this habit,

because one of her favorite pastimes is

to analyze people, herself included. She
just can’t break herself of it.

Incidentally, her self-analysis combined
with her vivid imagination has some star-

tling effects. Every time she reads a book
about a disease or hears a person discuss

a sickness, she’s promptly convinced that
she has it, too. During the past six months,
she was convinced she had hardening of

the arteries, TB, rheumatism, scelerosis

of the liver, leukemia, and half a dozen
other diseases I never even heard about.

And half the time she’ll insist we have it,

too. I don’t even dare admit a headache
anymore for fear she’ll call an ambulance!
Luckily, just as quickly as she identifies

these “symptoms,” she gets over them.
In fact, impetuousity is another typical

characteristic of hers. It is particularly

evident in her shopping manners. I’ve

walked into the House of 7 & 9 with her
and watched her order a dozen dresses at

one time. I’ve also seen her get into rather
embarrassing positions when she did this

at stores where she has no charge accounts.

Except that she doesn’t get embarrassed.
One day she bought three beautiful sum-

mer dresses at one of the better depart-
ment stores on Wilshire Boulevard. As
usual, she had left her wallet at home.
“That’s all right, Miss Wood, you can give

us a check,” the saleslady smiled.

“But I don’t have a check book with
me,” Natalie cried out like a little girl in

grammar school who’d left her lunch at

home.
“We have blank checks,” the woman

obliged, went to the counter, and a few
moments later came back with the check.

Natalie filled in the date, the name of

the company the check was made out to,

the amount, then she hesitated. “I hate

to tell you this—but I can’t remember at

what branch my account is. You see,

Mother always deposits my checks. . .

.”

The store sent her clothes home c.o.d.

Anything can happen with Natalie

around. And usually does. She may not

always do the right thing, but what she

says, and does, is forthright, honest and
comes from the heart. And the more I

think of it, the more I hope, as I’m sure

you will, she won’t ever change. The End
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ON THE RECORD
Continued from page 50

appreciation of better kinds of music.

There remains, of course, the question

of a reasonable balance in the presentation

of all kinds of music. In this matter, radio

plays a vital role. But the proportionate

and qualitative degree to which the indi-

vidual station or network fulfills what
virtually is a trust—well, that’s another
matter. “A desert,” said Bill Simon, noted
music editor, is what “radio has created

with forty top programs and childish,

i monotonous rock ’n’ roll.”

But it’s heartening to see how jazz is

playing a vital part in the development
of music tastes—and international good
will as well! Look at Louis Armstrong’s
world tour. Dizzy Gillespie’s. Benny Good-
man’s Far East tour. And the Glenn Miller
Band (under Ray McKinley), Tony Scott

and others blowing around the world, in

some instances, even behind the Iron Cur-
tain. But what’s important is that you kids

dance as well as listen to American jazz.

This in turn leads to the higher apprecia-
tion and better understanding of all good
music.
Movieland, too, is playing an increasingly

important role in stimulating interest in

good jazz. Take, for instance, “St. Louis
Blues,” Paramount’s upcoming salute to

W. C. Handy with such wonderful artists

in the cast as Nat “King” Cole, Eartha
Kitt, Pearl Bailey, Ella Fitzgerald and
Mahalia Jackson. They all sing Mr. W. C.’s

great tunes. Cab Calloway is also in the
cast. I asked producer Robert Smith what
numbers he sings. “None,” he replied.

“Cab’s role is strictly character. He’s the
saloonkeeper who cheats Handy out of his

rights to a great song by giving him fifty

dollars to pay his rent and buy a meal!”
Want to catch the finest in “live” music,

wherever you happen to be? Here are
some places to keep in mind: the Voyager
Room in New York’s Henry Hudson Hotel,
where they dance as weU as lend an ear
to the sweet trumpet artistry of Bobby
Hackett . . . the Big City’s Birdland and
Cafe Bohemia for high-class jazz . . . the
Metropole, Eddie Condon’s, Nick’s and
the Central Plaza for Dixieland music . . .

In Boston, there’s the famed Storyville
and in Chicago, the Blue Note.
And don’t neglect the Black Hawk in

San Francisco, the Rouge Lounge in

Detroit, the Crescendo in Hollywood, the
Grandview in Columbus, Ohio, the Show
Boat in Philadelphia and the Lighthouse
in Hermosa Beach, California. These are
just a sampling of the fine establishments
throughout the country where you can go
for the sheer enjoyment of good jazz.

Next month, I’ll give a full explanation
of the difference between the various
schools of jazz. Till then, keep swinging!

The End
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“I’M GOING TO
QUIT ACTING”

Continued from page 40

haven’t been written that Mickey will

stand still to deliver,” complained a writer
once.) His knowledge of what to do on
stage or in front of the camera is instinc-

tive, his manner of delivery sure strokes
of performance, and he is utterly without
fear or inhibitions. He pours himself forth
in brilliant bursts of acting, which general-
ly swamp everyone else who happens to

be in the scene. (“To me, Mickey is a little

Napoleon,” sighs a fan.) But when the
show is done—so is most of the superlative
Mickey.
He reverts to what he is essentially—an

undersized and not particularly appealing
male with a sort of gnarled look about him
these days. A male who, in the opinion of

a number of his professional contempora-
ries, finds it as hard to accept himself, as

do strangers.

This, it is generally believed, is the prin-
cipal reason why he is miserable when
not working and almost demoralized

when he isn’t in top demand in the enter-
tainment world. “Sure, Mickey can act,”

commented another actor about him re-
cently. “Give him a character to portray
and the transformation is miraculous. No
one can lose himself in a role as happily
as Mickey. He’d rather spend his time be-
ing anyone but Mickey Rooney.”
Because that Mickey Rooney was in the

thick of show business from babyhood on,

he goes back in American movie enter-
tainment a longer way than most people
realize. This, due to the playing of his
old pictures over television, has led to
some confusion about his appearance and
identity, especially with the younger gene-
ration. One night, as he was leaving the
Columbia Recording Studios in New York
City, two twelve-year-girls spotted him.
“Are you Mickey Rooney?” asked one,

timidly. “That’s what the doorman told

us.”

“Yes, I am,” Mickey replied.

“That’s funny.” the girl commented, puz-
zled. “You look a lot younger on TV.”
What the girl had seen, of course, was

one of Mickey’s old films. He began acting
in them when he was six years old, and
he has been in them ever since. The son
of vaudevillians Nell Carter and Joe Yule,
Joe Yule, Jr. crawled onto his first stage
in 1923—at age one—in Brooklyn, his
birthplace, as Dad sang “Pal of My Cradle
Days.” By the age of two, little Joey was
a regular in his parents’ act, his family
having implored Governor Alfred E. Smith
to grant him a special work permit. By
the time he was five, the world of enter-
tainment enveloped Joe’s life, and he
had already begun to learn that success
in it required long hours of dance and song
practice. His perseverance was reward-
ed; he was allowed to tour the eastern
circuits as a kid prodigy.

In his motion picture debut, “Not to be
Trusted,” Joe played a midget. Shortly
after that, producer Larry Darmour an-
nounced he was looking for a dark-haired
kid who could look and act tough. The
description was Joey all over, thought his
mother, and so she took him to Hollywood
—after dying his light hair a midnight
black! At Mr. Darmour’s office, Joe and
his mother were kept waiting an hour, and
by the time they were admitted, the rest-
less boy was so irritated that he acted

P more belligerent than ever during the
interview. He was hired on the spot, and
the result was a comedy series starring
Mickey “Himself” McGuire.

After six years, at age twelve, he’d out-
grown the role and decided himself to
take to the road and make a fresh start

—

with the name Mickey Rooney. Not long
after, he returned to Hollywood, was
signed by M-G-M and went on to make
a string of successful movies for them. At
seventeen he had already copped an Oscar
for “Boys’ Town” and the “Hardy Family”
series. Two years in a row he won Acade-
my Award nominations, and then another
Oscar in 1943 for his performance in “The
Human Comedy.” Thirteen years later, in

1956, he won another nomination for “The
Bold and the Brave”—Even for show
business, one must admit, Mickey’s career
has been fabulous.

That Mickey Rooney has slipped from
the top a number of times is true. But
each time he has fought his way back

again. And that is where he is today:
Firmly ensconced as one of the most solid,

versatile personalities in American show-
dom, after a staggering total of eighty-two
pictures and a choice handful of television
performances. Yes, right now Mickey is

fairly content because he is well started
on what he calls his “second chance.” As a
result of his success in Ernest Lehman’s
“The Comedian” over CBS television last

year, he has been busy being a lot of other
people, from Pinocchio of fable fame, to

Baby Face Nelson of the gangster era
(one of the most financially successful
sleepers of the season), to the hilarious

Friends are hoping that Mickey and

Elaine can work out marital trouble

Sergeant Skibo of Columbia’s “Operation
Mad Ball.”

Yet, despite the fact that he’s recently
been tapped to star in a new private-eye
CBS-TV series called “Personal and Pri-

vate,” and in “The Son of Andy Hardy,”
a return to M-G-M in the famous series,

in which he now plays the father role,

Mickey is near the end of his career as

an actor. “A couple of more years at

the most,” he said the other day, rub-
bing his hands together in a typical ges-
ture, “and then I’m just going to pro-
duce and direct.” Mickey has come to

enjoy the freedom of mingling with his

fellow man as a human being, and not
as a caricature, clown or any of the dozen
other types of roles he has played. “After
some thirty years as a byword of Ameri-
can movie fans, he has had all the personal
adulation he could ever want,” comments a
friend. “And now Mickey wants credit

only for his work; he has become a real
It

pro.

Mickey Rooney now wants to bring
that thirty years’ experience in show busi-
ness to bear where he thinks it best be-
longs now—behind the scenes. If this
decision be puzzling, if it be at conflict
completely with his character, his early
history and known love for the limelight,
it probably baffles Mickey as well. But he
means it. And as those who have worked
closely with him reason it out, Mickey
wants to make an all-out bid to play the
one big role he has failed at all his life:

The role of being himself.
But, as one veteran actor who has

known Mickey since childhood, says of

him, “I don’t know how Mickey could
have played his life any differently given
the same set of circumstances and the
same sort of personality he had as a

youngster.”
The fact that he slipped so many times

before his “second chance” has led to
unhappiness which can be blamed as much
on bad advisors as on bad breaks. Mickey
was told to make pictures he should never
have played in, just to keep him working.
For when Mickey Rooney was idle, no-
body ate, including his managers. But a

few years ago, he tied up with a manager
who saw things differently, who thought
no pictures were better than bad pictures,
and that a good picture was worth waiting
and even starving for. He helped firm up a

sense of analysis and judgment that had
already begun growing in Mickey. His
name is “Red” Doff, and Mickey, a careful
guy about his commitments, has accepted
his recent roles in ninety-minute TV
spectaculars on the strength of no more
than a two-minute explanation of the
show by Doff.

But, Mickey reasons, working as a pro-
duction executive or a director will fit

in with the more orderly routine he
has fallen into lately, and this in turn fits

in with his recent fight to save his mar-
riage, and the desire to maintain a home
life, something he hasn’t had much of. He
wants no more divorces after that long
line of marriages that began when he was
twenty-one and wed an unsophisticated
nineteen-year-old girl from North Caro-
lina, whose name was Ava Gardner. Ava,
a newcomer to Hollywood, impressed
Mickey, the star. After a six-month
courtship, they were married. Ava admits
she was impressed by Mickey’s success

—

he was one of the country’s top ten box-
office personalities. But eight months later,

the marriage was ended.
“We were both too young and in too

fabulous a business,” admitted Mickey.
“Everybody had us married before we
had even made up our own minds. It isn’t

true that we had fights because Ava want-
ed to go out and I didn’t. We didn’t have a

home very long and most of that time we
were both working hard.”
And Ava? What did she think? “Mickey’s

mother told me that once he’s got you.
he doesn’t want you any longer,” she once
explained when in a reflective mood.
“He was charming and he was delight-

ful. He was romantic. He would have a

beautiful body if he were a foot taller,

but he was wonderful and he was great

fun. He loved making others laugh and he
loved an audience. I thought I had found
what I wanted when I married Mickey,
but as it turned out, I was neither a wife

nor a companion.”

Mickey’s second try at happiness wa:-

marriage to Betty Jane Rase, ar

Alabama beauty contest winner. Bui

both sadly found this match wasn’t right

either. “I was away in the Army for two
years, and a lot can happen in that length

of time.” Of his third wife, actress Martha
Vickers, Mickey said, “Martha is a won-
derful gal and wonderful mother. W'



just agreed to disagree, that’s all.” Martha
divorced him after two years on “temper
tantrum” charges.
About his wife, Elaine, whom he mar-

ried in 1952, Mickey says, “It’s pretty

tough when a guy has been married four

times. People sometimes get the idea he’s

unstable. But it isn’t that. It’s just a case

of growing up. I’m a guy who has to find

my happiness where I can. I found love

—the right one—the fourth time around.
I was crazy about Elaine the first time I

met her. It was on a golf driving range,

and a month later, we ordered dinner,

never ate it and eloped. But we weren’t
hasty. We waited long enough to make
sure we were right for each other. The im-
portant thing was Elaine and I liked each
other. It’s easy to feel romantic about
someone you’re married to, but it’s tough
to really like her, too.”

Apparently, Mickey and Elaine’s “liking”

each other endured. Though their marriage
seemed on the verge of breaking up last

summer, when the Rooneys discussed a

trial separation, within two weeks they
had talked it over and decided on a recon-
ciliation. “Elaine and I were at each
other’s throats for a while,” Mickey quietly
admitted. “People around us probably
knew we were fighting and made more of

the situation than the facts warranted.
Anyway, we talked it over and ironed out
some of the problems. We are going down
the line together.” And, although those
“problems” have caused trouble anew,
there was no doubting that this was his

sincere hope.
There is good reason to believe that this

“new,” quieter, more rational, Mickey
Rooney is going to be the final version. A
man who gets tired of the kind of things
which just please his vanity doesn’t go
back to them. His birthday last September
23 would have gone unnoticed by him
had a few friends not insisted on a cele-
bration. Finally, Mickey consented to a
quiet dinner and an evening of closed-
circuit TV afterwards. And there were
no celebrities in the party.
Mickey, who used to be sensitive about

his lack of height (to the point where he
was a sucker for any kind of exercise
machine purportedly able to add stature),
has come to be quite unconcerned about
it. From a kid who used to speed around
in wild paint jobs he called cars, he has
graduated to driving an automobile which
is just plain black. His clothes are con-
servative, his manner mild.

Never a fellow to read a script before
he undertakes a part in it, because he
always felt this dulled spontaneity of per-
formance, he has learned to read and love
the works of the better playwrights and
authors, and even of the older classicists.
The works of Shakespeare are not remote
from his ken; after all, he played Puck
in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” at thir-
teen and hasn’t forgotten a line.

But perhaps the most significant facet
is a sense of conscientiousness which
characterizes his relationship with his as-
sociates and the members of his family
today. Mickey was always generous with
those with whom he worked or those in
his family whom he supported, but not
always thoughtful. “The pampering you
get as a movie star, let alone as a child
star, tends to dull your awareness of the
sensitivities of other people,” he says. It

takes time to come out of this cloud of
super-induced self-indulgence, but Mickey
has made it.

How else has he changed? For one
thing, the once-egotistical Mickey (some
of his show business friends may be sur-
prised to know) has learned to give credit
where credit is due. After his wow per-
formance as Pinocchio for NBC-TV, he
wrote a letter to the stage designer of the
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“WHEN
1 SAW
MY HUSBAND
CRY”

There arose in her a feeling of extreme

helplessness. She was faced with some-

thing that she could not understand—and

yet MUST if happiness was to last. His

crying—it was real, and it wasn’t real. To
see a strong man cry—burdened by a dis-

tress that she felt she could not relieve.

“I THANKED GOD FOR THIS
MARRIAGE-SAVING BOOK”

was what she wrote one day. It was only

what thousands of women have said in

different words. It is what thousands more
have thought, and felt, but never ex-

pressed. And there were other occasions,

too, when the book was a lifesaver—par-

ticularly that time when she thought they

could never have a child. And the time

when she thought she was losing her hus-

band to someone else.
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spectacular, Yasha Frank, that so moved
the man that he sat down and burst into

tears of gratitude.

Up to the time he hit in “The Comedian”
last winter, and the hits that have followed
it, Mickey had had ten lean years; not

lean in money, but lean in prestige, in

professional satisfaction. “I’m low,” he
would go around moaning.
“Mickey wants to be wanted,” his mana-

ger had to explain to people who asked
about Mickey’s woebegone attitude. Even
after his television smash, oddly enough,
Mickey found that he still wanted to be

WHY SHIRLEY
CAME BACK
Continued from, page 58

Shirley herself wasn’t old enough to

know what she was doing when she started

her career; she was four, a cuddlesome
tot who could crinkle smiles out of her

eyes and had her blond hair (now gone
dark) brushed into a mop of curls—as

many as fifty. When she was earning

as much as a quarter-million dollars

a year, and credited with saving her

studio. Fox, from bankruptcy, she would
proudly display a nickel someone had
given her for being “a good little girl.”

Her father was a bank clerk, her mother
a hard-working housewife who already

had two sons, Jack, twelve, and George,
eight, when Shirley was born on April 23,

1928. But as thin as the family bank ac-

count was, Shirley’s mother gave her

dancing lessons as soon as she could walk.

It was at a small Santa Monica dancing
academy that she was found and selected

to play in some short films known as the

“Baby Burlesk” series. In themselves un-
important, these pictures nevertheless

were a showcase for Shirley and led to

her being signed to sing the now famous
“Baby, Take a Bow” number with James
Dunn in Fox’s “Stand Up and Cheer.”

One song and dance number, one little

golden bouquet of a girl dimpling prettily,

and the studio’s earning capacity went up
into the millions. Its bankers were satis-

fied and the dazed studio heads converted
from potential failures into geniuses over-
night.

It is probably of some significance that

during the next nine years, which saw
Shirley as the most fabulously successful

starlet of her time, she made no close

friendships which seem to have endured to

this day; when she traveled to Hollywood
for her first talks about her new televi-

sion show a few months ago she went to

no one’s home to stay. She engaged a suite

at the Beverly Hills Hotel. She might
have gone to her parents’ home in West
Hollywood, but they were in the process

of selling it and buying another one in

Palm Springs.
This doesn’t mean that she wasn’t—or

isn’t yet, for that matter—popular with
the Hollywood people with whom she

worked and associated during her star-

dom. Half the personnel at the Screen
Gems studios in Hollywood, where her TV
series is to be filmed, gathered around her
when she dropped in last November. They
had worked with her in the old days on
one film or another and she remembered
them all.

From her first days as a child actress

Shirley had been taught to be polite and
considerate of everyone in the studio, from
laborer to producer. And it was no hard-
ship for her to comply because she liked

people. Even more, she had an irrepres-

sible love of the mischievous which ap-
pealed to everyone because it revealed her

wanted. Not as an actor, but as has be-
come pretty evident, as the person he is

in real life. That’s why he has never
wanted his fourth marriage to Elaine, to

break up. That would be too much like

the story of the old Mickey. That’s why
today he wants to stop acting—and stop
being just a public figurehead ... all hol-
low inside. . . .

For Mickey knows that to be a public
hero doesn’t always translate into terms
of personal happiness. For that, frankly,

he is still looking ahead—but this time
with definite plans in mind. The End

for what she really was, just a warm little

girl who didn’t know she was also an
exalted little princess. In those days Shir-
ley would rather busy herself any time in

some prank than pose demurely alongside
some illustrious visitor to the studio. But
pose she would, dutifully, while behind
her seraphic little face her mind was
cudgeling up some other idea with which
to tease her “playmates.”
But when one picture was finished and

another started, there would be a new set

of playmates; a new shooting crew, new
co-stars to work with, a new director,

perhaps, to take her on his knee and ex-
plain gently what he wanted her to do in

a forthcoming scene. So most of her
friendships were transitory, existing today
and ending tomorrow; certainly not the
most ideal form of social development for

a child, and most professional children
don’t come through it unscathed.
And this, therefore, is the miracle of

Shirley Temple: She wanted an enriching
permanency in human relations rather
than an ego-inflating type, and she has
found it in her second marriage, in moth-
erhood, and in her participation in com-
munity activities.

Shirley was married to Charles Black,
son of the president of a Northern Cali-

fornia utility company, in 1950, a year
after her divorce from John Agar, Jr.

Black is now head of business administra-
tion for the Stanford Research Institute in

Menlo Park, California. They built a
Japanese Modern home of a style known
as “Pacific,” in Atherton, about a forty-

minute car ride south of San Francisco
on its famed “Peninsula.” Shirley deco-
rated it herself, as she has the homes of

a number of friends in Atherton. It is a

kind of work she loves so much that she
once took it up seriously to the extent of

devoting one day a week to it in associa-

tion with a local shop.
Not only are her furnishings of modern

Oriental design to match her home, but
at a given signal she and all her three
children, Lori, Linda Susan who is nearly
ten (John Agar’s daughter), and Charles
Jr., five, can don Japanese robes and blend
with the general decor. The children love
this “dressing up,” Shirley knows, just as

she loved her fancy costumes when she
was a little girl.

In this home, from which Shirley does
not wish to get too far away, she is no
mistress who sits back and confines her
duties to giving her maid instructions.

She works. She helps cook and clean,

does the fetching and putting away that

make up the management of house affairs

for the average wife.

“I do it for two reasons,” she has said.

“I like it and my family likes it. The
home seems to be warmer to them because
what is done in it has been done a great

deal by me personally. I think everyone
wants their lives to mean something, and
in this way I get recognition of one kind
for mine.”
That this role is high in her conscious-

ness was evident in the trips she had to

make to Hollywood to discuss and pre-
pare for her NBC presentation. When she
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could she brought her children along.

When her husband could get away from
his business he would accompany her.

When circumstances found them apart on

the eve of their seventh or “copper” anni-

versary she cancelled a business engage-
ment to give her time to search for an
appropriate gift for him. What she settled

for was a lucky penny which she ordered
mounted in a cigarette-lighter inscribed

to him.
And Shirley makes her attitude very

clear: “The second my husband is irritated

by my working,” says she, “I will stop.”

Like most actresses Shirley has a fond-

ness for mementoes—values them as a

means of recalling favorite phases of her
career. One she is especially fond of is a

gold police badge with inserted diamond
which was given to her by the late Bill

;
Robinson when they worked together in

one of her biggest hits, “Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm.” Shirley had tin

replicas made of the badge (tin was just

another metal to her and not necessarily

cheaper than gold) and handed them to

everyone around the set, including, one
day, a visitor by the name of J. Edgar

,

Hoover. Years later, when she happened
i
to visit the famous FBI chief in his Wash-
ington office (by then she was a teenaged
young lady), he greeted her with the same
tin badge pinned to his lapel. Shirley still

knows Hoover, but not as well as her
oldest brother Jack; Jack works for him
now.

M oney, according to Shirley, is not the
motivation behind her partial return
to public life, and since she was a

millionaire from her own earnings before

|

she was twelve, when she first retired, her
words can only ring true. What interested

her mainly was a chance to help present
the beloved fairy tale classics which will

make up the content of her program, and
the opportunity to add to the charity and
welfare work in which she became inter-

ested after her marriage to Black. In and
around Atherton, Shirley is a member of

a number of committees of women inter-

:
ested in helping the mentally retarded, the
hospitalized servicemen and other handi-
capped people.
But friends and old time Hollywood

acquaintances list another reason why
Shirley has agreed to perform again . . .

a purely feminine one and, in this case,

understandably prideful. Quite a number
of her old movies, including “Heidi,” “Wee
Willie Winkie,” “Captain January,” and
“Rebecca of Sunybrook Farm” have been
released to television and she was being
seen by millions of people as she was

—

not as she is.

“She couldn’t resist bringing herself up
to date publicly,” was the way her friends
explained it.

And that, they claim, is why a twinkly-
eyed girl, who captured the heart of the
world once as a blond little charmer, is

before it again—this time as a dashing
brunette.
But maybe there is still a fourth reason.

At the time of her divorce from Agar
she was quoted as being so unhappy that
she would take long drives alone along the
Pacific Ocean and feel like hurtling her
car over the cliff. A happiness come by
after such an ordeal is a cherished one.
Shirley Temple could want everyone to
know this is her real victory. The End
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Sex and your
Perspiration

By Valda Sherman

Did you know there are two kinds of perspiration?

“Physical,” caused by work or exertion; and “nervous,”

stimulated by emotion or sexual excitement.

Doctors say that this “sex perspiration” is the big

offender in underarm stains and odor. It is caused by
special glands that are bigger, more powerful, pour out more perspiration.

And this kind of perspiration causes the most offensive odor.

Science has discovered that a deodorant needs a special ingredient

specifically formulated to overcome this offensive “sex perspiration” odor.

And now it’s here . . . the remarkable ingredient Perstop*— the most
effective, yet the gentlest odor-stopping ingredient ever discovered —
and available only in the new cream deodorant arrid.

Use Arrid daily and you’ll be amazed how quickly this new ARRID with

Perstop* penetrates deep into the pores and stops this “sex perspiration”

odor. Stops it as no “roll-on,” spray-on, or stick deodorant could ever do.

You rub ARRID in —rub perspiration out . . . rub arrid in — rub odor out.

When the cream vanishes, you know you are safe, even when you are

nervous or stimulated by emotion or sexual excitement. Doctors have
proved that this new arrid with Perstop* is actually 1 V2 times as effective

as all leading deodorants tested.

Remember—nothing protects you like a cream . . . and no cream pro-

tects you like arrid with Perstop*. So don’t be half-safe. Be completely

safe. Use arrid with Perstop* to be sure. Only 43^ plus tax.
Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

Everyb0
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WALLET Size 2Vi x V/z on
PORTRAIT QUALITY PAPER
Just pennies per picture for

beautiful portrait-quality

reproductions of your own favorite

photograph. Send one portrait or
snapshot (returned unharmed)
And money to:

WALLET PHOTOS, BOX M-78
Hillside, NJ.

In a hurry? Send 25c extra
for Super-Speed service.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE We pay postage!
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drug store

EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY

with CARDINAL’S New

T
ail-Occasion
GREETING CARDS

BIG VARIETYof

[fjl SELLERS!

I 21-Card $
l

LI) Assortments

i
$1 Sellers Make Extra Money Easily
Show friends dozens of brand new greet-
ing' card assortments and gift items that
sell fast at the magic low price of only $1.
New TALL Cards at 21 for $1, Religious
Assortments, Ensembles, Comics, Salt &
Pepper Sets — over 100 fast-sellers pay up
to 60c profit per box plus CASH BONUS.

SEE SAMPLES AT NO COST!
No experience needed. Just mail coupon.
We’ll send sample outfit on approval and
EXCLUSIVE Stationery FREE. Charm-
ing $1 “Lil’ Washer” Salt & Pepper Set
offered FREE for prompt action. Act NOW!
CARDINAL CRAFTSMEN
1400 State Ave., Cincinnati 14, Ohio
Please send samples on approval. Include $1 Gift.

City & State |

$1
GIFTS

STATIONERY

•W W,m W W " aW
GET RID of Dark or

Discolored Skin, Freckles,

Blotches, Skin Spots!'

Famous Mercolized Wax Cream
7 NIGHT PLAN Lightens,
Clears Skin While You Sleep . .

.

Just follow the amazing Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 NIGHT PLAN to a whiter, softer,
lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-
colized Wax Cream on your face or arms
just before retiring each night for one
week. You’ll begin to see results almost

at once . . . dark skin lightens,
blotches. spots. freckles disappear
as if by ma^ic! This is not a cover
up cosmetic; Mercolized Wax
Cream works under the skin sur-
face. Beautiful women have used

thistime-tested plan for over 40 years—you’ll
love its fast, sure, longer lasting results!
Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-
antee or money back. Start using it now !

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters
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The

SoUNtfMcK
Album!

All the happy songs from the smash RKO
motion picture musical featuring singing

star Jane Powell at her delightful best

and co-starring Cliff Robertson. Arranged

and conducted by Nelson Riddle.

Another Exclusive Soundtrack Album from

ADVANCE ROYALTY

11 OO.00 SONGWRITERS
TO THE WRITER OF BEST SONG SELECTED EACH MONTH

Send songs, poems. Records, copies furnished. Let us help you be a success.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS '^°
!.
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High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

If you did not or cannot finish high school, here is

your opportunity. Study in spare time at home. Go
as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to residential school—prepares for college
exams. Standard texts supplied. Credit for subjects
already completed. Single subjects if desired. Diploma
awarded Be a High School graduate. Start studies
now. Free Bulletin. Write today.

AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept.H-353
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois

Famous Swedish

Gives

Shining, Radiant Color!

The women of Scandinavia have always been envied for

their glorious blonde hair. Now, without tints, rinses or that

ugly, bleached look, you can safely give your hair the

radiant, golden shine and shimmering highlights that men
love! Called BLONDEX, this famous Swedish "beauty-bath/'

made especially for blondes and prepared at home — fresh

as you need it— billows into a richer, gentler lather that's

just right for delicate blonde hair. Contains ANDIUM to

lighten and shine as it shampoos. Washes away the dingy

film that keeps hair dark and dull-looking — gives it lovely

lustre and flattering lightness. Fine for children's hair, too!

Get BLONDEX today at 10£, drug or department stores.

I’M ALWAYS IN LOVE
Continued from page 42

have children, but I’m not going to grab
a man by the coatsleeves and say, “Let’s

get married and raise a family.” First the
man must be right.

Today in Hollywood I go out with five

different men, whose names I’d rather
not divulge. None of them are dating

me for publicity purposes, and if I told

you who they are they might stop calling

me. I’m not serious about any of them

—

otherwise,” she said with a wry smile, “I

wouldn’t go out with five men.
“There have been times when I hoped

I was headed for a serious romance, but
so far I haven’t met the right man. Mean-
time, I have a lot of fun going out with
the wrong ones—wrong from the point of

view of matrimony, that is.

“As a matter of fact, it sometimes seems
to me that I have a talent for choosing
men who aren’t right for me. Once I al-

most fell in love with a man who was
married to someone else. When I learned
he was married, I gave him up quickly.
“Even the man in Paris wasn’t right for

me. He was what I call a flitterer—a man
who flits from one girl to another. I ap-
prove of a woman being a flitterer, but I

don’t like that trait in a man. The man
in Paris was handsome and very popular
with girls. They couldn’t resist him, and
he couldn’t resist them. Perhaps if I had
known how hard it was for him to settle

his attentions on any one girl, I wouldn’t
have thrown away the fifty-dollar hat.

“Another type I can’t stand is the man
who gets irritated if we’re having dinner
and kids rush up for my autograph. Right
away the balloon deflates, and I feel he
isn’t for me. If a man doesn’t like me well
enough to accept all the things that go
with my work, including whatever fame
I’ve achieved, he isn’t the one for me.
“My religion is a serious consideration.

The Catholic religion doesn’t take a light

view of the marriage sacrament. As a
Catholic, I would never marry with the
idea ‘If this doesn’t work I’ll get out of it.’

“Before I ever marry, I must feel confi-

dent in my own mind that, come what
may, my husband and I will always con-
sider our marriage a holy sacrament. Once
I was in love with a man that I might
have married—if it hadn’t been for our
religious differences. We couldn’t work
them out.

“Meantime,” Gisele said cheerfully, “I

date a lot. Almost every night, in fact.

I’d heard that there were lots more women
than men in Hollywood, that there are
many lonely women here. But I’ve been
very lucky. Perhaps it’s because I’m the
new girl in town—my phone is always
ringing. When I’m not working, I’m al-

ways on the go. In New York, there were
some evenings when I read, cooked din-
ner for myself and lazily watched televi-

sion; but in Hollywood, I’ve had no nights
to spend alone. And I love it. I’m a night
owl. I love to stay up late and have fun.

There have been lots of parties, plenty of

dancing, lots of excitement.
“Otherwise I do almost exactly the same

kind of things in Hollywood as in New
York, but I like California better. I’m a
great nature- lover, and there’s an awful
lot of nature here. I’m a fresh-air fiend.

I live in a house on a hill with a beautiful
view and flowers all around. I especially

love the weather in California, even the
rain! It makes everything look so fresh
afterwards.”
Though Gisele says she is not in love

with anyone at the present time, she has
had a lot of love affairs in her life. “Only
a few of them have had anything to do

with the opposite sex, though,” she says
with a broad smile. “My first love affair

was with a piano, when I was about three
years old.”

Gisele La Fleche (that’s her real name)
was born in Winnipeg, Canada, the
daughter of a surgeon who played the
violin as a hobby. Her mother played the
organ and was a singer. From both of
them, Gisele inherited the gift of perfect
pitch, and from her mother she learned to
read music by the time she was three.

Gisele loved the piano, but after a while
her mother felt that it would be very nice
indeed if two of the La Fleche girls did
a musical sister act, with an older daugh-
ter playing the piano and Gisele the violin.

“One day she tucked a fiddle under my
chin,” Gisele laughs, “and soon I was going
steady with my surgeon father’s favorite
non-surgical instrument, the violin.

“One day, perhaps in the hope of turn-
ing this love affair into a permanent ro-
mance, my parents spent $3,000, which
they had saved through all kinds of sacri-
fices, for a beautiful Ceruti violin. When
they gave it to me, I prayed to God that
I would be worthy of their faith in me.”

When Gisele was fourteen, she was
quite mature for her age (and tal-

ented). The family decided that she
ought to go to the Royal Conservatory in
Toronto, though it was 1,500 miles from
home. Accustomed to the security of a
large, happy family (Gisele has two older
sisters and two brothers)

, she couldn’t
bear the thought of leaving them.
Dismayed, frightened, wishing she could

turn back, Gisele got on the train to

Toronto, for what seemed an unendurable
trip. With a pounding heart, she looked
at the Catholic girls’ home in which she
was to live. Compared to her own large,

sunny room at home, her new rcfom seemed
to her the size of a shoe box.

“I felt awful. I was so desolate I didn’t
unpack for six months. There were times
when I wished I were dead. I felt like

an orphan. And yet that experience, which
hurt me so much at the time, was prob-
ably the best thing that ever happened to

me. I couldn’t feel sheltered any more,
as I had at home. I met a lot of people,
none of whom knew me. I knew that if

I didn’t make them like me, I’d be com-
pleted isolated.

“Of course, there were times when I

wallowed in self-pity, times when I itched
for the security of home and family. Be-
cause I was 1,500 miles away and my
family had already made many financial

sacrifices for me, they couldn’t afford to

visit me often. I was on my own and I

hated it. I hated it, that is, for two years.
“Then I was sixteen. One morning I

said to myself, ‘I’m all by myself in a
great big city. I’m going to wear lipstick

and go out with boys.’ Shortly after-
wards, I put on lipstick and went out on
a double date. It wasn’t bad. In fact, it

was wonderful. I found that I could hold
my own when I had to.”

At parties, Gisele sang and played the
piano. Though she had to wear the same
clothes over and over again, she still

stood out in any crowd. One day during
World War II, she agreed to sing for a
crowd of sailors at the naval barracks.
When she had finished, a young lieutenant
came up to her and said, “I like your
style. People have fun when they listen

to you.”
A year later, she saw the young lieuten-

ant again. Now he was an ex-lieutenant,
and the name Robert Shuttleworth was
on his office door. He had become a
bandleader who booked musical talent for

various shows. He asked her to sing with
his band. She sang and as time went on
she fell out of love with the violin and
in love with her new steady, singing.



Finally, Bob Shuttleworth arranged an

audition that led to a radio program,
“Meet Gisele.” But she was upset by
the fact that her parents didn’t approve of

her singing popular songs. They wanted
her to start on a career as a concert vio-

linist.

The conflict soon made her ill. Finally

her doctor, who knew her illness was
psychosomatic, marched her to the phone
and said, “Tell your mother about your
boils. Tell her that you’ve been tearing

yourself apart trying to be what she
wanted you to be. Tell her that if she

wants you to be happy she must let you
do what you want, with her blessing.”

So she did, and her mother wept, and
then blessed her.

Gisele played night-club dates, did radio

shows and eventually made “The Hit
Parade.” She had slimmed down, and
learned how to dress, and her buoyant
personality, along with her vibrant voice,

made her the hit of the program.
Her versatility attracted plenty of offers

to star in her own TV show. Hesitant at

first, Gisele took the plunge last fall and
scored a brilliant personal hit.

This brought her to Hollywood and an
exciting new life. She lives in a compact
home on a hill in Beverly Hills and every
morning she admires the view and luxuri-

ates in happiness. When she first looked
at the house, the living room was dark
green—a color that made her feel “itchy,”

as she says. Whenever anything makes
Gisele feel itchy, she does something about
it. In this case, she painted the living

room a cheerful light beige.

But she still has the keys to her beauti-
ful apartment in New York, which she
decorated herself. Generous with her
friends, she gives the keys—while she’s

in Hollywood—to any friends who happen
to be going East.

In Hollywood, Gisele works like mad
five days a week. She has Sundays and
Mondays off. “On Sunday I fall apart.

I sleep, cook, just goof off, sit on the porch
and read newspapers, or go sailing with

friends. I also love to go driving. My
date and I take my two long-haired
dachshunds, Wolfie and Bruna, and off we
go, usually for a drive along the ocean.”

Although she is extremely happy about
her life in Hollywood, she misses her
friends on “The Hit Parade.” She had a

lot of pals in the group, not so much the

other stars as the dancers and vocalists.

But she’s made friends here. Closest ones
are Paula Kelly and Hal Dickenson (sing-

ers in The Modernaires) ,
Axel and June

Stordahl and the wonderful Jack and
Mary Benny.

Gisele loves to entertain small groups
for dinner, people who appreciate gourmet
cookery. Her fried chicken, she admits
happily, is pretty elegant. She makes it

with lots of herbs and an Italian rice

topped with cheddar cheese. She enjoys
domestic things—even cleaning the house,
making her own bed and washing dishes.

She admits, however, that she hates to

sweep.
She whips around Hollywood in a bright

red Edsel which was given her when she
appeared on “This Is Your Life.” (Though
surprised and touched, she refused to shed
the conventional tears on that show.) One
day when she drove out of the garage,

she couldn’t get the top of the car down.
She got out and wigwagged for help. A
young man stopped his car and said,

“You’re Gisele MacKenzie, aren’t you?”
“Yes.”
“Well, I’m from Winnipeg, too. We

Winnipeg men have to take care of Winni-
peg girls. What’s wrong?” And he fixed

the car for her.

Not only the man from Winnipeg but
men from all over the world seem to feel

that they have to take care of this par-
ticular Winnipeg girl.

No wonder she says, “I’m not afraid

that I won’t get married. My parents may
look on me as a spinster, but I know I’m
not. I feel that I have all the right in-

stincts that lead to getting married. Some
day the wedding bells will ring for me.
But not yet.” The End

KING OF HEARTS
Continued from page 27

theory to its logical conclusion, they must
also represent eight types into which most
men can be classified. So, girls, want to

know whether you’re right for your Val-
entine, and he’s right for you? And, fel-

lows, want to peg your type to improve
your effect on the ladies? C’mon, give
Cupid a hand—look and learn:

ELVIS PRESLEY: THE REBEL. He’s
uninhibited, colorful, an individual who
acts and talks as he feels and lets the
chips fall where they may. He’s the pres-
ent-day counterpart of yesterday’s Flam-
ing Youth—the sensitive young man with
a driving need for self-expression that is

raw, wild, untutored and undisciplined

—

but, as in the case of Elvis, can be wonder-
fully inspired and exciting. (If you’ve
seen him in “Jailhouse Rock” you know
what we mean.) It has enabled Elvis to
accomplish, by intuition, what many sea-
soned performers can’t learn in a lifetime.

Elvis has been accused of being the model
of his wild, black-leather-jacketed breth-
ren; actually the reverse is true. Elvis is

akin to them. But instead of pouring his
unbridled energy into delinquent pranks,
he pours it into music, and with his polite
manners, distaste for drinking, smoking
and swearing, and devotion to his parents,
sets them a good example. The Wild Ones
—and they’re a definite type today—can
benefit from it. And, if you’re a girl who

goes for the rock ’n’ roll Romeos, you’d
be wise to look for the same qualities, and
settle for nothing less.

RICK NELSON: THE BOY-NEXT-
DOOR. Not as colorful or violently excit-
ing as the Rebel, he’s a big winner in his

own way. Wholesome and refreshing as

a strawberry soda, he’s the kind of boy
any girl would be proud to bring home
to mother. There are lots of Rick Nelsons
around—good boys, hard-working and
sincere, who are brought up in good homes
and destined to follow in their fathers’

footsteps. They’re good future citizens

—

and husbands, although, like Rick, they’re
smart enough to know they’re too young
for marriage, which is a responsibility
they’d take as seriously as their own par-
ents. What made Rick different from his

fellows is the fact that his parents happen
to be Ozzie and Harriet Nelson, his chosen
career, naturally, show business via their
ABC-TV show, “The Adventures of Ozzie
and Harriet.” Given that sendoff, plus a
fine voice and that boy-next-door charm
that makes him the ideal of all those nice
girls-next-door, he couldn’t miss.

ROCK HUDSON: THE QUIET MAN.
He’s a man of a few words, but it’s no
weakness. Rather, he doesn’t say anything
unless it’s worth saying—and he means it.

In movies—his latest, 20th’s “A Farewell
to Arms,” U-I’s “Twilight for the Gods”

—

he’s the strong, stalwart type. He’s the
man who, above all, can always be relied
upon—and what woman, particularly if

she’s a clinging-vine who needs to be pro-

PANIC
AND A

SICK CHILD
AT 2:00 A.M.

The rain coming down in sheets. The icy

streets. The ringing phone!—ringing and
ringing! “Why doesn’t the doctor an-

swer?” Why? Why? And the whimper-
ing cries of pain. “Operator ! Please! It’s

an emergency !” The darkness seems like a

crushing weight.

BUT FOR HER PAGE 70 OF THIS
LIFE-SAVING BOOK WAS THE

ANSWER TILL THE DOCTOR CAME
She wrote us that. As many women have

written us—women for whom this book is

always as close at hand as their medicine

cabinet. There is no cause for panic when
you know what to do. It is when you
don’t know what to do that you panic. The
things you should know about the infant

and growing child are in this book—things

which even a fond mother may have for-

gotten to tell her daughter. Buy it, and
keep it in your baby’s room.

“WE WERE SCARED OUT OF OUR
WITS”

a woman wrote, as she was telling us the
help she received from The Modern
Book of Infant and Child Care

,

which three doctors who love children
took the time to write.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES-
OR MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. WG358
205 East 42 St., New York 17. N. Y.

Send me a copy of INFANT AND
CHILD CARE. I enclose $1, paper-
bound $2.95 hardbound.

NAME
(please print)

STREET

I CITY STATE
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PRACTICAL
NURSING

HAVE A CAREER OR EXTRA INCOME
FREE SAMPLE LESSON PAGES show how
easily you can qualify for choice of

:

careers as Practical Nurse, Nurse's Aide,

Nurse-Companion, Doctor’s Office
Nurse, Infant Nurse or as Hospital

Attendant. Learn at home in your spare
j

time in a few short months. High school

education not required. Studencs ac-

cepted up to 65.

j Post Graduate School of Nursing

9D38 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago 5, Illinois

i
NAME

j

ADDRESS

I CITY STATE.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Applications may
heal many old leg sores due to venous
congestion of varicose veins, leg swell-
ing or injuries. Send today for aFREE
BOOK and No-Cost -For-Trial-plan*

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago 2, Illinois

GrayHair
Brush It Away-Look Years Younger
It's easy with Brownatone. Thou-
sands praise its natural appearing
color. Instantly tints dull, faded
or gray hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. Safe for

1 you and your permanent. Lasting—
iidoes not wash out. 750 plus tax

—

at all druggists—or send for free sample bottle. Mailed
In plain wrapper. Mention natural color of your hair.
Write—Brownatone, Dept. 22, Covington, Kentucky.

American families are
better housed -

thanks to Advertising!

Ring Set
Beautiful Engagement and

Wedding ring to match
in 1/40 10-k rolled

Gold plate. Bet with
attractive brilliants,

and fully guaranteed
For Selling $2.00
worth of Rosebud
Products. Order 8
Rosebud Salve to

9ell at 25^ a box OR
4 Rosebud Perfume to

sell for 500 a bottle. Send
NO money—weTRUST you.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO.
Box 54, Woodsboro, Maryland

ENLARGEMENT
o/your Pat/orftc Photo

FROM FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS

Just to get acquainted, we will

make you a beautiful 5x7 silver-
‘ tone portrait enlargement of any

snapshot, photo or negative. Also
be sure to include color of hair,
eyes and clothing for prompt in-
formation on having your en-

LILLY largement beautifully hand-col-
this photo ored in oil and mounted in a

received *ioo handsome frame. Limit 2. En-
close 10c for handling and mailing each enlarge-
ment. Originals returned. We will pay $100.00 for
photo selected bi-monthly to be used in our adver-
tising. Act NOW! U.S.A. only.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS, Dept. F-450
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

tected and cherished—doesn’t want this

strength to lean upon? Physically, like

Rock, he’s usually a big man, powerful
and muscular. And usually, like Rock,
he’s self-conscious about his size, and
somewhat shy because of it. But that
very shyness makes him all the more at-

tractive to women, especially those who
are also shy and who, like him, prefer a
quiet evening at home to noisy night life.

PAT BOONE: THE COLLEGE MAN.
Today’s campus boys, like Pat, are no
rah-rah collegiates. Like young (twenty-
three) Mr. Boone, they’re often already
married and fathers (Pat’s fourth young-
ster is due to arrive any day) . With the
great demand for specialized knowledge
today, they’re out to equip themselves to

meet the challenge. Like deeply religious

Pat, they’re out to meet another challenge,
too—the need for stronger spiritual values
—by being active in church work. Pat,

who’s majoring in Speech at Columbia
University, where he’s due to get his

degree—and probably a Phi Beta Kappa
key—soon, still aims to be a teacher. But
since sensational show business success,
as star of 20th’s “April Love” and the ABC-
TV show, “Pat Boone’s Chevy Showroom,”
and record success have come along, Pat
feels that he does have an opportunity to

do “a kind of teaching” by trying to ex-
emplify his high ideals to young people in

his public life. Any girl lucky enough to

have a beau like Pat—and there are some
around—would, like his Shirley, have to

be a sweet homebody who shares those
high ideals, too.

CARY GRANT: THE SOPHISTICATE.
He’s oh-so-handsome! But it’s not Cary’s
looks that account for the fact that, at

fifty-three, he can still enchant more ladies

than many a younger man. What’s the an-
swer? Charm. The kind of charm that
Cary, and the very small, select group of

rare males like him, have isn’t easily

come by. It consists of genuine warmth,
a natural, clever wit, a sharp mind that

is never content with anything less than
the best, be it food, clothes, books, music,
conversation—or a wife. A man like Cary
is also the soul of gallantry—remember the
masterful way he protected the stricken
Ingrid Bergman from onslaughts of re-
porters when she arrived in London to

make “Indiscreet” with him after the
breakup with Rossellini? And remember
the time Cary made the startling statement:
“I’d like to see a woman President of the
United States. Women,” he went on,

“couldn’t make more of a mess of the
world than men have done.”—Well, just

how gallant can this charming man be?
Yes, such men are few, and hard to cap-
ture. But they’re well worth the trouble.

PERRY COMO: THE NICE GUY.
People in show business—and the audi-
ences who eat up his NBC-TV “Perry
Como Show”—think there’s just nobody
like Perry. And, in a sense, there isn’t, for

he’s one person who remains completely
untouched by his fabulous fame and
wealth. But in another sense, it is not
true, because Perry’s great appeal lies in

the fact that he is Mr. Everyman—the fel-

low who has found that the secret of real

happiness is in the simple life—a game of

golf, watching TV, enjoying his friends and
his family. Perry’s wife, Roselle, who re-

fuses to “put on airs” and even insists on
doing her own housework, despite his

protests, is the perfect mate for him, and
a wonderful mother to son Ronnie, adopted
tots David and Terri (the Comos hope to

adopt another child soon). But she’s just

as adept at taking part in the civic and
charity affairs close to their hearts, too.

Had Perry never left that barbershop in

Canonsburg, Pa., he’d undoubtedly live

the same kind of life, and be the same
kind of thoroughly nice person. So look
around for a guy everybody likes, who’s
always kind and never has a bad word to

say about anybody—there may be a Perry
Como in your town! Why not take a look?

JERRY LEWIS: THE COMEDIAN.
Wouldn’t life be awfully dull without
him? He’s the life of the party, the con-
tinual cut-up, who can be counted on to

beat the blues. He can be as moody as
anyone—sometimes more so, because his
sensitive spirit can fall just as low as it

can soar high above everyone else’s. But
give him an audience, and he’s in his ele-
ment. The girl who loves him, like Jerry’s
Patti, will have to understand this, and
give him the steady, patient balance he
needs. But she’ll be greatly rewarded,
too, with the rich gifts of warmth and
laughter. Born entertainers like Jerry
may not always be as gifted, or as suc-
cessful (his earnings topped four million
last year, he’s going strong with NBC-TV
shows, and a new movie for Hal Wallis,
“Rock-a-bye Baby” coming up). But, like

him, they are rich in the knowledge that
giving of themselves to help others is the
greatest success.

HUGH O’BRIAN: THE RUGGED RO-
MANTIC. All kinds of explanations have
been offered for Hugh’s phenomenal hit

on ABC-TV in “The Life and Legend of

Wyatt Earp,” which led to a contract for

four starring movies with 20th Century-
Fox. Some say it’s the way he walks.
Others say it’s his sharp, distinctive out-
fit—the black hat, the fancy vests. Still

others say it’s his dark good looks, his
dancer’s grace. It’s much more than that.

Hugh is athletic, good-looking, graceful,

to be sure, but what fascinates the femmes
is the fact that he is a romantic figure.

Romantic in the true sense of old-world
courtliness and polished manners—the
two-fisted fellow who, nevertheless, is a
gentleman to the core. He puts women
on a pedestal—and how they love it!

“Mother and father had a very happy
marriage,” he says, “until the death of

my mother, and when I marry it will be
for keeps.” True to type, Hugh’s looking
for a sweet girl, the old-fashioned kind
who’ll be the same kind of wife his own
mother was to his dad for so many years.
The kind of girl all these all-too-rare ro-
mantic gentlemen are looking for. Any-
body qualify?

WHO'S WHOSE

If you filled in the chart on

page 31, here's the key to which

type of dream man you should

set your cap for: If you're the

jivy motorcycle rider, the Rebel

is for you; the girl who likes milk

shakes and movie dates—Boy

Next Door; shy violet—Quiet

Man; church-going homebody—
College Man; dazzle dish—So-

phisticate; suburbanite — Nice

Guy; strong with sense of humor

—Comedian; girl who's given

up career—Rugged Romantic.
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P'VW' EXCELLENT k'W' VERY COOD COOD FAIR A—ADULTS F—FAMILY

NINE NEW MEMBERS OF HIS TEAM

ARTHUR GODFREY
SPEAKS OUT ABOUT RADIO

ROSEMARY CLOONEY'S
FAMOUS FAMILY

•
BOB CUMMINGS

all in the March TV RADIO MIRROR at all newsstands

Callouses
Pain, Tenderness, Burn- (
ing Are Quickly Relieved
You’ll quickly forget you have
painful callouses, burning or
tenderness on the bottom of
your feet, when you apply Dr.
Scholl’s Zino-pads. Thin, soft,

wonderfully soothing, cushion-

ing, protective. Separate Medi-
cations included for quickly re-

moving callouses. Try them!

D- SchollsZino-pads

fashion-new styles proportioned to fit

you who are Tall! Shop by mail from the
new Tall Style Book—prices are no higher
than regular misses’ size fashions.

Attractive Woven Cotton Plaid Dress with pert
shoestring bows, sizes 10 to 20, $10.98. Others $3.69
up. Also coats, sportswear, shoes, hose, lingerie.

Over Five-Seven Shops
Dept. T-l

465 Fifth Avenue,

New York 17, N.Y. — —

,

Please send me FREE Tall Girls Style Book (T-l)

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months indicated. Full reviews this month—see contents page.

pV ALL MINE TO GIVE—U-L Technicolor:

Sentimental story with a crew of enchanting kids

led by Rex Thompson, who becomes head of the

family when parents Cameron Mitchell and Glynis

Johns die. (F) February

VV'/’/ BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI. THE
—Columbia; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Power-
ful, tension-filled. Escaped from a Jap prison camp.
Bill Holden returns with Jack Hawkins to oppose

Alec Guinness’ strange project. (F) February

PVPV DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER—
M-G-M; CinemaScope, Metrocolor: Vastly amusing
comedy about Navy public-relations men sitting

out the war on a South Sea island. Glenn Ford
courts native Gia Sr.ala; sailor Earl Holliman is in

love with nurse Anne Francis. (F) January

/Wl/ ENEMY BELOW, THE—20th; Cinema-
Scope, De Luxe Color: Stirring adventure of

World War II centers on a duel betweeen U. S.

Navy skipper Bob Mitchuim and his unseen foe,

U-boat captain Curt Jurgens. (F) February

ESCAPADE IN JAPAN—U-I; Teclinirama,

Technicolor: Appealing family-style film, shot in

Japan. As young 6on of Americans Teresa Wright
and Cameron Mitchell, Jon Provost goes on the

lam with a Japanese buddy. (Ft December

'SV'S KISS THEM FOR ME—20th; CinemaScope,
De Luxe Color: Gay romp with Cary Grant and
Navy Air Force pals, on a bender in wartime San
Francisco. Cary’s light romance with luscious Suzy
Parker turns serious. (A) January

PW^P^ LES GIRLS—M-G-M; CinemaScope,
Metrocolor: Dazzling musical, sly and spectacular,

sophisticated and hilarious. Just what did happen
with Gene Kelly and his “girls”? They are part-

ners in his Europe-touring revue: Kay Kendall.
Mitzi Gaynor, Taina Elg. (A) December

k'PV MAN IN THE SHADOW—U-I: Straight-
forward western, set in the present day. Deputy
sheriff Jeff Chandler tries to smash the power of

cattle baron Orson Welles. (F) February

pVp' MY MAN GODFREY—U-I; CinemaScope,
Eastman Color: David Niven’s suave performance

highlights a screwball comedy. As an elegant

tramp, he becomes butler in the home of rich,

eccentric June Allyson. (F) January

p’V^P^P'’ OLD YF.LLER—Buena Vista. Techni-

color: Exciting, realistic story of a pioneer family.

When dad Fess Parker must leave wife Dorothy
McGuire and two sons, Tommy Kirk minds the

farm—with the help of a courageous mongrel.

(F) February

PVPV OPERATION MAD BALL—Columbia

:

Wonderfully wacky farce set at a postwar U. S.

Army base in France. GI Jack Lemmon’s schemes
for a romantic party are opposed by Ernie Kovacs,

but saved by Mickey Rooney. (F) December

pV^P^ PAL JOEY—Columbia, Technicolor: Un-
usual tune-film spotlights the many-talented Frank
Sinatra, playing an opportunistic night-club enter-

tainer who woos Rita Hayworth for her money,
Kim Novak for herself. (A) January

V'VW PEYTON PLACE—20th; CinemaScope,
De Luxe Color: Outspoken but tasteful and warm-
ly emotional. Lana Turner, Hope Lange, Diane
Varsi stand out in this closeup of crisscrossing

lives in a New England town. (A) February

p^p'p' SAD SACK, THE—Paramount, VistaVi-

sion: Jerry Lewis scores a good quota of laughs, as

a well-meaning Army misfit. WAC psychiatrist

Phyll is Kirk and “pal” David Wayne try to make
a soldier of Jerry. (F) January

P^k^k^P^ SAYONARA—Warners; Teclinirama.
Technicolor: Powerful, visually beautiful drama
of love across racial harriers. U. S. flyer Marlon
Brando, in Tokyo, falls in love with Miiko Taka,
dedicated actress. (A) December

l/p' TARNISHED ANGELS. THE—U-I: Sensa-
tional yarn of depression times. As an alcoholic
reporter. Rock Hudson is fascinated by the rootless

existence of Bob Stack and wife Dorothy Malone,
an air-stunt team. (A) February

Name

|
Address

I Post Office State
I. —-— i_— ___ __
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LAWRENCE WELK

Thousands spent yearly by advertisers for chil-

dren’s photos for magazine ads, calendars, etc.

Hundreds selected monthly. Up to $500 paid.
Ages 2 mos. to 20 yrs. Rush ONE small photo
for approval. Print child’s and mother’s name,
address on back. Returned 2 weeks with judges'
report NO OBLIGATION.

HOLLYWOOD SPOTLITE. Dept. A3
8344 Beverly Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

JFor musical setting . . . send
Poems today. Any subject.

Immediate consideration. Phonograph records made.
CROWN MUSIC CO., 49 W. 32 St., Studio 560, New York 1
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MAIL COUPON FOR FREE CATALOG
Florida Fashions, Dept. 58M2, 4501 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Fla.

Send FREE copy of latest Catalog. I understand I also
will receive, FREE, every new issue for next full year.

Name

Address

Postoffice Stat

Everything smart, every-
thing new in fashions not

only for you but for every member of the family— all at

money-saving prices you can't afford to miss. Dress
better for less—send for our big new catalog today

—

get every new issue for the next year, too. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed on every order or your money back,

FLORIDA FASHIONS, Dept, 58M2 f Orlando, Florida

Bladder 'Weakness'
If worried by “Bladder Weakness” (Getting Up
Nights or Bed Wetting, too frequent, burning or
itching urination) or Strong Smelling, Cloudy
Urine, due to common Kidney and Bladder Irri-

tations, try CYSTEX for quick help. 30 years use
prove safety for young and old. Ask druggist for

CYSTEX under guarantee of money-back if not

satisfied. See how fast you improve.

CORNS
also Calluses. Quick, easy, n, rn _1 1

and economical. Just rub dllOVCQ Df
on. Invisible. Jars, 35*f, 60 f.

At your druggist. Money
refunded if not satisfied.
Moss Co., Rochester, N. Y.

You needn't be! Now you can
remove unwanted hair forever— in the privacy of your home
— with the famous Mahler Hair
Removal Epilator! Acclaimed
by thousands of women who
have discovered how Mahler
destroys the hair root perma-
nently! By following our instruc-
tions you, too. can learn to use

k
the Mahler safely and effi-

ciently! Positive money- back
guarantee! Act today!

Send 5$ for illustrated 16-page
booklet "New Radiant Beauty")

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full length or bust t

form, groups, landscapes, pet ani-

1

mats, etc., or enlargements of any!
part of a group picture. Original is

returned with your enlargement.

On orders of 2 or more we will

CDEE send you one 26c M iniature Por-

I ImEEl trait, size 4* x 6*. FREE. Mail

photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and receive

your enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beau-
tiful double -weight portrait quality paper.
C. O. D.’s accepted on orders of 2 or more.
Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.

Professional Art Studios, 544 S. Main, Dept. 38-C, Princeton, Illinois

WAKE UP
RARIN’ TO GO

Without Nagging Backache
Now ! You can get the fast relief you need from

nagging backache, headache and muscular aches
and pains that often cause restless nights and mis-
erable tired-out feelings. When these discomforts
come on with over-exertion or stress and strain—
you want relief—want it fast ! Another disturbance
may be mild bladder irritation following wrong
food and drink— often setting up a restless un-
comfortable feeling.
For quick relief get Doan’s Pills. They work fast

in 3 separate ways : 1. by speedy pain-relieving ac-
tion to ease torment of nagging backache, head-
aches, muscular aches and pains. 2. by their sooth-
ing effect on bladder irritation. 3. by their mild
diuretic action tending to increase output of the 15
miles of kidney tubes.

Find out how quickly this 3-way medicine goes to
work. Enjoy a good night’s sleep and the same happy
relief millions have for over 60 years. Ask for new,
large size and save money. Get Doan’s Pills today 1

SHE’S GOT A SECRET
Continued from page 53

portant for her was to be loved and
accepted—as a singer, yes, but even more,
as a woman. And in a business where
too many talented girls pay for success
at the cost of a personal life, Dinah’s never
gotten confused.
You’ve heard Hollywood star after Hol-

lywood star say that if her marriage was
ever threatened, she’d give up her career.
“My marriage comes first.” Dinah’s the
one who’s never had to say it—she’s lived
it. She hasn’t given up her career. But
her marriage and its necessities have
molded that career.
Dinah today could be a big star on

Broadway or in the movies. The same
warmth, friendliness and outgoing radi-
ance that regularly enchant fifty million
viewers would make her a top box office

attraction anywhere. But Dinah couldn’t
be a stage star or a movie star and still

be happily married to George. There
isn’t time. He works in Hollywood,
Broadway is three thousand miles away.
Dinah’s never even considered it.

The luckiest thing that ever happened,
Dinah says, is her “failure” in movies
but the fact is that Dinah never tried

for a movie career. And isn’t that really be-
cause of a disinclination to compete? How
many professional marriages have been
broken by a fierce competition?
The luckiest thing, perhaps, is that

Dinah had already known the sweet smell
of success before she’d met George, from
the time she introduced “Yes My Darling
Daughter” on the Cantor Show and was a
hit overnight. But success isn’t enough
for a woman. It’s lonely. It can be frantic.

“Before I married George I was scurry-
ing around in a dozen different directions

at sixty miles an hour. I was living from
day to day. The only thing of impor-
tance was tomorrow’s show. Getting mar-
ried made me stop and think about the
day after tomorrow. I began looking at

I things from a long-range point of view,

j

planning a career instead of making an
omelet out of it. I was really burning
myself out. If I hadn’t married George I

honestly think I’d have been all washed
up in another year or two. I still live for

j

today but now there’s a purpose behind

[

it. I know what I’m doing and why I’m
doing it. Missy, our nine-year-old
daughter and Jody, our three-year-old
son, are the center of our life.”

One of Dinah’s charms is that she’s

never been a driving woman. She hasn’t

had to be. There’s strength behind her,

strength to lean on. George is the deci-

sion maker, a frank direct man, “so differ-

ent from me. If four words will do, he
doesn’t use five. Know what I mean?
And intensely creative. In this world
there are people who can write the songs
and some who can sing ’em. George is

the composer, the organizer, the producer.
You saw it in his first movie production,
‘Black Patch.’ You’ll see it in all his

George Montgomery Productions. He’s the
desert island sort of fella, efficient and
self-sufficient.”

You wonder where this solid security
comes from? Let Dinah tell you about
his background: “It was only the rough-
est. His father homesteaded in the worst
part of Montana and lost that homestead
in the coldest winter on record. And
there were fifteen children to feed. Be-
tween bronchial attacks, George’s father

dug ditches for the WPA. Afternoons after

school, George would take his dad’s place
digging. His mother had faith, she prayed.
George would watch her dropping fifty

cents in the collection box and he’d cal-
culate just how many potatoes that could
have meant for the week.”
Out of this environment came strength.

He’s no dreamer, George Montgomery,
and Hollywood was never fairyland. His
brother Mike was working in Hollywood,
saw a lot of westerns and thought, very
realistically, “None of those western
heroes can ride like my kid brother. That’s
how it happened. He got George a job
in a bar where all the kid had to do was
pump beer (no drinker, even today George
has only to smell beer to get a glazed
look). Within a week, George was riding
a horse down a flight of stairs in Garbo’s
“Mme. Waleswska.”
By the time Dinah came to Hollywood

with the Cantor show, George was a star,

a handsome heartthrob, much pursued by
the top ladies of the films. Dinah had
seen one of his pictures six times and was
dying to know him. He was having a
highly publicized romance with Hedy La-
marr and she wondered “How’s he gonna
get out of that for me?”

Then one Saturday night, a phone call

from the Hollywood Canteen—could
you work that night? Her nights were

Monday and Friday but they were low on
singers and . . . This was it. Stepping into
a red skirt, she called to her roommate:

“Rufus, tonight I’m gonna meet George
Montgomery!”
“Great,” yelled back Rufus, “see if he

has a brother for me.”
Her hunch proved right. George was

there, complete with a robust mustache
he’d raised for his current picture with
Betty Grable. He was munching a sand-
wich when they were introduced. Dinah’s
heart flipped. They talked, photographers
flashed a few bulbs.
“Where are you going afterward?”

George asked.
“Nowhere. Anywhere,” Dinah said.

He didn’t say anything more. Later an-
other actor asked the same question, but
she stuck it out, waiting for George.

“I took him right home, showed him
to my roommates, sewed a button on his

collar and we saw the town, places we’ve
never been since: Players, the Mocambo,
Ciro’s, finally Armstrong Shroeder’s. We
talked about everything but show busi-
ness, and finally got home at four a.m.
(which isn’t like either of us). At ten, the
same morning, he showed up with a bunch
of violets. He’d just taken his mother
to church. It was all so wonderful, what
the British call ‘a piece of cake.’

”

From the night they met, he never dated
anyone else; but he didn’t go overboard
either. Dinah was just a kid. She tried

her best to show him she wasn’t a Holly-
wood girl. On his birthday she gave him
a surprise party, the first birthday party
he’d ever had. She cooked everything
herself, baked a big cake and hoped for

the best. He was being shipped out to an
Army base next day. Before he said

goodbye, he asked: “Will you wait for

me, Dinah?”
It was the closest to a proposal he’d

ever been and she almost swooned. Be-
fore she could answer, he said:

“You’re not going to run around with
a lot of people while I’m gone, are you?”
She stopped swooning. “May or may

not,” she said, “don’t know yet.”

Off he went to Alaska and lonely Dinah
sat home waiting for letters. She didn’t

want to go anywhere with anyone. But
one night Vic Mature phoned and took
her to dinner. Vic was fun and she spent

two pleasant evenings with him. But
when she wrote about it to George . . .

“Imagine poor George sitting on an ice

floe in Alaska reading about Vic Mature!”
That did it. He wrote and proposed, but



he was shipped back before the letter

could be delivered. There was a knock

on the door at two a.m.

“Western Union,” he said; but Dinah
knew who it was. She just knew. She
and her roommates trooped down to wel-

come George home and that night he

did propose. He had a three-day pass

and they’d go to Las Vegas Friday. That

was it, the real thing, but suddenly Dinah
remembered she had a Spanish lesson on

Friday and a Command Performance on
Saturday. George with his three-day pass

was livid.

“That’s right,” he told the roommates,
“she couldn’t possibly go. She has a Span-
ish lesson and a Command Performance.
We’ll get married some other year!”

T hat Saturday after the Command Per-
formance, they left for Vegas. With
them: Cobina Wright, who’s just had her

baby, Dinah’s roommates, Shirley Mitchell

and Marian Ruth (Rufus), Paul Weston
(who’s now married to Jo Stafford), Al-

fred Crown, head of U.A. overseas distri-

bution (now married to Rufus).
“I was crazy to marry George,” Dinah

says, “but I was scared and I’d never have
gone to Las Vegas, if he hadn’t taken over.

Once we were on our way I was happy.
I slept the whole day with my head on
his shoulder. The minute we were mar-
ried, and heading for home, George said,

‘Honey, it’s tough to drive this way.’
”

The day they were married, a colum-
nist wrote: “This idyllic romance—Dinah
Shore and George Montgomery—is over.”

The next day another columnist wrote
“We give this marriage six weeks.”

In June, George had a two-week leave

and they went up to his Montana ranch
for a honeymoon. They didn’t read the

papers while they were in Montana—they
were too busy. It was spring harvest, and
Dinah replaced a sick sister-in-law, cook-
ing for twenty harvest hands in an effort

to show husband George he hadn’t mar-
ried a Hollywood girl.

“In this town you’re guilty. You have
to prove yourself,” says Dinah. “No one
can touch us now. We know what we
want out of life. But without George, in

the early days, I’d never have made it.

It matters to me what people think. How
people react to me affects how I react to

them. . .
.”

And there Miss Dinah puts her finger

on the core of the matter. George Mont-
gomery has given her the love, the se-
curity which she in turn gives back to the
world. “I have a husband with a career
of his own which means that he under-
stands my career problems and can help
me solve them. We have a togetherness
in all our planning.”
The biggest problem in any gal’s career

is a matter of time and energy. Her ex-
uberance and endurance have become
legend. As Bob Hope says: “Benzedrine
takes Dinah!”
But Dinah laughs. “Don’t you believe

all those stories about my endurance.
There are times I am tired, so tired I

Want to go home and stay with my family
forever. But you lose yourself in front
of people who want you. I sing and I'm
not tired any more. Luckily, George
knows I’m tired before I do.”
With his help, she has learned to or-

ganize her time, drop the tournament
tennis in favor of painting, cooking and
photography which can be done at home,
at her leisure, with the whole family par-
ticipating. If you organize, if you an-
ticipate the problems, you can relieve
the tension and pressure that can change
a happy singer into a desperate woman.

Dinah’s day goes like this: up at 8:30
and to the kitchen where Missy has
started breakfast. Dinah feeds the dogs,
fixes Missy’s lunch, and they’re all eating

breakfast when the whistle sounds for

Missy’s school bus. There are lists of

instructions for the cook, the secretaries,

the nurse and Dinah is off for the studio.

She rehearses the show with her troupe,

some plugs for coming shows, joins in the

band rehearsal, runs through the show
without a camera. At noon, wardrobe
fittings. She dashes in to show a bouffant

evening dress to the band. Ticker says it’s

great. (Yes, Ticker Freeman, who first

saw the possibilities of the “kolo,” has been
working with her for years.) Ticker she

can rely on. He’s just as likely to say no.

Dinah has to choose her clothes with care;

too feminine, and you offend the women
in the audience, but the men like to

know a girl’s a girl. Her hair is sham-
pooed and set, there’s an interview for a

magazine, an interview with a prospective

nurse who seems competent enough but
won’t learn how to swim. Henry Rene
of RCA comes over to discuss recording
dates for a new album. And the color

shot for the album. She nibbles a sand-
wich and hurries down the hall for a

run-through for the camera. Dinah’s a

perfectionist. She rehearsed five dance
routines before submitting one to Frank
Sinatra when he was her guest. With
her guest stars as with her troupe, she’s

careful never to be a domineering woman.

O n the way home, she steers her Chevy
up into the Hollywood hills where the

new house is being built, where
George is literally hand-building it. To-
day the white quartz fireplace is being
laid, right in a wall of glass that will over-
look the city (all the flues are hidden,
underneath) . A 9,000 square foot house
with the dining room jutting out, glass on
three sides and a sixty-foot avocado tree

growing in the middle of it.

They go home together to the “old”
house. Dinah gets Missy’s clothes ready
because she’s going to Montana with Daddy
to scout locations for a new picture. Dinab
bathes Jody. Missy, jumping about the
bathroom trips and almost falls.

“Oh my darling!” cries Dinah, running
to her.

She sits down on the floor and takes her
little girl on her lap. She understands
Missy because she herself is a grownup
Missy, needing to be secure and cared for,

a woman who was once a little girl, a
personality who is a woman first.

There’s an old adage that marriage and
careers don’t mix. In Dinah’s case, they
not only mix—the one depends upon the
other. She puts it simply: “I couldn’t
have a career without George. He makes
it possible.”

And this is Dinah Shore’s secret: She’s
a woman first, a celebrity second. And the
woman is a happy one. The End

PHOTOGRAPHERS'

CREDITS

Rock Hudson in color by Tom Caffrey, Globe;

color of Elizabeth Taylor and Mike Todd,

Globe; Tommy Sands and Dolores Hart color

and black and white photographs. Bob Smith,

Black Star; color portrait of Shirley Temple

by Screen Gems; color and black and whites

of Carol Lynley, Ray Solowinski; Rick Nelson

in color, Mickey Rooney, James Garner and

Venetia Stevenson photos, all Roger Marshutz.

YOUNG MOTHER DELIGHTED

WITH BODY SKIN

AFTER PREGNANCY

MOTHERS
FRIEND®

helped

keep it firm

yet elastic

through the

waiting months

Feel your best ! Every day as your
figure starts to change, massage
your body skin with MOTHERS
FRIEND. Smooth away that dry,

tight-skin feeling. This refreshing

lotion tones your skin. Helps keep

it firm yet elastic during your
pregnancy. And, after your baby
comes, see if you’re not delighted

to find your body skin just as you
hoped it would be—smooth, firm

. . . lovely. MOTHERS FRIEND
soothes those nagging aches in

back and legs, too. Do try it.

It’s made only for

expectant mothers
. . . been used by
millions. At drug
stores everywhere.

S.S.S. COMPANY
Atlanta, Georgia

PnFIVrc WANTEDBE— 111 For musical setting . . . Send
your Poems today for FREE

EXAMINATION: Any subject. Immediate consideration.

Five Star Music Masters, 265 Beacon Bldg., Boston, Mass.

dren’s photos, ages 1

mo. to 18yrs. Cash payments made if used
for advertising. Hundreds selected every
month. Send 1 small photo for approval.
Print child’s & mother’s name, address
on back. Returned 2 weeks. No Obligation.

HOLLYWOOD AD-PHOTOS
6087-HP Sunset, Hollywood 28, California

SUFFERERS
FROM PSORIASIS3 DGRmOIL

TRY IT YOURSELF no
matterhow long you have
suffered. Write for FREE
book on Psoriasis and
DERMOIL. Send lOc
for trial bottle to make
our “One Spot Test”.

Don't be embarrassed
with Psoriasis, the ugly,

scaly skin disease. TRY
dermoil. Amazing re-

sults reported by many
grateful users for 24
years. With DERMOIL it

is possible that ugly scaly patches
on body or scalp may be gradually removed and the an-

noying itching relieved, while the akin becomes pliable

and soft as the redness is reduced. Many doctors use the

non-staining Dermoil formula. Must give definite benefit

or money back. Sold by leading Drug stores.

Write today LAKE LABORATORIES, Dept. 4104
Box 3925, strathmoor Station. Detroit 27. Mich.
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THAT'S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Joanne Woodward, confiding in Sidney , admits the men in her life have always influenced her

T’m waiting for Elvis Presley to tell his children they

-*• shouldn’t listen to the popular singer of the day because

he’s vulgar . . . Rock Hudson and Phyllis Gates Hudson

haven’t got Togetherness . . . Both Tony Perkins and Cary

Grant would like to portray F. Scott Fitzgerald in a movie.

Of the two, I d prefer Grant for the role . . . I’ve never seen

Venetia Stevenson in a moving picture, and I’m in no hurry

. . . I’m anxious to see Judy Holliday in a new movie and I

wish she’d hurry . . . Today’s Hollywood: A place where

the movie stars stay-at-home to watch themselves in a movie

on TV instead of going to a theater to see another star.

Joanne Woodward admits that men always have influ-

enced her . . . Tony Curtis always appears to be on his way
to the delicatessen store ... I have yet to buy anything an

actor tries to sell in a TV commercial, including the actor

. . . Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner seem like love cast by

the man in the casting office . . . Why is it that actors who
are making a trip to New York say they are going to New
York, but the same actors returning to Hollywood say they

are going to the Coast? . . . The style in movie youngsters

has changed from Mickey (Andy Hardy) Rooney to Sal

f Rebel ) Mineo . . . Tommy Sands, told me: “Money may not

be everything, but it’s great to have until you have every-

thing.”

Lassie is a male. He gets away with it better than “Char-

ley’s Aunt.” . . . When Rita Hayworth loves you, she loves

you “All The Way.” ... I often recognize the car of a

movie star faster than I do the movie star ... I think Kim
Novak has taken too much of a beating about her acting . . .

Earl Holliman always looks as if he’s surprised by his suc-

cess . . . Marlon Brando told me: “Some people make it

sound as if you could be arrested if you don’t win an Oscar.”

I get the impression that Jayne Mansfield is now doing

an impersonation of Jayne Mansfield . . . Best looking pass-

port photograph I’ve seen belongs to Audrey Hepburn . . .

Remember when Claudette Colbert selected her own camera-

man and would allow only her good profile to be shown in

closeups? Well, now Claudette appears on TV from all

angles, and looks good, too ... I like Kim Stanley more
and more. She doesn’t act like an actress except when she’s

working . . . Today’s Hollywood: A place where fewer ac-

tors live beyond their means. Today, it’s chic to be simple

. . . Do you realize that more unknown actors became stars

playing opposite a star actress than vice versa? You can

list them from Clark Gable to Rock Hudson, if you wish . . .

I wonder if Mike Todd and Liz Taylor are capable of taking

a casual, relaxed stroll past Madison Square Garden.

Bob Mitchum and Curt Jurgens, co-stars of “The Enemy
Below," didn’t meet each other until the final day of film-

ing for their only scene together in the picture . . . Marlon

Brando and Monty Clift met often during the filming of

“The Young Lions,” but have only one scene together in

the movie . . . Now I’ve heard it all. Mamie Van Doren savs

she wears those low cut gowns because they help her pos-

ture. In those gowns, one slouch could bring on trouble and

the censors . . . I’m of the opinion that “There’s no business

like show business” because it’s everybody’s other business

. . . Lucille Ball told me: “Ever since I said ‘I do,’ there are

so many things we don’t."

T T ugh O’Brian didn’t play cowboy and Indians when he
A was a youngster ... I know Broadway is honky-tonk,

but the street looks glamorous forty-five minutes from

Broadway . . . Alec Guinness doesn’t resemble the average

man’s idea of an actor . . . I’ve heard people object to Pat

Boone because he’s too wholesome . . . Sheree North’s defi-

nition of television: Radio with eyestrain . . . Yul Brynner

told me: “Intuition is the strange instinct that tells a woman
she is right, whether she is or not.

’

I’d pick Anna Magnani instead of Sophia Loren for any-

thing. You read right! . . . Ginger Rogers is the only ac-

tress I know who looks better today on live TV than she

does in her old movies on TV . . . Glenn Ford doesn’t drive

one . . . Now when Piper Laurie receives flowers it’s for her

acting and not for eating . . . Today’s Hollywood: A place

where movie stars who have large followings also have

hangers-on. because of their frantic avoidance of being alone

. . . Before he plays every scene, Rossano Brazzi pounds his

right fist into the palm of his left hand ... At a party, June

Allyson calls Dick Powell “Richard” and Powell calls June

Allyson “Mama.” Shirley MacLaine walks in her sleep.

Haven’t met a nicer sleepwalker. That’s Hollywood For You.
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THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
When you buy a shampoo, keep in mind one thought - the

condition of your hair. It is either dry, oily or normal.

For each of these hair conditions, there is a different Breck
Shampoo. One Breck Shampoo is for dry hair. Another
Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third Breck Shampoo is

for normal hair. The Breck Shampoo for your individual

hair condition leaves your hair clean, soft and beautiful.

New packages marked with color help you select the correct Breck Shampoo.

Red for dry hair Blue for normal hair Yellow for oily hair

H BRECK INC • MANUFACTURING CHEMIST
YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO

SPRINGFIELD j MASSACHUSETTS
ANGELES • OTTAWA CANADA

JOHN
NEW

Copyright 1958 by John H. Breck Inc.
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WINSTON
TASTES GOOD!
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CIGARETTE
SHOULD'
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iVe on the right track-

when you switch to WINSTON
Wherever you meet people, you meet Winston!

This rich blend of bright, clear tobacco gives you
mellow flavor you can enjoy. And you’ll enjoy Amer-
ica’s favorite filter, too! The pure, snow-white
filter in the smart, cork-smooth tip is exclusive

with Winston. Now is the time for you to switch

to America’s favorite filter cigarette—Winston

!
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Now available

in crush-proof box, too!

Smoke WINSTON Americas bestselling, best-tasting filter cigarette!
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That Ivory look SO clear. . . so fresh-

Gentle enough for a baby’s skin,

pure, mild Ivory Soap is so right

for your skin, too.

... so easily yours

What a sunny, sparkling look—a look that can brighten your complexion, too, when

you use Ivory Soap. Remember, in skin care, there's no substitute for mildness—and Ivory

has a mildness all its own. A change to simple, regular Ivory care leaves your skin

softer, smoother textured—so fresh and clear with That Ivory Look.

99 ‘‘yioo'Xpure®
. . it floats

JVfore doctors advise Ivory than any othei~ soap



No matter how active you are all day...

New Mum stops odor without irritation

If you’ve ever worried about your

deodorant failing... or about under-

arm stinging or burning from using

a deodorant daily— now you can set

your mind at ease.

New Mum Cream will stop odor

right through the day and evening.

And new Mum is so gentle for nor-

mal skin you can use it whenever
you please. Even right after shaving,

or a hot bath. Mum Cream gives you
the kind of protection you can’t pos-

sibly get from any other leading

deodorant — because it works a com-
pletely different way.

Contains no aluminum salts

Mum Cream is the only leading deo-

dorant that works entirely by stop-

ping odor . . . contains no astringent

aluminum salts. It keeps on working
actively to stop odor 24 hours a day
with M-3— Mum’s wonderful hexa-

chlorophene that destroys both odor
and odor-causing bacteria

!

When Mum is so effective— yet so

gentle—isn’t it the deodorant for you ?

MUM contains M"3... stops odor 24 hours a day

(
bacteria-destroying\
HEXACHLOROPHENE /
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the douche used

by fastidious women

When it comes to douching, many,

many poised and confident women agree

on “Lysol.” Why? Because no ordinary

douche can answer the varied problems

of internal cleanliness you face from day

to day. No ordinary douche can give you

the assurance of complete cleanliness,

the feeling of inward security that is

your own personal right.

Fastidious tvomen demand a douche

that both cleanses and deodorizes. They

know that “Lysol” protects daintiness as

nothing else can. It spreads into folds

and crevices, kills bacteria rapidly on con-

tact—the very bacteria that are the pri-

mary cause of “embarrassing odor.”

You owe it to yourself to try new,

mild-formula “Lysol” brand disinfectant.

Discover the marvelous feeling of fresh-

ness, of all-over-cleanliness

. . . the lasting sense of

security that comes with

knowing you’re sure of your

daintiness!

Write for free booklet

(sent in plain envelope) on

medically-approved way of

douching. Send name and

address to “Lysol,” Bloom- Look for

field, N. J., Dept. P-458. Aero Bottle

BRAND DISINFECTANT
A Lehn & Fink Product Also available in Canada

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S MOVIEGOERS FOR OVER FORTY YEARS

PHOTOPLAY EXCLUSIVES

54 Who’ll Be the New Singin' Idol? (Your Favorite disc jockeys pick the 20
top singers of the year: Paul Anka, Teresa Brewer, Johnny Cash, Nat King

Cole, Perry Como, Sam Cooke, Jimmy Dean, Eydie Gorme, George Hamil-
ton IV, Bobby Helms, Jerry lee Lewis, Johnny Mathis, Sal Mineo, Rick

Nelson, Patti Page, Debbie Reynolds, Jimmie Rogers, Tommy Sands, Frank

Sinatra, Jerry Vale.)

61 Our Wedding (Natalie Wood and Bob Wagner's own personal wedding
album.)

ARTICLES AND SPECIAL FEATURES

6 On the Record (Disc jockey Tommy Reynolds asks, “What is Jazz?")
26 A Surprise for Debbie (Debbie Reynolds)

28 You Asked for Geoffrey Horne
34 Why I Quit School (James MacArthur)
37 Oscar By Dick Sheppard
40 I Don’t Want to be an Actress (Joanne Woodward) By Nancy Anderson
42 Sailor in Need of a Tailor (Mitzi Gaynor)
45 Easy Does It (Perry Como) By Earl Wilson

46 Going Arty (Leslie Nielsen, Dennis Hopper, Tom Tryon, Deborah Kerr,

George Nader, Martha Hyer, Polly Bergen, Dinah Shore, Howard Duff)

49 Go After the Boy You Like! By Venetia Stevenson

53 The Mystery of Jennifer Jones By Caryl Posner

59 Return to Laughter (Imogene Coca) By Frances Kish

68 ... To Thine Own Self Be True (Anthony Franciosa)

78 You Can't Go Home Again (John Saxon) By Hyatt Downing
90 Candid Cameraman (Yul Brynner, Claire Bloom, Mario Schell)

95 We Follow Up Jean Seberg

)08 They're in the News

NEWS AND REVIEWS

4 Brief Reviews 22 Let’s Go to the Movies By Janet Graves

10 Hollywood for You By Sidney Skolsky 29 Sara Hamilton’s Inside Stuff

17 Casts of Current Pictures 60 Exclusively Yours By Radie Harris

YOUNG IDEAS

12 Readers Inc. 72 News of Tops and Toes By Sue Kreisman

16 Becoming Attractions 77 Where to Buy Photoplay Fashions

18 Photoplay Patterns 80 Needlework News

STARS IN FULL COLOR

41 Joanne Woodward 47 Deborah Kerr

44 Perry Como 47 George Nader
46 Leslie Nielsen 47 Martha Hyer
46 Dennis Hopper 67 Natalie Wood
47 Tom Tryon 67 Bob Wagner

69 Anthony Franciosa
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MARVELOUS... MIRTHFUL ... on M A G I C A L . . . as

as he goes to town in the high wire or swing- he juggles and jiggles

cap and gown on ing to "Everything Is through "The Square
"The Pipes Of Pan"! Tickety Boo"' Of The Hypotenuse"!

MADCAP. ..as he al- MATCHLESS . . . as MASTERFUI
lez-oops with a chimp hegets on the ball with as he makes the rafters

or whoops it up with "You Can't Always ring with his role as

"Chin Up, Stout Fella”! Have What You Want”! "Merry Andrew"!

I

M-G-M presents

A SOL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION
co-starring

PIER ANGELI
BACCALONI • NOEL PURCELL

ROBERT COOTE
With PATRICIA CUTTS

Screen Play by ISOBEL LENNART and I. A. t. DIAMOND • Based on a Story by Paul Gallico • Music by SAUL CHAPLIN

Lyrics by JOHNNY MERCER • Choreography by MICHAEL KIDD • In Cinemascope and METR0C0L0R * Associate Producer SAUL CHAPLIN • Directed by MICHAEL KIDD

Singing! Dancing!
Romancing! Clowning!

It’s the Big Top-per
to everything that

Danny Kaye has ever done!

IT’S THE MERRIEST!

p
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%u can not brush

bad breath away...

reach&r Listerine

!

VWV EXCELLENT VVV VERY COO]

VV GOOD )/ FAIR A—ADULTS F—FAMILI

BRIEF
REVIEWS

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months
indicated. Full reviews this month are on page 22.

V'W BONJOUR TRISTESSE—Columbia; black
and white. Technicolor: Smoothly done drama
casts David Niven and Jean Seberg as father and
daughter, Riviera idlers. She resents his one seri-

ous affair, with Deborah Kerr. (A) March

Listerine Stops Bad Breath

4 Times Better Than Tooth Paste!

Chart shows how quickly bad breath

returns after brushing with tooth paste

NO TOOTH PASTE STOPS BAD BREATH

THE WAY LISTERINE DOES!

BREATH LEVEL

After using tooth paste After using Listerine

CLEAN
BREATH
AREA

HALITOSIS
AREA after

1 HR.

VWV BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI, THE
—Columbia; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Power-
ful, tension-filled. Escaped from a Jap prison camp,
Bill Holden returns with Jack Hawkins to oppose
Alec Guinness’ strange project. (F) February

VWV ENEMY RELOW, THE—20th; Cinema-
Scope, De Luxe Color: Stirring adventure of

World War II centers on a duel between U. S.

Navy skipper Bob Mitchum and his unseen foe,

U-boat captain Curt Jurgens. (F) February

VWV FAREWELL TO ARMS, A—20th;

CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: Jennifer Jones and
Rock Hudson are the lovers in an honest, intimate,

impressive version of Hemingway’s classic about
World War I in Italy. (A) March

VVV FLOOD TIDE—U-I, CinemaScope: Neatly

worked-out suspense film. Romance links George
Nader with neighbor Cornell Borchers, widow who
has an emotionally confused son. (F) March

VVV GIFT OF LOVE, THE—-20th; CinemaScope,
De Luxe Color: Gentle family story teams Lauren
Bacall with Bob Stack. Told that she has a fatal ill-

ness, she tries to persuade Bob to adopt little Eve-

lyn Rudie. (F) March

VWV OLD YELLER—Buena Vista, Techni-

color: Exciting, realistic story of a pioneer family.

When dad Fess Parker must leave wife Dorothy
McGuire and two sons. Tommy Kirk minds the

farm—with the help of a courageous mongrel.

(F) February

VVV RAINTREE COUNTY—M-G-M, Techni-

color: Long drama of Civil War days focuses on

the troubled marriage of Yankee Montgomery Clift

and Southerner Elizabeth Taylor, who won him
from Eva Marie Saint. (A) March

VWV SAYONARA—Warners; Technirama.

Technicolor: Powerful, visually beautiful drama
of love across racial barriers. U. S. flyer Marlon
Brando, in Tokyo, falls in love with Miiko Taka,

dedicated actress. (A) December

P

Here is why you can not brush away bad breath!

Germs in the mouth cause 9 out of 10 cases of

bad breath (halitosis) and no tooth paste kills

germs the way Listerine Antiseptic does. Listerine

kills germs on contact, by millions—stops bad

breath four times better than tooth paste. Gargle

Listerine full-strength every morning, every night.

Ttoathibttistemz
...Your No. 1 Protection Against BacBad Breath

k/V SEVEN HILLS OF ROME, THE—M-G-M;
Technirama, Technicolor: An eyeful of Italian

scenes, an earful of Lanza songs. Mario seeks a

new career, aided by Marisa Allasio. (F) March

VWV WILD IS THE WIND—Wallis, Para-

mount; VistaVision: Vigorous acting puts warm
flesh on a tired story. As neglected second wife of

rancher Anthony Quinn, Anna Magnani is driven

into Anthony Franciosa’s arms. (A) March

V'V'V'V WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION—
U.A.: Sharp guessing game run by polished pros.

Tried for a rich widow’s murder, Ty Power is de-

fended by flamboyant Charles Laughton. As Ty’s

wife, Marlene Dietrich springs surprises. Elsa

Lanchester adds comedy. (A) March
4
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School’s out- it’s

Gable Day
-a holiday
in hilarity !

SONGS:
"TEACHER’S PET”

"TEACHER’S PET MAMBO”
"THE GIRL WHO

INVENTED ROCK AND ROLL'

Perlberg
-Seaton
PRODUCTION

OF

Co-starring

v yG'9 \ /
’ -—Mamie

youQg -VanDoren
ten years -from today
you'll still be talking

about 58s Very Forward

Look in Comedy l
Produced by William Perlberg • Directed by George Seaton

written by Fay and Michael Kanin • A Paramount Release

Compound of

n and vermouth
is dangerous
when shook

!

A curve is the
nicest distance
between two

points

!

Paramount presents

Clarlc Doris

SaUeDav

Latin rhythms
have strange
effects on
blondes!

P
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Tommy Reynolds
, whose monthly column

“On the Record” will appear in

Photoplay, is producer of MutuaFs
“
Bandstand

, U.S.A.,” the only live two-

hour jazz festival series in major

network radio or TV. A former

bandleader, he digs the latest—for you

$Sc

dream

.

What is Jazz? This month Tommy Reynolds tells all about

where this special “sound” came from and where it's going
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W
hat is jazz?

A woman rushed up to the late Fats

Waller, one of jazzdom’s immortals, after

a frantic session at a Harlem bistro and

asked that very question.

“Man,” was Fats’ famed reply to the

lady, “if you gotta ask what jazz is, don’t

mess with it.”

Which is true. If you don’t feel it, don’t

worry about defining it.

But let’s take a quick look at jazz, and

if you’re like most teenagers, you ought

[to find at least some form of it you’re

“feeling.”

The main schools of jazz are four: Dixie,

Rhythm and Blues, Swing and Modern.

Dixie, as its name suggests, came straight

out of the Southland. Noted for its care-

free and happy strains, Dixie oddly serves

as a send-off to a man on his way to meet his

Maker! It was originally played by Negro

brass bands in New Orleans which were

hired to pep up funeral processions.

Dixie is toe-tapping music, marching

music—very simple and basic. The beat is

spirited and accented to give you a two-beat

feel.

“Pipe Dreams” By: Hughie
Prince and Tommy Reynolds.
© 1940 by Leeds Music Corp.,

322 W. 48th St., N. Y. 36. N. Y. Reprinted
by Permission. All Rights Reserved

Synonymous with Dixie (or New Or-

leans Jazz) is “Mr. Jazz” himself—the great

Louis Armstrong.

Rhythm and Blues also has its roots in

the Southland. Like Dixie it is very basic

and at times crude, but it’s played with a

four-beat feel. The main difference, how-

ever, is one of emotional intensity. It has

more force, more drive. It can be happier

than Dixie, or much more forlorn. Actually,

Rhythm and Blues includes several cate-

gories of jazz. One, of course, is Blues, and

Blues is exactly what the word says. When

you hear Blues, there’s no mistaking it,

whether sung, an impromptu jam session,

or a big band’s well-rehearsed arrangement.

Today’s Rock ’n’ Roll music is nothing

new. It’s also a part of Rhythm and Blues.

Back in the 1940s and earlier, it was known

as “race” music (in reference to the Negro

race), and at that time what we now call

Rock ’n’ Roll was better in quality than

it is today, because it was authentic folk

music then and not manufactured merely

for commercial consumption.

Now let’s swing into the Swing era. This

area of jazz should be much easier for me

to talk about because I, as a musician and

bandleader, was very much a part of it.

The Swing era was also the era of the

Big Band. The King of Swing ( continued )
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FROM HERMAN WOUK'S GREAT BEST-SELLER ..

.

THE NOVEL THAT BELONGS TO THE
YOUNG LOVERS OF TODAY!

Warner Bros, presents

‘ Marjorie, take those feelings

and put them in the bank.

Save them for the man
who’ll marry you.”

”1 married Lou because life

only lasts so long. I don't have
a wonderful lover like Noel. If I

had, I’d follow him like a dog."

STA R R I N G

GENE NATALIE

"I’ve been playing your rules

—

not touching you, not

touching any other girl

either. . .till Imogene.”

Get more out of life . Go out to a movie!

CLAIRE TREVOR
ED WYNN

EVERETT SLOANE
MARTY MILNER
CAROLYN JONES

WITH
GEORGE TOBIAS JESSE WHITE

Noel, I don’t care!

Maybe, what I’m doing is

wrong. I don't know—
I’m In love!”

MARTIN BALSAM • EDWARD BYRNES

IN WARNERCOLOR
SCREENPLAY BY EVERETT FREEMAN
BASED UPON A NOVEL BY HERMAN WOUK
PRODUCED BY MILTON SPERLING
DIRECTED BY IRVING RAPPER

Keliy Wood



NEW
IDEA!

Jackie Gleason Nat ‘King’ Cole

June Christy Ray Anthony

P

—and many more on a single high fidelity

albuml It’s Volume I of a great new series

of Capitol

"JUST FOR

VARIETY ’’ALBUMS
And there are eleven more! Twelve new
high-fidelity albums in all—each featur-

ing a variety of top artists, musical styles

and moods—each album a perfectly bal-

anced “Variety Show” in itself.

Here’s “Volume I” of the greatest “All-

Star” high fidelity album series ever

offered. Other albums in this great series

feature such stars as

:

Billy May
George Shearing

Kay Starr

Tennessee Ernie Ford

Joe “Fingers” Carr

Nelson Riddle

Dean Martin

Bobby Hackett

Pee Wee Hunt
Stan Kenton

'JUST FOR VARIETY"ALBUMS

by.

was Benny Goodman, and among the

peers of the realm were such stalwarts

as Artie Shaw and Harry James.

It was a period, starting in the late

1930s and lasting to about 1945, that was

in some ways more musically alive than

any other, if only for the fact that people

were dancing! It was at Benny Good-

man’s debut at the New York Paramount

Theater that the youngsters got out of

their seats and began to dance in the

aisles—the first time in theater history.

Swing bands played organized jazz.

Arrangements were tailored not only for

the band as a unit but also to bring out

the artistry of the individual sidemen,

many of whom became famous in their

own right and eventually formed their

own groups. The purity of jazz during

the Swing period was kept by leaving the

solo passages unwritten. The end result?

Excitement!

Toward the end of the Swing era, 52nd

Street in New York City became known

as Swing Street, with many of the leading

big band soloists playing with their own
combos in the numerous small clubs that

lined the thoroughfare. It was then and

there that modern type jazz started with

the late, great Charlie “Bird” Parker

and his disciples, Dizzy Gillespie, Bud
Powell and Miles Davis.

In rebellion against traditional jazz

and wanting to go beyond Swing, these

men were concerned with improvisation

only. They changed chord structures,

they added dissonant sounds. They

brought tremendous technical skill to

their idea of producing a new and unique

jazz sound. It was called “Bop,” and it

was music to listen to, not for dancing.

While Charlie and Diz were “blowing”

Bop on 52nd Street, the new and more

intricate jazz was spread to the rest of

the country by Stan Kenton who added

a big-band sound.

Modern (or Progressive) Jazz is a

modified extension of Bop. You might

compare Modern Jazz to a modern paint-

ing that shows the artist’s concern for

color, texture or motion rather than for

a realistic copy of the scene or subject.

Today’s modern jazzmen—Dave Brubeck,

Gerry Mulligan, John Lewis, Milt Jack-

son, George Shearing, and others—vary

in the degree to which they depart from

melodic structure. In other words, some

are farther “out of this world” than others.

But no matter what form of jazz it is,

to be good it’s got to have that invisible

emotional factor called “swing” and

swing is what the musicians personally

project. So Fats was right, about jazz.

It’s something you feel. The End

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllli

Each jazz style has its especially brilliant interpreters. Some of these

are listed below, along with company putting out the album and album

number. Selections were made by noted jazz expert Jack Crystal.

DIXIE

Jelly Roll Morton (Commodore,

30,000)

Dukes of Dixieland (Audio

Fidelity, AFL 1823)

RHYTHM AND BLUES

Bessie Smith (Columbia, CL
856)

Lizzie Miles (Capitol ,
T 792)

Dinah Washington (Mercury,

36028)

ROCK ’N’ ROLL

Joe Turner (Atlantic, 1234)

SWING
Louis Armstrong (Columbia,

CL 851

)

Benny Goodman (RCA Victor,

LPM 1099)

Duke Ellington (Columbia, CL
558

)

BOP
Dizzie Gillespie (Verve, 8174)

Charlie Parker (Roost, 2210)

MODERN
Modern Jazz Quartet (Atlantic,

1231)

Count Basie (Verve, 8063)
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Even hours later—no
coarse-pored look . . .

Still no shiny nose . . .

And—no trace of

oily darkening . . .

Instantly your skin takes on luscious new perfection Hours later your complexion still looks radiantly fresh

. . . so velvety you don’t even need powder! This amazing new liquid make-up never turns greasy!

Oui
Now—a really long-lasting liquid make-up!

Its radiant glow never turns shiny . . .

so velvety you don’t even need powder!

Glow that lasts . Now—you'll never

look faded again. Imagine—

a

beautifully flattering "cover-

up” that stays fresh-tinted all

day. Angel Touch won’t fade

or streak. Its radiance lasts.

Luscious finish that clings! Now
—you'll never look shiny again.

Angel Touch is creamy-smooth

— but it’s never greasy. No
need to blot up extra oiliness

with powder. Angel Touch
stays velvety without powder.

Squeeze out one drop at a time!

Now—no waste, no spilly mess.

Heavenly squeeze bottle gives

just the amount you vrant.

Won’t leak in your purse!

Stunning new squeeze bottle
6 "Love-light” shades 59£ or $1.00 plus tax



THAT’S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY
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White’s her favorite color, Mamie Van Doren informs Eddie an

T’d be concerned about Hugh O’Brian if there never had

been a Wyatt Earp . . . Suggested title for Errol Flynn’s

autobiography: “In Like Flynn.” . . . The method of most

new actors is to take from Marlon Brando. And young

actresses copy Julie Harris and Kim Stanley . . . Eva Gabor

told me she’ll marry again “because marriage is too interest-

ing an experiment to be tried only once or twice.' ... I

remember James Garner as a member of the Schwab set.

looking for a job. Now Jim can only come to Schwab’s on

tb >se rare occasions when he isn’t working in “Maverick.

. . . How come Bill Holden didn't know that the River Kwai

sometimes goes dry?

I still get a kick out of standing on Sunset Strip and

looking down on the vari-colored lights of Hollywood and

Los Angeles . . . Anna Magnani doesn’t greet everyone on

the set with a “hello.” The performer has to earn his “hello

from her . . . Mamie Van Doren told Eddie Fisher and me
that her favorite color is white, because it makes her feel pure

. . . I’m surprised by how good many of the old movies are

on TV. Or could it be that time puts a halo on a number of

things? . . . Rita Hayworth, talking about a certain actress,

said: “She rubs me the wrong way. I can’t even like her

when she’s agreeing with me.
’

Shirley MacLaine makes TV better everytime she’s on . . .

I never walk past the old wooden dressing-room building at

M-G-M without thinking of Garbo . . . Nick Adams looks

like he’d wear a comic paper hat at a New Year’s Eve party

. . . Shirley Booth aged into fame. Let Shirley be an in-

spiration, because as she became older she also became a

better and more popular actress ... I can hear Mike Todd

saying: “I live on other people’s talents. I read that some-

where and I’m sure it must be true.” ... A Hollywood starlet

is a girl who’s great in still pictures and waiting to get a role

in a moving picture.

I wish Esther Williams would swim in her pictures. Almost

everyone else tries to act! . . . Orson Welles continues to

wonder why people stare at him . . . Now, my cats and

kitties, let me hip you to that Early American singer, rock ’n’

roller Elvis Presley with a butch haircut. He’ll flip you . . .

Mitzi Gaynor told me: “Sunbathing is my favorite sport.

I excel in that sport.” Be a great game to watch on Pay-TV.

wouldn’t it? . . . Joanne Woodward talks like her mood of

the moment . . . I’d say that the parade of the sexy blonde

movie stars started with Jean Harlow. And then Bett\

Grable, Lana Turner, Marilyn Monroe, Kim Novak and

Jayne Mansfield joined the big parade ... By the way, the

real story of Kim Novak would have made a great play for

Jeanne Eagels . . . I’ve never seen Tab Hunter give a bad

performance. I didn’t see him in “Island of Desire.”

Paul Newman is unique: an actor who doesn’t want to have

his own movie company. “There are too many businessmen-

stars. It takes away from glamour when the hero is more

worried about the budget than he is about the heroine.” . . .

I never heard of anyone waiting at the stage door of a tele-

vision studio waiting to take out the leading lady . . . Joan

Collins’ first film was a bit role in “Lady Godiva.” It was

also starling celluloid for Kay Kendall and Diana Dors . . .

Lana Turner believes that love is the best beauty treatment

for any woman . . . Our friend Mike Curtiz told me, “I never

see the Eiffel Tower without thinking of Paris."

D orothy Malone has the chain-smoking, unbuttoned blouse

look . . . “All The Way” keeps following me ... I’d like

to tip you to Nat King Cole’s recording of “Lush Life.” So

good it didn't become popular . . . Why is it that movie pro-

ducers insist Mary Martin is too old for the roles she plays

best, but TV producers and audiences don’t? . . . John Saxon

is a high school yearbook prediction come true . . . You

may not believe it but there was a time when movie actresses

thought they had to be flat-chested to be sexy . . . Kath\

Carlyle tells about the western star who’s gone Hollywood.

He’s riding a foreign horse.

I’d say Tony Perkins has the intense look of a boy who’s

eager to learn the facts of life . . . Sometimes when Frank

Sinatra is playing a scene, I’m reminded of Monty Clift . . .

“I like to day-dream about my roles occasionally,” said

Deborah Kerr, “but I never live them. How could I?” . . .

Location can hurt a movie. I’m weary of scenes of soldiers

advancing or retreating for as far as a CinemaScope screen

can stretch. Beautiful scenery is no substitute for story . . . So

who won last year’s Oscars? . . .

Zsa Zsa Gabor told a certain producer who was romanc-

ing her that she wouldn’t marry him for all the alimony in

the world. That’s Holly wood For You.
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there is no substitute for “postage stamp”
postage stamp” is no bigger than a glove, acts like

a glove on your body, weighs practically nothing,

does an all-over smoothing job while treating your waist

right all day long. Jantzen knits it with a marvelous

patented technique in nylon and Lastex® . . . and only

Jantzen can make it . . . whitest white or heavenly

colors . .
.
girdle (b-5) or panty-girdle (B-6) 3.95 . .

.

in vest-pocket package. Jantzen bras 2.50 to 8.95.

Jantzen Inc • Foundations and Brassieres • 261 Madison Avenue New York



Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios .

—

I£d.

READERS INC...

Movie Reading

I hope you will answer this letter in your

column as I am trying very hard to find

some information.

A while ago while browsing in a book

-tore, I came across a rather thick book

about silent screen stars and movies. 1

didn't have enough money at the time to

buy it but do now so I wonder if you could

tell me where to send to get it because 1

have not seen it since. The price was five

or six dollars. Also, 1 wonder if there would
be a similar book covering the Thirties and
Forties. If so, could you also supply me
with the correct title?

David Jewei.i.

Alton, N. Y

Think you may he referring to “A Pic-

torial History of the Silent Screen ” Edited

by Daniel Blum. It's published by G. P.

Putnam Sons, New York, New York. An-

other fascinating book is “A Pictorial His-

tory of Motion Pictures.” Edited by Deems
Taylor and published by Simon and Schus-

ter, New York, New York, it deals with

movies from the beginning to 1950.—Ed.

Evans For Matador!

Who else but Bob Evans would be perfect

for the part of the matador in "Blood and

Sand.” I’m a member of his fan club and

all of us feel his studio, 20th Century-Fox.

should be urged to cast him in the role. In

“The Sun Also Rises,” Bob proved he’s the

right type—remember the bull-fighting

scenes? He was tall, dark and terrific, the

perfect matador! So please, 20th Century

Fox, do right by our Bob—give him the par t

that made Tyrone Power famous. We won’t

give up until you do ! ! !

Barbara Thompson
New York, New York

. . . Try, Try Again

Hollywood stars are supposed to be the

epitome of all that should be sought in the

realm of the ideal. They are the embodi-
ment of talent, beauty, charm, success and
—divorce.

Why should this last be held up before

people again and again in connection with

the stars? The word Hollywood is almost

synonymous with broken homes and dis-

carded vows. Almost everyone who has

achieved a measure of fame has at least

one convenient Reno divorce in his or her

past. They seem to be fashionable

!

True, divorces are also granted to people

who aren't stars. However, these broken
marriages are not as a rule made the source

of heart-rending tales to allay the public's

qualms or put them on the side of the hero

or heroine. They do not disguise them-

selves, but are seen realistically, as the sad

ending to a union that had been contracted

for better or worse.

Is the theory, “If at first you don’t suc-

ceed, try, try again?”

Reader
Milwaukee, Wis.

Special Credit

I think special credit should be given to

Don Murray and his wife Hope Tange. I

saw the television program that Don not

only starred in but wrote. It was about

the D.P. camps in Europe, where he was

a social worker. It was so tenderly written

and so superbly acted by him and bis wife,

I think they should be congratulated.

Could you tell me Don’s next picture?

Annie B. Lieblinc
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Look for Don next in “The Hellbent

Kid” for 20th Century-Fox.—Ed.

Playing the matador in “Blood and Sand” helped make Ty Power. A Bob Evans

fan says Bob has the “tall, dark and terrific' specifications for the part

Please Take Your Hands Off Elvis!

Dear Uncle Sam this letter

Is written to you alone,

To tell you that you better

Leave my Elvis at home!

I love him, oh, so dearly

—

He is so close to my heart

—

Oh, Uncle, see it clearly,

Please, don’t take us apart.

Dear Uncle, read this letter

—

Hear my pitiful plea.

I love Elvis better and better

—

Please don’t do this to me

!

Betty Campbei.i.

Ontario, Canada

More Mrs. Ainslie

Re: my letter about Elvis Presley pub-

lished in Photoplay recently. Thank you

for accepting it. In case you should be in-

terested, here is what happened.

A great number of enthusiastic letters

were sent to me from Elvis’ fans, blessing

and thanking me for expressing their own
opinions and feelings toward our young
friend. The interesting fact about these fans

is that they are all middle-aged and older.

If Elvis does not hear from them himself,

it’s because they are either too shy to write

or do not know how to put into words how
they feel without seeming foolish or child-

ish in the eyes of others, should it be known
how they feel about their movie favorite.

Mrs. A. D. Ainslie
Orondo, Wash.

The response to your letter in Photoplay

praising Elvis from the viewpoint of his

adult fans was extraordinary. We sent the

replies on to Elvis.—Ed.

“Nervous”

I would just like to say that the pic of

Elvis in the February edition of your real

cool magazine is absolutely the most on

toast! It’s real nervous, NERVOUS!! I

think Mary DeNunzio has really got Elvis

in that pic, consequently; it really sends

me.
Keep up the good work! !!!!!!

Ronald Winterrerg
Limon, Colorado

Ask Us Another

Did Pat Boone do his own sulky driving

in “April Love”? If not, who did?

Sandra Bennett
Rapid City, S. Dak.

Pat did it himself.—Ed.



Even when it rains .. .you'll shine with

Permanent Weatherproof Curls

Easy as setting your hair. No rods

to wind, no resetting, no hours of

drying! Yet curls last months with

fast new PIN-QUICK.

Now! Springy, clingy, sunny-day curls, even when
it rains! Just one easy, breezy setting with new Pin-Quick

does it — gives you the soft, casual hairstyle you love. And
makes it weatherproof— free from rainy-day droop!

No need for drying hair sprays, no nightly pin-ups!

No resetting even through day after day of damp weather.

Pin-Quick weatherproof curls last for months—stay soft, shiny,

full of life! For the one pincurl permanent that takes only

minutes, yet gives you months of shining weatherproof curls,

get new Pin-Quick by Richard Hudnut.

Get Weatherproof Curls 1-2 fast!

FAST-1! Curl in minutes!
No rods! Just set pincurls,
apply Pin-Quick lotion. Then
lock curls in to last with easy
Magic Curl-Control!

FAST-2! Dry in minutes!
So easy under a dryer. Won-
derful Pin-Quick is five times
faster than any other pincurl
wave! And no resetting!

mew

PIN (MM
RICHARD HUDNUT

(£) 1958 Lambert-Hudnut Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.

Guaranteed faster and longer-lasting

than any other pincurl permanent.



READERS INC • • • continued

I vers Forever!

I'm writing this letter about a compara-
tively new actor, Robert Ivers. I first saw
him in “The Delicate Delinquent,” and
liked him so much I wrote him a fan letter,

lie answered it personally and granted me
permission to become President of his fan

club in my area.

Right now Bob is in the Army and is

a very busy person, but he always manages
to have time for his fans.

He was home in Tucson for Christmas to

visit his folks, and took time to come to

Phoenix to visit me in my home. There’s

no need to tell you how I felt. How would
anyone feel if a movie star, particularly

Bob, came to sit and talk for over an hour
in their living room? I was so thrilled 1

could hardly speak. Bob, realizing this, put

me at ease by being so sweet and natural.

So please, just because he’s in the Army,
don’t forget to put him in your magazine

!

Alice Mann
Phoenix, Arizona

For Bob Ivers fans, a picture.—Ed.

Bob Ivers took time away from Army
chores to make a Phoenix fan’s Christ-

mas the nicest she can ever remember

Picking Winners

I never realized how difficult it is to

choose one’s favorite star until I had the

honor of trying to pick the stars I enjoyed
most. I can see now what an enormous task

it must be to choose award nominees. I

thank you for the privilege of enjoying
your magazine and the privilege of being a

p part of the Gold Medal voting for my
favorite stars.

Mae Strozier

How’s That?

Ever since I saw “Les Girls,” I have
been wondering how to pronounce Taina
Elg’s first name. How is it pronounced?

I think she played the part beautifully,

but her name has been on my mind.

Sheila Holman
Princeton, N. J.

Taina says it’s Tie-na.—Ed.

A friend and I have been feuding over

this: Is Sal’s last name pronounced
MinaaaO or MineeeO? You settle it? OK?

Marcia Crawford
Wiesbaden, Germany

Sal settles it! He says his name was
originally MinaaaO but so many people

pronounce it MineeeO that he and the

family have given up and now say it this

way, too.—Ed.

Stars Answer the Call

Recently, I placed the following letter in

our local papers:

“I need unused scenic post cards for

veterans in hospitals. The boys like to write

home on these cards.

Postage stamps are placed on cards and
these left with each veteran. Also needed
are used foreign stamps, to help pass the

time in the hospital.”

Betty Grable, Kirk Douglas and other

wonderful movie stars were among the first

to send cards and stamps for the boys.

I wonder if readers of your magazine
could help us, too?

Mrs. Anna Seidenb.erc

c/o G.I. Mail Call

San Pedro, Calif.

Interested readers can send contributions

directly to Mrs. Seidenberg at the above

address.—Ed.

She Spells Glamour

I have just finished reading your article,

"The Love Goddess” and sincerely con-

gratulate you on a stirring feature which I

feel truthfully explains Rita Hayworth’s
sad plight in marriage.

I have been one of Miss Hayworth’s most
ardent fans . . . have never missed one of

her movies.

I simply love to see her dance and I

wish that she would do more singing and
dancing in her forthcoming movies.

In my opinion, she is the best representa-

tive of glamour in the movies today. In

fact, everything about her constitutes glam-

our, poise and charm. She’s the greatest.

I certainly wish her the very best of luck

in her new' marriage venture because, after

four failures, she deserves a little happiness.

I believe she can find this happiness in the

person of James Hill.

Rondall Smith
Louisville. Kv.

Still very much with us, pert Dolores

Hart has an Ohio reader worried

Dolores Fan

I think that Dolores Hart was a wonder-
ful actress. It is too had that she was in an

accident and was killed. 1 enjoyed her act-

ing in the movie with Elvis Presley very

much.

Phyllis Jeanne Cox
Carrollton, Ohio

You’ll be happy to know that Dolores is

very much alive and that her career is

moving fast after her success in “Loving

You” with Elvis Presley. Sadly, though,

we think you have in mind Judy Tyler who
costarred with Elvis in “Jailhouse Rock.”
She and her husband were killed in an

auto accident shortly after completion of

the film.—Ed.

Love that Faculty!

We think it would be fun, for one day,

to have a new faculty at our high school:

Principal—Rock Hudson
Asst. Principal—George Nader
Secretary—Venetia Stevenson

Counselors—Jerry Lewis and Janet Leigh

Janitors—Sal Mineo and Ricky Nelson

Math teacher—Natalie Wood
History Teacher—John Saxon
Physical Education— (girls) Tony Curtis I

(boys) Kim Novak I

Music—Elvis Presley

Homemaking—Jayne Mansfield

Science—Tab Hunter
We all think this faculty would be great I

for a day!

Margie Murray And Gang
La Mesa, Calif.

We’d have no complaints!—Ed.

J
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For the first time . . . lift out dirt and makeup

no drying soap—no greasy cream—can reach

!

soft and smooth. That’s because

‘Clean and Clear’ moisturizes

deep down, as greasy creams

just can’t do! Try this exhilarat-

ing new pink facial cleanser.

Use it this

Here’s a real revolution in

skin-cleansing! ‘Clean and

Clear’ cleans up to 5 times deep-

er than drying soap or greasy

cream! Yet it doesn’t leave your

skin dry, taut, like soap — but mgl

AN©
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UCKJtt?THE SCIENTIFIC FACIAL CLEANSER PLUS TAX



NATALIE WOOD, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl says: “My shampoo is Lustre-Creme!

It leaves my hair so shiny and easy to manage. No wonder Lustre-Creme is Hollywood’s

favorite shampoo!” Lustre-Creme is used by the world’s most glamorous women

—

shouldn’t you use it, too?

For the most beautiful hair

in the world

/J_ out of5 top movie stars

use Lustre-Creme Shampoo

becoming

When Natalie Wood says, “My shampoo is

Lustre-Creme Shampoo,” you’re listening to

a girl whose beautiful hair plays a vital part

in her glamour-career.

Your hair can have that Hollywood-lovely

look with Lustre-Creme Shampoo. Under the

spell of its lanolin-blessed lather, your hair

will shine like the stars! Yet it’s so easy-to-

manage—even right after shampooing. Waves
are smooth— curls springy.

You’ll see—and he will, too—how much
lovelier your hair can look when you change

to Lustre-Creme, the shampoo of the stars!

Lanolin-blessed

creme or lotion

never dries . . .

it beautifies

attractions

A. Headline news—Pace home perm-
anent without waving lotion! Waving
ingredients in end papers provides more
even curl, avoids smell and mess. $2.00*

B. Don’t just give dandruff the brush-

off! Theraderm, before-shampoo dan-

druff treatment, provides very speedy

and long-lasting relief. 5% oz., $2.00

C. Stripe toothpaste by Lever Brothers

has stripes for fun and business-like

Hexachlorophene for extra protection

from decay and bad breath. 3p, 53^, 69^

D. For coloring the facts: Deluxe Sat-

in Creme Formula Tintair is a new ver-

sion of liquid Tintair for those who
prefer cream form. 14 shades. $2.50*

E. Roux Color Curl spray sets hair,

keeps it softly in place and at the same

times adds sheen and temporary color.

Shampoos out easily. 7 oz., $1.50*

*plus tax
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CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

BEAUTIFUL BUT DANGEROUS—20th. Directed

by Robert Z. Leonard: Lina, Gina Lollobrigida; Ser-

gei, Vittorio Gassman; Doria, Robert Alda; Carmela,

Anne Vernon; Manolita, Tamara Lees; Perret, Enzo
Billotti; Silvani, Gino Sinimberghi.

CAMPBELL’S KINGDOM—Rank. Directed by
Ralph Thomas: Bruce Campbell, Dirk Bogarde; Owen
Morgan, Stanley Baker; Boy Bladen, Michael Craig;

Jean Lucas, Barbara Murray; Janies MacDonald,
James Robertson Justice; Miss Abigail, Athene Sey-

ler; Creasy, Robert Brown; Mac, John Laurie; Timid
Driver, Sidney James; Miss Ruth, Mary Merrall;

Max, George Murcell; Driver, Roland Brand; Old
Man, Finlay Currie; The Doctor, Peter Idling.

CHASE A CROOKED SHADOW—Warners. Di-

rected by Michael Anderson: Kim Prescott, Anne Bax-
ter; Young Man, Richard Todd; Chandler Bridson,
Alexander Knox; Vargas, Herbert Lorn; Housekeep-
er, Faith Brook.

COUNT FIVE AND DIE—20th. Directed by Victor
Vicas: Julian Howard, Nigel Patrick; William Ran-
son, Jeffrey Hunter; Rolande, Annemarie Duringer;
Jan Gncht, Arthur Gross; Martins, Larry Burns;
Professor Mulder, David Kossoff.

COWBOY—Columbia. Directed by Delmer Daves:
Tom Reece, Glenn Ford; Frank Harris, Jack Lem-
mon; Maria Vidal, Anna Kashfi; Doc Bender, Brian
Donlevy; Charlie, Dick York; Mendoza, Victor Man-
uel Mendoza; Paul Curtis, Richard Jaeckel; Joe Cap-
per, King Donovan; Mr. Fowler, Vaughn Taylor;
Senor Vidal, Donald Randolph; Mike Adams, James
Westerfield; Manuel Arriega, Eugene Iglesias; Al-

caide, Frank de Kova; Slim Barrett, Buzz Henry;
Aunt, Amapola Del Vando; Charlie’s Girl, Bek Nel-
son; Tucker, William Leslie; Peggy, Guy Wilkerson.

DAMN CITIZEN—U-I. Directed by Robert Gor-
don: Col. Francis C. Grevenberg, Keith Andes; Dor-
othy Grevcnberg

,

Maggie Hayes; Major Al Arthur,
Gene Evans; Pat Noble, Lynn Bari; Paul Musso,
Jeffrey Stone; Joseph Kosta, Edward C. Platt; Cleo,

Ann Robinson; DcButts, Sam Buffington; Sheriff
Lloyd, Clegg Hoyt; Col. Thomas Hastings, Kendall
Clark; Inspector Sweeney, Rusty Lane; Lt, Palmer,
Charles Horvath; Nancy, Carolyn Kearney: Aaron
M. Kolin, Himself; Rev. Dr. J. D. Grey, Himself.

I ACCUSE!—M-G-M. Directed by Jose Ferrer:
Alfred Dreyfus, Jose Ferrer; Major Esterhasy, Anton
Walbrook; Lucie Dreyfus, Viveca Lindfors; Major
Picquart, Leo Genn; Emile Zola, Emlyn Williams;
Mathieu Dreyfus, David Farrar; General Mercier,
Donald Wolfit; Major Du Paty De Clam, Herbert
Lorn; Major Henry, Harry Andrews; Edgar De-
mange, Felix Aylmer; Georges Clemenceau, Peter
Tiling; Colonel Sandherr, George Coulouris; Colonel
Von Schwarzkoppen, Carl Jaffe; Bcrtillon, Eric Pohl-
mann; Drumont, John Chundos.

LADY TAKES A FLYER, THE—U-I. Directed by
Jack Arnold: Maggie Colby, Lana Turner; Mike
Dandridge, Jeff Chandler; Al Reynolds, Richard Den-
ning; Nikki Taylor, Andra Martin; Phil Donahoe,
Chuck Connors; Nurse Kennedy, Reta Shaw; Frank
Hcnshazv, Alan Hale, Jr. ;

Willie Ridgcly, Jerry
Paris; Collie Manor, Dee J. Thompson; Childreth,
Nestor Paiva; Tower Officer, James Doherty.

MARK OF THE HAWK-U-l. Directed by Michael
Audley: Renee, Eartha Kitt; Obam, Sidney Poitier;
Amugii, Juano Hernandez; Craig, John Mclntire;
Barbara, Helen Horton; Sandar Lai, Marne Mait-
land; Gov. General, Gerard Heinz; Gregory, Pat-
rick Allen; Prosecutor, Earl Cameron; Kanda, Clif-
ton MacKlin; Inspector, Ewen Solon; Magistrate,
Lockwood West: Overhold, Francis Matthews; Ben,
Philip Vickers; Fred, Bill Nagy; Dr. Lin, N. C. Doo;
Ming Too, David Gob; 1st Officer, Harold Siddons;
2nd Officer, Frederick Treves.

OUJET AMERICAN, THE—V. A. Directed by
Joseph L. Mankiewicz: The American, Audie Mur-
phy; Fowler, Michael Redgrave; Inspector Vigot,
Claude Dauphin; Pliuong, Giorgia Moll; Miss Hei,
Kerima; Bill Granger, Bruce Cabot; Dominguez,
Fred Sadoff; Mister Heng, Richard Loo; Eliot Wil-
kins, Peter Trent; Joe Morton, Clinton Andersen;
Hostess, Yoko Tani; Yvette, Sonia Moser; Isabelle,
Phuong Thi Nghiep; Cao-Dai Commandant, Vo Doan
Chau; Cao-Dai Pope’s Deputy, Le Van Le; Masked
Man, Le Quynh; French Colonel, Georges B rehat.

SAFECRACKER, THE—M-G-M. Directed by Ray
Milland: Colley Dawson, Ray Milland; Bennett Car-
field, Barry Jones; Irene, Jeannette Sterke; Major
Adbury, Ernest Clark; Vi, Melissa Stribling; Morris,
Victor Maddern; Inspector Frankham, Cyril Ray-
mond; Shafter, Bernard Fox; Bailey, Richard Shaw;
Thomson, Tan MacNaughton; Mrs. Dawson, Barbara
Everest: Guerin, Henry Vidon; Fenwright, David
Horne; Fenwright’s Secretary, Jackie Collins; Ser-
geant Harper, Percy Herbert.

TEACHER’S PET—Paramount. Directed by George
Seaton: James Gannon, Clark Gable; Erica Stone,
Doris Day; Dr. Hugo Pine, Gig Young; Peggy De-
Fore, Mamie Van Doren; Barney Kovac, Nick
Adams; Harold Miller, Peter Baldwin; Katy Fuller,
Marion Ross; Roy, Assistant, Charles Lane; Guide,
Jack Albertson; J. L. Ballentine, Florenz Ames;
Lloyd Crowley, Harry Antrim; Mrs. Kovac, Vivian
Nathan.

Figure flattery is always a breeze.

Ask. lor Sarong number Two. Available in corselette, zipper, and pull-on girdles, Gown by Ceil Chopman

$5.95, $10.95 and up to $22.50. Sizes up Io 44. Illustrated: Style 1594, $15.

The new Sari ¥ bra by Sarong,

Patented Naturalift stitching gives

permanent "padded" shaping

without padding-stretches and

breathes with you. Bandeau
$2.95, medium line $3.50 and
long line $5.00. White only

Now a new Sarong girdle, Sarong Two! It’s

completely and wonderfully different, with

custom control and more freedom than ever

before.

• Sarong Two brings never-before comfort,

thanks to new, wide, elasticized edging on

exclusive criss-cross. Stretches for day-long

freedom when you move!

• Sarong Two's patented sling-like con-

struction slims, lifts and supports you all

around—exactly as nature intended.

• Sarong Two helps you to stand straighter,

look younger always.

• Sarong Two gives you the flawless, un-

broken line today's fashions demand.

she’s wearing a new

I VI l]M| I WV
the criss-cross girdle that walks and never rides up

p

"SARONG is the registered trademark of Sarong, Inc. for its girdles and bras" *Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Sarong, Inc., 200 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada, Sarong girdles by Dominion Corset Company, Ltd.
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YOUNG IDEAS: PHOTOPLAY PATTERNS

PERIODIC PAIN

p

18

Don’t let the calendar make a

slave of you, Betty! Just take a

Midol tablet with a glass of water

. . . that’s all. Midol brings faster

and more complete relief from

menstrual pain— it relieves

cramps, eases headache and

chases the "blues.”

^ “WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW”
a 24-page book explaining menstruation

is yours, FREE. Write Dep'f B-48, Box 280,

New York 18, N. Y. (Sent in plain wrapper).

4609—Just two main pattern parts,

plus facings to this wonderful Printed

Pattern. The sheath slim lines are pure

magic for your figure. Misses’ Sizes 10-

18. Size 16 takes 3 yards 39-inch fabric

Elsa Cardenas says: “Sewing’s fun’

9069—A smart dress—coming or going!

Lovely neckline with panel-front effect;

soft panels of fares at the back. Print-

ed Pattern in Misses Sizes 10-18. Size

16 takes 3% yards of 35-inch fabric

4511—1deal summer ensemble for Jun-

iors. Halter-neck dress, little tailored

jacket. Printed Pattern in Jr. Miss Sizes

9-17. Size 13 dress takes 3% yards of 35-

inch fabric with half yard contrast

Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, P. 0. Box 133,

Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Add five cents per pattern for first-class mailing.



iRTH A HYER, starring in

versal-lnternational’s

NCE UPON A HORSE”
Cinemascope.

Tru-Glo,
the all- day

liquid make-up

„

Spending hours on afternoon repairs is dated as a Mode^AII-day beauty “beauty brelP^uggestions: Beauty Stick's gentle strokes to blot out

is such a lovely snap -if you know the secret word: Tru-Glo. For just 59c, tired lines ahd shadows. 79c .. . Party Puff compact powder to freshen wit

a liquid make-up with fabulous staying power- makes your every-day trip a pat, $1.00 and 49c .. . and the famous Westmore l.ps icks kiss-tested

to the powder room the merest matter-of-minutes touch-up. Westmore’s to make each close-up count, 69c and 29c. (All prices plus federal tax).

« faW t

'vs—

The House of Westmore, Inc., New York WESTMORE Available at leading variety and drug stores



p

gerous? American Beauty?

$ eye? Woman of mystery? Which are you ?

Only

maidenform *

©/
makes

TWICE-OVER** Here's light fantastic elastic coupled with

silky, shape-making broadcloth. So comfortable! From 3.95

20



bras for an the dreams you are!

How many

dreams

are you?

PRE-LUDE* SIX-WAY* Dream
of being a fashion plate? Try
this! Straps stay secret under
every dress . . . curves stay in

model form. From 3.95

S’ 1958 MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO., INC.,

CHANSONETTE* Dream of
excitement? Famous spoke-
stitched cups flatter you so,

they make exciting things hap-
pen! From 2.00

CHANSONETTE LACE Dream
of luxury? This is your bra . .

.

all misty lace and magic satin,

and a wonderful way with your
figure! 3.50

CONCERTO* TRI-LINE* Dream
of comfort? This bra lifts away
strain while it lifts up your
curves, for a new high in com-
fort and looks. From 3.00

PRE-LUDE SIX-WAY 0NCE-
OYER* Dream of living dan-
gerously? Be perilousl y pretty

with non-stop curves shaped
lean and lithe! From 8.95

CONCERTO SHELL Dream
missing? A whisper of foam
rubber lining fills the gap be-

tween you and your dream
figure. 3.00

ETUDE MINOR* Dream of
abundance? Cups padded with
foam rubber, then tic-tac-toe

stitched, make wishing so . . .

so shapel y! From 3.00

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. **PAT. PEND, * R EG . U.S. PAT. OFF. And ask for a Maidenform girdle, too!



LET’S
GO TO
THE

MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

'/'SW excellent

W'W’ VERY GOOD

// GOOD

FAIR

While newspaper editor Gable pretends to be an eager greenhorn in Doris’ col-

lege journalism class , he’s planning to teach his pretty teacher a trick or two

v

Meeting impulsively, Anna Kashfi and Jack

Lemmon find jealous eyes are watching

Cowboy COLUMBIA, TECHNICOLOR

SV'V'V' With no fancy psychological

twists, with a couple of vigorous per-

formances by Glenn Ford and Jack Lem-

mon, here’s a genuinely offbeat western.

Oddly combining the sprightly and the

brutal in its atmosphere, it sets out de-

liberately to present a realistic picture

of a cowboy’s life in the old days. Jack’s

an ambitious hotel clerk; Glenn, a tough

cattleman who works as his own trail

boss and is persuaded to take the younger

man on as partner—and cowhand. The
story follows the classic, comic outline of

a tenderfoot’s training while Jack loses

his illusions about men of the great out-

doors. But he sticks with his new job

stubbornly, out of pride and a determina-

tion to get to Mexico, where he believes

highborn Anna Kashfi will be waiting

for him. The romantic element is slight

and wistful; this is a virile yarn, with

other strong portrayals by Brian Donlevv

as a weary gunfighter and Dick York

as a woman-crazy cowboy. family

Teacher’s Pet paramount, vistavision

t'V/V' Doris Day and Clark Gable are

a thoroughly engaging love and comedy

team in a light-hearted movie that backs

up its foolery with good sense. As a

rugged newspaper veteran, given to brag-

ging about his lack of education, Clark

thinks college journalism classes are a

silly racket. In a letter, he has said as

much to instructor Doris, and he enrolls

in her course, posing as a businessman

with no professional writing experience.

It’s a malicious gag, but he has a tender

motive as well. Doris has been spending

most of her time with Gig Young, an

egghead who in Clark's eyes offers scant

competition. Now she takes an interest

in her remarkably promising “student.”

Also in on the fun are Nick Adams, as

a hero-worshipping copy boy who shares

Clark’s disdain for book-l’arnin’, and

Mamie Van Doren, appearing briefly as

a night-club singer who contrasts with

brainy Doris. famii.i

continued
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Win a Glorious 17-Day Trip

To Europe- For Two!

GIANT SWEEPSTAKES
2nd PRIZES (4) ...

{
_

$1,000 Keepsake Diamond Rings
^ ^

3rd PRIZES (10)

$500 Keepsake Diamond Rings

i 9 f
f

'

NO PUZZLES— NO JINGLES— NOTHING TO BUY

Easy to Enter—Just Write Name and Address on Free Entry

Blank at Any Keepsake Jeweler's Store.

Here’s the chance of a lifetime, brought to you by

Keepsake Diamond Rings — the choice of a lifetime!

Now you can win a fun-filled, 17-day trip to Europe

for two . . . flying via KLM Royal Dutch Airlines

. . . visiting London, Paris, Rome and other famous

cities ... or win other fabulous prizes of beautiful

Keepsake Diamond Rings!

Your Keepsake Jeweler’s store is the place to go for

an official Sweepstakes entry blank . . . and for assur-

ance of finest quality in choosing your diamond ring.

For the center diamond of every Keepsake engage-

ment ring is perfect, and only a diamond of this

flawless quality can reflect maximum brilliance and

beauty. The Keepsake Certificate presented with

your ring guarantees this perfect quality (or replace-

ment assured). It also insures against loss of the dia-

mond^) from the setting for one year, and assures

trade-in toward a Keepsake of greater value at any

time. For lasting pride and satisfaction, look for the

name "Keepsake" in the ring and on the tag. Many

exquisite styles from $100 to $10,000.

EXTRA! Bonus award of $1,000 Keepsake Diamond Ring goes

to first prize winner for correctly answering four easy questions

on entry blank.

KEEPSAKE SWEEPSTAKES RULES

One entry per person accepted on official entry blank

from Keepsake Jeweler no later than May 31, 1958.

‘Prize winners to be determined by drawing July 8, 1 958.

‘Anyone 1 6 years of age or older residing in U.S., Hawaii

or Alaska may enter, except employees (and their im-

mediate families) of A. H. Pond Co., its dealers and ad-

vertising agency. ‘Contest subject to federal, state and

local laws and regulations. ‘Complete rules on entry blank.

n
iBiBffl

> Guaranteed by <A

For your

KEEPSAKE JEWELER
See Yellow Pages
of Telephone Book

SOLD ONLY AT AUTHORIZED

KEEPSAKE JEWELERS

A. MIAMI Ring. $675. Also 225 and 450. Wedding Ring 225. B. PREBLE Ring $450. Wed-
ding Ring 225. C. VISTA Ring $250. Also 100 to 2475. Wedding Ring 12.50. +Man's
Diamond Ring $100. Available at 75 to 250 to match all engagement rings. D. ORION
Ring $150. Wedding Ring 39.75. All Rings available in either natural or white gold. Prices

include Federal Tax. Rings enlarged to show details. ® Trade-mark registered.

Good Housekeeping ,

4!L«Mv[«ra!»!s5^

/ am interested pl

in a diamond ring...

so please rush fact-filled booklets, "Choosing Your Dia-

mond Rings" and "The Etiquette of the Engagement and

Wedding"; also name of nearest Keepsake Jeweler and

special offer of 44-page Bride's Keepsake Book. I enclose

10 cents for mailing.

Name

Address :

City Co.

Mail to: A. H. POND CO., INC.

Stale

SYRACUSE 2, N. Y.
23



MOVIES continued

The Quiet American u.a.

ZZZZ Turned out with style and in-

telligence. this arresting drama plunges

Audie Murphy and Michael Redgrave

into deadly political intrigues in Indo-

China. As a British newspaperman with

an unexplained hatred for American

ways, Redgrave looks on Audie as a

blundering innocent, motivated by ideals

that cannot be practically applied in this

unhappy country. He is even convinced

that Audie’s well-intended plotting has

brought violent death to a crowd of help-

less citizens. Though he considers him-

self a man of reason, Redgrave gives way

to his emotions when his gentle native

mistress (Giorgia Moll) turns to the

young American. The movie throws away

a measure of its suspense by starting with

the discovery of the American’s dead

Sweet as she is, Giorgia Moll is in a

domestic situation that shocks Audie

body, then telling the story in flashback.

But it still has plenty of tension, espe-

cially when the starting point is reached

again and Claude Dauphin. French

police inspector, begins investigating the

killing. Redgrave does a powerful job.

and Audie’s unassuming yet firm pres-

ence is splendidly suited to his role,

unusually serious for him. adult

I Accuse! m-c-m

ZZZZ The Dreyfus case, one of the great

individual dramas of history, now is given

a strong film translation almost in news-

reporting vein. Jose Ferrer realistically

underplays the central character, making

his Dreyfus a precise, even stuffy man, as

devoted to the French Army as are the

superiors who railroad him to Devil’s

Island. But there is warmth in scenes

with his wife (Viveca Lindfors). children

and brother (David Farrar). In expert

hands, each person entangled in this

astonishing near-tragedy comes to life:

Esterhazy (Anton Walbrook), the deb-

onair scoundrel who actually did sell the

military secrets to Germany; General

Mercier (Donald Wolfit) and Major

Henry (Harry Andrews), who collaborate

to pin the blame on Dreyfus; Major
Picquart (Leo Genn). who sacrifices his

own career to fight for justice; Emile

Zola (Emlyn Williams), whose thunder-

ing words force the government to give

Dreyfus a new trial, after his years of

imprisonment and disgrace. family

Damn Citizen! u-i

from Holland help lay groundwork for

an Allied invasion through their country.

Only Nigel and American Jeffrey Hunter

know that the plan is a feint; it’s hoped

that German spies will learn of it. be

deceived and send forces to repel the

expected attack, diverting them from the

real invasion point. Swiss Annemarie
Duringer is cast as a brave Dutch girl,

veteran of the underground. Her charms
soon involve Jeffrey in an ardent affair,

until Nigel warns that she may be in the

employ of the Nazis. adult

ZZZ True events also provide the story

material for this brisk melodrama, giving

it more substance than the average racket-

busting movie. In the real-life role of

Col. Grevenberg. Keith Andes plays a

Louisiana businessman who is persuaded

to take over as superintendent of state

police. Rackets are flourishing, under a

top boss smoothly portrayed by Edward
Platt, and many police officers at all

levels are his henchmen. But Keith, who
has a fine war record, reorganizes his own
force on a military basis and cracks down
on the gambling houses. He can’t be

bought off or dissuaded by threats

against himself, his wife (Maggie Hayes)

or children. Newcomer Jeffrey Stone

makes a good impression as a young cop

who is thrown off the force so that he can

pretend to line up with Platt’s gang.

Unpredictable in her allegiance is Lynn
Bari, schooldays sweetheart of Keith's,

now allied professionally and personally

with the racket king. adult

Mark of the Hawk superscope

ZZ Genuine African backgrounds, shot

in Nigeria, add interest to a topical action

film that features such outstanding Negro

players as Sidney Poitier, Eartha Kitt

and Juano Hernandez. As Sidney’s part-

French wife, Eartha is proud of his elec-

tion to their country’s legislative body.

But he is torn between the violence advo-

cated by his impatient brother (Clifton

Macklin) and the gentler course of

Christianity counseled by Negro and

white ministers (Hernandez, John Mcln-

tire). The white community is divided

by a similar argument. Such urgent

present-day problems automatically pro-

vide excitement, but impact is softened

by intentional blurring of details. It isn’t

indicated which European nation holds

this land as a colony, and the native ter-

rorists aren’t called Mau Maus. family

20th
Count Five and Die cinemascope

ZZ An intricate, often absorbing spy

thriller based on a real World War II

incident has an international star trio.

British Nigel Patrick heads a secretly set

up agency in London, where refugees

The Lady Takes a Flyer u-i;

CINEMASCOPE, EASTMAN COLOR

ZZZ With Lana Turner and Jeff Chan-

dler as a decorative pair of co-stars, an

affable romantic comedy offers easygoing

entertainment, plus a dash of tension at

the finale. Footloose Jeff teams with Air

Force friend Richard Denning in a

civilian venture, a flying ferry service.

There’s another partner—Lana, herself

an experienced pilot. Originally engaged

to Richard, she eventually marries Jeff

and the arrival of a baby ends her wan-

dering days. But Jeff still refuses to be

tied down to domesticity, so Lana is

driven to a daring move that provides

a lively conclusion. family

Chase a Crooked Shadow warners

ZZZ In a shrewdly constructed mystery,

set against luxurious Mediterranean lo-

cales, Anne Baxter enjoys a richly emo-

tional role. As heiress to a South Africa

diamond fortune, Anne lives secluded in

her villa, alone since the death of her

brother in a car crash. Then Richard

Todd shows up—announcing that he is

her brother. He has his story and all

personal details so pat that the local

police chief (Herbert Lorn) thinks Anm-
is joking or mentally ill when she de-

mands to be rid of the stranger. Even

her uncle (Alexander Knox) identifies

Fine way to run an airline! Jeff and

co-pilot. Lana let the ship fly itself



To prove Richard Todd's an impostor.

Anne dares him to drive a risky road

Todd as liis nephew. She becomes a

captive in her own home, suspecting that

Todd and his servants have designs on

her life. The ending’s a surprise! family

Campbell’s Kingdom eastman color

'/'/ The British try their hand at the

western, sending Dirk Bogarde into the

Canadian Rockies on a dangerous project.

He wants to drill for oil on a remote

mountain site that he has inherited, but

unscrupulous Stanley Baker is building

a dam that will cause the area to be

flooded. Pretty Barbara Murray and

formidable James Robertson Justice are

on Dirk’s side. Since doctors have told

Dirk that he’s to die soon, he can take

chances without a qualm. family

The Safecracker

V'V' In the title role of this modest crime-

and-war story, Ray Milland has a profit-

able partnership arrangement with art

dealer Barry Jones, who tips him off on

precious loot and finds a buyer for it.

Caught on the conventional “last job.”

Ray winds up in the clink. But he is

released to join a commando unit in a

raid on occupied France. There Ray is

to open a safe containing vital German
papers. A hint of romance links him with

resistance worker Jeannette Sterke, who
helps the commandos. family

Beautiful but Dangerous 2uth,
EASTMAN COLOR

V'V Gina Lollobrigida is handsome as

ever in what purports to be the story of

Lina Cavalieri, turn-of-the-century song-

bird. On her way up from vaudeville to

international fame, Gina wins the love

of Russian prince Vittorio Gassman and
conductor Robert Alda, and murder is

done for her sake. Quaint aspects of this

Italy-produced romance are emphasized
by the dubbed-in English dialogue, writ-

ten in touchingly old-fashioned style

unintentionally comic. adult
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a

surprise

for Debbie
“Debbie and Eddie Fisher’s second baby is

to be blessed with every loving wish!” said

Lila Baron Calhoun excitedly over the phone.

“I’m giving her a surprise stork shower.

“Can we bring Photoplay’s photographer

along?’ we asked. “Sure,’ agreed Lita. The

afternoon of the shower was a cool one, and

ex-tomboy Debbie, in her softly feminine

pink wool maternity outfit with furry collar

and cuffs, arrived with Janet Leigh and little

Carrie Frances. And sure enough, there were

more baby carriages than Cadillacs parked

outside the Calhoun home! For it was the

younger generation who, after their naps,

really took over and stole their moms’ show.

Devilish little Carrie Frances Fisher had a spat with the Calhoun baby,

who in turn pushed Carrie down. Debbie pacifies her with pink balloon

r

Debbie positively glowed at the charming musical baby book Mrs. Cecil

Barbee gave her. “It’ll be perfect jor the pictures Eddie’s always taking! ’

“A cuddly animal!” Debbie sighs, while Lita Cal-

houn and Deb’s secretary, Camille, ooh and aali

1
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Table-hopping Debbie makes a hit in

her soft pink wool maternity ensemble,

with its furry collar and cuffs. Stop-

ing for chat during dessert at Yvonne

DeCarlo’s table on terrace, she wishes

Yvonne happiness on her new baby,

Michael Robert Morgan, and picks up

a few child-care tips, too, at same time!

Ladies-in-waiting Pat Crowley and Deb-

bie share some mother-to-be talk and

admire the unusual shower centerpiece:

A mountain of pastel-colored excelsior

topped by a graceful bird of happiness

i CLEARASIL PERSONALITY of the MONTH
: SHARON RIGGS, Senior, Eastmoore High School, Columbus, Ohio

Meet Sharon Riggs and a few of her
young friends. Sharon is active and
popular in school affairs, loves danc-
ing and music. She is interested in

modeling and photography. Sharon
is going to Ohio State University in

the fall. When you have so many
things to do, so many places to go,

don’t let pimples spoil the fun . . .

Read what Sharon did: “Almost overnight, ugly blemishes appeared and
ruined my complexion. I tried everything from cosmetics to so-called ‘miracle ’

cures—but nothing seemed to work for

me. Then I tried Clearasil and soon my ryy}^V£h&lA^^'Ck34r-~
skin was clear and smooth again.” 'xryc/

1272 Kenwick Kd., Columbus, Ohio

Millions of young people have proved ..

.

SCIENTIFIC CLEARASIL MEDICATION

‘STARVES’ PIMPLES

Skin-Colored . . . hides pimples while it works!

clearasil can help you, too, gain clear skin

and a more appealing personality.

Why Clearasil Works Fast: clearasil’s ‘kera-

tolytic’ action penetrates pimples. Antiseptic

action stops growth of bacteria that can cause
pimples. And clearasil ‘starves’ pimples,

helps remove excess oil that ‘feeds’ pimples.

You, too, may have had skin

problems and found Clearasil

helped end them. When you think of

the wonderful relief that effective

treatment can bring, you may want

to help others. You can, by writing

us a letter about your experience

with Clearasil. Attach a recent

photograph of yourself (a good

close-up snapshot will do). You may
be the next CLEARASIL PERSONALITY

Proved by Skin Specialists! In tests on
over 300 patients, 9 out of 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved while

using clearasil (Lotion or Tube). In
Tube, 69/ and 98/. Long-lasting Lotion
in handy squeeze bottle only $1.25

(no fed . tax) . Money-
back guarantee. At
all drug counters.

of the MONTH. Write: Clearaiiil,

Dept. AV, 180 Mamaroneck Ave.,

White Plains, N.Y.

SPECIAL OFFER: For 2 weeks’ supply
of clearasil send name, address and
15£toBox 260-CW (for Tube) or Box
260-CU (for Lotion), Eastco, Inc.,

New York 46, N.Y. Expires 4/30/58.

Largest-Selling Pimple Medication

In America (Including Canada)

P
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How and Why

ANACIN
gives more complete relief from

TENSE
NERVOUS
HEADACHES

better than aspirin . .

.

even with buffering action

BECAUSE ASPIRIN contains

only one pain reliever

ADD BUFFERING ACTION

and you still have only one

BUT ANACIN relieves pain,

calms nerves, fights depression

Anacin is like a doctor’s prescription. That is,

Anacin contains not just one but a combina-
tion of medically proven ingredients. Anacin
(1) promptly relieves pain of headache, neu-
ritis and neuralgia. (21 Calms nerves—leaves
you relaxed. (3) Fights depression. In this

way, Anacin gives you more complete relief

than you get from aspirin, even M'iijfWS.,
with buffering . . . and Anacin
does not upset the stomach.
Buy Anacin Tablets today!

3 out of 4 doctors recommend
the ingredients of ANACIN

“I got beaten up and started the plot

rolling!” Geoffrey Horne said, sur-

prised. recently about bis smashing film

debut in “The Strange One.” What tall,

handsome twenty-four-year-old Geoff

didn’t add was that that beating up also

started his own personal career ball

rolling.

For with his next two roles—first as

the young commando in “The Bridge

on the River Kwai,” for which he won

widespread acclaim, and next as Jean

Seberg’s lover in “Bonjour Tristesse”

—

by virtue of his undeniable talent and

curly-haired, blue-eyed good looks,

Geoff now stands on the brink of star-

dom. And the idea is not altogether a

happy one.

“A friend of mine recently remarked,

‘You should enjoy your success more,’

and I wish I could.” he confided. “But

you must always face the question: How
much of it do I deserve and how much

was just handed to me?” His basic

uncertainty about this and other mat-

ters is well-covered by a steady stream

of quips, like these samples:

On seeing oneself on film: “It’s torture

—an actor rarely comes out of one of

his movies liking himself.” On criticism

of his work: “I’d almost rather people

would say, ‘It stinks!’ than ‘It’s good.’

That way I could work over what’s

wrong.” On himself in movies: “Let’s

face it—I’m better-looking than I am
in real life.”

His favorite hobby? “Sleep.” What
does lie look for most in a woman?
“Sex appeal.” Anyone who troubles to

peer behind this flip veneer will dis-

cover a young student of acting.

Born in Buenos Aires (to American

parents), he was educated in Cuba, in

New York (where he flunked many
subjects and managed to squeeze

through) and the University of Cali-

fornia. All the trouble that college

dramatics had given his studies only

intensified his ambition. Three months

after graduation, he was in New York

YOU ASKED
FOR

GEOFFREY
HORNE

to try for an acting career. It wasn’t easy.

Was no one impressed? Geoff had the

remedy for that: persistent phoning to

Lee Strasberg. Possibly exasperated by

having his phone tied up day and night

for two months, the head of the famed

Actors’ Studio admitted the boy to his

private class. Two years and ten TV
shows later, Geoff was made a member

of the Actors’ Studio, and soon went

into “The Strange One.”

Geoff considers himself lucky with

his three films to date. The ten-month

jaunt to Ceylon for “Kwai” was a par-

ticularly pleasant memory. “In New
York, if you’re not busy every minute,”

he said, “you somehow feel as though

you’re wasting time. But in Ceylon,

during the many times I wasn’t before

the camera. I’d play chess, swim, walk,

read and just generally relax. It was

great. And we had our fair share of

excitement,” he added. “One day, an

old elephant, who’d already killed two

men, charged us, and the whole com-

pany really took off. Then there was

the day that three men almost drowned.”

Geoff credits “Kwai” director David

Lean with his favorite piece of advice:

“Don’t be boring-sensitive.” He trans-

lates this by observing, “The ‘sensitive

young man’ is currently all the rage in

plays, TV dramas and movies. Y’know,

the one whose mother didn’t like him

and all that, and frankly, who cares?”

Being mired down in that kind of a

role is Geoff’s own private nightmare.

Geoff confesses to a preference for

Marlon Brando, Marilyn Monroe, rock

’n’ roll, Japanese food, water-skiing, a

beach comber’s life—and Nancy Berg,

the model-turned-actress. He met Nan-

cy, a fellow acting student, at a res-

taurant. following separate classes, and

“Wham! That was it!”

Ask Geoff seriously what he likes in

a woman—blond? brunette? good con-

versationalist? good cook?—and he

wraps it all up with a fervent “Whatever

Nancy has is what I want.”
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Movies and the People in Them : The

town, all of a sudden has a terrific

crush on Jean Seberg, who flopped

as Joan of Arc in the Otto Prem-

inger picture. But Jean’s sweet, nat-

ural honesty and lack of pretense

on a tough TV interview show, won

every heart. The hope that Jean, who

hails from Iowa, would prove herself

in her second film. “Bonjour Tris-

tesse” was proved to me at least

—

although some still panned her.

I nominate Deborah Kerr for the

all-around successful woman of the

year. In career, in private life, and

as a human being. After twelve years

of marriage, husband Tony Bartley

adores her, the two small Bartley

girls regard her with warm affection,

and Hollywood would jump off a

bridge to oblige her. Any bridge.

Deborah’s lack of pretense, her “fish

and chips” mien in the midst of mis-

placed elegance and her deep spir-

itual understanding, which quietly

guides her life, are among the assets

that have enabled this charming and

natural woman to attain the pinnacle

of success—in stardom and in wo-

manhood.

From Moscow, where Mike Todd
flirted with state bigwigs on his pro-

posed production, “War and Peace,”

came news of Liz’s new shorty hair-

cut. Mike’s reaction: “I’m ruined.

Who’s this woman?”
The surprise of the month, to the

younger folk at least, was Clark

Gable, who leaped from the screen

in “Teacher’s Pet” a strong, vital

and yet amusingly attractive man.
At last mothers can say to their teen-

age daughters, “You see what I

mean about Gable?” And they’ll

know. But of course, “all-man”

Gable has Doris Day to help him
along.

Mario Lanza could
( continued

)

Eva Gabor looked exquisite at a recent party. When I told her so, she breathed, r

“Thank you, dahling Sara. I never diet, and wont follow the sack look!”
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very well cable from Rome to bis friends in Hollywood, “I

made it. Mom!” In “The Seven Hills of Rome,” a slimmer,

handsomer, brighter Mario has undoubtedly made it. His mar-

velous voice and amusing take-offs on Perry Como, Louis Arm-

strong and Frankie Laine, as well as his sprightly acting,

revealed Mario is himself again, with the dark, emotional storms

that shook his confidence in Hollywood all behind him. We
sincerely hope.

Hollywood Roundup: Anna Kashfi Brando’s mother in Wales

expressed a desire to be with her daughter in Hollywood until

the birth of her baby. Only the price of a ticket, I’m told,

could keep her away from Anna, who has been so lonely and

so forsaken. And whether “she’s just a little Hindu who does

the best kin do” or an Irish coleen. doesn't matter in the least.

Anna needs comforting. And needs it badly . . . Joan Collins

had her option lifted by Twentieth, but not—so far—by Arthur

Loew Jr. Joan should realize by this time young producer Loew

is harder to land than Aly Khan
. . . John Saxon was voted

mayor of Universal City before be took off for Europe and

“The Reluctant Debutante.” And if John isn't the handsomest

mayor in the USA. then who is?

Claire Bloom failed to leave the “Buccaneer” group where

she found it. At the completion of the long shooting schedule,

director Tony Quinn and co-star Yul Brynner suddenly dis-

covered the quiet, demure, soft-spoken Miss Bloom had man-

aged to get her own way almost in every situation. And they

still don’t know how . . . Earl Holliman’s first recording

“Nobody Knows How I Feel,” for Prep Records, was voted a

bit by the Juke Box Jury panel. “I’ve had more attention from

teenagers as a result of this record.” Earl told us, “than from

all my films combined." And speaking of new recording stars,

tall, handsome Dean Plato, the fascinating Belgian actor, is

bound to rate another hit when “Imitation General" is released.

Carolyn Jones is delighted she turned down several films.

“Bell. Book and Candle” among them, to play in “King Creole.”

with Elvis Presley. Carolyn became another Presley fan dur-

ing the shooting of El’s last movie, before the Army threatened

to clutch him . . . Van Johnson has been lording it over the

toupee lads since that printed prophecy that red-headed men

are the least likely to become bald. Those thinning-lock boys,

Brando. Bing, and Frankie, could shoot him!

Dinner party—Ladd style: I was the “woman who came to

dinner” at the Alan Ladd home, and found myself in the midst

of a pleasant uproar. A short time Before I arrived, daughter

Carol Lee had told a delighted Sue and Alan she planned to

marry John Vietch. Warner Studio location manager. A friend

P of the Ladd family for years. John, a tall, handsome thirty-

seven, and Carol Lee, a beauty at twenty-three, beamed their

approval and happiness all through dinner, a meal that be-

came a veritable “Who can we telephone next?” And even

nine-year-old David, the star of “The Proud Rebel,” came up
with suggestions.

At a late hour, the Ladds finally reached their good friends,

the Irving Manheimers of New York, to tell them the good

news. Mr. Manheimer is president of Macfadden Publishing

Company, publishers of Photoplay.

Carol Lee. whose short marriage to Richard Anderson ended

in divorce, has found that one-in-a-million husband in John
Vietch. And Hollywood rejoices with her.

Around Town: Liz Taylor asked for Monty Clift for her “Cat

on a Hot Tin Roof” picture. Something tells me this friend-

ship will go on and on, long after all else has failed . . . The
youngest rebel in the making is Tommy Sands, who was paid

only $10,000, so I’m informed, for his hit movie “Sing Boy

Sing." Unless more rocks off the roll for his next film are

forthcoming. Tommy may balk. Just like a little ol’ mule . . .

They say Rock Hudson went into a first-class tizzy when

Joan Collins should realize by this time young producer

Arthur Loew Jr. is even harder to land than Aly Khan!

the Ben Hur role was awarded Charlton Heston. Rage at his

studio for not releasing him for the Biggest Opportunity of

his career, may turn the taciturn Rock into red hot lava.

I can just see Rock pouring himself all over Universal Studios.

Bob Mitehum’s teenage son. Jim, looks so much like his

dad. the two could play brothers. Which is exactly what they

do in the movie “The Whippoorwill." Now fans claim they

have split personalities, with one-half loyal to Bob and the

other half to Jim . . .
Tab Hunter, underneath, is still smoulder-

ing at Warner Brothers, and flatly states he’ll take another

suspension if a good role doesn't crop up soon. In that case,
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Tab has plans. He’ll take a year off and follow the horse

show circuit. And what a draw this handsome young Viking

would make, riding among the four hundred . . . And that

Vic Damone article, which promised to reveal all. more or

less kept its promise. What gets into these nice people to be

so compulsively frank? I mean without a gun in their backs?

It's all a big mystery to me. And the town . . . Kim Novak

ran back to Mac Krim in a hurry when gossip tied her up

in a surprising romance. Wonder what would happen if Kim
one day scurried back to her Rock-of-Gibraltar Krim, only

to find him gone. Baby, it can be cold outside!

Bob’s Bride: It comes as no surprise to me that Natalie Wood
Wagner has settled down to cozy housekeeping with all the

efficiency of an older woman. From the letter Natalie wrote

me while still on her honeymoon in Stuart. Fla.. I knew all

would be well. Her beautiful stationery, monogramed N.W.W..

told the story. It revealed a busy bride nearing exhaustion

from six months’ solid work on “Marjorie Morningstar” and

“Kings Go Forth,” who still had time for small details that

Was Kim trying to land Aly herself? Between Krim, Ban-

dini and a recent startling romance, she’s not talking

make for gracious living. Such as monogrammed thank you

notes, promptly written. Such thoughtfulness goes a long way
toward a happy marriage. Bob’s studio confides that the actor

requested his studio biography be revised with all mention

of former romances thrown to the winds. And there’s a loyal

and devoted husband for you.

I Wonder: I wonder why a certain scribe always refers to

Ginger Rogers as “poor Ginger” since her years-younger hus-

band, the French Jacques Bergerac, walked out. Wasn’t it

the previous and even younger husband, Jack
( continued

)
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CAL YORK JOTTINGS

Personal Observations: I can’t understand

why director Alfred Hitchcock changed the

name of his Jimmy Stewart-Kim Novak film,

“From Amongst the Dead” to “Vertigo.” To
me the new name sounds like a painful back-

ache ... If Sal Mineo accepts the role of

Mickey Rooney’s son in “The Return of Andy
Hardy,” I can hardly wait for Sal to look

down on Dad Rooney for one of those man-to-

man talks. What a crick in the neck for both

of them ! . . . Marilyn Monroe failed to make

the first ten in several popularity polls that

featured her name first only last year. With

Marilyn planning to make “Blue Angel” in

Europe, over a year will have passed since

Hollywood last saw this highly complex ma-

tron . . . Someone has got to do something

about Dennis Hopper. That ever-present,

ever-loving mangy gray sweater will have to

be burned, buried or sold at auction, and

a comb and brush set delivered to the dishev-

eled actor, pronto. Such a smart boy, too.

Set of the Month: The doorbell rang. Suzy

Parker, laying aside her magazine and read-

ing glasses, sauntered through the prop liv-

ing room to the prop door to find Gary Cooper

on the threshold. Also prop. Another scene

with romantic dialogue for “Ten North Fred-

erick" was completed. But behind this movie

are several interesting facts. Spencer Tracy

had signed for the film and at the last mo-

ment backed out. No, Suzy Parker’s poor

showing had nothing to do with it, Spencer

insisted. He just wasn’t going to make “Ten

North Frederick.” Period. In despair, the

producer persuaded Gary Cooper to read the

script. And Gary loved it, even to the point

of giving out with a few choice words be-

yond his usual “yup.” Said Coop, “Tracy

must be nuts to turn down a role like this.

You can hardly find scripts like this any-

more.” And in the meantime, back in New
York. Suzy had undergone a three-month pe-

riod of dramatic coaching. And listening

carefully as she read her lines, I'd say she

has improved.

From Abroad: My overseas scout reveals that

the Rex Harrisons are having their ups and

downs . . . Betsy Drake is hypnotizing away

all Ingrid Bergman’s troubles in London . . .

After avoiding her for years, Anna Magnani

(Rossellini’s former love) has expressed a

desire to meet Ingrid . . . Princess Grace

purchased, on her recent visit to London, six

below-the-knees night shirts, in pale blue,

for husband Prince Rainier.
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continued

Briggs, that Ginger walked out on? Besides, the word “poor”

had no application to the radiant, glowing, successful Ginger

—a smash in her nightclub and TV stints—and looking exactly

as she did twenty years ago. Except for one thing. Gone, today,

are the excessive frills and feathers Ginger insisted upon.

Today she is the epitome of simple chic. A lesson some of

our over-dressed stars could well emulate.

TV Views: Dinah Shore, the best-dressed star in TV, is the

entertainment field’s “Woman of the Year,” according to the

Los Angeles Times. And it was a choice that met with every-

one’s approval. No star 1 know is as well loved by those who

work with her as Dinah. The reason probably is that she and

George Montgomery are one of the town’s happiest couples.

And to glimpse that ever youthful Dinah, lunching on

one of her rare free days with the two Montgomery children

in the Beverly Hills Hotel patio, is to realize that TV’s most

popular singing star is also a devoted mother. Her style sense

is unerring and her Travis Banton gowns the envy of every

woman who follows her “Chevy Show.” But Dinah isn’t the

only creative member of the family. Listen to this remark

overheard last week in a local antique shop. “I realize it’s a

beautiful period piece.” the be-furred matron said, with lofty

disdain. “But / have a George Montgomery.” And the home

that boasts an original George Montgomery piece of furniture,

executed by the cowboy star himself, has indeed something

to boast about.

Polly Bergen is so elaborately dressed most of the time

it distracts the viewers, if you ask me . . . Shirley Temple,

busy again in Hollywood with her NBC-TV series, still creates

a stir when she and handsome husband Charles Black dine

out. Necks crane every which way to glimpse the attractive

couple. And we who have known Shirley from babyhood, are

happy for her . . . Shirley MacLaine is my choice for the

freshest personality on TV. despite that “chewed off” hair

cut. With Gisele MacKenzie a runner-up.

Hargitays at Home: Everyone’s still talking about the Jayne

Mansfield-Miekev Hargitav wedding. A small group of Jayne’s

friends, 150 of us and mainly the press, crowded into the tiny

all-glass church at Portuguese Bend— an hour’s drive from

Hollywood—and waited forty-five minutes past the scheduled

eight o’clock ceremony. But it was worth it. And as the bride

minced down the aisle in a pink lace hobble skirt dress, there

was no doubt in anyone’s mind that Jayne and only Jayne would

choose such a revealing, form-fitting wedding gown.

Along with Boh Hope, with whom Jayne made an overseas

trek. I held my breath as Jayne knelt before the pink carna-

tion heart on the pink candled altar, to take her vows. Could

she possibly make it in that outfit? She did. And while through

the glass walls dozens of photographers crawled about snapping

cameras throughout the ceremony and outside the surging
p throng of 1.500 fans threatened the doors, Jayne and Mickey

were made one. And one like that is enough.

“I never had a date with David before the night

he proposed. I never kissed him until I accepted.”

With this startling announcement to the press,

Debra Paget revealed her sudden marriage to

singer David Street; a marriage (his fifth, her

first) that came as a surprise to everyone, includ-

ing the bride and groom. Only 28 days earlier,

David had wed Sharon Lee, a hastily dissolved

nuptials. Minutes before the new ceremony, he

was served with an order to show why he had

allegedly fallen behind in his $4,845 support pay-

ments to his 14-year-old son by his first wife. An
event that in no way altered the happiness of the

bride and groom, who. so they stated, had known

each other 10 years before love suddenly hit them.

From my third row seat however, the true honest loving emo-

tion between these two truly-in-love people was plainly felt.

With her step-father Harry L. Peers, who gave Jayne away

and her mother who was matron of honor, the bride and groom

caught the midnight plane for Dallas. Texas, for the wedding re-

ception. Followed by a few days in Florida, followed by a duo

nightclub stint in Las Vegas, followed by thousands of re-

porters, cameramen, newsreelers and howling fans every

inch of the way. Naturally.

The tradition that the bride remain unseen by her groom-

to-be before the wedding, was cast aside when Mickey showed

up in the afternoon to give his bride-to-be a pedicure!

Back home again, Jayne, Mickey and little Jayne Marie are >

ensconced in their roomy mansion with its many splendored

bathrooms, bent on a little light housekeeping. And all Holly-

wood. at least that part of it that knows and likes both Jayne

and Mickey, wishes them continued happiness.
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BARBARA RUSH starring in THE YOUNG LIONS
A 20th Century-Fox Cinemascope Picture. Produced by Al Lichtman

. . . four soft, lovely pastels and white . . .

a wonderful natural gentleness ... a complexion that

day by day looks prettier and prettier . . .

Ifyou’d Wktyourcomplexion to be as

soft and smooth as Barbara Rush’s,

give it loving care . . . Lux care.

There’s a natural gentleness about
Lux. Its rich Cosmetic lather

cleanses thoroughly, but always

gently. Lux has a lovely fragrance,

too ... a blend of many fine per-

fumes. And the new Lux Pastels

—

in their matching wrappers—add
beauty to your bathroom.

More beautiful women all over

the world use Lux than any other

complexion bar. This proven
beauty care can do as much for you.

Lever Brothers unconditionally

guarantees complete satisfaction

with Lux—or money back.

9 out of lO Hollywood Stars depend on Lux

sw#



LAST-MINUTE FLASH

“No, rm not going back to school.” James MacAr
thur’s words fell upon shocked silence. “Now, don’t get

me wrong,” he said quickly. “I’m not quitting for

good. I will go back to Harvard. I will finish school.

But not this year . .
.” Why stop now, if that was the

case? Didn’t he like school? “Oh, sure I like it. But

—

well, it’s kind of hard to explain.” Had the acting bug

bitten so hard that he was thinking of concentrating on

a fulltime career? “Well, I like acting fine. Yeah, I’d

like to go on making pictures.” He grinned. “That is.

if they want me.” It was clear that, though he’s just

finished “The Light in the Forest” for Walt Disney and

critics see a brilliant career bursting before him, modest

young Mr. MacArthur can’t see it, himself. “But that

doesn’t have anything to do with it,” he said earnestly,

groping to find words for his feelings. “It’s like this.

I just came to a point where I realized that there I was,

studying away, but I wasn’t going anywhere. I wasn’t

studying in any direction. I was majoring in history.

An interesting subject. But I thought, ‘What’s all this

going to mean to me in the future?’ And I didn’t

know.” He frowned, and explained, “That’s why I’m

taking a year off. To do some thinking. To find out

what I really want to get out of school. I’m going to

look around—work, travel a lot.” He chuckled. “Right

now, I want to go to Mexico—if I can talk my uncle

into taking me along.” Another big travel opportunity

is coming up, too—a trip to Switzerland, for anothei

Disney film, “Banner in the Sky,” in June. The whole

point, Jim thinks, is that it’s wrong for a teenager to

waste his time and his parents’ money, just for the

sake of “going to college.” At the end of a year, he

feels he’ll be a lot wiser, and able to make that edu-

cation worthwhile. We’d say he’s pretty wise already

At present, it’s no more Harvard,

no more books for Jim MacArthur, who

wants to learn more about life

before going back to school



Teen-agers! Look Sensational! Rea! medicated help for troubled skin...

1. clean! Medicated Scrub Soap goes deep to rout out grime,

hardened oil and make-up. Special oatmeal ingredient stimulates

surface circulation, helps rid skin of deep-seated impurities.

2. clear! Medicated Refining Lotion keeps troublesome skin

bacteria in check.

3. medicates Medicated Blemish Cream promotes healing of

blemishes all night long.

important: Use your Scrub Set faithfully, every day, following

each step. . „ for a dearer, more attractive complexion. $2.85.
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PROCTER l GAMBLE'S

Home Permanent

from

Procter & Gamble

Every end paper contains its own

waving ingredients— just the right

amount for each curl

\\ h\ didn’t somebody think of this before? A home
permanent with the wave in the end papers instead

of a bottle of lotion. That’s Procter & Gamble’s
new PACE.
Guesswork taken out. Because each paper con-

tains just the right amount of waving ingredients

—

never too much, never too little- \ou get a perfect

permanent automatically.

No more waves that take in one place, don’t in

Easiest, fastest way yet to a really

lasting wave-just wind, wet with

pure, clear water, and neutralize

another. No more stragglers or strays. No morel
’’first week” frizz.

No messy, strong-smelling lotion. Just wind

hair as usual, wet ith water. neutralize, and look!

An even, lasting wave that looks like a gift of nature. 1

So now there’s no reason to leave the house for I

a permanent. Not when it’s next to no fuss at all

to get one at home. That’s with PACE— the worry-

1

free way to a perfect wave. How about today?

Because the end papers them-

selves measure out the waving

action, your wave will be perfect

Costs no more than lotion permanents—$2 plus tax.

Choice ot 3 strengths: Regular . . . Gentle . . . Super

Procter& Gamble's

no lotion permanent

Wind curls as usual. Any home permanent
curlers will do. (End papers do the waving.)

Squeeze on clear water with PACE’S hand)

plastic bottle. No messy, strong-smelling lotion



He's caused feuds, joy, despair. But

stars of 1958 long to meet Hollywood's most

wanted young man, as he celebrates

the 30th Anniversary in a drama-loaded life

by DICK SHEPPARD

H<.ollywood’s foremost glamour boy cele-

brates his thirtieth birthday on the 26th of this

month. As a memento of this occasion, and to

give Oscar his due, we have prepared a special anni-

versary keepsake for you on these pages—a handy guide

that will show you at a glance the Oscar

winners and best film of any given year. Recognize

the famous faces to the left? If not,

Photoplay’s guide will give you all

the answers. Compared to the muscle men’s

statistics, Oscar’s do not sound imposing: height,

ten inches; weight, seven pounds; complexion,

golden. But in the three decades of his life, Oscar has

starred in dozens of high-powered dramas, calling

the turn for great names of movies. For him, a

princess-to-be melted in tears and a revered stage star

almost fell on her famous face. He has roused crosscurrents of

emotions between sisters. To claim him, the king-to-be of male stars

went into the doghouse and two of the town’s highest-

priced directors collided in public. Yet Oscar’s own

first appearance ended in an ignominious dive

down a laundry chute. That was a little more

than thirty years ago, in the Brown Derby.

At one of the tables were gathered Louis B.

Mayer, Douglas Fairbanks, Conrad Nagel and other

members of the fledgling Academy of

Motion ( Continued an page 91)
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Wings

The Broadway Melody

All Quiet on the

Western Front

Cimarron

Grand Hotel

Cavalcade

It Happened One Night

Mutiny on the Bounty

The Great Ziegfeld

The Life of Emile Zola

You Can't Take It with You

Gone with the Wind

Rebecca

How Green Was My Valley

Mrs. Miniver

Janet Gaynor

Mary Pickford

Norma Shearer

Marie Dressier

Helen Hayes

Katharine Hepburn

Claudette Colbert

Bette Davis

Luise Rainer

Luise Rainer

Bette Davis

Vivien Leigh

Ginger Rogers

Joan Fontaine

Greer Garson

Casablanca

Going My Way

The Lost Weekend

The Best Years of Our Lives

Gentleman's Agreement

Hamlet

All the King's Men

1927-

28

1928-

29

1929-

30

1930-

31

1931-

32

1932-

33

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1940

1941

1942

Emil Jannings

Warner Baxter

George Arliss

Lionel Barrymore

Fredric March,

Wallace Beery

Charles Laughton

Clark Gable

Victor McLaglen

Paul Muni

Spencer Tracy

Spencer Tracy

Robert Donat

James Stewart

Gary Cooper

James Cagney

All About Eve

An American in Paris

The Greatest Show on Earth

From Here to Eternity

On the Waterfront

Marty

Around the World in 80 Days

Jennifer Jones

Ingrid Bergman

Joan Crawford

Olivia de Havilland

Loretta Young

Jane Wyman

Olivia de Havilland

Judy Holliday

Vivien Leigh

Shirley Booth

Audrey Hepburn

Grace Kelly

Anna Magnani

Ingrid Bergman

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

Paul Lukas

Bing Crosby

Ray Milland

Fredric March

Ronald Colman

Laurence Olivier

Broderick Crawford

Jose Ferrer

Humphrey Bogart

Gary Cooper

William Holden

Marlon Brando

Ernest Borgnine

Yul Brynner



You’ve asked for the Academy Award winners of past

years. And we’ve got the answers for you. In our Photo-

play Guide to Academy Award Winners, by simply pull-

ing the tabs, you can find out what actor and actress

won an Academy Award, the year, and the best picture.

It’s all here and it’s very simple to make and use:

1 ) Just cut out the inside chart on page 38 along the

edges and include the red tabs.

2) Then paste this chart on light cardboard.

3) Fold along dotted line and glue two columns together

back to back, making sure red tabs touch.

4) Next, cut out the Oscar folder on this page.

5) Carefully cut out boxes on folder along the red lines.

6) After that, bend folder down center dotted line.

7) Place chart from page 38 inside Oscar folder.

8) To get the answers you want, simply pull the red tabs

until the information slides into the proper slots.

As for 1957? ? ? Keep Photoplay’s Academy Award
Winner Guide in hand while you watch the 1958 Award
Ceremonies, March 26th—and fill in the new winners!
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I DON’T WANT
“Acting was only a means of solving a personal problem

that dates from my childhood admits Joanne Woodward

in this frank, startling confession . “I don't need it now!"

T
iny, terribly serious Joanne Wood-

ward huddled deeper into her huge,

furry storm coat and shivered. It

was a wet, chilly day, but her shiver

was not only from chill, but from nerv-

ousness and excitement. Excitement over

the news she’d just heard. Someone at

the studio had phoned to tell her she

was being touted as a top contender for

the coveted Academy Award.

She could hardly believe her ears. It

had happened as in a dream world. A
world in which, after lean months of

little work and scanty prospects, sud-

denly she had become the studio’s dar-

ling. Critics had acclaimed her per-

formance in 20th’s “The Three Faces

of Eve” as one of the finest dramatic

achievements of the year, and lately

she was being sought for more roles

than she could play.

“It’s so wonderful,” she thought as

she drove to the studio. “But it’s not

going to change anything.” She had

made up her mind. In the midst of hav-

ing such a fuss made over her—of

finally attaining stardom and fulfillment

—she wanted to retire.

“Not right away,” she said a little

while later when she announced her de-

cision for the first time to me over

lunch in the commissary at 20th Cen-

tury-Fox, where she recently completed

“The Long, Hot Summer.” “Although

I could quit acting today and it wouldn’t

be the end of the world for me.” Her

surprising statement came freely, with-

out dramatics or buildup.

Scrubbed clean of all makeup, look-

ing more like an earnest young scholar

than a movie star, Joanne renounced

her acting future just like that.

“Suddenly I’ve come to realize that

acting isn’t my ultimate goal,” she ex-

plained quietly. “It’s been my way of

solving a problem, and now that I’ve

recognized what the problem was, I

don’t need to act any more. Do you

understand me?”
I didn’t. What problem could this

talented girl have?

As she spoke, her luncheon was in-

terrupted constantly by directors and

producers wanting to talk shop, by ad-

mirers congratulating her on her recent

work. Joanne, like a polite child, solemn-

ly exchanged courtesies with her public

and remembered:

“You can’t imagine how many times

I’ve sat here, in this very room, with

no work; absolutely mad to act, and

without a thing to do. It is awful, just

awful to come into the commissary day

after day, hoping frantically that some

producer will see you and want you

for a picture and knowing that nobody

will, because nobody even knows you.

“I went through all of that and other

things just as horrible . . . being broke

. . . desperately fContinued on page 85)

by NANCY ANDERSON



TO BE AN ACTRESS



“Hey, Mister, ya made the pants too long!” was Mitzi Gaynor’s lament,

till six fittings taught her this style features a strictly undrape shape

IWTiddy blouses are the thing for Spring,

they told her—but Mitzi Gaynor (left) is

wondering if the jumbo size sailor suit she

sports in the “Honeybun” number for her

latest 20th De Luxe Color picture, “South Pa-

cific,” is exactly what the fashion experts had

in mind. Always in love with the role of nurse

Nellie Forbush in the great Rodgers-Hammer-

stein musical, Mitzi copped her first Holly-

wood contract seven years ago singing an-

other Nellie number—“I’m in Love with a

Wonderful Guy,” never dreaming the screen

role would one day be hers. “I wanted the

part from the start,” she says, and never let

go of the idea, eventually beating out Liz

Taylor, Judy Garland and Debbie Reynolds.

Last year’s success in “Les Girls” and “The

Joker is Wild” should have hinted that won-

derful things were yet to come—and they

did, when director Joshua Logan asked her

to audition for Nellie. “Audition,” she says

with a shiver. “I hoped it would be simple,

but it turned out to mean a forty-piece band.”

She stopped worrying as soon at the test was

over. She left the decision to fate and Joshua

Logan, and when hubby Jack Bean called one

afternoon and announced triumphantly,

“You’ve got it!”
—

“Got what?” she asked

vaguely. The full import of his words finally

sank in and she howled for joy, started on

the film that may well make ’58 Mitzi’s year.



“Oh , the effort it takes to be chic (?) !” laughs Mitzi.

Seven yards of regulation sailor suit fabric went into

her “Honeybun ' costume, three copies of which were

made at $350 each. Designed by two-time fashion Oscar

winner Dorothy Jeakins, outfit required a half-dozen fit-

tings, some running over an hour. Each time, Mitzi had

to go through dance number to see if she could move in

her baggy pants. Laughs Mitzi, “It wasn't easy at all.

Dorothy finally had to do some fancy stitching on the

pants legs to keep me from toppling over when l took a

step. This is the casual look—for real. / never dreamed so

much effort went into creating a costume that didn't fit!’'



Says Perry, “Pm not relaxed ; I’m just tired” But co-workers claim his

unruffled good humor, that soothes highstrung stars and nervous tech-

nicians alike, is his success secret. Yet he’s quietly insistent about

what he will, or will not do, rejects anything in bad taste or that

might hurt someone—and the efforts to give him funny lines of crack

writer Goodman Ace, who thinks Perry could be a great comedian! When

strain of putting on the show gets rough, he disappears—to go to a

nearby church and spend a half-hour in prayer—and comes back smiling



Competition from rising young singers never perturbs Perry, who instead goes all out to give them the benefit

of his knowledge and experience. Latest is young fellow-ltalian Sal Mineo, a frequent guest on Como shows

easy does it
lVTot long ago. Perry Como had Bing Crosby on his

* TV program on a split-screen between New York

and Hollywood.

Viewers were astonished at the similarity; the two

seemed to be trying to out-relax each other, with the

result that each seemed to be about to doze off!

Jack Benny asked one of his writers. Milt Josephs-

burg, “Is it true that Como sleeps just before his

program?”

“Yes,” replied the Benny writer, “and twenty minutes

during.”

Actually, Perry frequently does take a nap between

the dress rehearsal and the show, which starts an hour

later. Other TV stars are usually in a panic learning

their lines, inserting new jokes, throwing out old ones,

and getting themselves in a chaotic state during that

last hour.

Perry’s generally got all that done during the previous

week—and figures if he hasn’t accomplished it in almost

six days of work, it’s too late now.

“I might as well look relaxed, anyway,” he maintains.

And his script-teasing friends claim that if they forget

to wake him up some night before bringing him on

camera, nobody’ll ever know the difference!

The slaveys on other TV shows frequently refer a

little jealously to Perry’s program as “The Cruise.”

“That’s what it’s like being on,” they say.

You don’t worry how you’re dressed around the Como
show. “Perry wears a sport shirt over his sport shirt,”

somebody has said. ( Continued on page 88)

by EARL WILSON
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LESLIE NIELSEN and a friend

own a mosaic shop in Holly-

wood, sell do-it-yourself kits

and give class lessons. “It’s a

wonderful way to relax and so

simple to do. Anyone can do

mosaic tables as a useful hobby”

DENNIS HOPPER: “Instead of

being destructive, which we can

all be, why not create some-

thing? It’s a good release and it

lasts longer. I almost always

paint two or three pictures a

month. I need to express myself”

46

going arty
Newest and most refreshing conversation topic in the drawing

rooms of Hollywood these days is art. Yes, some of your favor-

ite stars of movies and TV have gone daffily arty in the past

year, according to art and do-it-yourself shop owners. Contends

a Hollywood art shop proprietor, “Everyone who comes in lately

is art-happy. I can’t stock enough oil paints and watercolors.

And if it isn’t mosaic tile for making tables or trays they want,

it’s clay or fingerpaints for their kids—and themselves!” Not to

mention museum attendance. “America is museum-hopping, and

movieland is no exception,” stated one art expert. (
continued )



TOM TRYON: “Art was really my first

Jove. Then I switched to acting.” Forced

to decide between two, Tom chose acting

as a career, but art runs close second

DEBORAH KERR is fascinated by color.

Her favorites: blue
, turquoises and yel-

lows. She paints as much as her busy

world-wide movie schedule will allow

-
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GEORGE NADER: “Painting is

the best way l know of to un-

tie knots. I love to paint, and

get tremendous pleasure out of

looking at fine art. Still can’t

afford anything like Van Gogh’s

‘The Olive Trees,’ though”

MARTHA HYER has been
painting since the age of seven,

and as a child had full inten-

tions of becoming an artist

when she grew up. Then one

day she changed her mind:

“No one claps when you paint”



POLLY BERGEN, star of her own

NBC-TV show and panelist on CBS-TV's

“To Tell the Truths sculpted boxer

Take George Nader, for instance. George, whom you

can see currently in U-I’s “Flood Tide,” with Cornell

Borchers and Michel Ray, is an avid museum hopper and

art enthusiast.

The handsome, six-foot-one George, whom you’ll soon

be seeing in U-I’s “The Female Animal,” opposite Hedy

Lamarr, is definitely the casual type, prefers sports

clothes, plain foods, good books and small parties. But

far from being the standoffish kind, he’s a guy people

seem to take a shine to immediately, especially when he

gets warmed up to a favorite subject, like his painting:

“I started off being an art major in college, then I

switched to an English major with an art minor. At that

time my plan was to become a commercial photographer,

and I was planning to go to art school after I was grad-

uated from college. But the war changed my plans. After

I came back from the Navy, I decided to use my GI bill

to go through the Pasadena Playhouse. But I still love

to paint, and get tremendous pleasure out of looking at

fine art. When I was in Japan I picked up some beau-

tiful Japanese prints, but so far I can’t afford anything

like an original Van Gogh.

“Painting is the best way I know of to untie knots,” he

says. “The thing I like about it is that you don’t have to

please anybody but yourself. There’s no one standing

over me telling me it’s not right or how I should do it.”

With a laugh, George adds, “When I paint, I’m

always reminded of my favorite Dorothy Parker quo-

tation, \ . . and if you don’t like the way I am, to hell

with you, my love.’
”

Another Hollywood collector-painter is lovely Martha

Hyer, whom you’ve probably seen recently in U-I’s “My
Man Godfrey.” Martha has painted since she was seven,

and as a child, intended to become a painter. Then one

day she told her mother, “I’ve changed my mind. I want

to act. No one claps when you paint.”

But in a way she was wrong, for Martha still felt a

need to create with paints after she became an actress,

and so became a weekend painter—and a good one,

according to her friends.

While in Paris, filming “Paris Holiday,” with Bob

Hope, Martha bought ten French impressionistic paint-

ings—among them a Roualt, Jan Sen, Buffet, Cottaboz

—

as well as some inexpensive ones
(
Continued on page 94)

HOWARD DUFF, co-star with wife

Ida Lupino of CBS-TV’s hilarious “Mr.

Adams and Eve” loves cartooning.

Left, a “fleep”: half fly, half flea

going arty continued

DINAH SHORE gets her light adjusted and some
“
snoopervision” on her oil painting from handsome

hubby George. Serious artist Dinah's exhibited, sold
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r I ^he alarm clock rang at six. I groaned, “Oh, no.” It

was so early. I must have set it wrong, I thought. So,

with a long sweep of my arm, I shut it off, knocking

it right off the night table. I was about to drop off to

sleep again, but as the clock crashed to the floor, I sud-

denly remembered: Tab Hunter, was picking me up at

6:20 to take me to breakfast and riding.

I bounded out of bed, dressed and got together my
riding paraphernalia. When I looked out of my bedroom

window, there was. Tab downstairs—he’s always prompt,

but this time he was early. He was waving up at me with

his big smile. The morning sun was shining. “This is go-

ing to be a wonderful day,” I called to Tab. I could tell.

And it was. From the moment we devoured our enor-

mous western breakfast to our morning ride at the stables,

to my winning a panda at the shooting gallery, to our

sharing “the biggest fifteen-cent hot dog in the West,”

until we collapsed, exhausted, that night.

And it would never all have happened if 1 hadn’t

called Tab Hunter up and suggested the day to him!

continued 49



go after the boy you like!

continued

It’s not brazen for a girl to go after a boy she likes.

I go after a boy I like. And I’m not trying to shock

anyone. If you think about it, so many of the social

taboos that say a girl can’t speak up for herself are really

outmoded. Not only that—they’re cruel to both the boy

and girl concerned.

True, I do have reservations—about being a go-getter

in dating, that is. If I believe the boy is a wolf, for

instance, I wouldn’t dare suggest a date. Or if he’s going

steady with another girl, or if I think we have little in

common or I sense that my ( Continued on page 98)





Why does Jennifer Jones shrink from contact with the world? Why does she try



to escapefrom communication with people outside her family? What does she fear?

MYSTERYOF
Hjennifer

JONES

J
ennifer Jones and her husband, David 0. Selznick, stepped out of

their limousine, and walked down the long, lush red carpet that

stretched to the entrance of the Hollywood theater, past the batteries

of photographers with their popping flashbulbs, past the throngs of

murmuring fans who pressed close for a glimpse of the stars. For

Jennifer, it was a night of triumph, the premiere of her great film,

20th Century-Fox’s “A Farewell to Arms.”

“Isn’t she exquisite!” She heard the words, shrilled by a middle-

aged woman who bent across the restraining rope for a better view.

And then, the words of the woman’s companion . . . “But isn’t she

the strange one?”

She lifted her head a little higher, and kept on smiling at the

crowds. But the words had cut deep. So this was what people thought

of her!

Oh, she knew why, well enough. All those items in the papers, that

had been running for years. “What's the big mystery with Jennifer

Jones? Why won’t she talk to the press? Why does she hide from

people? Why does she let David Selznick do all the talking—is she

afraid to talk and act for herself?” That was the gist of it.

She sighed. How could they ever understand? How could you tell

someone, when your life has crumbled, bit by bit, like a cookie in

a child’s hand?

Ever since that evening in Tulsa, Oklahoma, such a long time ago . . .

She was a curly-haired six-year-old, gazing dreamily out the window

at the rose-tinted twilight stealing in all around her. But her mother,

kneeling at her feet, was having problems. ( Continued on page 80)

by CARYL POSNER



who’ll be the new

SINGIN’ IDOL?
Biggest upset of the year has Pat Boone running away with the

u
top singer” title from Elvis. Will Pat go unchallenged? Or can

one of the singing stars picked by our DJ panel topple him?

Dat Boone was scheduled to sing that night at a fair in

Greensboro, North Carolina. A downpour started early

in the morning and by evening, when his appearance was

scheduled, if anything the rain was worse. It looked like

only relatives would be brave enough to make their way
through the torrential storm to the outdoor auditorium.

“It’s a shame to take the salary, if no one comes,” com-

mented Pat gloomily to his manager, Jack Spina. Jack

shrugged his shoulders sadly—and they waited. By the

time the performance was to start, 80,000 persons had

showed up!

This, friends, illustrates the ( Continued on page 93)

Five disc jockey experts predict what you’ll listen to most this year

Who spends more time listening to records

than practically anybody? Disc jockeys, natch.

So we went to five experts for their choices of

twenty current top singers—one of whom may
be the singin’ idol of the future. On the next

three pages you see the results of our survey.

And as a jazzy dividend, the DJs gave us their

ideas on what music you’ll be swinging to this

Dean Hunter, whose show “Best Sellers” is

featured on station WMGM, says: “I predict the

resurgence of the ballad in ’58, even though

rock V roll will still be around.” Howard

Miller, emcee of, NBC’s “The Howard Miller

Show,” . . . “As long as the enormous purchas-

ing power of the young teens (12 to 15) con-

tinues, so will the popularity of rock ’n’ roll.”

Gil Henry, KNX DJ who is heard on several of

his own record shows, “Rock ’n’ roll will prob-

ably be with us through ’58, but other types of

music have a chance to score if given a play

by DJs.” Tom Mullarkey, announcer, sports-

caster and disc jockey for station WBAP, “Still

rock V roll. I hope some of our finer bands

begin adapting their arrangements to this beat.

I think they’ll have to, to stay in favor.” Peter

Potter, emcee of KRCA’s “Juke Box Jury,” “I

think ’58 will see the revival of the polka.”

rf-



YOUR CUT-OUT DIRECTORY OF SINGING STARS

STAR VITAL PREFERRED HIT

SINGER STATISTICS PERSONAL LIFE LIST DISCS

*****

PAUL
ANKA

Born July 30,

1941, Ottawa,
Canada.

Paul got off to a good start by attending

Ottawa, Canada's famous St. Michael's

Choir School. His second year in high, he

formed his own trio, but good songs were
hard to find, so he wrote his own, dreamed
of the future and haunted local theaters to

find out more about what made show busi-

ness tick. One of Paul's tunes, "Diana"
really caught on and skyrocketed him to

fame in the U.S. They're calling him "boy
genius" now.

Loves to dash off

songs on spur of

the moment in his

own musical short-

hand.

"Diana," "Don't

Gamble with
Love," "1 Love You
Baby," "You Are

My Destiny."

TERESA
BREWER

Born Toledo,
Ohio. Height, 5';

Weight, 95. Mar-
ried to non-pro-

fessional Bill

Monahan, they
and three daugh-
ters live in New
Rochelle, N. Y.

Teresa's career started in Toledo, Ohio,

where she came from. Three years of singing

on the local radio station led to "Major

Bowes Amateur Hour" and a subsequent

seven-year tour with one of the Major's

units. A success in almost all entertainment

media today, national fame came when she

made the hit record, "Music, Music, Music."

Loves interior dec-

orating, sketching,

ice skating, danc-

ing.

Among the many

—

"M u s i c. Music,
Music," "Mutual
Admiration Socie-

ty," "Till 1 Waltz

Again with You,"

"Ricochet," "You
Send Me."

JOHNNY
CASH

Bornin 1934near
Warren, Ark.
Height, 6

' 1

Weight, 180;
dark brown hair,

brown eyes. Mar-

ried with two lit-

tle daughters.

Johnny first became seriously interested in

music while he was in the service. Upon his

release, he went to -adio school in Memphis,

later auditioned for Sun Records. Soon
after, demand for his records became tre-

mendous.

Loves fishing and
songwriting.

"There You Go,"
"Train of Love,"

"Home of the
Blues," "1 Walk
the Line," "Next
in Line."

ft
NAT

"KING" COLE

Born March 17,

1919, Montgom-
ery, Ala. Height,

6'1"; Weight,
170. Married to

Maria Ellington,

they have two

daughters.

"Mom was the only singing teacher 1 ever

had," says Nat. Things have always hap-

pened by accident to Nat. Once in Los An-

geles with his small band, the drummer
failed to show up for an engagement and
the trio—bass, piano and guitar—had to go
it alone, thus creating the "sound" identified

with all Cole's groups. Another time, a

rowdy customer in a club demanded band-

leader Cole sing. Nat never had before but

the crowd loved it; he's been singing since.

Loves photogra-
phy, pipe collect-

ing, all sports (es-

pecially baseball),

hi-fi.

Loads and loads

—

"Mona Lisa," "Too
Young," "With You

on My Mind,"
"Send For Me."

ft! • **
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PERRY
COMO

Born May 18,

1912, Canons-
burg. Pa. (He's

one of 13 chil-

dren .) Brown
hair, brown eyes.

Married for 25

years to Roselle

Beilin e, they
have 3 children.

Perry's first ambition was to be the best

barber in Canonsburg. On a two-week va-

cation from his $125 barber business. Perry

went to Cleveland, joined a band at friends'

urging. Years later hit the bigtime and New
York but the band then broke up. Perry was
going to go back to Canonsburg and buy
another barber shop when CBS and RCA
came begging for his services. This was the

big turning point. Four million Como rec-

ords were turned out in one week of 1946!

Loves golfing, golf-

ing, golfing!

Hit after hit! "Till

the End of Time,"

"Prisoner of Love,"

"Temptation," "Be-

cause," "Hot Dig-

gity," "Ivy Rose,"

"Just Born."

V»i
SAM
COOKE

Born in Chicago,

III. One of eight

children.

Sam started as a gospel singer, much to the

delight of his father, who was a minister.

He sang lead tenor with various gospel

groups and ended up seven years later with

invaluable musical experience, which he
hoped to put to use in the popular field.

That he did, and in 1957, broke into the

bigtime entertainment world with no less

than four hit records.

Loves brother L. C.

Cooke for having

written his big hit

—"You Send Me."

"You Send Me,"
"Desire Me," "For

Sentimental Rea-

sons," "I'll Come
Running Back."
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JIMMY
DEAN

Born Aug. 10,

1928, Plainview,

Texas. Married to

Sue Wittauer, for-

merly of Washing-
ton, D. C. They

have 2 children.

Jimmy began entertaining on the piano

when he entered the service in 1946. On
discharge, he began playing clubs in the

Washington, D. C. area, soon became a fa-

vorite country-style vocalist. Initial record

success was "Bummin' Around." Currently

has his own country-music show on CBS-TV.

Averages 25,000 fan letters a week.

Likes anything by
Bing Crosby. His

favorite expres-

sion, "Grin once in

a while; it's good
for you."

1

I

"Bummin' !

Around," "Freight •

Tra i n Blues," "1 i

Found Out." |

EYDIE

GORME

Born Aug. 16,

1931, Bronx, N. Y.

(She's of Turkish

descent.) Height,

5'5"; Weight, 115.

Eydie started in the business world as a

Spanish interpreter for an export firm. She
ran into a bandleader friend one day and
on his urging, went into show business. Her

own "Voice of America" radio show was
beamed to Spanish-speaking countries.

Signed as a feature singer on Steve Allen's

"Tonight" show in 1953, she's gone on to

club, TV and record success.

Loves casual
clothes. Favorite
colors are black
and white. Doesn't

like jewelry.

I

"Sincerely Yours,"
\

"Come Home,"
|

"Love Me For-
j

ever." >

My
GEORGE

HAMILTON IV

Born July 19,

193 7, Winston-
Salem, N . C .

Height, 6
'

3

"

;

Weight; 150; hazel

eyes, light brown
hair.

George comes from an old southern family,

whose ancestors were planters and farmers.

When he was six he bought himself a uku-

lele and in high school formed a hillbilly

combo. In college at University of North

Carolina was voted outstanding pledge of

the year, and found time for singing pro-

fessionally. He lost an Arthur Godfrey
talent contest but was held over a week
on Arthur's morning show. Guest shots on

TV and records followed.

Likes his best girl,

Tinky Peyton, best.

"Why Don't They
‘

Understand?"
\

BOBBY
HELMS

Born, 1935 in

Monroe County,
1 n d . Height,
5'1 1"; light brown
hair. Married, with

3 children.

Bobby is another early starter who first per-

formed when he was only eleven years old.

Next came a regular job on his father's

local show. Mostly a singer of country

and western music at first, he found the

popular field was equally suited to his

talents.

Loves finding new
songs.

"Praulein," "My f

Special Angel," !

"Jingle Bell Rock." I

JERRY LEE

LEWIS

Born, 1936 in Far-

riday. La. Blond
hair; blue eyes.

Jerry Lee and his piano teacher had a fight

when he was nine and since then his piano

style has been all his own. After some club

work he went to Sun Records for an audi-

tion, sang "Crazy Arms" and unknown to

him it was being recorded. Both he and
disc were hits. Singing "A Whole Lotta

Shakin' Goin' On" on Steve Allen show
brought national fame. He's soon to ap-

pear in Warners' picture, "Jamboree."

Doesn't like to

talk when he
doesn't feel like it.

"A Whole Lotta

Shakin' Goin On,"
;

"Great Balls of i

Fire," "You Win !

Again."
j

J

JOHNNY
MATHIS

Born, 1938 in San
Francisco, Calif.

Height, 5'7"

Called one of the finest athletes to come
out of the San Francisco school system,

Johnny's 6'5’/2" high-jump record has been

matched only four times in Olympic history.

But love of theater and music ran .in his

blood (his dad was a vaudeville star) and
Johnny decided to become a singer. He
had been singing professionally only three

weeks when he was "discovered", signed

to big record deal.

Loves sports, natch!

Avid student of

music, dancing and
dramatics.

"Chances Are,"
j

"It's Not For Me 1

To Say," "Come
|

to Me," "When
1 j

Am With You, "No
i

Love."
j

SAL
MINEO

Born Jan. 10,
1 939, N.Y.C.
Height, 5'6",

Weight, 120. Real

name, Salvatore
Mineo. Brown hair,

brown eyes.

Sal's interest in the theater developed

early and by the time he was eleven, his

parents had enrolled him in dancing school

and he'd been singled out of the class to

play in Broadway's "Rose Tattoo." From

this, he went on to the stage version of "The

King and 1," TV and then Hollywood. He
made his film debut as a child in "Six

Bridges to Cross," playing Tony Curtis as a

boy. "Rebel Without A Cause" clinched his

movie career.

Loves baseball,
water-skiing, paint-

ing, tinkering with

automobiles, good
jazz.

"Party Time."
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RICKY
NELSON

PATTI

PAGE

DEBBIE

REYNOLDS

JIMMIE
RODGERS

TOMMY
SANDS

JERRY

VALE

Born May 8, 1940,

T ea neck, N . J .

Real name, Eric

Hilliard Nelson.

Height, 6'; Weight,

160; blue eyes,

dark brown hair.

Some say Ricky inherited his musical talent

from pop Ozzie Nelson, who used to lead

a band and from mom Harriet who sang

with Ozzie's group. Rick's career started

with straight parts on the family show
"Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet" when
he was a mere eight years old! Branching

out into music just came naturally.

A trophy winner
from way back,
Rick loves tennis

and two years ago
ranked $5 in Cal-

ifornia match rat-

ings for his age
group. Other tro-

phies for dancing.

Also likes figure

skating, drums
and guitar.

"I'm Wa I k i n

"Teenage Ro-

mance," "Be Bop
Baby," "Wait in

School."

Born in Clare-
more, Okla. (Will

Rogers' home
town.) Real nome
Clara Ann Fowler.

She's one of 11

children. Height,
5

' 4 " ; Weight,
115; blue eyes,
blonde hair.

Patti, who is half Cherokee Indian, first

succeeded on Don McNeil's Breakfast Club,

which originated from Chicago. She went

on to make the first "gimmick" record in

history, "Confess." In 1951 her records

sold an unprecedented 6 million copies.

Loves to paint and
at one time
planned on a ca-

reer in art.

Loads of them!
Some of the best
—"All My Love,"

"Tennessee
Waltz," "Mockin'

Bird Hill," "Dog-
gie in the Win-
dow," "I'll Re-

member Today."

Born April 1

,

1932, El Paso, Tex.

Height, 5'l’/2";

Weight, 100; light

brown hair, green

eyes. Married to

Eddie Fisher, 1955.

2 children.

Debbie first found herself interested in

dramatics when she went to high school,

yet she never landed a role all the four

years she was there. Her luck changed

when, after graduation, she won a "Miss

Burbank" contest and then a Hollywood

contract. "Three Little Words," "Susan

Slept Here," "The Tender Trap" and other

hit movies followed.

Loves swimming,

tennis, her toy
poodle, "Rocky"
and boxer dog
"Charlie," picnics,

new clothes and
(once upon a

time) playing the

tuba.

"Tammy," "A Very

Special Love."

Born
1 933,
Wash,
brown
ried.

Sept. 18,
Camus,
Dark hair,

eyes, mar-

Jimmie enlisted in the Air Force during the

Korean conflict. He stayed in service four

years and during this time built a large

repertoire of folk songs. Back once more in

civilian life, he worked in Pacific Northwest Likes

logging camps and on farms and continued folk

to add to his store of folk songs. National

attention and hit records followed release

of his own discovery, "Honeycomb." He's

married to childhood sweetheart, Coleen.

c o 1 1 ec t i n

songs.

"Honeycomb,"
"Kisses Sweeter
Than Wine."

Born Aug. 27,
1 937, Chicago,
III. Height, 5'10";

black hair and
brown eyes.

Frail as a child. Tommy was often home-
bound, spent time listening to records, then

decided to become a singer. He had his

first radio job at 9 and was on television

at 10. His performance on TV in the dra-

matic show "The Singin' Idol" led to Holly-

wood and fame.

Likes Crosby,
Como, Sinatra
(they're his idols),

playing drums,
writing songs, his

red Ford conver-

tible, reading
books on philoso-

phy and religion.

"Teenage Crush,"

"Hep Dee Hootie."

Born Dec. 12, 1917,

Hoboken, N. J.

Height, 5'10V2";

Weight, 135; dark

brown hair, blue

eyes. First mar-
ried to Nancy Bar-

bato, they have 3

children. Second
marriage to Ava
Gardner ended in

divorce.

In 1938 he was making $15 a week as a
singing waiter; in 1943, at the height of the

swoon craze, his salary zoomed to $25,000
a week. Then came personal and profes-

sional problems that put his career on the

skids. Virtually a "has been" by 1952,
Frankie surprised everyone by winning an
Academy Award in '53 for role in "From
Here to Eternity." Back in the bigtime, he
made, from all interests, about 4 million

dollars in '57.

Loves good con-

versation, paint-

ing, astronomy,
boxing. Doesn't
care for news re-

porters in general,

seeing defenseless

people pushed
around.

Who can keep
count?! Latest and
b e st— " A 1 1 the
Way," "Witch-
craft."

Born July 8, 1931,

Bronx, N.Y. Real

name Gena ro

Louis Vitaliano.

Height, 5
' 8 "

;

Weight, 160 ;

black hair, brown
eyes.

Always wanted to be a vocalist and gained
experience singing along with Perry Como's
records at home. Jerry's winning a night-

club contest launched his career. He tried

three times to get on Arthur Godfrey's
show (he would have been working for free)

and three times was turned down. Some-
time later Godfrey hired him (at a top
salary) for his morning show! Hit records

followed.

Likes light colored

sports suits, the

Yankee baseball
team (he's an ar-

dent fan), pigeon

raising, record
collecting.

"You Don't Know
Me," "Inamora-
ta," "Purple Shad-

ows," "This is my
Beloved."
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by FRANCES KISH

J\eturn to laughter

They call her the world's greatest comedienne. But when tragedy struck

and loneliness followed, Imogene Coca had to find a way to smile again

'"Phe atmosphere at NBC, on the day in 1955

when the network decreed that its two great

comics, Imogene Coca and Sid Caesar, would go

their separate ways, was anything but funny.

Rather, had the offices been hung with crepe, it

couldn’t have been more funereal. There were dole-

ful goodbyes, tears freely shed, and even the usual-

ly irrepressible Sid was too saddened to try to

break up the gloom with a joke. And saddest,

most tearful of all was tiny, wistful Imogene.

“It isn’t just leaving the show and Sid,” she ex-

plained ruefully, between dabs at her enormous,

brimming brown eyes with a lacy handkerchief.

“It’s just that I don’t like change, even for the

better. I could have gone on doing ‘Your Show
of Shows’ forever.”

But fate in the form of NBC had decided other-

wise. Henceforth, Coca was to have her own half-

hour show.

Now, Coca—as her intimates call her and she

prefers to be called (she thinks Imogene some-

what “sticky”)—is a real trouper. Born in Phila-

delphia, her father, of Spanish descent, was Joe

Coca, an orchestra leader; her mother, Sadie

Brady, was a veteran vaudevillian. She started

to learn singing, dancing and acting when she

was knee-high to a piano stool, and made her pro-

fessional debut as a tap dancer when she was ten

years old. Twenty-odd years of rugged, grueling

experience in the theater, night clubs and TV lay

behind her.

No, the prospect of performing on her own held

no qualms for Coca. But other things—things

from which, under the guidance of Max Liebman,

she had always been protected—did. A quiet,

kind and gentle soul who shrank even from loud

noises and, in taxis, hid her face from the ter-

rifying turmoil of traffic, she was not one for the

demands, the abrupt decisions, the hectic hurly-

burly of the management end of putting on a TV
show.

She struggled gamely, but, although she her-

self won critical acclaim, the show somehow never

captured the mad mirth of her days with Caesar.

The end of the season also marked the end of “The

Imogene Coca Show.”

“I don’t like change . .
.” she had said. But,

shortly after this bitter disappointment, there

were to be other changes in her life—changes of

deep personal tragedy.

The superstitious say that troubles come in

threes, and in Coca’s case it was so. Never satis-

fied with her own work, even those things every-

one else applauded, she was unhappy that the

show hadn’t come up to her expectations. The

second and third blow fell, in the passing within

about a month of the two people who had been

closest to her—her mother, and her husband

Robert Burton. She had been married since Janu-

ary 7, 1935 after the closing of a show in which

both had minor jobs, a non-hit show called “Fools

Rush In.” The title seemed appropriate, because

the two young people were then so broke that

they had to borrow the two dollars for the

marriage license.

Through all the years, all the ups and downs,

they had been very close. For a year, they kept the

marriage secret because ( Continued on page 103)



Radie went to Ty Power’s New York party and

came away with the season’s scoop on Rock H

!

TA here are some movie stars who have

no reticence about discussing their

most personal and intimate thoughts

with anyone, from their hairdresser to

their psychoanalyst. But there are others

who feel that there should be some
area of an actor’s life that should be

sacred to him, and any attempt to in-

trude upon it is an invasion of privacy.

Among the chief exponents of this

theory is Rock Hudson. That is why,

when his much publicized marriage to

Phyllis Gates suddenly ended, after

they had just returned from a second

honeymoon in Hawaii, and he was
bombarded on all sides to explain the

whys and wherefores of this short-lived

idyll, he felt like the victim of a TV
quiz show on a national hookup, squirm-

ing uncomfortably over such public

probing into his private life. And so,

he grabbed the fastest plane out of

L.A. and came to N.Y., where, even

as Hollywood’s No. 1 box office star,

he could still enjoy a certain anonymity

that only a big city can give you if you

want it—and Rock definitely did.

Unlike his previous visits East, when
he always stayed at one of the plush

hotels, surrounded by an entourage of

U.-I. “praise” agents, on this trip he

was the houseguest of his good friend

Kurt Kaszner (after four months to-

gether on location for “A Farewell to

Arms” in Italy, they had become fast

buddies) and his talented wife, Leora

Dana. The Kaszners live in a con-

verted town house of real old-world

charm in the same Turtle Bay section

where Katharine Hepburn and Mary
Martin live. Leora and Kurt intro-

duced Rock to a New York he had never

known before. They took him for his

first visit to the Metropolitan Opera
House, where they sat in Rudolf Bing’s

box in the Golden Horseshoe. They
dined in tiny bistros off the beaten

track, where they never ran into the

ustfal Hollywood crowd who haunt
“21,” the Stork and El Morocco. They
saw all the new plays, and Rock, ap-

plauding Tony Perkins, Bob Preston,

Freddie March, Richard Burton, Hank
Fonda, and so many other film pals “in

person,” not in motion pictures, found

himself remembering the days when he

had first learned to act in the U.-I.

drama school under the coaching of

the late Sophie Rosenstein, and he, too.

suddenly felt the urge to be a “flesh and

blood” actor again—an urge that will

have to wait until his four and a half

more years to go studio contract ex-

pires.

On this visit East, Rock granted no

interviews—saw no one from the home
office, and because he was staying in a

private home he was inaccessible to

the fans, who on previous trips had
always been able to track him down
and lie in wait for him outside his

hotel. He only went to one party—

a

small supper party hosted by Tyrone

Power in his Park Avenue penthouse,

before Ty left for a 9,300-mile tour of

forty cities in “Back To Methuselah.”

It was at this party that Rock made his

first and only contact with the press

—

me. But Ty had not invited me to his

home as a member of the fourth estate.

He had asked me on the personal basis

of our close relationship through the

years. And so, when I saw Rock for the

first time since we last met at the Grand
Hotel in Rome, while he was filming

“A Farewell to Arms,” my natural jour-

nalistic instincts gravitated to all the

unanswered questions about the emo-

tional upheavals in his life since then

—but I knew I couldn’t take advantage

of this opportunity to abuse Ty’s hos-

pitality. As it was, Rock was able to

relax and enjoy the evening’s gaiety,

safe in the knowledge that on this oc-

casion, at least, he had talked to a

member of the press who would sup-

press questions, not ask them!

And yet, without any direct mention

of his separation from Phyllis, I got the

feeling there isn’t the remotest chance

of a reconciliation. Rock had waited

until he was thirty years old to marry
for the first time. Now that he is a

bachelor once more, I suspect he’ll

live alone and like it again for a long

time to come. If and when he does

marry again—and he will—because

even the ( Continued on page 77)
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“This is forever, darling ” At the altar in the

candlelit church, Natalie Wood whispered the words to

Robert Wagner, just after they had sealed their marriage

vows with a tender kiss . Forever, too,

would be every precious memory, treasured in their

cherished wedding album, as well as in their hearts . .

the gay things, the funny things, the near-

tragedies, and, best of all, the wonderful, wonderful

happiness of love . . .

The crazy trip to Phoenix on the train, when

nobody felt like sleeping and they sat in the

club car—with Nick Adams and

continued on page J06
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YAn a hard bench in a barren, cheerless hiring hall in

San Francisco, Anthony Franciosa sat, staring grimly

at the floor. He had been sitting there every day, from

eight to four, for some time, clutching that passport to

restaurant riches, a waiter’s card, obtained through a pal

who had recommended him to the head of the union as

a man “with experience in the best hotels”-—neglecting

to mention that he’d really been a bus boy and dishwasher.

A messenger rushed in, and handed the man at the

desk a note. He read it, then cast a quick glance about

the hall. The one remaining job hunter in it was Tony.

The man looked at him, and sighed resignedly. “Hey,

you!” he called in disgust. “Come here! Will ya?”

Tony could hardly believe his ears. It was a rush call

from the U.S.S. Cleveland, in need of a waiter and leaving

for the Orient in an hour. The pay was $400 a month,

plus room and board. Did he want the job?

Did he want the job? It was the first big money he had

ever been offered—and the first decent break he had had

in a long, long time . . .

How dim and distant it seemed now, the day when, with

a plane ticket, good clothes, and money in his pocket, he

had left New York for a promised job with an acting

group. How far away were ( Continued on page 70)

Marriage to Shelley Winters has given Tony a kind of happiness that has been lacking in his

life. She has helped him to overcome the shyness and insecurity caused by early struggles
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To Thine Own Self Be True
continued

VEIL BY LORI

Be sure you choose the diamond
guaranteed for permanent value

Such beautiful styles—and it’s so nice to know you can be sure of your
Artcarved diamond ring’s value. Thanks to Artcarved’

s

unusual nationwide

Permanent Value Plan, you can apply your Artcarved ring’s full current

retail price towards a larger Artcarved at any time—as specified in the guar-

antee. You can do this anywhere ... at any of the thousands of Artcarved

jewelers throughout the U. S. A. This guarantee is backed by one of the

world’s oldest and largest ringmakers, famous for 108years. Even if you never

exchange your Artcarved ring, you’ll always be so proud knowing Artcarved

rings give you this nationwide proof of lasting value.

Every Artcarved diamond ring is guaranteed and registered for color, cut,

clarity, carat weight. Prices nationally established—$75 to $10,000.

Artcarved wedding rings are guaranteed for a lifetime. An exclusive proc-

ess makes their gold extra-hard, extra-durable. Look for the name Artcarved

stamped inside the ring, on the tag and on your written Artcarved® guarantee.

FREE! "WEDDING GUIDE FOR BRIDE AND GROOM." Gives calendar of duties for the bride, tells

what the bride’s family pays for, groom’s responsibilities, what to look for in diamonds,

and so much more. Write J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc., Dept. P-18, 216 E. 45th St., New York 17.

Beloved by brides for more than a hundred years (1850-1958)

SHASTA SET MONACO SET RAINIER SET GOLDEN FANTASY SET

Engagement Ring $156 Engagement Ring $110 Engagement Ring $200 Groom's Ring $32.50

Also $95 to $525 Also $70 to $1,175 Also $125 to $550 Bride's Ring $29.50

Bride’s Ring $70 Bride’s Ring $10.50 Bride's Ring $75

PRICES. SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. INCLUDE FEDERAL TAX. RINGS EN LARG E D TO S HOW DETAIL. COPR.I 956. J. R.WOOD ft SONS. INC.

the dreams he had then. Dreams that

faded when the acting project he had

joined proved to be a shaky venture that

met with disaster at the end of the sea-

son, and all his attempts to find work

as an actor met with failure. Dreams

that were shattered by the terrible

humiliation of menial jobs, poverty and

real hunger. He was too proud to ask

his family for the help that they would

have gladly given. And too sensitive to

suffer the blows of his unlucky fate

without being deeply hurt.

Never much of a drinker, he had

sought relief from his unbearable despair

in the numbing nirvana of alcohol. But

it only brought him more trouble. And

afterward, the old problems were still

there, worse than ever.

In a desperate effort to get back on

his feet, he turned away from it deter-

minedly. And his hopes were raised

j

when some friends, bound for oil drilling

jobs, promised to take him along.

They never showed up.

The waiters’ hiring hall in San Fran-

cisco was his last hope, and he clung

to it grimly, day after day, gripping his

precious union card as a dying man

clutches a straw.

And now at last he had the chance

that had been so long denied him—the

chance that to most people comes so

easily that they take it for granted

—

the chance simply to eat well, to have

a place to sleep, to earn a decent salary.

The first night on board, he was scared

stiff. In his spotless new uniform, he

stood at his station, perilously close to

the Captain’s watchful eye, surrounded

by a sea of glittering silver, china and

damask and chattering passengers. He

hadn’t the slightest idea of what to do

with the knives, forks, spoons and plates.

The dishes on the menu with the fancy,

foreign names, he’d never even heard of.

He got everything mixed up—the

silver, the plates, the orders—every-

thing. He plunged gamely on, but by

the time he reached the dessert he was

woefully seasick.

He was ordered to leave the ship at

the first port of call. But the passengers

intervened. They couldn’t help liking

the pleasant (Continued on page 100)



‘Interplay’’ sings your loveliest praises with an expression of poetic beauty. Smoothly, the band curves upward

or perfect separation . . . and the lilting line of foam-contoured cups makes the ideal shape your very own.

_ovable’s
u
lnterplay,” white or black cotton, ata lyrical, miracle price. $1 .50 . IT COSTSSO LITTLETO LOOK LOVABLE.
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news of TOPS and

TOE
by SUE KREISMAN

Jill’s as jaunty tn her overblouse (left)

as Ginny in her blouson middy. Both about

$4. By New Era. Jill’s buck “scooter” flats

lace up around hooks. About $8. By Jo-

lene. Ginny wears medium heeled canvas

“sneaker” shoes. About $4. By Farming-

ton Shoes. Cable socks, stockings, Bur-mil



Welcome sweet Springtime in this colorful flower print cotton

blouson with drawstring waistline. About $4. By Ship ’n Shore

Blousons, Overblouses and Red Shoes

Rate High on Your Hit Parade

Spring’s just around the corner and already bursting into bloom

are the blouson look in blouses and the red, Red, RED look in

shoes. The bloused tops have a soft, flattering line around the

waist and many come with drawstrings. They’re in all kinds of

fabrics and colors for casual or formal wear. Running a close sec-

ond to the favorite blouson is the overblouse. Both are worn out-

side your skirt, slacks or shorts. Jill Corey and Virginia Gibson

(seen on the opposite page rehearsing for a scene from the show

they star in, NBC-TV’S YOUR HIT PARADE) prefer these

blouse fashions because, as Jill puts it, “they’re comfortable. When
I’m rushing around the set I don’t want to have to worry about my
blouse pulling out. I like the new styles. They’re already out!”

Conscious of comfort and style from top to toe, Ginny and Jill

are both “seeing red” this season when it comes to shoes. On or

off the set, they favor the new soft fabrics and tapered toes in flats

or heels (the medium heel is “it” now, goes with chemise dresses

and slightly higher hemlines). Red is the big shoe color no matter

what the material, though (canvas, suede, challis or leather) in

flowered prints, with buttons, bows, stripes, checks or polka dots!

This Spring, make a hit in blouses and shoes that blouse and show

!

Pump matches flower print of blouse

(above left). Pattern in polished cotton

with medium heel and front buckle across

the instep. About $13. By Fortunet

For stores carrying merchandise on

pgs. 72, 73, 74 see list on page 80
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Undercover Strategy
begins with

Six fabulous fitting features 7m
give you new and beautiful shaping n|

strategy ... far more comfortably w
than any other bra you’ve ever tried.

Check all the features, and be sure to

see "New Romance” No. 562

by Formfit at your favorite store.

White cotton in sizes 32A to 40C. $2.50

New Romance

"New Romance" by Formfit comes in handy pick-up packages.

1. New Equalift supports and beauti-

fies with definite separation . . .

balanced lift.

2. Elastic underarm gives no-gap

snug fit.

3. Adjustable elastic band stays in

place, actually breathes with you.

4. Beautiful shape is permanently

circle-stitched into each cup.

5. Ladder-stitched cups give a

smooth line.

6. Elastic back-releases-plush-lined

for comfort-keep bra in place, give

you freedom of movement.

THE FORMFIT COMPANY • CHICAGO • NEW YORK • CANADIAN PLANT, TORONTO

High heel here in scarlet calf pump
with doubled bow showing white

outline. About $12. By Trim Tred

T-strap sandal with lovely rose

print on wool challis of red, blue

and white. About $17. By Capezio

Popular medium heef again, this

time red leather with three little

white buttons. About $8. By Connie

DRESS BY MR. MORT
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A beauty giftfor youfrom Max Factor

FREE ! Max Factor’s hi-fi Lipstick

a Iicii you buyMax Factor’s Creme Puff
ree gift! Max Factor’s new Hi-Fi lipstick . . . every

-

ing you want in one lipstick. New vibrant color

ays on until you take it off. No blotting, no waiting

• set. Never dries your lips. You’ll agree: it’s the

ream lipstick! And it’s yours to wear and enjoy in

iis unusual, limited offer.

reme Puff . . . the new instant makeup . . . gives

3u a soft, flawless complexion instantly. Daytime

or evening, w'herever you may be, just smooth on

Creme Puff for that fresh, young look. In seconds,

its velvety powder, creamy base and exquisite com-

plexion tone will have you at your loveliest. Get your

FREE Hi-Fi Lipstick today — pay only for Creme

Puff. In ivory compact with puff, $1.25 plus tax.

Limited time only

I?! 19 58 MAX FACTOR A CO

900 i c i ii
L value lor only 1

25

See The Polly Bergen Show Saturday nights NBC-TV Network and the Love That Jill Show Monday nights ABC-TV Network.
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WIN A TRIP
TO HOLLYWOOD

all expenses paid— plus $500 wardrobe
just tell us why you like the five-star Jolene wardrobe chosen by

MAMIE VAN DOREN

rjo&ke
HOLLYWOOD-INSPIRED SHOES

5 .95—9.95

The first

of

6 weekly
contests
starts

March 2,
1958

•

Prizes
every week!

TO WIN, just write in 25 words or less—“Why I like the 5-star Jolene shoe a glorious one-week all-expense-paid vacation in Hollywood for two, plus

wardrobe chosen by Mamie Van Doren!” Nothing to buy... simply get a a $500 wardrobe.

Jolene Entry Blank free at your Jolene store.

6 separate weekly contests starting March 2, 1958 . . . enter as many times as

you wish. Each weekly first prize winner receives the exciting and fashion-

right new 5-star Jolene Shoe Wardrobe for spring! The 50 next best weekly

entries each receives a pair of beautiful new Jolene Shoes for spring.

One of the six weekly first prize winners will be awarded the grand prize

—

THE WINNER— it can be you!— will visit Hollywood ... meet Mamie Van

Doren, tour the Paramount studio with her, lunch at the studio commissary,

visit the studio stylist and make-up expert . . . stay at the Hollywood-Roosevelt

Hotel . . . lunch at the Brown Derby, dine at the Moulin Rouge and dance at

the famous Cocoanut Grove . . . attend a picture preview . . . tour Beverly

Hills and Hollywood . . . have the vacation of a lifetime. (Winner must spend

the week in Hollywood before October 1, 1958.)

See MAMIE VAN DOREN in the Perlberg-Seaton production “TEACHER'S PET
starring CLARK GABLE and DORIS DAY* A Paramount Release *VistaVision

For the name of your Jolene store, write

TOBER-SAIFER SHOE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, DEPT, p.4
,

1 204 WASHINGTON AVE., ST. LOUIS 3, MO.
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Continued from page 60

greatest success can be an empty glory

without some one to share it with—I have
a strong hunch his next bride will be a

European, since he will be spending more
time in Europe than in Hollywood from
now on. Phyllis got their brand-new
Malibu Beach estate as part of their prop-
erty settlement.
Far be it from me to quarrel with the

California community property laws, but
it does seem to me rather unfair that in

a divorce suit, a wife can claim half of

her husband’s earnings and property,

whether she’s been married to him twelve
months or twelve years. Certainly, in the
case of someone like Nancy Sinatra, who
went through all of Frankie’s early strug-
gling days with him and bore him three

beautiful children, she deserved all the
court allowed her, when Frankie left her
for Ava Gardner. But what has Phyllis

contributed in her brief marriage that

should penalize Rock with such a heavy
financial responsibility to her, when they
are no longer man and wife, and when
she can’t even fall back on the time worn
cliche, “I’ve given you the best years of

my life”? She’s given Rock less than a

year, and she’s more attractive now than
when Rock married her, because she
quickly shed her secretarial “mousiness,”
and acquired a glamor that comes with
the rising social importance as the wife of

a famous film star. Hers was not a sudden
impulsive marriage, after one of those
“love at first sight” and whirlwind court-
ships. She had known Rock two years,
and married him not only with her eyes
wide open to his dark and handsome looks,

but also with her ears filled with the
knowledge of the possible pitfalls of such
an alliance. But like all women in love,

she was willing to risk the gamble that
every marriage is, and like most women
in love she made the fatal mistake of try-
ing to change her Rock of Gibraltar, into

something he wasn’t. But in Hollywood,
it isn’t the woman who pays for her mis-
takes, but the man!

March of Time: Don’t look now, but I

think those graying locks are showing,
not for you teenagers, but for us older
generation moviegoers, who remember
Shirley Temple, Roddy McDowall and
Dean Stockwell, when they were Babes
in Wonderland. Shirley and Roddy have
both reached the ripe old age of 29, and
there were as many as 21 candles on
Dean’s last birthday cake. When Roddy
and Dean lived in Hollywood as young-
sters, their paths never crossed because
the great difference in their ages was too
disparate for any mutual interest or
friends, but recently, when back in New
York, co-starring in the stage play “Com-
pulsion,” they became great friends in
spite of the eight-year-span between them.
“A Broadway columnist started a rumor

that Dean and I are feuding, but nothing
could be farther from the truth,” Roddy
told me when I saw him recently at a party
at Susan Strasberg’s. “Dean and I are very
upset, because in this play our relation-
ship is so personal, and we have to work
together so closely, if the audience sus-
pects that we don’t talk offstage, the whole
framework of the plot is destroyed, and
that can be so harmful.”
Roddy is a veteran stage performer in

comedy as well as drama, but Dean was
playing his first Broadway role in "Com-
pulsion,” and he held his own with Roddy
in a highly dramatic role. Where does a

romance enter into the scheme of things

for these two attractive, unattached
males? It comes and it goes with then
slogan, “There’s safety in numbers,” but
no one has caught the lucky number yet.

Don’t shove, girls—the line forms on the

right!

Holliday with Strings: Ever since I’ve

known Judy Holliday, she’s been battling

the battle of the bulge. Before she starts

a picture, she starves herself into a state

of misery because she loves to eat. And
as soon as the last “take” has been shot,

she starts to eat herself into a state of

misery, because she knows that every
mouthful she enjoys, she’ll only regret

later on. But now, after all these years
of switching back and forth from hot
fudge sundaes to skim milk, Judy doesn’t

have to count her calories anymore! She’s

as stream-lined as Slenderella. No mir-
acle drugs have accomplished this miracle.

It’s just the miracle of love. Judy, who
had fought to have Sydney Chaplin play
opposite her in her new musical, “Bells

Are Ringing,” only because she thought
he was so right for the romantic lead,

quickly discovered that her enthusiasm
for him wasn’t confined to his stage talent.

Like Kay Kendall, Claire Bloom, Joan
Collins and so many others of “les girls,”

who have succumbed to Syd’s offstage

charm, Judy fell like a ton of bricks, too.

When the curtain came down on their

love scenes at the Shubert Theatre, she
still heard “Bells Ringing.”
She and Sydney were seen everywhere

together, and what Judy ate couldn’t mat-
ter less now, as she sat next to him every
night for early dinner or late supper at

Sardi’s. Of course, it wasn’t long before
all the gossip columns announced that
they were heading for a wedding. Judy
and Syd kept denying the rumors but no
one paid any attention to them. After all,

weren’t they just the couple involved, so
what did they know? When they took
a two weeks summer holiday from the
show, and went to London and Paris to-

gether, everyone was sure their scoops
were being confirmed. But Judy and Syd
came home with separate passports, and
the columns reported that their marriage
plans (which they had never made!) had
been cancelled. Whether Judy had hoped
to wind up at the altar with Sydney, is a
secret she has only confessed to herself.

I have always suspected that she was so
madly in love with him that she hated
to face the reality of all the reasons it

would never work. The difference in their
ages, in their background and bank bal-
ance, were tough enough barriers, but
there was one even tougher—Sydney was
not in love with her. He adored her as
a pal, worshipped her talent, and was
eternally grateful to her for giving him
the biggest break of his career at a time
when he was badly in need of a helping
hand. But none of these are substitutes
for love, and Judy would be the first to
tell you that Sydney never kidded her
into believing they were. However, it is

always a ticklish situation when one per-
son is over in love with someone who isn’t,

and in Judy’s case it is tougher because

No girl has caught handsome, eligible

Dean Stockwell’’s lucky number yet

she has to play love scenes with Syd every
night. As the show continued, and Syd
decided it was best not to date Judy any
more, the atmosphere backstage became
very tense. It grew even tenser when Syd
started to be seen everywhere with Nancy
Olson, Alan Jay Lerner’s divorced “fair

lady.” Then things really got steamed up
the night that Nancy called for Sydney in

his dressing room, and ran smack into

Judy. The next night Syd’s understudy
went on for him, and at the end of the
week Syd suddenly left the show on a
two weeks vacation. Shubert Alley was
abuzz with the rumor that Judy had issued
an ultimatum to the Theatre Guild that
“either he goes, or I go!” How the Theatre
Guild pacified their star was never re-
vealed, but Syd returned to the show on
schedule, and at this writing, he is still

cooing nightly into Judy’s ear
—“Love

came just in time, you found me just in

time, and changed my lonely life that
lonely day!”

“Russell” of Success: When Roz Russell
finishes Warners’ film version of “Auntie
Marne,” she will take a much-needed holi-

day abroad with her producer husband,
Freddie Brisson, and her 15-year-old son,

Lance. But she won’t be leaving “Marne”
behind for good. Patrick Dennis, its author,
is writing a sequel called “Around the
World with Auntie Marne,” dedicated to

Roz, in the obvious hope that she will con-
tinue her travels with “Marne” in a musi-
cal version for Broadway next season.
Meantime, Roz, who has a big financial

stake in the stage hit, is very lucky to

have her good friend, Greer Garson, take
over for her. This is a spot I wouldn’t
wish on a leopard, and Greer has come
through superbly. I suspect Hollywood
will rush her back as soon as her play
contract expires. “Auntie Marne” not only
brings out Greer’s comedy flair, but she
is more breathtakingly beautiful than ever.



YOU

CAN’T

GO

HOME

AGAIN

by HYATT DOWNING

Sadly, John Saxon learned that he could never

relive the past. Nor could he escape from it.

For its memories would never let him go . . .

YVThat will it be like,” John Saxon wondered, “when I go home
” to Brooklyn? Will they think I’m different? Am I different?

Or will everything be just the same as it was before?”

And beneath the questions that he kept locked behind the dark,

brooding eyes were others, more deeply troubling. The boy who,

as unknown Carmen Orrico, came to Hollywood to be transformed

almost overnight into John Saxon, star, was, like many another

almost too-handsome fledgling in the cinema forest, greatly con-

cerned with his reactions to the success he found there.

“What,” he asks himself with mordant introspection, “should be

my attitude toward other people? Do I have to insulate myself

from friends and acquaintances in order to protect my own indi-

viduality? Should an actor, or at least myself, accept this apartness

in order to develop properly as an artist? Isn’t it actually pretty

corny to make the attempt to be all things to all people?”

And so at last he returned to Flatbush to find the answers. What

he discovered was disturbing to himself as well as to the close

friends with whom he had grown up.

“I was eager to see the three guys who had always been close

to me,” he says. “But I was uncertain as to how I should treat

them. In five minutes I knew that I had changed and they hadn’t,

at least not in the same way.

“I went with my three old friends to a former hangout where

we used to meet and devour pastrami sandwiches and drink Cokes.

Everything was the same—yet it was all different. I thought it would

be ridiculous for me to make the attempt to consciously act like the

same old Joe when I knew I had altered, inside if not outwardly.

As a result I went overboard and made it even worse.

“They were the same good guys I had known and admired but

1 wasn’t comfortable with them. Instinctively I realized that they

expected, wanted me to be just as I had been before—and that

wasn’t possible. You see, we were all tied up in a kind of tribal

mores. If you violated customs, under which you grew up, you

were outside the law.

“I kept looking around the little place, trying to find something

in the jovial voice and manner of the proprietor, something in the

faces of my old friends that would strike a responsive chord in my

own heart. But it wasn’t there. I knew that my friends wanted me

to accept them on the old basis, as they were ready and eager to

accept me. But it just wasn’t possible. I couldn’t and then it seemed

that Thomas Wolfe was right—you can’t ( Continued on page 96)
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THE MYSTERY OF
JENNIFER JONES

Continued, from page 53

“Phylis! Phylis Isley! Do stand still,” she
mumbled sternly through teeth clenched
tightly to hold the pins, which, one by
one, she tucked into the hem of the crisp

little pinafore. “Do stand still if you
want this to be ready for the opening day
of school tomorrow . . . Why, you’re not
even listening to a word I say! You’re
in another world again!”
But she barely heard the words. She

was not thinking of dresses or school or

anything like them. She reached for a
popcorn ball—one of her mother’s magical
concoctions of sugar, molasses and pop-
corn—and nibbled at it gingerly, wonder-
ing how she would announce the new, all-

important fact in her life.

She was still wondering when she
slipped into a gingham dress and left the
house, skipping up the path towards the
huge tent on which a sign, “Isley Stock
Company,” hung limply in the placid fall

air. She gazed up at it a moment for

courage, then entered timidly.

Phil Isley, counting the night’s receipts,

paused in surprise.

“What are you doing up at this hour,
muffin?”
“Daddy, I have something to tell you.

I— I . .
.” she began hesitantly and then

blurted out her secret in a great rush of

passionate conviction. “Some day I’m go-
ing to be a great actress!”

Phil sighed—he knew this was coming.
Only last week, unknown to her, he
had been a silent witness while his

little girl marched up and down the aisle

of the theater, knees bent and arms
bowed, in her conception of an ape man.
An only child with few playmates, shy by
nature, she found in this world of make-
believe a happy escape, he knew. But
was it good? He doubted it . . .

In the years that followed, Phil Isley,

watching his daughter growing up,
watching her growing skill with a sinking
feeling like a man clutching at straws,

dangled a variety of professions before
her. The law. (“Now there’s a good steady
living for you, honey. You could indulge
your flair for the dramatic and still have
a comfortable, secure income.”) But his

Phylis had been cagey. She wasn’t en-
ticed. Instead, she’d twisted his words
around deliberately, and in her own quiet
way, set about laying the ground work in

persuading her father to send her to

New York’s famed American Academy of

Dramatic Arts. He couldn’t fight her beg-
ging and teasing. For wasn’t the theater
in his own blood? In his heart, didn’t he
know how strongly she felt? Hadn’t he
always felt the same way himelf?
He and Flora Mae weakened. Phylis left

Tulsa and enrolled at the Academy in

January, 1938.

To the youngster from the Midwest, the
big city was cold and unfriendly and
frightening. So, from the unfeeling faces

of strangers she took refuge more than
ever in the one thing that, since the
plays of Phil Isley had provided for his

family, had been familiar and secure

—

acting.

“Isn’t she serious, though?” one of her
classmates said. The New York girls,

with their dates and fun, put her down
as a grind, and something of a bore. And
Jennifer, sensing their rejection, with-

P drew into her shell all the more.
Then she met Bob Walker during a class

production of “The Barretts of Wimpole
oq Street.” Both had their hopes and dreams,

but Bob talked and she listened. On her
guard, she’d been afraid to let him get to

know her, she’d been tense and frightened.
No one had been this interested in her
before. As she listened she liked what
she heard. And she liked him. It wasn’t
long before their onstage love scenes be-
came real.

And she was glad. Suddenly New York
came alive for her. It was spring and
the city was beautiful and she was in

love and was loved. They walked in

Central Park and the Village and win-
dow shopped and laughed. She hadn’t
laughed much since leaving Tulsa. She
was changing. Bob Walker—wonderful,
gay, extroverted Bob—was changing her.

They courted atop Fifth Avenue double-
decker busses and riding the Staten
Island Ferry, doused with invigorating
salt spray and a magnificent view of
New York harbor—all for a nickel.

“Don’t marry an actor,” her father had
counseled. “Believe me, I know actors. . .

.”

But she paid no heed. This was different.

Bob and Phylis flew to Tulsa and mar-
ried there on January 2, 1939. “If you
really want to act, why not go out to

Hollywood and make some money at it?”

Phil Isley had once grumbled good-nat-
uredly. And now Phylis remembered.
The Isleys gifted their children with a sky-
blue convertible for the trip, and a friend

bubbled happily, “I foresee a great future
for you both in pictures.” Who was to

know the crystal ball would crack?
Then those six fruitless first months in

WHERE TO BUY
PHOTOPLAY
FASHIONS

To buy fashions shown on pages 72-74, write

manufacturer or nearest store listed below

mentioning Photoplay and enclosing a clipping

of the item you wish to order.

New Era Blouses
BUFFALO. N. Y J. N. Adam
Houston, Texas Meyer Bros.

ROCHESTER, N. Y Sibley, Lindsay & Curr
little rock, ark Gus Blass Company

or write. New1 Era Shirt Company
901 Lucas Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Burlington Mills Knee Soeks
at fine stores everywhere

or write. Burlington Mills, Inc.

350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

•Jolene "scooter” shoe
write, Tober-Saifer Shoe Mfg. Co.

1204-06 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

.Ship 'a* Shore flowered blouson
new YORK, N. Y Stern Bros.

or write, Ship’n’Shore
1350 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Fortuuet flowered puuip
write. General Shoe Co., Inc.

350 Fifth Avenue. New York, N. Y.

Wohl pump
larado. Texas Hachar’s

or write. Wohl Shoe Company
1601 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

Trim Tred pump
MEMPHIS tenn Tatum's Shoe Store

new ORLEANS, LA Graff's

or write. Roberts, Johnson & Rand
1501 Washington Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

C'apezio pump
write, Capezio
756 Seventh Avenue, New York. N. Y.

Hollywood. Walking the pavements, re-
turning at night to their little apart-
ment to compare notes. Finally, a bit of
work for Phylis in two westerns and a
Dick Tracy serial and a three-bit line

for Bob in a skiing spectacle. And their
laughter over these “roles” after the im-
portant, serious ones back at the Academy
. . . And finally, one night, Phylis didn’t
feel gay about it any more. Over dinner,
in tears, she told Bob her sobering con-
clusions: “They want glamour girls, and
I’m not one. If I ever do get anywhere,
it’ll be because of my acting.”
Could Phylis Isley Walker have fore-

seen how the crystal ball was to keep
that decision intact, she’d have been
amazed. But then, could she have known
other things, Jennifer Jones might never
have happened. . . .

And Bob agreed and they both wanted
to act so desperately and knew they coidd.
that they remembered those happy, care-
free, fruitful days back in New York and
decided to return. The sky-blue convert-
ible took them there and was promptly
sold so the Walkers could set up house-
keeping in two dingv, furnished rooms
on the fringe of Hell’s Kitchen. They didn’t

care; they were happy there. There were
appearances together at the Cherry Lane
Theatre (at fifty cents a performance) and
a few jobs for Phylis with Harper’s Ba-
zaar as a Powers model. But things were
getting worse.
“What are you in now?” her childhood

chums from Tulsa would write, and
Phylis would reply, “Mostly in the hos-
pital having babies.” In the midst of

their poverty, Robert Jr. had been born in

1940, and Michael Ross in 1941.

And then, almost miraculously, Bob got

a radio break that led to steady work,
and the family moved out to Long Island.

And an agent interested in both of them
arranged with the Selznick office for

Phylis to read for the film version of

“Claudia.”
She arrived all keyed up with excite-

ment, gave a bad reading and was dis-

mally aware of it. So where nine out of

ten girls would be too proud to betray
any emotion, at least until they were safely

out of the room, Phylis had burst into

tears right then and there. Unknown to

her, David O. Selznick was an interested

observer of the entire proceedings and
directed his secretary to make another
appointment with her. “I think you were
a little nervous today,” she was told

“Why don’t you come in tomorrow and try

again?”
The next day appointment time came

and went—and no Phylis. The Selznick
office contacted the agent, who immediately
got on the wire to Long Island. She re-

membered when the phone rang. She had
been in the middle of a shampoo. Throw-
ing a towel over her hair, she’d gone to

answer the call.

“Why aren’t you in the Selznick office?”

the agent demanded.
“Oh, that second appointment business

was just a way to stop me crying,” she

assured him.
“You get over here this minute or I’ll

never do another thing for you again!” he
snapped, and the phone clicked dead.

She hurried into her clothes, grabbed
the towel, hopped into a cab with it, and
dried her hair all the way into the city.

She swallowed hard as she handed the

cabbie his ten-dollar fare, and then raced

into the Selznick office. Two weeks later

she had a long-term contract.

Then had begun eighteen months of

sheer exasperation. Bob had been
happy about the wonderful break, and

so were their friends, but as the weeks
passed and nothing happened she began

Continued on page 82
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Continued from page 80

to wonder if all the congratulations might
not be a bit premature. She was sent
to the west coast to do a one-act play
and apparently impressed the author, Wil-
liam Saroyan, because he told her, “If

I ever get out of the Army, come see me
and I’ll write a play for you.” Then back
to New York, where she was placed in the
expert hands of Sanford Meisner, one
of the foremost drama teachers in the
country. Month after weary month, there
were diction drills, exercises in body
movement and dancing, instructions in how
to walk, talk, stand, sit, gesture. David
Selznick came to New York periodically

to check on her progress and she would
ask him, each time with mounting dis-

illusionment, just when her career was
to get under way.
“Keep studying,” he replied. “Your time

will come.” After over a year of this,

she had had enough and asked outright
for a release from the contract. “Look,”
Selznick told her patiently. “I know the
waiting has been tough, but just trust me,
will you? I have a feeling something
wonderful is about to break.”
Meanwhile, David had announced to

his family one evening that he was think-
ing of naming his new discovery Jennifer.

Up piped little Donald, aged five. “Are we
going to see Miss Jennia Jones?”—

a

reference to a favorite nursery rhyme
which begins, “I’ve come to see Miss
Jennie O. Jones, Miss Jennie O. Jones.”
And Jennifer Jones it was.
Three months after David’s hint of

“something wonderful,” Phylis, now re-
christened Jennifer Jones, was summoned
by 20th Century-Fox to test for “The
Song of Bernadette.” In the finals, she’d
been told later, the six candidates directed
their rapt attention to a stick being held
just out of camera range. It was the
moment Bernadette first sees her vision.

“The other five girls did very well,” pro-

ducer William Perlberg had commented
when it was over. “But only Jennifer
actually saw the vision.” And with that,

Hollywood’s plum role of the year was
hers.

Now it was time for the press agents
to take over. It was time to make her
less of a mystery—to give her a buildup.
But it wasn’t. Strategy dictated other-
wise and it seemed almost to be in

cahoots with her natural tendency to

withdraw from contact with her fellow
human beings.
She was a special property, David told

her, and opening new supermarkets, ca-
rousing nightly at Ciro’s or posing as Miss
Ultra-Violet of 1943 was not for her.

Bernadette was a saint. All leg and
bosom art was definitely cut out, and
liquor or cigarettes were unmentionables.
In addition, the studio forbade her even
to wear nail polish or pluck her eye-
brows, and under no circumstances was
she to be photographed with her husband
and children.

Meanwhile, M-G-M scouts in New
York had spotted Bob Walker, signed him
to a contract and brought him to Holly-
wood. He was a smash hit as the sailor

in “Bataan,” and was rushed into “Madame
Curie,” and from that into “See Here,
Private Hargrove.” Selznick forthwith
made plans to bring the Walkers together
as the young lovers in his projected epic

of the home front, “Since You Went
Away.”
And now the publicity pendulum swung

the other way. This was a natural—two
young people who’d met at dramatic
school, fallen in love and married, endured
poverty, plugged together and hit success
in Hollywood almost simultaneously. Ac-
tually, it was probably the worst thing that

could have happened to them because it

turned their life together inside out.

At first, flushed by their combined
salary of $600 per week, they’d rented

Small globe-trotter Mary Jennifer Selznick proves herself both land and seaworthy on

all her many trips with Mom Jennifer Jones and her producer dad, David 0. Selznick!
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that expensive villa in Bel Air. Jennifer
had always prided herself on her skill

at home-making—mending the family
clothes, and squeezing the family orange
juice every morning. But all that was to

become a thing of the past. A gardener
and cook were engaged and a nurse hired
for the children. When the nurse couldn’t
get along with their pet dog, out went
the dog. Both she and Bob were working
twelve-hour days—6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
—six days a week. In addition to her
work, plus dancing and diction lessons
and memorizing lines for the next day’s
shooting, Jennifer had somehow to get
ten hours’ sleep to look her best before
the camera. And Bob, who’d always had
difficulty keeping enough flesh on his

slender six-foot frame, began to lose
weight alarmingly. And somehow the
minor differences of opinion—which should
have remained just that—blew up into

serious quarrels.

A t times when the pressure felt un-
£\ bearable, Jennifer would get out on

the tennis court with good pal Ingrid
Bergman and whack the ball around for

an hour or two. But in addition to the
329 pages of “Bernadette” script (“Enough
to floor Helen Hayes,” cracked one wag).
Jennifer was wrestling with a marital
problem growing steadily worse.
At the conclusion of “Bernadette,” Jen-

nifer and Bob went right into “Since You
Went Away.” There had been a sharp
disagreement about careless driving, and
Bob went out and bought a motorcycle,
something Jennifer wanted no part of.

When co-workers watched them arrive
at the studio separately—he on the mo-
torcycle and she in the Mercury—previous
rumors of marital discord took on new
meaning. And in November of 1943, the
roof fell in. Jennifer asked the studio to

announce a “friendly separation,” and the
repercussions could be heard all over
town.

Officials at Fox were nothing short of

appalled. Their biggest production of

the year had just been launched, and its

saintly heroine now looked to be on the
verge of divorce. Selznick had the un-
easy feeling that his investment in “Since
You Went Away” was about to go up in

smoke, and M-G-M, where Bob ranked as

the most promising newcomer since Robert
Taylor, just didn’t like the idea at all.

All three vainly brought pressure upon
the young couple to stay together. In

addition, a national woman’s magazine
was about to hit the stands with a fat

layout just brimming over with Walker
marital bliss. Thus caught with her hair

down, the editor was dispatched to the

coast to make a personal plea for rec-

onciliation. She got absolutely nowhere.
To Jennifer, there had been something

horribly unreal about everything. This
had been the kind of stuff they ground
out in pulp fiction

—
“actress achieves suc-

cess and loses her personal happiness.”

And yet it had. been agonizingly real. All

her life had been a preparation for that

moment, and then? She was trying des-

perately to work out a purely personal

problem, and the whole world seemed to

be sitting in giving advice. In New York,
years later, she’d turned to a friend and
remarked wistfully, “Some of the hap-
piest moments of my life were spent right

here.” But that was only a memory.
For she was Jennifer Jones, star—and
her thoughts, actions and problems were
news. It was Jennifer’s first experience in

the goldfish bowl, and it was not pleasant.

To the world she put on a brave face,

told reporters: “If I give a good perform-
ance as Bernadette, my private life won’t
make any difference.” When the film

went into general release, she’d been
Continued on page 84
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thrilled. Critical hosannas resounded, the
public, she was told, was flocking to see
the picture, and on her twenty-fifth birth-
day, as one of five Oscar nominees, she
had found herself riding to the Academy
Award ceremonies.
“Do you have a speech prepared, just in

case?” agent Henry Willson, her com-
panion, had queried.
She had looked at him as if he were

out of his mind. “Don’t be silly. Ingrid’s

a sure thing for ‘For Whom the Bell
Tolls.’

”

“You have one chance out of five,”

he’d replied.

Later, after the results had passed into
the record she had entered the Mocambo
for the traditional victory party. “Ladies
and gentlemen,” the orchestra leader had
announced. “I give you the First Lady
of Hollywood.” And as everyone present
had risen to applaud she felt like the
screen’s newest Cinderella, with tears
spilling over, unchecked. She had
reached the heights, but her personal hap-
piness lay in bitter ashes. Was it all

worth it? It was not the first time she
had asked herself that question. Nor
would it be the last.
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'T^he next morning, to the intense dis-

1 appointment of romantics the country
over, she filed suit for divorce. But true

to her own lifelong personal code, she
would never discuss it. Marriage, after

all, was a private affair, she felt. The only
two people who really know what goes
into any marriage are the two who live

with it. day in and day out. In June of

1945, she became legally free. She
thought her troubles were over, but
tragedy lay dead ahead.
Under David’s shrewd guidance, her

career continued to prosper as she went
up for Oscars four years running. Her
roles, though few, had been choice and
designed for versatility. She played, suc-
cessively, a saint, an all-American girl

(“Since You Went Away”), an amnesia
victim (“Love Letters”), a screwball
(“Cluny Brown”), a passion flower of the
old Southwest (“Duel in the Sun”) and
a ghost (“Portrait of Jennie”). But any-
thing she did on screen was totally eclipsed
by the drama that was going on in real

life.

At the first evidence of Bob Walker’s
erratic public behavior some were con-
tent to label him just another “Bad Boy
of Hollywood.” while others flipped
glibly that “He’s torching for Jennifer.”
But at each new incident—duly noted by
newspapers across the country—it became
unmistakably clear to her that his was
more than a case of mere mischief or a
broken heart. This was a man seriously
ill, in imminent danger of complete psy-
chological collapse. After a brief, disas-
trous remarriage in 1945, Bob committed
himself to Topeka’s famed Menninger
Clinic to straighten himself out.

And throughout the harrowing period.
Jennifer’s first thoughts were for her
sons. How desperately she’d wanted to

shield them from the ugly, glaring head-
lines about Bob, the rumors. Those she
could take. But the boys, so young and
impressionable. She’d protect them from
as much of it as she could, and it was then
that the publicity curtain came down. She
knew any interviews would almost cer-
tainly include material about her former
marriage, and there had been enough ref-
erence to it in the newspapers already.
But there was always David, standing

firmly behind her. As each new headline
struck like a fresh blow, he was the bul-
wark between Jennifer and those who
sought to pry. She felt so secure when
with him. “I had pushed my way into
pictures and thought I’d have to keep

pushing all my life,” she once confided.
“But all of a sudden, everything seemed
to be taken out of my hands.” Now the
man who had raised her to the shining
heights of stardom took control of her
private life as well. At first, she was sure
it was friendship and the business neces-
sity of protecting a prize property who
seemed on the verge of total nervous ex-
haustion. But the comfort and sympathy
David extended to her during that try-
ing period established a strong bond be-
tween them that eventually ripened into

love. Then, in the Spring of 1949, their

engagement was announced. David
liquidated part of his huge movie empire,
and they went abroad.
And soon Bob had been discharged from

the Menninger Clinic. She felt so proud
of him when he announced: “I’ve suc-
ceeded in getting rid of a ton of bricks
I’ve been carrying around all my life.”

But a skeptical Hollywood adopted a “let’s-

wait-and-see” attitude. And then began
the real tragedy of Robert Walker. In
three subsequent comeback pictures he
proved that his acting power had sharp-
ened as never before. She heard that his

on-set cooperation and quiet behavior
stirred the admiration of those who knew
him and knew the struggle he seemed to

have put behind him. But for Bob, time
was fast running out.

In July, Jennifer and David tied the
knot not once but twice—in Genoa, Italy.

After a wedding aboard a rented yacht
in the harbor, they repeated their vows
at the city hall, and then sailed off for a
Riviera honeymoon.
Home again, with David deeply ab-

sorbed in his family and work, they
began to avoid nightclubs and parties

—

the big affairs—for the quiet kind of

togetherness they both loved. There
were trips around the world to check on
various business interests and Jennifer
was beginning to recover from the tragic

period that lay behind her.

In New York, they strolled hand-in-
hand through Greenwich Village and
paused for a moment outside the Cherry
Lane. “I wonder,” she mused thought-
fully, “what it’s like now.” And during
a visit to New York death firmly closed
one chapter in Jennifer’s life for good
and all. The shocking news of Bob’s sud-
den death.
Pale and shaken, with David at her

side, she immediately fled to California

to get the two boys, who had been spend-
ing the summer with their father. On the
evening he died—from respiratory failure

after a dose of stimulants—his sons were
away visiting friends. The simple funeral
was held in Bob’s home state of Utah and
Jennifer, though she sent flowers, did
not attend. Asked why neither she ncr
the boys were present, she quietly re-
plied, “I want them to remember him as
he was.”
Goodbye, Bob—and. goodbye, Phylis.

Once upon a time there were two kids who
took their dreams to the big city, and
for a while, those dreams seemed to

merge as one. But who says every rain-

bow has to have a pot of gold? That’s the
way life is sometimes. Tough. Hard. Just
the breaks. You used to say that yourself,

Bob. And despite anything and every-
thing, life goes on.

In 1953, Paramount announced Jennifer
for one of the prize parts of the coming
year: the title role in “The Country Girl.”

But no sooner was she set for it than she
learned she’d have to bow out. And though
Grace Kelly later did it, and won an
Oscar, Jennifer got something infinitely

more precious. On August 12, 1954, she
and David became the parents of a seven-
pound, eight-ounce baby girl.

For a while, it looked as if the child

would be going through life without a

name. First they pored through the
Bible, then went out and bought a book
with a thousand names in it. After a
few weeks of this, David announced in
favor of “Mary” and stood pat. Jennifer,
running down a list of French names,
came up with Gaye. “Droopy!” was the
boys’ verdict. “How do you know she’s
going to be gay? And even if she is,

why advertise it?” Out went Gaye. And
in came a new idea.

Old family friend Joseph Cotten and his
wife Lenore solved the problem. Over a
month had passed since the baby’s birth
when Joe and Lenore came to visit—and
made it perfectly plain that they wouldn’t
leave until the baby had a name. Taking
note of David’s preference of Mary, and
the fact that Jennifer had always liked
her screen name, Joe artfully suggested,
“Can’t you just hear some boy saying,
‘Mary Jennifer—I—love—you!’ ” That did
it.

Today Mary Jennifer, her mother and
father, and Robert and Michael live on
Tower Road in Beverly Hills, in the spa-
cious home once owned by John Gilbert.
And the position of the house—high atop
Benedict Canyon—seems to symbolize
Jennifer’s remoteness and genuine aver-
sion to publicity. But the curtain of silence
has two sides.

It is not generally known that Jennifer
was the first actress to enter Korea, gave
readings in the hospitals, and was person-
ally cited by General Van Fleet. Nor does
space permit a listing of various tributes
from co-workers to her character, gen-
erosity and quiet integrity. But what
really annoys friends is the fact that her
position as the wife of one of the in-

dustry’s giants somewhat overawes most
people.

“They should stop treating her like some
great unapproachable goddess,” emphati-
cally states Elaine Stritch, who worked in

Italy on “A Farewell to Arms.” “She’s sim-
ply not like that. Some nights we’d all go
out and do the town—and Jennifer came
right along with us. We’d hoot and holler,

sing and dance, and just generally have a

ball. It’s true that Jennifer’s somewhat
nervous—that’s her nature. And I do
think she should get out and have more
fun, more laughs. Because when she
does, she has as good a time as anyone.”
“Jennifer and publicity will never be

a winning combination,” comments a

friend who should know. “She is natu-
rally shy and extremely sensitive. Fur-
thermore, she just doesn’t believe that

there’s much to be said about her and her
work one way or the other. And then there

are the painful experiences of the past.

“Now she has the security she hasn’t

really known since childhood. She has
her husband, their baby, her sons and
maybe one picture a year. And that’s all

she wants. Can you blame her?”

J
ennifer and David walk through the
heavy brass doors, into the plush Hol-
lywood theater and down the aisle to

their seats. Yes, she had her husband,
her little girl, her sons. Before her was
the exciting prospect of two new pic-

tures
—“Mary Magdalene” and the screen

version of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s “Tender Is

the Night,” which David would produce
for 20th Century-Fox.
But the way out of the darkness of

tragedy is long and difficult. For Jennifer,

the sunlight of the present is still haunted
by shadows.
“What are you looking for? What are

you trying to escape from?” a friend re-

cently asked her when she confided her
plans for a trip abroad—alone—and her

latest interest in Hindu philosophy.

She didn’t know the answer. She only
knew that she had to keep on trying to

find it. The End



I DON’T WANT TO
BE AN ACTRESS

Continued from page 40

needing both money and encouragement.
Some girls go all to pieces at that point,

but I didn’t, because it never once oc-
curred to me that I might not ever be a

successful actress.

“I knew I would. I had to.”

Then she began to pour out the story

that had been pent up inside her. A story

that began in a childhood spent in sultry

South Georgia, where her problem, her
determination to be an actress—and her
ability to succeed—are deeply rooted. She
spoke without emotion, carefully measur-
ing her words, as if she had turned them
over and over in her mind for a long time,

and this was a final, thoughtful evaluation.

“Really,”' Joanne said slowly, “I had
everything, in a sense, that any child could
want. My parents loved me very much.
My older brother and I were proud of each
other. We didn’t even fight like most
brothel's and sisters do because of our age
difference. He is several years older than
I.

“My father was, first, a public school
principal and later a superintendent of

schools, so our family had social prestige
in the towns where we lived. But, in spite

of all that, I felt I was a failure.

“Yes, I had a father who loved me, but
a father who was away from home a large
part of the time. It seemed to me that he
was always at a meeting of some kind, a

school board, an educators’ conference, a
parent-teacher meeting, or something.

“I had a mother who loved me and who
was the prettiest little thing I could

imagine. She was so well-liked and so

capable that she was constantly tied up in

various social and civic events. Of course,

that was part of her responsibility as an
educator’s wife in a small town.

“I was a great, fat hulk of a thing, and
subconsciously couldn’t believe that my
mother was sincerely proud of me.

“True, I was an honor roll student but,

again, I was always afraid the teachers

were making allowances because of my
father’s position.

“I felt I hadn’t done anything for my-
self. My family and the town had done it

all for me. That was why I turned to

acting. When I was acting, I became some-
one else. I was on my own.”

Y et from childhood too, sprang qualities

to make her acting dream come true.

Thomasville, Ga., the town where
Joanne Woodward was born, is a county
seat located in flat, South Georgia plains.

The countryside is studded with richly

ladened pecan trees and sheltered by wide-
spreading live oaks, heavy-hung with moss.
Moss-hung trees dot the grounds of East

Side School where Joanne’s father was
principal. They lend an air of permanency
and peace.
The squarely-built, red brick building

looks as solid as the subject matter that
the school purveys. The dark halls are
further darkened by the stains of hundreds
of vigorous oil moppings.

Before the first bell rings, teachers line

up their charges in well-disciplined rows
and march them briskly into chalk-scented
class rooms. And it was in East Side
School that Joanne Woodward first

mounted the stage.

Miss Daisy Neal, East Side first grade
teacher whose colleagues call her “the
best reading teacher in the state,” intro-

duced Joanne to the theater, loosely

speaking—an experience she’d remember.
Joanne wasn’t even in Miss Daisy’s class.

In fact, she was only two years old, but
her brother, Wade Woodward, Jr., was one
of Miss Daisy’s pupils.

“She let Wade bring me to school with
him,” Joanne relates. “I’d sit on her desk
while the class recited, and I learned a
good deal. I know I learned to read before
I started to school; although I learned
most of that at home.
“However, Miss Daisy taught me the

Pledge of Allegiance to the flag and was
pleased to hear a child of two say it so
confidently.”

Miss Daisy, a firm advocate of memory
work, drummed appropriate prose and
poetry into her class, and prepared to give
a school chapel program. Wade Wood-
ward, Jr., the principal’s son, was assigned
the important responsibility of leading the
student body in the Pledge of Allegiance.
But disaster struck.
“Wade took mumps or some messy

thing,” Joanne said, “and Miss Daisy asked
me to take his place. That was my first

public appearance, at the age of two, and
I’m told I did very well.”

Receiving public acclaim must have been
an intoxicating experience, for Joanne has
also been told that she didn’t want to

leave the stage!

And years later, understudying two stars

of the Broadway production, “Picnic,”

Joanne was called on several times to play
stellar roles. From her deepest memory
came the recollection of the time she un-
derstudied Wade and led the Pledge of

Allegiance at the East Side School. It

gave her the courage to go on and give
fine performances.

W hile Joanne was still small, the Wood-
ward family left Thomasville for

other Georgia towns where Mr. Wood-
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ward headed public school systems. When
Joanne reached high school, her father
became superintendent of schools in

Greenville, S. C.
The name of each town where she’d lived

had been different. Tire atmosphere had
been the same. Joanne spent her youth in

a series of Thomasvilles, was taught by a

series of Miss Daisys.
“I’m sure,” Joanne said, “these teachers

were very good for me. Standards of con-
duct and achievement were high, and the
boys and girls respected their teachers,
their schools, and each other.
“Now, understand this. I think young

people in schools today have a great deal
of maturity. In many ways they are more
mature than I was at their age. But, on a
whole, I don’t think they have the respect
for their teachers that we had, and I don’t
think they are as polite.”

By practicing good manners, Joanne be-
lieves, a person gains poise and certainly
makes a better impression.
“One valuable phase of my education,”

she continued, “was the emphasis on
memory work and serious study habits. I

have a very good memory. When I was
nine, I could recite word for word the
first two pages of ‘Gone With the Wind’
just from having read it so often.”

(Apparently Miss Woodward sees noth-
ing unusual about a child of nine read-
ing “Gone With the Wind”!)
“But a good memory,” she enlarged,

“isn’t always enough. The study habits I

was forced to develop as a child have been
a big help to me.

“I was always a talker—I talked and
talked—in class and everywhere else. My
teachers didn’t tolerate such free expres-
sion and kept me after school almost every
day.

“I’ll bet I’ve stayed in for talking as

much as anyone in the world. And, finally,

the hard way, I learned to sit quietly and
concentrate. Naturally, this is an asset

when I’m working on a part.”

Because of their faith in her, Joanne’s
parents laid down very few rules for their

daughter. One, however, was in constant
effect.

“My father insisted,” Joanne told, “that

I always make ‘A’ in every subject I took.

And I took hard subjects.

“This emphasis on always doing my
very best and never making excuses
taught me to be a hard worker. Of course,

the time I nearly blew up the chemistry
lab, I nearly blew my grade at the same
time. I was in high school and made a

mistake in an experiment. Actually, I

wasn’t very good at chemistry, and I at-

tribute my ‘A’ in the course to a lucky
circumstance.

“When exam time came, I was rehears-
ing for the school play, and the dramatics
teacher I was lucky enough to have

—

Robert MacLane, one of the best in the

South—persuaded the chemistry teacher

to let me take an oral test so that I could
get back to practice. That was a break.”

R emembering relations with her parents,

the principal’s daughter recalled only

one crisis.

“As I’ve mentioned,” Joanne said, “my
parents always seemed proud of me and
placed great confidence in me. Just one
time they admitted disappointment, and
I’ll never forget it. I had done a terrible

thing, and I still can’t understand why.

“When I went away to college, my
father gave me a charge account and told

me I could use it as I pleased within a

specified limit. I think he said I could

spend $50 a month.
“Anyway, almost the first month I had

it, I charged $300 worth of clothes. I must
have been completely crazy. I’d never

done anything so wrong before. A school



teacher’s family has to budget so closely

that I guess my new freedom to spend went
to my head.
‘“My father paid the bill and then gave

me the lecture of my life. I can’t remem-
ber exactly what he said, but he made me
understand that the worst thing I’d done
was not wreck the family finances—but

betray a trust.

“I got such a feeling of guilt that I’ve

never gotten over it. I’ve been earning my
own money for some time now, but I still

feel guilty when I buy expensive clothes.”

Joanne looked down at her slacks and
simple cotton shirt.

“You know, I bought my first fur coat

just the other day. I could afford a fur

coat months ago, but spending so much
money on something to wear upset me.
“And,” the young actress added almost

apologetically, “the coat I bought wasn’t

a mink.”

Although the Woodwards placed few re-
strictions on Joanne’s conduct out-
side the class room, the communities

in which she lived did. The superintendent
of schools is always one of the best known
and most important men in a small city,

and his family, like Caesar’s wife, must be
above reproach. In any case, there were
few pitfalls for young people in Green-
ville, and Joanne and her friends enjoyed
wholesome activities without being
tempted to do otherwise.
Almost everybody in town knew every-

body else, and about half the people in the
county, Joanne felt, were kin to her.

“No matter where I was, there was a

relative in the crowd to keep an eye on
me,” Joanne confided.
But the unconscious pressure to please

her kin was so great, in fact, that Joanne
finally rebelled. After high school gradua-
tion, there was some discussion as to
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which college she should attend. On the
highly recommended list was a woman’s
college in Georgia where her uncle was a

faculty member.
That was too much. Joanne put her foot

down and went to L.S.U.

“A cousin had just finished the woman's
college,” Joanne explained, “and she was
reminded every day that she was a pro-
fessor’s niece. I’d been the principal’s

daughter already. I wanted college to be
different.”

Two years at L.S.U. were followed by
dramatic school in New York, and then,

inch by inch, the stage, television, and
motion pictures.

“Two years ago,” Joanne earnestly con-
fessed, “I believe I would have killed my-
self rather than give up acting. It was that

urgent. But now I understand my need.
What I really wanted was not to act but
approval—approval that I’d won all by
myself. And now I have it.

“After all, acting is fundamentally a

children’s game. All children are actors.

They adore make believe. Have you no-
ticed that? And I was like a child, want-
ing people to notice me and like what I

did.

“I don’t suggest that all actors and
actresses are childish by any means. It’s

possible to be completely mature and still

want to act.

“But for me, acting isn’t the ultimate
goal. For the past several years I’ve been
deeply interested in psychology. Three
times I enrolled in the New School of

Social Research in New York, and each
time I had to leave town before I finished

a course. I hope that soon I can stay in

either Los Angeles or New York long
enough to attend a university. Meanwhile,
I read everything I can about psychology.”
Joanne, with her pale, flawless skin, her

wide, strangely pale, green eyes, and her
stark hair style, had the look of a medieval
saint. Even her nail polish was a subdued
pink. She was very, very intense as she
discussed her aims.

“I want above all,” she said, “to work
with disturbed children. So many people
are frightened today. Our modern world
is a confusing place, especially for boys
and girls.

“I think I have what’s known as a way
with children.’ Photography is my hobby,
and children are my best subjects.

“By the time I’m thirty-five, I hope I'll

be educated enough to begin my new
profession. Thirty -five is young enough
to begin, because a younger person might
lack the experience and objectivity to deal
with another’s emotions.”
By the time she’s thirty-five, too, Jo-

anne and her bridegroom, actor Paul New-
man, hope to have children of their own.
“And now,” the principal’s daughter

concluded, smiling warmly, “being a suc-
cessful actress isn’t very important any
more. I have something much more satis-

fying I’m determined to do. I’ve solved my
own problem and want to help other
people, especially young people, analyze
and solve theirs.” The End
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EASY DOES IT

Continued jrom page 45

He's also mad about Bermuda shorts,

although, of course he doesn’t let himself
go and wear them at the Ziegfeld Theater
in midtown Manhattan. One of his staff

asked his wife, Roselle Belline Como,
whom Perry married away back in 1933

after they’d been childhood sweethearts
in Pennsylvania, what to get Perry for

Christmas.
“Well, he’s crazy about Bermuda

shorts,” replied Roselle.

“That’s what I got him last year,” glow-
ered the staff man.

“He’s still crazy about them!” laughed
Roselle.

The TV show of that easy-does-it, Ber-
muda Shorts Boy was breezing along at

the Ziegfeld Theater one Saturday aft-

ernoon recently. A couple of stars were
up on stage; some glamorous dancing gals

slouched in the orchestra seats with their

pretty legs showing.
“Oh, my goodness!” exclaimed a man

whom I bumped into in an aisle. “I’d

better not drop these. They belong to the

boss!”
“What are they?” I looked at the slen-

der boxes about eight or nine inches long
which he held in his hand—five or six of

them.
“They’re Perry’s razors,” he said, with

a grin
“Razors!” I echoed. They couldn’t be

safety razors in boxes of that shape, nor
electric razors, either. “What kind of

razors?”
“Straight razors,” he shrugged. “Once

a barber, always a barber!”
Perhaps you're not old enough to re-

member when the average man used a

straight razor. But it was from thirty to

fifty years ago. Barbers still use them,
old-fashioned men still use them. Perry
Como is an old-fashioned, barber kind of

a guy . . . and that is probably the reason
that he remains unruffled. It is also prob-
ably the reason that he was a flop in

Hollywood—and the biggest possible suc-
cess in television.

“The Barber Baritone” has had many
flattering offers to return to Hollywood
since his TV triumph, but he’s cold-shoul-
dered them with the excuse that he’s too

busy, which he is.

Now the big Hollywood stars gladly

pop onto his show—and he enjoys telling

them about how he didn’t make good in

Hollywood.
They wanted to make a lover out of

Perry—naturally. At 20th Century-Fox,
they flung him into “Something for the

Boys,” and we may as well warn you that

this was fifteen years ago. Perry was
close enough to the common man (by way
of the barbershop in Canonsburg, Pa., that

he’d recently left) to know that this was
a four-star smellerdrama if he ever
smelled one.
“This will not only ruin me but also

Hollywood,” he predicted.
Well, sir, that chunk of the film that he

was the lover in, seemed to get lost.

The termites must have got at it. Perry
the Lover was in it just enough to have
an embarrassing experience:
He took his wife and son, Ronnie, then

five (now a freshman at Notre Dame), to

have a peek at it. Ronnie was just big
enough to ask his mother in a loud, ring-
ing voice, “Mama, why does Daddy kiss

that woman? Why does he, Mama?”
Neither Mama nor Daddy had the an-

swer!

A t Perry’s big home on Sands Point,

Long Island, N.Y., there are very few
(if any) large parties. For this simple

son of an immigrant miner has never liked

lush parties for lushes—and as for the

luscious (gals, that is), Perry’s been true

to his wife. The only gossip there’s been
about Perry is that there hasn’t been any
gossip about him.
“Do you ever see Perry out much?” I

asked one of his writers and close friends.

“Yes! Out in front of his house, on the
way to church!” he replied.

Rehearsing late Friday night, perform-
ing Saturday night, Perry insists on
spending Sunday with his family—start-

ing with eleven o’clock Mass, which he
hasn’t missed in years.

“Perrrrrr . .
.” one of his staff said to

him not long ago, using the shortened
nickname (pronounced like “Pair”), “a
friend of mine would like to invite you
to a party next . .

.”

“No, but thank you very much,” grinned
Perry, walking away without bothering
to discover whether it was Errol Flynn
or Elsa Maxwell who was giving the
party.

Perry’s been “agin” lush parties since

he found brawls too rich for his taste.

At the time he happened to hit big as a

crooner, due largely to the influence of

Frank Sinatra, he was seriously consider-
ing settling down to barbering for the rest

of his life at seventy to eighty dollars a

week.
And presently he was catapulted on the

wings of his songs to Hollywood where
they tossed Perry into a couple of other
pictures, “Words and Music,” and “If I’m
Lucky.”

“If I’m lucky,” Perry cracked, after the
latter, “I’ll get out of this town with my
life.”

One thing they kept saying was that
Perry was “a lot like Bing Crosby.”
Who wasn’t in those days?
Perry’s always hated ties, as Bing has,

and he’s always enjoyed walking along in

a loose-jointed fashion. Crosby, of course,
was famous for relaxing when Como was
still tense and nervous. Bob Hope, who’s
worked many times with both of them,
says, however, “Crosby is a jet compared
to Como.”

Television’s such a nervous business
that once a show gets going fairly

well, somebody tremblingly stammers,
“H-h-how long can we ke-keep g-going?”

Perry’s hastening toward the end of a

third big year.
“I keep hoping he doesn’t get laryngitis,”

one of his men told me. “I tell him,
‘Perry, gargle a little bit.’

”

Perry, forty-six come May 18, the sev-
enth son of a seventh son, and one of

thirteen children, wants to slow down,
but it’s doubtful if NBC will permit it

while he’s still their Number One Boy.
Roselle wants to go to Europe—he’s

promised the three children each year to

take them to Honolulu—and Perry re-

cently bought a house in Jupiter, Fla.,

near Palm Beach, but very little extensive
vacationing can be done while he’s doing
twelve record sides and thirty-nine tele-

vision shows a year.

“But some day . .
.” he says.

Son Ronnie conceivably could become
a priest. Perry and Roselle were delighted

a couple of years ago when they heard
that Ronnie “might be feeling the call.”

But Perry, busy in an atmosphere that

could hardly be more worldly, wasn’t go-
ing to force it.

Priests are constantly in Perry’s com-
pany. “I feel better for having them
nearby,” Perry says. “Father Bob” Pcr-
rella attends Perry’s rehearsals and has
been known to go with Perry to con-
fession just before the program.

Perry’s friends enjoy relating how Fa-
ther Perrella was watching the very first

rehearsal of the current show and listened

attentively as the commercials were given

a run-through.
Then Perry hrrrumphed and said he

was going to sing “Abide With Me.”
“Well!” exclaimed the priest. “Even

God gets a plug on this show.”

Pei’ry sang the Protestant song, and
followed up a few minutes later by sing-

ing the Jewish chant, “Kol Nidre,” it being

the eve of Yom Kippur. The priest looked

in some amazement at Perry and said,

“But Perry, what about our side?”

This was too much for the writers, who
sent a man in with a bulletin: “The
Mohammedans just phoned and demanded
equal time!”
One reason Perry doesn’t care to have

newspaper and magazine people visit his

home is that the house is full of religious

relics. He feels he might be accused of

capitalizing in some way on his i-eligion.

He has said that his father, Pietro, “was a

saint who didn’t realize it.”

Practicing his own Golden Rule he

foregoes the sophisticated version now
frequently heard, “Do unto others before
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they do unto you.”
On one early program he mouthed a

gag given to him by his writers about
Arthur Godfrey, Julius La Rosa, and “hu-
mility.” This was already a rather tired

joke but it didn’t seem offensive—until

Arthur Godfrey fans began pelting Perry
with letters.

“I’ve got to do something about this,”

Perry confided to me when I happened to

see him at rehearsal. “Arthur’s always
been so nice to me.” Perry looked genu-
inely worried. “I think I should apolo-

gize to him right on the show,” he said.

Perry’s advisers begged him not to do it.

They saw he was determined to make
amends on the program. He told them he
felt he should do it at the very beginning

of the program.
“Oh, no!” they pleaded. It would be

such bad showmanship, they pointed out.

Slip it in some way so nobody would
notice it—that was their advice.

“That’s not the way I want to do it. I

want everybody to know I’m doing it so

we’ll do it right at the top!” he said.

Certain people told him this would be
fatal to the program and just wait and see.

They just waited and saw that the pro-
gram wasn’t hurt a bit, and that Perry’s
reputation of “Mr. Nice Guy” was, in fact,

greatly enhanced.

Around a rehearsal, you may see Perry
swinging a golf club because that’s the
one subject that interests him beyond

show business. He golfs in the low sev-
enties, and will go anyplace to play, a

friend points out, “as long as it’s not near.”
Evidently, he’s always to be haunted by

wet weather when he gets a few days to

play. Miami, Havana and other winter
spots have proved to be having a rare
deluge when he arrives with the golf

clubs.

COMING NEXT MONTH!

BIG CONTEST—Be the Star's

Date at a World Premiere

SPECIAL SECTION—Life and

Love in the New Hollywood

He and Roselle want to adopt a child

now that Ronnie’s gone off to Notre Dame.
But they already have David and Terri

by that method and Perry quite conscien-
tiously told me, “I guess we’ll have to

wait a while. It would be selfish of us
to try to get another one when there are
people who have waited years to get just

one.”
Another of his loves are TV westerns.

He’s passionately fond of them and—like

his friend Dean Martin—he watches them
by the hour.

“If I weren’t on TV myself, I could
watch them more,” he says.

And you get the idea that when he
finally does slow down, one of his main
occupations will be just that: following
the cowboys and Indians on the TV screen.

“I think the public may be getting tired

of so much singin’, just like it got tired

of so much comedy,” he ventured re-
cently.

Actually, though, the people who don’t

like Perry’s show—there may be a few

—

generally have the same criticism of it:

They don’t care for some of the guest
stars or for some of the clowning that
Perry’s required to do.

“Why don’t they let Perry just come out
and sing?” they say.

“Mr. Nice Guy Perry” is fortunate in
that when there’s something on the pro-
gram that’s not popular with the public,
the public doesn’t blame Perry.

“It’s like with President Eisenhower,”
says writer Goodman Ace. “The public
won’t blame Ike, the public says it must
have been Dulles’ fault.

“And with Perry,” says Ace, wagging
his head, “they say it must be my fault
or the fault of all of the writers.”

Perry’s frowned upon gags about Elvis
Presley, Christine Jorgensen, juvenile de-
linquency, sex, drunkenness and other
related subjects.
And his show’s constantly gained in

home acceptance, so he must be right.

Speaking of home acceptance, Perry
likes to tell how he went home one eve-
ning and thought he saw a new maid “or
hired girl” scrubbing the kitchen floor.

Not being sure whether he’d seen her
before and not being aggressive, he just
gave her a puzzled half-nod and plodded
on.

“Well!” shouted the scrubwoman. “Don’t
you even recognize your own wife?”

Roselle had solved some household
emergency by handling it herself, on her
knees. Perry’s business associates relate

that sometimes when there’s a tough de-
cision to make, Perry says, “Do you mind
if I think about this overnight?”
They’re convinced that he goes home

and talks it over with Roselle and they
reach the decision together.

Perry, as a kid, would have liked to be-
come a priest and sometimes he still has
that hankering. Once not long ago, a

young ministerial student came from the
South to do tape recordings on religious

subjects with stars who had religious

affiliations.

He saw Como without any difficulty and
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Perry listened intently as the boy de-
scribed his work for the church.
As the youth was departing, Como said,

“How’d you like to swap jobs?”
Had the boy taken Perry up on that,

he would soon be worth a million or two
or three, the way Perry’s piling up money
now. Maybe when he slows up in TV,
he’ll make movies again; “I hate to be a

TV star one day and then go right into

being a movie star the day I get my vaca-
tion,” he says.

Anyway, all this hasn’t greatly im-
pressed his mother, Lucia Como, over in

Canonsburg. Once when there was a

mixup in scheduling and something hap-
pened to Perry’s program in the early

days of TV, his mother was patient about
it. But when Perry came to see her, she
quietly asked him, “Tell me, Perry, did

you lose your job?”
One of the curses of his success has

been the dinner jacket. As a band singer
with Ted Weems, he squeezed into one
every night for years. Resenting neckties
and bow ties so much, he looked kindly
upon the prospect of returning forever-
more to barbering in his home town—and
just then the New York agents began
phoning him that “Anybody with tonsils

can make a fortune because Frank Sina-
tra’s started the Crooner rage.”

Perry shambled around in a porkpie hat,

tieless shirt and trench coats when he
stepped into the cafes in 1943—and possi-

bly annoyed some of the Chic Set.

As the years whipped on, bringing him
gold records, radio fame, a fifteen-minute
TV program and then an hour show that

somebody said has made him “the New
York Yankees of television,” Perry had
to face the awful truth.

He had to get into a dinner jacket
again.

“I miss more dull parties not having
one,” he’d said.

Summoned to a Command Performance,
he scratched his head, nodded solemnly,
and went to see his tailor about a tuxedo.
“You want me to make you another

one?” queried the tailor.

“What do you mean, another one?”
asked Perry.

“I’ve started you five or six times, but
you’ve never come in for a fitting!”

Perry got one finished—and sold it

practically off his back for a charity
affair in Washington. Then the Friars
Club made him Man of the Year, and he
felt he had to give in.

The best wits of Broadway kidded him
lcvingly that night:

Phil Silvers called him “Speedy,” add-
ing, “He accepted the invitation to the
Friars dinner because he thought they
were a branch of the church.”

“I leave you with two words: Bing
Crosby,” Jack E. Leonard told him.
“Sleepy Time Guy, You’ve Turned Your

Naps Into Pay,” chimed in Ray Bolger.
Danny Thomas wound up a lot of spoof-

ing by saying quite eloquently, and in his

inimitably sentimental fashion, “Perry, I

feel you have been touched by the hand
of God. May you always feel that touch.”
Perry had a lot of jokes written out on

a piece of paper—witticisms prepared by
his great staff headed by Goodman Ace.
Touched by the tribute, he crumpled

up the paper in his hand, and in a few
soft-spoken words, said, in effect,

“Thanks.”
“Perry was so flustered, he didn’t re-

member to sing,” somebody said.

Maybe he never meant to sing. Two
things he did remember: To get a new
dinner jacket and to force the Friars to

P hold their party on a night other than
Sunday night. He wouldn’t give up his

Sunday night with the family even to be
Man of the Year. The End

CANDID
CAMERAMAN

There’s only one end of the camera

most actors want to be on—but not Yul

Brynner. He loves taking pictures and

anything Yul loves, he attacks with the

energy of a general out to win a war.

At the beginning of production on

M-G-M’s “The Brothers Karamazov,”

the drama laden Dostoyevsky classic,

there was some whispered speculation

as to whether the Big Three (Yul,

Maria Schell and Claire Bloom) would

end up friends or clobbering each

other. None of them are noted for their

placid natures and all are highly indi-

vidualistic with big reputations (Yul

for straight A’s in films like “The

King and I,” “Anastasia,” and “The

Brothers”; Claire for her brilliant

work in Shakespearean productions in

England; Maria for the highly touted

French movie “Gervaise,” as well

as for other great hits made in

Germany. I But to everyone’s amuse-

ment—and pleasure—both girls got

thoroughly involved with Yul’s picture-

taking passion. Between takes he’d

trail them around the sets, posing them

with a professional skill that surprised

even top cameramen on the crew.

Stagehands, extras, stage sets were all

grist for his shutterbugging and his

helpers (sometimes Maria and Claire)

frequently found themselves left hold-

ing a maze of little cameras, big cam-

eras, tripods and light meters, while

Yul wandered off for three-quarters of

an hour to snap a particular stage set

“while the lighting is right.”

But it’s hard to be mad at a man as

dynamic and fascinating as Yul. His

wonderful sense of humor, and the

little-boy quality that’s so strangely at

odds with his fiercely dark good looks

charmed everyone, including his lead-

ing ladies. He’s the kind of a man, in

the words of a female co-worker, “who

can even say ‘hello in an incredibly

romantic manner.”
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OSCAR
Continued, from page 37

Picture Arts and Sciences, excitedly

discussing the future of movies. The
talking film was just emerging, and
Mayer said confidently, “This develop-

ment is going to revolutionize the whole
industry. What we want to do right now
is focus new attention on movie achieve-

|

ments. Other academies and institutions

reward excellence in other arts. Why
shouldn’t we?”
There was enthusiastic agreement.

“Whatever we give,” Nagel said, “it should

be a symbol of continuing progress

—

militant, dynamic!” These words had
their effect on Cedric Gibbons’ pencil.

The M-G-M art director had been doodling
on the tablecloth all through the dis-

cussion.

The doodling drew the headwaiter’s at-

tention. Big-shot businessmen were al-

ways doing it in movies—but all over the

Brown Derby’s clean white linen—well,

really! As soon as the party left, the head-
waiter snatched the desecrated tablecloth

to see what all the fuss was about. He
got a shock. There, etched by Gibbons’
talented hand, was a male nude standing
on a reel of film and holding a sword.
“Crazy movie people!” Before the other
customers could get any further disre-

spectful ideas about the Derby’s linen, off

went Oscar’s prototype, down the laundry
chute.

Thirty turbulent years have come and
gone since that memorable day. And
Oscar, transformed into gold-plated

bronze, has grown to be the object of

more dreams and more dazzling publicity

than anyone or anything in movieland—

-

also more inaccuracy, distortion and just

plain twaddle. His affections have been
notoriously unpredictable. Audrey Hep-
burn, Shirley Booth and Helen Hayes got
him the first time they bid for him. But
Joan Crawford went through fifty-eight

films before he deigned to notice her. And
Loretta Young and Pionald Colman both
waited over twenty years for him.
The statuette found his first sweetheart

when Academy President Douglas Fair-
banks, Sr., handed him to Janet Gaynor
for her combined excellence in “Seventh
Heaven,” “Street Angel” and “Sunrise.”
The actor’s Award—to Emil Jannings for

“The Way of All Flesh” and “The Last
Command”—was shipped to Germany,
where Herr Jannings stayed until his

death in 1946. “Wings,” a drama about
pioneer aviation that gave a mere one-
scene bit to newcomer Gary Cooper (later

to win two Oscars of his own), was judged
the best production, and “Sunrise” got a
similar nod, for “artistic quality.” The
director’s Oscar was likewise split—to

Lewis Milestone for comedy and Frank
Borzage for drama.
That first affair established a couple of

time-honored traditions. One was that of

needling the high and the mighty (later

raised to a fine art by Bob Hope). A1
Jolson got the first laugh in Academy his-
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tory when he accepted the special Oscar
given to Warner Brothers for the de-
velopment of sound. Quipped Al: “He’ll

never make a hit at the studios. He can’t

say ‘yes.’
”

The other tradition was that of the

snafu. Hardly a year has gone by when
something hasn’t gone amiss in some de-
partment, and 1928 was no exception. Ben
Hecht got the script Award for “Under-
world,” and then a letter written by Hecht
to the studio was read to the Academy’s
Board of Governors. Hecht complained
that the finished movie didn’t follow his

script at all. Would they please take his

name off the credits? At last year’s cere-

monies, these words were confidently

intoned: “The winner of the best script

of a documentary is Robert Rich for

‘The Brave One.’ ” After an awkward
pause, the film’s producer stepped up to

accept the Oscar, and it soon developed
that “Robert Rich” was only a pseudonym.
“Who is Robert Rich?” then became Holly-
wood’s fascinating new parlor game.
They’re still playing it.

Early Academy shindigs developed into

formal, elaborate banquets at which the
males arrived in soup and fish and actress-

es paraded in all the jewels and finery

they could lay hands on. And speeches
stretched out to marathon length as flow-
ers wilted and wine turned flat in the

greatest concentration of hot air since

Phileas Fogg went up in his balloon. The
1931 ceremonies were so long-winded
that eight-year-old Jackie Cooper pil-

lowed his head on Marie Dressler’s ample
lap and fell asleep. He was later taken
home and put to bed. Director King Vidor
drew a checker-board on the tablecloth
and passed the time playing lump-sugar
checkers with his wife.

Somewhat briefer, 1932’s ceremonies in-

cluded the first and so far only dual acting
Award in Academy history. Wallace
Beery’s performance in “The Champ”
came within one vote of Fredric March’s
impressive job in “Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde.” An Academy regulation states that
whenever a contender comes within two
votes of the winner, the Award must be
shared. So March and Beery each re-
ceived Oscars, though Freddie got official

credit for the win and covered the awk-
ward situation charmingly. “I've never
met Mr. Beery, although I believe we do
have something in common. Both Mr.
Beery and I have adopted baby girls this

year, which makes me question the advisa-
bility of awarding us prizes for the best
performances.”

For 1933’s ceremonies, the Board of Gov-
ernors engaged Will Rogers as m.c. to

take some of the starch and stuffiness

out of the proceedings. Inimitable Will
tackled the job with gusto. The director’s

contest saw Frank Capra pitted against
Frank Lloyd. Announced Will impishly:
“Okay, Frank—come and get your Award.”
Capra collided with winner Lloyd in mid-
floor, and still isn’t sure how he got back
to his table. When it came to the acting
Awards, Will called the four nominees
present to the podium. The results revealed
the winners to be Katharine Hepburn and
Charles Laughton—both absent. Will then
plucked four roses from the floral ar-
rangements and passed them out to the
disappointed quartet. Walt Disney showed
up with a bandaged eye (smacked with a
polo ball) to collect the third of what is

now a thumping total of twenty-five
Oscars won by the Disney organization.

Another record was set up by the
Oscars for 1934. Clark Gable, feuding with
M-G-M, and Claudette Colbert, in wrong
at Paramount, were both farmed out to

Columbia for some little “B” picture
called “Night Bus.” Under its new name,
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"It Happened One Night,” this film swept
all major categories and put Clark and
Claudette into the big time.

In 1936 and 1937, Luise Rainer became
the first double winner—for “The Great
Ziegfeld” and "The Good Earth.” After
all the drumbeating about Oscar’s pub-
licity value, estimated at one to five mil-
lion dollars, Luise became Exhibit “A”
for the opposite view: that Oscar is a jinx.

Actually, he can give momentary career
boosts and doubtless help a picture. But
if the public isn’t buying the picture or
performers haven’t what it takes over the
long haul, Oscar is powerless.

1937 and 1938 saw Spencer Tracy be-
come the first double winner among lead-
ing actors, with victories for “Captains
Courageous” and “Boys Town.” Fredric
March and Gary Cooper have since joined
him. Among the ladies who have tri-

umphed twice, in addition to Miss Rainer,
are Bette Davis, Olivia de Havilland,
Vivien Leigh and Ingrid Bergman. All-
time champ among performers generally
is Walter Brennan, with three supporting
Oscars to his credit. Supporting Awards
for featured players were established in

1936, and Mr. Brennan took his three out
of the first five given—quite a killing.

The 1940 Awards saw the introduction
of the feature that has been Oscar’s
strongest card—genuine suspense. By

this time, voting was being done in ad-
vance, and until 1940 the Academy had
been giving the names of winners to

radio and wire services with instructions
printed in capitals: NOT TO BE RE-
LEASED BEFORE ELEVEN P. M. But
somebody goofed on the 1939 Awards;
before Vivien Leigh stepped up to be
Oscared for Scarlett O’Hara, several
thousand radio listeners were in on the
“secret.” Ever since then, all ballots have
gone to the accounting firm of Price-
Waterhouse, there to be tabulated and
the winners’ names enclosed in sealed
envelopes. The envelopes stay sealed un-
til the moment each Award is given.
World War II changed the Awards cere-

monies from an exclusive industry affair

to the public spectacular they are now.
Bette Davis had just been elected Acade-
my chieftain (the only woman ever so
honored), and she thought it would be a
splendid idea to hire a place like Shrine
Auditorium, admit the public, charge ad-
mission, cut down on expenses, award
wooden Oscars and give all proceeds to
the war effort. Several of the board mem-
bers were horrified, however, and after
a stormy session, Bette resigned. Her ideas
were carried out, though—in stages. 1941’s
Awards were given—minus the traditional
banquet—and Oscar showed up as gilded
plaster. (He reverted to his old gold-plated
bronze self in 1946, and all plaster owners
were allowed to exchange their make-
shifts for the McCoy.) 1942 saw the abo-
lition of compulsory formal wear, and

1943’s Awards were given in Grauman’s
Chinese Theater—with the public admit-
ted for the first time.

H^he year 1941 also witnessed the begin-

X ning of one of the great human dramas
spotlighted at Award ceremonies—the

feud of beautiful sisters de Havilland and
Fontaine. Guests of David O. Selznick
that night, Olivia and Joan struggled vain-
ly to hide their nervousness. At one point
they were observed sticking their tongues
out at each other. Olivia had been a loser

with “Gone with the Wind”; and Joan had
lost the previous year with “Rebecca.”
Now Olivia was in the running for “Hold
Back the Dawn”; Joan, for “Suspicion.”
“Once—when I was nine—I thought seri-

ously of killing Joan,” Olivia has said.

But when the announcement finally came
—Joan Fontaine for “Suspicion”—Olivia
clapped the loudest, beamed with family
pride and played the good loser.

Things were somewhat different at the
1946 Awards. As Olivia swept offstage

with her precious trophy, for “To Each
His Own,” Joan stretched out her hand
to offer sisterly congratulations, and Olivia

marched right on by, muttering, “I don’t

know why she does that—she knows how
I feel.” The next time Oscar gave Olivia

the nod—for “The Heiress”—Joan played
the diplomat and stayed home. The girls

have since patched things up, but their

vendetta offered behind-the-scenes color

to the Award ceremonies.
The 1942 Awards are remembered as

the year of Greer’s talkathon. The entire

program lasted a staggering seven hours.

Greer Garson, after being Oscared for

“Mrs. Miniver,” contributed a thank-you
speech that ran anywhere from twenty to

forty-five minutes. At any rate, in 1951

when Greer accepted the absent Vivien
Leigh’s Award, she remarked, “If we
have time I have a few things left over.”

The audience groaned good-naturedly and
Greer sat down.
An Award for the most refreshing ac-

ceptance speech might go to writer Don-
ald Ogden Stewart, who announced: “I

want you all to know that I thank nobody
but myself for winning this Award. I

don’t owe anything to anyone. Nobody
helped me at all.”

Despite determined Academy reminders
to keep it brief, acceptance speeches have
run all the way from emotion-choked
silence to elaborate monologues. In these

days of TV timing, a winner barely has

time to grab his Oscar and hustle off, yet

last year Dorothy Malone managed to pay
tribute to everyone from her agent to Miss
Guggenheim in P.S. 41. On this subject,

Danny Kaye had the last word. As m.c.,

Danny instructed: “If your work on a pic-

ture merits an Oscar, the Academy asks

that your speech be no longer than the

movie itself.”

No cutting was called for when Bing
Crosby accepted his 1944 “Going My

Way” Oscar. Said Bing: “This is not only
the first time I’ve been selected ‘the best
actor’; it’s one of the few occasions I’ve
been called an actorl”
Up stepped new prexy Ronald Reagan,

in 1946, to present a film. “This film em-
bodies the glories of our past, the memo-
ries of our present and the inspiration
for our future.” And on came the film—.
upside down!

Oscar’s life is full of crises . . . The
time Bette Davis, Judy Holliday and
Gloria Swanson squared off in the tightest
femme race ever. The gals traditionally
provide the big excitement, but these
three were so good nobody wanted to see
any of them lose. Judy won. Bette already
had two Oscars for consolation. And
Gloria? Miss Swanson said bravely: “The
old gray mare’s just got to get going
again, that’s all.” . . .

The upset victories of “An American
in Paris” and Humphrey Bogart. Bogey,
who had publicly sneered at the “Oscar
myth,” showed a humility as surprising as
it was genuine. “It’s a long way from the
heart of the Belgian Congo. It’s nicer
here than it was there. . . . And now I’m
going to Romanoff’s,” he later told news-
men. “It’s a long way between drinks.” ...

Shirley Booth, so excited about the
great honor she tripped on the steps and
almost took a sprawl . . . Audrey Hep-
burn, moving toward the stage in a
trance . . . Frank Sinatra, whose children
had lovingly made up a special Oscar
medal in case their father lost . . . Grace
Kelly, who lost her celebrated poise and
barely managed to make it to the wings
before she bawled like a baby . . . Anna
Magnani’s first sleepy reaction when,
awakened by the phone in her Rome
apartment, she barked: “If this is a joke,
I will get up and kill you wherever you
are.”

It wasn’t a joke. It was a true incident
in Oscar’s fascinating, hazardous life.

Throughout his thirty years, his story has
undergone marked changes. Nominations,
usually announced about five weeks before
the Awards, were once made by the studi-
os. Later, the members of each Guild were ;

asked to select the nominees for their
particular category. That is, the Screen
Actors Guild named the top players to be
considered for the acting Oscars.

This year, both nominations and final

votes are limited to the membership of

the Academy—now 2,028 carefully select-

ed persons representing the various de-
partments of movie-making, from acting
and writing to set-designing and cinema-
tography. (New Academy members are
named and approved by those already in

the group.) So Oscar’s destiny is placed
in the hands of movies’ most talented

people.

And this year sees another first in

Oscar’s history. It’s his seventh on tele-

vision, but until now a car company has
picked up the tab. Now the motion-picture
industry becomes its own sponsor. On
March 26th, as the thirtieth Academy
Award ceremony gets under way, Oscar
(without tail-fins or hydramatic drive)

will be the unchallenged star of his own
television show, ninety minutes of daz-
zling entertainment. The Motion Picture
Association of America (organization of

major studios), in alliance with inde-
pendent producers and theater owners,
presents the Academy Award show. The
m. c. will be the witty Jerry Wald, pro-
ducer of such hits as “An Affair to Re-
member.”
Once again, for the thirtieth year, Oscar

commands the attention of movie-makers
and moviegoers, all waiting tensely as the

little white envelopes are brought forward,
and a voice cuts across the expectant hush
with “And the winner is

—

The End

i
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SINGIN’ IDOL
Continued from page 54

difference between a simple singer and a
singin’ idol. Everyone in this huge crowd
had gotten himself into rainhats, slickers

and galoshes and fought through the
storm to see their boy. And as one mem-
ber of the audience commented later—

-

“Trouble? Who wouldn’t go to a little

trouble to see Pat?”
Pat has emerged as the only star to rival

the phenomenal appeal of Elvis Presley.
Now, with Elvis finishing his “swan
song,” “King Creole,” at Paramount, and
bound for army duty, Pat has a clear road
ahead.
During 1957 he swept the TV, record

and movie field. His two 20th Century-
Fox pictures, “Bernardine” and “April
Love,” were both phenomenal hits and
well justified the studio’s million-dollar
investment. ABC television executives
felt no qualms about signing him to still

another million-dollar deal and Dot Rec-
ords, the company he’s been with almost
from the start, have the Boone man to

thank for much of their current financial

success.
1957 was unquestionably Pat’s year, but

during it, he had to learn what every idol

must, singing or otherwise—and that is,

that fame has its price.

Perhaps the biggest price Pat has to

pay comes in the form of lack of time
and lack of privacy. At Columbia Uni-
versity in New York City where Pat has
been studying, he wanted to go out for
the sports he loves, like football, baseball,
basketball. He was terribly anxious to

make the football team, especially, but
who has time to practice?—what with re-
cording dates, movies, TV shows, personal
appearances and the rest. He feels the loss

in this direction is something he can’t
make up, yet there’s little he can do
about it.

At home in Leonia, N.J. with wife Shir-
ley and their four small children, Pat
tries to relax, but fans are well aware of
where he lives and the doorbell is jan-
gling constantly. When Shirley opens the
front door of their modest home, she’s
greeted by pleas of “Could Pat sign this
for me, please?” or “Could we see Pat for
just a minute.” Because the bell some-
times wakes the sleeping youngsters, yet
hating to do it the Boones tacked a sign
above their doorbell, stating that a certain
singer was never home during the day-

time hours, so there really was never much
point in asking for him.

“It’s like living in a fishbowl,” says
Shirley in bewilderment and Pat seconds
this motion. Gone are the days when
they could have the quiet, unnoticed fun
any young couple has the right to ex-
pect, and Pat being an especially modest
and simple guy, misses them keenly—tak-
ing long walks, going on picnics with the
kids. “I sometimes think,” says Pat a little

wistfully, “we were happier when we were
in Texas and I was going to college and
making $50 a week broadcasting.” But
he adds with a smile that creeps up to his

hazel eyes, “most of the time I think
I’m about the luckiest man alive. I love
singing, and the money I’m making will

insure my family’s future.” No spend-
thrift he, Pat saves for the future and
when Shirley got wind of the fact he
wanted a Jaguar sports car, she urged
him to get it. “And it took a lot of urg-
ing, believe me,” she adds.
Another one of the big compensations

for his lost privacy is his horde of new
friends. Pat and people just naturally
seem to hit it off and he has great respect

and affection for his many fans. “They’re
wonderful kids, but a responsibility, too,”

he says thoughtfully. “Not too long ago I

Was offered a terrific TV deal—an appear-
ance on a show sponsored by a cigarette

company. I wavered. It was a fine op-
portunity yet I was afraid kids might get

the idea it was all right for them to

smoke—that I was as much as saying ‘OK,
go ahead’ by appearing on the show. I

had to give up the idea. It just wouldn’t
haVe been right for me to do it.”

Intensely loyal to his fans (in spite of

torn suits, writer’s cramp and other battle

scars sustained when admirers have de-
scended on him), Pat is always afraid

.someone will get hurt when they crowd
around after a performance. To get things

a little better organized, Pat figured out
a system whereby some friendly-type
policemen help form a line and everyone
can get to him individually, one at a time.

“Knowing they’re safe is a load off my
mind,” he says.

So these are some of the things that

happen to Pat Boone now that he’s a singin’

sensation with millions. Who will match
or perhaps even exceed his enormous
popularity during 1958? It’s too soon to

tell, but one thing’s for sure—if he (or

she) wears the mantle of fame and for-

tune as easily and modestly as Pat Boone,
they’ll be most welcome to their title of

—

singin’ idol! The End
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GOING ARTY
Continued from page 48

to decorate her hotel room—“to make it

look more like home.” Back in Hollywood,
Martha now uses these pictures to brighten
up her kitchen, halls and bathroom.

Artistic in many ways, Martha has done
most of her own interior decorating. “Her
bedroom brims over with paintings; al-

most every inch of space is covered,” says

a friend in awe. “And over her bed,

Martha has an exquisite selection of

mounted butterflies (another hobby of

hers) which she caught and mounted!”
We predict a big year, both in acting

and painting, for Martha, one of U-I’s

hottest properties.

And while on the subject of hot prop-

£\ erties, M-G-M’s Leslie Nielsen is cer-

tainly just that these days. As a

result of his wide popularity in U-I’s

"Tammy and the Bachelor,” the Canadian-
born star, son of a Royal Northwest
Mounted Police member, will soon be seen
in “The Sheepman,” with Glenn Ford.

Leslie, whom you probably also saw in

“The Opposite Sex” and “Hot Summer
Night,” and on a number of TV dramas,
is delighted with his new-found hobbies,
painting and working with mosaics. About
a year ago, do-it-yourself mosaic coffee

tables, pictures and trays became a craze.

A friend of Leslie’s, in the Brancusi mar-
ble business, got him interested in mosaic,
and together, the two decided to open
a shop on Beverly Boulevard. They now
sell do-it-yourself kits and give class les-

sons to those who are interested in the
more intricate mosaic designs.

“It’s a wonderful way to relax and so

simple to do,” Leslie says. “Anyone actu-
ally can do mosaics without a lesson and
come out pretty well. It’s not an expen-
sive hobby but a useful one, if you try

to do tables and other household articles.”

Leslie’s proud of a coffee table he
made for his girlfriend, Alisande Ullman.
As a boy in high school, Leslie’s interest

centered mainly around sports. But
following graduation, purely on impulse,
he visited local radio stations and after

several attempts at job applications, he
landed one as a disc jockey on a local

Canada station. The hours were long,

the salary small, but this was the start

of his acting career.

When, eventually, he found his way to

Hollywood he got work—not as an actor
—but as a stock boy, bus boy, pantry boy
and parking lot attendant. Discouraged,
he turned his back on Hollywood and
returned to Toronto, where he was lucky
enough to win a scholarship to New
York’s Neighborhood Playhouse. There,
while studying under Sanford Meisner
and at the Martha Graham School of the
Dance, he was cast in several radio shows,
and, finally, TV. It was his TV activities

which finally brought Hollywood’s at-
tention—Leslie made his film debut in

“The Vagabond King”—and finally landed
an M-G-M contract. “There’s no getting
around the fact that I got to Hollywood
the roundabout way!” quips Leslie.

Hollywood, on the other hand, came to
Tom Tryon. Tom was spotted by a talent
scout while appearing as an extra at the
Cape Playhouse in Dennis, Mass. When
one of the extras dropped out, Tom volun-
teered to march on stage carrying an old
Roman trumpet. And perhaps if he had
elected to carry a spear instead of that
tarnished trumpet, his name today might

P be minutely lettered in the lower cor-
ner of a cartoon instead of foot-high on
a theater marquee!

“All of the other fellows carried spears,

but I latched on to this old Roman trum-
pet—a sensational looking thing,” Tom
recalls. “I was remembering an old slo-

gan I’d once heard, ‘When on stage, be
seen.’

”

And Tom was. Though he didn’t have
a word of dialogue, the talent scout’s eye
was caught by the odd-shaped instrument
and then quickly appraised the tall, hand-
some youth carrying it. After the per-
formance, he went backstage and popped
the question, “Do you want to be in pic-

tures?”
Tom didn’t take him seriously until he

returned with a photographer a few days
later. A few pictures were taken, but
that was the last Tom ever heard from the
scout, who, no doubt, is still kicking him-
self for having fumbled the ball.

For although nothing came of this epi-

sode, it did have the effect of planting a

seed in Tom’s mind—a seed which grew
until he was in a turmoil of indecision.

Whether to go on with his commercial
art career, for which he had studied four
years at Yale and a year at the Art
Students League, or start over again on
a new career.

Gertrude Lawrence helped him make
the decision. He’d become friends with
her at the Playhouse that summer, and
when Tom discussed his problem with
Miss Lawrence, she told him, “You have
everything it takes to become an actor,

so if you want to do it, go ahead.”
So that fall, Tom entered drama classes,

instead of returning to art courses. He
also studied singing and dancing, and
managed to obtain small acting jobs in

TV and on commercial films. As Tom says,

“It just built from there.”

S
ounds easy, but actually Tom put in

several years of intensive work and
study before another talent scout saw

him and carried the ball through until

Tom had a Hal Wallis-Paramount contract.

That was four years ago. To date, he
has starred in “Three Violent People” and
“The Unholy Wife,” plus additional TV
roles.

“At this point,” Tom says, “art is more
or less a form of relaxation for me. It

gives you a chance to think, but at the

same time you can concentrate on what
you’re doing, and shut everything else out.

“I mainly work in pen and ink and in

gouache (a tempera medium). My fav-
orite artists are Rembrandt, Daumier and
Phillip Topolski. One thing I don’t have
much use for is non-objective art. I feel

as most people do—that a good piece of

art should say something to the person
looking at it. My prize possession is a

Eugene Berman. I think he’s one of our
greatest American artists.”

Globe-trotting Deborah Kerr is one of

many actors and actresses who find

they need more than one outlet for

creative talents. And it must be some-
thing she can happily occupy herself with
alone during her leisure time, since she
and husband Anthony Bartley are sep-

arated by their careers so much. For De-
borah, painting—as well as embroidery
and knitting, which she enjoys—fulfills

these needs.

“I paint for therapy,” says this year’s top

Gold Medal winner. “I enjoy the action

of painting.” A picture of an English
church, surrounded by snow-covered roof-

tops, is one of Deborah’s favorites. It

hangs on the wall of the Bartleys’ front

entrance hall. About it, Deborah re-

marks, “I think roofs are a lot of fun

to paint. I painted this picture from one
I saw in a book of views of England.
Everything looked rather flat, so I put
snow on the roofs.”

Staff photographer Roger Marshutz
snapped Deborah, on page 47, painting in

her garden. She was at work on a snow
scene, even though her California garden
was in full bloom! Deborah noticed
Roger’s puzzled expression, and laughed,
“I love to paint snow because you just
go slosh, slosh, and there you have it!

Maybe it’s something Freudian, because
there’s no snow here in California, where
I live.”

Then, pausing to examine her painting
critically, she added, “Maybe if I finish

it and put it in a frame, it won’t look too
bad!”
See Deborah in Hecht-Hill-Lancaster’s

“Separate Tables,” 20th’s “Deluxe Tour,”
and M-G-M’s “The Journey.”

“I started taking painting lessons when
I was about nine years old,” Dennis
Hopper told us. “At that time I thought
I would become a painter by profession.
Then at fourteen, I decided to switch and
become an actor. I thought I could ex-
press what I had to say better through
acting. However, I almost always paint
two or three pictures a month. I feel a

need to express myself this way.
“I feel that only things that are tangible

will be left when we leave this world,”
he continued—“such as writing and paint-
ings. Instead of being destructive, which
I think all of us can be, why not create
something? It is a good release and it

lasts longer. Besides, I like it.

“My favorite artist is Richard Debin-
korn, an American. He’s an abstract ex-
pressionist. Another is Emerson Woeffer.
Abstract art is my favorite form of ex-
pression. Generally, I paint a picture in

one sitting of five or six hours. But I

might rework it several times a few weeks
later.

“I’ve had offers to sell my paintings,

been offered as much as $300 or $400,

but I don’t feel that I should sell them.
Usually, I give them away to friends and
people I feel really want them. My work
has been in a couple of art shows and
private collections.”

Dennis has been a movie fan since he
was five years old. As a toddler in

Dodge City, Kansas, where he was raised

on his grandparents’ wheat farm, seeing

a contingent of Warner Brothers’ stars

come to town for the premiere of the film

“Dodge City” made such a deep impres-
sion that Dennis decided then and there

to become a movie star.

“On the farm, my life was very dull, so

I liked to play cowboys or soldiers. I

thought it would be exciting to play many
different kinds of people. In high school,

I won three dramatic declamation con-
tests, doing scenes from ‘The Hairy Ape’
and playing four different characters from
‘Hamlet.’ ” Dennis started acting at age
twelve—“no training—just what I could
pick up! My family thought I was going
to grow up to be a bum—writing poetry
and stuff like that!”

His family was wrong!

Maybe you, too, want to uncover your
j

artistic talents, but don’t know how to

go about it. The best way is to start

studying art. There are more than 18,000

YMCA’s throughout the country offering

courses in painting, sculpture and arts and
crafts. Your local museum, too, will give

you information on the classes it offers.

There are always dozens of new art and
“how to” book titles available on your
local library shelves. Browse through an
art shop to learn what supplies you’ll need lj

to begin.

Now that Hollywood is going arty, how
about you? The End i
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we follow up

.JEAN SEBERG

rPhe day after Jean Seberg’s second

film, “Bonjour Tristesse,” opened in

New York, 1 lunched with Iter at a quiet

French restaurant. And we suddenly felt

transported hack to the little sidewalk

cafe in Montparnasse, where we had last

lunched during the novel s filming.

As you may recall, the press was bru-

tally unkind to Otto Preminger’s 17-year-

old discovery when she was entrusted

with the demanding role of “Saint Joan.”

Since “to know her is to love her,”

everyone hoped that in “Bonjour,” Jean’s

portrayal of a more suitable role would

make the critics eat their words. Some
did, hut unhappily, others still contended

that Jean was a small town amateur,

catapulted to stardom far too soon. And
so I asked her if this second hatch of

notices had affected her as deeply as the

first. “No,” was her emphatic retort. “I'm

two years older now, and you learn quick-

ly in this business not to be too vulnerable

and take every criticism to heart, or you

are liable to be miserable all the time.

Naturally. I want the critics to like me,

but I act for two other important reasons

—because I sincerely love it. and because

1 hope the public will make up its own
mind about me. I only wish I had time to

concentrate on studying with a good dra-

matic coach. But Mr. Preminger is send-

ing me off on another publicity tour for

‘Bonjour.’ so studying is impossible.”

Personally, I think Preminger is mak-
ing a grave mistake in not giving Jean

the acting experience she needs. Exercis-

ing her talent now will prove far more
beneficial than putting her in the undig-

nified position of having to defend her-

self before the nation's press. Agreed?

—Radie Harris

Takes just seconds to apply . . . stays on

4 to 5 weeks! "Dark-Eyes” is the perfect way

to make eyelashes and brows completely

natural looking . . . and it will not harden

or break them. "Dark-Eyes” is NOT A MASCARA!
Will not stick to eyelash curler. Eliminates

the bother of daily eye make-up. It is

PERMANENT, SWIMPROOF, SMUDGEPROOF.

TEARPROOF and SMEARPROOF!
$1.25 {plus tax) at leading Our 25th

drug, dept, and variety chain stores Year!

ago
TODAY FOR TRIAL SIZE.

NO DELAY... your

trial order shipped
#

•

in 24 hours
! .

•

“DARK-EYES” COMPANY, Dept. P-48
3319 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.

I enclose 254 (coin or stamps— tax included) for

TRIAL SIZE pkg. of “Dark-Eyes" with directions.

check shadeO Light Brown O Brown O Black

Name

Address-

Town _State_

PANIC
AND A
SICK CHILD
AT 2 A.M.

There is never cause for panic when you know what to rlo. People

who have this hook close at hand know that. They have only to turn to

an index, check symptoms, give quick relief—awaiting the

doctor's arrival.

“WE WERE SCARED
OUT OF OCR WITS"

wrote a mother ,

as she was telling us

the help she received

from “The Modern
Rook of Infant

and Child Care .”

... a book which

three Doctors have

written for young
mothers. We want you

to have a copy

if von have children

at your house.

A big, complete ,

224-page hook.

INF A.MT and
CHIUO CAR£

AT ALL BOOKSTORES-OR USE
THIS LIFE-SAVING COUPON TODAY

Bartholomew House, Dept. WG458
205 East 42 St.. New York 17, N. Y.

Please send me THE MODERN BOOK
OF INFANT AND CHILD CARE.

I enclose $1.00 paperbound.

$2.95 hardbound.

NAME ,

( Please Print

)

STREET

CITY .... STATE

p

95



Why you need the

extra protection of

a Sanitary Pantie
by

Mary Ann Blum, R.N.

Modern girls and
women keep looking

for better ways of stay-

ing secure and com-
fortable during the

menstrual period.
That’s why so many
depend on the extra

protection of all-nylon sanitary panties

!

Known as HI-G Sanitary Panties, these

white, whisper-light garments look, feel and
wear like your regular briefs. The differ-

ence is the special moisture-proofed nylon
panel (no rubber used) for vital extra pro-
tection against embarrassment. Worn with
external or internal napkins, HI-G’s are
blessedly invisible. No belt necessary. Fit

sleekly under girdle, swim suit or your sheer-
est dress to give you complete confidence.
Women say they help stop chafing and irri-

tation too... are marvelous after childbirth.

See HI-G Sanitary Panties

at drug stores and sanitary

goods counters. Four full-

cut, proportioned sizes and
pre-shrunk elastic assure
skin-smooth fit. Built-in

white enamel fasteners
eliminate pins. Only $1.59,

1-year written guarantee. For everyday
wear, try HI-G nylon “BRIEFS”— only
$1.19. (If not available at your dealer,

write HI-G at address below.)

FREE! Booklet, “Modern Facts About
Menstruation”. Mailed in plain wrapper.

5I5"' Send name, address to:
Guaranteed by^ HI-G, Dept 44 10g3 jackson

Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

You needn't be! Now you can
remove unwanted hair forever
— in the privacy of your home
— with the famous Mahler Hair
Removal Epilator! Acclaimed
by thousands of women who
have discovered how Mahler
destroys the hair root perma-
nently! By following our instruc-

tions you, too, can learn to use
.the Mahler safely and effi-

ciently! Positive money-back
guarantee! Act today! *

Send 5$ for illustrated 16-page
booklet "New Radiant Beauty")

Were you once a gorgeous blonde? Did you neglect your

hair — letting it slip, shade-by-shade, into a dull, dark color?

Now, at last, you can bring back the sparkling beauty of

blonde hair with BLONDEX, the new 11 -minute home lotion

shampoo. Made fresh, as you need it, BLONDEX whips into

a rich, billowy lather ... rinses away the dingy film that

makes blonde hair dark and old-looking . . . reveals the lus-

trous highlights that men love! Contains ANDIUM to lighten

and shine as it shampoos. Absolutely safe — use it for chil-

dren's hair. Get BLONDEX at 10c, drug or dept, stores.

YOU CAN’T GO HOME
Continued from page 78

go home again—even though you try.
“I finally said: ‘Come on, let’s get out

of here,’ and they looked at me as if I

were an animal with two heads. I didn’t
blame them. It was just something none
of us could help.”

Because of his attitude he found that
even in his own home, with his parents
and two sisters trying to make his visit

a happy one, everything was different.
His mother had kept his old room exactly
as it was before he went away. He stood
in the center of the room staring about
at all the familiar, and once precious,
mementoes of his growing-up days.

Incredibly, it had all shrunken. The
walls seemed to have drawn closer to-
gether, the dresser once the repository of
all his treasures, seemed inadequate. Even
the neighborhood where once he had
played games with other kids, was con-
stricted.

H is two sisters, Delores, fifteen, and
Julie, thirteen, not understanding his
problem, were a trifle stiff, yielding

him only a kind of diffident respect. This
troubled him greatly, and it . was several
days before this formal atmosphere was
fully dissipated.

There was one friend in the neighbor-
hood, however, that John felt closer to

than before. This was a rather elderly
man whose life had been tragic. His chil-

dren, a boy and a girl, were both crip-
pled, the boy having lost an arm in an
accident. The man told him how he had
struggled to help them, particularly the
boy.
Speaking of this, his face becomes sad.

“I felt sorrier for that fellow than I ever
had for anyone,” John says. “And yet I

admired him tremendously because he
didn’t let life get him down. That takes
real courage.”
When he returned to Hollywood John

did some serious thinking about himself
and the community in which he was to

make his career The result of this was
that he made an important discovery
which was that no one needs to have a

uniform, such as too casual dress—jeans
and tennis shoes—to attract attention to

himself.
“It isn’t necessary to belong to any

cult,” he says. “Just being yourself is

enough. That time when I revisited the old
hangout, some men were playing chess or

checkers, I’ve forgotten which, and they
didn’t even look up from their game as

I came in. This attitude wasn’t what I

expected and I suppose my ego got a

small jolt.

“Afterward, in Hollywood, I thought
about that and I didn’t blame them at all.

I was the one who acted corny and, of

course, those fellows playing their game
had assumed an attitude too. They
thought, ‘Here’s this young squirt from
Hollywood and he probably expects us
to give him a big hand. Let’s show him
that he’s no earth-shaker.’ That’s exactly
what they did and I must say they came
off better than I.

“The next time I was home, over the
Christmas holidays, a year later, I went
to my old hangout again and everyone
was easier and more natural. The fel-

lows wanted to talk to someone from the

fabulous land of make believe and I be-
came friends again with people I had al-

ways known and liked. It was a valuable
and enlightening experience.” His feel-

ing of apartness had disappeared.
“Once while I was home,” he says, “I

drove my sisters over to New Jersey in a

studio limousine. They were very quiet,

but somehow, on that brief trip, I sensed
that they were proud of me. They didn’t
make it very obvious but I could feel that
it was there. It was the same with my
dad. Mother let me see something that
he usually carried about in his billfold.
It was a clipping, with pictures of me. I

took it to my room that night when I went
to bed.

“In the morning it was gone and I knew
why. Dad had been embarrassed that I

had discovered his secret. We just aren’t
a demonstrative family, I guess.”
Now, he knew that it was really true

—

you can’t go home again. Nothing is ever
quite the way that it was. The boy who
used to run and laugh on the Flatbush
streets, playing catch with the other
would-be Dodgers, the boy who used to
laugh it up with the fellows over Cokes
at the corner hangout—that boy was gone
forever.

But the past was no longer a burden to
him, for now, once more, he was an ac-
cepted part of it. That was the impor-
tant thing. For here were ties and
friendships that he never wanted to break
—and memories that he never wanted to
forget.

Memories of school that, for all the fun
he had, are filled with regret. “I nev-
er was a very good student,” he says.

“Now I regret that—as most people do
after they begin to grow up, I suppose.”
But John wants to remember—because

it is a reminder of the improvement
he is determined to make in that direc-
tion. Had he not become an actor, John
might have become a physio-therapist.
He was interested in physio-therapy, par-
ticularly as it applies to children. But
since his future took a different turn, he
now says, “I’d like to take a course in

writing. I don’t think I have any great
native ability in it, but it would help me
in many ways.” Fie smiles and adds, “I

can use a lot of help.”
John isn’t a glib talker. Long silences

fall between his sentences. His lips tighten
and he shakes his head mutely, as though
discarding an idea or seeking a better
way to express what is in his mind.
Many of his own values have under-

gone a change since he came to Holly-
wood. He no longer cares to impress
people by any outward and visible show
of his own increasing importance—such as
expensive cars. A jalopy would suit him
just as well as a Cadillac or Lincoln Con-
tinental. The impeccably tailored suits he
wears fit his well set-up frame as if he
had been poured into them, yet he gives

the distinct feeling that he is not trying to

impress any one.
All this is in sharp contrast to his

initial attitude when he came to Holly-
wood. Then his unfolding career gave
him an opportunity to assert his “apart-
ness” by outward manifestations such as

exaggerated casual dress, and indulging
in personal idiosyncracies. Now he looks

upon his rapidly developing stature as an
actor as a means of rapprochement with
people in all walks of life.

This attitude is aptly illustrated by his

reactions during the filming of an early

picture. The director, a forthright man
of great experience, who demanded in-

stant obedience to his interpretation of a

role, found Saxon difficult to work with
and was not slow in disciplining him. The
young actor, on the other hand wanted to

think a bit of business through before
committing himself with a definite state-

ment of fact. Naturally they clashed and
both were enormously relieved when the
picture was finished.

Recently, however, they worked togeth-
er again and the director was startled over
the change which had taken place in

Saxon’s attitude. “The youngster was



completely different,” he said. ‘‘His re-

sponses to direction were quick and ex-
ceptionally intelligent. He is undoubtedly
a young man with a brilliant future.”

Yet, even though he has adjusted so

well to the present and the future, the

past will always haunt John Saxon. And
particularly, the bittersweet memories of

first love—and second, and third, for there
are three girls his heart remembers.
“There were only a few girls I was

really interested in,” he says. With a rue-
ful smile, he admits, “Of the three I liked

best, one suddenly married another guy,
one became engaged, and another showed
quite definitely she was no longer inter-

ested.”

C
hanging the subject, he brightens, and
says, “I’d like to show you a picture of

my favorite girl.”

He reaches into a coat pocket and brings
forth a small likeness of a young teenager,
whose wide-spaced eyes beneath a tran-
quil brow, high cheekbones and lips

curved in beauty give instant promise of

maturing loveliness. “That’s Delores, my
sister,” John says, his voice soft with
gentle affection. “I think she might be a

fine actress some day; of course, she’s only
a child now. I hope no talent scout dis-

covers her until she’s at least eighteen.
I don’t want her to be hurt, ever, and you
know how cruel this town can be to kids.”

The kind of girl that John likes and
may, sometime marry, need not be in

the profession. Indeed, he thinks it might
be better if she isn’t. He frankly admits
that he couldn’t get along with a girl

whose tastes are a carbon copy of his. Like
many another actor, he feels that tem-
peraments of a man and a woman engaged
in the same activity are almost certain
to come into eventual conflict. “She
needn’t be a ravishing beauty,” he says,

“but I’m pretty sure I’d want her to have
a life of her own—writing, music, any-
thing that would present a great chal-
lenge.”

Saxon emphasizes that word—challenge.
Women, he is convinced, are just as tal-

ented and intelligent as men and are
entitled to the expression of their own
individualities. He insists that such wives
are a constant spur to their husbands.
Disagreements, he says, are a necessary
ingredient in successful marriages. “It’d

be pretty dreary,” he says, “if the wife
meekly agreed with everything her hus-
band said or believed, or did.”

Now twenty-two and headed for the top,

with three stellar roles coming up in U-I’s
“Summer Love,” “This Happy Feeling”
and “The Wonderful Years,” there appears
to be nothing that Johnny can’t do before
the cameras. He is looking now for a
story that hasn’t been done. This, it

would appear, is a pretty soaring ambi-
tion, when some hundreds of other actors
in Hollywood and New York are burning
their eyes out reading scripts which mi-
raculously might have that illusive qual-
ity. Saxon, however, is not one to be
daunted by obstacles.

He has moved into that select coterie
of young actors who are never bored with
their own company. He reads omniv-
orously, preferring books of philosophical
and psychological content, and avoids
night clubs and pretentious parties as he
would a plague and lives alone in a small
Hollywood apartment. No recluse, he
knows a pretty girl when he sees one. He
goes out with them fairly often and has
the good sense not to discuss Freud or
Marcel Proust when moonlight silvers a
long beach where the breakers roll in off

the Pacific.

John Saxon is a young man who knows
precisely where he is going. And perhaps
.that is because he will never forget where
he came from. The End

OPPORTUNITIES

for EVERYBODY
Publisher's Classified Department (Trademark)

For classified advertising rates, write to William R. Stewart, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago 6 (Wom’s, Apr.) 1958

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
SEW FOR BIG Moneyl Prepare for good paying job or home
sewing assignments. Earn to $100 weekly. Latest factory
secrets, methods. Placement Service. Free information. Write
Hollywood Garment Trades School, 5880-PW4 Hollywood
Blvd . , Hol ywood 28 ,

Calif.

$500 FOR YOUR Child's Picture paid by advertisers. Send
one small photo (All ages). Returned, Print child's parents’
name, address on back. Spotlite, 8346-P4 Beverly, Holly-
wood, California.

$100 fO $1000 For Your Child's Photo, all ages, if used for
advertising. Send photo for approval. Returned promptly. Free
Gift s. N ation al Photo, Box 3035-P8, North Hollywood, Calif.

$500 FOR YOUR child's photo, if used for advertising. Send
photo for approval. Returned promptly. Advertisers, 6000-YQ
Sunset, Hollywood 28, California.

DRESSES 24c; SHOES 39c; Men's suits $4.95; trousers
$1.20. Better used clothing. Free Catalog. Transworld 164-A
Chr i stopher, B rooklyn 12, New York

.

MAKE MONEY AT home assembling our items No. tools.

Experience Unnecessary. Lee Manufacturing, 8507-W 3rd,

Los Angeles 48, California.

HOMEWORKERS; ASSEMBLE HANDLACED Precut moc-
casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los Angeles 46-B, California.

$200 MONTHLY POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywear! No house
selling! Send stamped, addressed envelope. “Cuties,"
Warsaw 1, Indiana.

LASH-KOTE MAKES Lashes look longer. Waterproof,
Smudgeproof. Send 50c for Economy Size. Vogue Cosmetic
Products, Los Angeles, California. ___
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! GUARANTEED Pay! No
Selling! Everything Furnished! National, Box 88A, Boston 22,
Massachusetts.

$200 MONTHLY REPORTED, preparing envelopes. Reveal-
ing method, 25c! Economy, Box 2580-L, Greensboro, N.C.

SEW? SAVE 50% with Pre-cut Wearing Apparel. Discount
Sewing Supplies. Catalog fre e. Readikuts, Loganville

, Wis.

$75.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE preparing mail, (details 10c).
N ove Ity, Box 78247-A, Los Angeles 16, Californi a

.

WIVES—INCREASE YOUR family income sewing babywear
for stores. W rite T iny-Tot, Gallipolis 19, Ohio .

SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time, Easy,
profitable. Hanky Aprons, Caldwell 3, Ark.

EARN SPARETIME CASH Mailing Advertising Literature.
G]enway, Box 6568, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

MAKE MONEY SEWING draperies. Beautify home too!
Complete instructions, materials. Fabricraft, Box 86, Cleve-
land 21, Ohio.

WIDE SHOES—FREE Catalog. Syd Kushner, Dept. WM,
733 South Street, Philadelphia 47, Pennsylvania.

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Newspaper Items For Publish-
ers! Newscraft, PW-983-E. Main, Columbus 5, Ohio.

EARN SEWING PRE-Cut ties. Write Jud San, Box 2107,
Cleveland 8, Ohio, Dept. 15-Q.

MONEY, TYPING—SEWING I Details Free! Edwards,
3912-W, 12th, Des Moines 13, Iowa.

$GOOD PAY, MAKING Flowers. Free Sample. Floral Arts,
Sharon 50, Penna.

FOREIGN & U S A. JOB LISTINGS
HIGH PAYING JOBS, Opportunities, foreign, USA. All

trades. Companies pay fare. For information write Dept. 61

3

National Employment Information, 1020 Broad, Newark,
New Jersey.

AMERICAN OVERSEAS JOBS. High Pay, Men, Women.
Transportation Paid. Free Information. Transworld, Dept. IB,
200 West 34th St., New York 1

.

STAMP COLLECTING
TERRIFIC STAMP BARGAIN ! Israel— Iceland—Vatican As-
sortment—Plus Exotic Triangle Set—Also Fabulous British
Colonial Accumulation—Plus Large Stamp Book—All Four
Offers Free—Send 10c To Cover Postage. Empire Stamp
Corporation, Dept. PC, Toronto, Canada.

BUSINESS & MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
$1 TO $20 Checks Daily! Write simple sentences, paragraphs,
poetry for pay! No experience necessary. I tell you What To
Write—How To Write—Supply large list of Buying Editors.
Begin Writing For Pay—Todayl Will Herman, 1726 W. 25th
S t., Cleveland 13, Ohio.

$3.00 HOURLY POSSIBLE assembling pump lamps Spare
Time. Simple, Easy. No canvassing. Write: Ougor, Caldwell 1,

Arkansas.

MAKE MONEY PREPARING envelopes! Literature explain-
ing free. Cove, Box 2580-D Greensboro, North Carolina.

MAKE BIG MONEY invisibly mending damaged garments at
home. Details Free. Fabricon, 6240 Broadway, Chicago 40.

EARN EXTRA CASH! Prepare Advertising Postcards. Lang-
dons, Box 41107PW, Los Angeles 41, California.

$35 WEEKLY PREPARING envelopes. Instructions $1. Re-
fu nda ble. Adservi ce. Spring Valley 151, New York

.

MAKE YOUR TELEPHONE Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Goldie, 634 15th Street, Oakland 12, California.

TELEPHONE AND PERSONAL Interviewing. Marketing
Research, Box 67 , Glen s Falls

, New York
.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004A Diversey, Chicago. 35
EXTRA MONEY PREPARING, Mailing Literature. Tom,
1305A N. Western, Chicago 22.

OLD COINS AND MONEY
$4,000.00 FOR 191 3 Liberty Head Nickel. Uncirculated Dollars
1804—1839, 1893-S, 1895-P, 1903-0 pay $100.00—$5,000.00.
Certain Dates— Lincoln Cents before 1932—$100.00; Flying
Eagle Cents—$500.00; Indian Cents—$140.00; Dimes before
1943—$2,000.00; Quarters before 1924—$1 ,000.00; Half Dol-
lars before 1905—$1,000.00; 2c Pieces—$100.00; 3c Pieces

—

$130.00; Halfdimes—$500.00. Hundreds of others worth
$10.00—$1,000.00. Canadian Coins—1921—5c Silver—
$100.00. 1875 Quarters—$75.00. 1921—50c—$500.00. Wanted—
20c Pieces, Gold Coins, Paper Money, etc. Our Large Illus-

trated Guarantee Buying—Selling Catalogue, Giving Com-
plete Allcoin Information—send $1.00. Purchase Catalogue
before sending coins. Worthycoin Corporation, K-475-C,
Boston 8, Massachusetts.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time with
61 -year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X474,
Drexe l at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

FINISH HIGH SCHOOL at home, spare time. No classes.
Diploma awarded. Write for Free catalog. Wayne School,
Catalog HCH-53, 2527 Sheffield, Chicago 14.

FREE! “TALENT TEST'' Learn Acting at home: TV, Radio,
Movies! Hollywood Royal Academy, 30-D, 5880 Hollywood
B lvd., Ho i I ywood 28, Cali f.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.

Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-1,
Atlanta, Georgia.

AGENTS & HELP WANTED
BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood, For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1684C Glen-
dale, California.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-48, Chicago
32, Illinois.

60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25 day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. Studio Girl-Hollywood, Glendale, Calif., Dept. 1684H.

LOANS BY MAIL
PAY YOUR BILLS Now. Borrow $100 to $600 Cash by mail.

Easy, quick, private. Repay in small monthly installments
over 20 months. Your payments may run less than now;
have money left over to spend. Loan Qrder Blank mailed Free
in plain envelope. Advise amount needed. State Finance Co.,
323 Securities Bldg., Dept. D-69, Omaha 2, Nebraska.
BORROW $50 TO $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inquiries of em-
ployers or friends. Up to 2 years to repay—monthly payments.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free
in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan, City
National Bank, Dept. WD-4 Omaha. Nebraska.

500 y

F

0% Childs Photo
Thousands spent yearly by advertisers for chil-

dren's photos for magazine ads, calendars, etc.

Hundreds selected monthly. Up to $500 paid.

Ages 2 mos. to 20 yrs. Rush ONE small photo

for approval. Print child's and mother's name,
address on back. Returned 2 weeks with judges’

report. NO OBLIGATION (Est. 1946)

HOLLYWOOD SPOTLITE, Dept. A4
8344 Beverly Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

TAKE YOUR CHOICE-GENUINE

1-CARAT $997
ZIRCONS

SET IN 1 /30th

14 K. YELLOW GOLD
Not Plated

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
2 carat size, $2 extra
3 carat size, $4 extra

They look like they cost a

fortune, look like real dia-

monds. Newest, modern
styles. Same rings in sterling, no extro

cost. Orders mailed some doy received

Matching wedding bands. $1.95 each.

Send no money Pay postman plus I0°o

Fed. Tax and postage. Include payment
with order ond sove postage and C O D
fee No C O D. to Conoda.

,u ed
t ,
p
0
e

7
° 1

S & K ZIRCON COMPANY
r tngs, $2.97.

Dept. -TA- 3447 Cottage Ave., Baltimore 15, Md.

Men's or ladies' Birth

Stone rings, $2.97.

Men's initial or

Masonic rings, $3.95

Ladies' cul-

CORNS
Removed by Mosco,also Calluses.
Quick, easy, economical. Just rub I

on. Jars, 35^,600. At your druggist. Money refund-
ed if not satisfied. Moss Co., Rochester, N. Y.

MOSCO CORN*
REMOVER

,FK PSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

.BfoeRmoiL
TRY IT YOURSELF no
matter how long you have
suffered. Write for FREE
book on Psoriasis and
DERMOIL. Send lOc
for trial bottle to make
our "One Spot Test”.

Don’t be embarrassed
with Psoriasis, the ugly,

scaly skin disease. TRY
dermoil. Amazing re-

sults reported by many
grateful users for 24
years. With DERMOIL it

is possible that ugly scaly patches
on body or scalp may be gradually removed and the an-
noying itching relieved, while the skin becomes pliable
and soft as the redness is reduced. Many doctors use the
non-staining Dermoil formula. Must give definite benefit
or money back. Sold by leading Drug stores.

Write today LAKE LABORATORIES, Dept. 4204
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27, Mich.



Cheer up...

IT’S HERE
No more worries—the gorgeous
new 1958 PHOTOPLAY AN-
NUAL is here I And it’s the best

yet! Here’s a treasure-mine of

information abo,ut the stars . . .

a real Who’s Who in Hollywood.
This colorful and glamorous
yearbook is the book-of-the-year,
as far as Hollywood is concerned.
Here you will find everything
about everybody who is anybody
in Hollywood. This sensational
yearbook sells out as soon as it

is put on sale. Don’t lose out

—

get your copy today. Here is what
you get in this great yearbook:

HOLLYWOOD MADE NEWS—20 exciting pages in pic-

tures and text, covering the month-by-month weddings

—

separations—divorces—births—awards—scoops.

PERSONALITIES OF THE YEA R—Stunning pictures
and stories of Natalie Wood • Tony Perkins • Debbie
Reynolds • Elizabeth Taylor • Kim Novak • Rock Hudson
• Jayne Mansfield • John Saxon • Sophia Loren • Anthony
Franciosa • Yul Brynner • Jeff Chandler • Audie Murphy
• Paul Newman.

SINGERS OF THE YEAR—Elvis Presley • Pat Boone •

Sal Mineo • Tommy Sands • Frank Sinatra • Tab Hunter.

ALL-TIME FAVORITES—Kirk Douglas . William Holden
• Deborah Kerr • Cary Grant • Burt Lancaster • Gregory
Peck • Jeanne Crain • Robert Mitchum • Jennifer Jones •

Alan Ladd • Esther Williams • John Wayne • June Ally-
son • Gene Kelly.

PHOTOPLAY PORTRAIT GALLE RY—Beautiful full-page
pictures, plus thumbnail sketches of Joan Collins • Richard
Egan • Montgomery Clift • Terry Moore • Marilyn Monroe
• Robert Wagner • Marlon Brando • Ava Gardner.

HAPPILY MARRIEDS—Heart-warming pictures and
text about Pier Angeli and Vic Damone • Marisa Pavan
and Jean Pierre Aumont • Ann Blyth and Dr. James Mc-
Nulty • Glenn Ford and Eleanor Powell • Janet Leigh and
Tony Curtis • Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer • Mitzi
Gaynor and Jack Bean • Rory Calhoun and Lita Baron .

Guy Madison and Sheila Connolly • Doris Day and Marty
Melcher • Jean Simmons and Stewart Granger • Charlton
Heston and Lydia Clarke.

STILL ONLY 50c WHILE THEY LAST

This exciting yearbook is always a sell-out. Get your copy
at your favorite magazine counter now. Or, if more con-
venient, mail coupon, with oOC. TODAY'.

PHOTOPLAY Dept. WG-458
205 E. 42 St.. New York 17. N. Y.
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GO AFTER THE BOY
Continued, jrom page 50

attraction to him is one-sided.
When my friendship with Tab Hunter

began, it’s true that he was the one to

speak up. Our first date sprang from a

casual remark of his: “It would be nice

if you could come up and learn horse-
back riding.”

But if he hadn’t said this I probably
would have told him, “Gee, it would be
nice if you’d teach me to ride.” I found
Tab so interesting and so unusual that I

felt instantly I would like to know him.
Even though I didn’t begin our friend-

ship, I’ve since often phoned Tab. “Why
don’t you come over early—after break-
fast—and we’ll drive to the stables to-

gether?” Sometimes he asks me; some-
times I ask h'm. I don’t sit waiting (and
maybe praying) for him to get the same
idea as mine. I tell him. I think a boy
is more relaxed in a relationship like this

and more tun to be with.
At the start, I’ve often had to be more

decisive. There are so many nice boys I

know now because I took the trouble to

go after them—Barry Coe, as a charming
example. Although we’re not about to

run off and get married, I am fond of

Barry. But we might still be strangers
if I hadn’t taken the first step. Two steps,

in fact. To begin with, my studio had
invited me to bring a date to a party
honoring Doris Day’s picture “The Pajama
Game,” at the Cocoanut Grove. This
automatically put on me the responsi-
bility of finding an escort. So I asked my
agent, Dick Clayton, if he knew some-
one nice who could take me. He came
up with Barry Coe.
This was a blind date, but just in a

limited sense. I felt I could rely on
Dick’s judgment to suggest a boy I’d have
a good chance of getting along with. Then,
although I’d never met Barry, all I’d heard
about him had been complimentary and
had come from people whose opinions I

valued. Chiefly, I knew that Barry and
my former husband, Russ Tamblyn, had
been working together on “Peyton Place”
at 20th Century-Fox, that they were close

friends and that Russ thought the world
of him. Actually, I’m quite reluctant to

date someone I know nothing about. Well,
Barry and I got along beautifully. After
the party at the Grove, we went to a

lovely Hawaiian restaurant, The Traders.
We discovered that we had not only mu-
tual friends, but many mutual interests,

and as the even’ng progressed I definitely

felt I’d like to see him again. What I did
was really spontaneous reaction, without
any planning.

We happened to suddenly talk about
skiing. I got caught up in our en-
thusiasm and blurted out, “Gee, let’s

go skiing together some time.”

“That would be great!” Barry agreed.
I didn’t feel I was being pushy. Barry

didn’t, either. Without putting it in

words, we knew we liked one another.
And my suggestion that we go skiing to-

gether kind of eliminated the awkward
hemming-and-hawing that so many
promising friendships bog down under.
Barry knew I would like to see him again.

He didn’t have to stutter around when
we said good night, and mumble, “Gee,
maybe we should go out again. Do you
think . . . Do you think I could maybe
have your phone number?” I’m sure

this must be painful to a boy. I know
the thought of forcing a boy to go through
such agony is painful to me.

I think it’s necessary for a girl to real-

ize that boys aren’t our enemies. A boy

can be a girl’s best friend.

Gee, I like men! And I don’t mean in

just the one way you might think at first.

Most girls think of boys only as boy-
friends. They don’t think boys can be
good friends. Heavens, if a girl thinks
about a boy as just a friend, and not
something to be afraid of or embarrassed
with—then everything will be lots easier.

A lot of girls get all tense the moment
they meet a new boy. “I hope he likes

the way I look!” they cry nervously. “I

hope he likes what I’m wearing! I don’t
know what I’m going to say.”

If only they knew the best way is to be
natural. And the most natural thing in

the world is to go right ahead and be
honest with a boy you like.

Of course, first you have to be com-
pletely honest with yourself, about the
way you feel. Never go against your con-
science or against your standards of good
taste. For instance, I certainly wouldn’t
advise a girl to make the overtures if she
feels anything stronger than friendship)

for a boy. If you’re madly in love with
him, it could make you aggressive to the
point of being possessive, and the boy
would back off fast.

Then, too, you have to choose your tar-

gets with some care. While one boy might
think you were being forward, another
would genuinely appreciate your outgo-
ing attitude. Too, it isn’t wise to be hasty
about summing up a boy.

My friendship with Sean Garrison, a

fellow actor at Warners, is a perfect

case in point. One day in the studio

Green Room, Dick Clayton introduced me
to a nice-looking boy with amazing blue
eyes and blond hair. I was to do a scene
with him in a television picture. Later
Dick said, “You’re really going to like

this guy.”
Sean seemed pleasant enough then, but

no bells went off, and I didn’t pay much
attention to Dick’s nroohecy. Several days
later, when I did the TV film with Sean,
there were long intervals between takes,

and I had time to discover that he was a

very interesting person. He seemed ex-
tremely complex for someone so young.
Sean’s only twenty-one, yet he’s been
all over the world. He’s taken all sorts

of jobs to see what they’re like and to

get the feeling of how various people live.

I found his background fascinating, but
what really intrigued me was his wonder-
ful talk, mostly about psychology. Be-
fore we realized it, three hours had gone
by! I was so excited. It was wonderful
to meet a boy with such a fine mind and
deep interests.

When the day’s shooting was over, I

had so many things to talk about I didn’t

want this friendship to end, but it was
obvious that for some reason Sean was
reluctant to suggest that we get together

again. There was nothing for me to do
but be honest.

I was perfectly frank with him. “I

think you’re awfully interesting, Sean.

We have a lot in common. It would be
fun if we got together and had another

talk. Why don’t you give me your phone
number, and let me call you? I’m prac-

tically never home.”
Far from thinking me brazen, Sean was

relieved.

“I wanted to ask you, Venetia,” he
smiled, “but I thought you went out only

with Tab.”
Since then Sean and I have become fine

friends, as I knew we could. I helped
him fix his new apartment, and we’ve had
many other stimulating conversations. It’s

really a thrill to find out, as you talk with

someone, that he feels the same aDout

things as you do. Sean thinks a lot thf

way Dennis Hopper does. I know I’v-‘
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talked from six p.m. to six a.m. with Den-
nis, and I’ve had wonderful conversations

with Sean almost as long.

I certainly see no reason why a girl

shouldn’t act as if she’s alive and has

thoughts and enthusiasms of her own. If

she doesn’t let them show, she is just

handicapping herself.

More than once, I confess, I’ve had to

break the ice with men who told me
later, “Gosh, you looked so cold!”

I’m certain that when I seem cold I am
merely reverting to bashfulness, an old

weakness of mine. But when I meet some-
one I really like, I just don’t care, and I

become so interested in cultivating his

friendship that my shyness disappears. At
a party, if you find someone else who ap-

pears shy, it’s nice to walk up and start

a conversation. He’ll be thankful that

someone’s interested in him. I know this

because I’ve felt the same way, especially

when I first began going to Hollywood
parties.

Frequently you can miss out on a date

you want because a boy assumes someone
else must have invited you, and he’s too

shy to ask. When I got two tickets to the

premiere of “Sayonara,” I wanted to go
with Will Hutchins. So I called him. Later

I found out that he hadn’t asked me first

only because he took it for granted that

I was going with someone else. We both
might have missed out on a fun evening
waiting for each other to make the first

move.
Will and I got acquainted when I

played opposite him in one of his Sugar-
foot TV films at Warners. I liked his droll

sense of humor, his warm personality and
his modesty. The second night after work,
we both were famished, so I suggested,

“Come on, I’ll buy you a hamburger!” It

was nothing contrived. The words just

came out.

In deference to Will’s masculine pride,

I compromised and agreed to go Dutch.
After the burgers were long gone, we still

were in the midst of animated conversa-
tion. When the evening was over, I said,

“Gee, Will, this is fun. Let’s do it again.”

So we did. We went out every night
during the six days’ shooting of the picture.

Usually we drove to Musso Frank’s in

Hollywood, studied our scripts, ate and
had the grandest time talking.

A date doesn’t have to be formal and
fancy to be fun. In many cases a boy may
think he’d have to put out a lot of money
to entertain a girl, so for that reason he
doesn’t ask her for a date.

There are ways of letting a man know
you’re not an expensive date without
humiliating him. In my circle of friends,

there are many young actors who make
very little money—less than boys with
steady incomes as unskilled workmen. I

have one friend who makes less than I do,

and I often call him up and say, “Why
don’t you come over to my place and have
dinner?” I never mention money. It would
be terribly crude to say to a boy, “If you
have enough money, let’s go out.” It’s

more a matter of thoughtfulness than
subtlety. I never suggest an evening at

home as a way of saving money, just as
a way of having a nice time. And it in-
variably is. I love to cook dinner, then
watch TV—and talk, of course.

I thoroughly enjoy taking long walks,
too, or going to Griffith Park, or to the
amusement pier at Ocean Park. In fact, I

wear blue jeans on many of my dates, and
we have fun walking down Sunset Boule-
vard in front of Mocambo’s and La Rue’s,
rubbing elbows with all the people in

evening clothes. Wil Wright’s ice cream
parlor is next to La Rue’s, and we love to
go in there and study the people coming
out of La Rue’s. The boy can relax and
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have fun, without worrying all the time
about whether he can pay the check, or if

he can, what he’ll have to do without for

the rest of the month to make up for it.

Being a teenager myself, I know what
a frustrating problem it can be not to

have a date when you want one. In
high school, girls get together and say,

“Gee, I wish he’d ask me to the dance.”
They never think that if they asked, the
boys would be only too glad to go. Many
girls wait all week to be invited and when
the day of the dance comes, they have no
dates. Any advice I offer is naturally
based on my own experience and my own
thinking, but here are a few general point-
ers that may be useful to teenage girls:

First of all, if you feel the impulse to

go after a boy you like, be casual and off-

handed about it. Otherwise, he might
think you are calculating, and men don’t
like calculating women. Young men espe-
cially are simply frightened of women,
more than they like to admit. You can’t

behave like Vampira, because if a boy
thinks he’s being trapped, he’ll break
away.
So be casual—but not blunt. I wouldn’t

suggest that you go directly up to a boy

. . . TO THINE OWN
SELF

Continued, from page 70

young man, who was obviously trying so

hard. Perhaps they sensed the despera-
tion behind his worried eyes.

By the end of the cruise, he was one
of the best waiters aboard.
Today, that crisis aboard the U.S.S.

President Cleveland is far behind An-
thony Franciosa. So are the troubles that

preceded it—and the troubles that fol-

lowed it. Today, he is regarded as one of

the most valuable and gifted actors to

appear in many a year. At the beginning

of 1957, his price per picture was $40,000.

By the time he made “The Long, Hot
Summer” for 20th Century-Fox, that price

had doubled to $80,000. For the next

—

“Goya,” the life of the great Spanish
painter, to be filmed in Spain with Ava
Gardner—it takes another big jump over

the $100,000 mark.
But for Tony, the past is not behind him.

He has not forgotten. He cannot forget.

He has no regrets, although he has suf-

fered much—and still suffers—from it.

Because he knows that, for him, it could

not have been different.

When Tony renounced his triumph
aboard the Cleveland to return to his

efforts to become an actor—and all the

pain, misery and hardship that went with

it—he had reached the final turning

point in his life. When he left the com-
forts and love that abounded in the

Franciosa flat on 116th Street, he had
no conception of the hard row he would
have to hoe. He learned that to be with-

out comfort and security can be a dread-

ful state. But now that he had regained

a measure of that comfort and security

on his own, he knew that it was not

enough.
Lurid recitals of Tony’s misadventures

tend to picture him as a ne’er-do-well

and a drifter. This is not true. “Tony

was always a good worker,” his mother
says. “And he was a good son. He would
always bring home his pay envelopes

unopened, and turn them over to me.

And though I always gave him some
money for himself, he never asked for it.”

and say, “Let’s go to a movie.” That wor!:l
scare the wits out of him, even though he
wanted to go. Suggesting a date with just

the two of you to start with may sound too
aggressive, especially if the boy is bashful
or very young.
A better idea would be to have a party

and ask him to come, or to ask him on a
double date. Or it would be easy to say,
“A bunch of us are going to the dance.
Why don’t you come along? Later we’ll

have popcorn at my house.” That way it’s

a friendly, natural thing. If you do this,

and the boy likes you as much as you
like him, you probably won’t have to take
the initiative next time.
After first inviting a boy to a group

date, you might next suggest that just the
two of you go out. If he doesn’t seem in-

terested, that’s the time to bow out, be-
cause then you know he doesn’t care to

be with you as much as you may like to

be with him. To continue going after a

boy under those circumstances brings em-
barrassment or even heartbreak.

There’s only one safeguard I know of

and it’s the one I use. I go after a boy I

like—but first I have to be convinced that

he likes me, too. So far, I’ve had no regrets.

The End

And his bosses—including those on the
Cleveland—thought highly of him.
No, it was not lack of the will to work

that caused Tony’s wanderings. Rather, it

was a search—a search that began when
he was eighteen, with a small advertise-

ment in an obscure newssheet known only
to New York theater people, called “Ac-
tors’ Cues.”

It was an advertisement of a dramatic
coach, Joseph Geiger. “It was pure chance,”

says Tony. “I just picked his name out

at random, called him up, and went to

see him.”
Just before that, Tony had made his

first acquaintance with the stage—he’d

never seen a play—when he was talked

into taking a lead in a YWCA production

of two plays, Noel Coward’s “Brief En-
counter,” and a one-act play by Shaw

—

when he had gone there to learn the

mambo.
“I didn’t really have any desire to act,”

Tony explains. “I went to Mr. Geiger
out of simple curiosity, nothing more.”
Mr. Geiger looked at the big, gangly

lad—he’d shot up to six feet without his

weight catching up—listened to the ac-

count of his sole acting experience, and
politely turned him down. “Try me for

two weeks,” Tony pleaded, “if I’m no

good, I’ll get out.”

So began a relationship that Tony calls,

“a tremendous influence on my life.” And
there is real reverence in his voice as

he says, “He opened up a whole new world

for me—the world of the theater. Not so

much the world of the theater per se,

but an artistic world which I had never

been aware of, had never thought of,

had never had any consciousness of at

all. He was very influential on me inso-

far as he was very idealistic, not onlv

about the theater, but all art. He had such

enthusiasm, like a child with a toy, yet

he was a very mature man, an old man
actually. He loved art with a deep, deep

passion, and I think he infused that love

he had into me. I remember I was only

supposed to have two one-hour sessions

with him a week, but I would sit for

hours after, just listening to him. He
opened up the world of books to me, told

me what to read. I’ll never forget him.”

Mr. Geiger did not live to see the spark

he ignited fired into a great career. But

from that time, for Tony, that flame would
never go out. He had found himself.
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He knew, then, that the happy, care-

free days of his boyhood on 116th Street

were at an end. Yet they are, and always

will be, a cherished part of him, and he

speaks of them with wistful nostalgia. “It’s

a wonderful place, that block,” he
^

says.

“I’ve never been happier anywhere.” He
still goes back for Sunday dinners with

his mother, and likes to look up his old

nals. He is filled with memories of the

happy times spent in the seven-room
flat where he lived with his mother, Jean,

his Aunt Elsie and Uncle Fred, and his

grandparents. “Every Sunday the place

was full of people—and the food! We
started in about two o’clock, and got

around to the coffee and desserts around
six.”

His mother, who worked so hard to sup-

port herself and her son after Tony’s father

had left them when he was only a year

old, is very close to him. For her, he’s

providing a fine new home, close enough to

the old neighborhood so that she won’t
miss it.

Of his father, he never speaks, except
to say “I don’t remember him.” And his

family and friends, who remember Tony
as a whistling, high-spirited lad, feel that,

with so many pals and relatives about, he
did not particulary miss having a father.

Though there must have been times, when
he saw his mother’s weariness, or when
the other boys’ fathers took them to ball

games, that he knew the difference . . .

But until the day he walked into Joseph
Geiger’s office, he was a cheerful fellow

with the typical Italian capacity for huge
enjoyment of life. Dancing, sports, the

company of pretty girls—these were all

he needed to be supremely happy. “Girls!”

his mother laughs. “There were always
girls. I remember when Tony was still

a youngster, I accidentally opened a note
that was slipped under the door for him.
‘Dear Tony.’ it read, ‘I love you very
much.’ It was from a seven-year-old!
But he never went steady with any of

them—he liked them all!”

The change that came into his life as a
result of his acquaintance with Joseph
Geiger was profound and complete. For
him, this was the same kind of revelation
of a meaning for his life as another young
man might find in a calling to the priest-
hood, and he embraced it with the same
whole-souled fervor. Gone was Tony from
the Saturday night dances and the trips

to Orchard Beach. He was holed up in

his room, devouring stacks of books on
every conceivable subject, and every play
he could lay his hands on. He went to the
theater alone—not only because he
couldn’t afford two tickets, but so that he
could absorb all that he saw with com-
plete attention.

The time came when he simply could
not go on working at a dull job, when heart
and soul he belonged to the theater. The
break was not without heartache, for his
mother disapproved, not wanting to see
her son hurt by the hardships and dis-
aopointments of an actor’s life. But for
Tony, there was no choice. It was some-
thing he had to do.

Today, he looks back on his first year in
the off-Broadway theater as “the most
productive for myself, and the most ex-
citing period of my being an actor. It was
a very constructive and marvelous period,
because it was my first contact with a real
theater and other actors.”

His schooling at the Dramatic Workshop
under Irwin Piscator, where he won a
scholarship, he remembers as another
thrilling experience. Dr. Saul Colin of the
Workshop remembers Tony vividly. “We
had many students at that time,” he says.
“But I recall one night when we asked
Jose Ferrer, who was then starring in
‘Cyrano de Bergerac,’ to come to speak to
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—
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Simple as A-B-C. Make amazing progress. No special
"talent” needed. Learn at home in spare
time, without a teacher. Low cost! 900.000
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FREE BOOK tells how easily you can
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and address filled in below, to: U.S.
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Port Washington, N. Y. (No obligation, no salesman will call.)
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Bladder 'Weakness'
If worried by “Bladder Weakness” (Getting Up
Nights or Bed Wetting, too frequent, burning or

itching urination) or Strong Smelling, Cloudy
Urine, due to common Kidney and Bladder Irri-

tations, try CYSTEX for quick help. 30 years use
prove safety for young and old. Ask druggist for

CTYSTEX under guarantee of money-back if not

satisfied. See how fast you improve.

GrayHair
Brush It Away-Look Years Younger
It’s easy with Brownatone. Thou-
sands praise its natural appearing
color. Instantly tints dull, faded

v or gray hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. Safe for

and your permanent. Last ing

—

not wash out. 750 plus tax

—

for free sample bottle. Mailed
natural color of your hair.

Dept. 23, Covington, Kentucky.

BUNIONS
Doctor’s New Fast

Of Soft Latex Foam
A wonderful new
for Bunions and En-
larged Joints is here.
It’s Dr. Scholl’s FOAM-
EASE Bunion Sl.ield. Made of soft, cushioning Latex
Foam. Fits over and around the toe. Stops painful

shoe friction, lifts pressure. Flesh color, washable.
Men’s and women’s sizes. Small, Medium, Large.
$1.50 each. If not obtainable locally at your Drug,
Shoe or Dept. Store, send price with pencil outline of

foot to DR. SCHOLL’S Inc., Dept. B-6, Chicago 10, 111.
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Blotches, Skin Spots!

Famous Mercolized Wax Cream
7 NIGHT PLAN Lightens,
Clears Skin While You Sleep . .

.

Just follow the amazing Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 NIGHT FLAN to a whiter, softer,
lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-
colized Wax Cream on your face or arms
just before retiring each night for one
week. You’ll begin to see results almost

at once . . . dark skin lightens,
blotches, spots, freckles disappear
as if by magic! This is not a cover
up cosmetic; Mercolized Wax
Cream works under the skin sur-
face. Beautiful women have used

thistime-tested plan for over 40 years—you’ 11

love its fast, sure, longer lasting results!
Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-
antee or money back. Start using it now !

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters
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skin and ugly
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the students. This boy, Tony Franciosa, sat

there fascinated. There was such burning
enthusiasm in him. I’ll never forget that
skinny, shining face.”

Later, there was the wonderful experi-
ence of working at the famous Actors
Studio, where one night Ben Gazzara and
Tony were called upon to improvise a
scene, playing a dope addict and his broth-
er. There was a burst of applause when
they finished, and someone said, “There’s
a play there!”

All that night, Tony and Ben and their
friend, young playwright Michael Vincent
Gazzo, walked in Central Park, talking,
talking. When dawn broke, the trio, tired

but still elated, went to a Greenwich Vil-
lage coffee shop, where Gazzo wrote down
all their ideas. Out of them came “A Hat-
ful of Rain.”

Meanwhile, another project was under
way—the off-Broadway production of
“End As a Man.” It was so successful

that it was moved to Broadway—and
marked the turn of Tony Franciosa’s for-
tunes toward fame.
Yet now, he thinks of his early days

with “End As a Man” wistfully. “We
weren’t thinking of salaries then,” he says.

“There was no one who had to be paid for

rehearsals. It was a labor of love, a labor
of knowing, as we were doing it, that we
were getting tremendous experience. When
you get into the professional world of the
theater there are other things to take into
consideration, and this could never be
done.

“I miss it now. I don’t know if those days
can ever come back. I suppose it’s the
feeling a mature business man has in look-
ing back on his college days, to a large
degree. Although basically it was a thing
that I know I didn’t lose sight of, and that
is that the main concentration was on
acting, whereas now other things are
taken into consideration, such as money
and career, which I suppose we do have to

take cognizance of, but in those days there
was very little thought of that.”

He says this with a wry grin, and it is

clear that there are certain aspects of his
present fame that he does not enjoy. The
idea of stardom as such, the glare of the
spotlight, goes against the grain. He would
much prefer to be left alone to concentrate
on his work.
He has been described as very shy and

hard to know, but basically he is not.

His smile is warm and friendly, his

handclasp firm, his eyes open and direct.

He speaks freely and fluently, with an
easy command of language, and waxes
eloquent on any subject—except Anthony
Franciosa. He does not like to talk about
himself. Out of courtesy, he will try to

answer questions. But when he does so,

it is with an effort—not because of shy-
ness, but because he has been too often
hurt and misunderstood.

Hesitantly, but with passionate convic-
tion, he says, “I know that I have been
depicted as a hot-headed, violent sort of

fellow. I have never considered myself
that, I don’t to this day, and I don’t think
I ever will. I think I have one unfortunate
incident which is not indicative of me at

all, but a special circumstance in which
I think the meekest man in the world
might have reacted as I did.”

From the pain that clouds his face, it is

clear that he was hurt much more deeply
by the unlucky fracas with the photog-
rapher, which resulted from his efforts to

protect his fiancee, Shelley Winters, than
any penalty the law could inflict. What
has hurt him most is the unfair distor-

tion he has suffered at the hands of those
who have capitalized on his misfortunes
for the sake of sensation.

But he holds his head high, without

shame. Because in his heart he knows
that he has always acted out of honest and
sincere conviction. To be true to himself
and to his art as an actor—this is all that
counts, and it is worth any sacrifice.

To such a person, happiness does not
come easily. He thought he had found it

when he married Beatrice Bakalyar, a
gentle, quiet girl who loved to write poems.
But his intense, passionate devotion to
acting baffled her. After two years,
they realized their marriage was a youth-
ful mistake, separated, and were later
divorced.

“They’ll never make a go of it,” was the
verdict when Tony married Shelley Win-
ters. “They’re both too tempestuous.” What
their critics didn’t realize was that, let

temperament fall where it may, these two
people had found a strong bond that would
never be broken—a mutual understand-
ing, which was all the more secure because
both had been badly buffeted by the cal-
lous treatment of others.
They live quietly, in a big apartment

on Central Park West. “New York is our
home,” says Tony. “Shelley grew up in
Brooklyn, you know.”
Most of their friends are actors, or people

connected with acting. “We have the most
in common. And we don’t feel it limits our
outlook or understanding of other people.
We both had plenty of contact with people
in the outside world in past years,” Tony
adds.

Shelley likes to cook, and makes a mean
dish of spaghetti, her favorite, and, as
for Tony, “I still love Italian cooking.”
They do a lot of reading. Tony prefers

biographies, two favorite subjects of long
standing being Thomas Edison and Abra-
ham Lincoln, though lately he’s turned to

painters, especially Goya, whose life he
will play in the film. Shelley’s never been
able to get him to crack a novel, “though
sometimes she describes something from
one so vividly that I think she might
convert me!”

H is face lights up when he talks about
Shelley’s little daughter, five-year-
old Vittoria, who calls herself Tordy,

“so we stick with that.”

“She’s beautiful. Absolutely stunning,”
Tony raves. “And so bright! She’s going
to be a real heart-breaker!”

Whenever Shelley or Tony have to be
away on business, they carefully explain
to Tordy that this is necessary, “so that
we can buy you pretty things, and have
a nice place to live, and food to eat.”

“She must have thought this over for a

couple of weeks,” says Tony. “Then one
day she came to us and said, ‘I don’t really

need so many things,’ and gave us a list

of all the things she could do without so
we’d have more time together.”

As he tells it, his face beams with
tenderness and pride. In that small corner
of his world, bounded in the apartment
on Central Park West, Tony Franciosa
has warmth and love.

Outside, the world holds a challenge
that he is happy and eager to meet. “I

want to keep on making movies,” he en-
thuses. “I consider them a very impor-
tant medium, one of the best there is, a

marvelous art to work with. It’s a won-
derful opportunity to explore.

“Most of all, I want to work in movies
that have meaning and importance. What
a great influence for good, for better
understanding between people, movies can
be. To be a part of this—I don’t think
there is anything more exciting.”

And again, on his face, is the glow of

the true believer, the man who has found
his purpose in life. To hold to it, he has
paid, and in painful memories of the past
is still paying a high price. But no man
could ask for more. The End
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LAUGHTER
Continued from page 59

they didn’t want to upset her mother, who,
they knew, would be worried about their

marrying “on a quarter of a shoestring.”

But the low points they had—once they

were so broke that they spent two nights

on the benches of Grand Central Station

—

only brought them closer.

There were happy times, too. The sum-
mers they spent in shows at Tamiment
Lodge in Pennsylvania’s Pocono moun-
tains, where they first met producer Max
Liebman. And, when that meeting led to

another, with Sid Caesar when both ap-
peared in Liebman’s Admiral Revue in

1949, and the fabulous success of Coca and
Caesar followed, Bob Burton was ever at

Imogene’s side, as he was through the

hard year that followed.
Now, suddenly, he was gone—and her

mother, too, who had lived with them for

the five previous years. Together, they
had been a happy trio. Now, almost over-
night, Coca’s world was empty.

“I don’t know what others do in times
of great unhappiness,” Coca says now.
“Each does something different, I suppose.
I plunged immediately into preparing an
act for a Las Vegas nightclub engagement,
an act which required a lot of concen-
tration and hard work.”

It required courage. For Coca, it meant
terminating a contract with NBC that
guaranteed her $100,000 a year for ten
years—a million dollars! But Coca is, Trst
and foremost, an artist. She felt that only
in truly satisfying work could she find

solace for her loss. Before a live audience
she felt she could find a challenge and
satisfaction she had missed on TV. And
in that satisfaction, she knew, was the
only solace for her loss.

Bob and her mother would have under-
stood. “In the first place, both my
mother and husband were from the

theatre. My husband’s parents had been
theatre people. My father was a musician
and theatre orchestra leader. None of them
would have understood my doing anything
else but going on with my work. I had
been a performer since before I was ten.

“I learned to plan alone and to live
alone. None of it was easy. I never worked
harder than during those years.”

At Las Vegas, her triumph was complete.
Ironically, she was offered as much to ap-
pear there, for one month’s work a year,
as her NBC contract would have paid.
Still, Coca was not content. She turned to
the stage as a further challenge—and es-
cape from loneliness.

Then, two years later, in August, 1957,
when Coca was starring in a touring com-
pany of the stage play “Janus,” her
whole world changed once more. Wonder-
fully, although with startling suddenness.
Before leaving New York for the summer
tour she and Sid Caesar had talked over
the telephone one day and he had spoken
of their doing a show together again. She
said that would make her very happy. The
conversation ended on this tentative, al-
most casual note.

Coca was in Detroit, in a motel adjacent
to the suburban community where they
were preparing to perform “Janus” in a
tent. There was rather frantic rehearsal
because it was the first time they were
doing the show “in the round” and it had
to be re-directed accordingly. The stage
manager told her one day that he had
been getting calls, asking whether it was
true that his star and Sid Caesar were
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teaming up again for TV. It was the first

inkling she had that anything was hap-
pening.
She didn’t know then that a New York

writer of entertainment news had got
wind of the fact that Sid was beginning
to make some plans and had called him
at home and sort of surprised an admis-
sion from him, although there was still

nothing definite to announce. It was
enough to send newsmen scouting for more
information, from New York to Detroit.

“The stage manager tried to keep re-
porters away from me while I frantically

tried to remember the telephone numbers
of Sid or anyone else who could tell me
what it was all about. Like most people’s
in our profession, the numbers are pri-

vate and unlisted, so I couldn’t get any
help from the telephone company. Fool-
ishly, I had left my address book at home.
“The day we were to open the show,

the press had decided I was holding out on
them and that I must have information,
and they tried several ruses to get to me.
By the next day they were firmly planted
on the doorstep of the motel, and I knew I

had to tell them something, but they
wouldn’t believe I didn’t know what it was
all about.”
Fortunately for her peace of mind, Coca

got the bright idea of calling her telephone
answering service in New York. “I would
like people to know how wonderful they
were,” she says with typical thoughtful-
ness for others. “It’s the service called

The Belles, the same girls and the same
service that formed the basis of the play
‘The Bells Are Ringing,’ in which Judy
Holliday has made such a hit.

“They were simply marvelous. I said,

‘Look, I can’t remember anyone’s number.’
They got to work and soon Hal Janis, our
producer, was on the wire, and Sid got
through, too.”

“All the press is waiting outside my door
right now,” she said. “What shall I tell

them?”
“Tell them what happened,” Sid advised.
“They will never believe there isn’t

more to tell than that. That we talked and
simply agreed we wanted to work together
again.”

That, however, is what she finally told

the waiting newsmen. It was the plain

truth.

After the initial shock was over, she
felt a warm glow. People cared enough
about her to be so interested! Coca is a
modest woman, some say a very shy one,

with no great ego about her own talents,

but reporters had come from everywhere.
One was a sports writer representing a

Canadian newspaper, who had apparently
been hurried to the scene by his editor.

He had never seen “Show of Shows,” had
never seen Caesar and Coca. “Now, just
what did you two people do?” he asked.
She tried to explain that they had worked
together on television and had enjoyed it,

and apparently some other people had
liked it too, but he seemed a little puzzled
as he left with the story.

Coca will never forget that week. The
excitement kept up, the interviews piled
up, and she had so little to say. There was
still nothing definite to report. The night
the play opened she had found herself
halfway up the ramp with no time to

make the exit the script called for, due
to the fact that rehearsals had been cur-
tailed because the tent had blown down
several times. Her exits and entrances at
this point were therefore still purely con-
jectural. So here she was with one of the
scene’s props, a piece of lingerie, still

hanging on her arm and no way of dis-
posing of it.

“Here,” she said on the spur of the mo-
ment to a man seated on the aisle in the
audience. “Please hold this.”

“Why?” he asked, startled at having a
lady’s half-slip dumped into his lap pub-
licly.

“Because I don’t have time to do any-
thing with it!” she fired back.
“He was a very nice man and he sent

the slip back to me later,” she laughs.
“There was really nothing else I could do
with it at that moment. By the next per-
formance, all these problems were ironed
out.”

After the week in Detroit, there was a
week oft before the show played Phila-
delphia. Coca at last saw Sid in New York.
Both said again that they wanted to work
together and would make no guest appear-
ances or do anything else until they
could. It was a sort of pact between them.
The proposed show “Sid Caesar Invites

You,” a half-hour on Sunday nights on
ABC-TV, was sold so quickly that it was
hardly any time at all until they began a

series of “talks,” which for them take the
place of much rehearsing. In the mean-
time, they broke the ice by appearing to-

gether at The Banshees, an important
annual function in New York at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria, doing one of their fabulous
sketches from the old show. The response
was sensational. It renewed Coca’s con-
fidence.

“We just sort of slipped into rehearsals

for ‘Sid Caesar Invites You,’ she says.

“Otherwise I could have been a little

nervous. Mostly we talked. We accepted
something, or we didn’t accept it. We
worked all this out in conversation. The
actual rehearsal of any show is always the

shortest period for us. The talking is the

longest.
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“Sid is a perfectionist about his work. I

don’t know what I am, except that I am
not easily satisfied with what I do and
very seldom feel I have done everything I

could with a part. Sometimes I will think,

Hey, that was kind of good! Two minutes
later I am not so sure. The feeling of being

satisfied doesn’t last. I want always to be
better.”

Her hand pulls a little nervously at

her bangs as she talks about these in-

tangibles of her profession, the expressive

mouth curves downward a little, the black-

brown eyes widen with intensity. “You
do the best you can,” she says. “You hope
people will like it.”

Her home surroundings now are close to

the East River in midtown New York,
in a big apartment building. She shares

the place with her dogs, one of them a dear-
ly loved poodle, Apricot, which she has
had a long time, and with a red Persian cat

who is far more handsome and elegant

than her name of Gainzer would suggest.

In the entrance hall is a stunning ceram-
ic bas relief of a young girl holding a

bouquet, a gift from Sid. Max Liebman, so

long their producer, gave her the oil

painting of a boy and a lovely small land-
scape that hangs in the living room. Benay
Venuta did a lonely street with the soli-

tary figure of a man walking through it

that hangs in the hall.

Bedroom and bath are off to one side,

living room, dining area and kitchen to the
other, and a long outdoor terrace runs the
length of the apartment with doors open-
ing from both living room and bedroom.
She wanted a terrace because she likes to

have things growing, and the wisteria

and the peach tree bloom beautifully in

the spring, twelve stories above the gaunt
New York street. There is a fine view to

the west of a many-windowed skyscraper.
At dusk its lighted windows form a tall

shaft of brilliance against the darkening
city.

A grand piano fills one corner of the
living room, a cocoa-colored sofa fills

another. Rugs are light beige, the walls are
a warmer beige. Some furnishings and
glassware that belonged to her grand-
mother, some treasured possessions from
her mother, some of the things from the
homes she and her husband shared—all are
part of the new setting. All have bitter-

sweet memories; she doesn’t evade them.
“There are two ways of thinking about

it,” she says. “Either you let yourself go
when sorrows come, and get it out of

your system that way. Or you force your-
self to work and you work your way out
of depression. I have no means of knowing
which is the most therapeutic because I

tried only one way.
“I worked. Worked hard. It helped me.
“The reunion of Sid and myself would

have meant more to my mother than to

anyone else. She was mad about him, knew
him to be a sensitive, greatly talented

man. Kind, protective of people. Always
protective of me. It’s the only way I can
describe his attitude towards me.”
Her philosophy of life as it has evolved

up to this point? The things that a lot of

living, in and out of the theater, have
taught her?

“Yes, I think they could be summed up
something like this: Never let anything
get you down. Whenever you must go
through something that is very difficult,

remember that it is also temporary. That
there is still work to do.”

The day they started what for them is

the “formal” rehearsal of their new show,
“Sid Caesar Invites You,” Sid sent Coca
a big bunch of the black-red roses she
loves. The card read: “Together we will

do it.” It was the call to work, to go back
a little to old times, and to go forward
to the new. The End
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unwanted years
to your skin!

New Lady Esther
Dry Skin Cream, with the

natural moisture of lanolin

,

banishes dryness
for pennies a day!

The daily use of new Lady Esther

Dry Skin Cream will make that taut, dry

feeling disappear in sixty seconds. With

penetrating, non-sticky lanolin,

moisture-starved skin becomes soft,

smooth—looks younger. For only pennies a

day, you can forget dry skin worries forever.

39c 65c 89*. t?
(Prices slightly higher in Canada)

DRY SKIN CREAM

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course

equivalent to resident school work— prepares for college

entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects ir

desired. High school education is very important for advancement
I in business and industry and socially. Don t be handicapped all

your life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now.
Free Bulletin on request. No obligation.

American School, Dept. H453, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

NEW songwriters, poets share $33 millions

yearly. Songs Composed, PUBLISHED,
Promoted. Appraisal, info FREE from..

NORDYKE Music Publishers
6000 Sunset. HOLLYWOOD 287, Calif.

AUTHORS:
TALENT

GOING
TO

WASTE?

If you are the talented author
of an unpublished manuscript,

let us help gain the recognition

you deserve. We will publish

your BOOK—we will edit, design,

print, promote, advertise and
sell it I Good royalties.

Write for FREE copy of

How To Publish Your Book

COMET PRESS BOOKS. Dept. WG-4

200 Varick St.. N. Y. 14

sp/uu/

fringe forWomen 3*° AlKT
MARVEL CO., 1384 East St., New Haven, Conn.

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a

new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve

pain — without surgery.
In case after case, while gently relieving

pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem! ”

The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers— money back guarantee. *Reg. U. s. Pat. Off.

SHORTHAND
llN 6 WEEKS

r

Write 120 words per minute-
Age no obstacle-LOWEST COST
Famous SPEEDWRITING shorthand.
No symbols; no machines. Uses
ABC's. Easiest to learn. Fast prepa-
ration for a better position, sound
future.

Used in leading offices and Civil
Service. 120 words per minute. 50%
FASTER than Civil Service. Over
350,000 taught at home or through
classroom instruction. Typing avail-
able. 35th Year. Schools in over 400
cities in U. S., Canada, Cuba and
Hawaii.

Write for FREE Booklet to

SCHOOL OF

by Joanne Kinzie
Blacksburg, Va.

“Thanks to SPEED-
WRITING, I learned
shorthand in a few
short weeks and se-
cured a well-paid
secretarial posi-
tion.”

Guaranteed by
^

l Good Housekeeping ,

P
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FAMOUS YEARBOOK

READY NOW
Yes. it’s here—the picture-packed Annual
that TV and radio set owners await with
keen anticipation each year. TV RADIO
ANNUAL covers all the events ... all the
history-making moments . . . all the great
shows and programs of the year.
If you enjoy watching TV or listening to your
radio, you’ll simply love TV RADIO AN-
NUAL. This great yearbook tells you all

about your favorite stars—their wives, their
children, their hobbies. When you know the
inside stories of your favorite stars, you en-
joy their performances on TV or radio even
more!! Here are just some of the features
contained in this exciting yearbook

:

NEWS OF THE YEAR—Marriages . . . divorces
. . . babies . . . gossip . . . chit-chat about all

your favorite entertainers. You'll gasp at
some of the inside stories here.
THE YEAR'S NEW SHOWS—Sid Caesar and Imo-
gene Coca • The Big Record (Patti Page) •

The Gisele MacKenzie Show • The Frank
Sinatra Show • Your Hit Parade (Jill Corey.
Virginia Gibson, Alan Copeland, Tommy
Leonetti) • The Pat Boone Show • Perry
Mason (Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale) •

Lassie (Jori Provost) • Shirley Temple’s
Story Book • The Eve Arden Show • The
Walter Winchell File • The Lux Music Hall
(Rosemary Clooney) • The Thin Man (Phyl-
lis Kirk, Peter Lawford) • Sally (Joan Caul-
field, Marion Lome) • The George Gobel
Show • The Eddie Fisher Show • Wagon
Train (Robert Horton, Ward Bond) • Have
Gun, Will Travel (Richard Boone) • The
Californians (Adam Kennedy, Sean McClory,
Nan Leslie) • The Maverick (James Garner)
• Restless Gun (John Payne) • Trackdown
(Robert Culp) • The Saga of Andy Burnett
(Jerome Courtland) • Colt .45 (Wayde Pres-
ton) • Sugarfoot (Will Hutchins) • Zorro
(Guy Williams, Britt Lomand).
PERSONALITIES OF THE YEAR—Quiz Kid (Mike
Wallace) • Teen-Age Idol (Tommy Sands) •

Champagne for Everyone (Welk and Co.)
• Pretty Polly (Polly Bergen) • Coffee Break
(Jimmy Dean) • Fun (Jack Paar) • and
Charm (Arlene Francis) • Street Scene
(Louis Nye, Don Knotts, Tom Poston) •

"Matinee” Idol (John Conte).
PLUS—Pictures and biographies from the
most beloved daytime dramas on radio and
TV.

ONLY 50*—WHILE THEY LAST
This wonderful Annual, with hundreds of
pictures—some in full color—will sell out as
soon as it hits the newsstands. Rush and get
your copy today. Or, if more convenient, mail
coupon, with 50e, now.

TV RADIO MIRROR WG-458
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me TV-RADIO ANNUAL 1958. I I

enclose 50c.

Name
Please Print |

Address

City State I

........................ _ J>

OUR WEDDING
Continued, from page 61

Barbara Gould, Mary and Richard Sale,

and Prudence and Andy Maree, joking
and laughing. What a ball! The gin
rummy game somebody started, when Bob
tried to play to show everybody he wasn’t
nervous—and got soundly trounced be-
cause he couldn’t keep his eyes off Nat
and on the cards. The little kisses he gave
her, when they sat side by side, his arm
around her shoulder. Gulping coffee and
orange juice the next morning at 5:00 a.m.,

and rushing to get off the train by six,

with orange juice moustaches. All the silly,

slap-happy jokes about “Mr. and Mrs.
Orange Juice Moustache Wagner.”
The champagne they opened when they

got to the Valley Ho in Scottsdale. Such
fun to celebrate so early in the morning,
though she had to leave Bob and the
others and take a nap because her eyes
just wouldn’t stay open.

etting dressed for the wedding! Her
J lovely, lovely wedding gown, a white

chiffon street-length sheath, with a

draped front and fitted bodice with im-
ported lace band, embroidered in pearls
and rhinestones, and a filmly coif of the
same lace with a bolero jacket. She was
so excited she could hardly get it on
properly, but Connie Nichols, her hair-
dresser and such a good friend, helped her
with the gown and her hair. Her mother
beaming at both her daughters, as she
fussed over Lana Lisa—who looked like

a doll. Barbara, being calm through it all.

She almost cried when she opened the
little package that came from Bob—

a

small, heart-shaped diamond pendant,
with a note: “I’m lonely. What are you
doing at one o’clock?” How sweet! Then
she smiled, wrote on the back of the note,

“Nothing. How about getting married?”—
and sent it back with her gift for him, a
small, heart-shaped diamond tie tack.

Neither of them had known what the
other’s gift would be. “You see!” Nat
cried joyously, “we think alike already!”
The solemn moment, when she stood at

the door of the church, hearing the strains

of the wedding march, her father, straight
and proud beside her, patting the hand
she tucked in his arm. Watching Lana
Lisa and Barbara, her maid of honor, walk
slowly and gracefully down the aisle. The
awesome quiet of the church, almost
empty with just the small group of their

close friends and relatives up front, so

much more meaningful than if it had
been crowded with whispering people.
The beautiful white flowers, and the soft

glow of candles. . . .

R. J., standing stiffly at the altar, so seri-

ous—and nervous—that he didn’t even
crack a smile when his dad, the best man,
trying to ease the tension, whispered, “How
about the hundred bucks you owe me?”

—

a reminder of the long-standing bet R. J.

had made with his Dad that he wouldn’t
marry until he was thirty!

The quick throb of joy, as they stood
together before the Rev. Frank Knaus,
listening to the beautiful, age-old words
of the double-ring ceremony. Their “I

do’s”—Nat’s, soft and trembling, Bob’s, firm
and clear. Their kiss. . . .

Turning to leave the altar afterward,
and seeing that little Lana was the one
who was crying—not Barbara, as Nat had
expected. And both their mothers dabbing
at their eyes. Then, the wonderful, warm
feeling when everyone rushed to wish
them happiness, and they came out of the
church to find about two thousand fans

outside, throwing rice and calling out their

best wishes, too.

The reception, with the beautiful cake
and champagne toasts, the dainty sand-
wiches and hors d’ouvres—nothing fancy
or elaborate—but simple and nice, with
just the wedding party present, the way
they wanted it. They went outside to pose
for waiting photographers—friend Bill

Avery, who took the pictures for their
album and for Photoplay, was the only
one permitted inside—and signed as many
autographs as they could for the crowd
that had followed them there. It was 3:45
when Nat went upstairs to change, and
threw her bouquet to the crowd from the
second floor balcony—to be caught by
lucky Barbara Gould.
Posing in the garden for a family pic-

ture with Bob’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. J.

Wagner, Sr., her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas Gurdin, and sister Lana—and
their own favorite color portrait, caught
unaware as they looked into each other’s
eyes.

Then the mad, mad moments when,
after driving to Phoenix, they all walked
happily into the station, where they were
to leave on their honeymoon on the 5:30
train to Chicago. But when R. J. went to
check, he found that the train had left at
5:00—the agent in Los Angeles had made
a mistake on the tickets! “Does it stop
anywhere nearby?” Bob asked quickly.
“Yes—a little town called Glendale, about
twenty miles away,” was the answer.
When he and Nick Adams rushed out,
picked up Nat, and carried her out to the
car, she thought they were kidding!

Off they all dashed—only to see the
train just pulling out of the Glendale sta-
tion when they got there. Fortunately,
there was a road running alongside the
tracks, so they rushed on and flagged the
conductor. He pulled the emergency cord
and stopped the train at an intersection,
everybody tossed baggage onto the last

car in a wild scramble, and they jumped
aboard.
But just as they were waving goodbye,

Nat remembered and yelled back that
Bob had left his hat in the car—the one
that is her favorite. Off went the faithful

Nick, driving the car along the tracks,
while Bob’s dad held up the hat so that
he could swoop down and grab it!

“Whew!” Nat gasped. “This must be the
most hectic start of a honeymoon on
record!”
“Never mind, Little Bug,” soothed Bob,

using his favorite pet name and kissing
her, “wait till we get out on that boat in

Florida. It’ll be great!”

But alas—when they got to the charming,
secluded resort at Stewart, Florida
where they’d planned to spend a

dreamy month swimming and sailing and
basking in the sun, the temperature had
dipped ’way down. Without a heavy coat
in her trousseau, Nat was beginning to

shiver. Then the rains came, washing out
their last hopes in a most unromantic
downpour. Just their luck that this was the
first time it had happened in ages!

“So we’ll just go to New York,” they
decided. It would take more than tem-
peramental weather to dim their happi-
ness and high spirits.

What did it matter? As long as they were
together—Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Wagner

—

at last.

Nat let out a squeal of joy when Bob
ushered her into their swank honeymoon
suite at the Waldorf Towers, decked with
flowers, which he had wired for to sur-
prise her. Then, as soon as they were
settled, he whisked her out to the smart
shops for another surprise. Now the pro-
tective husband, he had to shelter his

bride from New York’s blustery winds by
buying her a new fur coat! Thrilled, Nat
chose a pretty, practical sheared beaver.



“They’ll be calling this a busman’s
honeymoon,” giggled Nat, as, with one
accord, they decided that what they wanted
to see most was—plays, plays, plays! But
they knew that a deep, mutual love of

acting and the theater was one of their

strongest bonds. “Being in the same work
is an advantage rather than a disadvan-

tage,” Bob had said. “We’ll never run
out of things to talk about!” And in New
York they discovered how much that

meant to them. Already, they’d shared

Nat’s experiences in making “Marjorie

Morningstar” for Warner Brothers—her

biggest role to date—and her next for

United Artists, “Kings Go Forth.” They’d
talk about them for hours, and about Bob’s

coming role at 20th Century-Fox in “The
Big War.” Now, holding hands in the dark-
ened Broadway theaters, feeling the same
magic, the same ambition to create it

themselves in their own acting drawing
them close, they knew how precious this

sharing was.
They saw every play there was—on-

Broadway and ofT-Broadway, matinees
and evenings. And everybody had a good
laugh when famous playwright William
Inge, author of the hit, “Dark at the Top
of the Stairs,” when told that two house
tickets had been sent to Mr. and Mrs.

Robert Wagner, asked, “And how did

the Mayor enjoy the play?”
Whether or not she was mistaken for

the wife of the Mayor of New York, Nat
loved being called “Mrs. Wagner.” “Tele-
gram for Mrs. Wagner . . . Phone call for

Mrs. Wagner. . .
.” Every time she heard

it she bubbled over with delight.

Bob, picking up the name used by her
closest girl friends, started calling her
Charlie. “Charlie?” asked a puzzled bus
boy who overheard him when they were
having dinner. “Well, you’re the prettiest

Charlie I ever saw!”
There were visits to the swank restau-

rants and fun spots, too—to the Copaca-
bana to see Nat “King” Cole, to the Colony,
Eden Roc, Chez Vito. There were a few
parties—but only small, intimate ones
with close friends. They went shopping
at Saks. But they didn’t buy much—after

all, they’ll have to stash most of the wed-
ding presents at Nat’s mother’s home until

they can find a home of their own and
move out of Bob’s small apartment.

Soon, they’d take the train to St. Louis,

and then—if their plans didn’t go awry

—

drive at a leisurely pace in a car Bob ar-
ranged to pick up there, a new Corvette,
stopping at motels, enjoying the kind of
trip and the kind of privacy that other
honeymooning couples enjoy.

Soon, they would settle down to every-
day living, a young bride and her hus-
band, going to work in the mornings, doing
the marketing, making meals and keeping
house. But again and again, in the long
evenings, they would curl up on the sofa
and slowly look through the pictures in
their wedding album. And they would
laugh, and sigh, and kiss, and live again
the most unforgettable memories of love.

The End

PHOTOGRAPHERS’
CREDITS

Color and black and white photographs of

Perry Como by Griffith & Reiter; Natalie

Wood and Bob Wagner wedding album, Bill

Avery of Black Star; Jill Corey and Virginia

Gibson by Gene Cook

;

color of Joanne

Woodward, Leslie Nielsen, Dennis Hopper,

Tom Tryon, George Nader, Deborah Kerr,

Martha Hyer and Anthony Franciosa, and
black and whites of Venetia Stevenson and
Tob Hunter, all Roger Marshutz.

Sex and your
Perspiration

By Valda Sherman

Did you know there are two kinds of perspiration?

“Physical,” caused by work or exertion; and “nervous,”

stimulated by emotion or sexual excitement.

Doctors say that this “sex perspiration” is the big

offender in underarm stains and odor. It is caused by
special glands that are bigger, more powerful, pour out more perspiration.

And this kind of perspiration causes the most offensive odor.

Science has discovered that a deodorant needs a special ingredient

specifically formulated to overcome this offensive “sex perspiration” odor.

And now it’s here . . . the remarkable ingredient Perstop*— the most
effective, yet the gentlest odor-stopping ingredient ever discovered —
and available only in the new cream deodorant arrid.

Use ARRID daily and you’ll be amazed how quickly this new arrid with

Perstop* penetrates deep into the pores and stops this “sex perspiration”

odor. Stops it as no “roll-on,” spray-on, or stick deodorant could ever do.

You rub ARRID in —rub perspiration out . . . rub arrid in— rub odor out.

When the cream vanishes, you know you are safe, even when you are

nervous or stimulated by emotion or sexual excitement. Doctors have
proved that this new arrid with Perstop* is actually 1 J

/2 times as effective

as all leading deodorants tested.

Remember—nothing protects you like a cream . . . and no cream pro-

tects you like arrid with Perstop*. So don’t be half-safe. Be completely

safe. Use arrid with Perstop* to be sure. Only 43 0 plus tax.
Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

MAKE MONEY! SELL MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS! SEND

FOR FREE KIT! NO OBLIGATION! WRITE: MACFADDEN
PUBLICATIONS, 205 E. 42 ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

TWIN BLENDERS SALT AND PEPPER SET

4®* 50c *
y I \ I Miniature of blenders that sell

\ 1 \ I up to $30.00. Made of black
\ | \ < and transparent plastic. DressL—t V t up your table. GUARANTEED

TO PLEASE or your money
back! The complete set only
50c to add new names to our

»s, customer list. Makes a won-
rfir >* derful gift. Send check or* coin to

GIFTWAYS CO.. 121 E. 24 St.. Dept. 399. New York. N. Y.

ADVANCE ROYALTY

*100 .°° SONGWRITERS
TO THE WRITER OF BEST SONG SELECTED EACH MONTH

Send songs, poems.Records, copies furnished. Let us help you be a success.

HOLLYWOOD TUHESMITHS

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full length or bust j

form, groups, landscapes, pet a
mals. etc., or enlargements of i _

part of a group picture. Original is

returned with your enlargement.

On orders of 2 or more we will
send you one 25c Miniature Por-
trait, size 4* x 6*

. FRE E . Mail
photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and receive
your enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beau-
tiful double -weight portrait quality paper.
C. O. D.’s accepted on orders of 2 or more.
Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.

Professional Art Studios. 544 S. Main, Dept. 38-D, Princeton, Illinois

FREE!

Complete guide tor . . .

TEENS • BRIDES •

YOUNG MARRIEDS
Intimate advice from doc-

tors and marriage experts.

Pregnancy, sex, mother-

hood, religion, money, in-

law problems covered. Spe-

cial teen section on petting

and dating. Tells husbands

what to know about wives,

and gives brides key to a

happy marriage. Only 50

cents! Complete, authori-

tative illustrated guide!

Conel Books, 295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y., Dept. YM
I enclose cents for copies of

Young Marrieds.

Name

Address

City State

Send no stamps. Send cash or money orders only.

EAT ANYTHING
WITH FALSE TEETH

Trouble with loose plates that slip, rock or cause

sore gums? Try Brimms Plasti-Liner. One applica-

tion makes plates fit snugly without powder, paste

or cushions. Brimms Plasti-Liner adheres perma-
nently to your plate; ends the bother of temporary
applications. With plates held firmly by Plasti-

Liner.YOU CAN EAT ANYTHING! Simply lay soft

strip of Plasti-Liner on troublesome upper or lower.

Bite and it molds perfectly. Easy to use, tasteless,

odorless, harmless to you and your plates. Remov-
able as directed. Money-back guarantee. At your drug
counter. $ 1.50 relinerforone plate; $2. 50,two plates.

Special Offer! Free 35< packageof Tri-Dent Brush-
less Denture Cleaner. Send only 10^ for postage and
handling. Offer expires Apr. 30, 1958. Plasti-Liner,

Inc., Dept. V8, 1075 Main St., Buffalo 9, N. Y.

BRIMMS PLASTI-LINER
THE PERMANENT DENTURE RELINER

P
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THEY’RE IN THE NEWS

Barry Coes striking role in “Peyton

Place,” opposite Terry Moore
,
put this

twenty-three-year-old Californian into

the limelight. “As a kid,” he admits, “I

was pretty scatterbrained.” But now he’s

single-minded, doing “Mardi Gras” for

20th. On the side: skiing and hi-fi.

Greeted cordially everywhere, “Seven

Hills of Rome” has pulled Mario Lanza

out of a years-long slump. The husky

tenor’s in high spirits again, forgetting

his bouts with bad health, excess weight

and temperament rumors. A follow-up

to his Italy-made hit is on the fire

Friend Barry ( above) claims the credit for the Lili Gentle-Dick Zanuck marriage.

P He introduced the pert actress to The Boss Darryl's son. Eighteen , Alabama-

born, Lili was Tommy Sands’ hometown sweetheart in “Sing Boy Sing”

Paul Newman scored an impressive hit

in “The Long
,
Hot Summer.” Why not

?

Love scenes were with Joanne Woodward

Earl Holliman fans are so proud of

their boy’s new surge of movie, TV
and record success. Following his im-

pressive role on NBC-TV’s Kraft Thea-

ter, he recorded the tune, “Nobody

Knows How I Feel,” for Prep. You’ll

soon see him in Paramount’

s

“Hot Spell”
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Discovery! Discovery! FEMININE FABRIC
sheerest luxury .... perfected protection

make New Modess your discovery this month Modess . .

.



DISCOVERED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE

First and only permanent with
pin curl ease , rod curl strength

PIN CURLS FOR THE CROWN.

“Top hair” needs this softer

wave... and Lotion plus new

Liquifix give longer lasting

quality to these pin curls.

ROD CURLERS FOR SIDES,

back, top front give added

curl-strength to harder-working

areas . . . now doubly reinforced

by Lotion and new Liquifix.

Wonderful new soft waves that last and last!

Awonderful new method, wonderful newLiquifix

It's here! The first, the only all-over permanent with

the ease and the lasting quality you’ve asked for. ..yet

it's so unbelievably soft and natural. That's because

new PIN-IT gives the right kind of waves for the differ-

ent areas of your hair... then locks in your permanent

with special lotion and new Liquifix neutralizer. Best of

all. this new Twice-a-Year PIN-IT keeps your hair just

the way you like it, from the first day to months later.

new twice-a-year

Apply Lotion and Liquifix with New Target-Point Squeeze Bottle
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DISCOVERED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE

First and only permanent with,

pin curl ease , rod curl strength

PIN CURLS FOR THE CROWN.

“Top hair” needs this softer

wave . . . and Lotion plus new

Liquifix give longer lasting

quality to these pin curls.

ROD CURLERS FOR SIDES,

back, top front give added

curl-strength to harder-working

areas . . . now doubly reinforced

by Lotion and new Liquifix.

Wonderful new soft waves that last and last!

Awonderful newmethod, wonderful new Liquifix

It’s herel The first, the only all-over permanent with

the ease and the lasting quality you’ve asked for. ..yet

it’s so unbelievably soft and natural. That’s because

new PIN-IT gives the right kind of waves for the differ-

ent areas of your hair... then locks in your permanent

with special lotion and new Liquifix neutralizer. Best of

ali, this new Twice-a-Year PIN-IT keeps your hair just

the way you like it, from the first day to months later.

new twice-a-year

Pn
© P & G

Apply Lotion and Liquifix with New Target-Point Squeeze Bottle
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newMUM sp s odor

without irritation

So gentle for any normal skin you can use it freely every clay

If you’ve ever worried about your

deodorant failing ... or about under-

arm stinging or burning from using

a deodorant daily— now you can set

your mind at ease.

New Mum Cream will stop odor

right through the day and evening.

And new Mum is so gentle for nor-

mal skin you can use it whenever

you please. Even right after shaving,

or a hot bath. Mum Cream gives you

the kind of protection you can’t pos-

sibly get from any other leading deo-

dorant— because it works a com-

pletely different way.

Contains no aluminum salts

Mum Cream is the only leading deo-

dorant that works entirely by stop-

ping odor . . . contains no astringent

aluminum salts. It keeps on working

actively to stop odor 24 hours a day

with M-3— Mum’s wonderful hexa-

chlorophene that destroys both odor

and odor-causing bacteria!

When Mum is so effective — yet so

gentle—isn’t it the deodorant for you?
ANOTHER FIN E PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS
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BE SURE
of your freshness

Let new mild“Lysol” bring

you that certain sense of fresh,

sweet cleanliness that is so im-

portant to you as a woman

!

Used regularly in your

douche, it keeps you from

offending.

uLySol” brand disinfectant

ends odor at its source, by kill-

ing odor-causing germs! Far

more effective than any home-

style douche, including vinegar

!

Yet uLysol” is gentle.

Won’t hurt your delicate insides.

p

Try it. Discover new fresh-

ness— the “Lysol” way!

For free booklet on

how to douche as rec-

ommended by doctors

(mailed in plain enve-

lope) write to: “Lysol”

Bloomfield, N. J.,

Dept. P-558.

A Lehn & Fink Product Also available in Canada

MAY, 1958

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S MOVIEGOERS FOR OVER FORTY YEARS

SPECIAL SECTION: PURSUIT OF PARADISE

42 Pleasure: Who's Who, What’s New in Hollywood? 8y Kendis Rochlen
47 Struggle: Their Dreams Are For Reef John Saxon, Dolores Hart,

Carolyn Jones

48 Happiness: This Is My Life (Deborah Kerr) 8y Aljean Meltsir

53 Luck: Everything Happens to Me By Rick Nelson as told to Marcia Bone
54 Fear: If Can Be Lonely By Sandra Dee
59 Heartache: The Fabulous Face (Elizabeth Taylor)

61 Love: What Is Love? (Hugh O'Brian)

64 Go Away! (Dolores Hart, Victoria Shaw, Theodora Davitt)

BIG PHOTOPLAY CONTEST!

29 and 72 Win a Trip to a World Premiere
30 What Has He Got to Make Him a Star? (John Gavin)

ARTICLES AND SPECIAL FEATURES

32 Can a Teenager Be Ready for Marriage? (James Darren)

By David Albright

34 When the Saint Goes Marching In (Eva Marie Saint)

37 What's a Bunny? By Jane Powell as told to Peggy Taub
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BY RADIK HARRIS

Clift Dweller: Monty Clift and the young Swiss actor, Maxi-

milian Schell, were in Paris together, staying in the same hotel,

appearing in the same picture (“The Young Cions”), but they

met for the first time in t lie elevator of the New York offices

of 20th Century-Fox, when they both came to a private screen-

ing of the film! Sounds incredible, doesn't it? But it happens

to be true, for the logical reason that Monty and Maximilian

played no scenes together, and when Monty wasn’t filming, i

kept very much to himself and didn't fraternize with the re^t

of the cast. It was my good luck to be in Paris when Maximilian

was shooting a scene in front of Sacre Coeur with Marlon

Brando, and so I met this attractive young brother of Maria

Schell (the “Marilyn Monroe” of “Brothers Karamazov”). He
spoke very little English then, but when I saw him in New
York six months later, he was fluent enough to make his Broad-

way debut in the leading role opposite Celeste Holm. Keep your

eye on this talented actor. He’s Swiss, without the ham!

As for Monty, he is as delighted with “The Young Lions”

as lie was disappointed over the results of “Raintree County.”

After that disappointing experience, he never wants to get in-

volved again in a picture, unless he is completely sold on it

from every angle—which is why he turned down two of the

hottest scripts of the year. He didn’t like the writer on one.

and the director on the other—professionally, not personally.

More than anything else, he’d like to find the same lucky com-

bination that Tony Perkins did—a good role in a good play,

to bring him back to the theatre. In the meantime. Monty is

leading his usual “lone wolf” existence in his unpretentious

New York apartment (a walk-up in the East Sixties), seeing

only a few close friends like the Kevin McCarthys. Roddy Mc-

Dowell and Libby Holman, but his nerves, so badly shattered

in that motor accident a few years ago. are calmer now than

they’ve been in a long time. He even consented to help pub-

licize “The Young Lions” with some press interviews, providing

that any questions pertinent to his psychological problems or

personal life were taboo. Monty and his co-star. Marlon Brando,

have two things in common—they are both fine actors, and they

both roar like “young lions” when they feel their privacy is

invaded. “We get paid for acting, not to live in a goldfish bowl,”

is their shared motto.

Monroe Doctrine: Let's face it. Marilyn Monroe is an old-

fashioned wife. While every other celebrity in town flocked to

the Belasco Theatre to welcome Sir Laurence Olivier back to

Broadway in “The Entertainer” (some of them even paying

$100 a ticket for the privilege). Marilyn was conspicuous by her

absence. Why didn't she, of all people, turn up to join in the

cheers for her distinguished co-star and director of “Prince

and the Showgirl”? And failing this, why didn’t she send him
an opening night wire to express her good wishes? I called

Marilyn to ask her the answers to these two $64,000 questions

that puzzled all Broadway, and this was her answer: “I didn’t

go to Larry’s opening because Arthur doesn’t like opening

nights. (He made a rare exception when his sister, Joan Cope-

land. appeared in “Conversation Piece,” and for his own plays,

of course.) And 1 didn’t send a wire because Arthur never sends

them. And since he’s my husband. I do as he does.”

It’s fairly obvious that after two years, the honeymoon still

isn't over for Marilyn and the tall, self-effacing famous play-

wright she married in a blare of front-page publicity on a

hot summer day in July. 1956. During the past year. Marilyn

has virtually retired to her role of “hausfrau,” while Jayne

Mansfield. Gina Lollobrigida and Sophia Loren have usurped

the spotlight, but instead of missing this publicity, she seems

to be enjoying her sudden anonymity. Unlike most actresses,

who can't stand competition of any kind, there isn’t a jealous

bone in Marilyn’s well-stacked body. When Maria Schell won

the role of Grushenka in “The Brothers Karamazov”—the

Dostoyevsky novel that no film company had dreamed of do-

ing until Marilyn casually mentioned that she would like to

appear in this Russian classic (and the people who laughed

the loudest had never even read the book! ). Marilyn and Arthur

slipped into the Radio City Music Hall to see her. and al-

though a great many Monroe fans felt Marilyn would have

given Grushenka more sex appeal, Marilyn thought Maria

was wonderful. “I saw her in the French film ‘Gervaise,’ too.

and she was terrific.” Marilyn told me.

Of course, it's hardly a secret that the “production” Marilyn

is anticipating most, is an heir or heiress in the Miller nursery.

But until this blessed event happens, she has agreed to report

to 20th-Fox this summer for a remake of “The Blue Angel.’ in

which she will reprise the song that is still identified with

Marlene Dietrich
—

“Falling In Love Again.”

Fonda’s Social Swim : Everyone who has ever known Hank

Fonda in the old days, is flabbergasted at the change in him

since his marriage to Afdera Franchetti. This fourth trek to

the altar with an Italian baroness, many years his junior, has

transformed Hank from a violently anti-social, retiring and

moody guy, into one of the gayest blades of the season. His

three ex-wives—Margaret Sullavan. the late Frances Brokaw.

and Susan Blanchard—were younger than Hank, too, and even

more attractive than Afdera. but for them to get him to a party

was like leading him to the guillotine!

Purely Personal: Another “Exclusively Yours” scoop was

confirmed when pretty Nancy Berg took Geoffrey Horne out of

bachelor circulation. Remember when I forewarned a lot of

other hopeful dolls that this would happen? Nancy and Geoffrey,

whose romance blossomed at the Actors’ Studio, didn't have

any of the trimmings that should go with a first wedding, but

when they arrived in Rome (where Geoffrey is now filming “The

Tempest”), they found a huge wedding cake and a magnum

of champagne in their hotel suite. Lee and Paula Strasberg

had arranged this festive surprise welcome for them by cable!

That’s all the “Exclusively Yours” for now.
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Premiere Engagements
Now Playing

-

NEW YORK
— Criterion

MIAMI BEACH
— Sheridan

CHICAGO
— McVIckers

DETROIT
— United Artists

WASHINGTON
— Uptown

BALTIMORE
— New

CLEVELAND
— Loew’s Ohio

DALLAS
— Wlnwood

BOSTON
— Saxon

PHILADELPHIA
— Midtown

PITTSBURGH
— Nixon

ST. LOUIS
— Pageant

PRODUCED BY

STARRING

COLOR'BY

HflCOL

Screenplay by PAUL OSBORN
Produced at 2o> Century-Fox

A MAGNA Production

featuring

- RAY WALSTON
-

JUANITA HALL p
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No Douche

Protects Like

Zonitors

Women Find
Gynecologist reports on new,

easy, more positive method

of Feminine Hygiene —
provides continuous protection

New York, N. Y. (Special) At last, science
has developed a method of feminine hy-
giene a woman can use with confidence
because it gives the germicidal protection
of an antiseptic douche-but does it imme-
diately and for a prolonged period—as no
douche can. So quick and easy, this new
method depends on remarkable vaginal
suppositories, called Zonitors.

Works Instantly For Hours!

Once inserted, Zonitors dissolve gradually,
coating tissues with a protective film
which lasts for hours—and are ready to
work instantly. Zonitors guard against

—

destroy odors completely, too—helping to
maintain a high degree of comfort, con-
venience, safety and personal daintiness
not possible with douches.

Zonitors’ amazing effectiveness is due to
one of the most potent antiseptic princi-
ples ever developed— the discovery of a
prominent surgeon and chemist.

Doctor’s Discovery — Hospital Proved!

Zonitors were thoroughly tested in a large
Eastern hospital. The supervising gyne-
cologist pronounced them unusually effec-
tive, yet safe and non-irritating. They
are now available without prescription in
local drugstores.

Zonitors are greaseless and stainless—cost
little for 12 dainty, snow white vaginal
suppositories, individually packed to carry
conveniently in a purse.

MAIL COUPON NOW!

i Dunbar Laboratories, Wayne, N. J. i

i Dept. P-5 i

i i

i Please send me trial supply of Zonitors and new i

i booklet giving complete intimate facts (mailed •

' in plain wrapper) I enclose 10£ to cover '

]

handling

i Name i

Address

p ,
City State

Offer good only in the U.S.

I otnmy Reynolds, whose monthly column
“On the Record” appears in Photoplay,

is producer of Mutual Broadcasting

System's “Bandstand. U.S.A.,” only live

two-hour jazz festival series in

major network radio or TV. A former

bandleader, he digs the latest—for you

by TOMMY REYNOLDS

Letters, letters, letters! Since “On the

Record” started spinning, you've gotten

the message, and I’m flipping over your

notes and questions. So, what say we start

right off this month with a few of them.

Q: Why is Rock ’n’ Roll so rough around

the edges?

A: Because that’s the way it’s supposed

to be! Its main appeal is emotional. Polish

it up too much and it loses its charm.

Q: Is Rock ’n’ Roll popular in other coun-

tries?

A: Yep—but it has its problems. R & R
was banned in Iran last year on the

grounds that it was against the concepts

of the Moslem religion. Besides, Iranian

doctors insisted teenage R & R dancers

were injuring their hips in “extreme gyra-

tions.” (No kidding!)

While on the subject, we just learned

one of the countries behind the Iron Cur-

tain—Poland—has finally given up the

battle against “decadent American music”

and has admitted jazz is OK. It not only

allows jazz to he played over the radio and

magazines about it to he published, but

the first Polish edition of “Jazz” even tells

its eager readers how to pronounce the

names of American musicians. Count Basie

comes out “Kant Bejzy,” Thelonious Monk
is “Telanius Mank,” J. J. Johnson is “Dzej

Dzej Dzonsn” and Sarah Vaughan is “Sara

Woun.” (“On the Record” hopes all this

is being closely noted by our Secretary of

State. Mr. Facztr Dullecz!)

Also on the lighter side of global news

—

England’s Princess Margaret is real gone

on pop music and jazz. One enterprising

gent (who’s planning an album series

called “Jazz of All Nations”) sent this

wire to Her Royal Highness: “Because

your interest in music is internationally

recognized, we would consider it an honor

if you would narrate the British segment.

Royalties, which would accrue to you from

sale of the album in 10,000 stores, will go

to your favorite charity.”

They’re still awaiting word from Buck-

ingham Palace. Our suggestion is: Don’t

hold your breath.

Q : What are the current and coming trends

in popular music?

A: Trends in popular music are always

changing, which can make predicting a

red-faced business. Give an example?

Many of “yesterday’s” golden record stars

were gals, but if you run your eye down

any current listing of the nation’s Top Ten

Juke Box Hits, you’ll note the fellows have

come back into their own but not a single

“girl-tvpe” singer made it.

Not so in the old days. If you glance

at the list of the ten greatest all-time pop

discs as compiled by Art Ford and his

board of judges, you’ll see the music men’s

choices include three gals who are still

tops

:

Ella Fitzgerald
—

“A-Tisket, A-Tasket”

(Decca)

Tommy Dorsey with Frank Sinatra

—

“I'll Never Smile Again” (Victor)

Rosemary Clooney
—

“Tenderly” (Colum-

bia)

Artie Shaw—“Begin the Beguine” (Blue-

bird)

Glenn Miller
—

“In the Mood” (Victor)

Patti Page—“Tennessee Waltz” (Mer-

cury)

Bing Crosby
—“White Christmas” (Dec-

ca)

Gene Austin
—“My Blue Heaven” (Vic

tor)

Nat “King” Cole
—

“Nature Boy” (Capi-

tol)

Benny Goodman—“Sing, Sing, Sing”

(Victor) ( Continued on page 8j
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/dreamedImade an impression

in my maidenform bra/
0/ (d/

Lights, camera, action — I’m the center of at-

traction in my new Twice-Over''"' Long-Line

bra! Here’s terrific Twice-Over styling with

airy elastic cut criss-cross under the arms —

and double-stitched circles on the broadcloth

cups. Now it’s yours in a long version that

makes you seem sizes slimmer! Hurry! Try

Twice-Over Long-Line by Maidenform! A. B,

C and D cups. Full and % lengths, from 5.95

And ask for a Maidenform girdle, too! p

g) 1958 MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO., INC., NEW YORK 16, N. Y. *REG. U.S. -

. OFF. FAT . PE NO.

Look /or this colorful package everywhere!
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You can not brush

"bad breath away...

reach tor Listerine

!

Listerine Stops Bad Breath

gH 4 Times Better Than Tooth Paste!

NO TOOTH PASTE STOPS BAD BREATH

THE WAY LISTERINE DOES!

Chort shows how quickly bad breath

returns after brushing with tooth paste

BREATH LEVEL

After using tooth paste- - - After using Listerine

CLEAN
BREATH
AREA

BAD BREATH
AREA AFTER

I HR.

AFTER
3 HRS.

AFTER
3 HRS.

Here is why you can not brush away bad breath! Germs in

the mouth cause 9 out of 10 cases of bad breath and

no tooth paste kills germs the way Listerine Antiseptic

does. Listerine kills germs on contact, by millions

—

stops bad breath four times better than tooth paste.

Simply gargle Listerine full-strength every morning,

every night, every time you brush your teeth.

...Your No. 1 Prolection Against Bad Breath

ON THE RECORD
continued

The trend, too. is away from ballads, or

lias been, until recently. Now they’re com-

ing back—a little—but the climb is treach-

erous and slow. A record company execu-

tive recently told me. “Do you think I like

recording the stuff I’m doing? But unless

it’s a Sinatra, a Como, a Patti Page—how
can you take a chance today with a merely

good ballad? There are only about six

singers in the business whose following is

so strong and loyal they’re not afraid to cut

a ballad. Theirs sell, but nobody else’s.”

Generally, this is true. But “On the

Record” doesn’t think it’s as hopelessly

dismal as pictured by this long-time record

man. for, some of the newcomers like

Johnny Mathis got their first big break

through a ballad—and now they’re busier

than ever belting them out!

Q: Is it true that Sammy Davis Jr. is going

to make a movie?

A: You have the scoop. Ever since Samuel

Goldwyn said he was going to make “Porgv ;

and Bess.” Davis has been after the role
|

of Sportin’ Life in this great Gershwin !

opera. All through his recent nightclub
]

stint at the Moulin Rouge, he literally

auditioned for the role. Finally. Goldwyn

heard about it, came for a look-see and

voom!—Sammy was in.

On the right SOUND TRACK
with

:

Gigi (M-G-M. E3641 ST) Romance and

Parisian oolala with Leslie Caron. Louis

Jourdan. Eva Gabor, Maurice Chevalier set

to music by Lerner and Loewe, who made

“My Fair Lady” what it is today.

Sing Boy Sing (Capitol, T-929) Tommy
Sands debuts in the screen adaptation of

the TV show that made him famous. The

title song is only one of the hits on this set

of discs.

Bonjour Tristesse (RCA Victor, LOC
1040) Film music nicely reflects the lan-

guorous passion of rich folk David Niven.

Jean Seberg and Deborah Kerr living it

up on the Riviera.

Wild is the Wind (Columbia. CL
1090) Johnny Mathis’ hit song from the 1

film you already know. Rest of score back-
!

ing up high voltage emotions of Anna
|

Magnani. Anthony Quinn and Tony Fran-

ciosa is well worth latching onto, too.

South Pacific (Victor. LOC 1032) Mit-

zi Gaynor. Rossano Brazzi, John Kerr

breathe new life into memorable numbers. .

“My Girl Back Home,” written for original

stage production, was cut for lack of time

and turns up as a real comer in this album.
8



Aren’t you tired of setting curls with hair sprays

only to have them droop a few hours later?

A creme in a tube

with applicator tip!

only $2°?
J plus

An entirely different kind of

home permanent, by Richard Hudnut!

Unwinds right from the curlers into

silken-soft, natural-looking curls . .

.

no re-setting . . . this wave lasts

’til you cut it off!

It’s so easy! Just wind-and-rinse . . . when dry, brush out!

A superb new creme formula! Gets past the hair’s

natural oil barrier to give you a softer, yet longer-

lasting wave! It’s bliss!
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Flip for Rook

We Rock Hudson fans in New York
watched the Photoplay Gold Medal Awards
over Steve Allen’s TV show and loved every
minute. We flipped when Rock Hudson
autographed the TV screen. Oh, howr we
wished we could have cut it out for our
autograph books!

Betty Albert
New York, N. Y.

Photoplay is happy to make your wish
come true, Betty and fans. We’ve done
the “cutting out” of Rock’s autograph for
you! (below right)—Ed.

Bobbie’s King of Hearts

“Shrinking violets” may take comfort in

learning that they are Rock Hudson’s type,

but I personally think it takes a gal with
more starch. Though Rock may be all you
say he is, to me he’s a good deal more than
“the quiet man” you described.

This is the Rock I can’t resist. And,
with apologies to W. S. Gilbert and Sir

Arthur Sullivan, the following sounds fine

sung in the Key of E. Now, everyone in

unison . . .

He sets the very pattern

for a modern L.A. president,

He’s almost always on the go
and hardly ever reticent.

But the glamour of a movie name,
the clamor for his talents

Have in no way, shape or form
upset his fundamental balance.

He’s dashing, and he’s daring,

and he’s thrillingly athletic.

And, yet, he’s highly sensitive,

inherently aesthetic.

His acting skills are widely hailed,

he is a man of many parts,

And Photoplay, because of this ,

has justly named him “King of Hearts.”

Bobbie Rose
Philadelphia, Pa.

We Goofed

Senator Humphrey from Wisconsin in-

deed (as was stated in your March issue,

in the story on Liz Taylor) ! Seeing that

Pm from Minnesota I kind of resent your
putting our Senator in our neighboring
state. But now that I’ve let you know, I’ll

forgive. I truly enjoy your magazine.
Claretta Morrel
Austin, Minn.

p

We thank you and Mr. Earl Wilson
thanks you. And apologies to Senator
Humphrey and Minnesota.—Ed.
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Silents are Golden

I’ve always wanted to see the silent

movie, “The Big Parade.” It must have been
one of the greatest of all time because it

ran for ninety-six weeks in New York when
it first came out. I understand this was one
of the few times John Gilbert played a non-
glamour hoy part and that he won great
critical acclaim for his portrayal. About
all I

!

ve ever seen of it is where Rene Adoree
is chasing a truck carrying John Gilbert
away to war. Has M-G-M ever released this

film to TV or is it too passe? Wish they
would, as it’s a sort of milestone.

Oliver L. Olson
Sloan, Iowa

Television is very much interested in the
silents. Right now producer Paul Killiam’s

“Movie Museum” is giving fans nationwide
a chance to see excerpts from some of the

most interesting of the soundless comedies
and dramas. In the works now is a new
show of Mr. Killiam’s called “Hour of
Silents” which will show some of the best

of the old pictures, including “The Big
Parade,” in their entirety.—Ed.

Did She Die?

I saw “A Farewell to Arms” recently and
thought it was wonderful. My father told

me that in the first version, years ago, he
didn't think Catherine died in the end. Is

this true? And if so, why did they let her
die in this one?

J. Stewart
Lakewood, Calif.

Unfortunately, Catherine died all the way
down the line. She first passed away in

the original novel by Ernest Hemingway.
Next, in the 1932 film version with Helen
Hayes, and lastly in the current production
with Jennifer Jones.—Ed.

Open Letter to Joan Crawford

It was in 1933 that I first wrote you and
asked for a photo. You sent it and since
then you have continued being kind and
answering all my letters.

In 1934 you sent your home address and
from then on, I have received a reply every
time I have written you.

You have taken time from your busy
schedule to write encouraging letters when
I have been sick and low. You expressed joy
when we bought our home, and when our
child was born. You have inquired about
him and my family even when I didn’t men-
tion them in my letters.

I am very thankful for all the kindness
you have shown me and want everyone to

know it. I wish only the best for you and
your family in the coming years and may
you always be as happy as you have made
me.

Bless you always,

Violet M. Higgins
South Plainfield, N. J.

Give Jayne a Chance

I don’t write letters often, but now that

I am. I’m going to speak my piece. I have
never seen a less satisfactory performance
than the one given by Jayne Mansfield in

“Kiss Them for Me.” In fact, the whole
movie was unsatisfactory. Even Marilyn
Monroe, whom I dislike, could have done
a better job. Maybe Jayne can act. I don’t

know, as I have never seen her in anything
but roles I consider repulsive, such as the

role of the feather-brained floozy in “Will

Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” which, it

seems to me, she is still playing with minor
variations. Why don’t they give her a

chance by letting her have a truly decent

and dramatic role?

Jo Ann Piekarski
Kellogg, Idaho

continued
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JANTZEN FIGUREMAKING GENIUS SHAPES BEAUTIFULLY FOR EXCITING NEW FASHIONS

this is what you need

to wear any new fashion

. . . a fabulous new shaper that

slims you, trims you, smooths you,

soothes you . . . with a light touch

on the body and marvelous

Jantzen knitted top that breathes

with you. In nylon net and Dacron,

exotic new azalea pink or white

. .
.
panty-girdle (RI24-) left,

girdle (RII4) . . . brief (RI42) right,

5.95 each . . . new plunge

"curvalo” bra (629) with

inserts 6.95.

influential
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Wanted

!

I’m looking for a tall, slim fellow about
twenty-five years old. He doesn’t have to

be dressed up all the time. As a matter
of fact, he can be casually dressed. His
eyesight doesn't have to be perfect—I don’t

mind glasses. But he must have brown eyes
and brown hair and stand at least six feet

tall. He doesn't have to be a “pretty boy.”
Indeed, he has to be a little shy and boy-
ish. He has to be the type a girl would
like to take care of when he’s sick. The
type your mother would like you to date
and she and you would trust. Of course,

I’d like him to like “pop" music and en-

joying singing. I would take a great inter-

est in his career, because I know it’s very
important to him.

I’m looking for the most fabulous fellow

yet, the one and only—TONY PERKINS!
Sandy Smith
New York, N. Y.

Sothern Unlimited

Why doesn’t Ann Sothern make movies
anymore? Until about a year ago, I thought
she would be suited only for TV shows like

“Private Secretary.” However, lately, I have
seen many of her old movies on TV and
frequently she was cast in a serious role.

After seeing these and some of her recent
TV “guest shots” I’m sure she shouldn’t
be limited to just television comedies. She
is still one of our best actresses.

Karen Brown
Philadelphia, Pa.

Rock Hudson is the only person I can
think of who could portray Rhett Butler
in a remake of “Gone With the Wind.”

M. Christopher
Niagara Falls, Canada

In a recent edition of “Readers Inc.,” I

saw a letter suggesting the remaking of

"Gone With the Wind.” Why don’t they
just keep re-running the original? No one,
certainly, will ever tire of it. Please, please
don’t let them remake it !

!

!

Danny Roy
Oxford, Mo.

A recent reader suggested to Photoplay
that “Gone With the Wind” should be re-

made, naming several performers to fill

certain roles. Honestly, I think it would be
a waste of money.

However, why couldn’t someone suggest
to Michael Todd that he do “GWTW” as a
musical? People will get a throaty cackle
when Scarlett stands on the shore and
sings . . .

“Rhett sails in the sunset . .

Louie
Pt. Pleasant, N. J.

Thanks From Tommy

I enjoyed your British edition of Photo-
play tremendously and certainly do appre-
ciate the consideration Photoplay has given
me in the past.

It was flattering to know that I have
been given the honor of appearing in your
overseas as well as the American edition.

Once again, let me express my thanks.

Tommy Sands
Los Angeles, Calif.

"It’s All Right With Me”

I have been a Marlon Brando fan for

some time and it makes no difference to

me whether he has one egg or two for

breakfast or if his wife is Welsh, Irish or

Indian, just as long as he keeps on making
movies, it’s all right with me. . . .

Nancy Murphy
Hartford, Conn.

Perennially-young Ann Sothern, television star, movie star and business woman, is

busy these days with TV (and a possible new series). But how ’bout movies?

Introducing Dirk Bogarde

oatt cl 1

1

uugiiou jnuiuic
“Doctor at Large” and I loved Dirk 1

garde in it. He’s very handsome and s

a wonderful actor. Won’t you mention 1

in Photoplay soon?
Joyce Landis
Philadelphia,

Dirk Bogarde was all bundled up
\

a flannel bathrobe taking medicine for

attack of jaundice, recently, when he u

told he’d just been named “Britain’s B
gest Box Office Draw.” “Wow!” he sa

coughing on his jaundice medicine.
Born in London, his mother an actr>

and his grandfather an actor, there was
much choice for him but to go into I

theater, too. A happy decision because
loves it.

Still in school and fiddling around
decisively with art courses, Dirk was tr<

eling on a bus one day when he giant

out the window and noticed London’s “

Theater. Seized by a whim, he pulled i

cord, got out, went in and ended the a

with a job as glue-boy. (We all have
begin somewhere, remember.) In no ti ,

at all he had been promoted to “actor”
the “Q” Theater and was making the prin

ly sum of five dollars a week.
Sometime later he was in the Lona

stage production of “Power Without Glor
The critics loved him and shortly the

after he was signed for the movies. Di

who is really quiet-spoken and good-natui

was cast in a long series of tough-guy pa

and it looked as if he was doomed to th

forever when someone suggested putti

him in a picture called “Doctor in i

House.” It was a good-natured poke at i

medical world (surgeons operating on i

wrong patients, wild parties in the medi
students dorm, etc.). As one of the brigh

of the not-too-bright undergraduates, D
triumphed and went on to appear in 1 1

sequels. “Doctor at Sea” and “Doctor I

Large.” He traveled to Canada to play i

adventurous hero in the recently releas

“Campbell’s Kingdom” and he’s follow

this up with the role of Sidney Carton it

remake of Charles Dickens’ story of It

and intrigue during the French Revolutu

“Tale of Two Cities.” “Lawrence of Arab i!

is his next.—Ed.

Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photopl

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New Yo
We regret that we are unable to return or re

,

to any letters not published in this column,
you want to start a fan club or write to favor

stars, address them at their studios .

—

Ed.
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Loose powder and other compact make-ups turn orange-y

!

But not ‘Love-Pat’... the complete make-up!

Why? Because ‘Love-Pat’ contains up to 3

times as much beauty oil as powder or other

compact make-ups. Your skin oils can’t affect

‘Love-Pat,’ so it won’t turn orange-y!

With ‘Love-Pat’ you smooth on a creamy

foundation that has powder’s velvet finish.

To start the day and for touch-ups all day . . .

get ‘Love-Pat’! Tomorrow!

New! Futurama metal

compact . . . ‘Love-Pat’

inside . . . refillable. 3.50*

New tortoise-shell tone compact

witli 24K gold design.

In 9 radiant shades. 1.35*

'LOVE-PAT'
PRESSED POWDER PLUS FOUNDATION WITH LAN 0 LITE

*PLUS TAX



Only

SHAVEMASTER
SHAVER

has the New Exclusive

Micro-Twin shaving head

ohi /jot uMdetflAMO,

Keeps tender underarms dainty

and smooth without nicks or cuts.

Available in Two Lovely Models, each in six colors.

Lady Sunbeam Deluxe comes
in a beautifully sculptured

French Door case. Smart on

jjg||f your vanity—compact for

p travel—a lovely gift.

Lady Sunbeam Fleur-de-lis

model sets on dainty pedes-
tal. Comes with matching
sleeve case to make a per-

fect gift.

Only Lady Sunbeam has the

"compact” shape and the new
Micro-Twin shaving head
with two sides for two femi-

nine shaving problems. One
side shaves legs— the other

side shaves tender underarms
close, clean and smooth. Start

enjoying this gentle, quick,

safe way to keep neat, fresh

and dainty by getting the

New Lady Sunbeam Shave-

master shaver. It’s faster,

more quiet, has the exclusive

Micro-Twin head.

Enjoy new
freedom from

nicks and cuts

this safe, gentle

quick way.

Imperiol Emerald Petal Velvet Riviera Ermine
Yellow Green Pink Black Blue White cs.c ©sunbeam, lady sunbeam, sm.vemasier, mixmasieb, micro-twin

Look for the MARK OF QUALITY Famous for MIXMASTER, etc.

becoming
attractions

A

A.
“On the U ind ” sophisticated cit-

rus and floral summer cologne by

Bourjois, now features matching dust-

ing powder, cologne stick. Each, $1.00

*

B. Something scent-imental from John

H. Breck, Inc.: “Love Lace” cologne

mist, delicate floral bouquet in aero-

sol form. Pink 3.5-oz. bottle, $3.00*

C. Lentheric’s “Red Lilac” perfume

blooms this spring in glittering new

crystal bottle ivith lilac and gold base,

clear acetate cover. % oz., $7.00*

D. Millot’s fragrance classic, “Crepe

de Chine,” in gift-wrapped duo: doll-

size flacon of perfume and matching

1-oz. bottle of eau de cologne. $2.00*

E. The subtle notes of “Flatterie” per-

fume are now available in creamy

liquid skin sachet, clinging fragrance

form created by Houbigant. $2.50*

*plus taxSunbeam Corporation, Dept. 237, Chicago 50, Illinois • Canada: Toronto 18



Even when it rains .

.

.you'll shine with

Permanent Weatherproof Curls

Easy as setting your hair. No rods

to wind, no resetting, no hours of

drying! Yet curls last months with

fast new PIN-QUICK.

Now! Springy, clingy, sunny-day curls, even when
it rains! Just one easy, breezy setting with new Pin-Quick

does it — gives you the soft, casual hairstyle you love. And
makes it weatherproof— free from rainy-day droop!

No need for drying hair sprays, no nightly pin-ups!

No resetting even through day after day of damp weather.

Pin-Quick weatherproof curls last for months—stay soft, shiny,

full of life! For the one pincurl permanent that takes only

minutes, yet gives you months of shining weatherproof curls,

get new Pin-Quick by Richard Hudnut.

© 1958 Lambert-Hudnut Division, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.

Guaranteed faster and longer-lasting

than any other pincurl permanent.

Get Weatherproof Curls 1-2 fast!

FAST-1! Curl in minutes!
No rods! Just set pincurls,
apply Pin-Quick lotion. Then
lock curls in to last with easy
Magic Curl-Control!

FAST-2! Dry in minutes!
So easy under a dryer. Won-
derful Pin-Quick is five times
faster than any other pincurl
wave! And no resetting!

IM6W a

pinQiM
RICHARD HUDNUT



BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

T’m convinced that Maria Schell was more concerned about
x Marilyn Monroe than Grushenka in “The Brothers Kara-

mazov.” . . . Want to know the faults of Pat Boone? Praise

him to Elvis Presley fans . . . Brigitte Bardot became pop-

ular without interviews, without doing p.a.’s on TV, without

cocktail parties in her honor; in fact without ever coming

to this country, she arrived big! . . . I’ll always remember

Marlon Brando and Rod Steiger in the taxi scene in “On the

Waterfront,” although Marlon didn’t like it . . . I’m pleased

that Ava Gardner is going to return to Hollywood to make

a movie. I’ll get the deck of cards, the recording of “Lush

Life” and wait for Ava to phone . . . Paul Newman doesn’t

approve of boy-next-door actors. He believes it takes away

from the glamour of the actor . . . Eddie Fisher wonders

why friends always give you a “Going Away” party but

never a “Welcome Home” one ... I’d like to see a movie

hero play a football player who has a few front teeth miss-

ing . . . Said Sal Mineo: “I never see the Empire State

Building without thinking it is a scene about New York.”

Deborah Kerr, who won our Photoplay vote, also won the

affection of the celebrity-guests at the Photoplay party at

the Beverly Hills Hotel . . . Rock Hudson wandered out

of the hotel as if he were looking for Jennifer Jones, but

he was actually looking for Henry Willson, who had the

keys to his car ... I thought Dolores Hart was the most

p
charming of the newcomers. And I liked her escort, Earl

Holliman, because he’s not a selfish fellow . . . Julie London

told me that she can sing one song while the radio is playing

I thought Dolores Hart was the most

charming newcomer at the Photoplay Gold Medal Awards
dinner. And I liked her escort, Earl Holliman, too

a different tune, and still stay on key ... I like Award par-

ties. You meet such interesting people and items . . . Said

Errol Flynn: “Never trust a woman. She may be true to
99

you.

I doubt if Jayne Mansfield ever will be as good an actress

as she is a press agent . . . Bob Wagner has everything he

possesses (shirts, ties, ashtrays, robes, etc.) initialed, ex-

cept Natalie Wood . . . When in high school, Barbara Nich-

ols was a cheerleader and managed to get more attention

than the football team . . . Whenever I see a Garbo movie,

I always feel that the script isn’t as good as Garbo, even

when the script is great . . . Somehow Diane Varsi and

Susan Harrison remind me of each other . . . Joanne Wood-
ward told me: “I want to do something—a movie or a play

—that'll come up to the expectations I have for myself.”

. . . Joan Collins has a new bedroom. It’s in pink, and with

plenty of mirrors.

CNvis Presley overcombs his hair . . . Clark Gable will

tell you that his last movie at M-G-M was titled (and

not by him), “Betrayed.” . . . Big Hunk of Truth From
Laurence Olivier: “In the old days we had actresses trying

to become stars. Today we have stars trying to become

actresses.” Need I mention names? . . . Charles Laughton is

an actor who turns in a better performance than most, even

when Laughton is merely walking into Schwab’s to buy

shaving cream ... I wonder what Frank Sinatra actually

means when he ends his TV shows with “Sleep Warm.” . . .

Zsa Zsa Gabor to Eva Gabor: “If you lie about me, I’ll

tell the truth about you.”

I’m glad Ingrid Bergman didn't pick up Roberto Ros-

sellini’s option . . . Katharine Hepburn’s hone structure, the

sound of her voice, and her warm loyalty fascinate me . . .

Eva Marie Saint and Hope Lange remind me of each other.

They both project the same quality in their performances

. . . Mamie Van Doren plans to redecorate her house so

that each room represents a different period in history . . .

I'll always remember the stagehand in “Citizen Kane” who

became an opera critic by placing two fingers on his nose,

pressing the nostrils together . . . Alfred Hitchcock, who

says he dislikes actors, makes it a point to be an actor in

every movie he directs . . . Martha Hyer told me: “When
I was a youngster, I loved those backstage musical pictures

best because they showed me the life I planned to live when

I grew up.” . . . Watch Lee Remick. When you see her in

a movie you will . . . Big Hunk Of Truth from Charles

Boyer: “I never said ‘Come with me to the Casbah.’

”

Mimics Please Note . . . Tony Perkins adores the word

adore . . . Jean Seberg doesn’t like the games where you

beat someone else. “I like to beat me,” said Jean ... I’d

say Grace Kelly is the kind of person who relishes being

called a snob . . . Cary Grant sleeps in either or both parts

of his pajamas, depending on the weather or his inclination

. . . Said Kim Novak: “Any color, so long as it is lavender,

is best for me.” That’s Hollywood For You.
16
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Win a Glorious 17-Day Trip

To Europe- For Two!

GIANT SWEEPSTAKES
2nd PRIZES (4)

$1,000 Keepsake Diamond Rings
^ ^

3rd PRIZES (10)

$500 Keepsake Diamond Rings

^ 7' xA V

"N

*

{

if??
'

NO PUZZLES— NO JINGLES— NOTHING TO BUY

Easy to Enter—Just Write Name and Address on Free Entry

Blank at Any Keepsake Jeweler's Store.

Here's the chance of a lifetime, brought to you by

Keepsake Diamond Rings — the choice of a lifetime!

Now you can win a fun-filled, 17-day trip to Europe

for two . . . flying via KLM Royal Dutch Airlines

. . . visiting London, Paris, Rome and other famous

cities ... or win other fabulous prizes of beautiful

Keepsake Diamond Rings!

Your Keepsake Jeweler's store is the place to go for

on official Sweepstakes entry blank . . . and for assur-

ance of finest quality in choosing your diamond ring.

For the center diamond of every Keepsake engage-

ment ring is perfect, and only a diamond of this

flawless quality can reflect maximum brilliance and

beauty. The Keepsake Certificate presented with

your ring guarantees this perfect quality (or replace-

ment assured). It protects against loss of the dia-

mond^) from the setting for one year, and assures

trade-in toward a Keepsake of greater value at any

time. For lasting pride and satisfaction, look for the

name "Keepsake" in the ring and on the tag. Many

exquisite styles from $100 to $10,000.

EXTRA! Bonus award of $1,000 Keepsake Diamond Ring goes

to first prize winner for correctly answering four easy questions

on entry blank.

KEEPSAKE SWEEPSTAKES RULES

One entry per person accepted on official entry blank

from Keepsake Jeweler no later than May 31, 1958.

*Prize winners to be determined by drawing July 8, 1958.

*Anyone 16 years of age or older residing in U S., Hawaii

or Alaska may enter, except employees (and their im-

mediate families) of A. H. Pond Co., its dealers and ad-

vertising agency. ^Contest subject to federal, state and

local laws and regulations. * Complete rules on entry blank.

n

For your

KEEPSAKE JEWELER
See Yellow Pages
of Telephone Book

SOLD ONLY AT AUTHORIZED

KEEPSAKE JEWELERS

. MIAMI Ring. $675. Also 225 and 450. Wedding Ring 225. B. PREBLE Ring $450. Wed-
ng Ring 225. C. VISTA Ring $250. Also 100 to 2475. Wedding Ring 12.50. *Man's
iamond Ring $100. Available at 75 to 250 to match all engagement rings. D. ORION
ng $150. Wedding Ring 39.75. All Rings available in either natural or white gold. Prices

tclude Federal Tax. Rings enlarged to show details. ® Trade-mark registered.

Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping

jI am interested ph

in a diamond ring ...

so please rush fact-filled booklets, "Choosing Your Dia-

mond Rings" and "The Etiquette of the Engagement and

Wedding"; also name of nearest Keepsake Jeweler and

special offer of 44-page Bride's Keepsake Book. I enclose

10 cents for mailing.

City Co.

Mail to: A. H. POND CO., INC.

State

SYRACUSE 2, N. Y.
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LET’S

GO TO
THE

MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

kVW EXCELLENT

yyy VERY GOOD

yy GOOD

^ FAIR

Stage Struck buena vista,

TECHNICOLOR

VV'/ Warm affection for the world of

the theater animates a simply pre-

sented film that spotlights youthful

Susan Strasberg. As an inexperienced

girl intent on becoming a fine actress,

Susan tries to land a part in a play

being produced by Henry Fonda. She

doesn’t get it, but her attempt results

in her emotional involvement with

Fonda. As the young playwright, who

takes a personal interest in Susan,

Christopher Plummer (a new face)

does an agreeably earnest job. Joan

Greenwood is amusing as an imperi-

ous star; Herbert Marshall, sympa-

thetic as a veteran actor. adult

Love and hero worship are mingled in

Susan s heart when she is with Fonda

The clash of personality between Paul

and Joanne has a tender significance

The Long, Hot Summer 20™

;

CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR
v'v'v' An able cast headed by Joanne

Woodward, Paul Newman and Orson

Welles offers a pleasant grab bag of

entertainment, both funny and dra-

matic. The plot is as lazy and hap-

hazard as life in the small Southern

town that is the setting; accent falls

instead on character vignettes. Top

man in the town, Orson is a roaring,

cheerful old rascal who tries to domi-

nate his household completely. Daugh-

ter Joanne talks back at him; son

Anthony Franciosa is utterly cowed

and finds consolation only in the arms

of his pretty young wife (Lee Rem-

ick). The arrival of Paul, aggressive

stranger with a doubtful background,

affects the whole family. Orson takes

to the newcomer, even gives him

Tony’s job as store manager. Between

Joanne and Paul there’s quick antag-

onism that any moviegoer will rec-

ognize as the dawn of true love. An-

gela Lansbury is effective as Orson’s

long-time mistress; Richard Anderson

shows pathos as a weakling. adult

The Brothers Karamazov m-c-m,

metrocolor

/VW'With a taut script that cap-

tures the dramatic essence of Dos-

toyevsky’s complex novel, this power-

ful drama finds Yu I Brynner and

Maria Schell only narrowly dominat-

ing a generally brilliant cast. In a

small town of Czarist Russia, Lee J.

Cobb is a grasping, bawdily irrev-

erent lecher who has earned no love

from his four sons: Brynner, army

officer and gambler, usually broke;

Richard Basehart, journalist and

cynic; William Shatner, gentle youth

who is to become a monk; Albert

Salmi, illegitimate son who is Cobb’s

despised servant. A way out of Bryn-

ner’s financial problems would be

marriage to Claire Bloom, a beauty

with a rich dowry. But her love is

brushed aside when he meets Maria,

the voluptuous, money-hungry inn-

keeper also coveted by his father.

Involved as the story is, it is told

clearly and with steadily increasing

impact. adult

Desire Under the Elms paramount,
VISTAVISION

V'V'V Another grim classic hits the

screen with another high-powered

cast: Anthony Perkins, Sophia Lor-

en, Burl Ives. In Eugene O’Neill’s

story of life, sex and the land in old

New England, Burl is the lusty tyrant

who has worn out two wives and

overwhelmed the sons of both mar-

riages. But Tony, the child of the

second wife, looks forward to claim-

ing the farm as his own. His dream

is threatened when the doughty old

man brings home a third wife, young,

with designs of her own. This is

Sophia, a sensuous and sensible im-

migrant girl. Between the two young

people there is a natural attraction,

pointed inevitably toward tragedy.

The acting has solid integrity; the

material is strong. But the talk often

sounds dated, and the treatment has

a taint of the stage. For all the

handsome exterior shots, the atmos-

phere of a real farm is missing, adult

Merry Andrew m-g-m; cinema-
scope, METROCOLORvW Not so boisterously comic as

some Danny Kaye hits, this whimsi-

cal yarn set in England aims at pro-

ducing chuckles. Danny has a lovable

role as a shy teacher in a boys’ school.

Under the direction of his formidable

father (Noel Purcell), who is also his

boss, his life trundles along quietly,

and it’s assumed he’ll marry the very

proper Patricia Cutts. But a holiday,

to follow his hobby of archaeology,

tosses Danny into the midst of a gay

little traveling circus owned by the

genial Baccaloni. The star aerialist is

lovely Pier Angeli—and Danny’s life

now livens up. Several exuberant song

numbers fit smoothly into the pro-

ceedings. FAMILY

Continued



Completely new drug combination! Available without doctor's prescription for

NO-DIET REDUCING
with New Reducing Drug For Fat People

!

Causes Your Body To Lose Weight The Fastest Acting Way!
It's Safe ... Automatic!

You Pay Nothing If You're Not Satisfied With Your Weight

Loss ... As Much As 6 Lbs. in 3 Days, 10 Lbs. the First Week!

No food restrictions, no special eating,

no giving up the kinds of food you like.

New Reducing Drug acts directly on

cause of overweight!

After years of medical research, we can

now release it for the first time—an amaz-
ing new, fast-acting no-diet reducing
drug for fat people ! If you’re normally

healthy, you can now lose as much as

necessary to look your slim self again

without constant hunger pangs ... without

cruel diets . . . even without giving up all

your favorite foods ! Yes ! You must actu-

ally lose as much as 6 lbs. in 3 days, 10 lbs.

the first week— or you don’t pay a cent!

WHY IT MUST WORK FOR YOU

NO MATTER WHAT YOU HAVE TRIED

!

Unless you have a Super Will Power, you
can never reduce to your satisfaction with

ordinary reducing methods. You probably
know from your own experience how diffi-

cult, almost impossible it is to reduce with

just fad diets, hunger strikes, laxatives, ex-

ercise, steam baths, massage . . . so-called

reducing candies, cookies, powders and
bulk-producing pills. Doctors know that

the one sure way to lose weight is to

reduce caloric intake ... to eat less. They
often prescribe drugs for this purpose —
and now, at last, they’ve found a no-diet
REDUCING DRUG FOR FAT PEOPLE, Safe

enough to be used without prescription!

3-WAY ACTION LETS YOU LOSE

POUND AFTER POUND AFTER POUND!

Regimen Tablets are a combination of

safe, proven reducing drugs—the only one
of its kind available anywhere. Aspirin-

size and easy to take. Regimen Tablets
contain no bulk-producing ingredients, do
not irritate your stomach, and work 3

amazing ways for fast, easy weight-loss.

1. They suppress your appetite; you eat

what you like, but even tasty deli-

cacies shouldn’t tempt you to over-

stuff yourself.

2. They force you to lose weight auto-

matically by removing “fluid weight”.

You lose pound after pound fast!

3. They work quickly . . .start traveling

thru your blood stream in less than

a minute . . . and you lose the tre-

mendous urge to eat! No Super

Will Power! you eat what the
family eats when they eat— the
SAME DELICIOUS FOODS AS ALWAYS —
BUT YOU JUST DON’T WANT TO EAT
AS MUCH! YOU FEEL FULL, COM-
PLETELY SATISFIED ON FAR LESS

THAN YOUR NORMAL INTAKE — YET
YOU LOSE WEIGHT FASTER AND
EASIER THAN YOU DREAMED POSSIBLE!

GUARANTEED*

There’s never been anything like Regimen
Tablets— so start reducing this safe, sure

way today. Get rid of excess weight if you
want to live longer. You may not lose as

much weight as Mr. Morris but we guar-
antee you this: you must be delighted

with your weight-loss— as much as 6 lbs.

in 3 days, 10 lbs. the first week — or your
money back! Taken as directed, Regimen
Tablets are absolutely safe, harmless to

lungs, kidneys, other vital organs. Get
Regimen Tablets for No-Diet Reducing
today!

CLINICAL TEST PROVES
“NO-DIET REDUCING”

A leading medical specialist put one
group of people on a restricted 1000

calorie-a-day diet while another group
ate without food restrictions. Both

groups took Regimen Tablets daily.

In just 6 weeks, the “No-Diet" group
had actually lost more weight than

the 1000 calorie-a-day group '

This is documented clinical evidence

that with Regimen Tablets you can
actually eat what you want and still

lose weight!

"I lost 28 lbs. in 28 days*

TAKING REGIMEN TABLETS
WITHOUT ANY DIETING

. . . and. never felt better in my life!”

says

Lester Morris,
TV Personality

“I tried ordinary reducing methods for

years — diets, laxatives, candies, pills, ex-

ercises, steam baths — nothing worked-
Then I discovered Regimen Tablets, I

lost 9 lbs. in 3 days, 12 lbs. the first week,
and 28 lbs. in 28 days! Without dieting!
Without will power! I ate the same foods
as always; I just couldn’t eat as much!
Yet I felt full all the time — and the fat

just melted away!”

A notarized doctor's report,

filed with this publication, con- i'UjV^c
firms Mr. Morris' weight loss. \f, 0

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
Don’t be confused by imitation products that contain only

ONE of the three drugs found in REGIMEN TABLETS. Reduc-

ing experts say you need ALL THREE drugs to really lose

weight without dieting. REGIMEN TABLETS is the first and

only reducing product of its kind in the world that contains

all three safe, completely effective wonder drugs to per-

form every known function for No-Diet reducing. Get

REGIMEN TABLETS -and only REGIMEN TABLETS - and be

sure of reducing quickly and safely - without dieting.

Regimen -Tablets

You eat what the family eats

— when they eat!

No dieting— no starving— no un-

appetizing foods, when you take

Regimen Tablets. You eat nor-

mally with the rest of the family

—but you simply don’t want to eat

as much. Your weight comes down
from the very first day! Pounds
and inches disappear!

10-day supply,

only $3

20-day supply,

only $5

(You save

$ 1 .00 )

Available At All Drug

Stores. If your druggist is sold

out, he can supply you in 24 hours.

REGIMEN TABLETS, another fine product of the Drug Research Corporation, sole

distributors of Super Sustamin 2-12 for the relief of Arthritis-Rheumatism pains.
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IVIO^VIES continued

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

To think
I waited so long!
What in the world was holding me back,

I'll never know! But I was forever putting

off my decision to change to Tampax

—

never quite ready to try it, yet secretly

envying anyone who did!

It was one of the very girls I envied

who helped me decide! She told me all

about Tampax®, how wonderful

it is, how simple and easy it is to

use. (Tampax takes only seconds

to insert and change.) She told

me, too, how Tampax frees you
from odor worries, from disposal prob-

lems, from carrying problems, too.

But what really convinced me to try it

was her pointing out that Tampax was in-

vented by a doctor— for the benefit of all

women, married or single, active or not.

And now, I’m a Tampax-user, a

Tampa x-enthuser— recommending
Tampax benefits to any woman I know
who has yet to try it!

Let me help you make up your mind.
Let me assure you— changing to Tampax
will mean new comfort

,
new freedom ,

new
poise! Why wait? Do it now. You can

buy Tampax wherever drug products are

sold, in Regular, Super, Junior absorb-

encies. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,

Massachusetts.
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Invented by a doctor—
now used by millions ofwomen

The Young Lions 20th,

CINEMASCOPE

Following soldiers Marlon Brando.

Montgomery Clift and Dean Martin

through World War II. this ambitious

movie includes a wealth of dramatic ma-

terial. But it tries to cover so much that

it cannot give each of its stories the depth

called for. A debonair young German who
has never given much thought to politics,

Marlon is caught up in the Nazi war ma-

chine, in the wreck of the Afrika Korps,

in the steady degeneration on the home
front. Women in his life are a spirited

French girl (Liliane Montevecchi) and a

German trollop (May Britt). Meantime,

two American GI’s are moving toward the

ending’s deadly rendezvous with Marlon.

Dean, former night-club singer, hopes

mostly to avoid combat, to the contempt

of fiancee Barbara Rush. As his service

buddy, Monty becomes the victim of bar-

racks bullies, because of his religion. A
gentle romance links Monty and Hope
Lange. Brando’s work is outstanding;

Martin is at ease; Clift just achieves mo-

ments of forcefulness. adult

Summer Love u-i

V'V'V Here’s the most suitable assign-

ment so far for John Saxon, now cast in

a nice, easygoing comedy of teenagers on

a summer fling. As leader of a youthful

dance band, Johnny gets the combo a

camp job that leads to fun and trouble.

John Wilder is the real girl-chaser in the

group. Pal Rod McKuen strikes up a

friendship with sweet-singing Molly Bee.

And Johnny has his own problems, trying

to stay loyal to Judy Meredith while being

pursued by seductive Jill St. John, femme
fatale of the lake resort. As his kid sister,

Shelley Fabares is a charmer; so, in his

own brusque way, is kid brother George

Winslow. FAMILY

Going Steady COLUMBIA

V'V'V' Molly Bee now steps into a lead

role, but shares the spotlight with a

thoroughly engaging, endearingly average

young newcomer. Alan Reed. Jr. Pay no

attention to the title; this is about an

impulsive teenage marriage. In real life,

the consequences could be tragic. But

this is a movie, and it’s a comedy. Molly

and Alan keep their marriage secret un-

til the hovering stork creates mad compli-

cations. Then they admit their status, and

Alan moves in to share Molly’s room in

the home of her parents: understanding

Irene llervev and bumbling, outraged Bill

Goodwin. Some lines may sound risque,

but the intention is innocent, and a little

good sense finally sneaks through the slap-

stick. FAMILY

Saddle the Wind M-C-M ;

CINEMASCOPE, METKOCOLOR
'/'/'/ Disillusioned Julie London assures

Robert Taylor, in t his serious western.

|

that he isn’t the first reformed gunfighter

she has met. Well, he isn’t the first movie-

goers have met, either. But Bob has an
extra problem: a gun-happy kid brother,

portrayed enthusiastically in j. d. style

by John Cassavetes. Bob wants only to

settle quietly on their ranch in the valley

run firmly but justly by Donald Crisp.

John’s choice of a bride—Julie, former
saloon singer—doesn’t strike Bob as the

height of wisdom. And she doesn’t realize

what she’s getting into until her intended

really cuts loose, first killing a notorious

gunman, then going after a group of farm
people who have settled on range land.

For its substance, the film is a little slow

and talky, but there’s plenty of gunplay
and fine scenery. family

Day of the Bad Man u-i,

CINEMASCOPE
Vv'V' A less ambitious but more business-

like frontier thriller finds judge Fred Mac-
Murray in a tough spot. He has sentenced

a murderer to hang, but the condemned
man’s brothers (including Robert Middle-

ton and Skip Homeier, at their meanest)

are determined to get him off by bribery

or violence. It should be up to the sheriff

(John Ericson) to see that justice is done.

But this young law man isn’t up to the

job. Moreover, he has been quietly court-

ing Fred’s betrothed (Joan Weldon). Ten-

sion builds nicely as we wait to see

whether the villains’ threats will succeed

and whether Ericson can redeem himself.

FAMILY

The Female Animal u-i,

CINEMASCOPE
V'V Hollywood takes another look at

itself, but this time concentrates on the

private-life instead of the career angle. As
a fading, selfish star. Hedy Lamarr has

not won the affection of Jane Powell, her

adopted daughter. Feeling neglected. Jane

lias turned to a frivolous life, with too

much drinking. As a handsome extra.

George Nader catches Hedy’s eye. and she

tries to take over his life. He might be

willing—except that he falls in love with

Jane, without realizing who she is. The
brightest lines in this rather listless study

of moviedom fall to Jan Sterling, as a

cynical contemporary of Hedy’s. adult

The Big Beat u-i

VV With a list of musical names rang-

ing from Fats Domino to Harry James,

this casual tune-film obviously covers a

variety of popular rhythms. They’re

brought in through the story of a record

firm run rather stuffily by Bill Goodwin.

When Bill gives son William Reynolds a

whirl at the record business, the boy’s

progressive ideas run up against the facts

of song-plugging life. One romance teams

Reynolds and Andra Martin; another,

Jeffrey Stone and Gogi Grant. But the

plot practically gets tossed away, as

wacky Hans Conried steps in to un-

scramble it. FAMILY



yyyy EXCELLENT V'S'/ VERY GOOD

yy COOD y FAIR A—ADULTS F—FAMILY

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months

indicated. Full reviews this month are on page 18 .

yyyy bridge on the river kwai, the
—Columbia; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Power-

ful, tension-filled. Escaped from a Jap prison camp,

Bill Holden returns with Jack Hawkins to oppose

Alec Guinness’ strange project. (F) February

CHASE A CROOKED SHADOW—Warn-

ers; Aline Baxter enjoys a richly emotional role

In a shrewdly made mystery. As a diamond heiress,

she’s tormented by Richard Todd, stranger who
pretends to he her brother. (F) April

yy COUNT FIVE AND DIE—20 th, Cinema-

scope; Jeffrey Hunter and Nigel Patrick head the

cast of an intricate, often absorbing spy thriller,

in World War II London. (A) April

yyyy COWBOY — Columbia, Technicolor:

Splendidly realistic picture of a cowboy’s life in

the old days, with Jack Lemmon as the tender-

foot on a drive headed by Glenn Ford. (F) April

yVt/ DAMN CITIZEN!—U-I: Brisk, fact-based

melodrama sets Keith Andes to work smashing

rackets in Louisiana. Threats are aimed at wife

Maggie Hayes and children. (A) April

yyyy farewell to arms, a—20th ;

CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: Jennifer Jones and
Rock Hudson are the lovers in an honest, intimate,

impressive version of Hemingway’s classic about

World War I in Italy. (A) March

yyyy 1 ACCUSE!—M-G-M: Strong film ac-

count of the Dreyfus case, done almost in news-

reporting style. Jose Ferrer is the French officer

wrongly sentenced for treason. (F) April

yyy lady takes a flyer, the—u-i:

CinemaScope, Eastman Color: Affable romantic
comedy finds Lana Turner and Jeff Chandler look-

ing decorative as married partners in a flying

ferry service. He's too footloose for her. (F) April

yy MARK OF THE HAWK—U-I, Superscope:
Real African backgrounds add interest to a topical

action film that could be more explicit. Native
leader Sidney Poitier, wed to Eartha Kitt, wavers
between Christianity and violence. (F) April

yyyy TEACHER’S PET—Paramount, Vista-

Vision: Doris Day and Clark Gable are an en-

gaging love-comedy team in a movie that backs up
its foolery with good sense. Newspaper vet Gable
has contempt for book-l’arniii’—but a case on Doris,
spirited journalism teacher. (F) April

Figure flattery is always a breeze...

There's a perfect Sarong number Two for every figure, Gown by Cei | chapman

every budget, priced from $5.95, $10.95 and up. Sizes to 44.

Now a new Sarong girdle, Sarong Two! It's

completely and wonderfully different, with

custom control and more freedom than ever

before.

• Sarong Two brings never-before comfort,

thanks to new, wide, elasticized edging on

exclusive criss-cross. Stretches for day-long

freedom when you move!

• Sarong Two’s patented sling-like con-

struction slims, lifts and supports you all

around—exactly as nature intended.

• Sarong Two helps you to stand straighter,

look younger always.

• Sarong Two gives you the flawless, un-

broken line today’s fashions demand.

The new Sari* bra by Sarong.

Patented Naturalift stitching gives

permanent "padded 1

’ shaping
without padding-stretches and
breathes with you. Bandeau
$2.95, medium line $3.50 and
long line $5.00 White only.

yyyy WILD IS THE WIND—Wallis, Para-
mount; VistaVision: Vigorous acting puts warm
flesh on a tired story. As neglected second wife of

rancher Anthony Quinn, Anna Magnani is driven
into Anthony Franciosa’s arms. (A) March

yyyy WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION—
U.A.: Sharp guessing game run hy polished pros.
Tried lor a rich widow’s murder, Ty Power is de-

fended by flamboyant Charles Laughton. As Ty’s
wife, Marlene Dietrich springs surprises. Elsa
Lanchesler adds comedy. (A) March

she's wearing a new

I VI i I ¥¥
the criss-cross girdle that walks and never rides up

"SARONG is the registered trademark of Sarong, Inc. for its girdles and bras" *Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Sarong, Inc., 200 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada, Sarong girdles by Dominion Corset Company, Ltd.

P
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Inside the Inside: From a source close, close, close to the Rock

and Phyllis Hudson divorce settlement, I'm told “things”

aren’t going to be easily settled between them—financially nor

personally. Phyllis, I'm told, feels put upon and isn't about

to make any simple concessions, which is a pity. No more

likable, agreeable nor amiable star exists than Rock Hudson

. . . And confidentially, that “petite amour” between Lauren

Bacall and fellow rat-packer Sinatra, failed to jell. It could

have been those New York interviews Lauren gave, stating her

desire to re-marry, or it could have been just Frank’s reluc-

tance to wed again after the crushing blow dealt him hy ex-

wife Ava Gardner. Frankie never got over that rap to his

vanity . . . Mickey Rooney, who’s riding the crest of renewed

popularity, has been written up from all angles. But one tre-

mendous factor in Mickey’s new success is always omitted.

And that’s “little Mickey’s” new-found faith in God. He found

it in a small church near his Valley home, which he attends

regularly. And God hless him.

Overseas Bits: The decision of Ingrid Bergman’s daughter,

Jenny Lee, to one day become an actress, with Papa Lind-

strom’s approval, is bringing Ingrid back to Hollywood when

nothing else succeeded. With Jenny’s transfer from the Llni-

versity of Colorado to Mills College in California, Ingrid will

be within distance of the teenage daughter she loves . . .

Louis Jourdan fans will be delighted with his performance

in The Rank Organization’s British production “Dangerous

Exile.” But when they hear that duet Louis sings with Leslie

Caron in “Gigi”— please-where-can-I-join-a-Louis-Jourdan-fan-

club? . . . Russ Tamblyn returned from shooting “Tom Thumb”
in London to find the inevitable “Greetings” from Uncle Sam
awaiting. And Russ, who had to see it to believe it, hurried out

to that new Valley home of ex-wife Venetia Stevenson . . .

Straight from the Belgian Congo and by way of tribal drums,

I heard Audrey Hepburn and Peter Finch, the J. Arthur Rank

star, are giving the performances of their lives in “The Nun’s

Story.” A returning visitor assured me even the Ubangis—or

was it the Pygmies?—are enchanted with the goings on . . .

Just like the hero that Mario Lanza played in “Seven Hills of

Rome,” John Saxon was off to visit cousins in Rome, his

“Reluctant Debutante” film completed in England. And vino

flowed when Johnny visited his dad’s kin. Incidentally, John’s

best girl, Vicki Thai, also visiting in Europe, was to meet

John’s folks in Italy—some said as John’s bride.

I Give a Party: I had a ball at my own party honoring our

Photoplay editor, Evelyn Pain, and my daughter and son-in-

law, Col. and Mrs. Larry Oppenheimer of Kansas City. Mo. An-

other Hollywood reporter, who lavishly chronicled the event

in her daily column, admits she had fun, too, and wrote, “Mar-

lon Brando’s father, Marlon Sr., is so attractive and made a

hit with everyone at Sara Hamilton’s cocktail party.” She was

right. The tall, handsome, dignified father of our outstanding

star impressed such charming people as the Reggie Gardiners,

Dick Powell and June Allyson, Van Johnson, Gene Kelly,

Martha Hyer, Jack Lemmon, Felicia Farr, Dolores Hart, Ann

TWO-BY-TWOS

Sweet singin ’ of johnny Mathis prompts

big grins of Yvonne Lime and date

Frankie swipes dance from Louis Prima’s Rita Hayworth and hubby-boss Jim Hill

Keely Smith, and makes her giggle are at home on “Separate Tables ’ set
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Sothern, Nick Adams, Margaret O’Brien and so many others

. . Dolores Hart, who came with handsome Ty Hungersford,

gave me to understand her dates with Earl Holliman were not

i one bit serious and never were. By the way she said it. could

she have been annoyed at Earl? . . . That other beauty, Martha

) Hyer, came unescorted but left with Gene Kelly. So watch this

one . . . And from the tender way Jack Lemmon regarded

his best girl, Felicia Farr, I’d say it’s wedding bells for these

'I two—and soon . . . And Nick Adams’ date, sweet and petite

|

Margaret O'Brien, was admired by everyone. What a doll! Why

don’t we all get behind Maggie for bigger and better roles in

Hollywood—real soon.

New Girl in Town: “Everything in my life is either low-caloried

or deductible,” May Britt confided the day she took me for

a plunge down Wilshire Boulevard in her rented car (“deduc-

tible”). And May (pronounced “My”), now tbe bride and new

deduction of actor-socialite Eddie Gregson, is really in demand

since 20th’s “The Young Lions.” Among those wooing her tal-

ents is Charles Boyer, who hoped to sign this vamp with slant

eyes and Dutch bob for his Broadway play, “Marriage Go

Round.” She’s five-feet-seven, a Swede, an enigma and the 1958

look in sirens. Sack dress and all. With a slap in the face

from Marlon Brando in “Lions” she began her Hollywood

career. Preview cards for the

film read simply: “Britt

—

WOW!” May, a photo lab

assistant in Stockholm, was

discovered by Carlos Ponti,

Sophia Loren’s husband, who

starred her in his Italian film,

“Yolanda, Daughter of the

Black Pirate.” Learning Ital-

ian fast, she made eight pic-

tures in a row before 20th Cen-

tury-Fox brought her to Holly-

wood for “Lions.” She was

scared to death of “The Big

Brando,” as she calls him

—

his genius, his talent, his name.

And when it came time for

their first scene together, she

became utterly incoherent. But

he was kind, the Big Brando,

he was patient, he was gentle.

“Play only to me,” he suggested. “Forget everyone else.” The

results you’ve seen. And 20th has more plans for their girl

May, who, like her fellow country woman, Greta Garbo, is

shy, somewhat of a “loner,” and the most modern vamp that’s

hit the screen in a blue moon. That’s “Britt—WOW!”

Marriages, Babies, a Reconciliation and a Breakup: Photoplay’s

Norman Siegel confessed he was a bit worried about Debbie

and Eddie Fisher’s new baby boy. “The day before the baby

was born, Debbie was at the Academy Awards screening of

‘The Three Faces of Eve.’ I was afraid it was going to have

a split personality!” ... A reconciliation that made the town

smile was that of Bette Davis and Gary Merrill. It hasn’t been

an easy year for Bette, what with a serious fall, bruised further

by her separation from Gary . . . The shock of the month

was mine when I ran into Bing Crosby, of all people, headed

for the wee bed department of a local furniture store. Even

through his own embarrassment, Bing failed to lose that happy

smile at the prospect of the new baby scheduled this summer

for him and Kathy. And never has one town pulled so unitedly

for a little girl for Bing’s four boys to spoil
(
Continued

)
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CAL YORK JOTTINGS

Hollywood feels

sad : For Monty
Clift, who seems

so physically al-

tered since his tra-

gic accident. Why
not write Monte

the letters of praise

and understanding

he deserves. And

I’ll join you in the

letter parade . . .

The sudden death B
of former screen

star Helen Twelve-

trees revived mem-

ories of those won-

derful early days

when Bob Hope was still a Paramount Hope-

ful and Chevalier was Frenchily gay . . . After

eight seasons of TV and thirty-seven in show

business, Hollywood’s beloved Gracie Allen

will soon be enjoying her new full time career:

that of a housewife, mother and grandmother.

Young People—Nice People: Tommy Sands

has moved into an apartment of his own,

leaving his mother, who looks after his busi-

ness affairs, to share their old apartment

—

alone—which, Mrs. Sands agrees, is fitting

for a lad of Tommy’s professional stature. But

here and there about town Tommy was

glimpsed lunching with his visiting father, Ben

Sands of Chicago; the father Tommy has seen

little of since his parents’ divorce several years

ago . . . Movietown’s comparing the brothers

Boone these days, which proves younger

brother, Nick Todd, is moving apace with

brother Pat. The decision seems to be that

while Pat has a better trained voice and

sings with more warm restraint, Nick has

more verve. His records, “Teenage Cutie

and “At the Hop,” seem to bear this out.

Fortunately, Nick at least made a dent in

the music world before he obeys Uncle Sam s

invitation to tbe draft. But maybe, like Elvis,

Nick will be able to make recordings while

in the Army . . . Seldom has a casting note met

with such instant approval as Sal Mineo’s

job of portraying the jazz drummer in “The

Gene Krupa Story.” But personally, I won-

der. This Krupa has led a couple of lives,

you know, while Sal is still eighteen. Am I

wrong about this? . . . Jim Mitebum has his

dad’s permission to leave school the day he

graduates from high school, to embark on

an acting career. Bob is that proud of his

boy. In direct contrast, John Wayne still

insists son Pat graduate from Loyola Uni-

versity, with acting jobs during summer va-

cation* before he becomes a full-time pro.

May “the loner” surprised

us all with marriage to Ed



completely . . . Mike Wild-

ing, Liz Taylor’s ex, sur-

prised the town by eloping

to Las Vegas with British

millionairess, Susan Nell, a

charming woman closer to

Mike’s own age. And guess

where the happy couple

spent their first night? At

the crap table ’til early

plane time. But then, you

know how undemonstrative

the British are!! . . . The

breakup of Judy Garland

and Sid Luft came as no

surprise to insiders in Hol-

lywood, who saw it coming

for a long time. Speculators

said one cause was probably Judy’s financial and emotional prob-

lems. Insiders agreed, but still couldn't help feeling compassion

for Judy, who, despite phenomenal success, has also gone

through so much turmoil in the past years . . . Wouldn't you

know it? You would, that is, if you read March Photoplay, in

which Gisele MacKenzie, thought to be a lonely spinster, ad-

mitted, “I’m always in love”—and, incidentally, talked about

a certain Robert Shuttleworth, former Canadian navy lieuten-

ant who urged her to try a singing career, and has been her

guiding light ever since. Sure enough, Gisele found out that

Bob was The One, and off they flew to Las Vegas to be mar-

ried. It all happened so suddenly that Gisele’s bridal bouquet

was hastily concocted from posies plucked from hotel baskets,

but Gisele knew that forty-four-year-old Bob—wise, mature, so

understanding about her career—filled the bill perfectly as the

man she described to us as her Mister Right.

News from the Sets: There comes to all of us that one right

moment in time and mine came to me with Elvis Presley a

few days before his departure for the army. I’ve taken Elvis

to task for his uninhibited didoes in the past but this day,

this moment in time I saw a new and rather wonderful lad.

It happened on the Paramount lot when shooting on one sound

stage had been halted while grips and electricians moved things

to another set. But as I strolled onto the old empty stage, there

stood Elvis alone before the studio orchestra singing softly and

beautifully the lovely ballads “Danny Boy” and “I'll Take You

Home Again, Kathleen.”

I listened entranced and when he'd finished I asked why in

the world he hadn't sung songs like this before. “I did, ma’m,”

he smiled. “I started out singing songs like these and couldn't

make a dime.”

It occurred to me on the way home that maybe Elvis should

have a theme song as a gift from his frantic, feverish fans. Per-

haps that old standard. “You made me what I am today,

I hope you’re satisfied.” Eh?

Another precious moment 1 wouldn't have missed for worlds

happened on “The Perfect Furlough” set when Janet Leigh

and Tony Curtis—stars of the film—stood up to be married

for a scene, while little daughter Kelly looked on approvingly.

Each star said the lines perfectly, but when the scene was
over, Tony reached out for Janet’s hand and on her third

finger slipped a beautiful new gold wedding band set with

six diamonds. “This is the ring I couldn’t afford when we were

married seven years ago,” he said, kissing her tenderly. And
you know every one of us on that set had one thing in common:
Lump-in-the-throat-trouble. . . . Did I tell you I love Hollywood?

The Hand and the Heart of Hollywood: Frances Farmer, who
eight years ago was one of Hollywood’s top stars, has come
back to a town warm with understanding. Between Frances’

stormy exit and the quiet serenity of her return, is the story

of a woman whose stardom exacted too great a burden. With

the suddenness of success that can and does overbalance many
a star who secretly fights it out alone, and with the breakup

of her marriage to Leif Erickson, Frances plunged off the deep

end into emotional oblivion.

Committing herself to a mental institution in her home state

of Washington, the former star floundered in the usual chaos

of overcrowded conditions with too few doctors. Finally Frances

made a decision to help herself and find the way back through

faith. And she made it. With God’s loving help.

It never occurred to Frances to rush back to Hollywood with

a “Look. I’m well again.” Instead, she accepted self-supporting

jobs as a hotel clerk in San Francisco and later as a photo lab

assistant in San Jose. And it was here Hollywood found her

and gave her jobs that began with Lloyd Nolan’s “Velvet Rope.”

Today. Frances, lovelier, calmer, and more than ever beautiful,

is grateful but her acknowledged thanks publicly go to God

and the miracle of faith.

Perennial bachelor Dick Egan surprised no

one when he announced that he and Pat Har-

dy ivill be wed by summertime. But the whole

town was so happy for this nice couple, who

had gone together two and a half years and

look their time in taking the big step. Dick

chose Romanoff’s to slip an exquisite five-

and-a-half carat diamond on Pal’s finger.

He’ll co-star in 20th’s “The Hunters while

the little woman will give up her career.

“Dick’s is much more important,” says she.

MacKenzie fans rejoiced at

Gisele’s marriage to Bob
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A new idea in hair coloring! It’s fun,

fast and foolproof washes right out

with your next shampoo!

Color Glo is for yon. It’s new! Not a

rinse, not a dye, not a color shampoo.

It’s a fabulous foam. Just pour it on,

foam it in and that’s it. Natural-looking,

silken color that won’t rub off— will

wash out when you shampoo!

Six sensational shades, 1.50 plus tax.
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CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

BIG BEAT, THE—U-I. Directed by Will Cowan:
John Randall, William Reynolds; Nikki Collins,
Andra Martin; Cindy Adams, Gogi Grant; Danny
Phillips, Jeffrey Stone; May Gordon, Rose Marie;
Vladimir Skolsky, Hans Conried; Joseph Randell,
Bill Goodwin; Howard Miller, Himself.

BROTHERS KARAMAZOV, THE—M-G-M. Di-
rected by Richard Brooks: Dmitri Karamazov, Yul
Brynner; Grushenka, Maria Schell; Katya, Claire
Bloom; Fyodor Karamazov, Lee J. Cobb; Ivan Kara-
mazov, Richard Basehart; Smerdyakov, Albert Sal-
mi; Alexey Karamazov, William Shatner; Mme. An-
na Hohlakoy, Judith Evelyn; Grigory, Edgar Stehli;
Ippolit Kirillov, Harry Townes; Illusha Snegiryov,
Mike Oscard; Capt. Snegiryov, David Opatoshu.

DAY OF THE BAD MAN—U-I. Directed by Harry
Keller: Jim Scott, Fred MacMurray; Myra Owens,
Joan Weldon; Barney Wiley, John Ericson; Charles
Hays, Robert Middleton; Cora Johnson, Marie Wind-
sor; Sam Wyckoff, Edgar Buchanan; Howard Hayes,
Skip Homeier; Owens, Eduard Franz.

DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS—Paramount. Di-
rected by Delbert Mann: Ann Cabot, Sophia Loren;
Eben Cabot, Anthony Perkins; Ephraim Cabot, Burl
Ives; Simeon Cabot, Frank Overton; Peter Cabot,
Pernell Roberts; Lucinda, Rebecca Welles; Florence

,

Jean Willes; Eben’s Mother, Anne Seymour.

FEMALE ANIMAL, THE—U-I. Directed by Harry
Keller: Vanessa, Hedy Lamarr; Penny, Jane Powell;
Lily, Jan Sterling; Chris, George Nader; Irma, Ma-
bel Albertson; Dr. Ramsey, Richard Cutting; Piggy,
“Touch” Connors.

GATES OF PARIS—Lopert. Directed by Rene
Clair: Juju, Pierre Brasseur; The Artist, Georges
Brassens; Pierre Barbier, Henri Vidal; Maria, Dany
Carrel; Alphonse, Raymond Bussieres; Paulo, Ame-
dee; Paulo’s Pal, Alain Bouvette.

GOING STEADY—Columbia. Directed by Fred F.
Sears: Julie Ann, Molly Bee; Calvin Potter, Alan
Reed, Jr.; Gordon Turner, Bill Goodwin; Grace
Turner, Irene Hervey; Woody Simmons, Ken Mill-

er; Olive Nelson, Susan Easter; Aunt Lola, Linda
Watkins; Mr. Potter, Byron Foulger; Mr. Ahern,
Hugh Sanders; Mrs. Potter, Florence Ravenel.

LONG, HOT SUMMER, THE—

2

Oth. Directed by
Martin Ritt: Ben Quick, Paul Newman; Clara Var-
ner, Joanne Woodward; Jody, Anthony Franciosa;
Varner, Orson Welles; Eula Varner, Lee Remiak;
Minnie, Angela Lansbury; Alan Stewart, Richard
Anderson; Agnes Stewart, Sarah Marshall; Mrs.
Stewart, Mabel Albertson; Ratliff, J. Pat O’Malley;
Lucius, William Walker; Peabody, George Dunn.

MERRY ANDREW—M-G-M. Directed by Michael
Kidd: Andrew Larabee, Danny Kaye; Selena, Pier
Angeli; Antonio Gallini, Baccaloni; Dudley Larabee,
Robert Coote; Matthew Larabee, Noel Purcell; Leti-

tia Fairchild, Patricia Cutts; Gregory Larabee, Rex
Evans; Mr. Fairchild, Walter Kingsford.

ONE THAT GOT AWAY, THE—Rank. Directed
by Roy Baker: Franz von Werra, Hardy Kruger;
Army Interrogator, Colin Gordon; R.A.F. Interroga-
tor, Michael Goodliffe; R.A.F. Intelligence Offer,
Terence Alexander.

SADDLE THE WIND—M-G-M. Directed by Robert
Parrish: Steve Sinclair, Robert Taylor; Joan Blake,
Julie London; Tony Sinclair, John Cassavetes; Mr.
Deneen, Donald Crisp; Larry Venables, Charles Mc-
Graw; Clay Ellison, Royal Dano; Dallas Hansen,
Richard Erdman; Hamp Scribner, Douglas Spencer;
Brick Larson, Ray Teal.

STAGE STRUCK—Buena Vista. Directed by Sid-

ney Lumet: Lewis Easton, Henry Fonda; Eva Love-
lace, Susan Strasberg; Rita Vernon, Joan Green-
wood; Joe Sheridan, Christopher Plummer; Robert
Hedges, Herbert Marshall; Elizabeth, Sally Gracie;
Gwen Hall, Patricia Englund.

4603—Change-about basic to enlarge your wardrobe. Wear the trim

sheath alone or add the graceful bow or tie-on peplum. Pattern

in misses’ sizes 12-20. Size 16 dress takes 3 yards 35" fabric

STAKEOUT ON DOPE STREET—Warners. Di-

rected by Irvin Kershner: Mitch, Herman Rudin;
Lennie, Phillip Mansour; Capt. Allen, Frank Hard-
ing; Chuck, Bill Shaw; Stan, A. J. Fenady; Lieut.

Donahue

,

Slate Harlow; Mr. Fennel, Herschel Ber-
nardi; Nick’s Girl, Carol Nelson.

9102—Sundress with slanted bodice line, slanted hip pockets; bo-

lero for cover-up. Printed pattern in misses’ and women s sizes

12-20; 40-48. Size 18 dress takes 3% yards 35-inch fabric

SUMMER LOVE—U-I. Directed by Charles Haas:
Jimmy Daley, John Saxon; Joan Wright, Judy Mere-
dith; Mike Hourard, John Wilder; "Ox” Bentley,

Rod McKuen; Erica Landis, Jill St. John; Tommy
Daley, George Winslow; Alice, Molly Bee; Mrs.
Daley, Fay Wray.

4653—You can be bare but covered in this sabre-slim sheath with

criss-crossed neckline—a real figure sensation! Printed pattern in

Junior miss sizes 9-17. Size 13 takes 2% yards 39-inch fabric

Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, P. O. Box
133, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Add 54 per pattern for first-class mailing.

YOUNG LIONS—20th. Directed by Edward
Dmytryk: Christian, Marlon Brando; Noah, Mont-
gomery Clift; Michael Whiteacre, Dean Martin;
Hope Plowman, Hope Lange; Margaret Freemantle,
Barbara Rush; Gretchen Hardenberg, May Britt;

Hardenberg

,

Maximilian Schell; Simone, Dora Doll;

Sgt. Rickett. Lee Van Cleef; Francoise. Liliane Mon-
tevecchi; Brant, Parley Baer; Lt. Green, Arthur
Franz; Private Burnecker

,

Hal Baylor; Private Cow-
ley, Richard Gardner; Capt. Colclough, Herbert Rud-
ley; Corp. Kraus, John Alderson; Private Faber,

Sam Gilman; Private Donnelly, L. Q. Jones; Private
Brailsford, Julian Burton.



two little buttons do all the work!
See it! Try it! Compare it! Convince
yourself that there is no sewing machine
like the new NECCHI Mirella.

only $169

THERE’S AN AUTOMATIC NECCHI-ELNA SEWING MACHINE FOR EVERY BUDGET!

Simplest Sewing Machine
ever invented
New NECCHI fllirelld

ELNA Supermatic NECCHI Sjpernova
NECCHI

These aristocrats of automatic sewing

are the most significant advances in sew-

ing machine history. The finest made-
in beauty, precision and performance.

You do all routine sewing plus stun-

ning appliqueing, embroidery, mending,
button sewing and buttonholing AUTO-
MATICALLY. In portable or cabinet

models. You can own a NECCHI-ELNA
NECCHI Nora for only $1.25 per week.

Send for free booklet about modern sewing machines. Write to Department V863, Necchi Sewing Machine Sales Corp., 164 West 25th St., N. Y. 1, N.Y.

EASY TO OPERATE. This

marvelous machine converts

quickly from flat-bed sewing

to free-arm to sew cuffs, col-

lars, baby clothes, etc.

IN 3 LOVELY COLORS,
Pink, Ivory, and Green. Most
beautiful, useful portable
ever. Converts from electric

to hand operation.

LIGHTWEIGHT and porta-

ble— it’s all aircraft alumi-

num. A full size machine
precisely engineered to run

smoothly on any surface.

You’ll be pleased, too, to find out how
much your old machine is worth!

Nationwide service through 2500 deal-

ers. Parts always available. See your
yellow pages for nearest dealer.



New kind of

Home Permanent

from

Procter & Gamble

The end papers do the

waving for you

Every end paper contains its own

waving ingredients-just the right

amount for each curl

Because the end papers them-

selves measure out the waving

action, your wave will be perfect

Easiest, fastest way yet to a really

lasting wave-just wind, wet with

pure, clear water, and neutralize

Why didn’t somebody think of this before? A home
permanent with the wave in the end papers instead

of a bottle of lotion. That’s Procter & Gamble’s
new PACE.
Guesswork taken out.Because each paper con-

tains just the right amount of waving ingredients

—

never too much, never too little—you get a perfect

permanent automatically.

No more waves that take in one place, don’t in

another. No more stragglers or strays. No more
’’first week” frizz.

No messy, strong-smelling lotion. Just wind
hair as usual, wet with water, neutralize, and look!

An even, lasting wave that looks like a gift of nature.

So now there’s no reason to leave the house for

a permanent. Not when it’s next to no fuss at all

to get one at home. That’s with PACE—the worry-
free way to a perfect wave. How about today?

Wind curls as usual. Any home permanent Squeeze on clear water with PACE'S handy
curlers will do. (End papers do the waving.) plastic bottle. No messy, strong-smelling lotion.

Costs no more than lotion permanents—$2 plus

Choice ot 3 strengths: Regular . . . Gentle ... Si

Procter& Gamble's

no lotion permanen
© P. 4 C..



win a trip to a

WORLD
PREMIERE
TTave you ever envied the girl who steps out of a limousine, and
•L -L sweeps past glittering lights and cheering crowds into a big

theater on the arm of the handsome star at a dazzling world premiere ?

Now that lucky girl can be you\ Photoplay, in cooperation with

Universal-International Pictures, has arranged to make this once-in-

a-lifetime thrill come true at the world premiere of “A Time to Love

and a Time to Die, ’ U-I’s eagerly awaited film version of the best-

selling novel written by Erich Maria Remarque. And it’s so easy!

All you have to do is to write on the coupon below, in twenty-five

words or less, why you think John Gavin, the sensational unknown

who won the star role in the film over all competition, will become

a big star. What has he got that will put him on top? You’ll find

plenty of hints to help you on the following pages in the pictures of

John from his first screen test and all the facts about him. The lucky

winner who sends in the best answer will get a three-day trip to the

world premiere with all expenses paid, wherever it will be held

—

three days of glorious excitement, meeting famous people, being in

the center of all the wonderful premiere activities, and best of all,

going to the premiere as John’s date! Important: Read all the con-

test rules on page 72 very carefully before sending in your entry.

HE COULD BE YOUR DATE

I THINK JOHN GAVIN WILL BE A STAR BECAUSE (25 WORDS)

I

NAME

ADDRESS

I'd like to be a charter member of the John Gavin Fan Club



what has he got
to make him a

STAR?
Though a native of Los Angeles, John

Gavin never thought of becoming an

actor until the day when, lunching

with a girl friend in a Beverly Hills

restaurant, an agent tapped him on

the shoulder and offered him a screen

test! John couldn’t accept—at the

time, he was a Naval Air Intelligence

Officer. After discharge, he mentioned

the test offer to an old family friend,

producer Bryan Foy. “Good idea!”

said Foy, and called agent Henry

Willson, who took John to U-I. Studio

heads were so impressed they signed

him to a seven-year contract. Parts in

three films convinced production head

Edward Muhl that John had the acting

talent for the top role opposite Swiss

star Lilo Pulver in “A Time to Love

and a Time to Die.” John is six-feet-

four. has brown eyes and black hair,

weighs 190 well-muscled pounds. A
fine athlete, he loves touch football.

Slacks and sport shirts are his favor-

ite garb. He’s a Stanford grad, has

traveled widely, says his goal is to be a

top actor “or get out of the business.”

John realizes that, with compara-

tively little acting experience behind

him. the burden of the star role he has

been given is a big one. That’s why
he’ll appreciate every one of the en-

tries in this contest letting him know

what his chances are. Please help him
-—and help yourself to a chance at a

wonderful trip you’ll never forget!

WHAT ARE HIS BEST POINTS?

r
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by DAVID ALBRIGHT

muin
H

JLil Jl

ly/iew /ze was eighteen, James Darren eloped.

This is his frank story of problems that followed

Wefe were crazy in love,” Jimmy Darren said. “We didn’t want to wait any

longer. So we drove from Philadelphia over the state line into Maryland and

were married. We were only eighteen years old, both of us. We didn’t tell

anyone, least of all our parents. They wouldn’t have given us their

approval. They would have said, ‘You’re too young! This is ridiculous!

Wait until you grow up a little and get some sense and a good job.’ You know

how parents are. But we didn’t want to wait. We wanted each

other.” Jimmy is lean and dark, with crisp black hair, and the even, white teeth

that come of a balanced diet plus plenty of rich milk. Merriment lurks in

his brown eyes . But at this moment he is deadly serious.

“1 had a job working in my uncle’s wholesale jewelry business. I

earned thirty-five dollars a week as an apprentice salesman, and of course

that wasn’t enough to support a wife. I suppose we could

have lived with our families, but we were definitely against that.

I wanted to be somebody important before we settled down into

marriage, and we both wanted to do it the right way. So

we were faced with a difficult choice. We finally

agreed that a secret marriage was the only answer.

That way we really belonged to each other,

yet we still had time to work out our future.’

Jimmy Darren—he was Jimmy Erco-

lani then—had always known

what he wanted. The first thing M.

was this ( Continued on page 73)
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I
ittle Eva,” they used to call her. Hah! Never did they

guess that in the heart of the unhappy heroine of

i M-G-M’s “Raintree County” lurked the spirit of a

true bopster.

Co-workers always get wise real soon to the fact that Miss

Eva Marie Saint is no Bernhardt-type drag, but a frolicsome

child of nature, who just has to hear a little good calypso or

rock ’n’ roll to get a gleam in her eye and cut out with her

own mad variations on a theme. Our photographer caught

picture proof of this in these photos of Eva and her rhythm

section: English actor Nigel Patrick (on tin plate and spoon)

and Australian Ron Taylor (on water bucket).

“I got it early,” says Eva with the air of discussing a case

of congenital measles. “My reputation for being a saintly-

type Saint, I mean. When I was a small girl my mother (who

called her ‘Bubbles’) would make me little wings for all the

school plays.” But Eva Marie finally got out of the wings

and out of college, even, and left her home in Delmar, N. Y.,

for New York City and a TV career. It was while patrolling

the NBC offices for a job that she met Jeffrey Hayden, her

husband. Only then, of course, he wasn’t and she was very

aloof when he’d pass, her in the hallway and nod. She was

also aloof when he finally said “hello.” Likewise with

“Would you like to have a cup of coffee?” The next week

she surprised the daylights out of him by saying “yes” to an

offer of lunch. And so they were married. Then, while

Jeffrey was working to become one of TV’s top directors,

Eva was spotted for the part of Marlon Brgndo’s sweetheart

in “On the Waterfront.” She got an Oscar for it two days

before her little boy, Darrell, now three, was born. “He may
win one himself, someday,” friends said. Maybe, but right

now his passions are Mama’s dancing and the Easter bunny

!



Mother Eva takes a bow to her clapping audience of one,

son Darrell, whose visits to her set are a big thrill for both



M,
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WHAt’2
The whys and whats of the Easter Bunny
as told by Jane Powell to her personal honey

Q. What is a bunny
and why are his ears?

Does he believe all that he hears?

A. A bunny, my dear, is something queer.

He uses his pointy ears to hear,

for instance, dew drops fall and grass grow tall.

And he believes it all.

Q. What is a bunny

and why is his tail?

Is it always rounded and frail?

A. A bunny, my sweet, is very neat.

He uses his tail to wave to a snail.

And it’s made to fit when he sits on it.

Q. What is a bunny

and why is his nose?

Does he button it on when the wind blows?

A. A bunny, my pet, is the most nosey yet.

He follows his nose wherever he goes

For twigs which he weaves into baskets he leaves.

What is a bunny

and why are his feet?

Why does he lioppity when we meet?

A bunny, dear heart, is exceedingly smart.

He hops on his legs to collect Easter eggs

from the chickens he knows who wear feathered clothes.

Bunny brings them to you

’cause that’s what bunnies do.

Isn’t it funny about a bunny?Illustration by Kurt Wiese from “What Every Young Rabbit Should Know.”
Reprinted by permission of Dodd. Mead & Co., Inc. <§) 1948 by Carol Denison



T arrived about seven in the evening, a starlit spring evening
A with just a touch of winter’s coolness still in the air, and

Addie-Mae, Rock’s cook-housekeeper, let me in.

“Mr. Hudson hasn’t come home from the studio yet,” she

said with a wide smile. “You just sit down here and be

comfortable. I expect he’ll be along directly.” Then, on her

way out of the room she paused. “It’s real nice to see you

again, Mr. Allen,” she said. “It’s been a long time.”

It had been a long time. Picture-making had taken Rock

Hudson out of the country for many months, taken him to

some of the most interesting spots on the globe, thrown the

boy from Winnetka, 111., in with fascinating and worldly

people. And during the time, his marriage to lovely and

charming Phyllis Gates had flickered and gone out—ending

in quiet divorce proceedings. So much had happened since

we last met, so much that could change the heart of a

man . . . well, I wanted to see for myself.

Addie-Mae came back with a bowl of ice, opened a panel

in the wall that revealed a hidden bar and said, “You j^ust

help yourself.” And so I poured a couple of drinks. Then

we heard a key in the door and Rock came in. “Hi,” he

called out. And we shook hands. “It’s good to see you,”

he said. “You look fine.”

He looked fine, too. He was wearing a tan cotton jacket,

sport shirt, corduroy slacks, and black loafers. There was

the shadow of a beard along his lean jaws, and apparently

he had been driving with the top down for his thick black

hair was tousled.

“Whew!” he said, his breath coming out in a long sigh.

“This has been a long day.”

Rock had been carrying some things under one arm, and

now he dumped them down on the huge square coffee table.

There was a partly -filled carton of (Continued on page 88)
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Y
ou want to lash out at life. Kick it.

Make it bleed. The anger is finally

too much. It lasts too long. Too

long, the loneliness of living in a

vacuum and reaching out and finding

nobody there. So you must wait, for

the hour you know has to come.

“You know something’s going to

happen to you,” Diane Varsi says

quietly. “And you know there’s not

anything you can do about it . . . but

wait for it to happen. You feel you

can’t tell anyone. There’s no use. It

seems so simple—so clear to you. But

you know no one can understand it.

So you can’t say anything about it.

But you feel your life is shortened, that

you will not live long. You’re sure

you’re going to die—and you feel, each

second . . . well, this can be it. Some-

thing chokes you. You can barely

breathe. And you remember no more.

“You wake up in a hospital—and the

problem’s still there,” Diane finishes.

The papers said that 20th Century-

Fox’s bright young star had collapsed

from the pressure of making three pic-

tures without time off between the three

shooting schedules. But there was a

more important strain—between the

present and the past. And yet another,

as Diane says: “From being the kind

of person I am. From the pressure I’ve

been under for the last twelve years.”

Diane Varsi is the kind of person

she is because of a voice within her

that would not be stilled. Because of

a spirit that would not be broken. Be-

cause of a determination to keep mov-

ing—until she finds where she belongs.

Wearing her favorite blue jeans and

T-shirt, Diane could be any teenager

—

almost. Sipping coffee at the redwood

barbecue table {Continued on page 85)

By MAXINE ARNOLD
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STRUGGLE

A peek at manners and morals, life and love inside the exciting new Hollywood,

WHO’S WHO, WHAT’S

The tune has changed, but the mad Hollywood social merry-go-round

whirls on—with everyone vying to catch his personal gold ring

T t’s been said that in Hollywood they don’t give
1

parties, they produce them. They don’t invite

guests, they cast them. The hosts and hostesses

don’t ad-lib details, they work from a script.

They segue from cocktails to dinner, dissolve

from long shots in the drawing room to close-

ups in the den and bar. They go not by the

Blue Book, but by the Motion Picture Almanac.

Their yardstick is not your social background,

but your boxoffice future. A big marquee name

is as important as a genuine Marquis. Parties

are reviewed like pictures—the bigger the

budget, the more impressive the setting and cast,

the better the rating in the next day’s gossip

columns. . . . This is what the cynics will tell

you about Hollywood parties and Hollywood

society—particularly those cynics who don’t get

invited to same by the same. Of course it isn’t

all true. While they may have a point here and

there, it isn’t fair to sum up the entire filmland

social scene with a few smart cracks. Holly-

wood’s social life is really a great big colorful

jig-saw puzzle. It’s composed of many pieces,

including everything from professional snobs to

professional slobs; from the most casual clam-

bakes to the most formal festivities; from black

leather jackets to black ties; from a Nick Adams

to a Darryl Zanuck. . . . Even such experts as

Elsa Maxwell and Perle Mesta might have

trouble fitting all the pieces together. And no

doubt Emily Post would lift an eyebrow or

two in the process. The problem is, so many

parts of this glamorous puzzle appear to be

interchangeable. Where and how does each one

fit in? For instance, how do you figure it when

some members of Lauren Bacall’s (
Continued )

by KENDIS ROCHLEN
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where everyone learns that paradise doesn't really

NEW IN HOLLYWOOD?



WHO’S WHO, WHAT’S XEW
(Continued)

Holmby Hills Rat Pack and Sinatra’s Villa Capri Poker

Club also mix it up with Mrs. Gary Cooper’s Continental

Culture (We -must -have-the - right-wine-with-each -course

)

Group? It’s a bit confusing to one day find Robert

Mitchum ignoring etiquette and slouching about at a

cocktail party in a sport shirt; then a few days later he

ups and tosses an elegant black-tie dinner dance at

Romanoff’s, playing it so proper he won’t even let the

photographers snap pictures. . . . Natalie Wood and Bob

Wagner have a good time laughing it up with Nick Adams
and other members of the young, let’s-be-casual set. Yet

they seem equally at home at one of those sophisticated

little gatherings at Producer Jack Warner’s mansion,

where both the dinner jackets and the diamonds are

superbly cut. . . . However, like any other big city, Holly-

wood has its various social sets. In fact, it has so many

it’s almost hard to keep score. . . . There are stars who

switch from one social group to another, depending on

their moods, their romances or the status of their careers.

And there are stars who prefer not to belong to any group

at all. Marlon Brando has always behaved as if he were

on his own separate planet. Though he’s much more

polite about it, Clark Gable is another who likes to keep

to himself—or rather, to his (
Continued on page 78)

Stars like Shirley MacLaine (with daughter Stephanie

)

have hooted into oblivion the old notion that Madame

Movie Star shouldn’t tote groceries, pose with kiddies

Drink-and-dazzle spots get the go-by from the young set. Give Venetia Stevenson and Tab Hunter drive-in hamburgers!



I

They're mad, mad, mad about music. Chances are you’ll find your

favorite star in a record shop. Joan Collins digs jazz the most,

has her phonograph on constantly. Hi-fi wired homes are the latest

for the very rich—Bob Stack’s even putting hi-fi in his garage!

A day at the races : Kirk Douglas and his

Anne don’t feel they have to make like

movie stars—you’d take them for a cou-

ple of honeymooning tourists, any time!

One scene in Hollywood that never changes. But even with fans begging autographs at a

plush premiere, there’s a difference. A Dorothy Malone gets the same red-carpet treat-

ment, wears the same stunning clothes. But stars are no longer distant, don’t-touch

gods and goddesses. They’re more friendly to fans, more familiar—and more grateful
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But why?” asks John Saxon during one of the acting classes for young performers started by Tony Quinn in a loft

Sitting on floor, eyes closed in rapt attention, Tony Quinn hears

run-through of scene from Lorka play which he had assigned

to John Saxon previous week. “How was it?” asked John after-

ward. “You tell me,” countered Tony, making John turn critic
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their dreams

are for
'T’he room, no bigger than your own cellar, has
A a few chairs, a couch and several stray lights.

It’s Monday night at 8:00 p.m. and some of

Hollywood’s brightest new talents have come for

an acting-practice class with two-time Academy

Award winner Anthony Quinn.

Conversation buzzes. “Now I get it—the mo-

tivation behind the character!” Dennis Hopper

tells Dolores Michaels triumphantly. Ray Danton

leans over the back of Dolores’ chair, grabs her

cigarette to light his own. “Listen to that Hopper

rave,” he says, dead-pan.

The noise subsides as Tony Quinn asks if those

assigned the scene from the Lorka play last week

are ready. Two latecomers tiptoe in—John Saxon

and Dolores Hart. John’s is the Lorka scene. He
silently shuffles out of his tweed jacket, gives his

script a last look and files up to the “stage,” the

nearly-bare other end of the room in the group’s

makeshift quarters above a bedding manufac-

turer’s. Tony Quinn sits on the floor to watch as

they begin.

“No, no, no!” The air is suddenly punctuated

with Tony’s enraged exclamation. Then the fury

subsides as quickly as it came and the reading

goes on. When the last line is spoken, John looks

to Quinn and is answered by a broad smile.

“Not bad,” Tony says, “but let’s try it again.”

They do, and then still another time. . . .

It’s midnight now. Tony is as bright-eyed and

full of energy as he was at 8:00 p.m., but the

class is feeling the hard workout. Dolores Hart

laughs at John’s mammoth yawn. “Don’t be

rude,” he teases. “You realize I’ve got a 6:00

a.m. studio call tomorrow?” Tired, they leave.

But they’re all back at Tony’s Wednesday night.

Ray Danton and Carolyn

Jones eavesdrop while Do-

lores Hart re-runs scene

with Tony, whose acting

philosophy, “You re only

as good as you dare to be

bad,” made her join group

“Acting must never be-

come static. The only way
to keep it alive is to act.”

Class is about to break up

for night, but John knows

this kind of advice can

help realize his dreams
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For a moment Deborah

Kerr— with a young dachshund nipping at her

heels and a black Scotty cradled in her arms— stood

outside the sliding glass doors that led into the Long

Room from the gardens. She was dressed in slacks and

a cotton blouse that seemed almost too thin for the luke-

warm spring day. Her cheek was ( Continued

)
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“Melanie and Frankie usually

come back from school about

3:00 p.m. on the bus. On Fri-

days, they arrive home early,

1 :00 p.m., unless they’ve

been rather naughty and are

kept after hours by teacher

”

“/ could never run the house

without the help of (l. to r.)

Claud and Nettie Bush, butler

and cook ; Mrs. Myrtle, secre-

tary; Nan Patterson, govern-

ess; *Mac,’ gardener. It was

Mattie’s (laundress) day off”
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“Frankie is striking her ‘eek!’ pose, hoping to sidetrack Nannie

(who’s been with us seven years) and me who- want her to change to

a party dress. We were enchanted by the performance—but she lost
”

THIS IS MY LIFE
Continued

smudged with green paint, and her hair still smelled of the rose

garden in which she had painted away the afternoon. The Scotty

quivered in her arms and then wriggled free. She looked up and

listened, straining to hear what the dog had heard. Then, “So they’re

home, Duffy,” she said eagerly and ran out to the front gate to meet

them ... Two children tumbled into the Long Room from the hall

beyond. Six-year-old Francesca trotted at the heels of her older

sister. Long-legged, ten-year-old Melanie pranced in perfect imitation

of a high-spirited horse. “Woof, woof, woof!” Frankie barked and

spun in circles around her sister. Melanie arched her neck and shied

to the left like a suddenly frightened horse. “Getaway, Singe, get-

away,” she shouted. Dizzy and breathless, Frankie stumbled into her

mother’s arms. The game was over for the afternoon. It was only one

of a dozen imaginative games with which ( Continued on page 80)

“Chores are fun for Nettie and me since our 1936 vintage kitchen

was completely modernized when / was last in Europe. Tony says even

the food tastes much better nowadays. (It’s all in his mind, I think.)”



“Melanie loves to draw and

Frankie and l are giving her

full marks for her latest picture.

We’re gathered in my office—
right off the living room—
where I work and keep cher-

ished mementos, like my fa-

vorite photo of Tony, Tony’s

favorite photo of me. The Press

Club’s Gold Apple and—bless

them !—Photoplay’sGoldMedal’"'

“Here we are! Four sharp play-

ers in the midst of dominoes

in the Long Room. Other fa-

vorites with the children are

‘snap’ (a simple card game).

Bingo, and huge jigsaw puzzles.

The harder they are, the better

we like them. I feel the same

about crossword puzzles. They

have wonderfully complicated

ones in English newspapers”





EVERYTHING
HAPPENS TO ME

./'An May 8th I’ll be eighteen years old. For seventeen years

and three months I’ve lived in Hollywood, on the same

street, in the same house. Frankly, I never thought much about

it until lately. Just last week I received a letter from a girl in

the Midwest. She told me that her biggest dream is to come to

California and that she’s saving her allowance so she can afford

to move her family out West. “Right now,” she wrote, “I only

have $10.98, but no matter how long it takes Fm going to keep

saving.” She ended by saying, “Gee, Rick, I envy you being

able to live in Hollywood all your life.” This letter started me
to thinking about it, really for the first time. And the funny

thing is, nothing that happened to me was planned. It just

happened.

Until now, it never dawned on me to imagine growing up

anywhere else. I was born in Teaneck, N. J., but by the time I

was nine months old my folks had quit traveling around the

country with Pop’s band. They bought a house in Hollywood

and we moved West permanently. I suppose I am lucky, but

let’s face it, at age nine months I didn’t have much choice in

the matter! That’s a horrible thought. My folks could have

moved to some desert island! But seriously, I guess the most

important thing is that I’m just lucky to be, period. I mean Mom
and Pop could have had someone else for ( Continued on page 93)





My name is Sandra Dee. I am sixteen years old

and a movie actress. I don’t date. I don’t know

many boys. I have a private tutor because I’m

working when other teenagers w7ho would be my friends

are at high school. Sometimes I wish I could go to a

school dance or maybe even get invited by an older

man to a college prom. Maybe I’m mixed up because I

think one minute I’d like to have some of the other

things girls have, like friends their own age and all

that, and the next minute I’m all excited about my
work. It’s like what grownups call “mixed emotions.”

. . . Take for instance the day of my first screen test. I

was scared, I was happy, I wanted to go home! I was

early for it. There was a man standing around who

looked at me as if I had come especially to bring him some dreadful disease but when I

said I was waiting to take my test, and I think my voice shook a little, he gave me a smile

and said to himself, “Another one, eh?” And to me he said, “Stick around, kid, and stop

frowning. They’ll turn up—sooner or later.” . . . Maybe I’d better start at the beginning

to tell you how it all happened. Like most every kid, I guess,

I dreamed of being an actress when I was a little girl. It was

a dream to play with just for fun. Then when I became a Girl

Scout, I wanted to be the Best Girl Scout and I sort of “retired”

from the acting business. One time we had a benefit show and

I tried making like a model, you know, like you see in the movies.

I minced around, walking like I was on eggs. Harry Conover,

who has a model agency in New York, saw me and asked how

would I like to become a professional model. I was twelve. We
had moved from Bayonne, N. J., to New York City and I guess

I modeled more dresses than I will ever own. Then I got to be

a cover girl and got on some TV shows. I signed up with an agency

called Schwartz and Luskin and they got me commercials to do.

Then one day they asked me how
would I like to go and see Ross

Hunter about a part in a movie.

How would I like to go? Were

they crazy? Then the butterflies

started in my tummy. I’m not usu-

ally frightened about many things, except for heights that aren’t

enclosed. I’d make a horrible mountain climber. Oh yes, and I’m

scared of needles, too—you know, when the doctor says, “Don’t

look, this won’t hurt,” and you do and it does? I told myself that

Mr. Hunter was only a man and if I didn’t get the part I wouldn’t

actually die. He wasn’t* going to kill me or anything. He said a

friendly “hello” and tried to make me feel at ease. But how
could I feel at ease when I knew he had interviewed over a

hundred girls for the part in “The Wonderful Years”? But he has

a wonderful way, after he talks to you for a while, of giving you

confidence. Confidence? Did I need it! I thought I read the part

pretty badly. Then he told me I might have to go to Hollywood

to make the test—the one that counted. I didn’t really believe

him, because a lot of people tell you things, you know, like

“When you grow up, you’re going to be a movie star.” So I

went home and thought it would have been nice to get to be a

movie actress. About two months later I read in ( Continued )



it can be (continued )

a Hollywood column that I was going to Hollywood to

make a test for Universal. And now we come back to that

matter of me on the big soundstage. ... So there I was at

last, more alone, I guess, than I have ever felt in my
whole life. There were a few men working overhead, pound-

ing things and fixing lights—I don’t really know what they

were doing. They could have been Men from Mars for

all of me. They didn’t even notice me.

I walked around, trying to tell myself that I wasn’t the

only girl in the world who ever (
Continued on page 91)

Even when people are nice

enough to ask for an autograph

or stare in a restaurant, you

keep wondering if they’re really

thinking, “Why did they ever

consider her in Hollywood?”
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I have spurts of confidence, like ivhen I got all dressed up and went to

see myself in “The Wonderful Years,” hoping somebody would recognize

me in the lobby, maybe. Nobody did. But after the picture had been play-

ing around a while, people started noticing me. It was such a funny feeling



The business end of a career can

be pretty bewildering for a girl

like me. But Len Luskin is more

than an agent, he’s my friend, ad-

visor—a kind of confidante. He al-

ways says, “Try to develop as

a person, as well as an actress”

It can be awfully lonely, sometimes,

especially if, like me, you don’t

have dates or go to dances or know

boys and feel horribly lacking in

self-confidence. But most of the

time l know how lucky I am and

that problems mean I’m growing up





L oveliness, in Hollywood, is a commodity. In the dream factory that

is the movie industry, it is bought and sold like bread, and is just as

much the staff of life. For it is the stuff of which

dreams are made. And of all the great beauty for which the glamour merchants

have eagerly paid a high price, none has ever been

I
so verv fabulous as the unbelievablv

-JL. t has brought her world-wide fame. It has brought her enormous

wealth. It has brought her love. But is it an unmixed blessing?

Or can it be a curse? How' can anyone tell when the face, by its own

perfection, has become a mask that conceals the real woman? Seeing it,

people are awed and admiring, as if viewing a rare

masterpiece of sculpture. But Liz is not made of

JT stone. She is made of flesh and blood, of thoughts and

emotions. She is a person the world does not know.

L —J enith of her life wras reached last February 27th, when

she turned twenty-five. Now, her beauty—and everything that

it brings—is at its height. Whether it brings happiness

depends on the woman behind the face. ( Continued on page 83)





Love Begins on a Beach: “Privacy is

hard for me to find” says Hugh. But

like other romantically-minded young

folks out Hollywood way, he and his

date, Carol Byron, Goody Levitan and

friend. Gene Yusem found solution

—secluded spot at Playa Del Ray

what is love?
“What is love?” Hugh O’Brian laughed. “Pm the one

you should ask. Pm the guy who’s always letting it get

away. Remember the afternoon we all spent on the

beach . . . last March?” he asked us. “You know, 1

really think I might have fallen in love that day . .
.”

He leaned back in his favorite leather chair and let his

memory wander back to a ivarm, sunny day in March—
the day these pictures were taken at Playa Del Ray

beach. He had stolen an admiring glance at the very

pretty girl beside him as they trudged across the white,

hot sand. He’d met Carol Byron at a party. They’d dated

others, but whenever they went out together, it had

been great fun. “Carol’s such a comfortable person to

be with. If you feel like talking, you can really talk

with her, but she’s not uneasy if there isn’t constant

conversation.” He and Carol, his secretary Goody Levi-

tan and her friend, Gene Yusem—not saying a word,

drinking in the beauty of the blue Pacific, churning

against the deserted beach. The stiff wind whipped the

soft tendrils of Carol’s hair. “That’s the way a woman
should look. Girls should never do those awful things

with their hair, so that when you try to stroke it, you

get a handful of sticks
!” They stashed the beach gear,

and with a whoop, ran to the water. ( Continued

)

|

Fun Came First: “I think it’s important to

find someone to share your activities. I love

sports„ A girl doesn’t have to be an Olympic

champion, but it’s great to have someone

to swim and ski and sail with you. Carol’s

a fine swimmer; she loves so many sports!”
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“I'd, like to get married. But would it be fair to ask any girl to marry me?”

As they basked in the sun, Hugh felt

a rare contentment. Was this what

love was like? His reverie was broken

by a shout, “There’s Hugh O’Brian!”

And before he knew it, he was sur-

rounded by a bevy of teens. Then

he remembered—for the time being,

romantic notions were not for him.

“It wouldn’t be fair to a girl to marry

me now ... It wouldn’t be fair.”

Months passed before Hugh saw

Carol, a TV and movie actress, at a

TV show. “Where’ve you been?” he

asked. “I got married—to a wonder-

ful man,” said Carol. “I was really-

thrilled for her” said Hugh. “1 only

hope that some day I’ll find another

lovely girl, and have time for love.”

Getting Warmer: “Those ocean breezes can get mighty cold! Leap frog gets

the circulation going. And these big beach towels just have to be shared!

Gosh, Carol looked little and pretty. Natural. None of that heavy makeup

that always makes you afraid to touch a girl. A man likes to touch a woman

”



The Way To a Mans Heart?

“Food? Nope. I’d say it’s

more enjoying a girl’s com-

pany. What a ball when a

bunch of teenage girls in-

vaded the beach! We had a

guitar, I played and we all

sang. Then they invited us to

join their wiener roast. Give

me hot dogs on a beach

instead of a formal date at

some swank restaurant, any

time. This is the kind of

fun time I like my girl to

go for—and Carol did!”

Can This Be Love? “What I’m looking

for in a date—and a wife—can be

summed up in one word: Companion-

ship. Carol was a great companion,

if she did beat me at scrabble ! But

I know I haven’t the right to get

serious about any girl. How much
time could I give to marriage now?
Love in Hollywood isn’t easy if you

want a lasting marriage. And I do”

Hugh O’Brian stars in ABC-TV’s "Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp.” Un-
der contract to 20th Century-Fox, he stars on screen in "Enough Rope”



GO AWAY I

V^ou’ve heard it! Hollywood’s out of this world. And
-* whether you’ve got two weeks with pay, or a honey-

moon dream—you can see the fantabulous land we’ve

shown you on the preceding twenty-two pages. By air

conditioned bus. ftreamlined train, a fast airplane, even a

not-so-fast car, Hollywood’s within dreamdistance away.

So let’s get those dreams on the road with Victoria Shaw,

Dolores Hart and Theodora Davitt navigating the way,

to Hollywood—or anywhere—for this year’s vacation.

And let tl is gay trio answer your travel questions

:

Q. When I’m away from home, is it necessary to stick

to my parents’ rules?

A. Theodora: Yes. Don’t let yourself in for criticism

and guilt by taking a vacation from the rules, too.

Q. In a strange place, how do I know where I can go

alone and where I need an escort? (
continued )

BY OAR (above) or jor short hops in

town, like to Wil Wright’s ice crecm parlor,

Vicki Shaw wears hooded men ~ wind-

jammer, $10. By Gantner. Theo avilt’s

sea middy , $16. Sportsmasters of California

BY BUS ( left ) , see stars’ homes '<y

day or take an overnight Trailways tour

to Monterey Peninsula. Theo travels in pop-

corn knit cardigan, skirt; both $7.95 : Koret.

Dolores’ jumper, $25; blouse, $12. Lanz

FLY AWAY ( right ) to glamorous Hol-

lywood! From left, Vickis Arnel sharkskhi

chemise and Theo’s orange print sheath,

both under $25, by Tabak. Vicki’s cotton

knit coat, $20, Koret. Dolores travels in

two-piece outfit. Top, $12; skirl, $20. Lanz



Fly, drive, hop a train or bus to Hollywood! But first, Dolores Hart,

Vicki Shaw and Theo Davitt tell you how to make that vacation pay!

SEE VICTORIA IN COLUMBIA’S “’NOTORIOUS LANDLADY*’; THEODORA, IN PARAMOUNT'S “THE BUCCANEER,” AND DOLORES, IN PARAMOUNT'S “KING CREOLE*



GO AWAY! Why wait for moon trips? Go out of this world today!

SHOES, CAPEZIO; LUGGAGE, SKYWAYS
ACCESSORIES, SAKS FIFTH AVENUE.
FOR WHERE TO BUY FASHIONS, SEE PACE 69

BY TRAIN: Travel in lux-

ury to nearby Palm Springs or

San Francisco aboard Santa Fe’s

El Capilan. Theo’s cotton bro-

cade chemise, $18. By Colman

A. Victoria: Just telephone

first. The restaurant or club will

be glad you saved them the em-

barrassment of having to tell

you, “Women without escorts

are not allowed.”

Q. If a stranger approaches

me on the train and invites me
to have a drink, should I ac-

cept?

A. Dolores: Sure, a soft drink

in the club car. Friendly stran-

gers aren’t necessarily wolves!

Q a What is the best way to

know if a man is a wolf?

A. Theodora: Wolves don’t

have fangs to warn you, but

they do move too fast. If a

fellow is too quick to hold your

hand, too interested in getting

you to stay out later than you

want to, too insistent about

your having another drink,

—

he could just be a wolf.

Q. How can I approach a boy

I’m interested in meeting if no

one introduces us?

A, Victoria: There are usually

opportunities that present them-

selves for you to do this, and

still remain ladylike and not

pushy. For example, at a beach,

don’t wait to be approached.

Swim out to the float if he’s

there. Or ask a mutual friend

to introduce you at a party. On
a train fContinued on page 69)



men Heushdefer presents her newest cosmetic discovery:

custom blended

moaerna
new glide-on lipstick

with creamy-smooth laimo-velvet

BEAUTIFUL
GOLD AND WHITE

SWIVEL CASE

a shade
to match
your
every
fashion
mood
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Surprising how wrapped up you can get in other people’s

problems. Surprising how real they can be . . . these old

friends who come to visit with you after lunch, when the

children are back in school and the house is empty and

still. Just a flick of the radio switch . . . and they’re in the

kitchen, keeping you company . . . sharing their lives with

you. Sympathetic, stimulating people who bring you guid-

ance and courage by the way they face their ups and

downs. Helen Trent . . . Young Dr. Malone . . . The Second

Mrs. Burton ... these are friends whose devotion and

inspiration can enrich your own life immeasurably.

Wouldn’t you like to invite them to your house soon?

Two golden hours a day. . .wonderful people share their lives with you on the

CBS RADIO NETWORK
Monday through Friday. See your local paper for station and time.



GO AWAY!
Continued from page 66

be brave enough to jockey yourself into

a nearby seat. If the seat next to him is

empty, sit down! And the simplest an-
swers always—remember your smile,

and make warm thank you's a habit.

Q. What should I take on vacation in the

way of clothes?

A. Dolores: A minimum travel wardrobe
consists of separates (mix ’n’ match mate-
rial), two dresses, lightweight coat and/or
raincoat, bathing suit and cap, three pairs

of comfortable shoes (for travel, play and
evening), two hats, two pairs of gloves,

two pairs nylon stockings, scarves, beach
bag, leather bag for travel, clutch bag for

everything, belts, jewelry, sun glasses,

camera, and sweater.

Q. What would you say are a few points
to consider when choosing a traveling
companion?
A. Theodora: If the answer to most of

these questions is yes, you’ve got the
right girl in mind: Is she considerate? Is

she self-sufficient and independent enough
not to be constantly relying on me to

make all the decisions? Is she good com-
pany—not too moody? Does she like

meeting people and doing things, or is

she overly shy and timid about seeing
sights and trying new restaurants? Can
she afford to spend as much or as little

money as I can so we’ll be on approxi-
mately the same budget?
Q. Since I’ll probably meet many new
people on my vacation, I would like to

know something I’ve always been a little

uncertain about. Do I shake hands, and
if so, do I take my glove off?

A. Victoria: It’s up to the lady to decide
whether or not to shake hands. But if a
gentleman extends his in greeting you, of
course, take it graciously—glove on or off.

Q. When staying at a hotel do I invite my
date up to the door of my room to say
goodnight, or stop in the lobby?
A. Dolores: Say your goodnight and thank

you in the lobby.

Q. How do I know what to tip people
like waiters, doormen, porters, maids?
A. Theodora: At restaurants, 15% of the

bill; doormen, fifteen cents or a quarter,

only if he goes out for a taxi especially

for you (in the rain, for example); por-

ters, twenty-five cents per bag; chamber-
maids, a dollar per night.

Q. What can I use as a conversation
starter with a strange boy?
A. Victoria: Not the weather, but “Are
you going to Hollywood for the first time,

too?” or “I have some good tips on places

to see in California. Would you like to

know about some?”
Q. What if some complication comes up
—accident, illness, I lose my purse, I’m

pickpocketed—and I don’t have enough
money?
A. Dolores: In many cities, there is a

Travelers’ Aid Society to help you. But
do try to avoid such ill fate by always
carrying travelers checks—and hold on
to your purse!

Q. Is it necessary to write a thank you
note to someone I’ve visited on vacation?
A. Theodora: Definitely! And write it!

Never type. Use plain white informal
note paper and show your appreciation with
warm and original expressions of thanks.
Q. If a boy I’ve met on a train or bus
invites me to join him for dinner and I

accept, who pays? This situation could
be a little awkward.
A. Victoria: Indeed it could! Therefore,
to avoid embarrassment, go Dutch treat,

since it’s not really a regular date.

Q. How can I look and feel fresh while
traveling?
A. Dolores: Stay fresh as a daisy by wear-
ing some—artificial flowers, that is. They
never wilt, and you won’t, either. And
carry a light, plastic bottle of toilet water
or cologne to freshen up with after wash-
ing. There are also refreshing cleansing
pads on the market to pat over face and
hands while traveling. And most impor-
tant, travel light so you won’t wear your-
self out worrying over and carrying lug-
gage, gifts, extra parcels, etc.

And don’t forget to have a wonderful
time! The End

WHERE TO BUY
PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
To buy fashions shown on pages 64-66 write

manufacturer or nearest store listed below,
mentioning Photoplay, and enclosing a clipping

of the item you wish to order.

Lanx of California outfits

i.os angeles, calif Lanz of California

Syracuse, N. \ E. W. Edwards & Son
or write, Lanz of California

6150 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Korol of California skirt and
cardigan

write. Korel of California

611 Mission Street, San Francisco 5, Calif.

Spurtsmasters of California
middy and pants

chicaco, ill Carson, Pirie, Scott

miami, fla Burdine’s
or write, Sportsmasters of California

860 South Los Angeles Street, Los Angeles,

Calif.

iianlttpr of California windjam-
mer

Chicago, ill Carson, Pirie, Scott

new YORK, N. Y Bloomingdale Bros.

or write, Gantner of California

1453 Mission Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Tabak of California sheath and
ehemise

new York, N. Y Bloomingdale Bros.

i.os angeles, calif Bullock's Downtown
or wrile, Tabak of California

111 East Olympia Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

Korel of California eotton eoat
BIRMINGHAM, ala Friend Sisters

Bridgeport, conn Celine’s

Lincoln, nebr Wells & Frost

or write, Foret of California

611 Mission Street. San Francisco 5, Calif.

Alex Column of California
ehemise, jackets, shorts

new York, N. Y Bloomingdale Bros.

Toledo, o. ( jacket and shortsonlv) . Lamson Bros,

or write Alex Colman of California

409 Boyd Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

Marina del Alar swimsuit
write. Marina del Mar
5200 West Century Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

At Beverly Hills Hotel pool or Malibu, a cotton knit

swim suit. $15, Marina del Mar. Dolores' kerchief-

print top, $9; Lido weave shorts, $7. Alex Colman

Go, Go To Hollywood!

For help in making your Hollywood vacation plans, get

free, complete travel information by mailing this coupon to

PHOTOPLAY TRAVEL DEPT.
221 N. LaSalle Street

Chicago 1, Illinois

Please send me free travel literature about costs, routes, etc.,

from my home city to Hollywood, California. I am planning

to make my trip about There will be
in my party. (Date) (Number)

My name

Address

( Please print)

City State

Phone number

(This offer expires December 31, 1958)
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This is the story

about a fellow away

from home, about his

wife, about his baby,

about his home, a fire,

and a heroic reseue.

It is about love, and

friends, and a little

dog named Blackie.

It is a true story; yet,

it’s all about a miracle
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T
his story begins, as it ends, with a phone call. . . .

John Wayne stood for a moment in front of the

telephone, trying to catch his breath, trying to steady

his trembling hands. He had been out taking his

nightly walk through the narrow cobblepaved streets

of Kyoto before going to bed, when the messenger had rushed

up with the news that an emergency call had come through for

him from California. Two names, “Pilar” and “Aissa,” had

immediately formed in his lips, and then he started running

at top speed back to the hotel.

On the way, he treaded through startled Japanese, darted

across streets between rickshaws and automobiles—not seeing

anyone or anything in his path, holding only one image

in his mind, the face of his baby daughter, Aissa. And he

remembered, suddenly and clearly, the day that she was

born . . .

Pilar had awakened him in the middle of the night, kissed him

awake out of a deep sleep and whispered : “Duke, honey, I

think we’d better get started for the hospital.” He had jumped

out of bed and dressed, saying all the while: “Now don’t get

nervous. Don’t get nervous.” She was already fully clothed

and said she wasn’t nervous. He didn’t believe her. After all,

he could hardly get his shoes on—she must be nervous.

He had picked her up in his arms and carried her to the

car. She had laughed and kicked her feet and begged to be put

down. But he had refused, saying, “Quiet. You’re going to

have a baby.” And then, when he slid her gently into the front

seat, she had tightened her arms around his neck and whispered,

“Duke, I love you.”

On the way to the hospital, he sang all the old songs he

knew, songs he had sung so often with his old pals Ward Bond
and John Ford. Pilar joined in on the choruses, getting the

words mixed up, jumbling English and Spanish. Somewhere
along the way he took the wrong turn, right instead of left,

and only realized his mistake when a road sign informed him he

was going the wrong way. He had cursed under his breath,

spun the car around and headed back. He couldn’t sing then,

only drive. But Pilar hummed away as if they were on a picnic.

Finally, they arrived at St. Joseph’s Hospital.

They weren’t late; in fact, they were early. All night he paced

the corridors. And in the morning, eleven hours after they’d

left home. Pilar gave birth to a seven-pound, eight-ounce girl.

When he tip-toed into the room and saw Pilar, more beautiful

than he had ever seen her before, ivith a pink little moving
bundle on the pillow beside her, he wanted to say something

super-special to show the joy that was in his heart. But

when he spoke, what came out was, “Move over. Mommy, I’m

pooped.”

Saying a silent prayer that nothing had happened to Aissa

or to Pilar, he picked up the hotel phone and asked the oper-

ator to put through the call from Encino.

Pilar’s voice was clear, as if she weren’t in California but

right here in Japan with him. but the words didn’t make sense.

“Duke . . . Duke . . . big fire . . . Aissa all right . . . Blackie

saved . . . but the bed, the bed.” Then she shifted into a torrent

of high-pitched, hysterical Spanish, much too quick for him to

understand. “Are you all right?” he asked. “Are you all right?”

But her words rained on. drowning him.

Then another voice cut in, his daughter Toni’s. But if any-

thing, she was more upset than Pilar. “Is she all right? Is she

all right?” John kept repeating. “She burned . .
.” Toni started

to say, but he blotted out the rest by shouting “Burned?

Burned?”—at the same time turning desperately to stare at

the photograph of Pilar’s beautiful face on bis desk. Then

his daughter’s words fought their way through again: “.
. .

doctor’s here . . . firemen all over the place . . . everything’s

burning . . . Oh. Daddy,” and then silence.

John screamed into the phone, “Hello, hello, hello, hello,

hello.” And just when he was about to give up. a man’s gruff,

reassuring voice came over the wire and said. “Hi. Duke.' It

was his old sidekick. Ward Bond.

“Ward,” John said. “Thank God. Is she all right?”

“Take it easy, pal,” Ward answered, she’s fine. A little burn

on her elbow, nothing serious. Just suffering from shock. The

doctor’s giving her a sedative now and we’ll get her to a hotel.

She’s fine. The baby’s fine. Nobody’s hurt.”

For the first time since the messenger had talked to him in

the street. Wayne breathed evenly. “Sit down. Duke,” Ward’s

calm voice said. “I’ll tell you all about it.” John slumped into

a chair, gazed at Pilar’s photograph and listened as Ward told

him. . . .

Pilar had been sound asleep at 3 a.m. when she woke sud-

denly, to the barking of Blackie, her pet dachshund. The dog

was scratching at the blanket, yapping furiously and licking

his mistress’ face. She sat bolt upright and switched on the

light. The room was filling with smoke. A large flame was

devouring the rug in front of the fireplace and was eating its

way across the floor. She leaped out of bed, ran to the nursery,

grabbed little Aissa from her crib, and hollered “Fire! Fire!”

to the maids Consuela and Angelica Saldana, rousing them

instantly. Then Pilar and the baby, the two maids, and Blackie

hurried downstairs. There they were joined by two dogs who

slept in the den. All of them stumbled out into the night.

“But if they all got out as fast,” John broke in, “how did

she get the burn?”

“Hold your horses, Duke, I’m coming to that,” Ward said,

and continued . . .

Pilar gently handed Aissa. who was wide awake but hadn’t

cried at all, to one of the women. Then she went back into the

house. She took a fire extinguisher from a closet and returned

to the bedroom. She stopped at the door. Flames were licking

out into the hall and smoke was billowing through the entire

upper story of the house. Pilar stood her ground for a second,

making a few squirts at the fire (that’s when she burned her

elbow), but the smoke blinded her. Coughing, she joined the

others outside.

The phone connection between Kyoto and Encino went dead.

The operator assured John she would get his party back as

soon as possible. He slumped down on the bed—really two

beds spliced together lengthwise to accommodate his six-

foot-four-inch frame—and rested his head against the wall. He
winced and shifted down to the pillow. The bumps on his head

still hurt, bumps he had gotten during his first few weeks in

the Orient by walking through low Japanese doors without duck-

ing. Now he’d learned to bend double when entering or leaving

a house, and the Japanese called him “The Polite Man,”

thinking he was bowing.

“Polite,” he thought, “polite ( Continued on page 89)

by .(AMES HOFFMAN
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A TEENAGE
MARRIAGE
Continued from page 32

girl, Gloria Terlitzky, with her solemn
dark eyes, her soft lips, and quiet smile.

And the second thing was a career as an
actor—preferably in Hollywood.
Few people who knew Jimmy as a

happy-go-lucky youngster tearing about
the Philadelphia streets would have pre-
dicted that he would ever achieve either

goal, let alone both. A lively imp, he never
seemed to have a serious thought.
Born June 8th, 1936, he grew up in the

home of his grandparents, John and Clara
Di Josie, who had fourteen children. Meals
at the two-story brick-front house at

Tenth and Ritner streets were regularly set

for nine—Jimmy and his younger brother,
their father and mother, two aunts and an
uncle, and, of course, Grandma and Grand-
pa. On Sundays, after Mass, and on holi-

days this goodly number was increased by
an added assortment of relatives. Then
the table groaned with Italian delicacies

and the red wine Grandpa kept in barrels
in the basement. There was much laughter
and adult conversation, but Jimmy usually
ate quickly and slipped outside to meet
his pals. “We have stuff to do,” was the
way he always explained it.

Jimmy’s father, William Ercolani, is a
tailor, and Virginia, his mother, is too.

Also Uncle Dominick and Uncle Stanley.
William Ercolani is broad and strongly
built. Jimmy especially remembers his

large, capable hands, which occasionally
meted out well-deserved punishment. “He
was fair and understanding,” Jimmy says.

“But when I needed it, I always felt the
back of his hand.”
Jimmy’s parents felt strongly about his

education, too. A good Catholic Italian

boy, he was enrolled in Epiphany School,
a parochial institution. But he didn’t take
kindly to formal learning. “Books are too
thick,” he was heard to say. “I don’t have
enough time.” And he soon discovered
that Friday was the best day to play
hooky because “they forget on Saturday
and Sunday.”

Tire nuns were very strict, too. One,
especially, gave Jimmy plenty of trouble.
This Sister had a sweet ecclesiastical face,
but an indomitable spirit of discipline.

She chided Jimmy for throwing spitballs,

laughing in class, and cutting up in gen-
eral. She warred mightily against the
“Imp of Satan” that was within him. Then
one day the Imp rebelled and struck back.
On a journey to the office of the school
Mother, Jimmy and the Sister passed an
open clothes closet in the hall. Apparently
impelled from behind, Jimmy yielded to

impulse, thrust the Sister into the closet,

and locked the door. The sweet Sister
screamed. The good Mother came at a trot.

Jimmy was expelled forthwith. “The fol-

lowing year,” he says, “I was enrolled at
Thomas Junior High.”

Girls? Oh, Jimmy’s memories are over-
stuffed with girls. The trysting place was
the neighborhood movie house, and the
technique of adolescent courtship was in-
variably the same.
“You goin’ to the movies tonight?” he

inquired of the object of his delight.

“I might,” she replied and giggled en-
chantingly.

“Keen,” he said. “I’ll meet you inside the
theater, okay?” And the date was thriftily
made for inside the theater, saving Jimmy
the price of an extra admission.
At thirteen and fourteen Jim’s intentions

with the girls had no real depth or per-
manence. “I was strictly a kill ’em and
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leave ’em type,” he reports. Then he met
Gloria Terlitzky, and all that became a

matter of history.

“I used to see Gloria on the street with
some other girls,” Jimmy says. “She had
sort of blue-green eyes, and hair the color

of cornflakes. She was the cutest one of

them all. I was really attracted, but I

couldn’t think of anything to do about it.”

It was Gloria who made the first move.
She gave a New Year’s Eve party and
Jimmy was among those invited. He went
reluctantly. “I didn’t like parties,” he says.

“I thought they were dull. I didn’t even
know how to dance. When Gloria asked
me to dance I said no.” Nevertheless that

was the beginning of enchantment for

both of them. When the party broke up
Jimmy knew that he had to see Gloria
again—and as soon as possible.

“Waddaya doin’ tomorrow?”
“I don’t know. Nothing, I guess.”

“Are you goin’ to the New Year’s Day
parade?”
“Probably.”
“If you go, where will you be?”
“I don’t know. I’m not sure.”

“Will you be up by the hospital?”

“I guess so. Yes, that’s where I’ll be.”

“Okay, I’ll see you maybe up by the
hospital.”

And so they met. That night they went
to a movie, and following that, Jimmy
regularly strolled by to sit on Gloria’s

front steps, to talk and munch pumpkin
seeds. Sometimes Joey McLaughlin and
his girl, Marlene, sat on Gloria’s steps, too,

or they all went over and sat on Marlene’s
steps. But wherever it was, Jimmy and
Gloria were always together.

It took Jimmy a whole month to get up
nerve enough to ask Gloria for a real date
and go inside the house and meet her
parents. And when he had an extremely
important request to make, he had to do
it on the telephone. “Look,” he said, “I’ve

got this idea. But first I have to ask you a
question. What I want to know is: Do you
honestly like me as much as I like you?”
“Why—yes, Jimmy!” she admitted shyly.
“Fine. Then I would like to go steady

with you and give you a friendship ring.

Okay?” And that was the way it began.
Gloria says: “Jimmy was so handsome!

I used to carry his picture with me and I

still do. We were only fourteen at the time,

and though we didn’t say it in so many
words, I think we both knew that this was
the real thing. We had dates several times
a week. It was okay with my family as
long as I had good marks at school. I could
go out as soon as my homework was
finished, and then I had to be home by ten
o’clock.”
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J
immy says: “Of course Gloria was beau-
tiful, but what I liked best about her
was that we got along so well. We al-

ways enjoyed the same things. I’d kid
around a lot, and Gloria laughed at my
jokes and listened when I talked—which
was most of the time. There was never
any strain between us. With most girls it

always had to be such a big deal. But I

didn’t go for the formal stuff and that was
okay with Gloria. We could be content
just walking around the park together. I

was still sort of wild at the time, but with
Gloria I had the feeling that I wanted to

be more settled down.”
In the months that followed, Jimmy’s

life did become more mellowed by Gloria’s
feminine influences, but his restlessness
still led him into various misadventures.
“I had to let off steam somehow,” he says.

To earn dating money he landed a job
as a grocer’s stock boy at twelve dollars a
week. But his natural appetites and the
temptations of all those goodies on the
shelves proved his undoing. At intervals
during his working hours Jimmy stuffed

his shirt with olives, potted meats and
other canned goods and descended to the
basement for a strengthening snack. One
day his feasting was interrupted by the
appearance of the proprietor. The grocer
took one look at the rising mountain of

empties on the floor and staggered back,
clutching his brow. Then he lifted Jimmy
by the scruff of his neck and pointed to

the door. “Git!” he shouted, his breath
coming with difficulty against the rise of

his blood pressure. “You are fired!”

And school was no more successful,

either. “I used to skip out for a week or
two at a time,” Jimmy says. “In those days
I knew Mrs. Yaeger, the truant officer,

very well. She was over at our house a

lot.” And, as it has to so many others be-
fore him, the dull routine of learning
weighed heavily on him. But Jimmy never
lost sight of his dreams for the future. And
his love for Gloria never wavered.
“We knew what we wanted,” Jimmy

says. “We began to talk a lot about getting

married. We couldn’t make any real plans
because of course I didn’t have a trade. I

didn’t even have a job. But we both knew
that we wanted to be together and share
everything ... all our troubles and our
happiness.”
Did they feel that they were really ready

for the important step of marriage? “Not
really,” says Gloria. “I had never learned
to cook or keep house, but that didn’t seem
like much of a problem. The important
thing was the way we felt about each
other. And so we began to think in terms
of making marriage possible. Money was
the first necessity, so as soon as we could
we started a joint bank account.”

Gloria, a straight-A student, graduated
from high school at seventeen and imme-
diately got a job as a secretary. Jimmy
went to work at the Safari Costume Jew-
elers which was owned by his Uncles
Johnny, Henry and Jimmy. Their savings
began to mount up. But Jimmy was still

restless, unsatisfied now with dreams alone,

and wanting to turn them into something
resembling reality. One day he decided
to take the big gamble and come to Holly-
wood. And why not? People had often told

him, “You ought to be in the movies.” And
in the newspapers don’t you read of crazier

things that happen every day?
With his savings plus a loan from his

father, Jimmy financed a stay of six months
in Hollywood. He returned home in time
for his eighteenth birthday. He was dis-

couraged, but not beaten. "I now realized

that being 'discovered’ was just a fantasy.

I knew that I’d have to study and learn to
be an actor, and I was determined to do
this. His absence, too, from Gloria had
convinced him that she was the only one
he’d ever marry. The sooner the better.

P arents, of course, were not to be per-
suaded that this was wise. The mere
suggestion of marriage, Jimmy felt, was

certain to bring a stern “No!” And he did
not want to go against his parents’ express
wishes.
He winced as he recalled all the past

incidents that, in their eyes, would surely
pile up into a considerable balance against
it. His dim view of schooling and his hasty
exit from the parochial school—they’d
surely bring that up and point out that he
wasn’t educationally prepared for getting
the kind of job that would provide for a
wife. His inability to get a good-paying
job in general—and being fired by the
grocer in particular. The abysmal failure

of his Hollywood venture.
How could he explain to them the sober-

ing influence those six months in Holly-
wood had upon him, how much he had
learned about the right way to prepare for

the career he now knew he wanted more
than anything else . . . when all the facts

were against him?
How could he tell that he and Gloria

were absolutely sure they were right for

each other? He could talk until he was
hoarse about how much they had in com-
mon, how they’d discussed all the problems
and made their plans for meeting them.
But when you came right down to it, it was
something you felt—a sort of inner grow-
ing up, a maturity that was quite different

from the giddy infatuation of puppy love.

You couldn’t put it into words.
“So why do we have to tell them?”

Jimmy asked Gloria one starry night.

“Why don’t we marry now and keep it a

secret, just between the two of us?”
Gloria hesitated, but then let her heart

give the answer.
A few weeks later they took their blood

tests and applied for a marriage license.

But the clerk shook his head when he
learned their ages,. “You’re too young.
You’ll have to have your parents’ consent.”

And so the stuffy and unromantic legal-

ities were against them. But a cancellation

of plans was not considered. Only a post-

ponement.
Jimmy sought advice from an older

friend who had eloped to Maryland pre-
viously and happily. It was the ideal

solution. They could easily slip across the

state line to get the license. And there was
only the required interval of forty-eight

hours to endure.

On the morning of January 13, 1955,

Jimmy went alone to pick up the license.

When he later arrived at Gloria’s, he
pulled a long face. “We’re in trouble!” he
told her. “They wouldn’t give us the

license.” Gloria’s heart plummeted. Then
she saw the flicker of a grin, and knew he
was having his usual joke.

Quickly they drove the ninety miles

to Elkton, Md. and found a justice of the

peace. This worthy official operated with
speed and aplomb. He whisked through
the ceremony with barely a pause for

breath, and ended thus: “I now pronounce
you man and wife twelve dollars please.”

The proceedings may have lacked warmth
and flowery overstatement, but they were
effective nevertheless. Jimmy and Gloria

emerged on cloud eight. They were Mr.
and Mrs. at last!

Honeymoon? They had none. That after-

noon they returned to their separate

homes, to have supper with their parents

as usual, and sleep in their own narrow
heds. “We were very careful,” Jimmy says.

“We did nothing that would make anyone
the least bit suspicious about us.” So they



cherished and guarded their secret, and
treasured the moments they had. And they
continued to work out their plans for a

future in which they could be together

always.

Was it easy? “Heck, no,” says Jimmy,
grinning. “We had struggles and plen-
ty of problems.”

What made it difficult, for one thing, was
the fact that they kept the marriage a

secret. So they could not go to anyone for

help and advice—they had to make the

decisions themselves. In this respect, how-
ever, they weren’t much different from
most of today’s young couples, who, eager
to set out on their own, usually resent
parental advice as interference. In grand-
ma’s day, when teenage marriage was the
usual thing and a girl was considei’ed

something of an old maid at twenty-one,
the young marrieds stayed under the
parental roof for a while, they got plenty
of guidance while saving for a home of

their own. When they left the nest, they
were well prepared. But today’s teens
shoulder the responsibilities at once—and
they are often bigger than they realize.

Jimmy and Gloria found that out. But
the fine examples they had in their own
parents, plus their deep devotion to one
another, helped to see them through.
Like all young couples, they wanted a

home of their own, and a baby I'ight away.
But how? Jimmy couldn’t support a wife,

let alone a home and a child. It was frus-
trating—and discouraging—to have to

shelve those rosy dreams until some un-
certain, remote fulfillment. Sometimes they
mlt quite hopeless.
They learned, too, that the old saw,

“You never know your mate until you’re
married,” was all too true. They had all

the usual adjustments to make that must
be reckoned with when two different per-

sonalities merge into the complete closeness

of marriage. And it was all the more
difficult, living apart, and added to their

other problems.
Their breaks started coming when Jim-

my was offered a job in New York with
the Jose Greco Dancers. He accepted
gladly. This took him away from Gloria,

but it brought him to the seat of the
entertainment world. With his earnings
of $75 a week he was able to join the
Stella Adler drama group, where Brando
had studied. He was on his way to an
interview when he was spotted in an
elevator by Columbia Pictures’ Joyce Selz-
nick, who took him to talent executive
Harry Romm. After an amazingly short
interview and reading he dashed out to

find a telephone and sputter excitedly to

Gloria and then to his parents: “They want
me! They want me! I'm going to sign a
movie contract!”
That night when Jimmy returned to

Philadephia he found his mother and father
in bed. He had more news, so he knocked
on their door to waken them. “I just want
to tell you that Gloria and I are married,”
he called out. Things were piling up for

the Ercolanis. William huffed and puffed.

Mary wept. “Oh, my boy! You should have
told us! We could have given you such a

nice wedding!”
“They were pretty shook up,” as Jimmy

remembers it. “But they got over it

quickly, and then they were really happy
for us.” Three weeks later Jimmy was
on his way to Hollywood. And an exciting

and wonderful career in the movies had
opened up for him.
Today Jimmy and Gloria live in an

apartment which they are furnishing with
infinite care and meticulous planning

—

much of it in Swedish modern. “To give
you an example,” Gloria says, “we took
exactly five months just to buy one lamp."

Jimmy Jr. was bom December 3, 1956.

Big Jimmy is convinced that the boy looks
like his father, but Gloria says no. “He
has my nose, and at least one of his ears
is like Jimmy’s. I guess you could say
that our son has parts of both of us.”
The future? For these two it looks rosy

both matrimonially and careerwise. Jimmy,
of course, wants more top starring roles,

and his studio is convinced that he will

get them. He’ll soon be seen in “Gun-
man’s Walk” with Tab Hunter and Van
Heflin—his best part yet. Jimmy’s salary
is still quite modest, by Hollywood stand-
ards, and so he nurtures dreams of some
of the things he will buy when he really

gets into the important money.
“One thing I will definitely get,” says

he, “is a bright red Mercedes-Benz . . . one
of those with the crazy butterfly seats.

And I will drive it up to our house in

Philadelphia and I will say, ‘Here, Dad.
This is for you.’

”

Looking back now, do the Darrens feel

that, as teenagers, they were ready for

marriage? Jimmy and Gloria chorus an
emphatic, “Yes!”
Then they quickly caution, “But . . . we

don’t think that’s true of every teenager.”
They were lucky, they feel, in having
similar backgrounds, growing up in the
same neighborhood, having a warm, happy
home atmosphere, yet being given enough
independence so that they never developed
the too-dependent family ties that can be
disastrous by stunting emotional maturity.

“I guess you can sum it all up in that

one word—maturity,” says Jimmy. "Some
teenagers—the lucky ones who had ad-
vantages that we had—can become mature
enough for marriage. Some people aren’t

mature at fifty. But that’s the essential

thing—and it’s something everyone must
find for himself.” The End
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SARA HAMILTON SAYS PHOTOPLAY THROWS

The gayest, swingingest party in long ages was Photoplay’s

own, honoring your selection of Deborah Kerr and Rock
Hudson as the most popular stars of the year, with “An

Affair to Remember” the best film. Steve Allen, on whose

TV program the event was recorded, agreed with your

choice when Deborah refused to be fussy about profile

shots before the camera, as so many stars do. “Never mind

about which side photographs better,” Deborah laughed,

“Just bring me on!” And with Rock just as nonchalant

and director Leo McCarey so grateful. Steve had a ball.

Later, in the plush Crystal Room of the swank Beverly

Hills Hotel, the cream of movietown poured in for dancing,

feasting and congratulations, while fans flanked the en-

trance and lined the driveway outside to catch a glimpse

of the winners as they entered.

Jean Simmons and Shirley MacLaine came together,

regretted that their husbands were moviemaking abroad.

But Esther Williams, who came with Donna Reed and

her husband, said nary a word about her estranged spouse

Ben Gage or new flame Jeff Chandler, who was in Europe.

With Tommy Sands tub-thumping cross-country for his

movie, Molly Bee came with a new escort, Ken Thomp-
son, but had that “Sands man” dreamy look all evening.

Dolores Hart (who, along with Bob Evans won a

Photoplay Gold Medal Plaque for “Overnight Impact”)

arrived on the arm of Earl Holliman. Carolyn Jones

came with husband Aaron Spelling, Nick Adams was

there an d Jeff Hunter beamed on his charming bride.

Feminine eyes followed the handsome Bob Evans around

the lovely room and the lad all but floored me by calling

out, “Sara— I haven’t seen you for months. Our last date

was luncheon at Twentieth Century-Fox, remember?” As

if anyone could forget. But how flattering!

Julie London, a real beauty, left early because of an

early-morning work call at her studio, she explained to

Ann Sothern. But Taina Elg, in a striking Paris “bell”

gown, stayed to the very end. as did Margaret O’Brien,

Barbara Stanwyck, Ernie Borgnine and Rock, who de-

parted the very next day for Rio de Janeiro. All in all it

was a ball, friends—one to remember!



Two-time Gold Medalist Rock chatting across a crowded room with ( out of sight)

first-time winner Dolores Hart. It was his last party before leaving for Rio

TV’ers Steve Allen, wife Jayne came

early, stayed late at gala affair

Happy Cliff Robertson has fun showing Deborah Kerr shows Bob Evans her Dancingest man of the night, Earl Hol-

off lovely bride Cynthia to parly pals Gold Medal, prize he hopes to cop next liman, proudly waltzes winner Taina Elg
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comfortable Encino ranch home and his

beautiful wife, Kay, and her two children.

There are the stars who work at being
terribly grand and the stars who make a

big point out of being just folks. But what-
ever they do and however they do it, it’s

always interesting. . . . As for an overall

look at Hollywood’s parties, be they of

a promotional or purely social nature, they
can be classified just like the government
grades meat. An affair is stamped either

prime, choice, good or utility. The rating

is based not only on the cost of the shindig
and the vintage of the champagne, but
also on who gives it, who attends it, where
it’s held and why. . . . The real “prime”
affairs are those hosted by the stars or
producers in their own beautiful homes,
on their own beautiful white carpets and
at great expense. One young starlet, upon
arriving in Hollywood quipped, “All the
stars have such pretty homes and such
pretty cars to go with their pretty smiles.”

She was right about the homes, except
maybe “elegant” would be more apropos.
The average top star—those in a class

such as Sinatra, Kirk Douglas and Jimmy
Stewart—hangs his hat. in a $100,000 haci-
enda. The homes are not only luxuriously
large, they are exquisitely furnished in

expensive simplicity, usually by name
decorators. Of course, all homes have
swimming pools and most are completely
hi-fied. Bob Stack, who’s building his
dream home in the exclusive Beverly Hills

area, will have hi-fi piped into his garage.
Among those with prime homes who toss

“prime” parties are the Gary Coopers, the
David Nivens, the Van Johnsons, the Kirk
Douglases, Laraine Day and Leo Durocher,
Tony Martin and Cyd Charisse, Rosemary
Clooney and Jose Ferrer, the Jack War-
ners, the Bill Goetzes, Curt Jurgens, John-
ny Green, M-G-M’s former music di-
rector, and Frank Sinatra.
Ah, that Frankie! He tosses parties as

regularly as a housewife tosses the laundry
into the Bendix. Whether it’s an informal
pizza pie poker party, a beautifully served
five-course dinner affair, or a great big
New Year’s Eve bash, host Sinatra has
one inflexible rule—man, it’s gotta be a
real gasser!

I remember that Frankie once jokingly
remarked, “The most important tiling for
a good party is to invite a lot of broads

—

you gotta have beautiful broads to deco-
rate the room!” But actually, he mixes all

kinds of really interesting people—not
just pretty girls. He has writers, musicians

and others who are interesting to talk to.

Today most of the social functions of

the Upper Echelon crowd take the
form of dinner parties. The number of

guests at such affairs will range from
eight to eighty. But hostesses like Mrs.
Gary Cooper usually hold the line at

thirty.

Rocky Cooper is rated one of the best
party-givers in Hollywood. She does ev-
erything with a fine flair and lots of

money. The food is superb, the service
likewise, and the silver at each place set-
ting spreads out like the wings of a DC-7.
And of course the crystal goblets glow
with the finest wines. Black ties and
beautiful jewels are the uniform of the
night.

The girls who can afford it wear custom-
designed clothes to shindigs like this. Often
they’re tricked out in gowns by the dar-
ling of the glamour set—designer Jimmy
Galanos, whose simplest creations begin
around $450. Almost every top glamour
girl has at least one Galanos gown hang-
ing in her closet.

Beauties like Cyd Charisse, Dana Wyn-
ter, Liz Taylor and Esther Williams head
the list of Hollywood’s more clothes-con-
scious actresses. Cyd, whose figure cer-
tainly warrants it, goes in for striking
ball gowns. Joan Collins is another one
who has recently devoted considerable
attention and bankroll to her personal
duds. “I have decided to be terribly chic,”

the outspoken brunette remarked.
Also deciding to be “terribly chic” are

the stars who fall under the foreign
transportation influence. The glamour
tribe now buzzes to the sound stage and
social functions in everything from $8,000
Mercedes-Benzes to $13,000 Rolls Royces.
Those who prefer and have the money

for the foreign jobs include David Niven,
who drives a $13,000 British Bentley, which
he shipped from England. Tab Hunter
drives an $8,500 Mercedes-Benz which he
shipped from Europe for a mere $3,000.
Gary Cooper rolls by in a Rolls Royce.
Eddie Fisher and Pier Angeli both are
proud owners of the beautiful Italian ve-
hicle, the Dual Ghia, which can be picked
up for a mere $8,000. Eddie spent con-
siderable extra green stuff for refinishing
and upholstering in solid black so as to
keep the entire car in the jet shade inside
and out. Eddie also has a phone in his
car. The phone list, as it’s referred to in
Hollywood, is the newest fad and Dean
Martin, Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra are
among those who have a telephone in-
stalled in their dashboards.
Kim Novak drives a white Corvette, two

years old. Kathryn Grant, Mrs. Bing
Crosby, whips about in her brand-new
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baby blue T-Bird, Bing’s first gift to his

bride following their marriage. Until then
Kathy had been getting around in “Topsy,”
her pet name for the 1950 model Ford
which she won in that Texas rodeo queen
contest eight years ago.
The Hollywood glamour girls seem to

prefer the T-bird or the Cadillacs.
Joan Collins drives a shocking pink
Thunderbird with a white top. Deborah
Kerr gets behind the wheel of a beige one.
Jayne Mansfield, as usual, does things
with a little more ostentation. She has a
whole fleet of cars—a pink Jaguar, a white
Cadillac and a shiny red Lincoln. The
last vehicle was given to her in return
for her fiddling performance on the Ed
Sullivan show.
Probably the most spectacular and un-

usual car in town belongs to Donald O’Con-
nor who recently gifted himself with a new
Cadillac Brougham, which costs approxi-
mately $15,000. The car is a bright copper
shade with a stainless steel top. Donald
and his wife Gloria enjoy such luxuries as
thick plush rugs on the floor, a built-in
bar, and a built-in makeup table, among
other little gimmicks. Not to overlook Debra
Paget’s large Caddy, which she and her
mother have decorated with bits of glass
that are shaped like large pear diamonds.

Stars in the Upper Echelon, or those fast

climbing into it like Donald O’Connor can
go in for impulse-splurging, but the Young
Hollywood Set has to count more closely.

They live well but on a smaller scale. Eva
Marie Saint and her husband have a love-
ly home—but it’s more in the $55,000 class.

Some of the younger stars, who could af-
ford large homes, prefer to live in comfort-
able apartments and invest their extra
shekels. Mitzi Gaynor and Jack Bean, for

instance, have a lovely apartment over-
looking the Sunset Strip. They’re not ex-
actly roughing it, but the place would nev-
er be a standout in House Beautiful. Joan
Collins is another cliff dweller. She has an
attractive new apartment near Mitzi’s,

complete with a bedroom which she de-
scribes as “very actressy.” The room is

pale pink and mirror-lined. Tab Hunter
prefers an apartment to his own house—so

do Venetia Stevenson, Tony Perkins and
Rock Hudson, since his marital bustup.
Among the younger set are the jazziest

casual dressers who buy many of their

glad-rags at the popular Jax shop in

Beverly Hills. Jax is really more than a

store as far as many of Hollywood’s
beauties are concerned—it’s more a sor-

ority house for the young but chic girls

who like to kick around in beautifully

cut sports clothes, colorful knit sweaters
and such. Girls like Joanne Woodward,
Joan Collins, Mitzi Gaynor, Natalie Wood,
Carolyn Jones, Diane Varsi and Margaret
O’Brien often pop in to sit around the
circular fireplace in the center of the main
floor, sip coffee from paper cups dispatched
from down the street by a salesgirl and
yak about the Jax fashions.

This year the vogue is modified chemise,
the latest figure-hugging sheaths and
colorful sportswear copied after Italian

and French sailor’s garb. And yaks among
the younger set ring loudest over Jax’s

“ugly” colors—dresses in “poison green,”

playshoes in “deadly yellow” and bulky
knit sweaters in “nasty brown.”
The girls are not the only ones who are

fashion-conscious in filmland. Young men
like Pat Boone, Eddie Fisher and Tommy
Sands spend considerable time at their

tailors. The newest fad in men’s clothes in

Hollywood is corduroy blazers with match-
ing corduroy trousers.

Pat Boone has made the biggest fashion
news, believes clothier Sy Devore. “I say
this because when Pat first came in to me
he had a limited wardrobe and not much
interest in clothes,” explains Devore. “But
now he has ordered twenty-five suits at
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$250 apiece, plus many sports coats and
odd slacks. Pat has good taste for his

type—he is sort of a young Bill Holden
and he dresses like the all-American

youth.”
Jerry Lewis wins the title of the man

who spends the most money on clothes in

Hollywood. He bought $20,000 worth in

Sy’s place last year. Jerry never buys one
sweater, one jacket or one pair of socks

at a time. He buys them by the dozen.

W hile on the whole, members of the

Young Hollywood Set don’t spend as

much money as those in the Upper
Echelon, they don’t lack for laughs or

excitement. Those you’ll find most often

merrymaking in this group are Den-
nis Hopper, Susan Oliver, Barry Coe, Rick
Nelson, Venetia Stevenson, Sal Mineo and
John Saxon. They sit around and talk

about their careers and ambitions, they

play records and dance. Once at a party at

Steve Rowland’s house, they hauled out

his trampoline and had a ball jumping up
and down on it. A number of the more
daring guests even tried a few flips.

Another group that doesn’t go in for

formalities is the N.Y.-Hollywood Set. It

includes people like Tony Franciosa, Lee
Philips, Tony Perkins (his visa gains him
entrance into all the groups), Joanne
Woodward and her bridegroom (they also

hold multi-membership), Lee Remick,
Ralph Meeker, Jo Van Fleet and Eileen

Heckart.
Their parties are usually casual, spon-

taneous affairs. They’ll all drop by some-
body’s apartment to talk about the theater

or listen to Theodore Bikel play his fla-

menco guitar. Sometimes they play cha-
rades. But the current rage with the New
York-Hollywood Group in Hollywood is

the Association Game.
“It’s a sort of do-it-yourself Rohrschach

test,” explains one young actress who goes
to their parties. “Everyone makes an ink
blot and then they analyze it. One thing
I’ve noticed about the New York Group.
They’re not as snobbish about Hollywood
as they used to be. Of course, they still

stick pretty close together when they’re
out here making pictures, but most of them
seem to have gotten over the idea that
they’ll be brain-washed if they stay too
long.”

This same observant young lady, who’s
familiar with the social life of all of Hol-
lywood’s groups, sums it all up this way:
“The Young Hollywood Set talk about

themselves, their problems with their
agents, the roles they hope to get, the roles
they’ve just done and so forth.

“The established stars and the big money
crowd talk about the new properties
they’ve bought, production plans, Cole
Porter, the new Van Gogh they just bought
for their collection, that quaint little town
they visited in Spain last year, the George
V Hotel in Paris and the Dorchester in
London. They first-name everyone, too. I

went to one party where they kept re-
ferring to Josh and Truman. I finally fig-
ured out they meant Logan and Capote.”
And what do the New York-to-Holly-

wood actors talk about? “Sooner or later
they always get around to discussing their
analysts.” The End
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THIS IS MY LIFE
Continued jrom page 50

the two children amuse themselves. Per-
mitted to watch television only on week-
ends, they are expected to amuse them-
selves with books and tubes of paint,

jigsaw puzzles, Hallowe’en masks, and
Deborah’s old clothes to play “dress-up”
in. And they do. Both children
have inherited their mother’s imagination
and her wicked talent for mimicry.
“Who were you today?” Deborah asked.
“I was riding my horse, Avalanche, and

Frankie was my dog, Singe.”

“Guess what happened today,” Frankie
said, her voice muffled against Deborah’s
chest.

“What?”
“All the chairs fell down at school to-

day.”
“It was nerve splitting,” Melanie added.
“It was,” Frankie said. Then, “I’m hun-

gry.” She spun across the room and sat

down at the marble-topped table. It was
nearly teatime.
As usual, tea was served at four o’clock

in the afternoon. Claude, the butler, car-
ried the pot of steaming Indian tea and
the plateful of biscuits to the marble table.

Deborah reached for the three fragile

china cups. She poured Frankie half a

cup of tea, then filled the teacup to the
brim with milk. She started to do the
same for Melanie.
“Oh no, Mummy!”
“Sorry, Melanie. I forgot.” She filled

the burgundy-colored cup with tea, then
added a slice of lemon. Melanie, making
her first conscious efforts to be a lady,

had been drinking her tea “the grown-up
way” all week. Frankie—lively and un-
inhibited—was not concerned with being
a lady. When she dropped her napkin,
she picked it up again with her toes.

“Frankie is about to lose a front tooth,”
chided Melanie.
“Let me have a look at that tooth,” said

Deborah.

Frankie kept trying to loosen it more.
“She wants to get a gift from the fairy

godmother,” tattled Melanie.
Deborah listened to the high-spirited,

American voices of her children echoing
through the English type Long Room.
Deborah Kerr’s life might be described

—

like Frankie’s tea—as “half-and-half.”
Half-English, half-American, it delicately
blends the politeness, polish and quiet

elegance of an English country house with
the un-English informality of children’s

laughter and twilight barbecues, which
the hostess sometimes starts by throwing
Vodka over the coals.

“Deborah has the ability to make a game
of everything she does,” said her husband
Tony Bartley once. “Her gloriously wicked
sense of humor carries her through even
the most distasteful situations; and her
philosophy is that if you have to do some-
thing, you might as well do it right and
find some pleasure in doing it.”

Her home has none of the franticness

that touches even the best-run American
homes. “I love to drink things out of

glasses not meant for them, like beer from
a crystal champagne glass,” she admits.

But there is candlelight shining on Wedg-
wood cups and Spode china gleaming on
a damask tablecloth, too.

Those are the graceful things which
cost money. But there are other graceful

things in her life which cost nothing ex-
cept a delicacy of taste. “Unless you’re

mad about diamond necklaces—and I

couldn’t care less about them—you can
get everything else without being a movie
star or a millionaire. Everyone can have
candles; bath oil; big bunches of flowers

in the house; a well-laid tray with a single

rose on it; a vase in your bedroom with
every conceivable kind of flower from
your garden in it.” And the comforts that

she “wouldn’t like to do without” cost

almost nothing. “Hot water. Something
to read or something to do with my hands.

A comfortable bed. A good hot cup of tea,

And sunshine at some time during the
year.”

She is teaching these values to her
children, too. They have a politeness that

is more typically English than American.
Sitting at the tea table, Melanie took a

last sip of tea, swallowed, and then said

enthusiastically, “I saw the most wonder-
ful book on horses in the. . .

.” She stopped
abruptly. “I’m sorry.”

“You’re just lucky Nanny isn’t having
tea with us today,” Deborah whispered.
“You won’t tell her I forgot?”

Deborah smiled. “No, I won’t tell her.”

Nan Patterson—who has been the chil-

dren’s governess for seven years—demands
this politeness. At the tea table, the word
“horse” is forbidden. “Horses are Me-
laine’s passion,” Deborah explains. “She
has a library of twenty-five books about
horses, and she was torn between becom-
ing a horsewoman or a writer until she

recently solved her difficulty by deciding

to write about horses.”

“Nanny says we have to learn to make
light conversation,” Melanie says. “Most
people talk about the things they’re inter-

ested in, and Nanny says I talk too much
about horses. So we learn to talk about
other things: what happened at school,
television programs, whether I ought to

telephone one of my friends.”
Melanie did her best to remember

Nanny’s rules. She looked at Deborah
and tried to make light conversation.
“What did you do today?” she asked her
mother.

“Nothing,” Deborah said.

She savoured the word.
“Nothing,” she said again.

“I’ve done nothing for almost a week

—

and it’s been wonderful.”
The week before, she had finished mak-

ing “Separate Tables” for Hecht-Hill-
Lancaster; by the end of the month she
would leave for Europe to co-star with
Yul Brynner in “The Journey.”
“Next week I must start getting my

clothes ready for Europe.” She grimaced
at the thought. Perhaps the thing she
hated most about traveling was getting
the clothes ready.
She loved clothes—especially her chin-

chilla cape from Tony “for the years 1957
through 1967 inclusive.” “But Tony thinks
I’m too extravagant, so I always try to

economize by taking my old clothes abroad
but by the time I return home I hate them
all and have to restrain myself from pick-
ing them up in armfuls and chucking
them all out.”

“You must have done something today,”
Melanie said.

“You must have done something,”
Frankie echoed.
“Nothing much,” she answered the

children’s question. “I finished a book.
And painted. And played with Duffy.
And scratched Tonton’s stomach. And
slept wonderfully late.”

S
he had slept long, until 9: 15. Then
there had been breakfast in bed—tea,

toast, and juice. As she drank her tea,

she had worked the puns and anagrams
puzzle in the Manchester Guardian. The
puzzle was a challenge. Most American
crossword puzzles didn’t interest her.

“They’re so straightforward I get terribly

bored.”
After her puzzle, she had thought over

the possibilities of the day ahead. “Shall I

turn out those drawers? Or shall I read?
Or paint? Or work in the garden? Or sort

clothes?”

In the end she had done almost nothing
at all. She had embroidered for a while,

with Blessing Bartley, her parakeet, sit-

ting on the edge of the embroidery hoop.

Then she had wandered in the gardens.

Deborah has always found herself pre-
tending—and almost believing—that things

like trees and typewriters and roses and
dogs could really feel and think the way
she did. For instance, she was sure that

Blessing Bartley really knew how to sew
and was being quite critical of her work
when he perched on her shoulder and
watched. “He’s the only temperamental
person in the household,” Deborah had
analyzed it. “I try to understand his su-
per-sensitivity—except when he bites my
hand. I don’t think it’s my Christian duty
to consider this fair play.” And there

was Duffy, dear Duffy the Scotty. Deborah
was sure “he has always suffered from a

terrible inferiority complex because he’s

so black and doesn’t photograph well. You
can’t see his shape.” Tonton the dachs-
hund, another member of the menagerie,
dearly loved to have his tummy scratched.

“It’s the way to make him go into a
coma,” Deborah was convinced.

Tony laughed at her for these things.

Then, thinking of Tony, she sighed. That
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was the only imperfection that marred
the day. Tony was 5,000 miles away in

England. As head of the CBS European
film division his job took him to London
for anywhere from two to five months a

year.
Frankie finished her last bite of tea bis-

cuit. Then she slid from her stool and
turned a cartwheel. She looked up at

Deborah from the floor and—as though
she could read her mother’s thoughts—she

said, “Was there a letter from Daddy to-

day?”
Deborah shook her head. Tony hated to

write. He always telephoned several times

a week, and their phone bills were simply

enormous. “Maybe tomorrow,” she said.

“If he never writes to us again, I won’t
be surprised,” Melanie said with a dreary
look at her mother.
“Aren’t I forgiven yet?” asked Deborah,

whose mischievousness was sometimes
quite troublesome to Melanie. A few days
before, Deborah had written to Tony, using
her usual hunt and peck system. To play

a joke on Melanie, she had typed a sep-

arate note: “Dear Sir: You are an idiot

and a fool,” and signed her daughter’s

name.

M elanie stretched out on the floor beside
Frankie. “Mummy, can we do some-
thing?”

“What?” Deborah asked.
“Jigsaw puzzle?” Frankie asked, trying

to help.

“No, silly,” Melanie said. “Something
sort of . .

.” She hesitated, not quite know-
ing what she wanted to say.

“Special?” Deborah asked.
Melanie nodded. “Special.”

“All right,” Deborah said. “We’ll go to

the beach.”
“That’s what I meant,” Melanie said.

“Special!”

The state beach was only a few min-
utes’ drive from the house.
At five in the afternoon on a tepid pre-

spring day, it was nearly deserted. Deb-
orah sat and watched the children squirm
along the sand on their stomachs, making
“stomach tracks.” Then they turned over
and made “rump tracks” in the white
sand.
“They look like they were made by

some monster, don’t they. Mummy?”
Frankie said.

Deborah nodded. She hated the beach
in summer when it was crowded with
people and sandwiches and sun tan oil

and beach umbrellas. She loved it in win-
ter when it was deserted and so terribly

clean.

She looked at her watch. “Oops,” she
laughed. “We’ve overstayed our ‘Special!’”

Sandy and flushed, they tumbled into the
car.

At six o’clock she sat with the children

—

sipping a glass of wine—while they ate
dinner. “Even when Tony isn’t home, I

find it impossible to eat with them.” Old
habits are hard to break, and twelve years
in America haven’t taught her how to
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enjoy dinner eaten before 7:30 in the
evening. She did nibble at a quarter of

the apple pie that served—along with
cheese—as dessert.

Afterwards she played dominoes with
Melanie and helped both children piece

together a jigsaw puzzle. She loves all

puzzles and games that are hard enough
to be challenging. “Unfortunately, Tony
loathes games, but I’ve got him to play
Labyrinthspel, a maddening German game
in which the object is to juggle a metal
ball through a tricky labyrinth of holes.”

Because Tony was not home now, she
ate her own dinner in the Long Room at

eight while Nanny took the children up-
stairs to scrub sand out of fingernails and
hair.

Then she went upstairs. Frankie was
waiting for her.

“You can’t catch me,” she chanted.
“Can’t catch me.”
“Oh, yes, I can.”

“Can’t catch me. Can’t catch me.”
Deborah encircled Frankie with her

'arms. Frankie squirmed free and jumped
over the bed. Snatching the pillow from
Frankie’s bed, Deborah followed. Frankie
fought back—unsuccessfully—with another
pillow. Frankie, who is the extrovert in

the family, loves roughhousing. She loved
the wild chase around the bedroom, the
capture, the ultimate defeat of ending in

bed with a pillow stuffed over her face
fifteen minutes later.

“Good night, Mummy,” she said from
underneath the pillow.

Deborah lifted the pillow, kissed her,

and then replaced the pillow again. “Good
night.”

Melanie had always been more self-suf-

ficient. There was no roughhousing in her
room. She preferred to go to bed a quar-
ter-hour early in order to have time to

read.
“Just the rest of this chapter,” she

begged when her mother came in. “I

couldn’t bear to go to sleep without fin-

ishing this chapter.” A carbon copy of

her mother’s features in all but one re-
spect, she looked up at Deborah with her
father’s wide eyes.

P
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A s usual, after the children were asleep,

Deborah lay across her bed in slacks
and furry white bedroom slippers she

always wears (“because they’re so won-
derful for cold feet”) and studied her new
script to the soft background of classical

music. An hour later she tossed the script

to one side and went downstairs to put
the last finishing touches on the picture
she had painted that day. “Maybe,” she
thought, “if I finish it and put it in a
frame, it won’t look too bad.”

Later, she looked at her watch and—
leaving the picture to dry—went back up-
stairs to try to pick up London on her
short wave radio. After ten or fifteen

minutes she was successful. Delighted,
she stretched out and listened for a few
minutes. “It’s a small thrill whenever I

manage to get London. And I pick up
some of the most extraordinary police

messages.”
Then she felt a sudden twinge of loneli-

ness for Tony, who was in London and
perhaps listening to the same program on
the BBC. She rolled over and reached for

her pen and stationery. “Dear Tony. . .
.”

Around midnight she finished the letter

and went to bed. Like Melanie, she has
to read herself to sleep—even when she
is so tired she can only keep her eyes
open for three lines. She read for a few
moments, but she found it difficult to

concentrate. She thought of Tony, gave
a fond pat to the letter standing ready to

be mailed to England tomorrow, then
reached up and turned off the light mur-
muring, “It was a happy day.” The End

|

Inseparable for life? we asked John

DATELINE PARIS—Fuel was added to

the busy whirl of social gossip when,

at John Saxon’s invitation, Vicki Thai

flew from Hollywood to Paris to be near

him while he’s here making “The

Reluctante Debutante.”

Orly Field was crowded with news-

men when Vicki Thai’s plane landed and

Saxon didn't seem to be too happy at

their presence. Dark-haired. exotic

looking Vicki, perhaps heeding an ad-

vance warning from John, met the prying

press with a stiff but polite: “I have

nothing to say,” and went about her

affairs as though any one of a group

of American tourists.

She and John explored Paris together,

ate in a different restaurant every night

and haunted the bright young intellec-

tuals concentrated on the left hank. Al-

though she visited the "Debutante” set

only about three times during shooting,

.she never left Johnny’s side during lei-

sure hours.

But through it all John remained

mum. even to his closest friends about

matrimony. When asked if Vicki had her

birth certificate since one is required to

be married in France, John’s cheerful

but evasive reply was, “Well, I know

Sandra Dee has hers with her. I can al-

ways marry her!”

After the marriage question made

the rounds, there followed a second big

one: Who is Vicki Thai? She’s the daugh-

ter of the well known impressionistic

painter Victor Thall and as such had

entry into an easy sort of life if she'd

wanted it. Instead, she enrolled at Los

Angeles City College and became a

waitress in an ice cream parlor. Friends

call her Binky and her friends are the

kind John goes for, too—struggling

writers, artists, actors—not much money

among them but lots of talent.

John met her in the ice cream parlor

and while it wasn't love at first sight,

LAST MINUTE FLASH!

JOHN’S
SECRET
LOVE

her intelligence, warmth and lack of

pretense or interest in Saxon the Movie

Star won him over. They’ve dated quiet-

ly for a long time. Under his influence,

Vicki’s given up her egg-beater hairdo

and let her dark, wavy tresses grow

long. Under her influence, John’s taken

to painting and found it a fascinating

outlet for his creative energies.

Could a marriage last? One news-

man here recalled John had said: “I

don’t want to lean on the girl I marry.”

Independence is a big thing with him

and has undoubtedly added to his cau-

tion about tying the knot with any-

one.

Someone who has watched the romance

from its start summed it up by saying:

“Sure it would last. John needs it. A
lot of people mistake John’s shyness for

snobbishness. But around Vicki, lie’s

much happier. Eventually, this is bound

to make him more sociable and the final

effect on his personal and professional

life will be gratifying, I know.”

When John greeted Vicki Thai at Paris

airport
,
friends were sure this was “it”



THE FABULOUS
FACE

Continued from page 59

“She’s spoiled,” says someone who knows
her well. “Terribly spoiled.”

“She acts so bored,” reports another.

“Whenever I’ve seen her in public, she

seldom even smiles.”

“Those fights of hers with Mike are as

bad as ever—maybe worse,” reports a

third. “They had one whale of a battle in

Paris, just before they left for Moscow.
Over such a silly thing, too. Liz went to

the hairdresser’s, and while she was there

Mike went out and bought three dozen ties.

When he came back, Liz wasn’t enthu-
siastic about the ties, he definitely didn’t

like her new, short Paris haircut—and the

fight was on!”

And what does Liz have to say? “I’m

retired. I’m just a dull housewife now. Let
Mike answer the questions.”

M ike Todd is never at a loss for words,
whether on the subject of his beauti-

ful wife, or anything else. “Liz doesn’t

talk much,” he explains, “because she gets

hoarse listening to me talk.”

But Mike’s comments, voluble as they
are, are pretty one-sided: “See that dress?

(Pointing to Liz in a form-fitting Chinese
satin sheath.) She’s gonna start an epi-

demic—bring sex back! We bought twenty -

five of ’em in Hong Kong. Wait’ll the

Russians get a load of Liz in the new
clothes she got in Paris. It’ll make them
wish they never heard of communism!”
Liz smiles, and says nothing. This kind

of adulation is as routine to her as talk-

ing about the weather. After all, she’s had
it ever since the day when she was eight

years old and walked on a movie set the

first time. “Go wipe that mascara off your
face,” the director ordered. “That isn’t

mascara,” came the small, plaintive voice.

“That’s me.” The director did a double
take—and realized, like so many after him,
that Liz’ beauty is the genuine article.

She was born with double eyelashes. Her
eyebrows, thick and black and beautifully

shaped, are her own. So is her smooth,
flawless complexion, which looks more
fragile than it is. “Liz never has to fuss
with creams and lotions,” says a friend.

“She can take the sun like a Texas ranch-
er.” Her hair is naturally curly, requiring
only cutting and shaping; she shampoos it

in the shower, and brushes it dry. She is

probably the only girl in the world with
purple eyes. Yes, purple. According to

the light and the color of her gown, they
range from light blue-violet to deep, hon-
est-to-goodness purple. Since her ordeals
of the birth of baby Liza and the appen-
dectomy that followed, she’s thinner, but
on her, it looks good—115 pounds neatly
distributed into the statistics 37, 191/2, 35.

But what goes on in the heart and mind
inside that gorgeous creature?

Because Liz was always overly pro-
tected, first by her closely hovering mother
and later by studio people, there is a
tendency to regard her as a namby-pamby
without a will of her own. This is far from
true. Liz has always known what she
wants—at the moment, at least—and got
it.

If others have done a good job of spoil-
ing Liz, it’s Mike Todd who is adding the
finishing' touches. Once, they were walking
through a New York hotel lobby late at
night when they passed a glass case in
which a diamond-and-emerald necklace
was on display. “How pretty!” said Liz.
Whereupon Mike phoned the jeweler, had
him send someone to unlock the case, and
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presented her the necklace then and there.

She is like a kid with a key to the candy
store. Once the thrill of possession is past,

the goodies gorged upon, the thrill is gone.

Then the search begins for something new
and different. The girl who has everything
really never gets much satisfaction from
any of it because she has too much.
When she orders dinner, she will choose

all the most elaborate and expensive items
on the menu, then sit and nibble at them
indifferently. A friend tells of the time she
saw Liz having lunch in the M-G-M com-
missary. She had ordered a hamburger
special—the day’s menu piece de resistance

of hamburger with all the works—when
Debbie Reynolds, carrying a paper bag,

came in and joined her. Debbie, a thrifty,

practical soul, had brought sandwiches
from home and ordered a glass of milk.

Liz looked on wistfully as Debbie un-
wrapped her homemade lunch. Finally, she
blurted out, “Debbie, would you mind
swapping?”
“Of course not!” Debbie laughed. And

while Debbie relished Liz’ fancy, un-
touched platter, Liz devoured the home-
made sandwiches to the last bite.

In choosing clothes, it’s the same. Liz
loves clothes, and has closets full, but she
is always looking for something newer and
prettier. Lately on a Chinese kick, she ac-
quired, besides the twenty-five silk and
satin sheaths purchased in Hong Kong
(and slit to above the knee), a jade neck-
lace, Chinese hair ornaments, and dangling
Chinese earrings (she dotes on dangling
earrings). “When I saw her come into a

nightclub in one of these getups,” relates

a New York man-about-town, “she was
a knockout, I must say—bright green satin

dress, everything green. But I couldn’t help
but think it was a little too theatrical-
gilding the lily, you know.”

S
he will spend hours in a dress salon,

just trying on gowns. Sometimes, when
she can’t decide which to take, she’ll

take all. Her latest pet designer is Lanvin,
from whom she acquired a whole ward-
robe, including a dazzling, gold-embroi-
dered ball gown to go with her diamonds.
A friend who went with her to Ceil

Chapman’s on one of these shopping binges
says, “She tried on gowns for such a long
time I thought I would scream. I thought,
‘Doesn’t this girl think about anything
but herself and her clothes?’

“When we left the shop and got into a

taxi, Liz was still chattering about the
clothes. Then suddenly, she saw a blind
man on the street, being led by a Seeing
Eye dog. She leads such a sheltered life

that she’d never seen one before. Instant-
ly, the clothes were forgotten. She was full

of concern for the blind man, and fas-

cinated by the dog. All the way back to

the hotel, she talked of nothing else.

“I think,” the friend adds, “that Liz is

basically a much nicer girl than people
realize. And when you consider the kind
of life she’s had, it’s remarkable. She could
easily have turned into a real brat.”

“When I took pictures of her recently,”

says a photographer, “Mike was with her,

and they were bantering and bickering
away at a great rate. I thought I was in

for a tough time. But when it came to

posing, Liz went through it the way any
other woman washes the dinner dishes. It’s

the same kind of familiar work routine to

her. She fixes her dress and holds her head,
doesn’t fuss—she does what she’s asked,
without a murmur.”

Docile and well-behaved as she is at

work and in public, underneath there’s a
rebel streak. “I never wanted a career,”

she has often said, “it was forced upon me.”
She loves to tell about the time, after she
had become a star, when the studios were
after her handsome brother, Howard. “He
had an appointment for a screen test, and
when he went, he shaved his head. I was
so proud of him!”

In revolt, she kicks off her shoes as soon
as she comes home. Then, ignoring her
“clothes horse” wardrobe, she slips into a

blouse and skirt or slacks—anything that’s

comfortable—and gambols in barefoot glee

upon the elegant furniture with six-year-
old Mike and four-year-old Chris. With
them, she can recapture again some of the
wonderful freedom of childhood that, for

her, ended all too soon.

She is very untidy. Clothes are strewn
on the floor, her belongings clutter the
tables. If the children spill their milk or
the dogs scratch the upholstery and small
fingerprints smudge the expensive wall-
paper, it doesn’t bother her. All of it, in

effect, secretly delights her. Not because
she is slovenly, but out of triumphant de-
fiance against the too-perfect, not-a-hair-
out-of-place discipline of her life in public.

“But what never ceases to astonish
me,” says one of her intimates, “is the way
Elizabeth comes alive when she is out of

the spotlight. She’s like a different person.

I remember seeing her once, at a small
baby shower for her, before little Chris
was born. Some of the girls were well-
known actresses, others were not con-
nected with movies at all. There weren’t
any photographers or reporters present.
There was Liz, cutting up and joking and
laughing as I’d never seen her before. She
acted just like any other girl, oohing and
ahing over her gifts. Somehow, it was very
touching—as if, just for a little while, the
bird of paradise had been let out of a
cage to fly in the sun.”

T oday, Liz has few girl friends. The sad
truth is that her old friends, not being
blessed with the fabulous beauty that

won a fabulous husband like Mike Todd,
are simply not in her class. No snobbery is

involved—but how can a girl keep in touch
when she’s being whirled from Paris, to

Russia, to Greece, to Italy, to New York?
Even Debbie Reynolds, who attended her
at her wedding, she seldom sees—Debbie
has a very busy life of her own.
The faithful Peggy Rutledge, her secre-

tary and confidante from the difficult time
of her divorce from Nicky Hilton through
the Michael Wilding period, is the girl who
knows her best. It was Peggy who, in the
days when the Wildings lived in a $150,000
mansion (bought on time), kept their hao-
hazard household running, even to the
point of dashing to the butcher’s at the
last minute for the meat Liz had forgotten
to order. But Peggy can no longer be con-
stantly at her side.

The only other person who has been a
close friend to her is Monty Clift. In point
of time, her firm friendship with Monty
has outdistanced any of her marriages. As
always, he stands by, ready to offer com-
fort and advice if she needs it. But he,

too, is separated from her by distance. And
Monty has problems of his own.
This leaves Mike Todd in the position of

being husband, father, and friend rolled
into one. That’s the way he wanted it,

and that’s the way, at least Liz says, she
wants it. It’s a large order to fill.

There are problems, still. Liz, in spite of
not having much notion of the value of a
dollar, has a healthy resoect for money and
has learned that hard work goes into
making it. She has supported herself most
of her life, and, during her marriage to
Michael Wilding, was supporting a good-
sized household. Consequently, she takes
a dim view of Mike Todd’s extravagance,
particularly his gambling. Once, half in
fun but probably wholly in earnest, she
said, “If we go broke, we’ll always have my
diamonds.”
And now, at twenty-five, Liz has made

a decision that indicates that she has really
grown up. She has announced that, as
soon as she finishes “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof” for M-G-M, and “Don Quixote” for
her husband, she is going to retire.

Once, long ago, she said, “I’m never
going to be one of those sad aging actress-
es, trying to look younger than they are
and hanging onto their youth.” As usual,
nobody paid attention. But she meant it.

And there is more to it than that. For
Liz, this is the final revolt, the final casting
off of the Legendary Liz, the girl with
the fabulous face, and all the unhappiness,
the boredom, the isolation that went with
it. “I never wanted a career,” she said. No
—all she has ever wanted was to be a wife,
spoiled, perhaps, but cherished, loving and
loved by her husband and children.

It was Mike Todd—shrewd, wise Mike
—who summed it up, when someone
questioned him about the failures of his
marriage to Joan Blondell and his ro-
mance with Evelyn Keyes.
“They are wonderful girls,” Mike said.

“The trouble was, they were actresses.
“Basically, Elizabeth isn’t an actress.

She’s a woman.” The End
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DIANE VARSES
SECRET TRAGEDY

Continued from page 41

in her simply furnished apartment near her
studio, she shows gentleness and warmth,
but an awareness far beyond her years.

She has the candor of a child and amazing
dark blue eyes that see straight through
you. Looking a very vulnerable nineteen,

Diane Varsi tells, in a deceptively calm
voice, the story of a girl who has lived

two lifetimes in those years.

“People ask, ‘How can you be so calm?’
And I’m screaming inside. I don’t show
emotion. I can’t release it. It just stays in-

side until it finally explodes.
“I’ve always been this way,” Diane goes

on slowly. “I never could cry, even as a

kid. I think that goes back to the day I

saw my mother and my father cracking up.

I watched them, and I knew what was
happening. After that, whenever my
father yelled at me I knew what was
wrong with him. I knew he was scared.

And I wouldn’t cry or yell back. I’d go up
to my room and play the radio real loud,

or I’d ‘run away’ up in a tree.

“My life was abnormal, almost all of it.

My people were sick people . .
.”

D iane was born in San Francisco, where
her grandfather was a well-to-do
florist, but her own story begins in

San Mateo, California, a suburban flower-
and-truck-growing community, where the
Varsis moved when she was seven years
old. It begins in a big old two-story frame
house with a big yard, but not big enough
for a sensitive little girl with blond hair

and grave blue eyes to escape the weak-
ness and violence and sickness within.

Diane grew up very fast in an unhealthy
atmosphere, all the while keeping an anx-
ious eye on her younger sister, Gail, and
on the ill parents who were batting against
life until there were no whole people left.

Just anger, frustration and the will to es-

cape life the easiest way.
As Diane Varsi got older, she cherished

one thought: “I’m not my mother’s child.

I’m not my father’s. Who am I?” And a
voice within her answered, “I am my own.”
Yet perhaps part of her success today
could be a heritage from her parents.
From her father: sensitivity and the need
for self-expression.
“When he was a kid,” Diane says, “he

used to lock himself in his room for a day,
reading. He was a brilliant guy. My grand-
father wanted him to sell flowers, but he
never really belonged in the business
world. So he got into difficulty there, and
he was broken. But today he’s living alone,
and he paints, and he’s very happy.

“I was always closer to my father when
I was a very little girl, but I had the feel-
ing he was pretty disappointed in me. He
wanted a son. When I was seven, he
bought me a pair of levis and a red
sweatshirt, and he taught me how to fight.

Whenever I did anything adventurous

—

when I got into mischief—that was the
time my father always seemed the proud-
est of me.
“My mother loved me very much,” Diane

goes on quietly. “I know that now. Maybe
too much. She always wanted me to be
perfect.” Perhaps from her attractive
mother came some of the strength that has
made Diane survive. For her mother has
struggled through years of illness, fighting
for her own better day.

In the search for herself, Diane Varsi
has become a motion-picture star. Her
early experiences gave her the compas-
sion, the awareness, the wealth of emotion
and the sense of responsibility that en-
abled her to win an Academy Award nom-
ination with her first appearance on the

The Opposite Sex
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special glands that are bigger, more powerful, pour out more perspiration.

And this kind of perspiration causes the most offensive odor.

Science has discovered that a deodorant needs a special ingredient

specifically formulated to overcome this offensive “emotional perspiration”

odor. And now it’s here . . . the remarkable ingredient Perstop*—the most
effective, yet the gentlest odor-stopping ingredient ever discovered— and
available only in the new cream deodorant ARRID.

Use ARRID daily and you’ll be amazed how quickly this new arrid with

Perstop* penetrates deep into the pores and stops this “emotional perspi-

ration” odor. Stops it as no roll-on, spray-on, or stick could ever do.

You rub ARRID in— rub perspiration out . . . rub ARRID in — rub odor out.

When the cream vanishes, you know you are safe, even when you are

nervous or stimulated by emotional excitement. Doctors have proved
that this new arrid with Perstop* is actually IV2 times as effective as

all leading deodorants tested.

Remember— nothing protects you like a cream . .. and no cream pro-

tects you like arrid with Perstop*. So don’t be half-safe. Be completely
safe. Use arrid with Perstop* to be sure. Only 43^ plus tax.
^Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

OPPORTUNITIES

for EVERYBODY
Pubtlih«r'i Classified Department (Trademark)

For advertising rates, write to William R. Stewart, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago 6 (Won't, Mayj 8

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5.00 hour demonstrat-
ing Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For
free samples, details, write Studio Girl, Dept. 1685C Glen-
dal e, Cali fornia.

$500 FOR YOUR Child’s Picture paid by advertisers. Send
one small photo (All ages). Returned, Print child’s parents’
name, address on back. Spotlite, 8344-PC5 Beverly, Holly-
wood, California.

$100 TO $1000 For Your Child’s Photo, all ages, if used for ad-
vertising. Send photo for approval. Returned promptly. Free
Gifts. N atphoto, Box 3035— P9, North IH ollywood, California.

HOMEWORKERS; ASSEMBLE HANDLACED Precut moc-
casins and handbags. Good earnings. California Handicrafts,
Los Angeles 46-B, California.

MAKE MONEY AT home assembling our items. No tools.
Experience Unnecessary. Lee Manufacturing, 8507-W 3rd,
Los Angeles 48, Ca l ifornia.

$200 MONTHLY POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywearl No house
selling I Send stamped, addressed envelope. ’’Cuties,"
Warsaw 1, Indiana.

HOMEWORKERS WANTEDI GUARANTEED Payl No
Selling I Everything Furnishedl National, Box 88A Boston 22,
Massachusetts.

SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time, Easy,
profitable. Hanky Aprons, Caldwell 3, Ark.

$75.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE preparing mail, (details 10c).
Novelty, Box 78247-A , Los Angeles 16, Cal i fornia.

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Newspaper Items For Publishers!
Newscraft, PW-983-E, Main, Columbus 5, Ohio.

EARN SPARETIME CASH Mailing Advertising Literature.
Glenway, Box 6568, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

$50.00 WEEKLY MAILING Circulars. Instructions 25c.
Siwaslian, 431

7

-F Glean e, Elm hurst 73 , N.Y.

MONEY, TYPING—SEWINGI Details Freel Edwards,
3912-W, 12th, Des Moines 13, Iowa .

EARN SEWING PRE-Cut ties. Write Jud San, Box 2107,
Cleveland 8, Ohio, Dept . 15-R

.

BUS INESS & MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
$1 TO $20 Checks Daily! Write simple sentences, paragraphs,
poetry for pay! No experience necessary. I tell you What To
Write—How To Write—Supply large list of Buying Editors.
Begin Writing For Pay—Todayl Will Herman, 1726 W. 25th
St., Cleve land 13, Ohi o.

$3.00 HOURLY POSSIBLE assembling pump lamps Spare
Time. Simple, Easy. No canvassing. Write: Ougor, Caldwell 1,

Arkansas.
EARN EXTRA CASH I Prepare Advertising Postcards. Lang-
dons. Box 41107PW, Los Angeles 41, California.

$35 WEEKLY PREPARING envelopes. Instructions $1. Re-
fundable. Adse rvice, Spring Valley 151, New York.

EXTRA MONEY PREPARING, Mailing .Literature. Tom,
1305A N. Western, Chicago 22.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money, Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004A Diversey, Chicago 35.

LOANS BY MAH
BORROW $50 TO $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inguiries of em-
ployers or friends. Up to 2 years to repay—monthly payments.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free
in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan, City
National Bank, Dept. WD-5, Omaha, Nebraska.
PAY YOUR BILLS Now. Borrow $100 to $600 Cash by mail.

Easy, quick, private. Repay in small monthly installments
over 20 months. Your payments may run lA less than now;
have money left over to spend. Loan Order Blank mailed Free
in plain envelope. Advise amount needed. State Finance Co.,

323 Securities Bldg., Dept. E-69, Omaha 2, Nebraska.
BORROW MONEY BY Mail. $100-$600. Anywhere. Air Mail
Service. Postal Finance, 200 Keeline Building, Dept. 653H,
Omaha 2, Nebraska.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time with
61 -year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X574,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

SHORT STORY, ARTICLE Writing. Big opportunities for new
writers. Free book tells how to learn at home for part or full

time income. Palmer Institute of Authorship, Desk PCW 58,
1680 N. Sycamore, Hollywood, Calif.

FREEI “TALENT TEST” Learn Acting at home: TV, Radio,
Moviesl Hollywood Royal Academy, 30-E, 5880 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Station E-1,
Atlanta, Georgia.

AGENTS & HELP WANTED
IT AINT SELLIN’—just servicing! Stores make money for

you every open hour. Tremendously successful. Free Book
tells all. Write, G. T. Harris, Novo, Inc., 1166 Milwaukee,
Chicago 22, Illinois.

EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, DepL WP-49, Chicago
32, Illinois.

60% PROFIT COSMETICS $25 day up. Hire others. Samples,
details. Studio Girl-Hollywood, Glendale, Cal if., Dept. 1685H.

HONEST TO GOODNESS "Stay-At-Homework”! We Pay
Weeklyl Securall, Box 1450, Pasadena, California.

FOREIGN & U.S.A . JOB LISTINGS

HIGH PAYING JOBS, Opportunities, foreign, USA. All trades.
Companies pay fare. For information write Dept. 57B National
Employment Information, 1020 Broad, Newark, New Jersey.

AMERICAN OVERSEAS JOBS. High Pay, Men, Women.
Transportation Paid. Free information. Write; Transworld,
Dept. 2B, 200 West 34th St„ New York 1,

STAMP COLLECTING
GIGANTIC COLLECTION FREE— Includes Triangles—
Early United States—Animals—Commemoratives—British
Colonies—High Value Pictorials, etc. Complete Collection plus
Big Illustrated Magazine all free. Send 5c for postage, Gray
Stamp Co., Dept. PC, Toronto, Canada..
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screen—that in “Peyton Place.”

But a little girl can’t foresee such things.

Life is now, this moment. “Ours was a big

house, and I didn’t really like it,” Diane
recalls. “The first time we went there, I

saw some paint on the stairs, and I asked
somebody why it was there. ‘That means
there are ghosts in the house,’ they said.

That finished me.”
There were ghosts, all right. “That’s

where I first really saw my mother start

to get ill,” Diane says. “I was nine years
old, and at first I thought she was pre-
tending, but then I knew better. Her per-
sonality changed, her whole face changed,
and I knew.”
Diane’s grandfather tried to get her to

come live with them. “He used to say, ‘You
just dance, Diane, and I’ll take care of

you. I’ll buy you everything you want.’
I wanted to be a dancer then. But when
I got a little older, I got more adventurous
—or what he called ‘bad.’ Then he didn’t

want to have much to do with me, except
when I would come to him and repent,

tell him that I was really good, that I

only did these things because I couldn’t
help it. He was always good to me—in his

own way.
“There was never anybody I could feel

close to, not really,” the girl across the
table from me was saying now. “I tried to
pretend I was like everybody else—that
we were like everybody else.”

P
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For a sensitive girl no amount of pre-
tending would work. With the agony of
the very young who feel themselves

apart from the crowd, Diane Varsi be-
gan to withdraw from everyone. Not even
her teachers could get through to her.

“I was too hostile and resentful,” she
says. “I never studied—not the daily les-

sons. I’d flunk everything, but when the
tests came I’d make good grades and they’d
have to pass me. But I loved science, and
I used to go to the library and read how-
and-why books like mad.”
Any effort at socializing was too painful

for Diane then. “I went to one dance when
I was in the seventh grade, and I never
went again,” she says. “I wore an orange
dress, and I was pretty happy about it all.

Afterwards, I found out the boy had in-
vited me as a sort of joke, to get even with
a girlfriend. He told me about it later. It

was supposed to be a big laugh—he hoped
I didn’t mind.”
The seventh grade saw Diane Varsi’s

last effort to have any communication with
her classmates. “For the first half of the
school term I was vice-president, and that
was pretty good in junior high.” Then
Diane came to like a girl her classmates
wouldn’t accept. “Hey, you guys,” she pro-
tested, “this is a nice girl.”

“She’s cheap,” they said. “She wears
black skirts and pink sweaters.”

“Listen,” Diane told them. “This girl’s

very nice—and I’m going to talk to her.”
“The whole fight,” she recalls, “started

about this. They tried to impeach me out
of office, and after that I wouldn’t study
at all or take part in anything. They began
to say a lot of things about me—for in-
stance, that I wore black skirts. There
were fights, and I ended up with a pretty
tough gang of kids.”
Was that because she thought the others

were snobs?
“I’d like to say that’s what I thought

—

but no,” Diane admits levelly. “I just felt

I didn’t fit in. I told them I thought they
were phony and gossipy, but I think at the
time I would have liked to belong to their
group, if I’d been able to. But I always felt

too outside. My father seemed to me weak
and tough. My mother seemed ill and very
strange. I just didn’t fit in. And the rough
gang didn’t really accept me, either.”
Diane Varsi began to believe there was

no place where she could fit in.

The following year she went to a convent
in Northern California. “I had a very
bad time there—I got expelled,” she

says in that calm voice. “Do you know
why? Because some kids had brought some
objectionable thing to school, and I

wouldn’t tell. The sisters stood up in front
of the class and said, ‘We know someone
in this class brought this object here. We
don’t know who it is, but there’s someone
who does know, and that’s Diane Varsi.’

They’d already questioned everybody.
Then they said, ‘If no one speaks up, she’s
going to be expelled from school.’

“No one spoke up, and I was dying,”
Diane remembers. “I knew who’d done
it. Three girls had been in on it—but not
one of them raised a hand. The sisters

called me into the office to talk to me, but
I was just too far away from them. I

wouldn’t talk, and I put up a front like a
tomboy then. I looked as if I’d say, ‘Oh
well, I don’t give a damn.’ I didn’t feel that
way inside, but I looked it. And they
couldn’t reach me at all.

“So they expelled me,” Diane goes on,
“and I went home, though there were
things going on at home that I didn’t un-
derstand.” For Diane Varsi the pain was
proving too much—watching something

june cover girl:
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that should have been beautiful being de-
stroyed, watching two she loved help de-
stroy it. Her father felt closing in on him
the difference between what he’d wanted
to be and what he was.

“I didn’t know what it was with my
father. I’d felt there was something wrong,
but I didn’t really know until my fresh-

man year in high school,” Diane says now.
“One night my father took me for a ride,

and he started to cry. He told me I had to

take care of everything. He didn’t know
what to do with my mother. What could I

do? And what would I do? I told him I

didn’t know. And then he really took me
into his confidence.”
Diane kept worrying that night about

what she could do to help. “The next day,
being thirteen years old, I went straight

home from school and I said, ‘Now, Mom,
I’m going to cook dinner, and you’re go-
ing to do this-and-that.’ My mother got
very angry. When my father came home,
she told him. Then my father slapped me,
and he said, ‘Don’t you ever tell your
mother what to do. Don’t you ever try to

pretend you own this house or you’re even
part of this house.’

”

Diane stood staring at him, unable to

speak. “You don’t just take somebody out
and tell them they’re the greatest and turn
the keys over to them—and then do this,”

she observes. “I knew then my father must
be ill, too.”

You can’t “run away” to the enclosing

branches of a tree when you’re thirteen

—

but you can run. “It wasn’t running away,
really. I’d just say ‘Goodbye’ and I’d go
out and I wouldn’t come home for maybe
three days,” Diane says. “I’d go and stay
with a family I knew. I only really ran
away twice, where nobody could find me.”

But one day she went out the door

—

and a police officer sent her back. “It
was my sophomore year. I’d been to

see the priest the night before, and I re-
member I’d told myself, ‘I’m going to have
a new start—I really am.’ ” That morning
she was dressing very carefully to go to
school. She’d planned to wear her brown
and white checked skirt, turquoise blouse
and new turquoise shoes. “I looked for the
shoes and I couldn’t find them anywhere.
I asked my mother if she’d seen them, and
she said, ‘No.’ I kept looking, and I asked
her again. ‘I don’t have your shoes!’ she
said. I finally found them in the closet in
her room. Maybe she’d forgotten about
them—I don’t know.”
Hurt and angry, Diane confronted her

mother with them. “I’m going to tell you
something, Diane,” her mother said fu-
riously. “If you don’t change, nobody’s
ever going to love you. When you get that
expression on your face, you’re just ugly!”
This had been Diane Varsi’s fear from

childhood: that nobody would love her. “I
remember I just looked at her, and I said,

‘You’re going to be so sorry, Mother. I’m
going to do something so bad.’

”

She ran out of the house with her
mother’s words echoing. Walking along
the street, she ran into a girlfriend who
decided to go with her. They went to a
station where a friend kept a car parked,
and Diane got in behind the wheel, and
they drove off.

As they drove back into town that after-
noon, a cop stopped them. “Your name
Varsi? Do you know this is grand theft?”

“I—I didn’t know it was that bad,” Diane
said.

“It is,” he said. “You could go to a de-
tention home.”
The cop called her father, and he came

right over to get her. “Well, Diane,” he
said, “your mother’s in the hospital—you
put her there.”

“I didn’t put her in the hospital,” she
protested. “How could I?”
“The Welfare Board came to the house

today,” he said. “They said you hadn’t
been in school—and they also said you
cried in the Dean of Girls’ office the other
day and told her there was trouble going
on at home.” Then he looked at her and
levelled, “You know that’s not true, Diane.”
For her father, Diane Varsi could feel

only sympathy. He was very ill.

She went home and called a boy she’d
been dating steady and told him what had
happened that day. “I wanted to tell you

—

I knew you wouldn’t want me to bother
you any more.”
“Thanks, Diane,” he said, “for making it

all easy.”
“That’s all right,” she said wearily. “It’s

all easy.”
No part of it was easy for a teenager

who was constantly fighting and picking
herself up off the floor to fight again the
shadows she couldn’t identify.

Not long after this the Varsis moved to

the Northwest to stay with Diane’s
mother’s parents, and there seemed

hope of another life here—at first. A green
and growing and healthy life. The sur-
roundings were different, but the story

proved much the same. The first day at

Diane’s new school, a boy came up to her
in the hall and made a cruel remark about
her father. Diane could find no defense.

But she survived the following days and
kept going. “I was getting good grades in

school, and I was really trying, until . .



She breaks off. For a moment, she is quiet.

. . . Until she came home from school one

day and saw a scene she wouldn’t forget for

a long time. Her grandfather told her moth-
er to leave the house and take Diane and her

sister with her. In the middle of the after-

math, the big family row, Diane ran away.

“It was around Christmas, and it was
snowing,” she remembers. “I went out in

the shed and put on some workmen’s
clothes and a pair of boots. And I started

running in the snow. I didn’t go home that

night. I didn’t sleep. I just wandered
around. It was raining and snowing, my
hair was a wet straggle down my back. My
grandfather found me the next day ’way
out in the country, sitting at the side of

the road.”
After that, she says now, “Nobody in

the whole world could get through to me.
My mother tried to talk to me, to explain,

and I wouldn’t listen. I’ve always felt

guilty—that I wouldn’t listen.” Instead,

Diane merely asked permission to quit

school and go to work. Her mother refused.

One more escape—to Canada, where
Diane worked briefly in a restaurant—and
she went back to school for a couple of

days. Then, Diane says, “L just couldn’t go
to school any more. When my father went
away, I got married.”
Looking at Diane today, it’s hard to re-

alize that she’s been married twice. A
beautiful little boy with blond, curly hair

—Shawn—lies sleeping in the next room.
He’s the most precious thing in life to her.

Diane describes her first husband as “a

good-looking, dark-haired boy, quiet, un-
aware, but very sensitive.”

To a troubled teenager, marriage seemed
at last a safe haven. But presures of

years had been too heavy, and Diane was
dangerously near a nervous breakdown.
“When we were married, all of this started

to react on me. I would have hallucina-
tions, and I would wake up screaming. My
husband was young, too. He didn’t know
how to cope with this, and neither did I.”

They weathered the hazard, but there
wasn’t much communication between
them, and Diane seemed to be living in

a vacuum again—not touching reality.

Then one day an old girlfriend dropped
by to see her.

Diane recalls the conversation: “She
began talking about different subjects, and
she asked me some question, something
about religion. I didn’t even know what
she was talking about, and she got very
irked with me.”

Finally her friend said, “Diane, let me
tell you something right now. You’ve al-

ways had a fine mind. Do you want me
to bring you some books?”
“What do I want with books?” Diane

shrugged.
“I’ll bring you some books!” the girl

stormed as she went out.

“So she brought the books to me and I

read them. She brought more books and
more. I read like a fiend. I went to the
library, and I studied philosophy and psy-
chology—everything!
“Then I started having my own ‘thinks,’

”

Diane goes on. “About what I was going
to do with my life. My husband and I had
slowly started drawing apart.” There was
less ground for communication now than
ever. He was spending a lot of time with
his people. And Diane was preparing for
another life, her own life at last. She had
to find her own identity.
Rebirth into reality had its growing

pains. In simplifying her life, she went to
extremes at first. “I took a big pair of
shears and I cut my hair to about an inch

long all over my head. I never wore make-
up. I was studying yoga, and I meditated a

lot. I was so quiet, I was spooky,” she recalls.

Earnestly seeking, Diane thought of

becoming a choreographer or perhaps a

schoolteacher. Finally, she knew she

wanted to sing folk songs. Diane had done
some jazz singing. “I hadn’t really worked
anywhere, just singing a song at a club

on the Bayshore Highway or wherever I

could.” But she was sure that what she

had to share with other people could be
told best in the emotion and the earthy

simplicity of folk songs.

She went back home for a visit, and
this was a Diane her family couldn’t under-
stand, peaceful and serene, with a yearn-
ing for simple things—a girl who’d gotten

religion, had her hair cropped off and
wanted to sing folk songs. Diane’s mother
was concerned and expressed her concern

in the wrong way.

O ne evening Diane was sitting in a club

listening to the band. She knew the

pianist there, and she was going to do

a song, when all of a sudden three police-

men were at the door. "I heard somebody
say, ‘They’re looking for you. You’d bet-

ter get out of here.’ Somebody showed me
a back way out and I ran down an alley

and I kept running until I found an empty
trash can. I got inside it and hid, and I

was scared."

When she knew the cops must be gone,

Diane went back and found out why they

had been looking for her. “Apparently my
mother had called them and told them I

was acting very strange, hanging around
night clubs with all sorts of characters. I

was stunned. All I’d done was sing folk

ballads. I thought,
“ ‘What am I going to

do now?’ ”

A girlfriend knew some people who had
an apartment in San Francisco near China-

j

town. “Nobody would ever look for you
there,” she suggested. And so they drove
there. “But I kept thinking, ‘What am I

going to do?’” Diane says. “‘This place

—

I don’t want to stay here.’
”

Then Diane Varsi stopped to ask her-

self, “Why am I running away?” And she

used some of her yoga belief, reminding
herself, “I am God’s child and you will

not hurt me. I don’t have to run away. I

haven’t done anything. I don’t ever have
to run again.”

It was five o’clock in the morning, but
Diane had made her decision. She ran
down the darkened apartment stairs, along

the shadowy doorways in Chinatown, to

find a pay phone. She called the police.

“This is Diane Varsi,” she said. “Are you
looking for me?”
“Yes,” they said. “Look, Diane—your

mother called us up. We wouldn’t go out
on a charge like that. We know your
grandfather, and we know who you are.

But she got hold of somebody else who did
go out on the charge. Since you’ve called

in and checked, that’s all. Good night.”

Diane hung up. That was that. She’d run
from shadows for the last time. Now she
was going to head toward the sun. She was
going to find Diane Varsi.

“I remember telling myself, ‘I’m going
to take everything I’ve ever done and
everything I’ve ever seen and everything
I’ve ever heard—and I’m going to make
them into something I can use,’ ” Diane
Varsi said. “I knew there must be some-
thing I could do with all this. Something
I could express somewhere. . .

TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT MONTH. NOW IN
20th’s “the HELL-BENT KIDS,” DIANE WILL
BE SEEN NEXT IN “TEN NORTH FREDERICK.”
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DISH WASH DRAINER
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SIZE
1 5 3A" x 20" x 5"

At Better Housewares
Everywhere or order from:

PRETTY PRODUCTS, INC., ts rubberware park

COSHOCTON, OHIO
Enclosed find check or money order

for $ Please send me —
. Hi-Wall only.Hi-Wall Combinations or

Color:

ADDRESS-

CITY .STATE-

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

I

Go as rapidly as yoor time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-
dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. su v jeets
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School, Dept. H553, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

GrayHair
Brush It Away-Look Years Younger
It’s easy with Brownatone. Thou-
sands praise its natural appearing
color. Instantly tints dull, faded
or gray hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. Safe for

and your permanent. Lasting

—

not wash out. 750 plus tax

—

for free sample bottle. Mailed
natural color of your hair.

Dept. 24, Covington, Kentucky.

LARGE

NEW M
TOWELSMm

Astonishing but true ... 40 yes FORTY . . . marvelous
large, brand new (NOT seconds) towels in beautiful
colors and white. .. only $1.00! (plus 10c for pstg. &
hdlg.) or $1.10 in all. You pay others $1.00 for SIX
same quality unwoven cotton and rayon towels, but
we sell at world’s LOWEST price because we buy by
the millions . . . more than 5,000,000 in 1957 alone!
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money cheerfully
refunded. Order NOW before offer is cancelled!

FORTY TOWEL CO. Dept. 291 ,
Box 881, St. Louis, Mo.
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SEARCH FOR
HAPPINESS
Continued, from page 38

cigarettes, a dog-eared script, some printed

pads used for a word game, and three

books: “The Diary of Anne Frank,”
Thomas Wolfe’s “The Web and the Rock,”
and William Faulkner’s “The Town.” Torn
pieces of paper stuck out of the pages of

all three, marking the places where Rock
had been reading. This is the only man I

know who can read three books at the

same time.

He spoke to Addie-Mae about his phone
messages, and then he excused himself
and went two-at-a-time up some narrow
stairs that curved and disappeared behind
the fireplace. The decor was chic and
sophisticated and rather formal, and it

didn’t look like Rock at all. Except for a

few of his personal things located in the

corners—a bag of golf clubs, a pair of

swim-fins and a snorkel tube, a portable
hi-fi, and a tremendous stack of records

—

I wouldn’t have believed that Rock really

lived there.

He came down the stairs in huge strides

and a fresh pair of socks. He had run
a comb through his hair and he was also

wearing a change of slacks and sports

shirt. “Are you hungry? Shall we eat?”
he inquired. “If you’re ready, I think
Addie-Mae is. Then we can talk later.”

C
andle-light covered the table in the din-
ing alcove and Addie-Mae served a

fine lettuce and tomato salad with a
piquant French dressing. Then she passed
freshly-baked hot rolls.

“This apartment belongs to a friend of

mine, Henry Ginsberg,” Rock said, and of

course that explained it. “He’s in New
York now, and he let me move in for a

few weeks. Henry produced ‘Giant,’ you
may remember. And he’ll be a partner in

my own producing company, if and when
we get going. Right now I still have four
years to go on my exclusive contract with
Universal-International, but my agent is

dickering for the right to make some out-
side pictures on an independent basis. I’ve

been in Hollywood seven years now and
I think I’ve earned that right. I’ve learned
a lot. Some of my first pictures were
pretty bad.”
Addie-Mae took the salad plates and

brought in lamb chops, green peas and
stuffed baked potatoes—Rock’s own menu.
“You would like Italy I think,” he said.

"The people are wonderful and full of

warmth, and the tempo is much slower
than it is over here. The food isn’t the
greatest in the world, but I enjoy it. For
some reason, though, I lost weight while
I was there last year . . . ten or fifteen

pounds. Maybe it was the weather. It was
very cold in the Italian Alps where we
shot our exteriors, and then it was ter-
rifically hot m Rome when we arrived
there to film the interior shots.”
After dinner we drifted into the living

room and I asked Rock if he thought he
had changed much since he came to Hol-
lywood. He was stretched out almost flat

on the sofa with his long legs resting on
the coffee table. His eyes were partly
closed, and his coffee cup was balanced
on his stomach.
“People sometimes refer to me as rich

and successful,” Rock went on. “And that
always gives me a hollow laugh. I do make
a good salary, but I’m miles from being
rich. Government taxes take about eight

p
out of every ten dollars I make. I’m still

driving a 1955 convertible because I can’t
afford a new one. And despite the fact that
I get star billing, I can’t think of myself
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as successful. Not when I have such a
long way to go as an actor.
“That’s one reason I’d like to do a play.

In the movies, as you well know, we put
a performance together piece by piece. If

a scene is wrong we can shoot it a dozen
times if necessary. And there are all sorts
of ways—mechanical ways—to help an
actor over a rough spot. But on the stage
you have to learn to sustain a performance
and project a complete character. And
nobody can help you once the curtain goes
up. It’s make or break then, and it’s en-
tirely up to you. That’s where the real
excitement comes in.”

“Would you be scared on a Broadway
stage?” I asked him.

“I would be scared silly,” Rock said.

“But that’s nothing new. I’m still scared in
front of a movie camera, even after seven
years. So that’s not important. What is

important is to try. To make the attempt.
To probe your own possibilities.”

Addie-Mae came in and said she had
made another pot of coffee and would
leave it on the stove for us. Then, if there
was nothing more Rock wanted, she be-
lieved she would go home. Rock smiled
and thanked her and said that would be
fine. He got up and wrote a check at the
desk and padded out to the kitchen with
it. When he came back he was humming a
little tune.
“That melody haunts me,” he said. “It’s

one of the arias from Wolf-Ferrari’s opera,
‘I Quattro Rusteghi.’ ” He spoke the words
with true Italian inflection. He strode to
the piano and stood in front of it, squat-
ting a little and hunching his shoulders so
that his fingers could reach the keys. Then
he played a brief series of chords that
blended into a charming little refrain.

“Isn’t that delightful?” he said. “It’s rather
like modernized Mozart with Italian ac-
cents. I heard it months ago in Venice,
Italy, and it has stayed with me ever
since.”

O ne of the fascinating things about this

movie business is that something new
is always happening. Last year I heard

that opera in Italy, and then just a few
weeks later I was riding the surf off

Hawaii. That makes for a nice change of

pace.”
He leaned back. “I like change, and I

guess I’m changeable. I like new places
and new faces, but once in a while I get
bored. Rainy days bore me. Cold weather
without snow bores me. Cocktail parties
and some of the people you meet at cock-
tail parties bore me. Some mornings I

wake up with that all-is-lost feeling. I

can’t get going, and I know it’s going to

be one of those what’s-the-use days. But
most of the time I feel good and I know
it’s great to be alive. Especially when the
sun shines.”
He sipped his coffee. After a little in-

terval of silence he was faced with an-
other question. “If you had your life to

live all over again, would you do it the
same way?”
Rock’s expression grew elliptical and

introspective. Two long spatulate fingers

reached out to massage a socked heel
while his thoughts arranged to cope with
the hypothetical. “That’s a pretty ‘iffy’

question,” he said finally. “Because of

course life can’t be lived over again. But
on a theoretical basis, I suppose I would
probably do the same things.

“I’ve made plenty of mistakes, that’s

sure. The first twenty-two years of my
life were a mess. I was always at loose
ends. But you learn as you live and gain
maturity, and that’s all part of the pattern.

If I could go back again in time I’m sure
my compulsions would be the same. I’ve

always wanted to be an actor. I never
liked the idea of working in an office and
doing the same things day after day.

“When I first came to Hollywood,” Rock
said, “I was lucky. I didn’t get any big
breaks right away, but at least I wasn’t
starving. Still those first years were rough.
I was ambitious and very impatient. I

brooded about getting the right parts, and
I hated some of the things I had to do.
I was close to quitting many times. If I

had failed completely as an actor I don’t
know what might have become of me. I’m
sure I wouldn’t have stayed around Holly-
wood playing extra roles. I think I might
have become a landscape gardener because
I like to work in the soil with plants and
flowers. On the other hand, there’s a good
chance that I might have turned out to
be a bum.
“Most things just happen to me, I don’t

think I’d be able to pin down the major
influences in my life. I’ve heard that your
behavior patterns are formed when you’re
very young . . . perhaps five years old.

And after that your basic attitudes don’t
change much despite what happens to you
from day to day. Which could be. In my
case, I’ve never been one to sit down and
make elaborate plans. I’m an emotional
rather than a mental type. I drift into
things. Actually, I’m sort of lazy. I slip

into ruts, and then it’s hard to get out of
them. I seldom influence other people.
“Sometimes I make friends easily, and

sometimes I don’t. In this business you
have to relate to a great many others, and
it isn’t always easy. I’m not completely
responsive. But I do like people, all kinds,
and without any set patterns. I like social

contacts. I seldom enjoy being alone. Being
an actor, I have a dramatic mind. I’m not
always realistic. I’m inclined to look at

the world through rose-colored glasses.

Right now everyone seems to be con-
cerned with the possibility of being blown
up, but this doesn’t bother me. When I

think of rockets and Sputniks I have
visions of weekend trips to the moon.
And this fascinates me. When they start

selling tickets for junkets into space I’ll

be one of the first in line.”

I
just kind of live from day to day and
week to week. And maybe that’s a phi-
losophy of sorts. Maybe that’s what life

is ... to be lived. So I just try to do my
job and be as happy as I can.”

“What makes you happy?” I asked him.
“Music, for one thing,” Rock said. “I

react very strongly to harmony and
rhythm. I have been happy listening to

Beethoven or Brahms or Stravinsky, and
I have been sad, too. It depends upon the
mood.”
He went on, “Happiness is so illusive.

It’s hard to pinpoint. It can be emotional
or spiritual. Even physical. I have been
happy while looking at a beautiful paint-

ing, or just sitting in a great cathedral.

And I have been happy while careening
down a ski slope in the Italian Alps. Or
maybe that was excitement and exhilara-

tion rather than true happiness.”

Rock said, “One of the weirdest mo-
ments of happiness I ever experienced was
deep in the ocean. Off Maui last summer
I had gone down with a tank of oxygen
and a pair of swim fins. Suddenly I was
aware of an impression of almost complete
peace. I felt transported. I had an intense

desire to go on down deeper and never
return to the surface again. Later I learned
that this is not an uncommon sensation

among skin divers. It is known as depth
rapture. And it is really an out-of-this-

world experience.
“There is nothing like sweaty exercise to

make you feel relaxed and contented. In

the army they used to give us calisthenics

by the hour. All the guys hated it, but

the result was physical fitness.”

It was now very late; past one in the

morning. I suggested that it was time to

go, but Rock put the coffee pot back on



the stove. “You ought to have just one
more cup,” he said. “For the road.”

hat do you want now?” I asked.

“Lots of things,” Rock said. “Spe-
cifically, I want good parts in good

pictures. I want to improve myself as an ac-

tor, and I would like to achieve some sort

of independence in my work. I don’t mean
this selfishly. An actor needs discipline, but
he also needs enough independence to be
able to arrive at his own personality.

“A few years ago I scoffed at the idea

of psychoanalysis,” he went on. “I thought
this was strictly for mental patients. Today
I know better. Now I’m considering anal-

ysis for myself.

“What is my problem? you ask me. Am
I mentally or emotionally disturbed?” He
grinned, shaking his head. “Of course not.

Although you must realize that to want
to be an actor you have to be at least

partially nuts. ®

“Almost all the members of the Actors
Studio in New York have been psycho-
analyzed,” he said. “Their idea is that when
you are creating a character you must
make use of all the experiences of your
own life. Thus the more a man knows
about himself, the better actor he is likely

to be. At least, that’s the theory. And
since it’s improvement I’m aiming at . . .

well, I’m going to give it some thought.”

“And what motivates all this?” I asked
him. “More success? Money? Fame?”
Rock shook his head. “Those aren’t the

primary reasons,” he said. “Although I

certainly won’t deny that I enjoy all three.

“What I’m really working for is ful-

fillment. To live life to its fullest. To work
at top capacity. And to do the very finest

job I can with the abilities that have
been given me.”
Rock walked with me to the door. His

shoes still rested where he had stepped out

of them hours earlier, and he padded
across the carpet in his socks. Even so,

he towered. As he opened the door he
stooped instinctively to avoid knocking
his head.
We said our goodbyes and then I added,

“A while ago we spoke of moments of

happiness. But do you think you will be
able to find it on a permanent basis?”

“I certainly hope so,” he said. “But it’s

quite a trick to know just where to look.”

Pausing, he leaned against the door jamb,
his eyes searching the distance. His shrug
was an eloquence of unspoken emotions.
“I don’t know,” he said finally. “Believe
me, I wish I did.”

Above us the stars were bright. Down
the path Rock’s words echoed through the
cool, clear night. The End

NIGHT OF TERROR
Continued, from page 71

. . . I’ll show them who’s polite if that call

doesn’t come through soon.” But then his

gaze shifted from the telephone to Pilar’s

photograph, and he relaxed and remem-
bered the first time they met . . .

He had been in Lima, Peru, scouting
locations for a picture his company, Batjac
Productions, was planning to make on the
Incas. He went to Tingo Maria, where a
Peruvian company was making a film and
was introduced to its star, Pilar Palette.

She was very pretty. They talked of act-
ing, pictures, Peru, and Hollywood. Then
they shook hands, said goodbye, and that

was that.

Several months later, he ran into her
again at a Hollywood party. He saw her
sitting in a corner and went over and in-

troduced himself. Her first words bowled
him over: “Yes, I know you’re John
Wayne, because we’ve met before.” He
tried his darndest to recall where or how
they’d met. Pilar hadn’t helped. As he
stumbled and fumbled in suggesting places
where they might have first seen each
other, and people who might have intro-

duced, them, she just kept shaking her
head “No.” Finally, he gave up. “Look,”
he said, “I’ve put my big feet into it. I

don’t remember where we met. I don’t
even remember your name. And I feel

like a fool. Help me out. Come to din-
ner with me and tell me all about us.”

That was the first of a lot of dinners, al-

most every night. Over a year. Then he
had to go to Hawaii on location, and the
thought of not being with her was too
much to bear. So he insisted she come
along, with his secretary, Mary St. John,
as chaperone. And Pilar agreed:

John shifted the pillow in back of his

head, shoving it up higher so that he could
get a better look at Pilar’s picture. Then
the memories of Hawaii flooded over him,
swiftly . . .

The time that he brought the entire
orchestra of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel up
to the hall outside Pilar and Mary’s room
and serenaded them exactly at 12:01 a.m.,

the first moment of Pilar’s birthday. How
he talked the girls into getting dressed to

“get some coffee,” and how the coffee
turned out to be a full-blown party with
300 guests gathered to celebrate Pilar’s

birthday . . .

The sun-drenched days and moon-lit
nights in which their love flowered. The
magic moment when he asked her to marry
him, and she said “Yes.” . . .

The twilight wedding on the lawn of
Hawaiian Senator William Hill’s house,
with all the inhabitants of Kailua, who
had closed their shops and dressed up in
their best clothes, in attendance. How
Pilar said “I Do” just as the sun sank into

the Pacific. The way the natives and the
members of the picture crew all lined up
to kiss the bride. Then the dancing, sing-
ing procession that led them by torchlight
to the airport and wished them Aloha.
And the last sight of Hawaii as they soared
into the sky and headed for California and
home. . . .

The word home seemed to serve as a cue
to the telephone, and its loud brring
brought John up and across the room

in one leap. “Hello,” he said. “Hello,”
Ward replied. “What in the heck hap-
pened?” John asked.
“What happened? What happened?”

Ward repeated. “A stampede. That’s what
happened. Seems that about a hundred
firemen came into this place all at once.
Fellows from seven fire companies who’d
been fighting the fire. Well, they’d done
their job. Saved the whole downstairs,
although everything upstairs burned up.
So Web Overlander—she turned in the
alarm and we’ve all been at her place
since—invited them in for coffee, and they
all came at once. They, and the photog-
raphers and reporters, and your brother
Bob and his wife, and Toni and her hus-
band, and Mary St. John, and Frances
Henaghan, and me and my Missus, and
Pilar and the baby and the maids and the
dogs all crowded into a couple of rooms.
Well, someone knocked over the telephone.
By the time I picked it up we’d been cut
off.”

“Aissa? Pilar?” John asked.
“Both asleep. Upstairs. They’ll check

into a bungalow at the Beverly Hills
Hotel. And they’re both fine.”

“Honest?” John asked. “You’re level-
ing with me.”
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Her dreadful

fear of

FRIGIDITY
It was something she thought it im-
possible to cope with. It was a, gnawing
thing that made her life miserable, and
her marriage unhappy. It was what she
did not know that made it so difficult.
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KNOWLEDGE

Then she sent for this intimate book.

She knew, as every woman knows, that
there are some things you can’t discuss

with others. But, in the quiet of an
afternoon, and in the waiting hours of

an evening, she found the answers she

sought in this revealing book. It was a

revelation. With the reading of it came
peace and tranquillity. Tens of thou-
sands have read it, and their experience
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“Honest,” Ward said. “She’s in better
shape than you are, that’s for sure. Even
though Doc Mitchelson gave her something
to put her to sleep, she talked to the boys
from the press. She told them: ‘Blackie
always sleeps on my bed—and he always
will.’ My Missus says she’s never seen
anyone with a better sense of humor than
your Missus. Pilar’s clothes were all burned
up and all she had were the nightgown
and bathrobe she rushed out in. Well,
Fran Henaghan brought over some slacks
and a shirt, but she forgot underwear. My
Missus, who, as you know, is bigger than
Pilar, donated panties and a bra. Your
wife said she’d have a hard time getting

shoes to match this new outfit. Seems
she’d just bought a slue of new shoes to

match all her dresses and clothes, and of

course everything went up in smoke. And
just like a woman, the first thing she
asked for after she got out of the fire was
some eye makeup and lipstick. That shows
you how ‘all right’ she is.”

“Okay,” John laughed. “You’ve convinced
me. Ward, tell Pilar . . . tell Pilar . .

.”

“Don’t worry,” Ward said. “I’ll tell her.

And she’ll call you tonight. Get some
sleep. Good morning.”
“Good morning, Ward, and thanks.”

John went over to the desk, scribbled
“For the Girl Who Has Nothing” on a piece
of paper, clipped a blank check to it, and
enclosed note and check in an envelope
addressed to his wife. He put Air Mail-
Special Delivery stamps on it. And he
called for a maid and told her to send the
letter off “pronto.” Then he went to bed.

He tossed and turned, pounded his pil-

low into different shapes to get comfort-
able. “Can’t stand these little beds,” he
thought. And then he remembered the
bed at home, the super-king-size bed
(“Duke-size,” Pilar had called it) that had
just gone up in flames, and he remembered
the priest’s amazement when he saw it . . .

The bed had been his special surprise for
Pilar. He had told Avery Rennick, who
decorated the whole house for the newly-
weds, exactly what he wanted and the dec-
orator had outdone himself. It was an
Early American Settle bed, built on the
foundation of a tremendous Old English
bench on which Yorkshire farmers had
smoked more than 200 hams at a time. It

had been really modernized: arm rests on
the sides, which could be raised and low-
ered; a cigarette compartment for him
(Pilar didn’t smoke—so how did the fire

start?); a pull-down book rack; a control
panel for television, radio, several tele-

phone lines—by just flicking a switch you
could turn on the lights downstairs or
even open the front gate; and a slide-out
backgammon tray fitted into the head-
board. The works! Gone.
He didn’t mind so much about the other

things that had been destroyed: the special

gymnasium where he worked out; all his

clothes; Pilar’s dresses, blouses, skirts,

shoes, coats, and what-nots; the baby’s
nursery and crib and toys including the
gizmo he had rigged up whereby he and
Pilar, sitting downstairs watching TV,
could turn on Channel 6, and see a picture

of their little daughter snug under her
blankets; the antiques he had collected all

over the world. But the bed . . . Hadn’t
that been what Pilar had said earlier on
the phone? “.

. but the bed, the bed.”

Even the priest who had blessed their

house right after John had carried Pilar

across the threshold had been impressed.
Pilar, and the Catholic priest, and he had
walked from room to room, and in each
they’d stop a moment ayid the good Father
would take sacred equipment out of a little

black bag and bless each corner. In the
bedroom he stopped short and said he had
never seen such a large bedroom in his

life, or such a huge bed. “Like a football

field,” Pilar had said. And they had all

laughed. Then the priest prayed that God
would bring joy and fertility to all who
lived in this house. And He had.

A soft knock on the door interrupted his
reverie. A bellboy was there with two
telegrams. The first, signed Pilar,

asked: “How do you like one-story
houses?” The second, signed Blackie, said:

“I guess I’m a Peruvian national hero, but
all I did was wake up Mommie and say,
‘get me out of this house.’

”

“Tell the desk I’m taking no more calls,

and I don’t want to be disturbed,” John
told the boy. And grinning, he went back
to bed and straight to sleep.

That evening another call came through
from Pilar. She told him their two hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollar home had
now become a one hundred and twenty
five thousand dollar home, that the entire
second floor had been gutted, although the
firemen had managed to save her furs and
jewels.

“How about the first floor?” he asked.

She assured him that except for some
minor water damage, everything was okay.
And nothing in the den, his favorite room,
had been injured. It was exactly as he
had left it: thick red rug on the floor and
amber-colored draw curtains at the win-
dows; trophies all over the place; gun col-

lection in the cabinet; framed awards on
the walls; family of Kachina dolls, made
by the Pueblo Indians, on his desk. His
special projection room, with CinemaScope
screen in the ceiling, hadn’t been touched.
And his valuable collection of authentic
prints of Indian life, his hi-fi set hidden
in an antique phonograph, his movie me-
mentoes and his billiard table were all safe.

“How did the darn thing start?”

She explained that there were two the-
ories: one, that a faulty gas jet in the bed-
room had set it off; the other, that heat
from a fireplace in the living room, where
logs had been burning that night, had come
up through the chimney to the fireplace

upstairs, igniting the nylon rug right next
to it. From there the flames had traveled
to a stack of phonograph records, to the
drapes, and to the bed itself which had a
nylon fluff comforter on it.

“You sound so healthy and cheerful,”

said John, “that I forgot to ask the most
important. How are you and Aissa?”

“Fine, Duke, fine,” she said. “Wait,
someone wants to say hello to you.” And
a tiny voice said, “Hi, Daddoo.”
For the next few minutes John made

grunts and groans and gurgles which only
a young lady of twenty months can under-
stand. And she answered with words and
sounds just meant for his ears. Suddenly,
her coos and goos and Daddoos were in-

terrupted by a insistent yip-yapping.

“It’s Blackie,” Pilar’s voice cut in. “He
wants some attention, too. He wants you
to see the gold medal he has on his neck.
It says: ‘To Blackie, for bravery above
and beyond duty.’ He knows we’re talking

about him; he’s wagging his tail.”

“Give him all the attention in the world,
honey. He deserves it. And, Pilar, if I

can possibly swing it, I’ll never make a

movie away from California again. Or if I

do, you and Aissa and Blackie will all

come with me.”
There followed a minute or two of hus-

band-wife talk, and then Pilar said: “Duke,
Avery Rennick says he can get us a bed
just like the one we lost. So I’ll still be
able to beat you at backgammon before
breakfast.”

“Great,” said John, “you’ll have your
chance sooner than you think, ’cause I’m

dying to see our one-story house. And,
honey, buy some extra steak, the best.

Not for me, for Blackie. Can’t do all that

rescuing on just dog biscuits.” The End
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IT CAN BE LONELY
Continued from page 56

had a Hollywood screen test, after all!

I think this is a helpful thing to think

when you feel as I did. Just say to your-
self, when you feel frightened in some
situation: “Look, you are just one person
in a world full of people and others have
had to go through this same thing. They’ve
lived through it, so who are you to drop
dead or anything?” It helps.

Well anyway, I wished that somebody
would show up so we could get it over
with. Waiting is so hard. It’s like when
you go to the dentist and somebody is

inside making little moans and you hear
the drill and you know your turn is next.

But there wasn’t anybody. Just those

Martians overhead, laughing and talking

to each other and not seeing that there

was this scared kid on the stage, which
I was me.
!i How can they laugh, I said to myself,

i when I’m simply dying? I started to say

my lines out loud, because my throat felt

dry, like it needed oiling. My voice

sounded so small and shaky. I knew I

had to speak up when the time came,
so I tried it louder. Then one of the men
called down, “You’re OK, Blondie.”

“Hello,” I said, as if he was an old

friend. “I’m kind of practicing.”

Another man said, “Just don’t give a
darn. Go get a drink of water,” and his

companion added, “Just go get a drink!”

We all laughed. It seemed to break the

ice that was in my veins. Friendly people.

How much that can mean at a time like

that. At any time. I made up my mind
then and there that I’d always try to say
a friendly word to anybody who was
scared about having a screen test—that

is, if I ever got into a movie studio again.

I wondered if my “career” might be over
before it began.

I got the drink of water, and when I

came back, the others had arrived. I

made an “entrance” by tripping over a

cable cord. That was because I caught
a glimpse of Johnny Saxon. He was going
to make the test with me. I think that

test lasted longer than any in history. You
know why? I had to kiss Johnny. Sound
easy?
Every time it came to the place in

the script where I was supposed to kiss

him I flunked out. I evaded that kiss

like it was the kiss of death. I just

couldn’t do it. I was so embarrassed. He
was so patient with me and so was Ross
Hunter, who was producing the picture.

Then after we’d gone through it about
a couple of dozen times, I happened to

look up, and one of my friends gave
me a wink. If there is any such thing as
a wink of encouragement, that was it.

“You’re OK, Blondie” kept repeating in

my mind. But I wasn’t acting OK. I was
failing because of my stupid shyness.
Ross Hunter said I was doing just

fine, and to let’s try the whole scene once
more. Once more. He was giving me one
more chance. I think it was at that
moment that I really was sure I wanted
to be an actress. Well, I kissed Johnny.
I got the part.

A
fter the test for “The Wonderful Years”
they weren’t ready to start the pic-

ture, so Universal, who has signed me
to a contract, lent me to M-G-M for
“Until They Sail,” my first picture. Here
I was playing an important role with
such wonderful people as Jean Simmons
and Joan Fontaine. They were so nice
to me. I used to watch all their scenes,
because I knew I needed to learn.
Sometimes I have spurts of confidence

and sometimes I feel so shy I want to go

and hide. I had one of my confident
feelings when I first went to see the

picture. I said to myself, “I’m going to

walk in like a big movie star. My picture
is playing on Hollywood Boulevard.” I

wore dark glasses and no makeup, and I

went slithering in by myself. Nobody
paid any attention to me. So I said to

myself, “Well, maybe it wouldn’t hurt
if they recognized me a little bit,” so the
second time I went I took my hair down
a little and wore a little lipstick, but I

still wore the dark glasses. I hung around
the lobby after it was over and some-
body said, “Who was the little blonde
girl in the picture?” and somebody else

said “I don’t know,” and I looked at them
and grinned. Then I went down to the
ladies’ room and heard the women talking
about how they liked the picture, and I

stood there smiling, and nobody noticed
me.

T he third time I went, I got all dressed
up and had my hair done at the studio

and I talked real loud in the lobby,

about Jean Simmons and Joan Fontaine,
but nobody noticed.
When I sat down, there were two boys

next to me, and they were trying to guess
my age in the picture, and I sat up, look-
ing at them and sort of smiling, and after

about ten minutes of this, one of them
turned and said: “Here, kid, do you want
some popcorn?” The only person who ever
recognized me was the usher, but then
he’d seen me come in and out about three
times.
But after the picture had been playing

around a while some people did recognize
me. Some didn’t. Like when I went to

a preview one time some people asked
me for my autograph. One girl asked for

it and then asked who I was. I had a

nice little bunch of girls and boys around
me when the manager came up and said

I must go inside now because the picture
was starting. But I wanted to stand out-
side talking to these kids.

Even when they are nice enough to

want your autograph though, you keep
wondering what they’re really thinking.

Maybe they’re thinking, “What a crummy
looking thing. Why did they ever take
her in Hollywood?” Or—“She’s dressed
too old for her age—or too young.” You
never know. So I feel kind of funny.

It’s the same way in a restaurant. The
other day I went with Mama to Sardi’s,

that famous place in New York where the
stars go. When I was a little girl in my
“actress wishing” days, I used to pretend
I was Elizabeth Taylor or Janet Leigh. I’d

go around every day being somebody
else. I’d put on Mama’s house coat and
high heels. And now, here I was sitting

in the midst of real actors and actresses,

and then I suddenly thought “Why I’m
an actress too!” Only now I don’t want
to copy anybody. I want to be an in-

dividual.
People looked at me. They looked at

everybody there because everybody is

likely to be “somebody.” This, in spite

of the fact that I wanted to be recognized
that time at the theater, usually gets me
down.

I guess I’m self-conscious all the time.

I hate myself for it. And I haven't over-
come it yet. I think I was trying to when
I acted like that at the theater. Mama
says I’m a perfectionist. Anyway I never
feel I do well. I actually have gone home
from the studio and cried. I can’t believe

I can be good. I’m never satisfied.

Well, anyway, at Sardi’s, a man came
up I knew from my modeling days,
and he said, “How does it feel to be
a star?” Now really—when you’ve only
made three pictures, two of them still to

be released then, you don’t go around
thinking you’re a star. A starlet maybe.

Cheer up...

IT’S HERE
No more worries—the gorgeous
new li*58 PHOTOPLAY AN-
NUAL is here! And it’s the best
yet! Here's a treasure-mine of

information about the stars . . .

a real Who’s Who in Hollywood.
This colorful and glamorous
yearbook is the book-of-the-year,
as far as Hollywood is concerned.
Here you will find everything
about everybody who is anybody
in Hollywood. This sensational
yearbook sells out as soon as it

is put on sale. Don’t lose out

—

get your copy today. Here is what
you get in this great yearbook:

HOLLYWOOD MADE NEWS—20 exciting pages in pic-
tures and text, covering the month-by-month weddings

—

separations—divorces—births—awards—scoops.

PERSONALITIES OF THE YEAR—Stunning pictures
and stories of Natalie Wood • Tony Perkins • Debbie
Reynolds • Elizabeth Taylor • Kim Novak • Rock Hudson
• Jayne Mansfield • John Saxon • Sophia Loren • Anthony
Franciosa • Yul Brynner • Jeff Chandler • Audie Murphy
• Paul Newman.

SINGERS OF THE YEAR—Elvis Presley • Pat Boone •

Sal Mineo • Tommy Sands • Frank Sinatra • Tab Hunter.

ALL-TIM E FA VO RITES—Kirk Douglas • William Holden
• Deborah Kerr • Cary Grant • Burt Lancaster • Gregory
Peck • Jeanne Crain • Robert Mitchum • Jennifer Jones •

Alan Ladd • Esther Williams • John Wayne • June Ally-
son • Gene Kelly.

PHOTOPLAY PORTRAIT GALLE RY—Beautiful full-page
pictures, plus thumbnail sketches of Joan Collins • Richard
Egan • Montgomery Clift • Terry Moore • Marilyn Monroe
• Robert Wagner • Marlon Brando • Ava Gardner.

HAPPILY MARRIEDS—Heart-warming pictures and
text about Pier Angeli and Vic Damone • Marisa Pavan
and Jean Pierre Aumont • Ann Blyth and Dr. James Mc-
Nulty • Glenn Ford and Eleanor Powell • Janet Leigh and
Tony Curtis • Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer • Mitzi
Gaynor and Jack Bean • Rory Calhoun and Lita Baron .

Guy Madison and Sheila Connolly • Doris Day and Marty
Melcher • Jean Simmons and Stewart Granger • Charlton
Heston and Lydia Clarke.

STILL ONLY 50c WHILE THEY LAST

This exciting yearbook is always a sell-out. Get your copy
at your favorite magazine counter now. Or, if more con-
venient. mail coupon, with 50<L TODAY.

PHOTOPLAY Dept. WG-558
205 E. 42 St.. New York 17. N. Y.

Send me PHOTOPLAY ANNUAL 1958. I

enclose 50c.

Name
(Please Print)

Address

City State
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D- Scholl's
Zino-pads

Com, Callous

Bunion Pain?
Use Dr. Scholl’s for

RELIEF!

Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads
stop the cause—shoe pres-

sure and friction . . . ease new
or tight shoes . . . remove corns
and callouses one of the quickest
ways known to medical science.

No other method does all this.

Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bun-
ions, Soft Corns between toes.

Geta box today. Sold everywhere.

DEEP

KILL THE HAIR ROOT
,

Destroy unwanted hair PERMANENTLY. Use

.

Jr veniently at home. When you have read

il/ instruction book carefully and learned to <

w Mahler Epilator safely and efficiently

fthen you can remove unwanted hair FOREVER.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE (Our 76th Year).

mwMmMumu
MAHLER S. INC.. Dept. 618-F PROVIDENCE 15. R. I.

’

TAKE YOUR CHOICE-GENUINE

1-CARAT t097
zircons

SET IN 1/30111

14 K. YELLOW GOLD
Not Plated

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
2 carat size, $2 extra
3 carat size, $4 extra

fhey look like they cost a
fortune.- look like real dia*

monds. Newest, modern
styles. Some rings in sterling, no extra

cost. Orders mailed some doy received.

Matching wedding bands. $1.95 each.

Send no money. Pay postman plus 10°o

Fed. Tox and postage. Include payment
with order and save postage and C.O.D.

j
fee. No C.O.D. to Canada.

rin'lVw/
1 S & K ZIRCON company

9
Dept. -TB- 3447 Cottaje Ate., Baltimore IS, Md.

Men’s or ladies' Birth

$tone rings, $2.97.

Men's initial or

Masonic rings, $3.95

Ladies' cul-

r w 11 1 w
I GET RID of Dark or

[ Discolored Skin, Freckles,

Blotches, Skin Spots!’

Famous Mercolized Wax Cream
7 NIGHT PLAN Lightens,
Clears Skin While You Sleep . .

.

Just follow the amazing Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 NIGHT PLANto a whiter, softer,
lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-
colized Wax Cream on your face or arms
just before retiring each night for one
week. You'll begin to see results almost

at once . . . dark skin lightens,
blotches. spots, freckles disappear
as if by magic! This is not a cover
up cosmetic; Mercolized Wax
Cream works under the skin sur-
face. Beautiful women have used

thistime-testedplan for over 40years—you’ll
love its fast, sure, longer lasting results!
Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-
antee or money back. Start using it now I

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters

Banish dark

skin and ugly

spots almost

overnight

You don’t that is, unless you want to
throw all your hats away and get some a
size larger with that big head.
“Don’t you go and get spoiled,” he ad-

vised.

Spoiled? I couldn’t be any more spoiled
than I’ve been most of my life. Mama
and Daddy spoiled me. Did I happen to
want the moon? Well it might be diffi-

cult to arrange but they’d try. The only
thing I have extra now is my career, and
that I’m working at, and that never
spoils you, when you’re working at some-
thing you want to do. You’ll always want
to do better and never be satisfied. I

guess that’s good. Like the horse who
keeps trotting because the carrot is dang-
ling in front of his nose. But I do want
to do the best I can. Everybody does.

I have some pretty bad traits which I

don’t like. I’m sloppy. I never pick up
things. I hate to get up in the morning,
and I hate to go to bed at night.

Also, I hurry too much. I bought my
coat in five minutes. I’d dreamed of it

—I saw it, and I said, “Come home with
me, coat.” The only thing I don’t hurry
about is eating. I don’t like to eat very
much. I usually do something like watch-
ing TV or reading while I’m eating.
And I hate dishonesty. If I don’t trust

somebody I feel uncomfortable to be
around them. Sometimes you can be
wrong about a person, so I try to believe
everybody is honest until I find some rea-
son not to.

What I do like is a good handshake. You
can tell a lot about somebody by a very
firm grip.

People ask you what kind of a man do
you want to marry. What’s your ideal
man? they say. Well, somebody tall—he
doesn't have to be handsome, but he must
be intelligent and kind. I don’t want to

be the boss. I want somebody to tell me
what to do. I want to be a little afraid of

him, I think. I guess I mean I just want
to respect him as I suppose every girl

does.

But right now I don’t date, or know
many people my own age. It would
be nice to be a part of a crowd. I

like to cook, for instance. It would be
fun to ask my gang in for a meal, if I had
a gang. Now that I’m an actress, I some-
times dream of just being a girl, with girl

friends to talk to. I know a few girls in

Hollywood—Molly Bee and Gia Scala—
but there’s nobody my age. Barbara Gale’s
the youngest. She’s eighteen.

I’d like to know some boys, too, that’s

for sure. I did have a couple of dates in

Hollywood—with Tommy Sands and
Johnny Winters, but both times something

happened and I never did get to go. Be |
sides, I never know what to talk about

I know what I’d like to do if I did dati

when I get back to Hollywood. If it wen'
Saturday, I’d like to go to dinner and ;

theater. On weekdays, I’d go for a ride
to the beach and to the movies. I’ve seei
so many movies the poor boy woulr
probably have to see them over again
Mama says I’m keeping the industry alive
She can’t keep up with me so I go mostlj fc

alone, as often, sometimes, as once a day
But one thing’s for sure, now and for-

ever—I love Paris. I used to think tha to

was just a place where people didn’ so

speak English. Then I saw travel pictures to

and I began to imagine what it was like *<

Now that I’m there, I’m getting to see

everything a tourist would see—the Eiffel Bi

Tower, the Louvre, and I love to go walk- it

ing along the banks of the Seine River. a

Funny thing about how I knew I got the at

part in “The Reluctant Debutante.” 1

tested for Vincente Minnelli. There i< it

a wonderful director. He thanked me aft-

erwards, and said I would hear from him io

But since I never think I’ve done well in §

a test, this was no different. I was walk- tl

ing around as if I’d lost my last friend.
|a

It was about eight-thirty in the morn-
;

ing, and we were all on the set of “And
Ride a Tiger.” We were sitting at a table ji

for a dining room scene and I noticed Mams
it

was called to the telephone. Right in

the middle of the scene she came back
p

and I sort of looked at her and she
p

nodded her head “yes.” I let out a howl: »

“Oh no!” The whole scene was ruined,
j

Everybody was so nice about it—Mary t

Astor, Jeff Chandler, Conrad Nagel—They j

just seemed happy for me. People—I ;

love ’em! n

Alors, mes amis—That’s what the French
book says that I’m studying so I

won’t be just too stupid with the

Parisians . . . and that’s about as far

as I can go in French.
I hope I haven’t yakked about myself

too much. I’m new at this business, and
I’m still awed, with a feeling of wonder.
I’ve let off some steam here, and have
tried to say how I feel about life, people
and my job. I think most teenagers prob-
ably have the same feelings. We don’t

know exactly where we’re going, but we’re
on our way. It can be awfully lonely

sometimes, but isn’t it great to be a girl,

even if, like me, you don’t have dates or

know boys or go to dances and feel hor-
ribly lacking in self-confidence some-
times and think you’re a drip?
As I said before, I guess it’s part of

growing up. But we’ll all get there some
day. The End

7^e 'T&ctwerdf
with interesting stories and pictures of

the BEST STARS
and PROGRAMS of

1957-1958
as selected by a

NATIONWIDE VOTE
of the readers of

TV RADIO MIRROR
All in the Special Awards issue of

MAY TV RADIO MIRROR on sale at all newsstands
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EVERYTHING
HAPPENS TO ME

Continued from page 53

a child, but they had me. Does that make
any sense? What I’m trying to say is

that I’m lucky in many ways and I realize

I
it.

I think another thing about my reaction
to living in Hollywood is that it never
seemed like any place out of the ordinary
to me. To a lot of people, I guess Holly-
wood sounds like one big glamorous movie
set because they read so much about it.

But I’ve just grown up here, played with
the same kids, climbed trees, and gone to

a public school a few blocks from home
and none of this seemed very glamorous.

I did have one “exotic” experience
though, while I was still in the crib stage

—

you might even say it was my first per-
formance in makeup. One day my grand-
mother set my crib in the backyard and
then went into the house. A few minutes
later, my brother Dave and some friends
came into the yard. They were playing
cowboys and Indians. One look at me
just sitting there in the crib gave them an
idea. They thought I’d make a perfect
papoose. Only one trouble: I was a little

pale for a paleface. Dave found a can of

paint and a brush in the garage—the house
was being decorated at the time—and he
and his friends painted me from head to
toe. I’m told I did a fast chorus of some-
thing that sounded much more like

screams than “BeBop Baby!” My grand-
mother rescued me and my debut in war
paint didn’t last very long. Now if this

sounds like kids in Hollywood grow up
surrounded by glamorous living, then I’ll

1 take the simple life!

When I was little, a lot of interesting
people used to come to the house. I

remember one nice man, mainly be-
cause he had bright red hair and he used
to bring me toys. His name was Red
Skelton and at the time. Mom and Pop
were on his radio show. But at the age
of three I was impressed by the toys and
his hair. I didn’t know he was famous.
I guess a lot of well-known people were
at our house during the years I was grow-
ing up, but honestly I don’t remember
much about it; I suppose I was more in-
terested in my roller skates than in sitting
in the living room listening to people talk.

I can’t even remember when I first discov-
ered that Mom and Pop were “celebrities.”
I’ve always considered them “special” be-
cause they’ve always been special to me.
To a kid growing up, popularity polls or
program ratings aren’t the things by which
you judge your folks.

I was four years old when Mom and
Pop left Red Skelton’s show. Mr. Skelton
went into the Army and at that time Pop
thought up the idea of doing a family radio
show, called “The Adventures of Ozzie and
Harriet.” For the first five years, two
professional child actors played Dave and
me. In 1949, when they’d outgrown the
parts, Pop decided to audition some other
kids to replace them. Dave and I seemed
like the type to play'ourselves, so we got
the job! Even when I started working on
radio my childhood routine didn’t in any
way differ from the kids’ on my block. We
did the show one evening a week, no re-
hearsal time at all. I continued going to
public school just like I’d been doing. The
only difference was that one night a week
I’d go to a studio, sit down at a table—

I

was too short to stand up and reach the
microphone—and I’d just talk into it.

I never thought too much about what I

was doing. I never considered myself an
actor; neither did Dave. We were just

being ourselves. It wasn’t really hard
work; it was more like fun. Sometimes
Dave and I would fool around with the

scripts and occasionally we’d lose our
place. I couldn’t read so well to begin
with, but I complicated things by making
paper airplanes out of some of the pages
of the script and seeing how far I could
sail them through the studio. Every once
in a while I’d be on page eleven and then
I’d turn over and there would be page
thirteen! Page twelve would probably be
lying under some chair on the other side

of the studio. There’d be a few extra
long pauses during which time Dave and I

would just talk. They call it ad-libbing,

only at that time I didn’t know I was
doing it.

When the show went on TV it was the

same thing; all we were doing was a radio

show with cameras in front of us. The
progress from being eight years old and
unemployed to starting to work at eight

and a half on radio to going on TV at

twelve came about as naturally as the
progression of chords on a piano or a

guitar. Really, when people ask me how
I feel about these milestones I’m not being
difficult when I say I just don’t remember
them being anything special. Now that

I’m older and can look back, I suppose it’s

because of the way Dave and I were raised

that all of what’s happened to us hasn’t

fazed us. My folks never did nor never
will tolerate show-offs, hams or people
who feel that being in the acting field

means running around wild in dark glasses
and mink coats.

I
n the last year I’ve been interviewed for

a lot of stories. Sometimes people
must think I have a pretty bad memory,

but honestly I have just never paid too
much attention to the details of my grow-
ing-up. Like my being born, growing up
just happened. For instance, the other
day a writer asked me to talk about my
very first date. I really tried hard to

think about it but I couldn’t remember.
I guess I could have made up some fancy
story about how I swept a pigtailed dar-
ling off her feet when I was a child Romeo,
but I’d rather stick to the facts. And the
facts are, I don’t remember my first date
because I’ve been going out with girls for
a real long time—since I’ve been ten years
old. Well, maybe not really going out on
dates, but going to school parties and
things.

In those days, my technique wasn’t ex-
actly smooth; how romantic can you be at
ten? Usually the folks would drive me to

where the party was being held. We’d
trade off houses—one week some girl

would give a party, then I would, then
other guys in the group would. We all

took turns and we sure had a lot of fun.
We didn’t go in for post office or spin-
the-bottle—not much, anyway. Mostly,
we’d listen to music and dance, sort of.

I really started dating at twelve, when
I was in the seventh grade. I’ve been go-
ing out with girls ever since. I used to

go steady all the time. Sometimes it would
last for a week, or maybe, if it was “the
real thing,” we’d go steady for two weeks.
Once I even went steady close to six

months.
I got my first car when I was sixteen.

Boy, you’ll never know how I counted the
days until I could get my driver’s license.

In fact, I didn’t take any chances. On
May 8th, the day I was sixteen, I spent the
morning at the motor vehicle department
getting a license. My first car was a
beauty. It was a Porsche. I had to do a
lot of talking to convince Pop to get me
one. They aren’t exactly cheap. But
that’s where older brothers come in

FAMOUS YEARBOOK

READY NOW
Yes. it's here—the picture-packed Annual
that TV and radio set owners await with
keen anticipation each year. TV RADIO
ANNUAL, covers all the events ... all the
history-making moments ... all the great
shows and programs of the year.
If you enjoy watching TV or listening to your
radio, you'll simply love TV RADIO AN-
NUAL. This great yearbook tells you all

about your favorite stars—their wives, their
children, their hobbies. When you know the
inside stories of your favorite stars, you en-
joy their performances on TV or radio even
more!! Here are just some of the features
contained in this exciting yearbook:
NEWS OF THE YEAR—Marriages . . . divorces
. . . babies . . . gossip . . . chit-chat about all

your favorite entertainers. You’ll gasp at
some of the inside stories here.
THE YEAR'S NEW SHOWS—Sid Caesar and Imo-
gene Coca • The Big Record (Patti Page) •

The Gisele MacKenzie Show • The Fi'ank
Sinatra Show • Your Hit Parade (Jill Corey.
Virginia Gibson, Alan Copeland, Tommy
Leonetti) • The Pat Boone Show • Perry
Mason (Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale) •

Lassie (Jon Provost) • Shirley Temple’s
Story Book • The Eve Arden Show • The
Walter Winchell File • The Lux Music Hall
(Rosemary Clooney) • The Thin Man (Phyl-
lis Kirk, Peter Lawford) • Sally (Joan Caul-
field, Marion Lome) • The George Gobel
Show • The Eddie Fisher Show • Wagon
Train (Robert Horton, Ward Bond) • Have
Gun, Will Travel (Richard Boone) • The
Californians (Adam Kennedy, Sean McClory,
Nan Leslie) • The Maverick (James Garner)
• Restless Gun (John Payne) • Trackdown
(Robert Culp) • The Saga of Andy Burnett
(Jerome Courtland) • Colt .45 (Wayde Pres-
ton) • Sugarfoot (Will Hutchins) • Zorro
(Guy Williams, Britt Lomand).
PERSONALITIES OF THE YEAR—Quiz Kid (Mike
Wallace) • Teen-Age Idol (Tommy Sands) •

Champagne for Everyone (Welk and Co.)
• Pretty Polly (Polly Bergen) • Coffee Break
(Jimmy Dean) • Fun (Jack Paar) • and
Charm (Arlene Francis) • Street Scene
(Louis Nye, Don Knotts, Tom Poston) •

“Matinee” Idol (John Conte).
PLUS—Pictures and biographies from the
most beloved daytime dramas on radio and
TV.

ONLY 50*—WHILE THEY LAST
This wonderful Annual, with hundreds of
pictures—some in full color—will sell out as
soon as it hits the newsstands. Rush and get
your copy today. Or, if more convenient, mail
coupon, with 50?, now.

TV-RADIO MIRROR WG-558
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me TV-RADIO ANNUAL 1958. I

enclose 50?. I

Name
Please Print |

Address
J

City State 1
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PRACTICAL
NURSING

HAVE A CAREER OR EXTRA INCOME
FREE SAMPLE LESSON PAGES show how
easily you can qualify for choice of

\

careers as Practical Nurse, Nurse’s Aide, j

Nurse-Companion, Doctor's Office
Nurse, Infant Nurse or as Hospital
Attendant. Learn at home in your spare

\

time in a few short months. High school ;

education not required. Students ac-

!

cepted Up
FREE nurses folder

Mr and SAMPLE LESSON PAGES

I Post Graduate School of Nursing

III 9D58 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago 5, Illinois

|
NAME

! ADDRESS

CITY STATE

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
I am going to show you a simple plan by
which you can pick up enough extra money
every week to help you pay for extra nylons,
blouses, and all the other accessories that
make a girl’s life happier. Just send me your
name and address for FREE information on
how to make money taking magazine sub-
scription orders. No obligation. Photoplay,
205 East 42 St.. New York 17. N. Y.

Big Demand for chi

dren’s photos, ages 1

mo. to 18yrs. Cash payments made if used
for advertising. Hundreds selected every
month. Send 1 small photo for approval.
Print child's & mother’s name, address
on back. Returned 2 weeks. No Obligation.

HOLLYWOOD AD-PHOTOS
6087-HR Sunset, Hollywood 28, California

IMITATION
DIAMOND RINGS

$1.49 each or both for $2.49
Gorgeous Solitaire and Wedding
Ring set with beautiful imitation
diamonds in 1/30 14 Kt. Yellow
Gold Plated or Sterling Silver or
White Gold Color Effect on a
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. SEND
NO MONEY, Pay Postman on de-
livery plus postal charges. If you
send cash or money order with
order, we pay postage.
HAREM CO.. “The House of Rings,”
30 Church St., Dept. C165 New
York 7, N. Y.

CROOKED
TOES?

This highly effective device

of soft, flexible rubber —
Dr. Scholl's TOE- FLEX —tends to gradually
straighten crooked or overlapping toes by exerting

an even outward pressure.Worn invisibly. Very com-
fortable. Sizes, Small, Medium, Large. Only 75£ each.

TRY IT YOURSELF no
matter how long you have
suffered. Write for FREE
book on Psoriasis and
DERMOIL. Send 10c
for trial bottle to make
our ‘‘One Spot Test”.

Don't be embarrassed
with Psoriasis, the ugly,

scaly skin disease. TRY
dermoil. Amazing re-

sults reported by many
grateful users for 24
years. With DERMOIL It

Is possible that ugly scaly patches
on body or scalp may be gradually removed and the an-
noying Itching relieved, while the skin becomes pliable
and soft as the redness Is reduced. Many doctors use the
non-staining Dermoil formula. Must give definite benefit
or money back. Sold by leading Drug stores.

Write today LAKE LABORATORIES, Dept. 4304
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27, Mich.

handy. Dave’s first car had been a
souped-up job that needed a new motor,
fenders, and repairs practically every
other day. I reasoned with Pop that if he
added up all the money they’d spent fix-

ing Dave’s modest little junk heap they
could have bought a sports car. Pop re-
lented and I got the Porsche.
Unfortunately, that thing of beauty,

which was a metallic green, only remained
with me eight months. I had a slight ac-
cident in December of ’56, and the car was
demolished. I wasn’t speeding or any-
thing; it was just one of those things, but
I was lucky not to be seriously hurt. When
they swept up the remains of my beautiful
car, I had a feeling Pop wasn't going to

go for my getting another sports car. I

was right. At the time, Mom had just
ordered a blue Plymouth and when it

came in, the folks gave it to me. I had
that car until just a few months ago. But
I celebrated the new year by getting a
new ’58 Plymouth Fury, which I painted
a metallic bronze. I must admit it’s very
sharp, even when it’s parked alongside
Dave’s Porsche.

One of the questions asked me most
often is if I consider myself a typical
teenager. That’s a hard one to an-

swer. First of all, is there really such a
thing as a typical teenager? I don’t know.
I only know that as far as my life today
is concerned, I would say that while my
daily routine differs from most guys my
age, in my attitudes, my likes and dislikes,

I’m not any different from anyone else at

eighteen. Up to the end of my sophomore
year in high school, I went to public
schools. After the end of my second year
at Hollywood High, when the time I had
to spend working on TV increased, it was
decided that it would be easier all the way
around for me to finish high school right

on the studio lot. It’s better because it’s

less complicated than running back and
forth between school and the studio. Be-
sides, most of the kids of school age who
work in pictures or TV go to studio
schools.

After the day is over I become what I

guess you’d call the typical teenager. I

go home and have dinner with the folks,

then I go out. Week nights, if I have a
date, I usually don’t stay out too late;

never past twelve. On weekends, the folks

haven’t put any specific curfew on when
I should get in. They trust me to come
and go pretty much as I please; they’ve
always been that way with Dave and me.
As long as we don’t take advantage of

their good nature and their confidence in

us, there’s no problem. Like most kids
my age, my favorite type date is a show
and then a drive-in for something to eat

afterward. I don’t go to nightclubs, or
fancy parties. I enjoy going out with a
girl alone, or occasionally double-dating.
Mostly we go to neighborhood shows or
drive-in movies, then stop for a ham-
burger and a malt or a Coke. I like

sports and although I don’t have as much
time as I used to, I still enjoy a game of

tennis, ice skating and during the summer
I live at the beach every free moment I

can. I like girls, going to football games,
buying records, dancing rock ’n’ roll and
I don’t have any extravagant tastes that
I can think of. So I’d say if there is such
a thing as a typical teenage attitude, I

have it.

When it comes to finances, although I’ve

been earning a salary since the age of

eight and a half, all the money I’ve earned
is being kept in a trust fund for me until

I’m twenty-one. If it’s typical to ask your
father for money when you have a date,

then I’m typical, because I very rarely

have any money on me. When Dave and
I were younger we had a regular allow-

ance. Like when he was fourteen and »\

was ten, Dave got $1.50 a week and I go
$1.00. Along with these vast sums camt o*

11

regular chores like keeping our room;
clean, polishing our shoes, washing Pop’;

car every Saturday, helping Mom when- s!»
l

ever she asked. Today I don’t get a regu-
lar allowance and of course, big brother
turned twenty-one last October so hi iro'

doesn’t have to put the bite on Pop any- iff

more. put

As a matter of fact, Dave has become ; fro

very convenient source of loot. Of course Ion

when he pretends to hesitate about loan- I hi

ing me some money, I just tell him I’rr int(

good for it, even if he might have to war loo

three years to get paid back!
Dave and I have never been what I’c sho

consider spoiled and yet there’s nevei hill

been anything I can think of that wc Da

didn’t get if there was a good reason foi Jo;

it. Most kids work after school to earn ex- to

tra money to buy things they want; well ih;

I’ve been working for almost ten years Sn

only difference is I can’t lay my hands or
the cash. Whenever I’ve wanted something m
badly enough I’ve talked to the folks. II D:

they thought my demands were reason-
able, then I got what it was I wanted; il

they didn’t, I just didn’t get it.

The house we live in, in many ways re- if

sembles the home you see every week ih

on our TV show. There are some
differences, but basically our TV home o\

and our real home have the same type of 1

comfortable atmosphere and similar type ;

furniture. I guess it could be called a hi

reasonable facsimile. Mostly that’s be- i

cause Mom, whose pet hobby is interior

decorating, did the job both at home and
for our TV home.
Our own place is a two-story white

frame house. I've heard Mom describe it

as a Cape Cod Colonial—I don’t know
much about things like that. The street

we live on is a few blocks off Hollywood
Boulevard. We live at the end of the
block, where the street becomes a dead
end because there’s

1

a mountain at the
edge of our backyard. It's very conven-
iently located—about ten minutes away
from the TV studio—and really right in

the center of things, yet it’s sort of woodsy
like we lived in the country. There’s a
pool in the backyard, a place to play vol-
leyball and a hoop to practice basketball
shots.

Our home has also been open house not
only for Mom and Pop’s friends but for

Dave’s and mine. We’ve always felt free

to ask people to come over aryl our friends
always feel free just to drop in; they
know they don’t have to wait for any
formal invitation. It’s great to have par-
ents who encourage you to ask your
friends over. No matter how busy he was,
Pop always found time to go swimming
with us, play ball, exhibit a few fancy
basketball shots and play tackle in our
touch football games. Since Pop played
football when he went to Rutgers, he’s real •

competition.

All our lives Dave and I have known I

what it is to be part of a close family, to
]

share holidays, to travel together, to feel
]

included and wanted. I’ve never known
the folks to leave us to go away by them-
selves. We’ve always been a one-for-all

type clan. Summers we spend every I

weekend at our beach home in Laguna
and there, too, our friends are welcome.
Mom’s real great when it comes to whip- ;

ping up a couple dozen hamburgers and ‘

stuff for me and my hungry friends.

Although Mom took a lo’t of time and
care decorating the house it doesn’t have
the “don’t-sit-down-and-muss-the-cush-
ions” atmosphere. All the furniture and

the rooms are built for comfort and Mom
doesn’t keep running after us every time



we sit down. Thank goodness for that.

The only room I really mess up is my
own room. I’m not the neatest person, and
even though I can’t stand messy rooms,
somehow I never have as much time as I

should to keep things straightened. My
room is usually a mess of guitars, records,

books, shirts, jeans, socks, all lying

around. I just walk around the debris for

a few days; then when I can’t stand it, I

put things away neatly. Two days later

I’m walking around the debris again. But
honestly I can’t keep it neat all the time.

I have a couch in my room that makes up
into a double bed. Then there’s a bath-
room and adjoining that, Dave’s room.

But recently Dave rented a house. You
should see it. It’s terrific. Way up in the

hills. Mom says it’s a Japanese Modern.
Dave’s sharing it with our good friend

Joe Byrne, who works on the show as my
stand-in. Dave and Joe are building all

their own furniture. It’s really great.

Since Dave’s gone, I now call my bedroom
a “suite”—which means that if there’s too

much junk piled on my bed, I sleep in

Dave’s room. I keep moving around.

When I think back, even my first pub-
lic appearance as a vocalist just hap-
pened. I was asked by some friends

of mine, the Four Preps, to appear with
them at a school show. The Preps, who
are going great on records, and I went
over to a local school, Hamilton High.
I’d cut “I’m Walkin’ ” already but it hadn’t
been released, so the kids in the audience
had never heard me sing before. I was
a little nervous but as soon as I started to

sing, the audience was so nice to me that

I wasn’t scared. The reaction was really

something I’d never imagined. I’d read
about the way Elvis and Pat Boone and
some of the other singers had girls

screaming when they performed, but I

never thought it would happen to me. All

those cute girls watching me wasn’t hard
to take, and the guys seemed to like it,

too From that moment on I knew that

making records and singing before a live

audience was the beginning of a new
world for me. I’d been in show business
nine years but I’d never felt like this

before.

That first recording session was really

something. After the folks had thought
over my idea of making records and given
me their permission, they jumped on the
bandwagon and got behind me 100 per-
cent. I never could have done any of

the things I’ve done without my folks’ and
Dave’s help. Anyway, that first session
we’d decided I would record “I’m
Walkin’.” I’d heard Fats Domino’s record
and I liked the tune. I think that night
was the first time in my life that I really

knew what it was to be very nervous.
Oh, I have lots of nervous energy, at

least I say I do—Mom and Pop claim I

use this as an excuse not to get enough
sleep—but there’s a difference between
nervous energy and being nervous. That
first record meant a great deal to me,
more than anything I’d ever done before.
That may sound strange after my saying
that I never thought much about going on
radio or TV, but those things just came
about naturally, while making records
was something entirely different. It was
also the first thing I’d really done on my
own.
But now, I don’t go out of my way to

listen to my records on the air. The only
time it comes in handy is when I’m out
with a new girl friend. When we’re driv-
ing to a show and one of my records comes
on, I admit I feel good inside—you know
how girls are, they go for that sort of
thing!

Speaking of girls, one of my favorite
subjects, right now I’m not exactly going

steady. The girl I date most often is Lor-
rie Collins. You might have seen her on
our show a few times. She’s a very pop-
ular singer in the country and western
field. She’s sixteen, comes from Okla-
homa, and is a regular star on a show
called “Town Hall Party.” She and her
brother have a singing act called Lorrie
and Larry. They’re going to play Las
Vegas soon. She’s very cute, has dark
hair and blue eyes. We have a lot of fun
just sitting around playing our guitars

and singing.

As far as the future is concerned, natu-
rally Dave and I will be on “The Adven-
tures of Ozzie and Harriet” just as long as

Mom and Pop and the sponsors want us.

Our contract is for forty weeks a year of

TV filming, with twelve weeks off during
the summer. The summertime is when
Dave and I do other things besides the
show. This summer’s plans aren’t all

worked out yet, but Dave will either do
another picture or else take off for Europe
and just go sightseeing. IVn planning to

go on a personal appearance tour, playing
state fairs, for about two months. In the
meantime, I’m working on another album,
a whole album of spirituals.

As far as pictures are concerned, I’d

certainly like to do one. I’ve made two
movies, one “Here Come the Nelsons,”
with the whole family, and the other, at

age twelve, “The Story of Three Loves”
over at M-G-M. But frankly, unless a

picture comes along that Pop and I feel

is really the right thing, I’m in no rush
to be in movies. Besides, Dave’s holding
down the fort in full-length films. He’s
darn good, too, and I’m not prejudiced.
I’ve seen “Peyton Place” twice and I’m
going again.

I
usually don’t talk very much, so I don’t

know how I got wound up spouting off

on so many things| Oh, yes, it was all

because of the letter about me being so

lucky to have grown up in Hollywood.
Well, all I can say is that I may not have
had any choice about who my folks would
be, or where I would be born and raised,

but if I had a choice there’s nothing I’d

have wanted to change. Today, maybe I

do have somewhat of a choice, but if I

could pick any place in the world to live

it would be Hollywood and if I could
choose any profession to be in, it would
be show business. As far as the folks go,

I’ve got the greatest.

And what really staggers me is the way
all these wonderful things just seem to

happen to me. Wow! How lucky can
you get? The End
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DARKENER ,0 ,hePERMANENT hoirsto

FOR LASHES AND BROWS^
• NOT AN ANAUNE DYE!

• I APPLICATION LASTS 4 to 5 WEEKS!
Takes just seconds to apply ... stays on 4 to

5 weeks! "Dark-Eyes" is the perfect way to

make eyelashes and brows completely natural

looking ... and it will not harden or break

theml "Dark-Eyes" is NOT A MASCARA!
Will not stick to eyelash curler. Eliminates

T the bother of daily eye make-up.

It is PERMANENT, SWIMPROOF,
SMUDGEPROOF, TEARPROOF, and
SMEARPROOFI

$1.25 (plus tax) at leading drug

,

dept, and variety chain stores.

SIND TODAY
lor

TRIAL SIZE
NO DELAY—
your trial order

shipped in 24

hours! _

"DARK-EYES" COMPANY, Dept. P-58
3319 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.

I enclose 25c (coin or stamps— tax included) for

TRIAL SIZE pkg. of "Dark-Eyes'' with directions.

check shade: Q] Light Brown Q Brown Q Black

P0EMSWANTED| I VI musical setting . . . send
Poems today. Any subject.

Immediate consideration. Phonograph records made.
CROWN MUSIC CO., 49 W. 32 St., Studio 560, New York 1

ENLARGEMENT
ofyou/* Pai/orrfe Photo
From Famous Hollywood Film Studios

Just to get acquainted, we will
make you a beautiful 5x7 silver-
tone portrait enlargement of any
snapshot, photo or negative. Also
be sure to include color of hair,
eyes and clothing for prompt in-
formation on having your en-
largement beautifully hand-col-
ored in oil and mounted in a
handsome frame. Limit 2. En-

close 10c for handling and mailing each enlarge-
ment. Originals returned. We will pay $100.00 for
photo selected bi-monthly to be used in our adver-
tising. Act NOW! U.S.A. only.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS, Dept. F-487
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem!”
The secret is a new healing substance

(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Beg. U. s. Pat. Off.
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ELVIS’
FAREWELL
TO YOU

The atmosphere in the star

dressing room at Paramount was

close and heavy with the cigarette

smoke of a group of well-wishers

who had come to say goodbye

to its occupant—Elvis Presley, who

slumped wearily in a chair, exhausted by

the last-minute rush to finish

“King Creole” before the deadline date

of his induction into the Army. Even the

room itself had the feeling of his

imminent departure. With no pictures

on the wall, no clothing in the

closets, it was as bare as the barracks

he would soon enter. “How’s it feel

to be going into the Army, El?” asked

Photoplay’s representative, as he

gave Elvis our best wishes. Elvis

smiled. “Fine. Just fine!” “Would

you like to say something to our

p readers?” our man asked. “Yes,” said

Elvis slowly. This is what he said . . .

96

FROM: ELVIS PRESLEY

TO: PHOTOPLAY READERS

“Right off, I’d like to get one thing straight: I didn’t cut my hair

because I was going into the Army. It was cut because it was more

in keeping with the character of the boy I play in “King Creole,”

Danny Fisher. And I’m glad, because I don t want to go on playing

Elvis Presley in every picture. That’s why I like this picture so much

—

I don’t play myself.

A lot of people want to know what I’m going to do after I get my
discharge, two years from now. Honestly, I don’t know. Naturally, I

hope my fans will welcome me back, and I’ll be able to go along as

I have been. If I find myself out of style or old-fashioned. I’ll have

to make the best of it. Anyway, by that time I’ll be older and more

mature, and I’ll have to change my style. Maybe I’ll have a new career

as a ballad or spiritual singer.

Now I’m going to let you in on a secret: What I’d really like to

do when I return from service is to become a dramatic actor! I don’t

know how good an actor I am. All I know is that I love to act, and

even prefer it to singing. I just hope I’m half as good as my boss,

Mr. Wallis, tells me (think he’s just trying to build up my confidence).

But I’ll worry about that when I come back.

I guess I’ve always been interested in acting. It's more of a challenge.

I might even try Actors Studio or some other acting school after my

discharge. I want to be more than a singer. I’d have a longer future

as an actor, I’m sure.

Naturally, I won’t ever stop singing. Not as long as people want

me to sing. After all, I am a singer, but there’s no reason I can’t do

both, the way Crosby and Sinatra have done. I think both improved

as singers after they learned how to act.

I want to play parts that are emotional, with meaning. And here’s

something else I’ve never told anybody—I want to do a picture with

no songs at all! I just hope my bosses think I’m a good enough actor.

I don’t know whether people are going to remember me when I get

out of the Army, but I can tell you one thing—I’m not going to sit

around for two years worrying about it. Even if that happened, I’d

still consider myself the luckiest guy who ever lived. After all, I’ve

had more than my share of fame and success. I’d have to be a real

fool to think it could last forever.

Besides, I have more important things to worry about. I’m happy

and proud to serve my country, and hope I can be a good soldier.

MARCH 19, 1958
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4 ounces 60 £

E C K
THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
The softness and lustre of hair depends upon the care it

receives. One of the Three Breck Shampoos will help bring

out the natural beauty of your hair. One Breck Shampoo
is for dry hair. Another Breck Shampoo is for oily hair.

A third Breck Shampoo is for normal hair. Select the

Breck Shampoo for your individual hair condition. A Breck
Shampoo leaves your hair clean, fragrant and lustrous.

New packages marked with color help you select the correct Breck Shampoo.

Red for dry hair Blue for normal hair Yellow for oily hair

H BRECK INC • MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS • SPRINGFIELD 3 MASSACHUSETTS
YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • OTTAWA CANADA

JOHNNEW
Copyright 1958 by John H. Breck Inc.



A new idea in smoking!

rich tobacco taste
• modern filter, too

Freshness of growing things and softly fragrant air . . . just as a Spring day like thi**re-

freshes you, so a Salem refreshes your taste. Through Salem's pure-white, modern filter flows

the freshest taste in cigarettes. Smoke refreshed, pack after pack. Buy Salems by the carton.
Created by R. i. Reynolds Tobacco Company
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America’s favorite beauty soap
is your best value today

!

like getting

the 4th cake

Hee!

99 43<oo%jpure ,J

...it floats

cakes of Personal Size Ivory

cost about the same as 3 cakes

of other leading toilet soaps

Ivory costs you less than other familiar for a baby’s skin. By simply using Ivory

toilet soaps (and far less than those ex- regularly you save money, month after

pensive new bars)— yet there isn’t a month, and have a lovelier complexion

milder soap to be had at any price ! Ivory too. Smoother— fresher— clearer. You
Soap is so white, so pure— gentle enough have That Ivory Look.

More doctors advise Ivory than any other soap



shave, lady?. .. don’t do it!

Don’t risk “razor shadow” on legs and underarms. Avoid “razor shadow^

the faint stubble of hair left on razor-shaved legs and arms; it’s so unsightly and so

unnecessary. Instead, cream hair away the beautiful way with new baby-pink NEET. NEET goes

down where no razor can reach . . . leaves your skin feeling oh, so soft, so exquisitely

smo-o-o-o-th to his touch, and never, never a hint of “razor shadow”. Next time, try baby-

pink sweet-smelling neet; either lotion or cream— you’ll never want to shave again!

cream hair away the beautiful way. i
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Color jour Hair
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ncoiLt (tULumnoc
Glorifies your natural hair shade with
glamorous color-highlights and silken

sheen. Removes dulling soap film.

Quickly rinses in — shampoos out!
In 12 exciting shades. 29

NESTLE GOLORTINT
Intensifies your natural hair shade
OR adds thrilling NEW color.
Blends-in gray. More than a rinse but
not a permanent dye. Lasts through 3
shampoos! 10 beautiful shades. 29*
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ROBERT RICHARD
TAYLOR WIDMARK

The girl is a captive hostage . .

.

marvin h. albert* * In CinemaScope And METROCOLOR * Directed by JOHN STURGES • Produced by WILLIAM HAWKS
An M-G-M Picture
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Ifou can not trash

had breath away...

reach lor Listerine!

Listerine Stops Bad Breath

4 Times Belter Than Tooth Paste!

NO TOOTH PASTE STOPS BAD BREATH

FOR HOURS ON END

THE WAY LISTERINE DOES I

AFTER LISTERINECLEAN
BREATH
AREA

-V

BAD BREATH
AREA

1 HR. 2 HRS. 3 HRS

becoming I

attractions

A. Odo-ro-no Satin Sponge liquid deo-

dorant-antiperspirant comes in applica-

tor bottle with nylon-covered neoprene
sponge. Fast-drying; non-sticky. 89<;*

B. Self, new end paper permanent that

waves without lotion, now comes in end
curl kit for bangs, touch-up curls,

waves where you want them. $1.25*

Almost everyone uses tooth paste . . . yet

almost everyone has bad breath occasionally.

Germs in the mouth cause most bad breath. No
tooth paste kills germs the way Listerine Antiseptic

does—on contact, by millions. Listerine stops bad
breath four times better than tooth paste. Rinse with

Listerine every time you brush your teeth.

C. For busy hands: new-formula Tru-

shay with silicones added to protect skin

from harsh effects of water and weather.

Price, still 25^*, 49<J*, and 83«!*

D. Three to get ready for summer: new
Flame-Glo lipstick shades, bright Pro-

posal Pink, orange-y Sunny Pumpkin,
delicate Jolly Pink, 39c*; 29c*; 15c*

E. Now in new, convenient purse-size,

Kurlene eyelash cream for silky, well-

groomed brows and lashes. Also adds
sheen, without color, to eyelids. 25 <f*

...Your No. 1 Protection Against Bad Breath
plus tax



TWO ON
THE AISLE

for the

GREATEST
SHOW ON
EARTH . .

.

America s BEAUTY outside . .

.

Trailways LUXURY inside! Whether

you’re dreaming of a Metropolitan

Eastern Holiday or a wide-open Western

outing, you’ll enjoy traveling MORE
when you RELAX in Trailways

LUXURY!

Trailways THRU-LINER SERVICE
means you never change bus or baggage.

On meandering pleasure tours or

straight-thru business trips you’ll enjoy

airfoam contour-chair seats, year

’round perfect temperature control and
broad picture -window sightseeing.

In addition to all this LUXURY . . . many
Trailways buses have rest rooms aboard.

Next time RELAX IN LUXURY
. .

.
go TRAILWAYS!

TRAILWAYS
®

p
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Lander's Great New

DOLLARS
CANT BUY A

BETTER, SAFER,
NICER ROLL-ON
DEODORANT
• Rolls on Instantly

• Protects All Day

. . and here is America’s outstanding

Chlorophyll
STICK

©odorant
..loved by millions because

it’s so reliable

...and so thrifty!

Tommy Reynolds, whose monthly column
"‘On the Record” appears in Photoplay,

is producer of Mutual Broadcasting

System’s “Bandstand. U.S.A.,” only live

two-hour jazz festival series in

major network radio or TV. A former
bandleader, he digs the latest—for you

by TOMMY REYNOLDS

Our mail gets more interesting by the

minute. The pleasant letters we love, the

beefs, sometimes even more so. Thought

you might be interested in reading a few

of them this month.

From L.M. comes this head-cracker: “It

makes me sick the way some people act

toward Elvis and his kind of music. The
more successful he is, the more records he

sells, the louder they are in condemning

him. If it were up to people like this, there

would never be any changes in music.”

You're so right, L.M. Older folks never

liked the Charleston or “The Music Goes

'Round and ’Round” but the young ’uns

ate it up. And did you know that years

ago when the famous dancing Castles in-

troduced the tango, the New York State

Assembly passed a resolution that this

“wicked” thing be placed under official

scrutiny? The turkey trot, too, had parents

wringing their hands and ragtime music

was decried as corrupting the morals of

the young. So, you see, the battle Elvis

has to fight with some folks isn’t new!

From S.A. comes the observation: “Com-

panies these days seem to be recording all

the Hollywood music in sight, but all of

it isn’t so good, I’ve noticed.”

This may be quite true, but a good rule

to follow, always, is give a listen to any

record before you buy! Nowadays, music

used in a Hollywood film invariably turns

up on wax. And in its search for new
fields (and audiences) to conquer, jazz

is even turning out its own versions of

scores of Broadway musicals! You may
not be interested in all the Hollywood-

Broadway music, but some good bets to

follow are: the background music for “The

Man with the Golden Arm” (Decca), the

outpourings of the Chico Hamilton Quintet

in “The Sweet Smell of Success” (Decca),

and the rollicking of Louis Armstrong’s

All-Stars in “Satchmo the Great” (Colum-

bia), as well as tunes from “The Girl

Most Likely” (Capitol) and “Pal Joey”

( Capitol)

.

Another reader, A.D.. poses this thought-

tugger: “Too many jazzmen are trying too

hard to prove they can play serious music,

and are turning out material that is

neither good jazz nor good classical.”

Could be—but look for a turning away
from intellectual jazz and a healthy return

to basic roots—jazz with depth, vigor and

emotion. Another trend to look for is the

use oi Afro-Cuban rhythms in jazz, getting

hot now in some parts of the country.

C. L. writes: “Why don’t the disk-jockeys

ban tunes with titles and lyrics that aren’t

fit for teenagers? Too many of the platter-

spinning lads wait until station manage-

ment moves in with a big stick.”

Just as in movies or on Broadway there

have always been “promoters” who will

try to sell way off-color material, in hopes

of getting a bigger audiences—so with the

music business. Censorship has always

been one way of curbing traders in trash,

but not always the most effective one.

Station management censorship, in the

case of records, doesn’t seem to us the

ideal way of handling the situation. Part

of being a good disk jockey should be

having good taste, being selective—but not

narrow—about what one plays. Seems to

us station managers ought to question the

good sense of having a DJ who uses no

judgment, rather than waiting till the

public cracks down.

B.K. writes: “Last month you mentioned

that Poland was becoming jazz conscious,

but isn’t it true that generally speaking,

there’s little interest in American music

behind the Iron ( Continued on page 8)



From the book that revealed ||f
more than any girl ever revealed of
herself before ! DorothyMalone as
DianaBarrymore,whose sensational
true-life best-seller made millions

j

gasp! Errol Flynn as herfather, |
the fantastic JohnBariymore ,in
his years ofwildness . .

.

MUCH

if' ;

The one

<s man who
1 could
' have

) stopped
Aher—but
I he never
I learned

|/o stop

mhimself/

tike daughter.and a shocked world said: “Like

Presented by WARNER BROS. Co-Starring

EFREM ZIMBALIST, JR , with RAY DANTON, NEVA PATTERSON
MURRAY HAMILTON, MARTIN MILNER. JOHN DENNIS
Screenplay by ART and JO NAPOLEON • Produced by HENRY BLANKE • Directed by ART NAPOLEON
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All through your active day...

new stops odor

without irritation

So gentle for any normal skin you can use it freely every day

If you’ve ever worried about your deo-

dorant failing, or about underarm sting-

ing or burning from using a deodorant

daily—now you can set your mind at ease.

New Mum will stop odor right through

the day and evening. It’s so gentle for

normal skin you can use it right after

shaving. Mum gives you the kind of pro-

tection you can’t get from any other lead-

ing deodorant. It works a different way

!

Contains no aluminum salts

Mum Cream is the only leading deodorant

that works entirely by stopping odor . .

.

contains no astringent aluminum salts.

And it keeps on working actively to stop

odor 24 hours a day with M-3 — Mum’s
own hexachlorophene that destroys odor

and odor-causing bacteria. Try Mum!

1 MUM contains M-3 (bacteria-destroying hexachlorophene)
k ... stops odor 24 hours a day. Won’t damage clothes.

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

ON THE RECORD
( continued

)

Curtain and that you gave a misleading

impression?”

Not at all! Czechoslovakia is another

example of an Iron Curtain country going

overboard for American tunes.

Not long ago Creed Taylor, who heads

the jazz department of ABC-Paramount
sent, upon request, a jazz LP to a musi-

cian in Prague and just recently received

a letter of thanks, saying: “The record

will not only be for our listening pleasure,

but mainly we shall learn very much from

it. We are giad there are several im-

provised choruses on the record. This is

very instructive for us. Great surprise for

us was the perfect reproduction of the

recorded music. We envy the possibility

of the American musicians who can go to

a gramophone shop and buy such records.”

But it’s not only jazz that’s going behind

the Iron Curtain! On an eight-week tour of

Europe this spring and summer, the Phila-

delphia Symphony Orchestra is scheduled

to play twenty-two of its forty-two concert

engagements in the Soviet Union and

Soviet bloc countries. While they’re away,

you can hear them on wax in two of their

finest albums: “Symphonic Suite, conducted

by Eugene Ormandy” (Col. Masterworks,

ML 5214) and “Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake

Ballet” (Col. Masterworks, ML 5201).

From F.H. comes the question: “Does

anybody ever dance to a live band any-

more? Seems to me kids are missing more

than they realize.”

How about joining me, F.H., in three big

cheers for orchestra leader Buddy Mor-

row! Why? Because he is actively doing

something constructive to encourage a new

audience for dance bands—getting young-

sters used to dancing to “live” big band

and liking the sound. Here’s how it works:

Buddy’s bandsmen are on weekly salaries

and get paid whether they work one day

a week or seven. But whenever they have

an open date. Buddy attempts to stage a

free dance for teenagers. If the ballroom

operator or auditorium director wants to

charge a small admission. Buddy goes

along if the receipts are donated to charity.

Good idea, huh? But it may be some time

before Buddy’s idea catches on. In the

meantime you can still roll up the carpet

and dance at home with these albums:

“Ellington Indigos” (Capitol LP, T933)

“Dance Bands” (Capitol LP, T977)

“Rockin’ Around the World” (Decca,

DL 8692)

“Prom Night—with Elliot Lawrence”

(Decca, DL 8338)

“Hot Cha Chas” (Decca, DL 8660)

“Dance the Polka” (Decca, DL 8690)
8



Every end paper contains its own

waving ingredients— just the right

amount for each curl

Why didn’t somebody think of this before? A home
permanent with the waye in the end papers instead

of a bottle of lotion. That’s Procter & Gamble’s
new PACE.
Guesswork taken out. Because each paper con-

tains just the right amount of waving ingredients

—

never too much, never too little—you get a perfect

permanent automatically.

No more waves that take in one place, don’t in

Easiest, fastest way yet to a really

lasting wave-just wind, wet with

pure, clear water, and neutralize

another. No more stragglers or strays. No more
"first week” frizz.

No messy, strong-smelling lotion. Just wind
hair as usual, wet with water, neutralize, and look!

An even, lasting wave that looks like a gift of nature.

So now there’s no reason to leave the house for

a permanent. Not when it’s next to no fuss at all

to get one at home. That’s with PACE—the worry-
free way to a perfect wave. How about today?

Because the end papers them-

selves measure out the waving

action, your wave will be perfect

Costs no more than lotion permanents—$2 plus tax.

Choice of 3 strengths: Regular . . . Gentle . . . Super Wind curls as usual. Any home permanent Squeeze on clear water with PACE’S handy
curlers will do. (End papers do the waving.) plastic bottle. No messy, strong-smelling lotion.

Procter& Gamble’s

no lotion permanent



THAT'S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

“I used to give the impression of being a lady,” Deborah tells Sid

T’m of the opinion that Eddie Fisher would like to be Frank

Sinatra . . . Jean Seberg is an olive. I mean some actresses

are like olives, an acquired taste. Jean is in this category

. . . France’s Brigitte Bardot is proving to be more formi-

dable than Silvana, Sophia and Gina. Brigitte is said to have

said: “You are born with sex.” ... I don't understand what

those two policemen are doing on the “$64,000 Question.”

Hal March is going to try to steal the questions and answers

. . . When meeting Monty Clift, you realize he isn’t as tall as

he appears to be on the screen . . . The day Garbo ceases to

be news, that will be news!

“My trouble in Hollywood.” Deborah Kerr told me, “was

that in the beginning I gave the impression of being a lady.

This is only good in Hollywood after you've played prosti-

tutes, nymphs and alcoholics on the screen.” ... I don’t ac-

cept the often-used praise that such and such a performer is

so great that he’d be entertaining reading the telephone di-

rectory . . . Martha Hyer lives alone “and almost likes it.”

. . . Quick Description of Tab Hunter: Type of person who,

when awakened early in the morning, gets up smiling . . .

Barbara Nichols to Jayne Mansfield: “I can't believe you at

first, and then you become unbelievable.”

John Saxon reminds me more of Bob Wagner than Tony

Curtis . . . Now that she’s come out of hiding in a Malibu

shack. Valerie French could make it big in pictures . . . How
childish must you be to love adult westerns? ... I enjoyed

my sessions at the Fas Vegas Desert Inn listening to Paul

Whiteman chat about Bing Crosby: “Bing doesn't like peo-

ple except when he has to be with them.”

I guess Sal Mineo will alw'ays play a delinquent, juvenile

or otherwise ... I always remember Ava Gardner’s closeups

in “The Barefoot Contessa” as one of the two most beautiful

faces I have seen on celluloid. You guess the other. (Maybe

next month 1 11 tell.) . . . Anne Baxter hates pillows. She won’t

sleep with one ... I can’t understand why some director

hasn’t grabbed Susan Harrison for a role in a picture; es-

pecially after her Broadway reviews in William Saroyan’s

“The Cave Dwellers.” She’s a new face, with talent too . . .

A fellow doesn’t have to like Vikki Dougan to go out with

her. He has to be brave enough to be seen with her . . .

p
Barbara Bel Geddes and Kim Stanley are sexier to me than

most of the obvious so-called sexpots . . . Gisele MacKenzie

does Jack Benny even when she isn’t trying ... I can’t stand

starlets who can’t remember their own telephone numbers,

and who say: “I seldom phone myself, you know.” . . . I’m

very pleased that movietown now has the Los Angeles Dodg-

ers cause hot dogs never taste so good as at a ball game.

U’arolyn Jones, a natural blonde, couldn’t get anywhere as

an actress until she became a brunette. Dorothy Malone,

a natural brunette, couldn’t get anywhere as an actress until

she became a blonde. Figure it out while humming, “There’s

No Business Like Show Business.” . . . Quick Description of

Pat Boone: A pleasant fellow earning more money than any

other fellow in the United States working his way through

college . . . While in town, Noel Coward, discussing The

Method, said: “I’m opposed to any kind of acting which

ignores the audience.”

Tony Perkins has a different offstage act for the sidewalks

of New York than he had offscreen on the streets of Holly

wood ... I recall Alec Guinness remarking: “England and

America are two countries separated by the same language.”

. . . Our local L.A. TV has Oscar Levant and he should be

L.A. to N.Y. . . . When Judy Garland told Levant she couldn’t

hurry over and be on his program because her hair was a

mess, Oscar replied: “It’s all right. Come over. I’ll introduce

you as Anna Magnani.”

I wonder if Elvis Presley is telling the soldiers how lonely

he is. Elvis always gave this line to his five-salaried buddies

...I like “The Night They Invented Champagne” from “Gigi.”

Get the Gogi Grant-Tony Martin Album (RCA-Victor) ,
and

if you don’t like it you can send it to me . . . Ingrid Bergman

is a woman who’s generally in love beyond her means . . .

I always like the Perry Como TV show but I like it more

when Judy Holliday is on it . . .
Quick Description of Diane

Varsi: She is in the process of finding herself . . . It’s been

said that Susan Strasberg is the teenage edition of Grace

Kelly . . . I’m in favor of Kim Novak . . . Although Frank

Sinatra concludes his TV programs saying, “Sleep Warm”—
he kicks off the blankets while sleeping. Frankie’s a gasser,

isn’t he! ... Trying to entice Mamie Van Doren to make a

p.a. tour with a picture, a producer told her it would be more

fun than work. Mamie replied: “I don’t believe in doing for

pleasure things I don’t like to do.” That’s Hollywood For You.



build you up

to

glamour

JANTZEN

curvallure .the influential bra

this is the bra for your most exciting clothes .. .the bra with

the Jantzen genius-type foam rubber insert that fills

you out where you need it, above the top of the bra, itself. .

boosts your bosom in a naturally lovely way.

Only Jantzen makes it. ..in heavenly nylon lace

and sheer Dacron ... bandeau with three-way detachable

straps (639) in exotic azalea, blue, ruby red, pink,

honeyglow, black 5.95 ... daytime curvallure (619) 3.95

FIGURE GENIUS SHAPES YOU BEAUTIFULLY FOR



PETER LAWFORD
,
STAR OF NBC-TV’s “THE THIN MAN"

Aon can always tell a HALO girl”

Her hair has that look-again look

You can always tell a Halo Girl,

You can tell by the shine of her hair.

The magic glow of a Halo Girl,

Goes with her everywhere.

COPYRIGHT I D 5 8 . THE COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO.

The magic of Halo shampoo is pure and simple. Halo’s modern
cleansing ingredient is the mildest possible . . . the purest possible.

He'll love the satiny shine Halo’s rich, rich

brightening-and-smoothing lather brings to your hair.

Get that look-again look, today — with pure, sparkling Halo.

HALO glorifies as it deans



LET’S

GO TO
THE

MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

kVW EXCELLENT

kW VERY GOOD

Vy GOOD

^ FAIR

South Pacific 20th; TODU-AO, TECHNICOLOR

V'VV'V Station a company of Ameri-

can sailors (and nurses) on a roman-

tic isle in the South Pacific, where

the fighting war seems far away,

garnish with humor and a generous

helping of romance, and you have a

picture that can’t miss. For extra

added attraction there are the wide

screen of Todd-AO; special color ef-

fects; and, of course, the familiar but

still thrilling music. Mitzi Gaynor is

exciting as nurse Nellie Forbush, the

role created on the stage by Mary

Martin; Rossano Brazzi is equally

good as her middle-aged lover; and

John Kerr is the upstanding young

Naval officer to the life. Newcomer

France Nuyen is charming as Kerr’s

native sweetheart and, in the humor

department, Ray Walston provides

more guffaws than anyone since Kil-

roy himself. family

Run Silent, Run Deep u. a.

VV'/V When Clark Gable tangles

with Burt Lancaster—and both tan-

gle with the Japs—there’s action

enough to keep every man on the

edge of his seat. And with Gable and

Lancaster on screen, no girl will re-

lax either. This straightforward tale

of the submarine USS Nerks on a

mission in the Pacific gives Gable the

sort of role he plays best—that of a

he-man in a life-and-death struggle

with his enemies. famhy

Rossano Brazzi and Mitzi Gaynor learn love can conquer differences in age

and background after they meet “Some Enchanted Evening’" in the South Pacific

Gigi
CINEMASCOPE, METROCOLOR

V'V'V'V' The French point of view as

applied to love may be a bit hard for

American audiences to accept, but

there are winning performances, sev-

eral potential hit songs, and gorgeous

Parisian backgrounds to applaud in

this romantic fable. Leslie Caron and

Louis Jourdan handle their roles with

ease, but it is Maurice Chevalier

who’ll win the raves, particularly

with his rendition of “I’m Glad I’m

Not Young Any More.” The music

is by Loewe and Lerner of “My Fair

Lady” fame. adult

Ten North Frederick 20™’
CINEMASCOPE

VVVV The saga of an old and dis-

tinguished New England family

—

a best-seller in book form—gains

rather than loses in its screen presen-

tation. Disappointed that money

can’t buy him the nomination for

governor, Gary Cooper emerges as a

warm and sympathetic father, as

much at home in white tie and tails

as he is in boots and spurs. As his

wife, Geraldine Fitzgerald does nobly

by her shrewish role, while Diane

Varsi, as their daughter, is charming.

Luscious Suzy Parker, a much im-

proved actress in this, her second

movie, is convincing as Coop’s off-

the-range romance. Ray Stricklyn as

the rebellious son and Stuart Whit-

man, as Diane’s youthful trumpet-

playing lover, are outstanding, adult

The Goddess COLUMBIA

VV'V' Except for some early scenes

in which she tries to depict a teen-

ager, Kim Stanley makes an acting

triumph of her movie bow in the role

of a film queen for whom success and

instability go hand in hand. There

are flaws in the story that takes her

from a small Southern town through

two marriages and a Flollywood ca-

reer, but there are no flaws in the

performance. Steve Hill is her mixed-

up first husband; Lloyd Bridges, her

bewildered second; and Betty Lou

Holland is a standout as her playgirl-

turned-religious-fanatic mom, setting p

a sharp pace for Kim. adult

continued
13



MOVIES ( continued )

St. Louis Blues paramount,
VISTAVISION

VV With a cast headed by Nat “King”

Cole, Eartha Kitt and Pearl Bailey, a

musical to end all musicals should be

inevitable. But the life story of W. C.

Handy, who died just as the picture was

about to be released, is a disappointment

in this respect, even though stars Cab Cal-

loway, Ella Fitzgerald and Mahalia Jack-

son, all do their vocal best. Let’s face it,

neither Nat nor a symphony orchestra is

suited to “St. Louis Blues.” family

Marjorie Morningstar warners,
warnercolor

VVVV This best-selling novel has been

transferred to the screen with Natalie

Wood an appealing Marjorie

;

Gene Kelly

as the dashing Noel Airman; and Ed
Wynn, Claire Trevor and Everett Sloane

heading up an all-star cast. It’s a slick,

successful and very often moving story as

it follows Marjorie’s search for grown-up

love from her luxurious New York apart-

ment to a girls’ camp in the Catskills, and

on through Greenwich Village, the theater,

and eventually Paris. Natalie is effective

and beautiful as the girl who so desper-

ately wants Noel but wants marriage, too.

Gene, perhaps a bit over-age for the part,

is still convincing and attractive as the

Noel who can’t settle down either to one

job or to one woman. But almost more

memorable than the principals are Claire

Trevor and Everett Sloane as Natalie’s

well-meaning parents, Ed Wynn as her

devoted uncle, and Carolyn Jones as her

ambitious girl friend, Marsha. Surpris-

ingly good, too, is Marty Milner as Nat-

alie’s patient adorer, Wally. First-class

entertainment. family

From Hell to Texas 20™’
CINEMASCOPE

VVVV Skyrocketing newcomer Diane

Varsi, solid performer Don Murray and

Dennis Hopper bring plenty of excitement

to this tale of a revenge-ridden chase. Off-

screen pacifist Murray is happily cast as

a reluctant killer forced first to flee and

then to fight again—but not before he has

been befriended by Diane and her dad

(Chill Wills). There are gun duels, In-

dian attacks, heroism, and some pleasant

romantic interludes. family

Too Much, Too Soon warners

VVV Dorothy Malone is brilliantly cast as

the drink-ridden Diana Barrymore, but it

is Errol Flynn who really steals the pic-

ture as her father, John. The wild nights,

the mornings after, the marriages and the

disillusionments that made the book such

a sensation are all here, handled with good

taste and with vibrant electricity. adult

Handle with Care m-g-m

VVV Dean Jones is a bright young law
f student who turns a mock trial into a real-

life investigation of graft. Joan O’Brien,

whose dad is directly in the line of fire,

14

plays Dean’s fiancee. Taken from TV, this

story follows the trial and Dean’s own bat-

tle with a secret guilt to an exciting and
logical climax. family

The High Cost of Loving m-g-m,
cinemascope

VVVV This sprightly surprise teams

Jose Ferrer and Gena Rowlands as a hap-

pily married pair whose pleasant routine

is abruptly blasted when Jose suspects he

is being eased out of his job just as Gena
suspects she’s taking on the biggest job of

all—motherhood. In some delightful

scenes, offbeat for movies but very true to

life, Jose bristles and broods, builds in-

significant office happenings into a moun-
tain of fear. family

plight of millworkers whose means of

livelihood has disappeared. A little young
for the gray-haired father, Ryan is sym-
pathetic none the less, as is Aldo Ray, as

an unemployed mill hand. Outstanding in

the cast is he-man Jack Lord, along with

several newcomers to movies: comic Bud-
dy Hackett, cutie-pie Fay Spain and sex-

pot Tina Louise. adult

Paris Holiday u. a.; technicolor,
TECHNIRAMA

VV Some lively moments, in the tradition

of Bob Hope’s brand of foolery. He’s type-

cast as a comedian who goes to Paris to

scout a script, and finds romance and
mystery instead. Martha Hyer is delight-

ful as an American Embassy employee;
Anita Ekberg is delectable as the mys-
terious Zara

; and Fernandel clicks as a

Continental comic. family

Hot Spell PARAMOUNT,
VISTAVISION

VVV A top-notch cast in a story that will

have many women over forty reaching for

their handkerchiefs. Shirley Booth, as the

woman trying to regain her husband’s

love, and Anthony Quinn, as the husband

who still has an eye for a luscious young

blonde, are outstanding as usual. But Shir-

ley MacLaine, as their daughter, will sur-

prise those who think of her only as a

comedienne. For the teenagers, there’s

Earl Holliman. adult

God’s Little Acre u. A .

VVV Robert Ryan’s struggle to find the

pot of gold that his grandpappy, he in-

sists, buried somewhere on the family

farm, provides the take-off point for this

picture, based on Erskine Caldwell’s best-

selling novel. It shows realistically the

poverty among Southern farmers and the

Violent Road warners

VVV Brian Keith, contracting to pilot

three truckloads of highly explosive rocket

fuel over a tortuous stretch of road, en-

counters every obstacle the script writer

can dream up. In the rare instances when
the trucks themselves are not in trouble,

flashbacks fill in the human relations.

Dick Foran, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., and

Merry Anders are among those whose lives

hang in the balance. family

Fraulein 20th >

CINEMASCOPE

VVVV War-torn Berlin provides an ex-

citing background for an honestly told

love story with an escaped American pris-

oner (Mel Ferrer) and a gently reared

German girl (Dana Wynter) as the ro-

mantic vis-a-vis. When Dana, as the beau-

tiful fraulein, is mistakenly classified as

a prostitute, James Edwards proves a real

friend in need. adult

Dazzled by the quicksilver charm of Gene Kelly, Natalie Wood forgets her middle-

class upbringing to plunge into a romantic world of the theater—and heartbreak



So silky, so smooth,

so freshly fragrant!

Cashmere Bouquet Talcum Powder
does such lovely things for you

!

Cashmere Bouquet
The fragrance men love

TALCUM POWDER

Give your face powder
a luminous look!
Sprinkle a little
Cashmere Bouquet
talc right into your
powder. The import-
ed talc in Cashmere
Bouquet is extra-silky

and has a lovely lumi-
nosity. Gives powder
a sparkling lift!

That skin-slim bathing

suit will slip right on
without a wiggle if

you smooth silky
Cashmere Bouquet
talc over your skin.

Always have it with
you at the beach!

Keep baby feeling
soothed and comfy!
Cashmere Bouquet is

as soft and silky as

any special baby pow-
der. And it keeps
baby as fresh and
sweet as a flower. It’s

so handy to have one
powder you both use!

It’s like climbing right into a bouquet, when you
feel the cool, petal-soft touch of Cashmere
Bouquet talc! Smooth it all over—and there you
are—all pampered and perfumed with a Spring-

fresh fragrance! Use it after every bath.

P
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NewSoft-bok”
permanent!

EASY AS PINNING A CURL
...AND IT’S WEATHERPROOF!

IT’S A RICHARD HUDNUT EXCLUSIVE ....

THIS NEW EXCITING PINCURL PERMANENT SOFT-STYLES
AND SOFT-SETS YOUR HAIR IN JUST ONE HOUR I

Who’d ever think a permanent could look so soft, so sweet, so
caressable— and be weatherproof, too! It’s all yours with
Richard Hudnut’s new “Soft-look” Pin-Quick. None easier, none
faster! Easy as pinning a curl . . . takes one short hour!

No tight little corks of curls. Just a soft cloud of waves that
stay springy in dampest weather! Why wait?

Have Richard Hudnut’s new
“Soft-look” permanent this very day!

Va

NEW (Si)

RICHARD HUDNUT

m-Quick

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

FRAULEIN—20th. Directed by Henry Koster:
Erika, Dana Wynter; Foster, Mel Ferrer; Lori,
Dolores Michaels; Lt. Berdi Dubbin, Maggie Hayes;
Dmitri, Theodore Bikel; Hugo, Helmut Dantine.

FROM HELL TO TEXAS—20th. Directed by
Henry Hathaway: Tod, Don Murray; Juanita, Diane
Varsi; Amos Bradley, Chill Wills; Tom Boyd,
Dennis Hooper; Hunter Boyd, R. G. Armstrong;
Jake, Jay C. Flippen; Mrs. Bradley, Margo; Hal
Carmody, John Larch.

GIGl—M-G-M. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.
Gigi, Leslie Caron; Honors Lachaille, Maurice
Chevalier; Gaston Lachaille, Louis Jourdan; Mme.
Alvarez, Hermione Gingold; Liane d’Exelemans

,

Eva Gabor; Sandomir, Jacques Bergerac.

GOD’S LITTLE ACRE—U.A. Directed by An-
thony Mann: TyTy, Robert Ryan; Bill, Aldo Ray;
Grisclda, Tina Louise; Pluto, Buddy Hackett; Buck,
Jack Lord; Darlin' Jill, Fay Spain; Shaw, Vic Mor-
row; Rosamund, Helen Westcott; Jim, Lance Fuller;
Uncle Felix, Rex Ingram.

HANDLE WITH CARE—M-G-M. Directed by
David Friedkin: Zachary, Dean Jones; Mary, Joan
O'Brien; Mayor Williston, Thomas Mitchell; Bill,

Don Smith; Prof. Boivdin, Walter Abel; Matilda,
Anne Seymour; A l Lees, Royal Dano.

HOT SPELL—Paramount. Directed by Daniel
Mann: Alma Duval, Shirley Booth; Jack Duval,
Anthony Quinn; Virginia Duval, Shirley MacLaine;
Buddy Duval, Earl Holliman; Fan, Eileen Heckart;
Billy Duval, Clint Kimbrough; Wyatt, Warren
Stevens; Dora Day, Jody Lawrance.

/ MARRIED A WOMAN—U-I. Directed by Hal
Kanter: Mickey Briggs, George Gobel; Janice Briggs,
Diana Dors; Frederick W. Sutton, Adolphe Menjou;
Mother Blake, Jesse Royce Landis.

MARJORIE MORN1NGSTAR—Warners. Directed
by Irving Rapper: Noel Airman, Gene Kelly; Mar-
jorie, Natalie Wood; Rose, Claire Trevor; Arnold,
Everett Sloane; Wally, Marty Milner; Uncle Sam-
son, Ed Wynn; Marsha, Carolyn Jones; Greech,
George Tobias; Dr. David Harris, Martin Balsam;
Lou Michaelson. Jesse White; Sandy Lamm, Ed-
ward Byrnes; Phillip Herman, Paul Picerni; Pud-
dles Podell, Alan Reed; Imogene, Ruth Lee.

RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP—U.A. Directed by
Robert Wise: Commander Richardson. Clark Gable;
Lt. Jim Bledsoe, Burt Lancaster; Mueller, Jack
Warden; Cartwright, Brad Dexter; Ruby, Don
Rickies; Russo, Nick Cravat; Kohler, Joe Maross;
Laura, Mary LaRoche.

SOUTH PACIFIC—20th. Directed by Joshua Logan

:

Emile DcBecque, Rossano Brazzi; Nellie Forbush,
Mitzi Gaynor; Lieutenant Cable, John Kerr; Luther
Billis, Ray Walston; Bloody Mary, Juanita Hall;
Liat, France Nuyen; Captain Brackett, Russ
Brown; Professor, Jack Mullaney; Stewpot. Ken
Clark ; Harbison, Floyd Simmons; Ngana, Emile’s
daughter. Candace Lee; Jerome, his son, Warren
Hsieh; Buzz Adams, Tom Laughlin.

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Paramount. Directed by
Allen Reisner: W. C. Handy, Nat “King” Cole;
Gogo Germaine, Eartha Kitt; Aunt Hagar, Pearl
Bailey; Blade, Cab Calloway; Ella Fitzgerald, Her-
self: Bessie May, Mahalia Jackson; Elizabeth, Ruby
Dee; Charles Handy, Juano Hernandez.

TEN NORTH FREDERICK—20th. Directed by
Philip Dunne: Joe Chapin, Gary Cooper; Ann
Chapin, Diane Varsi; Kate Drummond

,

Suzy Park-
er; Edith Chapin, Geraldine Fitzgerald; Slattery,
Tom Tully; Joby Chapin, Ray Stricklyn; Lloyd
Williams, Philip Ober; Paul Donaldson, John
Emery; Charley Bongiorno, Stuart Whitman; Peg
Slattery, Linda Watkins; Stella, Barbara Nichols.

THE GODDESS—Columbia. Directed by John
Cromwell: Emily Ann Faulkner, Kim Stanley;
Dutch Seymour, Lloyd Bridges; John Tower, Steve
Hill; The Mother, Betty Lou Holland.

THE HIGH COST OF LOVING—M-G-M. Directed
by Jose Ferrer: Jim Fry, Jose Ferrer; Virginia Fry,
Gena Rowlands; Syd Heyward, Joanne Gilbert;

Paul Mason, Jim Backus; Steve Heyward, Bobby
Troup; Herb Zorn, Philip Ober; Eli Cave, Edward
Platt.

THE LEFT HANDED GUN—Warners. Directed
by Arthur Penn: William (Billy the Kid) Bouncy.
Paul Newman; Cclsa, Lita Milan; Garrett, John
Dehner; Moultrie, Hurd Hatfield.

TOO MUCH, TOO SOON—Warners. Directed by
Art Napoleon: Diana Barrymore, Dorothy Malone;
John Barrymore, Errol Flynn; Vincent Bryant,
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.; John Howard, Ray Danton;
Michael Strange, Neva Patterson; Charlie Snow,
Murray Hamilton; Lincoln Forrester, Martin
Milner.

VIOLENT ROAD—Warners. Directed by Howard
W. Koch: Mitch, Brian Keith; Sarge, Dick Foran;
George Lawrence, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.; Carrie,

Merry Anders; Ken Farley, Sean Garrison; Peg
Lawrence, Joanna Barnes; Manuclo, Perry Lopez.
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I Was There: They sat at a table close

to mine in the M-G-M dining room, Liz

Taylor, Mike Todd and two guests, in

easy, natural conversation. And I found

it almost impossible to turn my atten-

tion from the couple whose every move

made news and more news. I noticed,

with an almost personal concern, that

when Mike spoke, Liz listened atten-

tively and several times I caught a quick

exchange of glances between them that

revealed louder than words that here

was a man and a woman who had found

complete understanding in each other.

As Liz rose to return to the set, leaving

the others behind, Mike planted a ten-

der kiss on her cheek but the firm clasp-

ing of hands with a positive, downward

movement which gave it special em-

phasis, also revealed here was a man
and a woman who had found love to-

gether. A few days later, Mike lay dead

on a New Mexico mountain side, vic-

tim of a tragic plane accident; and

among the ashes of that charred plane

lay the first real happiness Elizabeth

Taylor had known in years. The great-

est showman in the business today, Mike

was first and foremost, husband to Liz,

the girl he loved so deeply. His offices

had been moved to the M-G-M lot so

that he could be near her. He would sit

with her in the studio projection room,

viewing the daily rushes. His feverish

anxiety over her possible Oscar award

was touching in its intensity. He lived,

this dynamo of a man, for Liz and the

three children in their home. On the

first day of filming on “Cat On a Hot

Tin Roof,” Liz’s last contractual pic-

ture for M-G-M, Mike had awed the

cast and crew with a six-foot floral

emblem of a roof top of red carnations,

upon which crouched an enormous

white cat made entirely of white flower

petals. Later that morning the chauf-

feur-driven Rolls-Royce drove up to

the sound stage and out stepped Eliza-

beth’s three children—the two Wild-

ing boys and baby Liza Todd, whom

Mike had brought to wish their mother

success with the film. Both typical

Todd gestures—flamboyant as usual,

but with tender, sweet motives behind

them. I look back now to that scene in

the studio dining room, remembering

the intimacy of their glances, their clasp

of hands. And though the hearts of all of

us who knew Mike and Liz are so sad-

dened, I can honestly say I am glad I

was there. For I have this memory of the

Todds to keep with me always.

Tattle Tales: The next voice you hear

will be Natalie Wood’s raised in howl-

ing protest if that long-promised and

well-deserved raise doesn’t come
through. After her outstanding perform-

ance in “Marjorie Morningstar,” Nat-

alie’s studio must realize their young

star deserves at least a four-figured sal-

ary commensurate with her talent and

popularity . . . Rock Hudson, mobbed

by teens at a dance in Rio de Janeiro,

came out of it good-humoredly, if some-

what ruffled. Which is more than Van

Heflin, who had a slightly (
Continued )

Bet you don’t remember the days when a mere “hello” was difficult for Rock Hud-

son. But no more! Here he compliments me on my new “buttons ’n bows” dress
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more embarrassing experience, could claim. He lost his hair-

piece! . . . Whether it was the effects of popular opinion or

whether Marlon Brando finally grew used to marital domesticity,

t wouldn’t know. But Marlon seems more than contented in his

new Japanese house with bride Anna Kashfi these days . . .

Geoffrey Horne’s marriage to model Nancy Berg met with no

orange blossom bouquets from his friends and fellow actors, who

feel at this critical period in his career, Geoffrey should have no

such sharply shared interest . . . Doris Day’s crazy about Gene

Kelly as a director. After their “Tunnel of Love” stint together,

Doris confided it takes an actor to understand one . . . The one

song that never plays in Debra Paget’s home is “On the Street

Where You Live.” Not since David Street, her husband of a

few weeks, doesn’t live there. She’s divorcing him. . . . Dana
Wynter is the perfect off-screen lady as wife of our prominent

attorney, Gi•eg Bautzer. Always impeccably groomed, beauti-

fully mannered, yet forceful on screen and definitely off. Dana

lends tone and quality to the daily, noisy grind of Hollywood’s

wheels in motion.

Set of the Month: Youth, youth, youth, talented, eager and avid,

crowded Sound Stage 21 of the M-G-M lot as 1 walked onto the

"High School Confidential” set. John Drew Barrymore, Charles

Chaplin Jr., Red Fulton, a handsome lad who resembles your

favorite, John Saxon, Diane Jergens, Burt Douglas, Carl Thay-

ler, William Wellman Jr., son of the director, lined up against

their adult contenders

—

Jan Sterling, Ray Anthony, Mamie Van
Doren, Jackie Coogan. And, of course, there was the young star,

Russ Tamblyn, looking wan and depleted from a bout with

the flu. And frankly blue that his Army induction came at such

a critical period in his long, fought-for career. After such ac-

claim for “Peyton Place” and a bright future ahead. Russ feels

that after two years in the Army, he’ll have to begin all over

again. As I sat on the sidelines with producer A1 Zugsmith,

meeting the young actors between scenes, and watching them go

through their paces, the tension and morbidity of this story

dealing with dope peddling in our high schools revealed that

this movie should undoubtedly sweep a gale through every box

office in the country. Our children at the mercy of evil. And, oh

yes, that popular singer Jerry Lee Lewis will sing the title song,

“High School Confidential,” which he wrote for the movie. Don’t

miss Jerry’s recording of the tune.

Fads, Fashions and Accent on Legs: ft’s the latest, ft’s the

craziest. It’s the new look: Accent on legs! All over town hems

are creeping up like ivy on a college dorm. Bosoms and sack

dresses are completely passe. Legs it is, mesdames, and pretty

ones you’d better have. Neat, trim and well-shaped . . . Jean

Simmons, who looks ever-fresh and youthful, has a secret

formula. After making up her pert face, cream or liquid founda-

tion with powder, Jean pats on cold water and daintily dabs

—

Voices of her many loyal friends raised on Ingrid

Bergman s behalf in her hour of trouble with Rossel-

lini and his Indian lady friend, are growing dim in

Hollywood these days. They deeply sympathized with

Ingrid’s wounded pride and past mistakes. They re-

joiced ivhen the daughter she yearned for, Jenny Ann,

finally joined her in Europe for a happy reunion. But

now, Ingrid’s blatant announcement of vacation plans

on an island oivned by her Swedish admirer, Lars

Schmidt—just the two of them—during the critical

period of annullment hearings with Rossellini, has

left her defenders bewildered and even shocked. What

an unthinking, unconcerned move on Ingrid’s part.

And how will it affect future meetings with Jenny?

It’s all too much even for sophisticated Hollywood.

not rubs, but dabs off the moisture with a cotton pad. The

result is a long-lasting, dewy rather than pancakey effect. On
her it’s divine . . . Dorothy Malone attributes her all-day pep

and energy to a full treatment banana-split every afternoon at

four. Dorothy claims the dish has vital energy-building calories

and sometimes takes the place of dinner later on . . . And Sophia

Loren, who believes in the big breakfast, no lunch, light dinner

routine, will often dash off a plate of spaghetti, garlic bread,

eggs and bacon for breakfast without batting an eyelash. But

that’s the main meal for the day, remember!

Hearts, Flowers and Very Tired Rice: If and when Frank Sinatra

becomes the husband of Lauren Bacall, no one will be more

surprised than just Frank himself. Devoted to Lauren, Frank

still remained marriage-shy after that Decline and Fall of the

Sinatra Empire with Ava Gardner. But Lauren is a forceful

woman, in love with Frankie as she once was with Humphrey

Bogart. And despite every obstacle in her way at that time,

Lauren got her man. And made Bogey a happy man for the rest

of his life. Sooooo, maybe Frankie will come to realize that

for once in his life lie’s met his match. And will make it just

that—a marital match. And probably live happily ever after . . .

Kim Novak’s mother has her daughter’s bridegroom all picked

out—if Kirn’ll have him. He’s Dr. Ernest Wynder, an important

member of the Cancer Research Committee. Knowing Kim,
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she’ll probably pass him by, charming as he is. And judging

from the way Kim looked down her nose at the lovely nose-

gay delivered to the set of “Bell, Book and Candle,” with a

card from Mac Krim reading, “To the loveliest witch that was

ever created,” I have a feeling she’ll keep right on passing by

this devoted swain, as well. What or whom does this girl want,

anyway? Or doesn't she know? . . . It’s “sayonara” for lovely

British starlet Patricia Owens (whom you saw in “Sayonara”)

and her husband, screenwriter Sy Bartlett, who tried a recon-

ciliation but without success. Pat’s now working on “The Fly”

for 20th.

Newcomers Diane and France: From the Bob Cummings and

Burns and Allen TV shows, to the role of the over-ardent fan

of Tommy Sands in “Sing Boy Sing” was a short skip and hop

for blondish, five-foot-three Diane Jergens. Freckled-faced and

eager, Diane tripped from “Teenage Rebel” to the Sands movie,

to “Island of Lost Women” to her best role to date in “High

School Confidential.” Single and without a steady beau. Diane

is available. But boys—tread lightly and carefully in the pres-

ence of the perky blonde. Diane’s dad, you see, is a policeman!

. . . France Nuyen (pronounced New-yen ), the half-French, half

Chinese doll of “South Pacific,” was born in Marseilles, France,

of a French mother and a Chinese father whose job as ship’s

navigator on a Chinese vessel made him almost a stranger to the

little girl, who starved through the war years and still hoped to

be an actress. Working as a model in France and later in New
York, France was literally lifted from the cookie counter of a

New York bakery to play the tragic, sweet-faced Liat in the

$6,500,000 movie production with Rossano Brazzi and Mitzi

Gaynor. If there’s still a mark of sadness on her
(
Continued

)

“How about Kovacs for Novak?” says pert Shirley MacLaine,

yanking mustachioed Ernie K. in Kim's direction. Kinds be-

tween beaus, but bidding's not for real. Ernie's married

CAL YORK JOTTINGS
Yesterday’s Children: They were four of the

most talented youngsters ever to hit the

screen at the same time. Mickey Rooney,

King of the Kids, Judy Garland and Deanna

Durbin, Queens of their studios at fourteen,

and Shirley Temple, a reigning monarch at

six. Envied, aped, sighed over, they were

Hollywood’s brightest prodigies on their

way to eternal fame and happiness. Did they

make it? In a way. A way that led through

heartache and tears hounded by gossip and

rumors, each and every one of them, as their

paths grew stonier.

Shirley’s first marriage to John Agar

ended in a blitzkrieg of sorrow, trouble,

family discord and divorce. Her second mar-

riage to Charles Black has brought the kind

of life Shirley craved. Home, children,

chores, contentment. And only now, with

her happiness established, has she ventured

back into the world of show business by way

of her TV Story Book Hours. With a pos-

sible movie now and then in the offing.

Mickey, the most talented youngster in

the business, grew brash, brassy and bossy

through the years. Attributes that reaped

him only tolerance when acclaim could have

been his. His four marriages, beginning with

Ava Gardner, reeked with confusion. His

career nose-dived into a seven-year period

of near obscurity. And then gradually, tal-

ent-laden Mickey fought his way back to a

New Second Chance as movie star refound.

In the Paris suburb of Neuphle-Le-Cha-

teau, population 958, Deanna Durbin, who
once saved her studio from financial collapse

due to her tremendous popularity, has found

peace and contentment as the wife of a

French film director, Charles David. With

market basket on arm, she bargains for

vegetables, cares for her two children,

eleven-year-old Jessica and Peter, six.

Judy! Homage, adoration, acclaim! None
of it has helped the talented singer and

actress. Her three marriages, nervous, emo-

tional collapses, her retreats and defeats

have colored her life. Even her three chil-

dren have failed to still her restless heart.

“I want out,” she says of her marriage to

Sid Luft. “I want back,” she says of the

stages that have witnessed her upsets.

Can she make it? Of the four. Judy has

reaped the greatest acclaim and the deepest

despair. The least happiness and the heavi-

est burden. And somehow, I feel certain if

I were to ask, “Was the price worth it?

Would you do it over again?” with the ex-

ception of Mickey Rooney the united answer

would be, “Never in a million years.”
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face, even through her “Happy Talk” number, it’s because her

mother, who worked so long and hard for little France, is, as she

puts it, “too ill to know now that I gently touch my first success.”

I predict: The uncomfortable compromise that exists between

Eddie and Debbie Fisher will not last far beyond the year 1958,

despite the new baby. These two, whose ideas and ideals are

poles apart, have really tried. So why don’t we all go along

with the idea that it’s not our duty to force clashing personalities

to stay together, and let the kids work out their problems in

peace. Rather than pieces . . . Rick Nelson will be the biggest

rage in the musical world now that Elvis has taken to uniform.

Rick’s growing popularity, which in no way encroaches on Pat

Boone’s established niche, is due to his youthful wholesomeness,

unassuming manner and unmistakable talent. Shyness is Rick’s

biggest drawback at the moment. But remember when a mere

“hello” was difficult for Rock Hudson? He got over it. So will

Rick ... As a result of “South Pacific,” John Kerr will be Big

News everywhere. John’s obvious good breeding, his forthright

qualities and almost tender appeal, will rate him a special niche

in Hollywood and in the hearts of fans . . . Did you know it was

me who created the name “ski nose” in Photoplay a few years

ago for comedian you-know-who? . . . Mile-high Jeff Richards,

of TV’s “Union Pacific” will be a big rage ... No one swings

through an open door with the flair of TV’s Loretta Young!

Overseas Bits: Friends wonder what will happen if Shelley Win-

ters’ quick-tempered husband, Tony Franciosa, meets up with the

Let’s not force clashing personalities to stay together, but

let Debbie and Eddie work out their problems in peace

POOH-POOH DEPARTMENT

A good-natured pish and tush to all this non-

sense of Yul Brynner as a mystic with magical

powers; nonsense undoubtedly thought up by

the forceful little man who, a few years ago in

New York, traveled in the wake of his popular

ivife, Virginia Gilmore, a guitar under his arm

and a song on his lips. As a talented TV direc-

tor, he was successful, but until he was cast in

“Lute Song,” a play which propelled him into

“The King and /,” few outside our particular

circle knew Yul from a Christmas eggnog.

Today, in Hollywood, he’s unapproachable,

given to Garbo-type retreats and Allah-like be-

havior. All carefully conceived bits of publicity

fol-de-rol. But then, it does beat the “geet-ar
”

ex-husband who caused her such heartache, Italian Vittorio Gass-

man, the popular stage star. Tony, in Rome for “The Naked
Maja,” with Ava Gardner, bears no love for Senor Gassman,

and Roman candles could pop all over the place . . . That baby

carriage carrying Baby Bertie Rainier around the palace

grounds of Monaco, saw similar service with sister Caroline.

Grace, who purchased the carriage in Nice for $90, intends on

getting her money’s worth. And a new hotel off the Champs
Elysses in Paris has been named Hotel Princess Caroline.

Wonder if Grace’s American friends will stop there in deference

to Grace’s first born! And if Grace and Rainier do take the

titles of King and Queen, as rumored, I can honestly state Queen

Kelly is the only monarch with whom I’ve shared powder rooms

at Hollywood parties!

Letters, We Get Letters: A note arrived from Nancy Sinatra,

recovering from a serious tonsilectomy, that precluded all tele-

phone conversations. Nancy had nothing to say on the rumors of

Frank-Lauren coming marriage. And what a universally admired

woman, this Nancy . . . From Dolores Hart, a most original

thank you note for a pleasant evening. Dolores, a handsome

young woman, is also an independent one. And maybe the

Hollywood wolves don’t know it . . . An invitation addressed to

Signorina Sara Hamilton from Sophia Loren, to dinner—Italian

style. It’s good news that Sophia and husband Carlo Ponti are

house hunting in Beverly Hills and will stay with us awhile . . .

A telephone call from Jacques Bergerac in from Paris for TV
appearances. What an accent! ... A nice call from Jack Lem-

mon, the best young comedian in the business and the fast rising

star. Incidentally, Jack’s new album, that has the many-talented

lad singing to his own piano accompaniment, is a gasser.
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The Star Finds

Of The Year !

James MacArthur
and Carol Lynley!

rnmm

Of All The Sagas Of The American Frontier
ii !

, / /Hi ^
...This Is The Most/Unusual!

>( ,T 1 .-• '/// T St
WALT DISNEY'S EXCITINGLY DIFFERENT ADVENTURE OF THE MEN AND

starring

JOANNE JAMES

MacARTHURTECHNICOLOR

JESSICA TANDY-JOHN MclNTIRE-JOSEPH CALLEIA - RAFAEL CAMPOSJL CAROL LYNLEY
From the Novel by CONRAD RICHTER • Screenplay by LAWRENCE EDWARD WATKIN • Directed by HERSCHEL DAUGHERTY _

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE!
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Debbie (thatTammy Gal

)

is bade...more wonderful than ever!

Co-Starring

ALEXIS SMITH MARY ASTOR
ESTELLE WINWOODwith

Directed by BLAKE EDWARDS • Screenplay by BLAKE

Based on the Play "FOR LOVE OR MONEV” written by F.

and produced on the stage by

Produced by ROSS HUNTER • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

-Uewo
DEBBIE SING
her new hit song

THIS HAPPY
FEELING"

GET MORE OUT OF UFE...GO OUT TO A MOVIE!

VVVV' EXCELLENT V'V'/ VERY GOOD

'/V GOOD y' FAIR A—ADULTS F—FAMILY

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months

indicated. Full reviews this month, pages 13 and 14.

V'VV'V' THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV —
M-G-M; Metrocolor: Powerful film version of

famed novel. Lee J. Cobb, tbe dissolute father,

and Yul Brynner, his raffish son, covet volup-

tuous Maria Schell, for whom Yul brushes aside

Claire Bloom. (A) May

1^1/^ THE LONG, HOT SUMMER—20th; Cine-

maScope: De Luxe Color: Orson Welles is an old

rascal who tries to dominate son Anthony Fran-

ciosa and his bride, Lee Remick and daughter

Joanne Woodward, until stranger Paul Newman
steps in. (A) May

kVk' STAGE STRUCK—Buena Vista. Techni-

color: Susan Strasberg glows as an inexperienced

girl intent on becoming a fine actress, who falls

in love with producer Henry Fonda. (A) May

W*/ THE YOUNG LIONS—20th. CinemaScope:
Poignant drama of three soldiers caught in World
War II. Marlon Brando is the German; Monty
Clift and Dean Martin, Americans; and Liliane

Montevecchi, Hope Lange, and Barbara Rush, the

girls who love them. (A) May

/VV MERRY ANDREW—M-G-M; CinemaScope,

Metrocolor: Danny Kaye is hilarious in a whimsi-

cal yarn about a shy teacher who gets involved

with a circus—and star aerialist Pier Angeli.

It's a lively musical romp. (F) May

V'V'V'V BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI, THE
—Columbia; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Power-

ful, tension-filled. Escaped from a Jap prison camp.

Bill Holden returns with Jack Hawkins to oppose

Alec Guinness’ strange project. (F) February

kVP' CHASE A CROOKED SHADOW—Warn-
ers: Anne Baxter enjoys a richly emotional role

in a shrewdly made mystery. As a diamond heiress,

she’s tormented by Richard Todd, stranger who
pretends to be her brother. (F) April

k^k^k^^ COWBOY — Columbia, Technicolor:

Splendidly realistic picture of a cowboy’s life in

tbe old days, with Jack Lemmon as the tender-

foot on a drive headed by Glenn Ford. (F) April

Wy DAMN CITIZEN!—U-I: Brisk, fact-based

melodrama sets Keith Andes to work smashing

rackets in Louisiana. Threats are aimed at wife

Maggie Hayes and children. (A) April

V'V'V'V' FAREWELL TO ARMS, A—20th:

CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: Jennifer Jones and

Rock Hudson are the lovers in an honest, intimate,

impressive version of Hemingway’s classic about

World War I in Italy. (A) March

yVV LADY TAKES A FLYER, THE—U-I;

CinemaScope. Eastman Color: Affable romantic

comedy finds Lana Turner and Jeff Chandler look-

ing decorative as married partners in a flying

ferry service. He's too footloose for her. (F) April

/VW TEACHER’S PET—Paramount, Vista-

Vision: Doris Day and Clark Gable are an en-

gaging love-comedy team in a movie that backs up

its foolery with good sense. Newspaper vet Gable

has contempt for book-lamin’—but a case on

Doris, spirited journalism teacher. (F) April
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SPORTS GIRDLE KEEPS YOU IN BEAUTIFUL FORM • • •'

whatever form your special fun takes! And it’s

such a comfortable way to be beautiful on the

beach, trim on the tennis court, sliver-slim when

you bowl! Kleinerts pantie girdle is made of

pure natural rubber. It’s velvet-textured outside

and skin-side... never feels sticky. It’s perforated

to let your skin “breathe”; has a non-roll top. It

slims you the second you slip it on... yet gives

you “no-girdle” freedom! Pink or white; small,

medium and large. About $2.50. p
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PERIODIC PAIN
Midol acts three ways to bring

relief from menstrual suffering.

It relieves cramps, eases head-

ache and it chases the “blues”.

Sally now takes Midol at the y
first sign of menstrual distress.S

Simplicity Printed Patterns may be purchased at local stores everywhere.

Perfect for Proms

,

Parties, Wedding Promises

We’ve had so many requests from you for

a “devine dress to say ‘I do’ in,” and “a

dreamy dress to dance in,” that we looked

for a perfect design—for both. And here it

is (on Margaret O’Brien, dancing above

with Bob Allen), so you can start sewing!

It’s easy to make (SIMPLICITY PAT-

TERN NUMBER 1910. 35<0 in white em-

broidered organdy, like Margaret’s dress,

or. if you prefer, cotton chiffon or lace. But

whatever the fabric, it’ll be a dream. And
so will you. Junior misses’ size 13 takes

6 yds, of 36 inch fabric without nap.
24



PAT
WAYNE
following

the

great

Wayne
tradition

is

sensational

in his

first

starring

role!

WHEN THE
VIOLENT YOUNG LAND
WAS HELD TOGETHER
BY THE COURAGE OF

A TEEN-AGE
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From the Producer of that multiple award winner “The Searchers”
“Aa I T VUIM1NC UtINI'IIO

WAYNECRAIG-HOPPERO’HERLIHY
wilh Roberto de la Madrid •Clill Ketchum • Ken Curtis* Pedro Gonralcs Gonzales • Screenplay by NORMAN SHANNON HALL

llrected

by

Produced

by

directors oi rnotograpny

WINTON C. H0CH.A.S.C.- HENRY SHARP, A.S.C.

COMING SOON TO YOUR
FAVORITE THEATRE!
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Will this be you...when

others are having fun?

Playing "stay-away” when others are

literally "in the swim” of summer ac-

tivity? If that’s the kind of summer you
want, you might as well cross off just

about 15 days from the calendar right

now! Why, you’ll be losing as much as

a vacation’s worth of fun— just because

of time-of-the-month!

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

Why should you sit it out when you
can enjoy the freedom of Tampax® internal

sanitary protection! Imagine how
wonderful it is to have done
with the belt-pin-pad problem

—

to be so cool and comfortable

you’re hardly aware of wearing

a protection! Tampax is so easy to insert,

change, dispose of—takes only seconds.

Odor can’t form. There’s nothing like

the comfort and daintiness of Tampax

—

particularly on hot, humid days!

There’s just no reason to put up with

worries and discomforts a month longer!

Change to Tampax now—and have fun

all summer long! Choose from Regular,

Super and Junior absorbencies wher-
ever drug products are sold. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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Dear Mrs. Todd:

You don’t know just how very sorry I

am for your great loss. Mike Todd was a

favorite of mine. Even though I am a teen-

ager and this letter won't mean much. I

do know how you feel. Just when you had
found a husband who would give you honor,

love, all the treasures of love and a beau-

tiful baby—this tragedy happened. It’s easy

to say this, but to do it may be hard:

You have not lost him for he will be

with you always. Be brave and God will

help you and take care of your husband.

God must have needed your husband great-

ly or this would not have happened.
God Bless you and your children.

Carolyn Roland
Nottingham, Pa.

The sudden death of Mike Todd, fabled

showman, occurred in a manner as spec-

tacular as his life. Perishing in a crash of

his private plane in a New Mexico storm,

the absence of the producer leaves a great

emptiness.

Never will we know of another man who
so aptly filled “a place in the sun.”

Anthony Giannone
New York, N. Y.

Mike Todd made the world a livelier

place. He had the courage to build im-

possible dreams and rush to meet them.

Carol Ann Ascolie
Newark, N. J.

It was a real shock to learn that Mike
Todd was killed in an airplane accident.

While he was here for the “Raintree
County” premiere with his lovely wife,

Elizabeth Taylor, I got to see them. They
were so happy together. I can still re-

member him clowning around. He was
liked and loved by everyone.

His fan,

Brenda Sims
Louisville, Ky.

“Mike Todd was a showman on and off

stage ; on and off screen. He had no pri-

vate life and he wanted none.” This has
been written frequently and uttered often

since his death. On the occasions we had
to talk to Mike Todd, we found this was
not completely true.

“On my marriage. 1 wont go into the

intimate details,” he said. “Our private

life is our own. We're like the couple next

door. We don’t want to air our intimate

feelings in public. If you want to know how
l feel about Liz—I love her—and I don’t

care how often that’s printed. But for the

rest—what we eat for breakfast—marriage
is a private matter between two people—

-

us.”

Now the idyll is ended and the terrible

feeling of loss is not Elizabeth’s alone. 1

From the many letters , wires and phone
calls you have sent to Liz through our '

office, we know that you, too. share it. Liz
]

wishes you to know that she would like
1

to answer all your notes of sympathy per-

sonally, but there have been so many she
simply can’t. She hopes you’ll understand.
—Ed.'

Movie Stars Are Fans, Too!

May I take this opportunity to thank you
as well as the staff of Photoplay magazine
for the wonderful article written by Louis
Pollock on me in the March issue of Photo-
play. I am sure you will be surprised to

learn that this is the first major fan maga-
zine piece on me that I can recall in the

past twelve years, and needless to say it is

deeply appreciated.

I am currently working with Tom Ewell
at 20th Century-Fox in “A Nice Little

Bank That Should Be Robbed,” and we
are all looking forward to returning to

M-G-M to make “Andy Hardy Comes
Home” starting around May 1st.

Hope this finds you enjoying the best of

health, and thanks once again.

Mickey Rooney

Dear Evelyn

:

I haven't had a quiet moment to talk

to you and thank you for your very nice

letter and to tell you how grateful I am
for everything that Photoplay has done
for me. It was a wonderful day. I trulv

couldn't be more thrilled at receiving the

Gold Medal!
Again many, many thanks.

Dehorah Kerr
Pacific Palisades, Calif.

“Imitation General” is finished and now
we go to Mammoth Park to ski.

Loads of love, and thank all Photoplay
readers for my Photoplay Award!

Taina (Elc)
Hollywood, Calif.

Is it true that Bob Evans, who was so

very good in “The Sun Also Rises,” is per-

manently retiring from the movies?
Mary Kendrick
Fort Worth, Texas

We phoned Bob for his answer and this

is it: “If you’d called me yesterday, I

wouldn’t have known exactly what to say

but now I do! My studio, 20th, has just

offered me the leading role in “Rope Law,”
a remake of “Kiss of Death.” I’m to play

the role of the killer that started Dick Wid-

mark on his starring career. ‘Happy about
it?’ You just don’t know—it’s a dream
come true! You know, I’ve always wanted
to play a gangster part. ‘Am I glad note

that I waited ?’ As a matter of fact, yes.

That’s what I’ve been doing the past eight

months, waiting for the right part—one
notch better than my last. I was offered—
I guess around seven or eight movie roles

in that time but none of them seemed just

right. I didn’t go hungry, fortunately, be-

cause of my other business activities. So
please reassure Miss Kendrick I’m not leav-

ing movies and I’d like to take this oppor-

tunity to thank readers of Photoplay for

voting me a Photoplay Plaque this year.

It’s my first award and it’s going to stay

very close to my heart—always. Photo-

play and its readers have been my biggest

boosters and 1 honestly believe that if it

hadn’t been for you all, 1 wouldn’t have

these new and wonderful opportunities

opening up for me.”—Ed.
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Completely new drug combination! Available without doctor's prescription for

NO-DIET REDUCING
with New Reducing Drug For Fat People

!

Causes Your Body To Lose Weight The Fastest Acting Way!
It's Safe... Automatic!

You Pay Nothing If You're Not Satisfied With Your Weight

Loss ... As Much As 6 Lbs. in 3 Days, 10 Lbs. the First Week!

No food restrictions, no special eating,

no giving up the kinds of food you like.

New Reducing Drug acts directly on

cause of overweight!

After years of medical research, we can

now release it for the first time—an amaz-
ing new, fast-acting no-diet reducing
drug for fat people ! If you’re normally

healthy, you can now lose as much as

necessary to look your slim self again

without constant hunger pangs... without

cruel diets . . . even without giving up all

your favorite foods ! Yes ! You must actu-

ally lose as much as 6 lbs. in 3 days, 10 lbs.

the first week— or you don’t pay a cent!

WHY IT MUST WORK FOR YOU

NO MATTER WHAT YOU HAVE TRIED!

Unless you have a Super Will Power, you
can never reduce to your satisfaction with

ordinary reducing methods. You probably
know from your own experience how diffi-

cult, almost impossible it is to reduce with

just fad diets, hunger strikes, laxatives, ex-

ercise, steam baths, massage . . . so-called

reducing candies, cookies, powders and
bulk-producing pills. Doctors know that

the one sure way to lose weight is to

reduce caloric intake ... to eat less. They
often prescribe drugs for this purpose —
and now, at last, they’ve found a no-diet
REDUCING DRUG FOR FAT PEOPLE, safe

enough to be used without prescription!

3-WAY ACTION LETS YOU LOSE

POUND AFTER POUND AFTER POUND!

Regimen Tablets are a combination of

safe, proven reducing drugs—the only one
of its kind available anywhere. Aspirin-

size and easy to take. Regimen Tablets
contain no bulk-producing ingredients, do
not irritate your stomach, and work 3

amazing ways for fast, easy weight-loss.

1. They suppress your appetite; you eat

what you like, but even tasty deli-

cacies shouldn’t tempt you to over-

stuff yourself.

2. They force you to lose weight auto-

matically by removing “fluid weight”.

You lose pound after pound fast!

3. They work quickly ...start traveling

thru your blood stream in less than

a minute . . . and you lose the tre-

mendous urge to eat! No Super
Will Power! you eat what the
FAMILY EATS WHEN THEY EAT— THE
SAME DELICIOUS FOODS AS ALWAYS—
BUT YOU JUST DON’T WANT TO EAT
AS MUCH! YOU FEEL FULL, COM-
PLETELY SATISFIED ON FAR LESS

THAN YOUR NORMAL INTAKE — YET
YOU LOSE WEIGHT FASTER AND
EASIER THAN YOU DREAMED POSSIBLE!

GUARANTEED*

There’s never been anything like Regimen
Tablets— so start reducing this safe, sure

way today. Get rid of excess weight if you
want to live longer. You may not lose as

much weight as Mr. Morris but we guar-
antee you this: you must be delighted

with your weight-loss— as much as 6 lbs.

in 3 days, 10 lbs. the first week— or your
money back! Taken as directed, Regimen
Tablets are absolutely safe, harmless to

lungs, kidneys, other vital organs. Get
Regimen Tablets for No-Diet Reducing
today!

CLINICAL TEST PROVES
“NO-DIET REDUCING’’

A leading medical specialist put one
group of people on a restricted 1000

calorie-a-day diet while another group
ate without food restrictions. Both
groups took Regimen Tablets daily.

In just 6 weeks, the “No-Diet" group
had actually lost more weight than

the 1000 calorie-a-day group!

This is documented clinical evidence

that with Regimen Tablets you can
actually eat what you want and still

lose weight!

"I lost 28 lbs. in 28 days*

TAKING REGIMEN TABLETS
WITHOUT ANY DIETING

. . . and never felt better in my life!”

says
Lester Morris,
TV Personality

“I tried ordinary reducing methods for

years — diets, laxatives, candies, pills, ex-

ercises, steam baths — nothing worked.
Then I discovered Regimen Tablets. I

lost 9 lbs. in 3 days, 12 lbs. the first week,
and 28 lbs. in 28 days! Without dieting!

Without will power! I ate the same foods
as always; I just couldn’t eat as much!
Yet I felt full all the time — and the fat

just melted away!”

^.1*0 F *"’

,V • •" * ,

A notarized doctor's report,

filed with this publication, con- £ *JVl> c

firms Mr. Morris’ weight loss.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
Don’t be confused by imitation products that contain only

ONE of the three drugs found in REGIMEN TABLETS. Reduc-

ing experts say you need ALL THREE drugs to really lose

weight without dieting. REGIMEN TABLETS is the first and

only reducing product of its Kind in the world that contains

all three safe, completely effective wonder drugs to per-

form every Known function for No-Diet reducing. Get

REGIMEN TABLETS -and only REGIMEN TABLETS - and be

sure of reducing quickly and safely — without dieting.

Regimen -Tablets

You eat what the family eats

—when they eat!

No dieting— no starving— no un-

appetizing foods, when you take

Regimen Tablets. You eat nor-

mally with the rest of the family

—but you simply don’t want to eat

as much. Your weight comes down
from the very first day! Pounds
and inches disappear!

10-day supply,

only $3

20-day supply,

only $5

(You save

$ 1 .00 )

Available At All Drug

Stores. If your druggist is sold

out, he can supply you in 24 hours.

REGIMEN TABLETS, another fine product of the Drug Research Corporation, sole

distributors of Super Sustamin 2-12 for the relief of Arthritis-Rheumatism pains.
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Now you can wear shorts

and slacks ... and still be

demurely attractive and
j-J

completely feminine. It's the
'

subtle strategy of “Viva!”.

A completely new idea in

Pantie-Girdles styled in the
>|||

knowing Italian way by

Emilio Pucci. See how much nicer

you’ll look in shorts and

slacks with "Viva!”.

At fine stores everywhere.

“Viva!" Pantie-Girdle No. 7 (just one

of many new “Viva!” designs). "You-

shaped” back styling in Dacron-
cotton lifts and holds you to a

beautiful new line in heavenly com-

fort. Nylon powernet with front panel,

one inch waistband. Misses' Dress

sizes 8 to 16 . $8 .95 . Shown with “Holi-

day" Bra No. 597. Beautifully bared

in back, daring plunge in front. Sizes

32A to 36C. $5.00

THE FORMFIT COMPANY * CHICAGO • NEW YORK - CANADIAN PUNT, TO!

SPORTS ENSEMBLE BY GRETA PLATTRY
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continued

I just loved the Photoplay Gold Medal
Awards on Steve Allen’s TV show. There
were so many wonderful newcomers during
1957, it was nice to see them get the pub-
lic recognition they deserve. I’m sure they
appreciated the boost Photoplay and its

readers have given them.

Jane Felix
San Francisco, Calif.

They certainly did appreciate it, Jane,
but the gratitude should be on our side.

A nicer, more cooperative group of stars,

we’ve never met .—Ed.

Which Was Which?

In your March issue, you had a picture

of Kim Novak and her “look-alike”, Char-
lene Chase. However, you did not say

which was which. My sister and I think

Miss Novak was on the right, but my
mother and father think she was on the

left. Could you please help us?
Rita Wedemeyek
Elmont, N. Y.

In answer to many requests, Charlene
was on the left, Kim on the right.—Ed.

Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York.
We regret that we are unable to return or reply

to any letters not published in this column. If

you want to start a fan club or write to favorite

stars, address them at their studios .

—

Ed.

“Thank you so much!” read Dolores

Hart's note. Here is her oivn sketch

of herself winning Photoplay Plaque
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Too Young to Marry?

In “Peyton Place” the picture of Lana
Turner’s unwed husband was that of Ken
Scott. I would like to know if that picture

was taken with his consent, since he is

only twenty-nine now and at the time Diane
Varsi was born he would have been eleven
years old. Lana Turner must have been
nineteen and I doubt she would have an
affair with an eleven-year-old boy. I wish
this fact were made known because the
error ruined this fine picture for me.

Jack Weiss
Roxbury, Mass.

As is common, Ken Scott's contract stipu-

lates his likeness can be used whenever his

studio wishes; therefore his brief appear-
ance in “Peyton Place.” Besides, the story
led us to believe Lana hadn’t seen Ken for
many years; this is probably the reason for
the youthful picture.—Ed.

Forgotten Men (and Women)

I don’t think enough credit is being
given to the men (and women) behind the
screen. . . .

Recently I wrote to Mr. Ben Bard, new
Talent Director at 20th. I told him I

wanted information on what he looks for
when he’s scouting new talent, etc. I got a
prompt answer and it was a very nice letter.

I know that a man in his profession is very
busy, yet he answered my letter. It’s people
like Mr. Bard that keep show business go-

ing.

Every one praises the actors, but it seems
that they forget the producers, directors,

choreographers, etc. Don’t get me wrong,
I like actors, but let’s hear about the other
people involved in the production of a

picture.

Gay Eccen
Hopkins, Minn.

Take a look at this issue’s story on U-I’s

“A Time to Love and a Time to Die.”—Ed.

Good Fellow

I want to thank you for that very beauti-

ful painting of “our boy” Elvis in a recent

issue. It’s simply great! I personally bought
six copies of Photoplay so I would have a

picture for each of my five scrap books and
I had one framed in a beautiful frame for

my living room.
I wish we could tell Mary De Nunzio how

much we appreciate the wonderful painting

she gave us. If you are in touch with her,

please give her the thanks of one of El’s

fan club representatives, won’t you?
I wish some of his detractors knew more

about some of the fine things he does for

others. For instance, recently he do-

nated $1,000 to the Good Fellows Club of

Memphis. He also gave presents and toys

to the poor children entertained by the

Club. El told them that just seven years

ago he stood in that line and they made his

Christmas for him. He said he wouldn’t feel

right if he didn’t help them now that he

could. He also donated $1,000 to the Humes
High School, his alma mater, for the E. L.

Clump Charity for the Blind and donated
$900 for uniforms to the boys in the school.

He also gave $1,000 to the March of Dimes
and not long ago sent a trunkful of

his famous Teddy bears to New York to be

auctioned, the proceeds to be turned over

to the Infantile Paralysis Foundation. Fi-

nally, we also know he gave each member
of his combo $1,000 as a Christmas bonus.

Pat
Seattle, Wash.

continued

The glamorous, natural-looking colortones of

your Noreen-rinsed hair will win admiring

glances. Whatever you do, wherever you are

... at work, at play or at formal affairs . .

.

you know your hair always looks lovely.

That’s the beauty of a Noreen Color Rinse;

surely, yet subtly, it accents your natural

hair coloring, blending in unwanted drab streaks

and stray gray. Noreen color is easy to apply,

takes just a few minutes, and your hair stays

color-right ’til next shampoo. Today, introduce

gleaming new colortones, new sheen and

beauty into your hair. Several of Noreen’s

14 temporary rinses are right for you.

Send for literature and free sample offer.

Noreen 450 Lincoln St. Denver 9, Colo. Dept. J-1,
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God’s Special Project

God took a lonely lad

From Memphis, Tennessee
He turned him into something great,

For all the world to see.

His face is smooth
His eyes are blue

His hair is black,

With side burns, too.

His folks were poor
But their hearts were stout

So he prayed to God
To help him out.

He prayed so hard
Day after day.

Then,—fame and fortune

Came his way.

God made him sing

God made him play,

God made this boy
What he is today.

He brings us songs

And movies, too.

Like “Jailhouse Rock”
And “Loving You.”

He has a prize possession

Along with his great art.

A magnificent obsession,

This prize is called a “heart.”

He’s always willing

To lend a hand.

And help other people

However he can.

Critics sneer and laugh
About his singing style.

But ask a teenager and she’ll tell you
It’s here to stay for quite a while.

It’s easy to criticize,

And feel that you have won.
But, how would you feel if you were

the parents,

And this boy was your son??

Movie Ideas

What with all these great “remakes” be-

ing turned out in Hollywood, how about
another “Wuthering Heights”? If you re-

call, Laurence Olivier and Merle Oberon
were the ill-fated lovers in this classic tale

of love, vengeance and desire. But in these

days when producers have the advantage of

wide-screen, super-color and the fine music
of, say, Miklos Rosza, why not make it

again? Combine all these adantages with
Edmund Purdom and Liz Taylor in the

leads and you have the greatest of the great

motion pictures of history. Mighty big

words, but do you dare disagree?

John Bloodcood
River Grove, 111.

Having read that W. H. Hudson’s novel

“Green Mansions” is to be made into a

movie, I believe that it can be made into

much more than just another jungle movie.

I believe that Boris Karloff should play

the jungle dweller, Nuflo, while John Derek
would do well as Abel Argensola. The youth
and beauty of Luana Patten make her the

ideal choice to play Rima, the bird girl.

The choice of a director, I believe, is

important, and the director who could be
most depended on to bring the poignant
beauty of the story to the screen is Delmar
Daves.

Arthur Stockman
Longmont, Colo.

Sorry, Arthur, but M-G-M, who owns the

movie rights to “Green Mansions ," has dif-

ferent casting ideas. As of now, Audrey
Hepburn is set to play Rima, they're hop-

ing to get Tony Perkins for Abel and
Audrey s husband, Mel Ferrer will direct.

—Ed.

Why, Oh, Why . . .

Don’t they make some more “Franken-
stein” movies? (we used to enjoy them so

much) . . . see that Dean Stockwell could
easily be the new Rock Hudson or Bogart.

. . . Russ Tamblyn the new Alan Ladd. . . .

Tony Perkins the new Cooper or Stewart.

Carl Tubb
Louisville, Ky.

Pat on our Back

My thanks to you and your magazine
It's one of the finest I’ve ever seen.

Some movie magazines are just a bluff,

They print a lot of untrue stuff.

I know I can always depend on you
To get good stories and facts that are true.

“Brief Reviews” are a valuable key
In helping select the movies I see.

You blame him for delinquency
And he doesn’t smoke or drink,

So please be wise and otherwise

Before you accuse, stop and think.

And though people talk.

He doesn’t object.

For in his heart he’ll always know,
That he is “God’s Special Project.”

The gossip columns are really neat

And your colored pictures can’t be beat.

To sum it up—yours is the greatest;

All your articles the very latest.

I’ll be looking forward to more good reading

In your magazine that's really leading.

So, thanks again, Photoplay—
I guess that’s all I’ve got to say.

Joanne Wilber
Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Mary Goebel (age 15)

Cincinnati, Ohio

Audie Murphy’s unexpected visit to his

sister surprised an Oklahoma reader

Embarrassing Moments

Late one night, last November, my bro-

ther-in-law found himself in an embar-
rassing position but not so, after awhile.

He was just preparing for bed when his

next-door neighbor called him to her tele-

phone. In a haste he pulled on his trous-

ers and tramped next door in his bare

feet. (He did not have a telephone). On
entering her living room, he saw that she

had company, a young man he recognized

instantly. It was too late to back out the

door, so in he tramped bare feet and all.

The young man was already prepared for

the night on the couch. My brother-in-law

was really floored but after the introduction

he found to his surprise that the young man
was just as dishevelled as he was and not

embarrassed a bit and he was also very
friendly to boot! The young man? Audie
Murphy of course. He was visiting his old-

est sister, Mrs. Poland Burns of Grand
Prairie, Texas.

Mary Blalock
Ardmore, Okla.

Dreamy Boris

I just read “Horrors! They’re Bark.” It

was just wonderful, especially that dreamy
picture of Boris Karloff (ugh!) as Frank-
enstein.

Douc Reeves
Klamath Falls, Ore.

“Assinine Idea”

Having noticed the letter from “A Read-
er, Kingsport, Tenn.,” I hasten to raise my
voice in horrified protest against such an
assinine idea as the remaking of “Gone
with the Wind.”
Of all the bird-brained notions, this one

surely takes the prize.

“Another Reader”
San Fransico Calif.

Now we know how the Civil War got

started! Though fiercely divided, the anti-

remake reader group's ahead.—Ed.
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lou Have to be downright oaring to risK this temptress pink; like a bolt of pink fire it threatens

to ignite all who come too near! Teasing, tantalizing, tempting . .
.
your lips never before looked so

promising. And always, this new lipstick lives up to its promise— to color your lips with

scandalous gleaming satin finish that clings for hours . . ^smoothes every second, only 494

new Satin Finish lipstick by

MBs



ERIN O'BRIEN co-starring in “GIRL ON THE RUN”
A WARNER BROS. PRODUCTION

“ ... so gentle, so mild . .

.

all those lovely pastels, white too

...and the way it softens your skin...”

THAT’S THE BEAUTY
OF LUXThose are lovely Erin O’Brien’s

own words—on the subject of Lux.

As a native of Hollywood, Miss

O’Brien has used Lux for years.

But naturally gentle Lux, with its

rich Cosmetic lather, can do as

much for you as it does for her!

The Lux fragrance is special,

too—a blend of several costly per-

fumes. And both complexion and

bath-size Lux now come in four

pastels and white.

Used by more beautiful women
all over the world than any other

soap, Lux is the proven beauty

care. Lever Brothers uncondition-

ally guarantees complete satisfac-

tion with Lux or money back.

9 out of lO Hollywood Stars depend on Lux



GOODBYE, MY

I EXCLUSIVE 1

LOVE
In a last, tragic journey, Elizabeth Taylor keeps a sacred vow

she made to Michael Todd: “Whither thou goest, I will go . .
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MIKE TODD

DIES IN CRASH

A crash, a blinding explosion,

and then darkness shut out

the light of Liz’ happiness

V

Ohe sat in the bedroom, a small figure with hands lying

^ listlessly in her lap, face white as chalk, eyes swollen

with weeping, staring vacantly, seeing nothing.

Across the room, her close friend, Helen Rose, top

costume designer of M-G-M studios, was busy packing

clothing into a small overnight case.

Helen picked up a wisp of black and stood with it in

her hand, trembling, turning quickly so that the still

figure in the room could not see her stifled sobbing.

“I fixed her wedding veil, and her gown, when she

was a bride of eighteen. Elizabeth Taylor, the Girl Who
Has Everything, they called her,” Helen remembered.

“.
. . and when she walked down the aisle to marry Nicky

Hilton, she was so lovely, so full of joy and trust in the

goodness of life. How strange life is. You wonder: She

has so much—yet so little. How? Why did this happen?”

The figure in the easy chair stirred slightly, and a voice

came, slowly, as if from a great distance. “Is it time for

me to get dressed, Helen?”

Helen dabbed at her eyes quickly, turned and forced

a smile. “No, dear. Just try to rest. Could you eat some-

thing? A cup of broth, perhaps?”

“No, thank you,” the voice said weakly. “I can’t. I

just can’t.” Her head fell back against the pillows, and

her eyes closed.

She tried, she tried so hard to understand. But it was

all like some horrible, crazy nightmare . . .

She remembered lying alone in ( Continued on page 73)

Exclusive photos of “The Liz.”

When, ice-laden, it crashed in

the wilderness, carrying Todd,

two pilots, and writer Art Cohn

to their deaths, only two ironic

mementoes were untouched—
a red napkin tvith “The Liz

”

embroidered, part of a book,

“The World’s Great Religions
”



“Mike loved the children so much,” said Liz, “and they loved him” Baby Liza is too young to under-

stand, but for little Mike and Chris Wilding, to whom he was as devoted as their own father, it will be hard

Her last goodbye. Supported by her physician. Dr. Rexford Kennamer, left, and her

brother Howard, Liz is half-carried to grave. Her last words: “I love you, Mike”

35
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I9m for re

YV/hen people started asking, “Is Dody Goodman for

” real?”—well, I didn’t know what to make of it!

Nobody’d ever asked that before I was on the Jack Paar

show.

1 usually say, “Well, as far as I know I’m for real.” But

I can tell people never seem satisfied. Just when I’ve

forgotten about it, they ask me again.

My mother read some newspaper stories and she called

me all the way from Columbus, Ohio : “Dody, why do they

keep asking are you for real? What are you doing down

there in New York?”

And I said, “I’m acting just like always.”

I can remember when we used to live on Summit Street

in Columbus, there was this other family of Goodmans in

town, and one day somebody phoned them by mistake

and they said, “Oh no—you don’t want us. You mean the

crazy Goodmans up on Summit Street.”

Well, maybe not my father so much, he’s pretty prac-

tical. But all the rest of us—my mother, sister, brother,

grandpa and me—we never, you know, conformed to any

sort of set pattern. Like—well, my parents have always

gotten up real early, like around five or six while it’s still

dark, and one time Mama heard*—well, a noise across the

street is what it was, and she looked at the clock and she

said, “Oh heavens, it’s so late—you know that, uh, those

people across the street are going to work already and

we’re still sleeping.”

So she got up and she woke the baby up, my little

nephew Johnny, she got him up and washed and down
in the kitchen, and she got my father up and she started

fixing breakfast. She stirred up a big batch of pancakes,

and my father came down and they were all eating pan-

cakes, and little Johnny was—he couldn ’t wake up good,

and he was sort of crying, and she was stuffing pancakes

in his mouth, and my father just happened to look at his

watch, and he said, “Is that right? My watch must have

stopped. It’s only one o’clock.”

And Mama said, “Oh, it must have stopped.” So they

investigated thoroughly and it was only one o’clock.

They’d only been in bed a couple of hours, and the people

across the street were just coming home from a party.

See, what it was—she looked at the clock wrong. It prob-

ably said 12:30 and she thought it said 6:00.

Some of the critics have referred to my humor as sort

of vague and scatter-brained. So—well, I don't deny it

but I sure come honestly by it. Like once when I w'as

seventeen I did a split—on a dare—right in the lobby of

a big hotel. It was—well, it’s called the Deshler-Hilton

now. When my mother heard about it, all she said was,

“What! In that new evening dress!”

Papa always said we were spoiled, and I guess maybe

we were. Like nobody did a thing to my brother Dexter

when he smashed up the family car. It wasn’t his fault,

but you’d have thought they’d have said, “For goodness

sakes, watch it,” or something. I suppose it explains some

of the other things he’s done, too, like taking a taxi all the

way from Indianapolis to Columbus (around 175 miles,

I think), when he got discharged from the Army. And
my sister Rose eloped twice.

And as for Mama—well, she gave a party for me about

a year ago when I was home on vacation and she was

so excited she hardly saw anybody ! She was going around

madly introducing herself to everybody, and she went up

to this young man and she said, “How do you do. I’m

Dody’s mother.”

And he said, “Yes, I know. I’m her brother.” Sure

enough, it was Dexter. See what I mean ? I mean nobody

in their right minds would think of us as an average

family. But we always had fun.

Papa—his name is Dexter like my brother’s—was an

executive with Gallagher’s Cigar Manufacturing Company
in Columbus, and for most of our lives we lived in this

two-story—well—white frame house is what it was. We
had front porches, and we had ( Continued on page 82)

by DODY GOODMAN



Enjoy a “PARIS HOLIDAY” too—
see Anita and Bob Hope in the U-A. film



STOP When Anita Ekherg walked

into a room, all heads turned in her

direction. The men saw a magnificent creature in

a clinging, low-cut gown, a statuesque ideal of

womanhood, and sighed appreciatively

.

All except Anita's husband, Anthony Steel. He saw red . . .

CAUTION It seemed like a good idea when

Tony neglected his career to be with her. He was a big

success in British films, she was just

a newcomer. But as her star rose, Tony's

languished. He said he had no regrets. But

could he really mean it?

Or would the cost of loving be too high?

GO They left the crowds, and stares,

and screaming headlines when they stole away

to a small deserted cafe. There, holding hands

over a candlelit table, they could lose themselves

in the lovely magic of the Paris night

and forget all their troubles, for a while . .

Conitimed on page 77

danger

signals

in

love



Is Dean Stockwell really an un-

happy, mixed-up hoy? Is he

stubborn, mean, hard to know?

One person who knows—and
tells—is pretty Ina Balin, a

young actress whose frequent

dates with Dean have given her

an intimate insight few have had

by GEORGE CHRISTY

Not since the late James Dean—with whom he is often

compared—has a young man appeared who aroused the

hot controversy that rages around Dean Stockwell. Like

Jimmy Dean, he is accused of being filled with bitterness,

unrest and conceit. How true are these rumors? How
fair? In justice to this very talented young man, Photoplay

feels this situation should be exposed. We have frankly

confronted those who know Dean best—his close friends,

the girls he dates—and Dean himself with these rumors.

Here are their startling—and very revealing—replies:

RUMOR Is it true that Dean is a hard

guy to get to know, that he

hates meeting people, that he withdraws from them com-

pletely and resents any invasion of privacy?

rw1W»WinpWM (From Roddy McDowall,
R R™ R RR Dean’s good friend and his

co-star in the Broadway hit, “Compulsion”) Yes, it’s true

that Dean is withdrawn and doesn’t meet people easily.

But you want to know why? Because he’s painstakingly

honest. That makes it difficult for him to mix in chichi

company. Dean withdraws because he likes to size up

people first. He puts out his antenna, you might say, to

see what they’re like before he can talk.

RUMOR But some chalk up this atti-

tude to conceit. They say that

Dean won’t mix with people because he feels intellectually

superior to them, and has no patience with anyone who
isn’t as intelligent as he is. After all, Dean was a prodigy

as a child actor, and isn’t it possible that this has made

him feel superior to others?

|l¥Tr|^ l| ^ (From Roddy) Nonsense! It’s

R R® RJ R RR- a fact that Dean can’t make

small talk. It bores him. A lot of people press him for

little details about his life, and he shuts up like a clam.

But it’s not out of conceit—he just isn’t the kind of guy

who shoots off his mouth about every little thing he’s

ever done. As for that child star stuff, I first saw Dean

when he was about eight or nine years old (I was sixteen

at the time). He was in the studio commissary having

lunch. Was he putting on the star act? Not much! He
was trying to devour a comic book before he was taken

back to the set. He’s still the same way—he regards acting

as a
j
ob to be done. The thing about Dean is that he won’t

say anything he doesn’t believe in. Once a TV commen-

tator wanted him to say some things about the boy killers

in “Compulsion” he didn’t believe. Dean absolutely re-

fused, and all her badgering wouldn’t budge him.

RUMOR Dean is pictured, in general,

as a person who is stubborn

as the proverbial mule. What about these stories about

him acting up on the set, talking back to directors, and

always wanting to have everything done his way? Not

only that, but some say that he’s not only stubborn, but

curt and impolite, particularly to his superiors. Some even

go so far as to say he can be downright mean. In particu-

lar, Dean is supposed to have had a real rip-roaring fight

with director Alex Segal, when (Continued on page 80)





by JAMES HOFFMAN

“Poor Pat,” wrote Jerry.

“Four angelic little girls—how dull!”

“Man, has he got it wrong,” retorts Pat

hollywood’s funniest feud is on!

F ook what came in this morning’s mail,” Pat said, pointing^ to a letter he’d just received. “It’s from Jerry—Jerry

Lewis. Listen to what this crazy guy says!” he fumed good-

naturedly to wife Shirley.
“
Pool- Pat, old man!” he read. “Now that Laury’s been

born, you’ve got, four ivonderful children but not a second

baseman in the bunch. You poor guy! You’ll never have

the fun of bandaging cuts made by toad-stickers, putting

splints on legs fractured falling out of apple trees and

removing fishhooks from corduroy britches. No, Pat old

boy. You’re stuck with four soft, sweet-smelling little

females who look at their Daddy with adoring eyes,

bring him his slippers after a hard day’s work, climb up

in his lap and curl around him and tell him how fabulous

it is to be his daughters. Little charmers who go to bed

without terrible fights. How dull, old pal!”

“Dull! !” said Pat, pushing back his breakfast plate so hard

a piece of bacon flew off.

“Thanks, dear,” said Shirley, picking it up gingerly off the

tablecloth.

“Dull . .
.” repeated Pat soberly. “Quiet as mice, he says!

Man, has he got the wrong picture. If I’m lucky, and Linda

hasn’t pattered into my room before seven o’clock, then

Cherry gets me at the breakfast table. Right, Shirl?”

“It certainly is, Honey,” Shirley Boone said, grinning.

“Jerry should only know about our breakfast table ritual.

The way Cherry won’t eat her bacon and eggs, but loves my

bacon and eggs! If he could only see Lin— Just then Lindy.

who had been eating her own bacon (
Continued on page 76)
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EXCLUSIVE! Photoplay snaps the first

picture of the Boone family since the

arrival of little newcomer Laura Gene





'T'wo years ago next month I was graduated

from high school. That summer of 1956 was

a most depressing one for me. I had a scholarship

to Marymount College but I kept thinking, here

I am almost seventeen and where am I? I had

a job making hamburgers in a little eating place

at the Glen-Aire Country Club, a few blocks from

my home, but all the time I was really dreaming

of being an actress. There was a loud speaker

there that played records and all summer long

all I heard was music from “High Society,” which

had just been released. Ever since I’d been in

high school kids had teased me, saying I looked

like Grace Kelly. I could never see it, but every-

one said I did, probably because we both wore

our hair the same way. Anyway, there I’d be,

turning hamburgers while Grace Kelly and Bing

Crosby would come on over the loud speaker.

I’d moan to myself, so I’m just like Grace Kelly,

am I? Hah, at my age she was already in New
York modeling and going to the American Acad-

emy of Dramatic Arts. And here I am making

hamburgers.

Part of the reason I was so discouraged was

because I had tried out for Otto Preminger’s

“Saint Joan,” and lost. It was funny, the summer

before I’d gone to visit my grandparents in Chi-

cago for a few weeks. At the time Mr. Preminger

was conducting a country wide talent search and

some of my friends and I went to a movie show.

In the lobby there were blanks to be filled out

by anyone who wanted to try out. My friends,

for a joke, took a card and filled it in with my
name. Later when I got back to Los Angeles

I got a letter inviting me to a mass audition.

Mass audition was right. Mr. Preminger had

taken over a local theater for the tryouts. The

day I appeared, the whole auditorium was filled

—

filled with tall Saint Joans, short Saint Joans,

fat Saint Joans and (Continued on page 84)
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Yep, and it’s even got an

ice cream bar. . . .

Well, come on over!

It’ll be frantic

^

MOVING !

DAY

W e took Doris Day up on her dare and watched her move. It

was a beautiful day—sunny, and there was, between Doris

and her husband, Marty Melcher, much quipping about its

being “D Day” as we drove over in their car to the new place. Sur-

prisingly, it wasn’t loaded under by clothes and books and such.

“Love those moving men!” laughed Doris. “They planned everything

so well we didn’t have to take a thumbtack with us.”

“I can’t wait to see how much they’ve moved in,” Doris kept re-

peating to Marty. As the car swung into the driveway, the moving

men were already unloading the vans. “Jeepers,” said Doris looking

a little pale. “I hope they don’t drop the new guest-room beds.” She

hopped out of the car and ran' after them.

“Nobody dropped nothin’,” she quipped.

Glassware, china and other items for the kitchen were unpacked

first. And after Marty unwrapped his twentieth cup and saucer he

looked beseechingly at Doris and said, “Wouldn’t it be easier if we

used paper cups?”

And just when the kitclfen began to be more ship-shape, Marty

begged, “I’m hungry.” At 12:30 Mrs. Melcher was sitting on a pack-

ing case in the middle of the living room, munching a jelly sandwich.

“The plumbing whistles,” she suddenly (Continued on page 48)
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“Marty, look what we got!” yelled Doris,

clasping “welcome” rose plant from

friends. “But where’ll it go? No tables!”

“Lucky we didn’t bring any food that would

spoil easily,” she told moving man. Refrig-

erator didn’t come as soon as expected

“Marty,” Doris sighed, “you should never have

let me buy all those new clothes. The extra

closet space I counted on went and vanished”

“Oh, no!” cried Doris, torn between laughter

and tears. “They set up the beds at the wrong

end of the room.” “Never mind,” comforted

Marty, “You’re a strong girl—move ’em back”

47



“
You’ve had it, girl.” Doris said to image

in front door mirror after nearly eight

hours of work. “Quit while you re ahead.”

MOVING DAY
(
continued )

said. “Did Marty tell you? No particular tune—and just when

it feels like it.”

“A house with personality, yet,” Marty Melcher put in.

“Yes, and we loved it the very first time we clapped eyes on it,”

Doris continued between munches. “We drove by once fourteen

months ago when it was still a Spanish-type place, not the way we

wanted it at all then. But we could ‘see’ into what it could be—

-

our dream place.”

“So,” picked up Marty, “we bought it and remodeled ninety

per cent—-inside and out. Its location here in Beverly Hills is

perfect. It’s near Doris’ studio and my office.”

“I’m not so practical,” Doris laughed. “What I love most about

it, it’s always sunny. And the ice cream bar! It’s big enough to

set up in competition with Wil Wright—right, Marty?”

Marty chuckled as he often does—constantly around Doris, it

seems—as she went on. “We both love ice cream and since we

don’t drink, it seemed sensible to be real squares and admit we’d

rather have an ice cream bar than a hard-liquor one. And now

I’ve got my own office-den, something I’ve been dying to have.

It’s hi-fied all over and is painted white with grass-cloth material

on the walls. Marty built my desk. He bought Swedish-modern

chests of drawers and fashioned them into a ‘do-it-yourself’ desk.

But I’m jabbering too much. Up on your feet. There’s loads more

to do.” By five p.m., with slave-driver Day’s help, the dream house

was on the way to being set up and ready for business!



the day
. w

a marriage died

Judy Garland prayed,
•/ *

help me. Please!

”

J
ust look this way, Miss Garland. “Smile, Judy.”

“How about one standing up?” “Raise your

hand and wave. Miss Garland.” “Now sit down

and look in the mirror, Judy.” To her, the voice of

the newspaper and magazine photographers sounded

far away and blurred, as if they were all talking

under water. But Judy Garland looked, smiled, stood,

waved and gazed in the mirror. “One last question,

Miss Garland,” a reporter said. “Are you scared

when you first go on stage?”

“What? . . . I’m sorry. I didn’t hear you,” Judy

said. The reporter repeated the question. “Scared?”

Judy said, “Yes. But as scared as I used to be? Never.

I’ll never be that scared again.”

Judy peered into the mirror, after the boys from

the press had left and felt the old stagefright, not the

new nervousness, take possession of her mind and

body. She was back with Sid, back in his car on

Lookout Mountain, looking down with him at the

lights of Hollywood. That’s when
(
continued

)

by JAE LYLE



Backstage, would it ever be the same without Sid?

It was hard to believe he’d never be there, to fight

her battles, to shield her when he sensed she had

reached the point of exhaustion, to give her the

courage she desperately needed. But no, she must be

the strong one now. What was all the struggle worth,

if it only brought misery? It had to be goodbye . . .

a marriage died
(
continued )

stagefright had first hit her—the churning in the

stomach, the pounding of the heart, the limpness in

the arms and legs, the overwhelming desire to run

and hide. Crazy, that it had first happened not when

she was performing, but when she was sitting next

to Sid in the car, with his strong arm around her,

cradling and protecting her.

They had driven up into the hills to escape a hot

Hollywood night. It was cool in the mountains and

they had chatted and laughed together. Everything

seemed funny. They talked about their first date:

how he had met her at a party and asked her to go

out with him, and how she had refused; how she

had called him a few weeks later, told him she had

tickets to a ballet, which a friend had given her, and

asked if he’d like to go
; how at the ballet he’d fallen

asleep almost immediately and how she’d nudged

him awake, and admitted she was bored, too; how

they’d left and gone to a drugstore for ice cream

sodas and hamburgers.

“Sid,” she said, moving away from him in the

car, “I must tell you something. It’s been on my
conscience for days, ever since we first went out.

Nobody gave me those ballet tickets. I bought them

so that I could get you to take me out.”

“I knew it all the time,” he said. “After all, I’m

handsome, irresistible . .

“You brute!” she said, and kissed him.

“After all,” he said, “I’m not the ballet type. And

you—you’re not either; you’re meant to sing. Seri-

ously, Judy, when are you going to sing again? I

know you’ve been hurt, confused by things—-unhappy.

But it’s time for you to sing again. Not on records,

not on radio, not in pictures—not yet. But on a stage,

in front of people. Maybe in vaudeville. Where you

can feel the audience opening its heart, where they’ll

love you.”

As he talked, stagefright took hold of Judy. She

actually saw the people in the audience. And they

weren’t smiling at her. They were looking at her

without expression on their faces. And no matter

what she did, how hard she tried, they stared at her

like horrible statues.

She shut her eyes to blot out those people and

pressed her hands over her ears to keep out Sid’s

words. Then she sobbed hysterically and clutched

Sid desperately. “I can’t,” she cried, “I can’t, I can’t,

I can’t.”

“You can,” Sid said softly. “You can, you can,

you will.”

Judy turned away from the mirror in her dressing

room and looked over at the couch. There was her

tramp costume, all laid out for her. She put the old

hat on her head, tilted it on the side, and magically

she was carried back in time to April 10, 1951, back

to London with Sid, back to the Palladium on open-

ing night.

She was exhausted. The (Continued on page 91)



How do you tell a child that her parents have decided

to part? Sid wasn't Liza's father, but they were so

close. She ivas only twelve, Lorna was five, and Joe

was only three. They mustn't be hurt. They mustn’t!

Ever since she was a child, she had known the strange

loneliness of an empty theater. But this was different.

Noiv it was her heart that was empty. Her career had

died, to be born again ; could it happen to marriage?
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She had just turned eighteen . Her marriage crashed. She was estranged from her

family. She had little money. She had no job. And she was going to have a baby!

TAiane Varsi walked out of the doctor’s office into the

bright California day. “Result: positive.” How long

had it been since that morning when she left her home

in San Mateo, turning her back on the sick, unhappy life

of her parents, on her own troubled childhood and young

girlhood? She had walked south, determined to break the

ties finally, somewhere to find herself. How long had it

been since the night when the future seemed so full of

promise, the way ahead waiting for her? Then she had

put her hopes on paper: “Each of us has something to

share. Small as it may seem to you—or to others—it is

there for a reason. We may express it in many ways, some

visible, some not. But somewhere, someone will appre-

ciate it and think of it as beautiful.”

The fine thought couldn’t cancel out the simple, physical

fact that confronted her. Diane felt hazy wonderment that

the outside world was unchanged, the sun still shining,

the hills still there above Hollywood, the same mahog-

anied men in sport shirts, blondes in toreador pants.

For her own world was changed. She walked and walked,

and at last she came home to the small apartment and told

her roommate, “I’m going to have a baby.”

“We’d just moved in,” Diane recalls. “We didn’t have

any furniture—just a couple of mattresses and a stove

and a refrigerator and a black cat we’d named Mist.”

And she remembers her girlfriend’s illogical reaction:

“You’re out of your mind, Diane! You cant have a baby.

Your marriage is annulled.”

Now Diane says slowly, “When I was first married, I

wanted a baby so badly. But it didn’t happen then.” It

happened while the two young people were finding they

had almost nothing in common—no communication, no

understanding, no mature love. And Diane discovered it

after she and her equally youthful husband had separated

forever. She had just turned eighteen. “I didn’t know

what to do,” she says, “and I’ve never felt so alone in my
life.” She had cut all family as well as marital ties;

she had no job; she had very little money. She was going

to have a baby. Also, Diane knew, she was quite ill, far

beyond the natural upsets of her condition.

“I was very near a nervous breakdown,” she says, “plus

malnutrition. I hadn’t eaten right for a long time. I

seemed in a state of shock. I was vague about everything,

could only speak in abstract terms. (Continued on page 95)
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Rock around the dock with

PICKCLARK
TYick Clark drained his coffee cup in a gulp

and glanced at his watch. Nine o’clock.

Across the dining room table, his wife, Bar-

bara, smiled. “You have time for another

cup. And a piece of toast. Do eat more,

Dick. You need it.”

He grinned. “Okay, honey.” Barbara was

right, as always. When a guy puts in about

eighty hours a week in the hectic world of

television, personal appearances, and rock

V roll music, he should keep up his strength.

He frowned as he buttered his toast. “You

know, honey, I think I’d better do something

about that nail-biter today . .
.”

His words were drowned out by a joyful

squeal. Young Richard Augustus Clark II,

a hepcat of sixteen months, was having him-

self a ball “dancing” to the music of the hi-fi.

“Look at that, Bobbie,” laughed Dick. “It’s

mostly footpatting and wiggle, but he gets

the beat.”

Dark-haired, blue-eyed Barbara, so calm

and serene that even the combination of an

extra-lively son and an extra-busy husband

doesn’t phase her, had already moved to the

door, with Dick’s coat and briefcase ready.

Dick gave little Dickie a big hug and kiss,

and rushed to the door.

“Will you be home to dinner?” Barbara

asked, as he kissed her goodbye.

“I do have to emcee a record hop at

Lebanon, but that’s only ninety miles. Yes,

you can count on me tonight.”

“It’s the first time this week!” cried Bar-

bara. “I’ll have something special!”

He drove away from the two-story apart-

ment in Drexel Hill, a spacious new devel-

opment of modern row houses on the

western fringe of Philadelphia, a pleasant,

unpretentious neigh- (Continued on page 87)

by ALEX JOYCE
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10:30 A.M. Desk snacks replace

regular meals for Dick, listen-

ing to a host of song pluggers

3:00 P.M. “American Bandstand” is on the air!

Show lasts two-and-a-half hours, about fifty

records spin. Dick says, “kids make it easy

”

5:15 P.M. Teens waylay Dick as

he leaves the studio. A couple

have a problem: Going steady

8:00 P.M. Dick’s wife Barbara

wonders: Should she let little

Dickie stay up to see Daddy?

8:10P.M. Daddy s home! Dickie

goes to bed, but Dick still has

dance to emcee until midnight,

a 180-mile drive both ways. His

day doesn’t end until past two!





T
he day Natalie Wood and Bob

Wagner announced their engage-

ment was the day their privacy

ended. What little privacy they ever

had, that is! Plans were immediately

drawn up for stories, articles and pic-

ture layouts by the dozen, to encom-

pass the couple’s slightest move from

the engagement party right through to

the moment when RJ carried his bride

over the threshold of their honeymoon

suite. And including, of course, Nata-

lie’s burning Bob’s first dinner (that’s

tradition)

.

These were the plans, all right. Only

there was one slight hitch. Mr. and

Mrs. Robert Wagner turned out to be

different—they wanted to be alone.

Plead and cajole as the reporters might,

all requests met deaf ears. The Wagners

were polite but firm. No stories, no pic-

tures; all they asked was the right any

couple might expect—just to be left

alone. A seemingly simple request.

But stories were written anyway.

And it’s because of the fact that Natalie

and RJ have been misquoted—because

misinformation has been prevalent

—

that the Wagners have agreed to do this

true story for the readers of Photoplay.

They want to tell how they feel about

their marriage and why it must be a

private affair.

One of the first questions tossed at

them since their wedding last Decem-

ber 28th was: “Is it possible for two

people who have been in the limelight

so much, ( Continued on page 97)

by MARCIA BORIE



Sometimes we're

silly, sometimes

serious. But

basically, we know

we aren’t

the average couple.

We’d gladly bare our

souls if we thought

one person could be

helped. But our

problems are unique
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How to stay married?

Believe it or not,

while on our honeymoon

we were asked

to write a series on this.

We had to refuse

politely. Now really,

a bride nineteen

years old and her husband

of three days

are hardly experts on

marriage yet! Someday

we may be authorities—
but we don't think

that we are now



learned the best way to break through it

T^he excited six-year-old patted the old piano as if it

were a living thing. He watched with shining dark

eyes as his father tugged and grunted and tried to wedge

it through the front door of the basement flat on San

Francisco’s Post Street.

“Can you get it in, Daddy?” little Johnny Mathis asked

anxiously. “How we goin’ to get it in?”

“Well, son,” his dad finally said, “I guess we’ll just

have to take it apart.” Clem Lorenzo Mathis had paid

twenty-five dollars out of his wages as a painter to get

this second-hand piano for his family, and he was going

to maneuver it inside that flat one way or another. His

young son, raised with affection and care in a neighbor-

hood that was poor yet pleasant and friendly, didn’t

realize that any barrier existed to cut him off from a full

and satisfying life. Clem knew. He imagined the sweet

notes of the piano bringing a bit of richness into his

home. But he could never have imagined that for his

little boy music would become a gentle yet powerful

weapon to smash through all barriers.

Today Johnny Mathis lives in a charming, ten-room,

three-story house high up in the Richmond district of

San Francisco, overlooking Lincoln Park. It’s hand-

somely furnished and carpeted throughout in a soft misty

green. On the living-room wall hangs the gold record

Johnny got from Columbia Records for the first million

copies sold of his “Chances Are.” On the mantel is

Johnny’s big gold key to his (Continued on page 93)
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HE WAS A STAR
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I WAS A FAN

WILL YOU MARRY ME?
“I kept telling myself I wasn't like those fans who get crushes

on movie stars
,
but I was," confesses Pat Hardy.

uFrom the first time I saw him, I never missed a movie

starring Richard Egan, and I'd imagine what it would be

like to date him. Little did I hope I'd ever meet him

let alone marry him. The crazy, wonderful way

it came about still has me asking myself: Is it possible that

all this has really happened to me? But it did!”



W ill I ever get used to being called

“Mrs. Richard Egan”? How
could I?—when I remember the first

time I saw Richard. I was a NewT

York City schoolgirl, on a Saturday

night date with a neighborhood boy.

We went, as usual, to a movie—to see

a picture called “Wicked Woman.”
When a closeup suddenly flashed on

the screen of Richard Egan, 1 nudged

the boy.
“Who is that?” I asked.

“The posters outside say Richard

Egan,” he answered.

After that, I never missed an Egan

movie. I wasn’t really like all the

fans who get crushes on stars, I told

myself. After all, I planned to go in

for acting, too. I simply admired

Richard Egan as an actor. I enjoyed

watching his gestures, mannerisms.

But I found myself approving other

things about Richard besides his act-

ing: his charm, his marvelous phy-

sique. his engaging grin. On a date,

I’d make mental comparisons be-

tween the boy and Richard Egan

;

I’d try to imagine what Richard

would do and say under similar cir-

cumstances.

I was a fan, all right. Now, of

course, Richard is much more than

a shadow to me, more than a good

actor. Most of the time, I see him as

a very real person. But every so often

some incident will recall the days

when I was the fan and he was the

remote star.

One evening early this year, Rich-

ard and I were having dinner in a

restaurant when 1 noticed at the table

next to ours a woman who kept star-

ing at him. I’m sure he never realized

this, but I was certainly aware of her!

Finally, she and the rest of her party

left the table, and about fifteen min-

utes later Richard got a phone call.

Some instinct told me that the woman
who had been staring at him was on

the phone. He was talking seriously.

The curiosity was just too much for

me, so I started for the ladies’ room,

past the phone. As I went by him,

I heard him (Continued on page 89)

by PATRICIA HARDY
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made easy
YYn a bright, sunny day at Malibu Beach (while we were busy photo-

graphing them)
, three fascinatin’ flirts got into a most intriguing con-

versation that went something like this. . . . “It’s a problem that’s been

bothering me for some time,” Molly Bee said, and laughed. Judy Meredith

nodded seriously. (You remember Judy. She and Molly are in U-I’s

“Summer Love.” She’s also Nat Wood’s best friend, who told Bob all about

Natalie in March Photoplay.)

“Me, too,” Barbara Wilson chimed in, “but I have a few solutions.” The

problem they were referring to was flirting.

“I’ve never been too sneaky,” Molly went on. “I’m no good with tricks.

If I want to meet someone, I have to be pretty obvious. Usually, I just

smile and say, ‘Hi, there,’ if I catch a boy looking at me.”

“I do, too,” Judy agreed. “But sometimes he may happen not to look

your way and then you have to put your brain to work. Like the time

I met a boy at a party.”

“What happened?” Barbara’s curiosity was piqued.

“Well, I wanted to get to know him better so when my friend, who knew

how I felt, saw him in our local soda shop one day, she told me where he

was and I went over with her. I sat down in (Continued on page 78 )

(Left) Flirtatious cuties: Molly Bee (sheath, $11.95), Judy Meredith (knit,

$12.95), Barbara Wilson (stripes, $14.95) vied for Ty Hungerford’s atten-

tion. (All suits Marina del Mar; accessories by Kleinert’s.) Who won?
Next day (above) Molly (Sea Nymphs suit, $11) and Ty dated—alone!

y ARE YOU
GOOD FLIRT?

Here’s a flirting quiz, girls. Check

your Yeses and Nos, then turn this

column upside down to see your score.

To attract a man’s eye would you be

willing to:

1 ) Make a real entrance by pretend-

ing to trip when entering a room?

2) Stare at someone till he turned

around and hold the stare till he

smiled ?

3) Adopt a crazy new “trademark”

like wearing many jangling bracelets

or different-colored sneakers?

4) Smile at a boy you don’t know?

5) Greet a new boy gaily at a party

with “Where have we met before?”

6) Wear dark glasses indoors?

7) Carry around a transistor radio

or a music-box compact that plays

every time you open it?

8) Use green, black, silver or gold

nail polish or a different color on each

nail?

9) Have cards with your name and

number printed on them to hand to

a boy you meet at a party?

10) Approach a boy you hardly know

at a party and ask to borrow car fare

in the hope he’ll take you home?

11) Wear an arm in a sling even

though nothing’s really wrong with

it?

12) Compliment a boy the first time

you met him?

13) Say “Want a kiss?” and then

offer candy kisses which you keep in

your purse?

14) Call up a boy in your class who
has not called you before and ask for

an assignment or to borrow his notes?

15) Bring a book to the beach that

has an intriguing title (“For Girls

Only”) ?
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JUNE BEAUTY BONUS

Tt’s not for nothing that perfume, inevitably, gets linked with

romance. U. of California psychologists are now confirming

what most girls have known instinctively for ages: that per-

fume reflects your inner feelings, helps you get your romantic

message across. And, like the seven stars on these pages, all

seven basic perfume types carry an exciting, feminine, enchant-

ing message. For your perfume type, choose the star whose

personality best matches yours. Then buy it (and let what you

know show) ! Which will it be? Single Floral: the scent of

one blossom. Flower Bouquets: several flower notes combined.

Modern Blends: florals with lab-created aromatics. Fruit scents:

warmer, richer than Modern Blends, but similar. Woodsy-

Mossy-Leafy: fresh fragrances, clean and earthy. Spicy: tangy

perfumes with pungent ingredients like ginger, clove, cassia.

Orientals: blending exotic ingredients like musk and sandalwood

with softer floral or woodsy fragrances. The choice is yours.

continued

by HARRIET SEGMAN

Once typed as a ruffly little girl, Jane Powell

has developed great individuality. A col-

lector, with her husband, of modern painting,

she efficiently juggles a many-faceted career.

The fruited scents—warm, rich, distinctive—
are for the girl who lives by heart and head

Glamorous, luxury-loving, an all-girl girl,

Janet Leigh may suddenly go sophisticated

—hair, dress, all the works. If you, too, are

the type that is gifted with diamonds—or

would like to be—then the provocative Ori-

ental scents that suit Janet are for you, too
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Extremely pretty, fun-loving, energetic,

Polly Bergen’s career boomed after she got

married and discovered there were more

important things in life. Sparkling match

for her own sparkle, the sophisticated mod-

ern blends—pace-setting brilliant, witty

A Texan and proud of it, Dorothy Malone

is no clinging vine. Talented, versatile and

a good sport, she can do anything well, has

hordes of friends and more dates than she

knows what to do with. Vibrant as her own

personality are the lively, spicy scents

A cut-up and chatter-box who can talk a blue-streak—and does, Deb-

bie Reynolds is also practical, thrifty, smart as a whip. The girl

who proved that down-to-earth virtues can be tops in charm, she’s

the type for the All-American fragrance favorite—the floral bouquet
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HOW A SMART GIRL USES SCENTS
• First step in using perfume glamorously is

to choose it wisely. The clever girl quickly dis-

covers that the fragrance that reflects her true

personality is the one she herself likes best.

• Because individual body chemistry affects

the scent, she uses the testers provided at cos-

metic counters to “try on” perfume, just as

she tries on her hats, shoes or jewelry.

• Never sniffing directly from the bottle, she

applies it to her skin and waits until the al-

cohol has evaporated before smelling. She tries

no more than three fragrances at one time be-

cause after that the sense of smell is dulled.

• She knows that it takes more than a dab be-

hind each ear to surround herself with a subtle

aura of fragrance that seems to be part of her.

First she sprays or splashes on toilet water, gen-

erously and all over. It forms a base for her

perfume, just as her underthings form a foun-

dation for her clothes. She then adds perfume,

not in one spot, but along her throat, at her

temples, inside her wrists, in the bend of her

elbows—wherever the pulse is close to the

surface. The warmth of her body diffuses the

scent and makes it rise. After dressing, she

sprays her hair, the hem of her dress, the edge

of her sleeves, so that fragrance drifts out un-

expectedly when she moves, If she’s going

dancing, she rubs a drop between her palms.

• Because light scents do not linger as long as

a warm, heavy fragrance, and no perfume can

be expected to last more than four hours, she

carries with her a purse flacon to retouch her

perfume whenever she retouches her lipstick.

Natives of Ohio, where their mother is a

minister, the enchanting McGuire sisters

are alike yet very individual. A single

floral fragrance intriguingly defines the

mood of each—pensive Dorothy, poised

Christine and pert, impetuous Phyllis

Solitary strolls on the beach and writing

poetry are as much a part of Kim Novak’s

life as her lavender fireplace and many
ardent admirers. Woody scents reflect the

complex personality of this girl who

finds strength and courage in nature



MARYLU MINED, COVER GIRL— INTERLUDE, 14.95LOIS LANGLEY, COVER GIRL—SWEET MUSIC, 15.95 SUZY RUEL. COVER G I R L— SCOTT I E, 14.95

marina del mar cover girl swimsuits

JOANNE AEHLE, COVER GIRL-LADY LUCK, 16.95 12.95MARY MORLAS, COVER

FROM CALIFORNIA...
where glamour and sun

are one, on every beach

...beside every pool.

Marina del Mar elasti-

cized swimsuits are

designed to flatter and

constructed with built-in

figure control. There’s a

style just for you, too!

See these, worn here by

leading cover girls, and

others at your local de-

partment store or spe-

cialty shop. Sizes 32—38.

Write for your free book-

let on “How To Buy A

Swimsuit” Dept. M-l,

nmahjuvva/
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Cried Baby Carrie from the sidelines

. . . laughing as she watched Eddie sing

. . . finally becoming the perfect listener

Tt was quiet on the huge NBC-Television sound-

*- stage. The lights went on. Eddie got the go-

ahead signal and the director called, “Everything

set,” for the final run-through of “The Eddie Fisher

Show.” Suddenly
—“Daddy! Dada!” was heard.

It was Carrie Frances, who crawled toward her

father at an amazing rate, avoiding wires, legs and

props. Eddie, who had brought her along so he

could baby-sit while working (Mama was home

with the new baby), was as amused as the crew.

“I know one way to make you stay put,” he said,

lifting her high and walking offstage. “Where’s

he going?” the director asked. All eyes watched

father and daughter go to—the ashcan! “In you

go,” Eddie chuckled, “and that’s where you’ll stay

till we’re finished.” Carrie’s good behavior reward:

A guest shot on daddy’s show!
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As if by magic... Lovable's new front-closing PLUSH makes other strapless

styles old-fashioned! Perforated one-piece stretch back hugs like a kiss, never slips, never 'shifts. Cushioned

underwire supports you firmly, with a whisper-soft touch. PLUSH. ..the ultimate in strapless fit and stay-up com-

fort. Foam-contoured cups, luxurious lace over satin. Miraculous at $3 • IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO LOOK LOVABLE
g

The Lovable Brassiere Co., New York 16 • Sold in Canada and throughout the world « Photo by Dan Wynn at Cypress Gardens. Fla.
j



its

easy to

draw
a man

not pink! not orange! Max Factor’s outrageous

new color creation that captivated all Paris

enough to flatter you in all your new bright fashion

colors. Max Factor brings you this different, delicious lip-

stick color! In his creamy, rich Hi-Fi formula that stays

on... stays lovely ’til you take it off. <jn 25 plush

Got designs on a man? Then this is for you: The soft

flattery of pink plus the brilliant excitement of orange-

all in one shade. It’s bold. It’s feminine. It’s the shade

Paris says will make him yours, and the one shade daring

new



GOODBYE, MY LOVE
Continued from page 34

the big bed in the dark, with the rain a

steady rat-tat-tat against the window
pane, every drop sending the same word
pounding through her head—“Mike! Mike!
Mike!”

All night, she had stared at the ceiling,

strangely frightened. It was foolish to

work herself into such a state, she thought,
just because this was only the third time
in their married life that they’d been
separated. But she’d never felt like this

before. Maybe it was simply the fever—
the doctor said it was 102—this disgusting
virus that had kept her from going with
Mike. Nothing more.
But in the morning, he didn’t call. He

always called her, even if he was only a

few blocks away, to let her know where
he was, what he was doing . . . just to

talk. She called Dick Hanley, his private

secretary.
“No, Liz, I haven’t heard,” he said. “Yes,

they got off all right last night. At 9:41.

Yes, I’ll let you know as soon as I have
any word. Now, try and get some rest.”

But she couldn’t rest. She and the three
children—little Mike and Chris, baby Liza
—were up and dressed when the doorbell
rang at 9:30, and Dick walked in with
their family physician, Dr. Kennamer.
“She knew,” Dick said afterward. “The

moment she saw us, before we said any-
thing. She knew.”

O ne scream, so loud and piercing that the
neighbors heard it, tore from her
throat. In blind hysteria, she rushed

from room to room, seeking escape from
something too terrible for a human mind
and heart to accept. Babbling incoherently,
she tried to run out the front door. Hanley
grabbed her arm, and he and Dr. Ken-
namer carried her upstairs, as gently as
possible. Once, before the doctor’s seda-
tives quieted her, she became calm for a
moment, to ask pathetically, “What about
the children?”

After that, everything had been so hazy.
Sometimes, she sank eagerly into a deep
sleep, hoping, in the confusion of her
grief, to be carried away to join Mike, who
would never awake again. Sometimes, she
sat and stared at the phone, dreading to

hear it ring, yet hoping that it would . . .

and she would pick it up . . . and it would
be Mike, telling her this was all an ugly
dream.
Friends came. Debbie Reynolds. Dear

Debbie. She asked the same question Liz
had asked: “What about the children?”
And took them all into her own home.
Michael Wilding, one of the first to offer

sympathy and help. Benny Thau, head of

production at M-G-M. Her agent, Kurt
Frings, and his wife. Hair stylist Sidney
Guilaroff. Helen Rose.

“I can’t believe it. I can’t believe it,” she
said, over and over. The doctor, knowing
it would be good for her, told them to let

her talk. “I didn’t want him to go. I wanted
him to wait until Saturday. The Friars’

dinner for him wasn’t until Sunday. He
was like a little boy when he asked me if

he could stay over to see the Robinson

-

Basilio fight on the way home, and I told

him, ‘Yes, if you’ll leave tomorrow.’ He
said he couldn’t—he had a lot of business
to attend to. But I don’t think he wanted
to go. He came up six times to say good-
by to me . .

“Whither thou goest, I will go . . it

was a vow they made to each other on
the loveliest night of her life, under a
starlit Mexican sky. Their wedding night.

There had been dancing, and champagne,
and music and flowers, all the lavish pre-
fection that only a Michael Todd could

muster. She had to sit in a chair, suffer-

ing almost constant pain from a back in-

jury that would not heal. But she was
happy. Oh, so happy . . .

“Time to get dressed,” said Helen gently.

Like a sleepwalker, she got up and put
on her things, with Helen helping. Then,
leaning on Helen’s arm, she walked down
the steps, and out to the cars where Eddie
Fisher, her brother Howard, Dr. Kenna-
mer and Dick Hanley, and Sidney Guilar-
off waited. Out of the house where they
had been so happy . . .

They had made so many plans. While
Liz was working on “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof,” Mike had moved his whole office

to the coast, just to be with her. After
that, they were going to make his picture,

“Don Quixote” together. And after that,

they were going to move back to the home
in Westport, for good. The children would
go to school there, and Liz would be a

Connecticut housewife. “Maybe just one
more picture for my husband,” she had
said, “but that’s all. Then I’m going to

retire. I’ve been an actress for fifteen

years. Now I want to be a woman. Mike
is a wonderful husband and a wonderful
father, and he’s more important to me
than any career in the world.”
Now, the plans, the dreams were all

gone. Because Mike was gone. As they
sped through the night to the airport, she
thought dully, “Why? Why?”
At the airport, quick, loving hands

reached out to help her. The si<?ht of the
plane, it was feared, might give her a bad
relapse, so she had been given heavy
sedation. She staggered past the plane,

not seeing it, and had to be led back.

D utifully, she went to bed in a berth,
but five minutes later, she got up and
crept to a seat beside her brother

Howard. “Can’t stay there,” she mur-
mured. “Mike and I always took a berth.”
Through the long night, all the mem-

ories of their short year together tumbled
through her brain in a giddy fever. Their
meeting at the Mocambo, when her friend,

Kevin McClory, introduced them, and she
was dazzled by the flamboyance, strength
and magnetism of this man, Mike Todd.
The day her separation from Michael
Wilding was announced, when he called

and said, “Don’t date anyone else, because
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I’m going to marry you.” His long-dis-

tance courtship, with the calls that began
lasting a few minutes—and ended lasting

for hours. Their meeting in New York,
when he swept her off her feet with atten-

tion and fabulous gifts—and, most impor-
tant, a kind of strong, protective devotion
she had never known. The day he said,

“This is for you,” and reached across a

lunch table to put a twenty-nine carat en-
gagement ring on her finger. The unbe-
lievable, glorious summer that followed,

with Mike whisking her from London, to

Paris, to the Riviera, and showering her
with jewels, furs, gowns, homes, parties.

The terrible hours of little Liza’s prema-
ture birth, when his courage and love

helped to pull her through. The unbroken
idyll that continued in Tokyo, and then
even in Moscow. (“Can you kiss in public

here?” she had asked, timidly, mindful of

previous storms their uninhibited kisses

had caused. But the people didn’t know
them. “At least they recognize class,”

Mike exulted, when two little girls asked
Liz for autogi'aphs. And afterward, he’d

kidded her about his failure to sell

“Around the World in Eighty Days” to the

Russians: “You ruined me, honey. Why,
they didn’t even see the picture. They
were all too busy looking at you.”)

Aloud, she cried, “No, no! It can’t be. I

can’t believe it!” Then, moaning piteously,

“Why couldn’t I have been with him? I

wanted to be with him. Oh, why couldn’t

it have been me instead of him?” And
again, “No, no! I don’t believe it!”

Even when Mike, Jr., the grief-stricken

son of Mike’s first marriage, met her at

the airport, it didn’t seem quite real. Nor
the ride to the stark, chilly Wa’dheim
Cemetery, in Forest Park, outside Chicago.
Nor the curious, staring, silent crowds.
Nor the sorrowing faces of Mike’s broth-
ers, Carl. David and Frank and his sister,

Sheila. Even the angry outburst of Carl,

a Long Beach taxi driver, long estranged
from Mike, against Dick Hanley seemed
like a strange, unreal scene.

Then she saw it—the casket containing
all that remained of a man, who, in his

fifty years, had packed more of living and
the joy of life than few mortals ever do.

But to her, he was not Mike Todd, super-
showman. maker and loser of millions,

but the man who, for the first time in her
life, had made her feel whole and secure.

“When we’re apart, we die,” she had
said. “Without him, 1 feel like half a pair

of scissors. That’s what he always used
to say to me when he went away.”
With a piercing shriek, and a last, piti-

ful, “No, no!” reality came. Once more,
as Rabbi Abraham Rose intoned the sim-
ple, moving Jewish ritual, she moaned,
“No, no!” And at the end, she tried to

throw herself upon the casket, held by her
brother’s restraining arm.
Then, gently, she put her hand upon it,

and said, “I love you, Mike.” And, with
a composure amazing to those who had
seen her agony of the previous days, she
turned and left.

“Mike, Mike, my sweetheart, I can’t

leave you here,” she wailed, as the car left

the cemetery.
And that night, a small, lonely figure

boarded another plane. To go where?
Back to work—Mike’s insurance, reported
at three million, actually came to about
$13,000 for her, when loans for his ven-
tures and provisions for Mike, Jr., were
deducted. Income from the picture and the
song she’d have . . . but for how long?
Back to Hollywood ... to the career she
had willingly—just a week before—pro-
mised to give up “to be a good wife to

Mike.” Back to a home filled with Mike

—

his clothes, his favorite chair, the book he t

left unread. “Back to what?” she cried

piteously.

No one on the plane answered. The End
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win a date to the premiere of this film

Go ahead. Pinch yourself. It’s

real. The towering man whose arm

is linked through yours is John

Gavin, handsome star of U-I’s “A

Time to Love and a Time to Die”

and he’s your escort for the big

premiere of his first starring picture!

And all this can really happen

—

plus a three-day stay at the premiere

city——if you’re the lucky winner of

Photoplay’s and Universal-Interna-

tional’s “Premiere” contest. To in-

sure your chance to win, fill out the

coupon below and tell why, in twen-

ty-five words or less, you think John

Gavin will become a star.

“Don’t ask me if I’ll make the

grade,” says John grinning. “I sin-

cerely hope I will, but I’ll stick by

what I said before—I want to be-

come a very good actor or get out of

the business entirely.” This 6'4",

190 pound ex-Navy intelligence offi-

cer, who was U-I’s first choice for

the role of Ernst Graeber in the film,

was just plain nervous the first few

days of production in Germany. “I

didn’t think it showed so much!

(See pictures opposite page.)” says

John. “But director Douglas Sirk

realized it, not only helped me over

the emotional scenes (with co-star

Lilo Pulver), but taught me how to

run through a city block that was

being bombed — without getting

killed! We’re all hoping you’ll like

the movie. Besides, I want my date for

the premiere to have a good time!”

“I’m convinced we have a rare

find on our hands,” Erich Remarque,

author of “A Time to Love and a

Time to Die” said of John. What

do you think? Let us know!

i.. — i...

CONTEST RULES
1. Fill in the paragraph, “I think

John Gavin will be a big star because

. .
.” with twenty-five words or less.

Entries must be submitted on the

coupon below. They must be printed

or typed. Entries with special art

work or embellishment will be dis-

qualified.

2. Give your complete name and ad-

dress, paste filled-out coupon on the

back of a postcard, and mail it to:

World Premiere Contest, Llniversal-

International Pictures, 445 Park Ave-

nue, New York 22, N.Y. Entries must

be postmarked not later than mid-

night, June 15th, 1958.

3. Anyone living in the continental

United States or Canada is eligible,

except employees of Macfadden Pub-

lications and Universal-International

Pictures, and their advertising agen-

cies.

4. An impartial panel chosen by Lfni-

versal-International Pictures will be

the sole judges of the contest, and

each entrant agrees to accept its de-

cision as final. No entries will be re-

turned. and no individual corres-

pondence will be answered. All en-

tries become the property of Univer-

sal-International Pictures, to be used

as they see fit.

5. Entries will be judged on the basis

of originality, sincerity, and interest.

Each entry must be the original work

of the contestant and submitted in

the contestant’s name only.

6. The name of the winner will be

announced in the September issue of

Photoplay (on sale in August). This

contest is subject to all federal and

state regulations.

IMPORTANT: The first fan club

for John Gavin is now being organ-

ized. For the convenience of those

who would like to have the honor of

becoming charter members in this

club, a place on the coupon is pro-

vided to indicate this desire. How-

ever, whether or not you choose to

join the fan club will in no way in-

fluence the decision of the judges.

i

I I THINK JOHN GAVIN WILL BE A STAR BECAUSE (25 WORDS)

NAME

ADDRESS

I'd like to be a charter member of the John Gavin Fan Club O



. . . FUNNIEST FEUD
Continued from page 42

and eggs but didn’t want to be left out,

hollered
‘
’old me, ’old me.’

” Pat hoisted

her up on one knee while Debby, insist-

ing on getting into the act, too, climbed
up onto his other knee.
“Man, I’m lucky if I end up with any

breakfast!” Pat turned and hollered, “You
know, Shirl, one of these days I expect
to look up and see baby Laury crawling
in for her share. Jerr’s right—little girls

love to curl, but not around me—around
my bacon and eggs.”

“Not to mention the pawpaw ponies,”

added Shirley, coaxing her husband.
“How could I forget?” laughed Pat.

Shirley suddenly got up, ran to the

kitchen work table and brought back a

notebook and pencil.

“What’s up?” asked a puzzled Pat.

“If we’re really going to answer Jerry,

don’t you think we better put it in writ-
ing?” she teased with a wicked smile.

“Wonderful idea. Here we go then.”

He smiled as she wrote:

“Jerry, old boy, pawpaw ponies
come jrom Texas. They have toy

fiorse heads with bodies made from
loose blanket material. We have two
of them. The loose material fits over
each of my knees. Cherry straddles

one and Lindy the other—Debbie
perches behind Lindy. Then I bounce
my legs up and down like a bucking
bronco and away we go!

“Try it sometime, before breakfast,

Jerry old pal, old pal! It’s murder.
After a few minutes my legs are dead
tired, but the kids are just getting
warmed up and screaming, ‘Faster,

faster, faster!’ At the end of the ride,

they’re too exhausted to fight—which
is a good thing, ’cause I’m too ex-
hausted to stop them even if they did.”

Shirley, becoming more and more in-
terested in the “bomb” Jerry had set off

in the Boones’ household, leaned over to

read the letter. “What’s he mean by
‘. . . but at least the doctor recognized you
this time!’?” she asked. “You didn’t tell

Jerry that story?” Pat nodded and they
both giggled as they remembered the day
Deborah Ann was born in Hackensack
Hospital.

Pat was singing at a state fair in Spring-
field, Mass., and couldn’t make it home in

time. So before leaving he asked Don
Henley to stay with Shirley in Leonia
“just in case.” And when that “just in

case” happened on Saturday, the day after

Pat left, it was Don who rushed Shirley to

the hospital. And from what Don had told
the Boones later, he was more nervous than
even Pat would have been. The doctor who
was going to deliver the baby had never
met Pat. So, when he saw Don, all anxious
and fluttery, escorting Shirley to the labor
room, he went up to him and shook his

hand. “Hello, Mr. Boone,” he said. “I’ve

seen you on TV many times. I’d recognize
you anywhere.” He couldn’t have looked
any less like Pat Boone if he’d tried, but
he was so flustered, he forgot to tell the
doctor he was wrong.
“Look at this, Pat,” Shirley said, point-

ing to another paragraph of Jerry’s letter.

“I think this is sort of sweet: “. . . I know
that when Patti’s having a baby, I go
through all the pangs of pregnancy—
morning sickness and cravings for
strange foods. How’d you make out?”
Pat’s expression softened for a moment,

thinking back to the time before each of

P his four little girls was born.

“I guess I don’t empathize before the
baby; I sympathize during the labor,

Jerr,” he wrote after a minute. “I bet

you never fell asleep next to your wife
in the labor room like I did! It was
back in Denton, Tex., in 1954. July 7th,

to be exact. That was when our first

youngster, Cheryl Lynn, was born. We
were both so excited, thrilled and ex-
hausted. It was three in the morning
and Shirley was drowsing on the hos-
pital table. I was nodding in a chair.

She looked so comfortable, I climbed
up on a table next to her, closed my
eyes and fell asleep. The nurse apolo-
gized when she had to wake me, ex-
plaining that she couldn’t move the ex-
pectant mother into the delivery room
unless I got off the table. Under the
circumstances, I forgave her.

“When Linda Lee was born, it was
different, though. That was October 11,

1955, and I was in class at Columbia. I

was listening to an English lecture,

when, right in the middle of my notes,

I’d write, ‘It’s a boy!’ or ‘Ifs a girl!’ I

still don’t know what the lecture was
about.”
Flipping through the pages of Jerry’s

letter, Pat laughed: “Hah! Look at this,

Shirl! Just look:”

“One thing’s for sure, Pat, old boy.

Life may be dull around little girls

sometimes, but never around little

boys. Take my son, Ronnie, for in-

stance. He’s nine and the pioneer-
adventurer type. He’s certain to be
the first boy on the moon. When the

first American ship gets there, Ronnie
Lewis will be waiting to welcome it

and serve as translator for the moon-
men. He’s a direct action boy. No fuss,

no frills, just action.”

“He thinks he’s got action,” sputtered
Pat. “I wish he could see our Lindy.
Good name for a pilot, too, Lindy. Better
than Ronnie. Guess we’ll have to call our
space ship The Spirit of Leonia, N. J.

Nothing to do but tell him about Linda
to show him how wrong he is.” Pat leaned
back in his chair.

“Linda Lee Boone may be only two
and a half, but she’s discovered some-
thing very important—the shortest

distance between two points is a
straight line. When she wants some-
thing, she asks for it directly. And she
asks over and over and over again.

We either go out of our minds or give
her what she wants. It’s as simple as
that.

“Like Ronnie, I guess, it’s the results

that count with her. Say she wants a
glass of milk. She’ll say ‘

’ilk.’ If it’s

early in the day, and we’re still not
too beat from meeting her many de-
mands, we may take some time out to

correct her pronunciation. ‘M-ilk,’

Shirley will say slowly. ‘M-ilk.’ Fi-
nally, Lindy will repeat, ‘M-ilk.’

“
‘Good,’ Shirley will say, ‘now what

does Lindy want?’ And my daughter
will answer, ‘

’ilk.’ So we give her
’ilk.

“My guess, however, is that it will be
Cherry who’ll beat Ronnie to the
moon. She’ll climb up on the highest
chair or window sill and perch on, or
hang from, the most dangerous spot.

As she looks down at us, she’ll say,

‘Don’t worry, I won’t get hurt.’ And
she doesn’t. If she falls, she climbs
right back up before we can stop her.

That’s the kind of spirit that space
pilots will be made out of. Ronnie may
be on the moon to welcome the first

official American space expedition, but
Cherry will be there to welcome
Ronnie.”
Pat, coming to the next to last page of

Jerry’s letter, stopped to let out a big howl.
“He talks about Scotty, his three-year-
old. Scotty is a real charmer, you’ve got to

admit that, Shirl. Aren’t I right?”

“So, what does he say?”
“Jerry says, ‘Scotty’s the matinee-

idol type. He already uses smiles and
wiles to get his mother to take down
the cookie jar for him. And when we
have company, Scotty takes over for
us now with smiles—no doubt he will

later with brawn. (And what can
little fragile girls do when fans in-
vade your house?)’”
“Ah, that’s his first mistake,” Pat

chuckled. “Little girls always get their
way—faster

—
’cause they stick to the

charm.”
“We have our hands full with charm

around this house,” said Shirley, as Pat
looked up appreciatively at her.
“Like Debby,” Shirley added. Pat nodded

and wrote:
“—You know, we ought to hire Deb-

by out to the weather bureau. When
it’s cloudy and overcast, all we’d have
to do is have her smile and she’d light

up the whole world.”

“Tell Jerry, Shirl. You can do it better
than I—about our Debby charmer.”

“Well, for one thing,” Shirl wrote
down, “while Pat and I have brown
hair and eyes, Debby’s hair is blond
and her eyes are blue. With that com-
bination and her smile, she could get
into any cookie jar!”

“And Jerr,” Pat dictated to Shirley,
with emphasis, “since you’ve been hon-
est enough to tell me your twelve-
year-old Gary is determined to be
a comedian, like his old man, I’ll be
straight with you. Our Cherry is al-

ready a performer! Yep, maybe you
caught her. She made two live appear-
ances on my TV show with rave no-
tices (‘Just as cute as a bug in a corn-
patch,’ one critic wrote).
“When she wants something real

badly, she can be the best dramatic
actress you’ve ever seen. Did you ever
see a youngster play sick? Well, it’s

very convincing with tears, flushed
face—the works. She’s very affection-
ate and shows her love, but if it’s nec-
essary to get something she wants bad-
ly—she can turn on a look of love
that would melt an iceberg. And Shirl

and I aren’t icebergs!

“On second thought, she’d make as

good a politician as an actress. Her
arguments can be unbeatable—like the
time she asked Shirl for a hatpin to

play with. Shirl said a firm, ‘no’ and
explained it could hurt her. And our
daughter’s snappy answer was, ‘I’ll

be very careful, Mommy. I won’t let

Lindy play with it; she’s too little.

And I’ll stand real still when I play
with it.’

“Now how do you resist arguments
like that? You don’t. All you can do is

to lift her up and try to distract her.

A piggy back ride may help. And, as

a last resort, there’s always the paw-
paw ponies.

“Gary’s going to have to go some,
too, to outsmart Cherry. You know
what she said the other evening when
we were looking at TV? ‘Look, Daddy,
that’s so exciting! Exciting—at three-
and-a-half. She uses big words—and
correctly. When she does make a mis-
take, once in a while with her plurals,

she corrects herself right away. It’s

funny, she’s almost too conscious of
words. If she has trouble pronouncing
a word, or if she stutters over it, she’ll

break down and cry because she didn’t

get it right. One thing’s pretty certain:

In a few years this gal’s going to get

the last word in—and it’ll be the right

one.

“And don’t think that little girls are
all fragile!” Pat nodded to Shirl.

“Right?”



“Our Cherry’s a ball of energy. She
quit taking naps a year ago. Who could

keep her in the crib? She’s been able

to climb out of it since she was two.

But don’t get me wrong; the lady’s

not always racing around. And she’ll

watch Rin Tin Tin without one second

out for a cookie. Sorry to say, Jerr,

you’re not one of her favorites, yet!”

Coming to the last page of Jerry’s letter,

Pat mumbled through a part, then started

to read the last paragraph aloud:

“You know, Pat, I’ve always wanted a

girl around the house—just because it

would be nice for Patti, you under-
stand. What sort of a deal do you think

we could make to trade one girl for

one boy? For maybe a week’s vaca-
tion? I realize it’s no even trade—
you’d be getting the better bargain!!

Oh, you don’t agree? Well, would, you
consider one boy for one girl if 1 threw
in one garter snake, seventeen marbles
and a cosmic ray gun? You have to

think it over? Well, I’m willing to add
forty-five horror comic books!
“All love—and God bless the five

Boone girls!” Jerry.

Shirley looked up from the paper she

was writing on. “Would you like to trade

one of us?”
“Are you kidding?” Pat looked at her

in amazement. “Maybe someday it would
be nice to have a boy of our own or adopt
one. But right now—and you can put this

down—five beautiful women love me. And
I love five beautiful women.” The End

See Pat in 20th’s "Mardi Gras”; Jerry in Para-
mount’s “Rock’a’bye Baby.”

DANGER SIGNALS . .

.

Continued from page 39

Few gave Anita and Tony good odds on
their marriage succeeding. Recently,
Anita smiled at the memories of her

tempestuous marriage, that, headline for

headline, has had as much newspaper
space as a sputnik.
“Danger signals in love?” she laughed.

“I know all about them now. Maybe I

don’t know all the answers, but I can tell

you one thing: They’ve made a big differ-

ence in my life. I’ve changed since my
marriage.”

In the salon of their hotel suite, Anita
was resting after a day’s busy schedule.
Resting and talking, while Tony, who had
days before got an accurate count on the
roses in the wallpaper, silently contem-
plated his suede shoes—and, perhaps, his

future.

It was late afternoon in Paris, where
it’s great to be gorgeous, and no fun at

all to be demure.
Anita, coolly gorgeous and almost de-

mure in a dotted swiss frock, pursed her
lips and sent a silent kiss across the room
to her husband, Anthony Steel. “I’ve

grown up; I’ve become more mature and
certainly less selfish, than I was. Haven’t
I, Tony?”
Tony smiled. La Ekberg has changed.
Because Tony is violently opposed to his

wife’s posing for cheesecake, Anita an-
nounced immediately after their marriage
that she was finished displaying her well-
stacked figure at the pop of a flash-bulb.
She has made motions in this direction, too,

with the result that on her last arrival in
New York, her picture—in an almost con-
servative dress—wound up on page
twenty-nine of a leading afternoon paper.
Now Anita is accustomed to page one

treatment. The girl who shocked London
by literally busting out of her dress at a
New Year’s shindig in the staid Berkeley
Hotel; whose ooh-la-la pictures warmed

Look at the brand new
stars and brand new pictures.

Check the list below for your favorites.

All handsome 4x5 photos, on glossy

stock, just right for framing. Send your
order today.
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1. Lana Turner
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9. Esther Williams

11. Elizabeth Taylor
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FLIRTING
Continued from page 65

the booth next to him. He had his arm

over the divider between us, so I

waited a few minutes and then inten-

tionally made a wild gesture with my

hand and knocked his arm. He turned

to apologize and, then we talked!”

Molly laughed. “That’s great! I don’t

think it’s smart to flirt alone, though.

You know—there’s safety in numbers!”

“Yes,” Barbara agreed, “and it’s not

fair to flirt for the wrong reason. Like

to make a fellow jealous. You’ve got

to know your man or it might backfire.”

Judy said, “Another thing—patience

is the password. Rushing in never helps.

Now I’d let that boy think he’s the

aggressor. Boys are much more en-

thusiastic if they think it’s their idea.”

Barbara added, “Be patient, sure, but

be ready! You have to have a couple

of good conversation-openers so you

won’t be caught speechless when you

do meet a boy you want to talk to!!”

“Like what?” Molly queried.

“Oh, giving him a sincere compli-

ment,” Judy chimed in, “or, loaning

him your records. Then he’d have to

see you again to return them!”

A good looking lifeguard passed by

again, and this time Molly looked up

and laughed. He turned and smiled.

“Well,” Judy winked, “now that

you’ve attracted his attention, what are

you going to do?”

“Just wait,” Molly said slyly, and

off she went to borrow some of his

suntan lotion!

Store list for swimwear, see page 82

Barb’s come-ons for company: eye-

catching suit ($15.98, Sea B’s), ear-

catching RCA radio. Cap, US Rubber

up a debate in Britain’s usually-chilly

House of Lords; whose pin-ups were
barred at Oxford—this is a girl who seems
unlikely to take page twenty-nine lying

down—or covered up. In spite of Tony’s
often-expressed feelings in the matter,

news photographers are giving odds that

on Anita’s next arrival in New York,
she’ll be the old Ekberg, willing and eager
to display her 39-22-36 measurements.
The temptation to disregard the red light

of Tony’s disapproval might prove to be
too much for her.

And how will the “old” Ekberg affect

Tony, who was reared in the English tra-

dition that the man is the boss of the
family? Will their marriage founder on a

mere inch or two less of yard goods?
Already Tony’s male ego has taken

quite a beating at the hands of the Swedish
import.

Handsome, debonair, and with a devas-
tating physique of his own, Tony Steel was
one of the top ten actors at the British

box-office when he and Anita teamed up
romantically in 1956, he, too, accustomed to

acclaim. No matter how much he may adore
the sensational Anita, it must be hard for

him to stand idly by while his wife ac-
knowledges the ooh’s and aah’s that once
were his.

“It’s wonderful being married to Anita,”

he said, after their Ringling-Brothers-
type marriage in Italy two years ago. But
even then he was beginning to get the

message. “I’m glad the wedding is over,”

he sighed. “I’m exhausted.”
Some months later, when Anita had

zipped off solo from a South American
film festival—both denied later that he
had struck her—he modified his original

statement considerably. “I love my wife
very much,” he said then, “but it’s no fun
being married to a glamour girl.”

Of course, as Tony would be the first

to admit, there’s more to marriage than
fun. But still . . .

When he and Anita tied the knot on
May 22, 1956, Tony did what a lot of other
guys would have been happy to do—he
put his own booming career into cold
storage and followed his bride to Holly-
wood. He gave up his Rank contract,

which had three more years to run; he
antagonized British producers by declaring
that he preferred to live and work in

Hollywood; alienated his fans by announc-
ing that he wanted to become an Ameri-
can citizen, as Anita was planning to do.

“I would have done anything for Anita,”
he said, on one of those many afternoons
in Paris when he counted the roses in

the wallpaper while his wife was at work.
“After all, I was a veteran, but her career
was just starting.”

The man who was one of Britain’s

brightest stars at the time could not,

by the wildest stretch of the imagi-
nation, have foreseen that two years later

his career would still be in the deep
freeze; that in that time he would have
made exactly two pictures; that he would
be spending his time as “a sort of private

bodyguard”—his phrase—to his bride.

He did his best to keep the regret out
of his voice as he talked about it, but it’s

evident that he’s sorry for his hasty action.

Playing second-fiddle to his wife is not
Steel’s dish of tea and his idleness has
preyed on his mind until it has become
an obsession.

“A man must work to keep his wife’s

and his neighbors’ respect,” he said.

Counting wallpaper roses scarcely comes
under the heading of work, and neither

do the slugging matches which have been
Tony’s only claim to fame since his mar-
riage. The wolves who, he felt, weren’t
showing the proper respect for his bride

have learned the hard way that Steel has
muscles to match his name. The untact-

ful who have addressed him as “Mr. Ek-
berg” have lived—but only to regret it.

At least one of his performances—his
battle in Palm Beach a year ago with a

sculptor who was displaying a nude statue
of the luscious Anita—was top-notch, but
it won him no award for acting—and no
Yankee dollars.

But fortunately for Tony, his career has
taken an upward turn with a good role in

20th’s “Harry Black,” and this may solve
the problem.
Danger Signal No. 1 in many a marriage

is that ole debbil, vanity, but not to

Anita. One of the changes marriage has
made in her, she says, is that, where once
she was pleased and flattered at these
often-extravagant attentions of the other
sex, now “I’m annoyed when they try to

flirt with me ... I have eyes only for

Tony. No man is as handsome and inter-
esting.”

But what girl wouldn’t enjoy being
fought over? Anita entered into the Palm
Beach fracas shouting, “Let them fight!

My husband’s winning!” even while she
was clobbering his opponent with her
high-heeled slippers.

Anita knew only a few words of Eng-
lish, such as “yes,” “no,” and “mink,”
when she arrived in the United States as
Miss Sweden in 1951. But she quickly
enlarged her vocabulary and has seldom
since been at a loss for words.

It was only two years later, in 1953, that
she was giving out with such quips as:

“I vant a man who is very handsome,
beeg and strong and he must have all

sorts of money. Vat goot is a man wid’
out money? Effery girl vants a man to buy
her pretty things like Jaguar cars and
mink coats, diamonds.”
Not that the oval-shaped platinum din-

ner ring encrusted with forty-eight dia-
monds which Tony gave her on her last

birthday came from Woolworth’s, but still

. . . it’s only one gift.

“I’ve changed my ideas about the future,

too,” she says now. “I was very ambitious
about my career. I still am, but in a differ-

ent way. Before, I wanted to succeed, and
that was the driving force of my life. Now
my career has become secondary. If it

ever became an obstacle to our happiness
together, or if for some reason or other
Tony wanted me to give it up, I’d do it

in a minute. After all,” she added, “you
can’t cuddle a career.”
Like all the other actresses who have

given out with this sort of statement,
Anita probably meant it, at least for the
moment. For the long pull will she heed
the “caution” sign? Well, here’s what one
person who claims to know her well says:

“Anita is not clever, and certainly not
intelligent, but she’s remarkably shrewd
about herself and her career. She knows
exactly where she’s going, and how she’s
going to get there.”

What Anita might do if Tony asked
her to give up her career may become an
issue between them eventually, but as of

now it is not. Tony laid it on the line:

“I am not yet in a position to ask Anita
to abandon her career, and in any case, I

don’t think I would at this time. She wants
to prove that she can become a serious
actress.”

“I want to act,” Anita put it, “not be
just a tool and a part of the decoration. I

want to prove to myself that I can do
better than I have in the past.”

Gird Oswald, who directed her in both of

her latest films, United Artists’ “Paris

Holiday” and Columbia’s “Screaming
Mimi,” is on her team. “She could become
a real actress if she were given the right

parts,” he says. And Bob Hope, who stars

in “Paris Holiday” and who started her
on the road to fame, agrees, though with
a little less enthusiasm than when he dis-



cusses the Ekberg brand of sex appeal.

So Tony, who had said earlier that he
would do anything for her, is helping his

glamorous wife achieve her new goal. He
advises her on her contracts and often

on her roles. He coaches her in her lines

and helps her with her English.

The Steels, Mr. and Mrs., have a hefty

quota of the ingredients which show up
regularly in divorce courts unless the stop

signals are watched. They have a tre-

mendous career problem. They have jeal-

ousy, on her side as well as his. They have
Tony’s vehement dislike of the flamboy-
ance which gave Anita her start.

But smart Anita has already learned to

cope with many a minor stop sign that

could lead to trouble. “A wife should
give in to her husband,” she says, as she
hangs up her clothes. “When I was on my
own, if I wanted to leave my clothes lying
around in a mess, I didn’t inconvenience
anyone except myself. But now that I’m
married, and to such a tidy person (Tony
was in the Grenadier Guards), I’m careful
to put my clothes away the minute I

take them off!”

Tony has also won out in the battle-of-
the-sauces. Anita, who likes nothing about
housekeeping except cooking, is a sauce
specialist. “But Tony is a steak-and-po-
tatoes man,” she sighs. “He doesn’t like

complicated dishes with sauces. The last

time I made one, he kidded, ‘Do you have
to use Madeira wine in everything?’

” Kid-
ding or not, Ekberg hasn’t made a sauce
since.

Of course, the two do have things in

common. Both are European born and
bred, with European ideas about love and
marriage. “Don’t forget,” Tony says, “that
Anita is Swedish and that she was raised
in a middle-class Swedish home, where the
family is considered sacred, and marriage
is nothing to be trifled with.”
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“She’s like those other Swedish actresses,”

chortle the Hollywood wolves, who have
never given up the idea that La Ekberg
will soon be back in circulation, complete
with low-cut gowns.
Both love to travel. Both are excellent

swimmers and dream of the day when they
can buy a home in Hollywood with a huge
swimming pool. “A home,” Anita says,

“to last all our lives, for us and our family.”

(She denies vigorously that she ever said

she didn’t want children. “We want a

family, and we are going to have one, but
before I concentrate on a family, I want
to prove to myself that I can improve my
career, that I can make a name as an
actress. I believe in doing one thing at a

time.”)
Both, fortunately, come to life at night.

In Paris, after Anita had finished her day’s
work Tony and she would dine together
by candlelight on the deserted roof garden
of their hotel, with fabulous Paris at their
feet.

A t such times, their love would flame
its brightest. But later the sudden
sharp breeze of a temper would some-

times extinguish it. For violent tempers
are another of the things that the Steels,

Tony and Anita, have in common.
The smoldering blonde can be warm,

friendly and generous, as those who have
worked with her will testify. She can also

be—and often is—temperamental and in-

clined to fly into sudden rages, like a
spoiled child.

When she saw Martha Hyer, co-star in

“Paris Holiday,” wearing a purple dress, she
screamed, “That’s my color,” almost crying
in her rage.

“I’m stubborn as a mule,” she says, “and
I can even be mean in my determination
to have my own way. But prove it to me in

black and white that I’m wrong, and I’ll

admit it and apologize immediately.” (She
didn’t mention purple.)
Tony’s boiling point is not so low. “We

both have hot tempers,” Anita adds, “but
I get mad first and more easily than Tony.
After all, he’s British. But it doesn’t take
him long to coax me out of a bad mood.”

“He’s so sweet and patient with her,”

says a mutual friend. “Considerate and
helpful and understanding. I’ve never
heard him say a nasty word to her, even
in their most violent quarrels. He never
imposes his will on her; yet, believe me,
he’s the head of the family.”
Anita echoed this as she sat, in her

almost demure dotted swiss, in their hotel
suite in Paris. “A wife should give in

to her husband,” she said. And it’s funny.
She did mean it. The End
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EXPOSED . .

.

Continued from page 40

he worked with him on a TV show in

Hollywood. Is this true?

Truth • (From Suzanne Pleschette,

who dates Dean, played a romantic role

opposite him in “Compulsion” and appears
in Warners’ “Marjorie Morningstar”)

.

Yes, I’ve heard that Alex Segal and Dean
had a big fight out on the West Coast when
Alex directed Dean in a TV dramatic
show. They didn’t speak to each other by
the end of rehearsals.

Yet who do you think convinced the
producer of “Compulsion” that Dean should
play one of the leading roles? The director

—Alex Segal! Dean’s stubbornness, in this

instance, gained the director’s respect.

Dean took the role, too, after thinking he
could never really play it—and I think
Alex’ faith had a lot to do with that.

Alex respected Dean’s strong belief in

what he was doing, although he may have
disagreed with it. Anyhow, Alex isn’t the
easiest person to get along with. But dur-
ing the rehearsals of “Compulsion” Dean
and Alex worked like a team. Alex talked
to Dean before the first rehearsal, told him
they should work with each other, not
against each other; and that was it.

You know, this reminds me of Jimmy
Dean and the trouble he had with George
Stevens, his director on “Giant.” Stevens
threatened to throw Jimmy out of the cast

a number of times because of their dif-

ferences. Yet, in the end, Jimmy gained
everyone’s respect.

Dean could be called stubborn, sure, be-
cause he won’t back down on something he
believes in. But he certainly could never
be called mean. That’s untrue, and unfair!
I’ve dated Dean, and I’ve watched him
when he’s tired or depressed, as we sat
in a restaurant having dinner. Fans who
recognize him would come and ask for
autographs, but he was never condescend-
ing or bored as I’ve seen lots of young
actors behave.
After the show on matinee days there’d

be mobs of teenagers waiting for Dean’s
autograph. He never refused one or tried
to duck out a side entrance. Lots of times
he’ll write short comments beside his sig-
nature, and you know that he’s someone
who cares about people, not someone who’s
mean or gruff.

Dean is kind. He goes out of his way to
help people. But don’t misunderstand me.
Dean’s kindness isn’t the Boy Scout type.
It’s something that doesn’t show itself in
deeds; it shows in his understanding of
people.

KlllllOr • People say that Dean
is full of bitterness. Have you noticed that?

80

Truth: (From Suzanne Plesch-
ette) I think you could say that Dean was
bitter. At least, Bobby Driscoll, who was
also a child actor, says that Dean was that
way when he was a kid. Dean hated sit-

ting home to learn lines for his films, when
he’d much rather be playing ball or going
on hikes with his brother. Bobby says
Dean snapped at people then. But I can
tell you he’s not like that now. I’ve never
heard him snap at anybody. I think, too,

that he’s acquired a sort of personal phil-
osophy, an outlook on life that has given
him the peace of mind to conquer what-
ever it was that bothered him.

Call it maturity, call it wisdom, or what
you will—Dean, today, has more of it, I

think, than anyone you could mention.

J^UMMlOr • Dean is supposed to

be a “difficult” date, in the sense that he’s

moody, and so brilliant that girls feel ill

at ease with him. How about that?

Truth: (From Suzanne Plesch-
ette) Well, Dean is intellectual. He likes to

think. So any girl who goes out with him
has to be on her toes. He doesn’t like a
girl to sit back and say nothing. He wants
you to think along with him, and express
your own opinions.
But Dean’s a wonderful guy to go out

with because he’s so interested in every-
thing around him. He’s more curious than
a pup who goes sniffing everywhere. Just
walk with Dean along Broadway, and he’ll

notice everything in all the novelty shop
windows, the people who pass by; and he’s

full of comments about them.
Dean isn’t so much the brain boy that

he doesn’t enjoy simple fun. He’s a real

nature boy. I imagine that’s why he doesn’t
care for New York. He loves California.

He likes fresh air and the desert atmos-
phere. We’d go driving in Dean’s beautiful
Renault to get away from the city. He
loves to drive along the river, and we’d
stop at a diner to eat some seafood (with
Worcestershire sauce! He’s nuts about
Worcestershire sauce, puts it on every-
thing). I’ll always remember those drives
as some of the pleasantest dates I’ve ever
had—and I think any girl would.

KuMIOI* • Dean is said to be
uncooperative with people who are stran-
gers to him. In particular, he’s a “tough
interview” to press people, who get no-
where with him. What do you know about
that?

Truth: (From Bob Ullman, a
personal friend of Dean’s) When I hear
people say Dean is surly and uncoopera-
tive, it makes me mad!

It’s true Dean has the power of shutting
himself off from the world. He’ll get so in-

volved with his thoughts or feelings that
he won’t hear a conversation or he’ll for-
get to greet someone. But this is an ex-
ceptional virtue, to be able to immerse
yourself in your own thoughts and cut
yourself off from the distractions of the
world.

Now here’s something that happened
recently that will show you what Dean’s
like. One day a guy came to the stage
door asking for Dean, and the stage man-
ager gave him the brush-off. He came
back the next day, again asking for Dean,
and the stage manager stalled him. The
third day he arrived early before Dean
got to the theater and waited outside the
stage door.

When Dean arrived at the theater, the
boy introduced himself as a student and
told Dean he was working on a scene from
“Compulsion” for an acting class. He’d
chosen to play Dean’s role for an exam
and came to him for help in understand-
ing the complex character of Judd Steiner.

The guy’s name was Davis. Dean asked
Davis up to his dressing room, went over
the scene with him, line by line, explain-
ing all the hidden meanings as he under-
stood them, told Davis if he wanted any
other help, not to hesitate coming to the
theater to see him. And in case he had
any trouble getting past the stage man-
ager, Dean gave Davis his personal (and
private) telephone number to call.

Now you can make up your own mind
about Dean being cooperative or not.

True, he doesn’t like to be interviewed by
all sorts of gum-chewing press people who
pry at him about silly things like what

clothes would he wear if he went to
Hawaii and does he prefer mustard to
ketchup. Dean wants to talk about real
and important things.

RlIlllOl • Dean is often com-
pared to Jimmy Dean in the sense that he
is overly shy and sensitive, an unhappy,
mixed-up sort of person. What is your
impression?

Truth • (From Roddy McDowall)
I didn’t know Jimmy Dean—neither did
Dean—but I think Dean is so much an in-
dividual in his own right that it’s very un-
fair to make comparisons. I can only give
you my own impressions.
The first time I saw Dean, when he was

a child actor, there was something about
him that impressed me—a certain urgency,
an intensity even though he was so young.
Years later, in September, 1956, I met

Dean again. He was quiet and reticent, not
one to make much of a fuss. Looking back,
the thing that strikes me is how much you
want to know him when you meet him.
There’s something very moving about him;
it’s a sadness, an anguish that you know
will always burn inside him, some unhap-
piness he’s cursed with for life.

Now that we’ve become friends we like

to listen to operas together on our hi-fi

sets. And when I watch Dean listening to
music, I realize what deep feelings he has.

Maybe Dean’s shy. He’s also uncertain
and confused. If he appears hypocritical to
anyone, it’s only because he’s trying to find
himself. He might say yes to one thing,
and the next day realize he means some-
thing else. Dean would be the first to admit
his confusion about himself. As I said be-
fore, he’s honest all the way—he’s one of
the few people I know who, when he talks
to you, always looks at you directly in the
eyes.

RuHlOr • Dean has been called
selfish, too serious about himself, without
any humor. How accurate is that?

T* t I* •
• (From Ina Balin, a young

actress who’s dated Dean, appeared with
him in “Compulsion,” is now featured in
Paramount’s “The Black Orchid”) Dean
is serious and he’s selfish. He’s selfish

about his career because he wants to do
the best he can. But I’ve got to admit Dean
is the kind of person whose character you
can’t pin down with a couple of words.
He’s not a black-and-white type of per-
son.

For instance, Dean is both old and
young. When he takes curtain calls he
bobs his head like a frightened little boy.
Then, when you see him alone or go walk-
ing with him through the streets of New
York or Hollywood, you realize how ma-
ture he is. Oddly enough you realize his

maturity from his unhappiness.
Dean is unhappy—and I know this

sounds strange—because he’s intensely
aware of other people’s unhappinesses. He
doesn’t always let you know this, but after

a while you realize how much compassion
he has for his fellow man.

If he knows you’re unhappy about some-
thing, he wants you to tell him all about
it, he wants to relieve you of your burden.
When you tell him about it, he’s so in-
terested and so anxious to help that you
feel light-hearted, all the better for con-
fiding in him.

Not very long ago he cut his hand on-
stage during a fast-moving scene in “Com-
pulsion.” It bled seriously. He tightened
his fingers into a fist, played the entire

scene, came offstage, tried to stop the



bleeding—but in vain. He went back on-

stage, finished the show, and do you know
something? When he went to the doctor,

he had to have stitches in his hand, the

cut was that deep. Now is that selfishness?

About Dean’s humor, well, he’s not a

crazy cut-up, but he’ll do something un-
usual from time to time that is so unlike

Dean you can’t help but have a good
laugh. He wants you to, at his expense.

I remember one night in particular.

Dean’s no cigar smoker, I can tell you
that. But during the course of this one
evening a member of the cast passed out

cigars—the occasion was the birth of a

baby, naturally—and Dean went around
smoking that cigar as if he was a tough
guy, somebody out of “Dead End.” Well,

on Dean it looked hilarious, and everybody
roared. Dean did it deliberately, of course.

A cigar no more suits him than a derby
hat, but that’s the fun of it—the incredi-

bility.

Finally we went to Dean himself and
asked him what he thought of the ques-
tions we asked his friends and the answers
they gave. He was noncommittal. Their
answers didn’t faze him. He said he
wasn’t afraid of what people might say
about him, and furthermore it didn’t

matter. What mattered was being honest
with himself. And this is what Dean
Stockwell said:

Look, I’ve been called all kinds of

things. I’ve been called spiteful because
I quit the movies when I was successful

in them. I’ve been called petulant because
I like to go off by myself. I’ve been called

a nut because I like to wear seersucker
trousers in the wintertime (the truth
is most of my clothes are California-type
clothes, and when I’m in New York I

don’t have enough winter stuff to go
around). But I don’t care what people say.

The thing I care about most is getting to

know myself.
Sure I’ve made mistakes. Sure I quit the

movies and went back to them again. I

went out to see the world, and came back
to a world I realized I wanted. Sometimes
you have to get away from something to

understand how important it is to you. But
I don’t see where there’s anything wrong
in that.

As for being petulant and wanting to be
by myself, I don’t know if that’s such a
bad trait, after all. What’s wrong with
people wanting some pi’ivacy from time
to time? This constant pressure on clan-
nishness isn’t for me. I enjoy going off

alone and thinking. That’s why I live

alone.

You know when I’m happy? When I’m
listening to some Mozart sonatas or Bach
variations. Not that I’m strictly a longhair,
by the way. I’m nuts about the new or
“half-dead” jazz just as much as I am
about 18th Century music. My favorite
contemporary jazz artists are Charlie
Parker, Miles Davis and Richard Dworzak.
As for books, I’m partial to poetry, es-
pecially Dylan Thomas’ stuff.

If this gives me great pleasure, being
by myself now and then to listen to music
or to read books, I don’t see what’s wrong
with it. I can think of many worse things
a guy can do and be criticized for!

And if I wear seersucker pants in the
wintertime, maybe that is a cuckoo-ey
streak in me; but if I don’t go beyond that
and run buck naked through the streets
I figure I’ll be all right.

After all, we bring to life what we give
of ourselves, and a little madness some-
times helps you get to know yourself bet-
ter. I’m not advocating ringing doorbells
at midnight; but if everybody had the guts
to be themselves, instead of being simper-
ing yes-men, I like to think our world
would be all the better for it. The End
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I’M FOR REAL . . .

Continued from page 37

a big hedge that went around the house
and we had, well, rather a large back
yard with grass, when we didn’t ruin it

playing with the hose in the summer. We
had a sand pile out by the garage, and
a playhouse that we loved to paint.

We had this big collie, Lady, who lived

to be about thirteen years old. And a cat.

And I can’t remember the cat’s name, but
she used to have to take all her meals on
top of the refrigerator because otherwise
the dog would chase her from one end of

the house to the other. And while the dog
was chasing the cat, like as not the neigh-
bor kids and I would be in the living

room banging on my sister’s piano, or

trying to lift my brother’s bar bells,

which shouldn’t have been downstairs
anyway. I remember I used to love to play

red light, hopscotch, statues and jacks.

And I was forever dashing in and out
making peanut butter sandwiches and
yelling at my brother, who loved to hook
the latch on the screen door so I couldn’t

get in.

The other girls on the block were al-

ways more—well, you know—pretty little

ladylike creatures in short socks, while I

wore long stockings over this long lumpy
underwear. I hated that! I don’t know that

I was a tomboy exactly—I guess not real-

ly, because I loved dolls—but I thought
nothing of fighting with the boys, and I

could defend myself pretty good. Then I’d

have these moods of wanting to dress up in

high heels and swishing around pretend-
ing I was—oh, maybe Joan Crawford or

somebody else just as—you know—glam-
orous.

I
’m not sure, but I think I was about
eight when Mama sent me to the Jorg
Fasting ballet school. And—uh—by the

time I was twelve I was a pretty good
dancer and I guess that’s when part of

me got real serious. I could always, you
know, picture myself as a great ballerina.

Maybe I was what they call a split per-
sonality, because part of me was trying
to be a comedienne, too. Even in gram-
mar school. I seemed to always be doing
crazy things to get a laugh like, oh, falling

out of my seat or maybe imitating the
teacher behind her back.

My grades were about average, I guess.
Except, you know, when I wanted to apply
myself. Like when I was on the student
council in junior high and made the
honor roll. I always got along well with
other children out of school, but I think
in school what I suffered mostly from was
being shy. It was hard for me to get up
in class and recite. When I could make the
kids laugh it was fine, but I was very
self-conscious if I had to be serious. And
if I would be corrected in public or any-
thing like that I would get terribly em-
barrassed and act awful. I’d yell at my
parents and then—oh— I felt just terrible.

I was always sorry right away. But I re-
member I’d rather die than apologize.
Not any more, though. Now if I feel I’ve

been wrong it’s nothing at all for me to

apologize.

I wish it were that easy to, you know,
analyze yourself on everything. And I was
always sort of curious about what it would
be like to be analyzed, because I’d seen it

in the movies and I’d often wondered what
would happen. Well, last January this re-
porter took me to a psychologist to try to

find out—I don’t know—what makes me
P tick, I guess, and I enjoyed it! I lay down

on the couch and he talked. I mean, we
carried on a conversation, about the Paar
show mostly. And I took the word test and,

uh, the ink-blot test and I drew pictures
looking in the mirror. So the very last

thing he said was he would never advise
psychoanalysis for me, that it would prob-
ably ruin my earning power. Because, he
said, one of the things that made me inter-

esting was that I was different and he said,

once I learned what made me act different-

ly from other people I might conform and
not be as interesting any more.
To me, my worst fault is disorganization.

Like, well, I keep everything and it’s usual-
ly in a pile and it takes me a while to dig
it out. I don’t always find what I’m after,

either. Like the time I flew to Miami with
the Paar show. When I got to the airport
I went all through my things and I didn’t
have my ticket. Jack just looked at me
and said, “How you ever gonna get to the
moon?” When we got home I discovered
the doggone ticket had flown all the way
to Miami and back mixed up with my
music.

I also admit I have a temper—at times.
I, I think it’s a luxury that you can’t afford
too much, because other people won’t put
up with it. If I have a tendency to lose it

I just sort of, well, count to ten. Like
when they start asking you how old you
are. I think a performer has a perfect
right to conceal his true age. Now for me,
I don’t conceal mine. I say I’m twenty-nine
because I don’t want to be thirty.

Things I do like—music, reading. With
music, well, I love all kinds, really,
but I lean toward classical, and I like

ballet music, naturally. As for reading, I
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just read everything, from movie mag-
azines to scientific magazines. And books,
of course, especially biographies of show
people. And I have a lot of Thurber and
Benchley.

I don’t retain everything I read exactly
as it is. But sometimes something somebody
says will remind me of something I’ve read
and I’ll be able to recall it. That’s the
way it is with everything. If somebody
asks me on the spur of the moment I can’t

remember, but if I’m just sort of casually
reminded of it, or it’s apropos, then I do.

Like at first, Jack Paar used to always
ask me on the air, “What did you do today,
Dody?” And maybe I’d been rushing
around since nine in the morning but I’d

just go blank. People are always asking
me—you know—what do I do all day.
Well—I’ve either been rushing to a re-
hearsal or from a rehearsal, or to a ballet

class, or washing my hair, or taking a
bath, or learning material, or washing my
stockings, or answering phone calls, or
answering mail, or taking a nap, or reading.

Since I’ve been on television, well, natu-
rally, life is even more hectic. So many
people see you and—you know—they rec-
ognize you on the street and stop to talk.

And I love to talk to people. Then there
are interviews and pictures. Seems like

I’ve posed for enough pictures to, I don’t

know, set up my own rogues gallery. And
some of the photographers make you do
the craziest things. Like one had me drag
out all the hats I had in the closet. I

mean—for heaven’s sakes, I’m no Lily
Dache. I had hats, hats, hats all over the
place for days because I had to fly to

Hollywood for the Gobel-Fisher show the
next morning.
That was last March and it was lots of

fun. It was really my, well, my first big
guest shot is what it was. And George and
Eddie were so kind. Ethel Merman, too.

It was my first trip to Hollywood and I

guess that’s always a thrill. Of course, I

was only there for a week and I spent six

days of it working but I did get to eat at

the Brown Derby and the Beachcomber
and La Rue’s, where I saw my favorite

—

Dinah Shore. On my last day some friends
drove me out around Laurel Canyon and
the San Fernando Valley and Malibu
Beach. The scenery is so beautiful, and
the air! It’s just marvelous! They had a
party for us at the Beverly Hills Hotel
after the Gobel-Fisher show. Eddie had
to go home early because Debbie had just

had a baby.
That show meant a lot to me, because

you reach a whole new audience in the
early evening hours. George and Eddie
have 60,000,000 viewers! You reach new
people in the early morning hours, too,

like on “Today.”
When my appearances on the Paar

show were first cut down, everybody
rushed to ask me how I felt. And it was
so sudden that—well, I—I probably said

all the wrong things. At first I was sort

of unhappy about it, naturally. I didn’t

realize then that it was really a step
forward—more money and the oppor-
tunity to do guest shots on other shows. I

get so many offers now it’s just wonder-
ful. Even the Theatre Guild wants me for

a play
—“Dulcy.” I’m going to do it this

summer for six weeks. We open in

Chicago in July for two weeks and close in

Westport in August. I forget where we go
in between—I think Falmouth, for one, and
Ogunquit. Anyway, I’m really thrilled be-
cause I’d like to establish myself as an
actress. So things really do happen for

the best. But one thing I’d like to make
clear is that I always have been and al-

ways will be grateful to Jack Paar for

the opportunity he gave me on his show.
Some people think I used a teleprompter

on the Paar show but I didn’t. I just talked



off the top of my head. And sometimes a

perfectly innocent remark would get a

huge laugh. Like—well one night on the

show, Mary Margaret McBride was trying

to make Jack cry with a sad story about
how she had never had a Christmas tree.

But she didn’t get one tear. So she turned
to me and she said, “What’s the matter?
Doesn’t anybody care that I never had a

tree when I was little? What did I do
wrong?”
And I said, “I think it’s because you tell

it in a mink stole.” And everybody
screamed. But I wasn’t trying to be funny.
I was just sort of trying to analyze it.

Sometimes we’d have unusual things to

show—new articles just on the market.
And one night, after Jack had shown this

address book with a mink cover, he gave
it to me. But the next day the office called
frantically and said I’d have to give it back,
that it cost sixty-nine dollars and nobody
on the show was going to pay for it. So
that night I gave it back to Jack on the
air and he was sort of apologizing, and I

said, “Oh, that’s all right. I didn’t want it

anyway.” And I kind of stroked the mink
and I said, “I’d just have to put it in

storage for the summer.” And everybody
screamed but to me that made sense.

I don’t understand it, but people say it’s

my delivery. I can’t stand my own voice.

And when I saw myself in a kinescope for

the first time, last March, I thought I’d

faint! Afterwards I was talking to my
mother and I said, “My mouth—I’ve never
seen such a big mouth. I do so many pe-
culiar things with it.”

And she said, “Well, that’s what I told

you. You screw your mouth up when you
talk.”

It’s funny when I think how I ended up
with people laughing at me, after I’d start-

ed out to be a ballerina. During summer
vacations I would come to New York and
make the rounds of the big ballet schools.

It was all very exciting to me and I think,
well, you know, it can’t help but make you
kind of different from other kids. I know
in high school I kept pretty much to my-
self. Just sort of settled for one or two
close friends. Oh, I went out on dates and
things like that. But, well—I can’t say
they were the most important things in my
life.

I’ll never forget my first date, though.
We went to this dance and on the way
home—I guess I was about sixteen and at
that age—well, we got to bickering and I

had always thought it was so glamorous
to walk home. I’d heard about girls walk-
ing home, so when he stopped the car for
a red light I got out and ran. I had to
walk at least three miles and he hadn’t
made one pass at me! Well, I never did
that again. When I got home he was
parked out front and the poor thing was so
scared. And everybody was up and I was
tired and bedraggled.

N ow that I think about it, I guess maybe
I’ve been running all my life. Like
I almost got married twice. Both

times I was in Broadway shows and I’d

get this crush and on the spur of the
moment we’d dash down to City Hall for
a license. The first time we didn’t even
know you had to have a blood test first!

So we’d get the license and both times I

just let it expire. I just didn’t get mar-
ried fast enough, I guess.

The thing is—well, men want to change
me. And I don’t like it. Or they’re jealous,
or they don’t think I love them enough, or
I’m too independent and—oh, I don’t know.
One thing I know about myself, I’m not
aggressive and so I’m the one who has
to be pursued. And yet I don’t like
an aggressive man, so I’m in a terri-
ble state. Like at parties, I’ll never seek
out the handsome men. I’ll go join some-
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one who’s sitting quietly in a corner or

something like that and I’ll go over and,

you know, so they won’t feel so lonely.

Usually it turns out it’s someone who’s
all mixed up and then they get terribly

attached to me and that’s not the kind of

guy I want, either.

Right now I’m too busy to worry about
marriage. When I was on the Paar show I’d

have to be at the theater by 9:00 p.m.,

even though the show doesn’t go on the
air until 11:15, and then I wasn’t through
until 1:00. Most of the guys I know have
to get up in the morning. So when I didn’t
have a date after the show I’d usually hop
into a cab and head for the Stage Delica-
tessen or maybe the Carnegie Delica-
tessen, where I’d have a sandwich or a
bowl of soup. After I ordered, I’d usually
head for the phone. I have this friend who
liked me to call after the show and we’d
usually discuss it. If I’m depressed about
anything it sort of helps me to talk it out.

I guess show business has been my
whole life ever since I got out of school.

I wasn’t a bit scared about leaving Colum-
bus to come to New York, but Mama was
sort of apprehensive. Just before I left she
got out some corny old book called “What
Every Girl Should Know” or something
and had me read it, and of course I’d

known all that stuff for about—well, as
long as I could remember!
And my poor father, who didn’t want me

to go on the stage anyway—he thought I

should be something practical like a sten-
ographer or a nurse—his famous last words
were, “Watch your slip that it doesn’t
hang, because that looks awful.”
Anyhow, in New York I lived at the

Rehearsal Club and I danced in the
ballet at Radio City Music Hall once in

a while. Then I did a lot of Broadway
shows like—well, the first was the road
company of “High Button Shoes.” I used
to sort of clown around backstage and
recite these corny old poems like “Yukon
Jake.” When we did “Wonderful Town”
in Dallas, after the New York run, Imogene
Coca—she replaced Roz Russell—loved
the way I did these old poems so she

—

well, when we got back to New York she
gave a party and had me perform for

Julius Monk, who booked Le Ruban Bleu.
I guess he thought I had something be-
cause he advised me to, well, work hard
and get some new material and audition
for him again.
So I gave up everything—I’d been doing

small parts on TV shows—and went to

work on a comedy act of my own. Then
I did some night-club shows and a stage
revue. Then in July I was interviewed by
Jack Paar for “Tonight,” which is what it

was called then.

M eanwhile, I had gotten this apartment
in the West Fifties so I guess I was
sort of ready to settle down to a more

or less steady job. It’s a nice sunny apart-
ment, with lowered windows and Victorian
furnishings, but it just isn’t big enough
any more. I have a room-and-a-half with
a hide-a-bed. The living room is quite
large but there’s no place to put the fan
mail and all the nice presents people send
me. They’re sort of piled all over. And I

have bookcases filled with my various and
sundry books and material and records
and anything else I can stick in them. As
for my one closet—one of these days all

that stuff is just going to rise right up,
form a posse, and lynch me!
But I don’t really need a whole lot of

closets, because I never did fuss much
about clothes. I like to dress casually. Low-
heeled shoes. I think women look better
in high heels, but there’s something about
comfortable clothes that I love. Besides,
I don’t need heels for height. I’m five feet

six and I never weigh over 118 pounds. As
for makeup, all I ever wear is mascara and
lipstick. Sometimes some eyebrows. But
I’m not the type to constantly fuss with
a mirror. When my lipstick comes off, half
the time I forget to put it back on.
One thing I never can understand is

why people seem to think that comedians
are really sad at heart. I guess that’s al-

ways been so—you know, the laugh, clown,
laugh business. As far as I’m concerned,
well, I may have moments of sadness, but
I’m not too sad. I cry very easily, espe-
cially at sad movies, and I know some-
times people say that I look sad, when
I’m just sitting quietly, but I’ve always
looked that way. Even my baby pictures.

My mother used to say to me, “You have
such a sad little face.” Comedy may be
motivated from that. From your own
personal sadness, I don’t know. Or some
incompleteness about yourself that makes
you want to exhibit yourself and make
people laugh at you, make a clown of
yourself—because that’s what comedy is.

You know, it’s strange. I think people,
well, I really think they like to think of

you as sad. They’re always asking me,
“Are you lonely? Do you think of yourself
as lonely?” Well—I don’t think I am. I

think everybody needs companionship, but
I require a certain amount of privacy, too.

Of course, you can, you know, stand to be
alone just so much and then suddenly you
look up and say, “Where’s everybody
gone!” The End

GIRL-BOY-MIRACLE
Continued from page 45
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thin Saint Joans. They were everywhere.
The audition was conducted in alphabeti-
cal order. I thought, “Well I’m lucky
anyway—my name begins with H. I won’t
have to wait too long.” But somehow they
got mixed up and I was next to last. I

waited four and a half hours. I felt like
part of a herd of cattle. They kept mov-
ing us up from chair to chair, from room
to room. Finally, I was told to walk out
on stage. It was the first time I’d ever
been on a stage so big. There was Mr.
Preminger in the front row. I read a few
lines and he said “Next ...” I guess he
wasn’t as impressed with me as he was
with Jean Seberg.

That’s why I was so happy to see the
summer pass and at least get away from
the hamburger stand. But I was grateful
to the country club for giving me a job
so I could earn some money. They really
saw me through quite a few rough spots.
The season before they’d given me a job
as lifeguard at the kiddie pool. To this

day, they still don’t know I can’t swim
but it really didn’t matter, because there
was only about three inches of water in
the wading pool.

I moved into Marymount in September,
’56 and for three months I settled down
to being a student, although thoughts of
acting were never far away.
During my first couple of weeks at

college, I went to a dance given at Loyola
University. It’s run by Jesuit fathers and
is one of the most respected institutions
in the country. Besides, the student body
is one hundred percent male! Near the
end of the evening, a fellow I’d never met
before came over and asked me to dance.
He introduced himself as Donald Barbeau.
While we were dancing he said, “Have

you ever thought of becoming an actress?”

I looked at him surprised. How’d he know?
“Why?” I asked.
“Well,” he said, “we’re casting for a

play here at school. Since there aren’t

any girls enrolled, we open the tryouts
to girls from the area. Why don’t you
give me your phone number and I’ll call

you?”
Aha, I thought to myself. A new way

to get a girl’s phone number.
A month went by before Don called

and told me they were going to do “Joan
of Lorraine.” How could I resist? Joan
was my heroine; I’d done the role so many
times in high school. I thought to my-
self, “I’ll show Mr. Preminger he made
a mistake not giving me the part.” (Big
joke. I was going to star in a college

production of “Joan” and Otto Preminger
would be sorry he’d passed me by!!) I

went to tryouts and got the part.

It was during the last week of rehearsal
that Don asked me again, “Dolores, have
you ever thought seriously about acting?”

“Sure, I have,” I said, “but I don’t have
the faintest idea how to go about it.”

“Well,” he said, “I think I have a plan.”

And he did. But—here I go again,

jumping into the end of the story when
Photoplay asked me to start at the be-
ginning. The beginning goes back to

Chicago. . . .

I
was born in Chicago, on October
20th, 1938. My folks had separated so
until I was four, I lived with my

grandparents. Then, Mom and I decided
to go to California. That is, she decided
and I went along for the ride. It was a

real adventure, like we were both run-
ning away from home together. I re-
member we came West on a milk train

and we could only afford one seat between
us. My worldly goods consisted of one
suitcase and a Panda bear two inches
taller than I was. My mother had me,

a suitcase and seven dollars. As soon as
we arrived, Mom got work as an interior
decorator and also worked in a gift shop
in Beverly Hills. With the two jobs, she
could afford to rent a small apartment
for us.

But things didn’t work out too well.

You see. Mom had pretty long hours and
she was worried about me being alone
so much and I didn’t enjoy being by
myself, either. So Mom sent me back to

my grandparents’ home in Chicago to

finish kindergarten there and had me
come back to California for the first and
second grade. But again it didn’t work
out. Even when I started school out
here again I had to enroll myself because
Mom couldn’t get off from work to go
with me.
Finally Mom thought it would be best

for me to go back and stay with Grand-
ma and Grandpa, so I did. The public
school in their neighborhood was pretty
far away, across railroad tracks and
through some pretty busy streets, so my
grandparents decided to enroll me in a
Catholic parochial school close by. They
were so happy to have me living with them
again. They tried to give me lots of

things they could never afford to give
Mom. They even bought me a clarinet

and I took lessons. We had a lot of

good times together; they even helped me
with my school work. Some Eastern
schools are more advanced than those on
the West Coast, and I felt like an idiot

when I entered the third grade at St.

Gregory’s in Chicago. My grandparents
tutored me. Every day we’d study to-

gether, things like multiplication tables.

After I’d been going to school there a
few months, I decided I wanted to become
a Catholic. I don’t really remember why
I had that strong religious feeling, except
that maybe the other kids who were Cath-
olic seemed to have a feeling of security

that I lacked. Even though none of my



family was Catholic, they didn’t try to

discourage me. But then, that’s the way
they were and are about everything.

For instance, they knew that ever since

I was a kid I’ve wanted to act, to be in

moving pictures. My grandfather was my
biggest inspiration. Grampa is such a vi-

vacious man. You see, he’s German and
he’s always ready for an argument at the

drop of a hat. Gramps had a strong dis-

like for a certain very important politician

who lived in the White House at that time.

Every time this certain politician would
speak on radio or some news commentator
would say nice things about him, my
grandpa would talk back to the radio.

He’d sit there and argue and make sar-

castic remarks. This impressed me so
much because I thought that anyone who
could talk back to somebody on the radio
must be a very important man. To me, it

was exciting to talk so well you could
argue with the president!

Grampa was a projectionist at the Drake
Theatre and I used to go the movies with
him all the time. He’d take me up in the
projection booth and, just like with the
radio, he’d talk back to the screen. He’d
also point up certain good and bad actors.

I used to have a ringside seat for the
movies. Only one trouble: grandpa never
turned the sound on in his booth! All I

saw were the actors along with grandpa’s
commentary. I was spellbound with the
things he’d tell me about the various stars.

I looked up to him like he was a king—

a

very lovable king, not the bearded white
father type.
Then, too, my father was an actor in the

movies for a while. He was only in the
movies for a short time. He went un-
der the name of Bert Hicks. Pop was
discovered while he was working as a
soda jerk. He had a stock contract at

M-G-M for six months, then went over to

Twentieth where he was in “Sweet Rosie
O’Grady.” But the war came and he
went into the service and that cut his ca-
reer short. I guess he didn’t have the de-
sire to do too much after he got out

—

although he did make a couple of more
films at Fox.
Once in awhile when I was in the pro-

jection booth with Grandpa, one of the
pictures my father was in would be play-
ing. Grandpa, like any typical father-in-
law, used to make some pretty fast

wisecracks about pop on the screen. It’s

kinda’ funny to remember, but I did think
to myself then that someday it would be
nice if I could get to be in movies and
have parts that were more than just a few
lines long.

When I was ten-and-a-half, my mother
remarried and wanted me to come
back to California to live with her

and my stepfather. At first I was very
unhappy at the thought of leaving Chi-
cago. For the first time in my life I’d

lived in one place long enough to make
friends, to have a sense of belonging. I

liked the school I was going to. I loved
living with my grandparents. But one
thought cheered me. In California I’d be
near Hollywood, the place where movies
were made! That was the only thing that
made me want to leave Chicago.

I used to read Photoplay magazine all

the time, especially the stories of how
people had been discovered. I never let

my family see me reading movie books,
though, probably because I was afraid
they’d think it was funny.

I was a real ugly duckling—the straight
hair and buck-toothed type. Actually, I

guess I wasn’t as homely as I thought but
I had a funny way of walking and my
clothes weren’t exactly smart. You see,

Grandma’s philosophy about clothes was,
“If you’re dressed warmly enough that’s

all that matters.” So I used to wear an
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Diamonds do this to Janet: Both sparkle

SPARKLE NEWS
FROM

HOLLYWOOD

A 11 the world loves lovers—movie and
^ * otherwise—and the month of June

is the most popular month to be married.

“The reason,” Janet Leigh laughs, “is

simple. There’s a saying that goes:

‘Married in the sweet rose month of

June, your life will be one long honey-

moon.’ ” Janet and Tony were married

seven years ago, on June 4th. But she

just got her diamond-studded wedding

band recently. “I couldn’t afford dia-

monds when we were first married,”

Tony told her. “And do you know, the

engagement ring is still worn on the

third finger because years ago it was

believed that the vein of love ran from

it directly to the heart?” Janet was

thrilled. “I love the way diamonds

sparkle. To keep them that way, I use

hot suds and an eyebrow brush, then

rinse in tepid water, dip in alcohol and

drain my ring on tissue.” And from

the way it looks, her method works!

Liz Taylor is reputed to have a 29^-

carat stone, the largest in Hollywood.

Carat is the unit of weight in measuring

diamonds. But most girls don’t have

diamonds as large as Liz’s. Dick Egan

gave Pat Hardy a 5%-carat stone for

her engagement ( and this isn’t small
!
)

.

“Do you know,” he explained, “that to

get one carat, over 250 tons of ore have

to be dug, crushed and blasted!” Wow!

P A lot of labor goes into a small gem!

But whatever the size, shape or color,

it symbolizes tons and tons of love!

odd conglomeration of things: a pink
blouse maybe with an orange skirt and a

green sweater, topped off by a beat-up
leather jacket.

This was the wardrobe I brought with
me when I came West. It was awful.
When I started school again out here I

didn’t blame the kids for looking at me
and making silly comments. Instead of

getting upset, I decided to go along and
kid myself as much as they did. It was
easier to pretend to be the clown than to

cry. I became sort of the school charac-
ter for a while. Actually, I was pretty
much of an introvert and this helped to

cover up the fact.

The nuns at school were very kind,
helping me to adjust to the new school
and everything. I think that’s one of the
reasons Catholicism has meant so much
to me. While I was growing up I made
so many good friends among my Catholic
classmates. I’d been away from my moth-
er for three years so it was like getting

reacquainted. There were lots of times at

first when I found it easier to confide in one
of the nuns than in my own mother. When
I was younger I’d look at the nuns with
coifs on their heads—looking so wise and
yet, since their ears didn’t show, I felt I

could pour my heart out to them all I

wanted to. It seemed like they didn’t

hear, if you know what I mean, which
somehow made it easier.

There aren’t many exciting childhood
incidents that I can remember. As a child,

I was always running away from home.
It wasn’t that I was unhappy; it’s just that

I kept thinking to myself when I grow up
it will be very dramatic to say I’d run
away from home. There was only one
trouble: Every time I ran away, nobody
missed me! I’d get up on a Saturday
morning and go into the kitchen and pack
a lunch. I loved to eat so much that I

never worried about taking extra clothes
along; my first and only thought was
packing a lunch. I’d put the food in the
basket of my bike. Just before I rode
away, I’d stand in front of the house and
say, “Farewell house, I’m leaving for-

ever.” Then I’d get on my bike and go.

Of course, I always returned the same
night. I’d walk into the house hoping
everyone would be in a panic. My mother
would look up at me and smile and say,

“Did you have a nice day, dear? Did you
have fun playing?” I’d just say yes. There
was no fun telling her I’d run away for

a big adventure—not when she hadn’t
even realized I was gone!

W hen I was in my sophomore year, I

remember reading in a magazine
where some successful actresses—

I

can’t remember who—said that one of the
greatest helps in obtaining her goal was
accomplished when she was in school. She
felt that becoming popular with her class-

mates had been the basis, the very foun-
dation for her ability to communicate as

an actress.

This became an obsession with me. I

decided to go out for school politics and
concentrate on becoming well-liked
among my classmates. By the time I was
a senior, I had been elected president of

the student body. When one of the girls

ran in to tell me I’d won the election I

was terribly excited—but not for the ob-
vious reason alone. To me, the most im-
portant thing was that my plan to instill

confidence enough to vote for me had
worked out; therefore, I reasoned, why
couldn’t I take this as a sign that other,

bigger plans might work out, too?

I kept thinking that maybe now my
dreams weren’t so foolish after all, or at

least not nearly so unobtainable. I used
to pray every day, too, not that I would
be a successful actress but that it would
be God’s will that I become an actress.

There’s a big difference. I felt if it were
God’s will that I become an actress, then
I really would have no worries.
Up until I was a senior, our school didn’t

have a drama class, but that year they
hired a young UCLA graduate, Beverly
Block, as our drama director. She had
written a play and some sketches and we
were to put them on. She asked me to do
a scene from “Joan of Lorraine” as one of
the sketches in the show. Beverly was
the first person I ever really confided in

about wanting to act.

It was Bev who later told me that Mary-
mount, a Catholic girls’ college in Los
Angeles, offered drama scholarships. She
encouraged me to try out and use the
“Joan” scene she’d coached me on. I fig-

ured that instead of wasting time in col-

lege, I should at least be enrolled in a
drama school, but I didn’t have the money
for that so I tried for the Marymount
scholarship. I was lucky enough to get one.

I was lucky in another way, too, because
I never would have met Don Barbeau at

the dance. As I was telling you, it was
while I was rehearsing with Don for “Joan
of Lorraine” that he suggested: “Well,
why don’t you do something about want-
ing to be an actress.”

“Like what?” I asked.
“Well,” Don went on, “why don’t we

sit down and write letters to all the big
producers and directors in Hollywood and
invite them to see you in the play.”
“Oh, who’ll read any letters we’d send?”
“Why wouldn’t they?”
He had me. I knew there must be a

hundred good reasons why you just didn’t
sit down and write to a producer and tell

him you want to be discovered, but at that

moment I couldn’t think of one. So I just

agreed. Bob made up the letters and we
had some copies typed up. “We’ll need
pictures of you, too,” Don suggested.
He arranged for one of his friends at

school to take my picture. Then he made
up the letter and picture into neat folders
and sent them out to all the studios. I

kept asking him how he knew so much
about what to do. Really, he was just go-
ing on instinct. What made the whole
thing so weird too, was that Don wasn’t
one of those stagedoor Johnnies. In fact,

he’d just recently come out of a trappist

monastery!
Nobody was more surprised than I when

we got a few answers. Some one from
Fox replied, but it wasn’t anything defi-

nite. Then I got a call from Mr. Paul
Nathan’s office at Paramount asking me
to come in.

Seven weeks later, and after six test

readings before Mr. Nathan, Mr. Hal Wal-
lis and other Paramount executives, my
mother received a telephone call from Mr.
Wallis. Could she please come in to the

studio and look over some contracts?

Could she! We went in the next day. That
was the day I met Elvis Presley, Wednes-
day, January 22nd. Elvis was getting set

to star in “Loving You.” Mr. Wallis
thought I should test for the role oppo-
site. The next day, on Thursday, they
tested me. Elvis saw the test and said

he’d liked it. On Friday, January 24th, I

had my first wardrobe fitting.

Three days later, the following Monday,
I had my name changed to Susan Hart
(later changed to Dolores Hart) and a

seven-year contract with Mr. Wallis.

How do I feel? From what I’ve just

told you, it must be obvious that my reli-

gion means a lot to me. And yet some-
times when we talk publicly about Faith,

it’s misconstrued. It’s hard to put into

words without having it sound all wrong
and corny, but the way things happened
to me it sort of gives me an eerie feeling.

It’s as though God smiled down upon me
and, for some reason, let me enjoy a

miracle. The End
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ROCK AROUND
THE CLOCK

Continued from page 54

borhood peopled by young folks who work
in TV, radio or other branches of enter-

tainment. There are wide lawns, and a

fenced playground where the mothers
gather with their children.

As he passed through the quiet, tree-

lined streets, his brain was already buzzing

with the thousand-and-one details of his

multiple role of entertainer, business man
and—by popular demand—teenage adviser.

By the time he arrived at WFIL’s sprawl-

ing studio at Forty-sixth and Market
Streets, he was all businessman—in the

most unbusinesslike office anyone could

imagine.
“Watch your head and feet!” Dick called

out the warning to a record distributor,

making his first bewildered entry into the

Clark domain.
Stepping gingerly around a stack of

mailbags, the man stared open-mouth at

a pink chintz hepcap with its donors’

names embroidered all over, dangling from
wires strung across the room, along with a

branch from a cotton plant, a map of

Texas, a menagerie of stuffed animals, an
autographed football, and a giant pair of

booties with feet half a yard long. The
walls were covered with a six-foot post-

card and a collection of hats.

“We’ve got a lot of stuff here. The kids

send it in,” Dick explained, adding with
a sheepish smile, “You see, we’re senti-

mental. We keep it all right here.”

Unperturbedly brushing dangling objects

from their heads, two secretaries and four

fan mail clerks were busily at work. Two
additional desks faced a wall. At one,

producer Tony Mammarella already had a

turntable going, monitoring new record-

ings. Dick settled at the other.

The record distributor ducked under a

three-foot paper heart, and sat down be-
side him. “Dick, we’ve got a new one we
thought you’d like . .

The man was tall, and the red paper
heart hit him on the ear. He squirmed.
“Great little combo . . . absolutely new
sound . .

.” he went on valiantly. The
heart, emblazoned with huge letters, “We
Love Dick Clark,” kept bumping him on
the head. Finally, it fluttered to the floor.

Still carrying on a serious business talk

with the man, Dick got up and carefully

replaced it.

Awaiting his turn to tussle with the red
paper heart was a representative of an-
other company, and several more paced the

corridor. In the fiercely competitive record
business, Dick is a primary target. He
estimates there are now 2,000 companies,
and all of them want their new releases

and new artists on his show. And no
wonder! Last summer, when “American
Bandstand” was new to the ABC-TV
network and Jerry Lee Lewis was new to

recording, he played “Whole Lot of Shak-
in’ Goin’ On” and 5,000 records were
sold in Philadelphia alone the same after-

noon. When music publisher Jack Lee’s

thirteen-year-old daughter, Nancy,
watched the kids on “Bandstand” dance
The Stroll, she wrote a song to match. The
Diamonds recorded it, introduced it on
the show, and sold a million-and-a-half
records. There are many more success
stories, equally amazing.
The word is out that Dick Clark can

make or break a record. So great is his

power that a worried record executive
exclaimed, “We’re raising a monster who
can destroy us whenever he chooses!”
At his desk, “the monster” was anything

but. All his visitors got a hearing, with
polite attention. As the last one filed

out, his secretary, Marlene Tetti, came in

with a sandwich. Dick’s lunch.
“Marlene,” said Dick, “Did you ever bite

your nails? I’m trying to find the best way
to tackle this thing.”

“Sorry, Dick, I didn’t,” she answered.
Just then the phone rang. Long distance
from Texas. A disc jockey.
Propping the phone on his shoulder,

Dick munched his sandwich while he
listened. “Sure,” he said, between bites.

“I’ll be glad to listen to your kids’ record.

Just send a recording, put out by a com-
merical company. It can’t be tape. It’s

got to be ready for people to buy. On sale.

Now, about that record hop. I would if I

could. I’d sure like to. No, it wouldn’t
cost you anything. But man, I’m on the
air six days a week. I just can’t go farther
than 150 miles a night . .

.”

When he finished the call, fan mail
supervisor Audrey Kingsley was waiting
with a basket of letters. Audrey and her
crew of four handle about 35,000 pieces of
mail each week. Some letters, such as
requests for photographs, go through auto-
matically. Dick attends to the “specials.”

He grinned at Audrey. “So here’s the
pulse-beat,” he said. “Do you girls realize

you do the big job around here? This is

how I know what people want to hear!”
Again he was interrupted by the brr-

ring of the phone. An ABC executive was
calling. As Dick listened, his face lit up
with a big smile. “You’re not kidding?” he
asked. “Why, that’s wonderful! Thanks.
Thanks very much.”
He turned to Audrey and Marlene, who

had come in with more items to be dis-

cussed. “Well, what do you know!” he
said. “The latest report is that we’re get-
ting 8,000,000 viewers for the afternoon
shows, and 20,000,000 for the Saturday
night show. They tell me that’s the highest
rating any daytime show has ever had, the
only one that can compare to a night show.
Isn’t that something? And that’s not all

—

our rating almost tripled over the previous
month—and our daytime show rating is

equal to all those on the other networks,
combined!”
Tony Mammarella came in. “Time to

go in, Dick. You ready?”

D ick sighed. “I'm sorry, girls. We’ll have
to finish this work later.”

Inside the studio, cameramen were
setting up for rehearsal of commercials.
Dick called a stagehand’s attention to a
pennant torn loose from a riser of the
bleacher seats. “Can you tack this up be-
fore show time?”
He turned to Tony. “Kids who send them

look for their own pennants, and I don’t

want them to be disappointed. I think
they’re great, too. Did it ever strike you,
how they sound like a poem from Carl
Sandburg about the wonderful face of

America?” Dick read them off: “Skow-
hegan, Evander, Cumberland Falls and
Sanford ... Jo Byrns, O. J. Roberts, Jim
Thorp, De Veaux . . . Thousand Islands,

Sandusky, St. Louis Zoo . .
.”

The stage manager interrupted his chant.

“Okay, Dick. You’re on.”
Two-and-a-half hours (counting the

local show) is a long, long TV stint in any
man’s TV language. But Dick has the aid

of the kids.

The first bunch rushed in. They’d been
waiting outside the door. The next crowd
dribbled in by twos and threes. Some
Philadelphia schools dismiss by 2:00 p.m.

Almost all classes are out by 3: 00, and
shortly the studio capacity of 150 is taken.

There was giggling and chatter as they
took their places in the bleachers, but
it was an orderly crowd. The boys wore
jackets and slacks, the girls well-pressed.
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pretty dresses, or blouses and skirts. (Jeans
are barred.) Some of the girls put on
heavy make-up for the cameras, others

didn’t even wear a touch of lipstick.

Tony Mammarella’s quick eye spotted a

boy chewing gum vigorously. “Hey, you
know that doesn’t look good on camera.
Get rid of it.” Even though a gum manu-
facturer now sponsers the Saturday night
show, the studio rule against unsightly
gum-chewing has not been relaxed.

Audrey brings in a packing box full of

mail, and there are little squeals of delight

as the kids line up around a table to get

their packets. Many people write to them
when Dick introduces them for the spot-
light dances.
“Ready, everybody!” called Dick, as the

minute hand sped toward the zero hour
of showtime. And “American Bandstand”
was on.

He watched the cute couple who led off

the spotlight dance. Yes, there she was.
Great little dancer. Pretty, too.

When the dance ended, he called the girl

to the microphone. “How do your hands
look today?”

His tone was teasing, but instinctively,

the girl put her hands behind her back.
Dick persisted. “Are you still biting

your nails?”
Shamefaced, the girl nodded. Dick grew

more serious. “You remember, weeks ago,

I promised you a prize of five dollars if

you stopped it?”

She nodded again. “But I also told you,”
Dick went on, “that if you kept on biting
them, I’d embarrass you by making you
show them to everybody. Well, hold up
your hands.”
As the camera moved in for a closeup,

the candlepower of the girl’s blush all but
burned out the picture tube.
Dick patted her on the shoulder. “How’s

about making that bet all over again? I

still think you can do it. Let’s be sure
your nails look better next time.”
To the girl, that second chance made all

the difference. She smiled a million-volt
“Thank you.”
At the end of the show, fifty records had

spun, but when Dick left the studio, he
wasn’t through. A boy and girl were wait-
ing for him in the hallway.

“Dick, have you got a minute?” asked
the boy.
“We know you’re terribly busy,” the

girl put in, “but this is so important.”
“Come on into the office,” said Dick.
He led them through the crowded, busy

place to his own particular corner. “Shoot.

What’s the trouble? You seem worried.”
“It’s my father,” the boy blurted. “He

wants me to go to college.”

“It’s my mother,” said the girl. “She’s
afraid we might get into trouble.”
“And you want to go steady,” supplied

Dick. He had been through this before,

but with each couple, the story was just a
little different, the kids, the circumstances
were different. Talking it out would take
time.

Excusing himself, he asked Marlene to

get him coffee and another sandwich. He
picked up the phone and called Barbara.
“Honey, I hope you haven’t started dinner
. . . Yes, something has come up. I’ll not
be able to get home. But just a minute.”
He fumbled through the stack of un-
answered letters. “What do I tell a woman
who says her daughter’s got brown hair

and brown eyes but is tired of wearing
brown clothes?” He made a hasty note.

“Yes, I’ve got it. How’s Dickie? Fine, see
you later. Don’t wait up. ’Bye, honey.”

A
head of him were a dozen office details,

the task of emceeing a dance until

midnight, a 180-mile drive proposi-
tion, both ways. He’d be lucky if he'd get

home before 2:00 a.m.

But at the moment, he wasn’t thinking
about that. Two “Bandstand” kids needed
his guidance. He turned to them. “Now,
about going steady. You know, there’s a

lot to be said on both sides. Bobbie and
I think we were lucky. We went steady for

a while, then we broke up and saw other

people, then we came back together, fin-

ished school and got married. We sort of

feel we had the advantages of both . .
.”

And he went on to tell them how he
and Barbara Mallery had met at a Hallow-
een party when he was a junior at Davis
High School in Syracuse, New York, and,

after a Christmas party and a New Year’s

party, made up their minds to go steady.

Dick smiled at the boy. “I guess I felt

pretty much the way you do. I’d made up
my mind already that what I wanted more
than anything was to get into broadcasting.

I’d always been crazy about music. Before

we moved to Syracuse, we lived in Mount
Vernon, near the Arthur Murrays. Mrs.

Murray gave me a course of dancing les-

sons on my thirteenth birthday. That start-

ed it. When I was in high school, I started

to collect records.” He chuckled. “Now I

have 15,000!”

Then he became very serious. “So, you
see,” he went on, “maybe college didn’t

look very important at the time, especially
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since my dad was already in broadcasting.
But I was wrong about that.”
He turned to the girl. “Bobbie’s mother

was against going steady, too. She told
Bobbie she was missing a lot, going with
just one boy.” He looked at both of them.
“I think that influenced us. But I think,
mainly, we were afraid of the intensity of
our own feelings.”

Dick went on to tell how they had
decided to break off, and how they were
separated by distance when Mrs. Mallery,
a widow, moved her family to Salisbury,
Maryland, and the Clarks moved to Utica;
how he had gone to Syracuse University
(“Then I realized how much a college
education means, no matter what you
want to do”) while Bobbie went to Salis-
bury State Teachers’ College; how they
had taken up steady -dating again when
she transferred to Oswego State Teachers’
College. He told how college had helped
both of them, because he got his first

announcing job on a campus station, and,
when after a year at Utica station WKTV,
he got a job with WFIL in Philadelphia and
he and Bobbie were married, Bobbie was
able to work as a second grade teacher for

a while to help get them off to a good start.

“So you see,” Dick concluded, “when
this seems like a big problem at the time,
it may not be so big as you think, and
everything can work out for the best. The
main thing is not to act in haste, or in
anger, and try to do what’s right. Now,
will you try to do that?”
“Oh yes, Dick, we will!” the two chor-

used.
He watched them as they walked away,

hand in hand, happy as larks. “I only hope
they’ll be as happy as we,” he thought.
Then, with a burst of renewed energy, he
went back to the papers on his desk. Bar-
bara and Dickie would be waiting . . .

It was eight o’clock when he dashed up
the walk to the apartment in Drexel Hill.

“Daddy! Daddy!” cried little Dickie.
“I let him stay up late,” Bobbie said as

he kissed her. “He had a long nap, and it’s

such a thrill for him.”
Dinner, kept piping hot—Bobbie’s learned

to stick to dishes that “keep well”—was
ready to serve. Dick had just time to eat it

before dashing away on the long drive to

Lebanon.
Weary as he was, he perked up the in-

stant he entered the dance hall. The beat
of the music, the high spirits of the fresh-

faced teenagers, worked their magic, as

always. He remembered how people often

think he’s younger than his twenty-nine
years. “This is the secret,” he thought.
“These kids keep me young. And I suspect
a good dose of rock ’n’ roll music would
help a lot of folks.”

And, on the long drive home, the music
went on, pouring from his car radio, help-
ing to fight off fatigue and making the trip

seem shorter.

He tiptoed into the house, but Bobbie,
asleep in an easy chair before the TV set,

was awake instantly.

“Honey,” he chided gently. “I told you
not to wait up.”

“But the Late Late Show was so inter-

esting,” she began, and they both laughed,

because it was exactly the same thing she
always said.

Bobbie had fixed a snack, and they
munched contentedly, while Dick talked

about his day. Suddenly, in the midst of

telling her the good news about his rat-

ings, he broke off. “Honey,” he said,

“about that nail-biter. Do you think I was
too harsh? Did I do the right thing?”

Barbara laughed. “Oh, Dick, you never
do stop worrying about those youngsters,

do you?”
She took his hand. “But you know,” she

added softly, “that’s one big reason why I

think my husband’s a great guy.” The End
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saying, “I don’t have a pencil.” The head-
waiter handed him one.

At that, my Irish temper really flared

up. “There’s no need to write her number
down,” I told Richard. “You’ll just have
to tear it up!”
While I retouched my makeup in the

ladies’ room, it occurred to me that Rich-
ard was just being polite to whoever was
calling. When he said he didn’t have a

pencil, he was probably just trying to get

out of even taking her number. The head-
waiter naturally didn’t understand and
was only trying to be of service. I felt

I’d had no right to say what I did. How,
I wondered, was Richard going to take it?

I found out as soon as I got back to the

table. He was laughing. And for a long

time he’d tease me by repeating, “No need
to take it down—you’ll just have to tear it

up!”
Now I can admit that I must have been

a little bit jealous of the stranger, be-
cause I could so easily imagine myself in

her place. I can remember seeing Richard
in the movies, realizing that he didn’t even
know I existed, yet feeling that I knew
him very well and that some day, some-
how, we would meet.
Later, as a model, my own career began

to move along nicely, with a lot of good,
interesting jobs, until finally Universal-
International signed me for “Girls in the
Night,” which was filmed partly in New
York and partly in Hollywood. When
I came to the coast with a U-I contract, I

stayed with my friend May Wynn. One
night we were attending a party at Ciro’s,

and I heard a man laughing, from a nearby
table. My back was to him, yet I was sure
it could be only one man in the world. As
we were getting up to leave, I turned my
head and took a quick look. It was Richard.
All the way home, for some reason, I found
myself smiling inwardly.

A short time later, May, and I were
invited to a studio party, a big affair

loaded with celebrities and ear-shat-
tering babble. When we arrived, I quickly
looked around the room—hoping. And he
was there. I must have been staring (like

that lady in the restaurant, so much later)

for, when he turned suddenly and our eyes
met, I felt myself blushing. To this day,
Richard swears I was flirting with him.
He could tell, even at a distance, he says,

that I had a lot of Irish gumption—I was
smiling at him as if we were old friends.

That shows an embarrassing amount of
understanding on his part. Actually, that’s

just how I did feel: that he was an old
friend, and a very dear one. It seemed to
me then that only some mysterious, mali-
cious plot was keeping us from meeting.
The second time I saw him (in person,

that is) was at Ciro’s again. I was dining
with a date and we were seated at a table
right next to Richard and his date. Truth-
fully, I haven’t the slightest idea what we
had for dinner or what we talked about,
because a strange hunch and a plan were
growing in my mind. At some moment, the
girl with Richard would go off to powder
her nose, and at the very same moment, I

hoped, my date would leave the table, too.

And it happened. I felt the blood pound-
ing in my ears, but then, without a
second’s hesitation, I turned to Richard
with a bright smile and said, like any
fan, “Aren’t you Richard Egan?”

I heard my inane question echoing; I

heard him answering gravely, “Yes, I am.”

I’d planned to make intelligent, admiring
comments on his acting, but when I opened
my mouth all that came out was: “I—I’m
Patricia Hardy, a friend of Beverly
Michaels, the girl who worked with you in

‘Wicked Woman’.”
Richard’s blue eyes twinkled pleasantly

—and then our dates returned. We still

hadn’t really met. The next day I called

Beverly and said, “I wish you’d introduce
me to Richard Egan.”

“Yes,” Beverly laughed. “I know.”
“What do you mean? How could you

know?”
“Simple. Richard just phoned me, too.

I made a date to meet him for lunch. He
wants to talk about you. He wants to meet
you!”
Need I add I was delighted. But I think

I felt even greater pleasure at learning
something important about Richard. Holly-
wood is an informal town; the average
fellow in that situation would have found
my phone number in some way and
casually called me up. But for Richard,
only a formal introduction would do. He
knew someone I knew, so he took her to

lunch and there arranged to take both of

us to dinner the following week.
Our date was at eight o’clock, but I

began getting ready at five, in a great
state of tension. I had seen Richard Egan
in person—across a room, at the next
table—and I had spoken to him. But up to

this point I still had been only a fan,

star-gazing. Now we were going to meet
as two people. In the last half hour, I

frantically modeled everything in my
wardrobe before my disapproving mirror.
I’d just gone back to the first outfit I’d

tried on, a tweed suit, when the doorbell
rang. The moment Beverly performed
that long-awaited introduction, all my
tension vanished. I was at ease and won-
derfully happy.
After dinner (don’t ask me about the

menu!) at a small restaurant, Richard
dropped Beverly off at her house and then
took me for a drive. And the floodgates
opened. Spontaneously, we began talking
as if we had indeed known each other for

years. We talked about theater, movies,
acting, California living, tennis.

I knew then that my feelings as a fan
had been a pretty illusion. The next day I

wrote to my mother, back East: “He’s
really not like an actor at all. He’s more
like a person!” The longer I’m with him,
the more I learn about not only Richard’s
qualities, but all the little details that
make up a human being.

I used to make mental notes about his
tastes in food. Mostly a steak-potatoes-
and-salad man, he enjoys seafood, too;

we’d often eat at Jack’s at the Beach, in

Santa Monica. Every so often, he’d decide
to go for Italian cooking. One evening, we
were out with a group, and someone men-
tioned a favorite dish. “Oh, I make that
very well,” I said.

“Can you really cook?” Richard asked.
“Yes,” I said airily. “Doesn’t every-

body?”

H is irrepressible sense of humor took
over, and he started teasing me until I

had to come through with a dinner in-
vitation. I finally asked Richard, Beverly,
her brother and her fiance, Russell Rouse.

I began worrying about the space. My
roommate and I had just a small apart-
ment, with no dining room. The round
table, with captain’s chairs, was set at one
end of the living room. Richard and Rus-
sell and Beverly’s brother are all big men,
Would they have enough room? From
my mere five feet three, I saw them for
the moment as giants—there wouldn’t be
room enough! So I drew up a small
straight chair for myself.

The food did turn out well. While Rich-
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ard has no real unrest in the prepara-
tions (he just gets pleasantly in my way
in the kitchen), he’s a zestful eater—every
mouthful is a compliment to the cook.
When he finished that evening, he said,

“That was wonderful! Where did a little

Irish gal learn to make Italian food?”
For all my fears, the table hadn’t seemed

crowded. But in front of the fireplace, just

behind the chair where Beverly’s brother
sat, there was a big copper bucket. As he
got up from the table and stepped back,
he planted a foot right in the bucket and
fell against the wall. I thought I’d die!

The apartment walls seemed to be shrink-
ing in on me. We spent part of the evening
pounding the dents out of the bucket.
The rest of the time, we talked and

listened to music. Richard likes some
classics, but mostly semi-classics and
popular records: show tunes, soft ro-
mantic ballads, background music from
movies, songs by Johnny Mathis or Dean
Martin or Bing Crosby. As for the con-
versation, that was mostly shop talk. I

was already interested in theater and
movies, but I’ve learned a lot from Rich-
ard. For instance, I’d never really tried
to understand Shakespeare before. When
I first heard him read those beautiful lines,

I realized why people love them. Richard
gets a great kick out of reading Shake-
speare with his brother, Father Willis, too.

Well, once I’d proved my point, during
our courtship I didn’t cook too many more
meals for Richard. More often, we’d eat
with his family. His mother, who is a
wonderful cook, usually took care of the
food, though I’d often help make the salad.
And we’d exchange recipes, or just talk
while Richard and his quiet, quick-witted,
unmistakably Irish dad watched the box-
ing matches on TV. You can’t get a word
out of either of them while the fights are
on! That doesn’t bother me, because my
own father is a fight fan, too.

Richard has been interested in boxing
since he was a ten-year-old, listening to

the big bouts on the radio. In the Army,
he taught judo. And he’s crazy about
Rocky Marciano—even named his cat
Rocky. Football is another enthusiasm of
his. When the Washington Redskins were
here, he invited them to dinner at his
home. (Joe Scudera, one of the Redskins,
is one of Rich’s closest friends.) I helped
his mom serve, and I must say those boys
have appetites! We thought we’d never
get through.
When I first met Richard, I tried to

share his enthusiasm for tennis. Actually,
I didn’t know anything about it. One
weekend when he was out of town, I went
to Palm Springs and took a couple of

tennis lessons. I had an innocent notion
that I could then surprise Richard with
my expertness. But I found out! Finally,
I realized I’d never catch up with Richard,
who is really good. So I’ve become just a
deeply interested spectator. He belongs to
a tennis club, but never goes there because
for him it isn’t a social activity. He says
some of the best players are on the public
courts, and he spends a lot of his spare
time at Beverly Hills Public Courts.

Naturally, he has made friends this

way—in particular, an airlines pilot.

Richard loves to hear him talk about
flying, because he admires people who are
doing what they most want to do. But
gossip is one type of conversation that
leaves Richard cold. Recently, we were
with a girl who also plays tennis at Bev-
erly Hills. She mentioned a juicy bit of
news that was circulating on the courts

—

and he didn’t know a thing about it.

“That’s just like you!” she laughed. “You
never see all the intrigues going on around
you.”
Richard is honest and he respects—in

fact, insists on—that quality in the people
whose friendship he values. If I cook
something he doesn’t like, he’ll tell me

—

but pleasantly. He is extremely thoughtful.
He does his own shopping for presents,
always remembers my birthday, and
doesn’t confine gift-giving to special oc-
casions. The last time he went on tour,
he brought me a tiny gold cross I wear
around my neck. I had his brother. Father
Willis, bless it, and I never take it off.

As I mentioned, Richard is generally
pretty conservative. When he wanted to
buy a car this year, I told him I adored
convertibles. After thinking it over, he
finally did buy a new Cadillac convertible,
black with a white top. But he’d grown so
attached to his 1950 Cadillac sedan that he
couldn’t turn it in. So that’s the car I

often drive.

His taste in clothes is conservative; he’s

shirt-tie-and-suit man. Recently, when he
went shopping for a suit, I urged him to

take a dark blue fabric with a tiny silver

stripe. With some misgivings, he ordered
it. Now he’s delighted with it. Somehow
it makes me very pleased.

His house (I must learn to say our
house) is “contemporary,” Richard says,

“not the sort of modern where you walk
on glass floors.” It’s decorated in subdued
colors: black, white and charcoal gray
in the living room; beige in the wood-
paneled den, with deep armchairs done in

soft Australian leather, salmon and light

blue-green. Books, TV and hi-fi are in the
den. There’s a huge fireplace, and one wall

is all glass, with a view of the patio and
the pool. The pool measures forty-eight
by eighteen feet, and it is not kidney-
shaped; it’s just oblong. “I want to swim
in it,” Richard says firmly, “not to look
at it.”

Richard is a serious person; I knew that
long before I met him, because I could
see the thinking and sincerity that went
into his screen performances. But his sense
of humor was a surprise. His “no need to
take it down” line isn’t the only ribbing
I’ve had. (All affectionate, of course.) At
first, his nickname for me was “Petonkle”
—I don’t know why. But I do know why he
now often calls me “Bunkys.” That dates
from a time when a bunch of us were play-
ing with an old tongue-twister, trying to
say very fast “rubber baby-buggy
bumpers.” I couldn’t come out with any-
thing but “bunkies.” Just the other day,
I got a letter from Father Willis that
started, “Dear Bunkys.” That broke me up!

I have my own family to thank for an-
other gag. The first time Richard hit New
York on tour after we began going to-
gether, he visited my parents. When he
told me they’d dragged out the family al-
bum for him, I had a fit. I called my
mother and wailed, “How could you do
this to me?”

“I think Richard enjoyed it,” she said.

Well, I guess he did—he certainly hasn’t
let me forget it. One of the pictures
showed me as a little girl in my favorite
ice-cream parlor, Plumps. It never oc-
curred to me that this was a funny name
until Richard got hold of it. Now, when-
ever I say something silly, he’ll come back
with “Where did you hear that—in

Plumps?” Or “Is that something you
learned at Plumps?”

I suppose the gag department is like

tennis: I’ll never catch up with Richard
in either one. And the same thing, I be-
lieve, is true of acting. I’ve loved my
work, and I have a healthy respect for my
own talent. But Richard, with a college
degree in drama, has both taught drama
and Dut theories into practice, with a
wealth of experience in many techniques
of acting. After I saw a rough cut of his
latest picture, U-I’s “Voice in the Mirror,”
I bought a little gold loving cup on which
I had inscribed “To the World’s Greatest
Actor.” I gave it to Richard—and it was
no gag. I meant it wholeheartedly. So
we’ve agreed that one career—Richard’s

—

will be plenty for our family.
Our courtship didn’t just happen to go

on for two years; we both believe in

long courtships. And it wasn’t all easy
and idyllic. Once, while Richard was away
on a personal-appearance tour, practically

everybody I knew sent me a clipping of a

well-known column. The columnist quoted
Richard as saying: “Pat Hardy and I will

never marry.”
Long before the mail rained clippings

on me, I had read that column, and the
words had given me a quick shock. But
I realized how inaccurate publicity of this

sort can be, and, as soon as I’d thought it

over, it didn’t bother me. Richard’s re-
action was exactly the same. We simply
refuse to take such things seriously.

Sharing the same strong religious faith,

we both believe that marriage is forever.

At the moment when Richard asked me
to marry him, there was no image in my
mind of a darkened movie theater, a

spellbound schoolgirl, a dynamic shadow
remote on the screen. A real person was
speaking to me—a human being I had
come to know very well and to respect

—

the man I love.

But every so often some odd incident

will call up the image again. Then I ask
myself in everlasting wonder, “Can this

really have happened to me?” The End
See Dick in 20th’s “The Hunters.”
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... A MARRIAGE
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night before she hadn’t slept a wink. Back
and forth, back and forth she had paced,

feeling stark terror, wanting desperately

to run. To hide. A hundred times she had
started to pick up the phone, to call Sid

for help. But something always stopped
her. “I can’t let him down,” she had said

to herself. “I must go on.” Daylight came.
She had gone into the bathroom and
thrown up. Room service brought break-
fast for her. She had turned green and
waved the food away. Then she lost track

of time. Somehow she was at the theater.

The band was playing. Sid stood beside

her in the wings. She was exhausted.
She turned to him and said, “I can’t, I

can’t. I’m sorry, Sid. I love you but I

can’t.”

Then Sid shook her so hard she heard
her teeth rattle. “Those people out there

love you,” he said. “And I love you.”

“You can.” And he pushed her on stage.

The lights were blinding. She staggered

and almost fell. Then above the pound-
ing of her heart she heard the opening
music, and automatically she began to

sing the “Trolley Song,” sliding directly
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into “Come Rain or Come Shine,” and
following that, without pause, with “Hap-
piness Is a Thing Called Joe.” She heard
applause coming over the footlights, bent
forward to bow and fell flat on her face.

In panic, she scrambled off the stage. Sid
grabbed her and yelled, “You’re great,

baby, you’re great. They love you. Lis-
ten.” And for the first time she really
heard it, the thunder of applause.
He shoved her out again. Now, through

the glare of the lights, she saw the people.
Not stone statues, but laughing, crying,
yelling people, screaming for more. And
she gave them more—“Rock-a-Bye My
Baby,” “You Made Me Love You,” “Shine
On, Harvest Moon,” “Some of These
Days,” “My Man.” Finally, she took off

the wig she wore in her tramp number,
got a towel from Sid and wrapped it

around her head, sat on the very edge of

the stage—as close to the audience as she
could get—and sang “Somewhere Over the
Rainbow.” And then her memories of un-
happiness and her feelings of fear dis-
appeared. This was the beginning. Next
day, the newspapers headlined: “Judy’s
born again.”
A knock on Judy’s dressing room door

broke her thoughts. Rap. Rap. Rap-
rap-rap. Rap-rap. Rap-rap-rap. Sid’s

special “Somewhere Over the Rainbow”
knock, and she said, “Come in.” Sid en-
tered. A photographer who had been
waiting outside to get some shots of her

onstage, poked his head in and asked,
“Mind if I take one of you and Mr. Luft?”
“Just one . . . all right,” Judy answered.
When the photographer had gone, Sid

said, “Well, Judy?”
“Nothing’s changed, Sid,” she answered.

“I’m sorry.”
“Mind if I watch the opening number?”

he asked softly.

“Of course not,” she said, and almost
added—but finally said the words just to

herself
—

“I don’t know what I’d do with-
out you waiting and watching in the
wings.”

Sid stood up. For a moment he paused
behind her chair and his hands lightly

touched her hair. Then he left the room.
She picked up her silver cigarette case

and lit a cigarette. She ran a finger over
the inscription on the cover: “Judy, Thank
You,” and then read inside the engraved
names of all the stagehands and theater

staff who had been with her at the Palace
back during the winter of 1951-1952 when
she had made her American comeback.
And then she said aloud, the words she
had been unable to utter a few minutes
before: “Sid, I don’t know what I’d do
without you waiting and watching in the
wings.”

S
id had been in the wings, and back-
stage, and out front, and in the man-
ager’s office, and most important of all,

with her whenever she needed him in that

mad twenty-week period when she had
broken all records at New York’s Palace
Theater.

Sure, she had wowed them at the Pal-
ladium; sure, she had been a terrific hit

throughout her tour of Great Britain. But
New York was something else: the tops,

the great challenge, the end of the rain-

bow. And she had been scared. Not petri-

fied like at the Palladium, just plain shiv-
ering scared.

And that big-shot at the Palace hadn’t
helped. All he did was cry the blues. He
skimped and saved on everything. And
when she rebelled he as much as told her,

“We’re not going to spend money on your
show because it won’t last. You’ll flop.”

When she asked him for a timpani for

her “Get Happy” number, he refused.

“We’re not enlarging the orchestra,” he
said, “and we’re certainly not adding any
instruments. There’s no room for a tim-
pani. Besides, we’d have to take out three
orchestra seats to make space for it. Those
seats are sold for opening night. And we
need every cent we can get before you
close.”

So at 2:30 in the morning before open-
ing night Judy and Sid stood alone on the
Palace’s empty stage. The musicians had
all gone home; the stagehands were filing

out. They were talking about the “Get
Happy” number and Judy was in tears.

“It’s the high spot of the first half of the
show,” she said. “Without it, I’m lost. No
timpani, no number.”
Sid spied some carpenter’s tools across

the stage. He picked them up, went down
to the first row of the orchestra and un-
screwed three seats. As Judy watched
him, a big grin spread over her face. He
stowed the seats backstage. Then the
two of them went to the phone and called
a musician friend in the Bronx. Like two
kids on a spree, they hurried to the street

and hailed a cab. All the way to the
Bronx, Judy sang and Sid made awful
noises

—
“like a timpani,” he said. They

borrowed the timpani, told their friend to

go back to sleep but to be sure to show
up at dress rehearsal that afternoon. Then
they returned to the theater and put the
timpani where the three seats had been.
“Where will those three people sit?”

Judy asked.

“On the stage,” said Sid.
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“Of course,” Judy echoed, “on the
stage.” And they both laughed hysteri-
cally.

That night the Palace big-shot flipped

when he saw the timpani in the orchestra.

But by the end of the first week, when
they did sell-out, turn-away business, and
even standing room was bringing $7.50 a
person, he was smiling.
And when she and Sid got married in

Hollister, Calif., on June 8th, 1952, the
Palace big-shot sent them a timpani for a
wedding gift, with a note that said, “I was
a fool. You’re the greatest.”

O n stage in two minutes, Miss Garland.
“On stage in two minutes,” hollered a

voice in the hallway, interrupting her
memories.
“Okay,” Judy said, “okay.”
She slipped into her costume, made sure

that her make-up was all right and hur-
ried to the wings. Sid was there and so
was her daughter, Liza. “Good luck,” he
said. “Luck, Mommy,” said Liza. And she
was on. After her first three songs, while
she paused to acknowledge the applause,
she looked over to the side. Sid was gone.
Liza was still there. But Sid was gone.
The orchestra started her next number.

But she missed the cue and faltered. The
leader struck his baton against the music
stand and the music began again. Some-
how she sang the words to “You Made Me
Love You,” and tears streamed down her
cheeks and she wasn’t really there. She
was back with Sid at the Cedars of Leb-
anon Hospital on that March night in

1955, waiting for the announcement of the
winners of the Academy Awards.
Sid was looking down at her. Although

the room was filled with technicians from
the TV studio, it seemed for a moment as
if they were alone.
“How do you manage to look so pretty

after what you’ve been through?” Sid
asked.

“Because I’m so happy,” she answered.
“Yesterday, when Little Joe was born, the
doctors only gave him a fifty-fifty chance.
I know. The nurses talked about it. They
thought I was asleep, but I heard. But
today he’s much stronger. When they
brought him in, he howled. That’s good.
I know he’ll be okay.”

Sid put a package down on the night
table and began to open it.

“What do you have there?” she asked.
“Caviar and champagne,” Sid an-

nounced. “To celebrate.”

Judy pointed out the window. “Look at
the peeping Toms, Sid.” He looked out
and saw a battery of cameras and camera-
men, perched atop a four-story-tower
built especially for the occasion, focusing
on Judy’s room. At that moment the
director called, “Stand by,” and Judy and
Sid turned towards the three TV sets.

Bob Hope’s face appeared. He an-
nounced the nominees for best actress of
the year, and Judy smiled when he said,
“Judy Garland for her performance in
'A Star Is Bom.’ Then he opened the
slip and read: “The winner is . . . Grace
Kelly for ‘The Country Girl.’

”

Judy’s head sank back on the pillow
and she closed her eyes. There was a
minute of complete silence. Then the TV
technicians lugged the sets and their
equipment out of the room. The director
mumbled and left. Sid and Judy were
alone.

“To us,” Judy said, raising her glass of
champagne. “To Liza, to Lorna, and to
Little Joe. Perhaps I’m not the best
actress there is, but I’d rather be the best
mother.” The champagne tickled Judy’s

r nose and she laughed.
Liza came into the dressing room right

after Judy had finished reading Sid's note.
“Mommy, why are you crying?” Liza asked.

“I always cry after 1 sing ‘Over the
Rainbow,’ ” Judy said.

“But you didn’t sing it,” Liza said.

“That’s right, I didn’t,” Judy agreed,
shaking her head. “Come here, dear,”
Judy said, “let me straighten your hair.”
She patted her daughter’s hair in place.
Then she let her hands rest gently on the
child’s hair, as earlier Sid’s hands had
rested for a moment on hers. “Daddy’s
waiting for you in the car, dear. He has
something important to tell you. I ivant
you to listen and try to understand.
Mommy will see you later.”

As soon as her daughter left the room,

L
Judy slumped down on the dressing
table and buried her head in her

hands. “How will he tell her?” she thought.
“What will he say? How will he explain
that he won’t be with us anymore, that
we won’t all have breakfast together each
morning and dinner together each night?
Even though Lorna and Little Joe are his
kids, and Liza isn’t, he loves her as much
as the others. And she loves him. What
can he say?”
And pictures and memories of their life

together as a family flooded into her mind.
She saw every room of their big house at

Holmby Hills: The living room furnished
only with a grand piano and a ping pong
table, on which was Little Joe’s train; the
main bedroom with its huge bed, and no
clock in the room to remind them of work,
and schedules, and duties; the kids’ rooms;
the den with its hi-fi set with four speak

-
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ers, the radio and TV set, the bar, and the
fourteen-foot couch. And she saw the
grounds outside, with playground equip-
ment and toys strewn all about. But
everywhere, in each room and each mem-
ory, she saw the family: Liza, Lorna,
Little Joe, herself, and . . . Sid.

But then the thoughts of their debts
blotted everything else out. She recalled
a recent headline: Judy Garland Heads
Hollywood Tax Delinquents. She remem-
bered the shame of having to file a bank-
ruptcy petition. She felt the disgust of

having to dodge creditors and bill collec-

tors. She knew the indignity of owing
the United States Government almost fifty

thousand dollars.

Alone in her dressing room, she covered
her face with her hands, and let the tears

fall. It was too much for her. Too much.
Where did the money go? Blindly, she’d
lashed out at Sid and his gambling. She’d
worked too hard all her life ever to un-
derstand the kick others got from it, and it

had. been the source of their bitter quar-
rels—and now, this. But in her heart, she
knew it wasn’t that simple. It ivent back,
as long as she could remember. Pouring
her heart into her work past physical en-
durance, while other people signed her
name to checks, other people managed her
affairs—and, somehow, the fabulous sums
she’d earned trickled away. Then, grimly,
she got up and dressed. “I must pidl my-
self together,” she thought. “I’ve got to

stop this. For the children’s sake. I can’t

break down now.”
But as she walked alone through the

awful emptiness of the deserted corridor,

the old, fears assailed her. Fears, grounded
in the bitter cruelties of the past, echoing
through her confused mind once more:
“Look what the studio got stuck with
when they let Deanna Durbin go,” “You’re
too temperamental.” “You’re no good.”
“You’re too fat.”

“I’ll show them,” she muttered.
Shortly after, she came to New York

for an engagement at the Town and Coun-
try, in Brooklyn, settling herself and the
three children in a house at nearby Ne-
ponsit, with guards around it, reportedly
“to keep Luft out.” Yet, from the time she
arrived, she talked with Sid constantly on
the phone. He came east, and stayed at a
hotel.

Her opening was as sensational as any
she had ever known. The entire audience,
applauding madly, gave her a standing
ovation.
For four nights, everything was gieat.

Especially the night when Sid came and
sat with the children, watching her, all of
them together, just the way it used to be.

But away from the audience, it was bad.
And getting worse all the time. Bills,

bills, bills. New York State and federal
liens against her salary for back taxes.
The gowns she needed, even food was a
problem. Her help, getting wind of the
situation, walked out. There were violent
squabbles with club owner Ben Maksik
over what he claimed he advanced her
against her $25,000-a-week salary, and
what she claimed he owed her. More
squabbles with her agent. And with Sid.

It was more than she could take. She
felt crushed, under a staggering load too
heavy to bear. The twice-nightly shows
were cut to one. She arrived much too
late. Her voice began to fail again.
The breaking point came on a Sunday

night, when 1,700 people had gathered to

see her. She had called to say she was
unable to go on, but, prodded by her
agent, Norman Weiss, she came—fifty

minutes late.

The wave of applause as she walked to

the microphone seemed unreal and far

away. “Well, here I am,” she said, her
voice breaking.
She got through one number, her voice

husky. Then the second, every word of it

mocking her until she could have
screamed—“Life Is Just a Bowl of Cher-
ries.” Trembling, she looked out at the
sea of faces, and faltered, “I’m sorry.

You’ll have to excuse me. I have a ter-
rible case of laryngitis. I wish I could go
on. But I can’t. It doesn’t really matter,
though. I’ve just been fired.”

Someone quickly cut off the micro-
phone. She stumbled to the edge of the
stage, holding out her arms. “It’s wrong.
It’s wrong,” she cried. Then, dazedly, “No.
It’s wonderful. It’s wonderful to be here.

I love you all.”

Backstage, the quarreling commenced
again. There was much shouting, angry
charges and counter-charges hurled by
Ben Maksik, her agent—and Sid. And she,

bewildered and broken, in the middle.

The next day, she faced reporters de-
fiantly. “So I’m broke,” she said. “I’ll get

along. I always have. Nobody has to

worry about me. Right now, I’m going to

take my children, and we’re going to get

a good rest and enjoy life. As for my fu-
ture, there are three pictures I could make
in Hollywood. Is that bad?”
But after they left, as she stood alone

in the strange living room of somebody
else’s house, she shivered. The darkness
of the shadows in the room seemed to be
closing in on her. The darkness that had
begun to fall on the day when she and Sid

parted. The darkness, the terrible dark-
ness, she had known before, of being alone.

She clasped her hands, and bowed her
head. “Please, God,” she prayed. ‘'Help me.
Please!” The End
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hometown, and near it is the plaque
from the mayor of San Francisco, given
last December on “Johnny Mathis Day,
in recognition of the fine accomplish-
ments of this young man and his attain-

ments in the field of entertainment and
fine arts.” It cites Johnny for “being a
splendid example for his fellow youth”
and “a credit to his beloved city of San
Francisco, carrying its name and prestige
throughout the United States.”

And in the living room there is a fine

new mahogany piano. But “It can
never mean as much to me as that

battered second-hand piano Dad brought
home,” John says today.
“That piano took up half the living

room,” Johnny’s mother remembers. “But
my husband was determined the children
would have a piano—and they did.”

“I carried it into the house a piece at

a time,” Clem says. “All the other kids
went to bed—but not John. He stayed
right there and watched everything. We
were pretty late getting it all inside, but
I finally got it put back together—and
it played. You could see the joy on
John’s face! I’d catch him fingering it,

and one day I asked him, ‘Would you
like to sing?’

“
‘I’d like to try, Dad,’ the little boy said

seriously.”
“Well, I know a song, son,” Clem said.

Back home in Texas, he had done a
brief stint singing and dancing a soft-shoe
routine with what he describes as “a
fading minstrel show.” “The song’s called

‘My Blue Heaven.’ I used to sing it, and
I’d like to teach it to you.”
Clem played it once and wrote the words

down. Almost at a glance, John mem-
orized the whole thing. After that, when-
ever a visitor dropped in at the flat John’s
dad would say, “I have a kid who sings.

Would you like to hear him?” Nobody
ever had time to answer. With that an-
nouncement, John was on.

He’d stand beside the piano, trying to

hold his hands right and his back straight
and “not droop around,” as his father had
taught him. Clem would tell the audience,
“Now when John’s through, you give him
a big hand.” Then the six-year-old would
sway a little to “My Blue Heaven” or “Bye-
Bye Blackbird” or, in a childishly sweet
voice, “What’ll I Do?”
There Johnny Mathis and his music

began, in a block of old flats grown shabby
with time and fog and sun. The family
of nine lived in four crowded little

rooms. Now Johnny says, “You wonder
how you did it. We used to always be
stepping over things.” There was little

money and many mouths to feed. So
Johnny’s attractive mother worked as a
domestic, and his dad painted or chauf-
feured or took on occasional contracts for
maintenance work.
When Johnny sang, his dad would tell

him, “God gave you that. When God
gives you a gift, you must be grateful to
Him. Pray to Him, and God will give
you even greater gifts.”

“And that’s right,” Johnny says quietly.

“Everybody’s given a certain amount.
What you do with it—that’s the important
thing—just doing your best. This was
Daddy’s big teaching—to have the horse
sense to hear something, learn it, know
that it’s true, know how it works, and
then go out and practice it. Use it! Don’t
just know it.”

Out in the back yard, wash-lines flap-
ping around him, open sky overhead, little

Johnny would sing. He’d really give! And
the next-door neighbors might become

his audience. “Johnny,” kind-faced Mrs.

Nebeling would say, “you ought to be in

the shows some day.”
“My wife was always encouraging him,”

Adam Nebeling tells you now. “She had
a soft heart for kids, and Johnny was al-

ways singing out there in the back yard.

Nice kid—we liked him a lot.”

Minor detail: the Nebelings are white
people; the Mathises are colored. It’s a

cheerily mixed neighborhood; these days,

a Japanese-American runs the corner

grocery. Ask Johnny Mathis about the

“racial problem” now, and you’ll pretty

nearly draw a blank. “I don’t talk about
it too much,” he says, “because I don’t

like to talk about it. I believe in going

out and doing.”
Young Johnny was right in there pitch-

ing, as Post Street members. At nine, he
was trudging up and down the hill de-
livering papers. Each weekend, he’d

earn three dollars clerking and making
deliveries for the Twin Pines Grocery. He
was an excellent student and eventually

a brilliant athlete, racking up track hon-
ors at George Washington High and cap-
turing the high-jump record at San Fran-
cisco State.

Mostly, the neighbors remember Johnny
Mathis singing. Wherever there was
music in San Francisco, there was Johnny.
He haunted the balcony at the opera house.
When he was older, he hung around
Market Street, saw it throb with life when
the fleet came in, sang in a tiny bar. On
Fillmore Street, he lifted his ardent, in-

creasingly full voice in hymns at the

Methodist church.

When Johnny was twelve, his father

took him to see a booking agent in

Oakland, and the agent said, “He’s

pretty good, but he needs some training.”

On this man’s advice, Johnny and his

dad went to see voice coach Connie Cox.
But her fee was five dollars a lesson, and
the Mathises could barely manage to pay
the toll charge back and forth across the

Oakland Bay Bridge. “I have five other
children,” Clem Mathis said sadly. “I just

can’t do it.”

“Well . . .” Connie said. “Let me hear
him sing.” She listened, and then she
said, “You bring him back. We’ll work
something out.”

By way of paying for his lessons, Johnny
cleaned the studio. “Connie had a tre-

mendous amount of patience,” he says.

“She really worked with me. At times I’d

get upset—when I couldn’t do what I

wanted to—and I’d end up bawling my
eyes out. ‘Come on!’ she’d say. ‘That’s no
way to act!’ And I’d tell her, ‘You’re a

soprano—you can do it. But I’m a tenor
—and I can’t do it.’ But she kept on in-

sisting that I could.”
Johnny Mathis sang wherever he dared

—on any stage, in any spotlight, with any
piano or saxophone that would back him,

for any band or proprietor that would let

him do a number for free. “Nobody
dreamed I’d do anything then,” he says.

“We were just sort of going along. After

I got to singing for money, sometimes
somebody would say, ‘Well, kid, you’ll

make it some day.’ I was like fourth

act on the bill. I’d run out and do my
two songs—sometimes three.

“I’ll never forget my first professional

engagement. A friend of mine on the

track team at San Francisco State had a

buddy who had a bar on Broadway. ‘Come
on down,’ he said, ‘they’ll pay you to sing

on weekends.’ I went down, and it was
an old bar with sawdust on the floor. But
they had a microphone and a fellow play-
ing the piano—so I sang. The guy paid me
fifty dollars for two nights—which was
good,” Johnny says. In all that noise no-
body even heard him, and the music
Johnny Mathis made was not for the saw-
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dust trade. “I d’d ‘Tenderly’ and ‘Flamingo.’
And I was doing a real fancy thing,

where I’d skip octaves and hit the high
notes softly, really reaching out.”
One night, Ann Dee who owned Ann’s

440 Club across the street, dropped over
to pay her respects—and fairly flipped
over him. “Johnny was singing and no-
body was listening,” Ann says. “When I

heard that sweet lyric voice, I couldn’t
believe it. ‘This isn’t possible!’ I said.”

Another minor detail: Ann Dee is white.
Clem Mathis says, “Johnny has had a lot

of help from white people. You read the
newspapers, and you feel that all the
people in the world are bad. All the
race troubles in the world confuse a per-
son so that he thinks everybody hates
everybody else. But this isn’t true. If

Johnny had had hatred in his heart to

begin with, he never would have gotten
help.”

Instead, Johnny had been raised in a
sincerely religious tradition of love. So
he got help—and, beyond that, whole-
hearted encouragement.
Ann Dee introduced herself to Johnny

when he was through singing. “Do you
know what you have?” she asked. “If you
ever need a job, see me.”
Ann Dee had been in show business for

thirty years, and she’d coached opera.
She’s quick to tell you, “Johnny’s success
today is no accident—he could always
sing.”

P
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O ne June night three years ago, a slen-
der young singer came through the
black velvet background of Ann’s 440

Club in to a bright spotlight—and a future
far beyond the imagination of the kid from
Post Street.

Johnny Mathis had already connected
with the fighting loyalty and the repre-
sentation that soon made him famous.
“I’d popped into The Black Hawk Club
for one of their afternoon jam sessions,”

he recalls. “A friend of mine, Virgil
Gonzales, was jamming there, and he said,

‘Come on, Johnny, sing a song.’ As usual,
I jumped un and sang.”
The proprietor’s wife, Helen Noga, was

in the club, and couldn’t believe what
she heard. “I heard a young kid sing-
ing ‘Tenderly.’ I heard him hitting the
high notes and keep on hitting them. I

thought, ‘Well, he’ll never get to the top.’

But he did. He hit high ‘C’. I’ve always
liked kids, and he was an amazing talent.

And I said, ‘This is it!’
”

Yes, the Nogas are white people. Clem
Mathis says of Helen, “My son wouldn’t
be where he is now if it hadn’t been for
her. She has been wonderful to Johnny
—and wonderful for him.”
“Who’s got you?” Helen asked that

first evening.
“Nobody,” Johnny said.

“Well, get your mother and father—and
I’ll take you,” she said. She says now,
“It never even occurred to me for one
minute that Johnny wouldn’t make it,

that he would ever be anything but a

star.”

She told him, “Keep singing here, and
I’ll see if I can bring somebody around
to help you.” One day Johnny Mathis
got a call from her. “I’m going to bring
a recording executive over to hear you,”
she said.

As Johnny recalls now, “I said, ‘Fine.’

I was very uninterested—because things
like that had happened to me before.
People would say, ‘I’m bringing some-
body in’—and nobody ever came.”
But Helen Noga brought in George

Avakian, director of popular albums for
Columbia Records. “I remember,” Johnny
says, “George had poison oak all over
him. He’d come out here for a visit with
his sister and got to roaming in the hills

and he had poison oak all over his body.

It was a hot sticky night, and he was
there in that little close club with smoke
all over the place—and he was really
suffering He only had the heart to hear
one tune—he was dying. I sang ‘Tenderly’
—again—and I saw him leave, and I said,

‘Well, that’s it.’
”

Then Helen surprised him with “We’re
in!”

Johnny just looked at her. “What?” he
said.

“We’re in—we’ve made it,” she said.
One number was enough. Columbia
Records wanted to sign him to a two-year
contract.
That night when he got back to the

flat on Post Street, Johnny Mathis waked
his dad. “There’s a man I’d like for you
to meet, Daddy.”
“Why? What’s his story?”
“He wants to sign me up for a record-

ing company!”
“Was he sober?” Clem Mathis asked.
“Sober as a jury,” his son assured him.
Clem said he’d have to weigh the whole

matter. “But Daddy, Mr. Avakian’s got

Happy at his smash success, Johnny Ma-

this’ mother and father are even prouder

that he’s staying a nice guy. Between

Johnny’s tours, sorting his fan mail in

their San Francisco home is fun for all

to go back to New York. He’s a very busy
man.”
“Before you sign a contract there are a

lot of angles to be considered,” his dad
said seriously. “I’ve got to think about
this awhile.”
As Clem Mathis says now, “I prayed for

the right answer—I didn’t know what to

do. I kind of searched myself and I asked
God to guide me. It meant Johnny leav-
ing school, and I’d had a brief stint in
show business and I knew it was a
slippery business. You’re never secure.”

tl^hese were moments when Clem won-
J[ dered whether it had been such a great

idea to buy that second-hand piano.
He’d wanted John to be able to sing,

but to make this his whole life? Clem
didn’t know.

Six long months went by. One night
Johnny Mathis looked out into 440’s
black-velveted room—and met the eyes of
Lena Horne. “I saw this lovely face peer-
ing out of the audience, and my knees
started shaking,” Johnny recalls. “But she
was just fabulous.” Lena sent him a note
backstage and invited him to come to her
suite at the Fairmont and have coffee
with her and her family. And she gave
him the best of advice. “Lena told me it

took hard work and just common ordinary
sweat,” Johnny Mathis says now.
Johnny Mathis was sweating then. He

was singing his heart out in club after

club. He worked at a series of clubs
with names like the Gaydoll, the Hollow
Egg, the Hungry I and the Fallen Angel.

Finally Johnny saw one face he wanted
to see most. George Avakian had come to
the Coast to record new Louis Armstrong
numbers, and he dropped by to catch
Johnny’s show. “Well, I think you’re ready
to record,” he told him.
The first Mathis records, a jazz album,

didn’t get off the ground. A couple of

people told Helen Noga, now John’s man-
ager, that he wasn’t ready and advised her
to take him back home. She advised them
in firm language that he was staying in

New York.
Johnny was standing on the corner of

Broadway one day with some friends
when he met the fellow who would write
“Chances Are.” “Somebody said, ‘There’s

Bob Allen, the guy who wrote all those
hits for the Four Lads’—and I was intro-

duced to him. I felt in a good mood that

day and I said, ‘Why don’t you write me
a hit song?’ He said, ‘All right, I will.’

“Bob wrote ‘It’s Not for Me to Say,’ and
he came in one day and said, ‘Here it is,’

and handed it to me. I remember I said,

‘This little simple song? It will never do
anything!’ ” Johnny smiles at that now.
However, he recorded it, along with

“Wonderful, Wonderful,” which is John-
ny’s favorite of all the songs he’s done,
“because,” he says, “it sounded so pure to

me and I had such good thoughts when I

was making this record and I loved the
song so much.”
For months the record didn’t move. As

Johnny says, “It just lay there. Then sud-
denly it started to pick up after everybody
had given up hope. Then we did ‘Chances
Are.’

”

And then it happened. The barrier was
no longer there. As Joshua’s trumpet
blasted the walls of Jericho, a sweet sing-

ing voice shattered the wall of poverty
and ignorance that might have kept John-
ny Mathis from using the gift God gave
him. He is now a top recording artist,

who can handle just about any type of

music. He’s a television star. The Sands
Hotel in Las Vegas took him on for songs
—but hardly for a song. For a fabulous
amount! And he’s featured in his first

movie, 20th’s “A Certain Smile.”

People who hear him sing—strangers

turned into friends by his music—write

and tell him, “When we see you, when we
look at you and listen to you, we don’t

think of you as colored or white or any-
thing. We just think of you as a human
being, a person, a typical American boy.”

And that makes Johnny very happy.
His dad says, “Soapbox speeches don’t

help, to my way of thinking. If you prac-

tice fair play, people see you and they re-

spect you. In fact, they have to. They
respect what you stand for and what you
do.”
True to his upbringing, Johnny echoes

the thought. Reminded that he is in a

position to do a great deal of good for his

people, he says quietly, “Yes, I know. I

feel it deep in my heart. I want to. But
maybe I can do it better if I just be—do-
ing and performing as well as I know
how.” The End



. . . SECRET TRAGEDY
Continued from page 52

Sometimes I couldn’t speak at all. I’d have
to draw a diagram on paper, make big

letters very slowly. I was completely

aware of a lot of things, but there are

days I don’t even remember.
“I used to go out at night and walk and

walk,” she goes on. “I knew I must be very
ill. And I decided I was too sick to keep
the baby after it came. That the only thing

—the only fair thing to do—would be to

give him out for adoption.”

How long had it seemed since that morn-
ing she had walked away from her home
town—walking south—determined to break
final ties and find herself somewhere?
How long? Days? Weeks? She sat back

in her chair and let her mind wander back
over the past weeks.

S
he had decided what she had to share
could be said best through singing

folk songs and she decided to travel

south. As Diane says, “I never even
thought of acting then. Ever since I was
seven years old, I remember the only way I

could relax was to sing, and I’d lock my-
self in the bathroom and sing. When I

got older, I tried writing songs, and I’d

found I could say a million things in a

folk song.”

A girlfriend had decided to share the
big adventure. “Mary wanted to teach
school, and she figured she could benefit

by seeing the world, too. We weren’t com-
ing to Hollywood—we were just walking
through. We thought we’d walk to Los
Angeles and then walk on down toward
Mexico.”
Diane had fifty dollars, and she gave

her friend half of it. “I was taking a wick-
er bag,” Diane goes on, “packed with some
folk songs I’d written, some apples and
lemons and a couple of hard-boiled eggs.

I’d done a lot of hiking when I was young-
er, and I remembered how when we got
thirsty we would eat lemons.”
And so, one morning, without looking

back at her hometown, a girl in blue jeans
and T-shirt, her skin tanned from the sun,
the bay breeze ruffling her short hair,

started walking down the Bayshore high-
way, sleeping bag over her shoulders.
There were deep scars inside Diane Varsi.
It would take years to erase them, but
that morning they seemed no longer there.

“I remember it was so beautiful,” Diane
was saying now. “You know, everything
so real and alive and beautiful.”
“I’m scared, Diane,” her girlfriend had

said when they started out. “Will you be
afraid?”

And Diane Varsi had said, “What is

there to be afraid of? I’m not afraid of
anything. People are people anywhere.”
Between San Mateo and Los Angeles,

people were pretty much people, and there
wasn’t too much to put into song.
Out of San Mateo three guys in a hot

rod gave them a lift. “They thought we
looked pretty strange, I guess,” Diane
smiles. “They gave us a ride for kicks.” A
salesman provided transportation later on,
and thought he was slaying them with his
monologue.
Soon, fortunately, two college kids who

proved to be nice—“sort of the homey type”
—offered them a lift into Los Angeles.
“We got out of the car somewhere in Hol-
lywood, I remember. It was very late at
night.” And Diane Varsi remembers the
strange feeling of foreboding she had. That
something would happen here, something
that didn’t fit in with her plans. Today she
shakes her head, remembering how she’d
felt sure Los Angeles could only hold bad
luck for her, along with bad memories.

Diane’s friend called some people she
knew, and they spent the night there. “It

was somewhere over around Western Ave-
nue. I remember we slept on the floor.”

And two days later her friend surprised
Diane with “I’m not going on with you.
I’m going to stay here.” She remembers
her feeling of panic and her resolve, when
she felt better, to go on.

“I wasn’t feeling well at all. I was very
run-down physically, and the food there
didn’t help. The people were vegetarians
and food faddists. I could have gone out
and bought something—I still had my
twenty-five dollars, but I figured I’d need
this money. I planned on going on and
never stopping,” Diane says. When she
became sicker, they suggested she try fast-

ing. “And I fasted, just taking distilled

water. Then I remember another time, just
eating bean sprouts. My eyes were swol-
len, I looked terrible, and I didn’t know
what was the matter with me.”

One evening Diane went out for a walk,
to get some fresh air. “I met some teen-
agers, and they were very nice kids.

They invited me to have coffee with
them, and one of the boys offered to drive
me around the next day and show me
Hollywood.
“He drove me out Sunset Boulevard, out

by Schwab’s and Google’s and places like

the Hamburger Hamlet,” Diane recalls.

They had coffee, and Diane looked at the
colorful, chattering groups around her.
“This is kind of an interesting town,” she
decided. “What happens here?”
The boy said, “Oh, actors come and talk.”

What did they talk about? Diane won-
dered. “Oh, themselves and each other

—

they seem to be pretty lively people,” the
boy observed.

“I think I’d like to sing around here. I

think I’ll stay,” Diane decided. Possibly
there was something she could learn here.

Grandfather Varsi had always wanted
Diane to perform professionally. From
childhood he’d told her, “You just dance,
Diane—and I’ll take care of you.” So
Diane found a small apartment just off

Sunset, and her grandfather agreed to
send her fifty-five dollars monthly. Then
she ran into an old girlfriend who was
studying at the Pasadena Playhouse and
agreed to share the apartment.
Diane tried to work, and she worked

at a bakery shop for one week, but she
was feeling too ill. She went to the doc-
tor for a check-up— it was then that she
found she was also going to have a baby.
As Diane Varsi says quietly now, “I’d

always felt from the age of seven, you
don’t subject others to your problems.”
She decided she’d just go on as best she
could, for the time being. Meanwhile she
would study—until she could know what
to do, until she felt stronger and could
plan.

“There was an audition for a musical
show a fellow had written called, ‘Bot-
toms Up,’ and I went and started working
with the group of kids there.”

During this brief period, Diane Varsi
also met Jim Dickson, who was then asso-
ciated with Vaya Records and who was
to figure in her future so importantly.

An actor friend of Jim’s who’d met
Diane thought he should manage her and
help get her started in her career. He’d
heard her sing a folk song one day, accom-
panying herself on a drum somebody had
given her, and he was impressed. “Not as
much with her ability to sing,” he’d told
Dickson, “but with her ability to project.”

He’d given her an improvisation to do,

and he’d been amazed by her inventive-
ness. “This girl also dances like a dream,”
he said, “but what’s more important, some
day she can be a fine dramatic actress.”

He thought perhaps Jim should start off
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her career making an album of folk songs.
Diane wasn’t too enthusiastic. “I don’t

want to make records,” she said. “I want
to see where I’m going. I just want to sing
my folk songs. You know, be simple about
it.”

And at first meeting, Jim Dickson was
content to settle for her doing them this

way. When he met Diane at the hall where
she was rehearsing, his first thought was,
“I’d better feed her instead of managing
her.”
Not long after that, Diane Varsi told

Jim she had another dream really in

mind. “If I tell you something,” she said,

“will you promise not to tell anybody? I

want to be an actress. I’ve decided
—

”

“Well, don’t be afraid to admit it to any-
body,” Dickson told her. “Just say you’re
an actress. Start right now. Just say, ‘Now
I want to be an actress. I’ll be an actress’

—and start studying.”

But there was too much drama in the
making in Diane’s own personal life

now to concentrate on an acting
career.

“I didn’t know what I should do,” Diane
says quietly. “My girl friend had gone,
and I was living alone now. I was really

alone with it for the first time, and I was
getting sicker and sicker. I knew I wasn’t
well enough to keep the baby after it came.
The only thing to do seemed to give it out
for adoption. I’d heard there were places
and authorities who would take care of

such things, and who would also help with
the hospital expense.” But Diane had
called one of those places—and the voice
was so casual, so matter-of-fact, so clinical.

And the thought of putting the baby up
for adoption frightened her.

“I thought I was out of my mind,”
Diane Varsi was saying now. “And I was

—

some of the time. I would start screaming
and yelling there in the apartment. And
I’d go for walks and pick up little pieces
of paper—

”

Diane was nearing a collapse when Jim
Dickson, who’d been out of town, returned
and found her one day. “When I got back,
I couldn’t find her anywhere,” Jim re-
calls. “The girls had moved while I was
gone. Finally I located her.”

“We went for a ride, and we talked
about it,” Diane goes on. “I told him about
the baby—about my annulment—the whole
story. That I felt I was in no condition to

keep the baby—and there was nothing to

do but give it for adoption.”
Jim Dickson asked her to marry him.

He was in love with her, and somebody

was going to have to look after her.

“But I didn’t want to marry Jim, then,”
Diane explains. “I felt I couldn’t really
evenly decide at that time. Because be-
ing pregnant, you’re quite liable to do
something that’s not what you really want
to do, or is right for you to do.”
Nor was this the time to make any de-

cision about the baby, Jim Dickson pointed
out. He arranged a room for her tem-
porarily, where she would be in good
hands. And he encouraged Diane to spend
this time learning all she could about
acting.

“I began to feel better, to get better,

right away,” Diane says now. “Later on I

found Otto Preminger was looking for an
unknown to play St. Joan and I decided
I’d try to get a reading for the part, hoping
I would have the baby before time for my
reading came. I knew I could do that part
and I wanted to do it.”

There was the problem of photographs
to be taken and submitted in order to get
an audition. Jim Dickson’s recording busi-
ness was inactive, and cash was scarce.

“We had some great pictures taken of
me in action in scenes ‘St. Joan’—and Jim
hocked something to pay for them. And
then I didn’t have the baby in time,”
Diane remembers well. “The reading was
set a week before the baby arrived. I

auditioned pregnant for ‘St. Joan’—and of

course I didn’t have a chance at the part
—

”

But the producer had been very im-
pressed with the pictures of Diane, they
heard later, and he’d been very upset
when she appeared at the audition in that
condition.

D iane Varsi had made her decision

about the baby now. She was feeling

much stronger physically. “I decided
that I was his mother, and that I would
make a good mother. And that it wouldn’t
matter if I brought him up alone. I told

my grandparents and they came to be
with me.”
And so Shawn was bom—a beautiful

baby, perfectly formed, the light of his

young mother’s life.

Not long after this, Jim Dickson pro-
posed again and made it very clear this

would be the last time. “It was more of

an ultimatum really,” Jim grins now. “We
were having coffee together in a restaurant
on Hollywood Boulevard. We were always
having coffee somewhere.” And Jim had
said, “If you want to marry me, we’ll do
it—or else.” He was through talking about
it.

And so they were married a year ago
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November in a little chapel just off Holly-

wood Boulevard. Diane was a lovely

bride—in a wedding suit she’d made from
a dress Jim’s sister had once worn as a

bridesmaid.
“And from the time we were married

until the time we were separated,” Diane
was saying slowly, “we were always tired.

Working and going and working and no
sleep for either of us. I was taking care

of Shawn and going to interviews in the

daytime and to drama class at night. And
I would get back home just in time for

Jim to go to work. As for Jim—

”

Jim Dickson had taken a night job in

RCA-Victor’s pressing plant, working
from midnight until seven in the morning,
to be able to drive Diane to studio inter-

views in the daytime and to babysit with
Shawn while Diane was in class at night.

In the strange ways of Fate, Diane’s
drama coach, Jeff Corey, had run into Di-
rector Mark Robson one day in a deli-

catessen in Westwood. Robson had always
told him if he ever had anybody in he
thought was really an exciting talent to let

him know. The director said he was look-
ing for a girl to play Allison in “Peyton
Place,” and Corey told him about Diane,
who was acting in her first play, “Gigi,”

in a little theater. As Jeff Corey said, “I’d

never recommended anyone before, but
when you find a talent that is so exciting,

you want people to know about it to let

them share it.”

Diane was excited, too and very grate-
ful, although she had never intended
starting her career in such a large way.
“I felt they made a wrong choice at first.

I felt I wasn’t ready to do it, and I wasn’t,

really. I think I could have done it much
richer now.”
Diane’s and Jim’s marriage had very

little time to mature during this important
adjustment period. And when Diane Varsi
plummeted into stardom in motion pic-
tures at 20th Century-Fox in her first

part, there was no time at all.

Following her fine poetic performance
in “Peyton Place,” Diane starred with Don
Murray in “From Hell to Texas” follow-
ing that immediately with the important
dramatic emotional role of Gary Cooper’s
daughter in “Ten North Frederick.”
As business pressures and demands on

her increased, Diane turned them over to
Jim with, “You’re my manager; will you
talk to them?” And when their conflicts

added to other pressures seemed too much

and they separated, Diane still wanted Jim
to be her personal manager. He was still

the person she trusted most, the only one
perhaps in the life she’d known to ever
give her a fair shake. And “Because he’s

a smart businessman—and because, well
Jim knows me—and he doesn’t bug me.”
There seemed even then a bond between

these two that’s too strong to break

—

one that’s already weathered too much.
And as this is written Diane Varsi and

Jim Dickson are back together again. “No-
body knows yet,” Diane was saying now.
“We’ve told the attorney to hold off any
action for the time being.” They wanted
to avoid the static and the comments and
spotlight as long as possible. To really

give their marriage every chance. And
every day was all-important now—a brand
new thing.

The story of Diane Varsi is far from
written. She may be the most famous star

in Hollywood—or she may quit motion
pictures tomorrow—if she believes she
will be useful to others in another field.

“I’m not sure which form may be the
answer,” says Diane. “Whether it will be
acting or what. I just want to use myself
as a human being and see what comes of
that.” She’s gradually growing more
secure, and it’s a significant step in this

direction—working so hard at her mar-
riage and thinking toward buying a home
in Hollywood.
Through the sheer strength of her own

character and talent, Diane has come
through adversity to stardom. She’s re-
ceived honors and recognition in Holly-
wood for her performance in her first

picture. Twentieth Century-Fox has big
plans for her future. Today she has a
“family” of millions of fans who feel close

to her and who assure her a home there.

But there are times when she still feels

deeply insecure. As Diane puts it, “Is

acting just an escape?”
Is she still running away? Like the little

girl with the troubled blue eyes who used
to run away up into her own live oak tree

back in San Mateo—away from the house
with the ghosts and wonder who she was
and why parents seemed so strange to her?
For Diane Varsi there is still the familiar

feeling sometimes that today is just the
sun before the shadows. The sun, as ever,
just out of reach. And that perhaps she’s

living in a world of pink cotton candy
that can collapse around her and leave her
standing there with nothing. The End

WHY WE WONT
TALK . . .

Continued from page 57

first as individuals then as an engaged
couple, suddenly to cloak their married
lives in silence? Here is their answer:
“You want to know something—and

this is the honest truth?” Natalie began.
“All my life, there’s hardly been anything
I’ve been allowed to do without it being
news. A few months ago, for example, just
after we announced our engagement,
Mother and I were discussing the wed-
ding plans. She asked me if we wanted a
fancy wedding with all the trimmings. I

answered no. A big fat, definite NO! You
know why? Because I’ve never known
what it was to have a memorable mo-
ment that I shared only with those
closest to me.

“It’s funny, but I can remember incidents
like the one on my eighth birthday. Moth-
er had arranged a party for me and had
invited the kids who lived on the block.
As an extra treat, she rented a pony and

made arrangements to rope the street off

for a couple of hours so that we could
ride in safety. Mother said it was polite

to let my guests take turns riding first. I

waited an hour and a half till everyone
had finished, then I got on the pony’s
back. We hadn’t gone more than three
steps when two photographers with flash

cameras jumped out of the bushes and
started taking pictures. The horse was so
scared, he nearly threw me. Is it any won-
der that when it came to my wedding
or to my married life that I want so des-
perately to live quietly, just like every-
body else?

“Neither RJ (who has been in movies
since his early teens) nor I have ever been
labeled uncooperative. And certainly no
two people have more reason to be grate-
ful to the press than RJ and I. But with
our marriage—well—that’s a different

thing.

“First of all, we are not trying to cloak
our married life in silence. We haven’t
done a sudden about-face regarding stories

concerning us. The truth is, neither RJ
nor I have ever done a story on our en-
gagement. We never made attempts to

run from photographers at parties or pre-
mieres, but neither did we make any at-
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tempt to seek publicity for our romance.
If stories were written about us—and they
were—they were written on hearsay, not
by us!”

Bob Wagner shares Nat’s feelings about
marriage versus publicity. Even be-
fore he had proposed, he said; “When

I get married, I can assure you there won’t
be any pictures of me and my bride at

the dinner table, or in our bedroom. Re-
gardless of whom I marry, I’m convinced
this part of my life must be kept separate
from the fanfare and ballyhoo that goes
with being an actor.”

Today he says: “Natalie and I aren’t
trying to be difficult, believe me. It’s just
that both as individuals and as a couple,
we’ve been so misquoted that we’ve de-
cided the best policy is to keep our per-
sonal life as private as possible. There
are certain things that are just bound to

be news because of the business we’re in.

This doesn’t discourage us. But what does
is the constant rehashing and rehashing
of a story or a set of facts until the
original story is so trite or misquoted that
it’s ridiculous.

“We don’t want to keep our fans out of
our life. On the contrary, we don’t want
to be presented to them in a false light.

We can hardly expect them to respect or
believe in us when they read forty dif-

ferent stories about our wedding day—all

different—because only two of the forty
people who wrote those stories were actu-
ally present! This is why we’ve decided
to do no at-home layouts or discuss cer-
tain things of a very personal nature. This
is the only way we know to keep our
happy marriage free from the atmosphere
of a three-ring circus.”

“Since we started dating,” Natalie con-
tinued, “we’ve tried to talk as little as
possible about our romance. Before we
were in love, when I lived at home and
RJ in his bachelor quarters, we had a re-
sponsibility to ourselves and to our fami-
lies. Now that we are married, our re-
sponsibility is to each other. That’s what
marriage is.”

“I suppose it’s no secret,” RJ added,
“that oftentimes Hollywood dates and ro-
mances are cooked up for publicity pur-
poses. There’s no question that these pre-
arranged dates serve a purpose. In those
cases, the couple involved actively seeks
publicity. If ours had been such a ro-
mance, if it had even begun as a publicity
gag, I can assure you it would have never
gotten off the ground. If either of our
studios had ever suggested that we date
because it would result in good copy, both
of us would have run so fast in the op-
posite direction it would have looked like

Hurricane Hazel. The point I’m trying to
make is that from the very beginning our
relationship was sincere, honest. Our ro-
mance only progressed because we fell in
love—there was nothing contrived or make
believe about it. We never sought to make
our love front page gossip.”
The obvious question at this point was:

Well, where are you going to draw the
line? How are you going to decide what
interviews to give and which ones to re-
fuse? How about pictures of your home?
“Since our wedding, we’ve had a tough

decision to make about these points. Both
of us have many good friends, people we
respect and trust, who are either writers
or photographers. Yet, it wouldn’t really
be fair to decide that we would only give
stories or pictures to our friends, there
are too many members of the working
press we don’t know, who are entitled to

the same courtesies as our pals. But even
with those we know and like, there has to

be a limit. Where? That’s a good question.
“In our position there were several

alternatives. At one extreme is the solu-
tion by which we’d declare open house

twenty-four hours a day. Under that sys-"
tem we’d smilingly pose for pictures of
Natalie boiling water and me carrying
out the waste basket. Only one trouble:
This would be phony and it would leave
us with absolutely no time to ourselves.
The opposite extreme would be for Natalie
and I to decide not to give joint interviews.
This way when either of us was ap-
proached, we’d say, I can only talk about
me, if you want to know about my wife
(or husband), you’ll have to ask her (or
him) .”

But that would really be ridiculous,”
Natalie said, “for then we would be
representing ourselves as separate

units, only concerned with ourselves. You
can’t be married after working hours only!
We aren’t separate, anyway; we’re one. My
thoughts are for RJ and what will make
him happy, and his are for me. The only
thing we can think of is what we con-
sider an intelligent approach-compromise.
We’ll grant interviews occasionally, but
we stand firm on our aim not to have any
pictures taken at home. If we let one
photographer in we’d be obliged to wel-
come every cameraman who wanted to

shoot pictures—in this business unfor-
tunately there’s no middle ground, either
you stand firm or not at all.”

“One incident of how frustrating things
can get happened to us just last week.”
As RJ told me what happened, I could
sense his concern. “I had to go to Arizona
on location a few days ago. Natalie and I

drove up together. The first morning there,
I had a six a.m. call. When I got up it was
freezing, outside it was raining and all in

all it was a pretty miserable day. I sug-
gested that Nat stay at the hotel while I

went out to the location site. She agreed,
it wasn’t fit weather for man, or beast,

much less my beautiful bride.

“A few minutes after I arrived on set,

a photographer came over to me and asked
me if Natalie was with me. I told him that
she was in town but that she hadn’t come
out to the location site because the
weather was so miserable. He asked me
if I’d call her and ask her to come over
so he could shoot some pictures of us. As
politely as I knew how I refused. I tried

to explain my reasons—they were pretty
obvious. I’m sure he wouldn’t have wanted
his wife trooping all over creation in

freezing weather. He walked away and I

didn’t learn the end of the story until

later that day. But, it seems that after he
left me, the man was so eager to get the
pictures, he called Natalie at the hotel
and told her that I had told him to call to

tell her to come on over so he could get
the pictures.

“Natalie and I haven’t been married
very long, but my bride knew me better

than to think I would have made such a
request. So Nat told the cameraman that

she didn’t think she ought to come until

she talked to me about it. Naturally, the
frustrated lensmen was forced to drop the
whole thing. He couldn’t admit to Natalie
that he’d made up his story, so he just said

he’d have me call, and hung up. Because
Nat is such a darn good sport, she got out
of bed, got dressed and waited for my call.

A call that never came because I didn’t

know a thing about it. Is it any wonder
that there are times when we say we’ve
been burned?”
“While we were still on our honey-

moon,” Nat continued, “we were asked to

do a series of articles on how to stay

happily married and our marriage secrets.

RJ and I politely refused. Isn’t it sort

of ridiculous to ask a nineteen-year-old
bride and her groom of three days to set

themselves up as authorities on advice to

the lovelorn? We certainly have no inten-
tion of telling people the ways to achieve
happiness in marriage—we’re too busy



finding out for ourselves. Besides, the

majority of the people who would have

read our literary gems are far more
equipped than we were—if anything they

should be giving us the advice! So on our

honeymoon we made up our minds that

the reading public will not be inflicted

with Mr. and Mrs. Wagner’s advice to the

lovelorn.

“Perhaps one reason why we’re so ada-
mant on this point is because both of us

have done a lot of traveling during the

past few years. We’ve met our fans, we’ve
talked to them, we read their wonderful
letters. We’ve learned from this personal

contact that when people have favorite

stars they tend to emulate them, try to

fashion themselves after their favorites

and also accept any byline stories as gos-
pel when they see your name attached.

Our fans are too important to us to make
us sacrifice our integrity by lending our
names to a lot of stuff we either never
see or else disapprove of.

There’s another sore spot as far as

stories are concerned,” Natalie contin-
ued. “We have been asked to discuss

our problems in print. We’ve been ap-
proached on the basis that by reading
about our problems, others will be helped.
If this were only true, RJ and I would
gladly bare our souls—if one person could
be helped in the attempt. But how can
any problems we have help others to

solve theirs?”

“We aren’t the typical boy and girl next
door,” RJ added. “It’s about time the
stories about us faced up to that fact. Be-
sides, we’ve been asked to discuss prob-
lems we wouldn’t talk over with our most
intimate friends. There are just some
things reserved for the privacy of one’s
home. We just aren’t the average couple
and there’s no reason why, for the sake of

a story, we should be portrayed that way.

“By the very nature of our profession
we have certain advantages, along with
innumerable problems that are unique to

us and other actors and actresses. Would
it be of value to anyone else to discuss the
fact that if Natalie has to go to Europe
next month and I can’t go along, that she’ll

give up her role to be with me? Is that a
problem the readers face? Besides, why
should they be inflicted on anybody?

“I think it’s only fair to point out that
being a movie star, making a good salary,

having the ability to afford certain lux-
uries is not the end-all of living. We have
our problems—what human being doesn’t?
And furthermore, although it may seem
to others that since we have so much, we
shouldn’t be entitled to any worries, that
just isn’t true. It’s always easy to look at

someone else and say what have they got
to worry about? But each life and each
problem is relative to the one living it. I

can’t say that the things Natalie and I

must face and will face in the future are
one bit easier to solve by virtue of the
fact that we may drive a Cadillac instead
of a Model T Ford.”
“Before RJ and I were married,” Nat

said, “I once sat in on an interview with
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him. The reporter came right out and told

RJ that all the stories ever written about
him made him sound like the boy who had
everything. He then suggested that since

he wanted to do a real dramatic story they

should make up a few problems to make
RJ sound pathetic—good reader identi-

fication, the reporter said, winking at us.

I’ll never forget RJ’s reaction. He just sat

there for a moment and then he said soft-

ly, ‘Make up problems! Are you kidding?
Do you really believe that stuff you write

about me being Joe Lucky, the boy with
everything? Listen, I have problems,
plenty of them, but they’re my problems
and I don’t feel like burdening anyone
with them. If you find it necessary to make
me sound pathetic in order to have an
appealing story, then why don’t we just

forget it!’

“You see, too many people have the

attitude that being a movie star means
living each day at the end of a beautiful,

multi-colored rainbow. They think that

instead of bathing in the warmth of the

sun we get our golden glow from pots of

gold. They think we have diamonds in our
sky instead of stars. This isn’t true, nor
is it fair to feel that because we may have
been more fortunate than others that this

good fortune has lessened our ability or

our sensitivity to the people and the real

problems around us. With this in mind,
does anyone really care whether or not
I can boil water or Bob wears blue shirts?

Let’s sum up this whole subject by say-
ing we are grateful for the interest

shown in us. There are many things

about our life that we gladly share,”

concluded Nat. “We want our fans to

know how truly happy we are. We want
them to know that our honeymoon was
wonderful; that right now we are living

in RJ’s old bachelor apartment but that

as soon as we can we hope to buy a little

home. We don’t care who knows that we’d
like to find a home on top of a high hill

and intend furnishing in Chinese modern.
“We’ll be glad to shout from the roof-

tops that marriage is the most important
thing in the world to us; that we have
agreed never to be separated for more
than two weeks at a time, if for that long.

We want them to know that being plain

Mr. and Mrs. takes precedent over any-
thing else in our lives. They might even
be interested in reading about the fact that
in between RJ’s shooting on ‘The Hunters’
and my finishing up ‘Kings Go Forth,’ and
our doing some TV together, we have
spent a few weekends on our boat.

“What more can we say except that we
hope that those of you who read this

story will understand that neither of us
have any desires to throw an iron cur-
tain around our lives. We haven’t sought
to shut out the outside world—we have
nothing to hide. We only ask for the op-
portunity to live our lives as simply and
uncomplicated as we can. We feel that the
fans, whom we respect, will find as much
pleasure in the knowledge that we are
happy as they would in reading 136 stories

about what we eat for breakfast. Because
when you come right down to it—although
in many ways we may not be the boy and
girl next door—we are very human; and
like them when it comes to our feelings.

We breathe the same air as anyone else,

cottage cheese and eggs taste the same in

Hollywood as they do in Iowa. When it

rains in Los Angeles, we get just as wet
and when we took our marriage vows they
meant to us what they have meant to

others since people began taking vows.
They meant we love each other and that
we are one forever. This is the way we
feel. This is our life as we see it. We are
only trying as best we know how to live

each day with as much dignity and re-
spect as possible. The End
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YOUR Si 00COST

ALL-STATE PHOTO SERVICE
Depf. A, 505-5th Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

\ a career ut

PRACTICAL NURSING
HAVE A CAREER OR EXTRA INCOME
FREE SAMPLE LESSON PAGES show how
you earn up to $60.00 per week as Prac-

tical Nurse, Infant or Office Nurse, Hos-
pital Aide. Learn at home in spare time.

No high school required. Students ac-

cepted to 65 . . . FOR FREE NURSES FOLDER
AND SAMPLE LESSON PAGES

1
—

I

Post Graduate School of Nursing
9C68 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago 5, Illinois

I NAME

I ADDRESS

I CITY STATE

P

99



THEY’RE IN THE NEWS

"|\ /T itch Miller, the dean of music, was in a dither re that swing-

-*-*-*- in’ music, rock ’n’ roll. At the first annual Popular Disc

Jockey Convention, maestro Mitch let out a raz-a-ma-taz to dj’s

and station owners that could have blasted them to Mars or

Sputnik. “You stations,” he said, “aren’t thinking clearly into

the future when you gear yourselves to eight- to fourteen-year-

old mentality. Today’s kid stuff offers no variation—just paralyz-

ing monotony . . . Put new life into radio and give up lazy pro-

gramming!” Wonder what will happen . . . Did you know that

Kim Novak may be one of the richest gals in Hollywood? The

blonde bombshell who’s found fame and fortune, but not 1-o-v-e,

may become one of the major stock holders at Columbia Pic-

tures, it is whispered. Her late boss, Harry Cohn, is said to

have left her a chunk of Columbia that would dazzle the fret-

work of the Taj Mahal. And that’s a lot of fretwork! . . . Tommy
Sands is making his home in New York. He’s left the “glitter

city”—temporarily—so that he can perfect his acting technique

at the Actors Studio. We spotted him after the breathless ova-

tion given Judy Garland at her New York opening, where he

quipped, “. . . if only / had fans like that!” But don’t you, Mr.

Sands? . . . Looking as beautiful as ever, Shirley Temple, the

dimpled darling of yesterday, is bubbling with excitement over

her success on the video screen. Says she loves doing the series

for NBC because “it’s like being at home. I have read and reread

these fairytales to my children so many times.” The talented

Temple also delights at indulging her “passion”—interior dec-

orating—in her “spare” time ( ! ) and is also promoting an ador-

able new line of Shirley Temple children’s dresses by Cinder-

ella, with youngest daughter, Lori, three, as her favorite model.

The line includes all the latest for chic-ness, including a trapeze

dress inspired by—who else?

—

Dior! . . . Tony Randall, that

Hollywood, TV and Broadway “Oh Captain!” star, thinks “I’ve

got the singers fooled: they think I can sing. The dancers think

I can dance. If the actors will just think I’m an actor. I’ve got

it made.” But they do, TR. In fact, aren’t you going to do “Rally

Round the Flag, Boys” for 20th? A role desired by many . . .

That pretty Miss Hollywood Redhead, Susan Hayward, a big

fan favorite of yours, fought a bout with the measles but re-

covered in time for shooting of her new picture, “The Story of

Barbara Graham.” Hooray! . . . Did you hear how Tab

Hunter coached Etchika Choureau’s English for Warner’s

“Lafayette Escadrille”? By making. Etchika repeat dozens of

times the old tongue-twister “She sells sea shells by the sea

shore.” Tried it lately? It’s no breeze! . . . Pixie Jean Seberg

is a cautious Miss these days. Living alone in New York, the

gal has posted a list of do’s and don’t’s on her dating routine

that’s a real bit! Little Jeanie doesn’t dig the blind dates any-

more—they’re too dangerous when you live alone, says the

“Bonjour Tristesse” lass. If that be the case, then we’re quite

sure Mademoiselle Seberg must have a flock of eligibles that

doesn’t require the prosaic blind date. And that’s all right by

us, too. . . .’Bye for now. RONA B.



Discovery ! Discovery 1 FEMININE FABRIC
sheerest luxury .... perfected protection

make New Modess your discovery this month Modess . .
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THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
The appearance of your hair depends upon the care it receives.

Regular use of a Breck Shampoo helps bring out the natural

loveliness of your hair. One Breck Shampoo is for dry hair,

another is for oily hair, a third is for normal hair. Select the

Breck Shampoo for your individual hair condition. A Breck

Shampoo leaves your hair clean, soft and naturally beautiful.

New packages marked with color help you select the correct Breck Shampoo.

Red for dry hair Yellow for oily hair Blue for normal hair

JOHN H BRECK INC • MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS • SPRINGFIELD 3 MASSACHUSETTSNEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO OTTAWA CANADA
Copyright 1958 by John H. Breck Inc.
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